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Abstract
Prosody and Intonation in Formosan Languages
by
Benjamin Kirkland Macaulay
Advisor: Presidential Professor Juliette Blevins
The Formosan languages are the languages of the Aboriginal peoples of Taiwan. These languages
are part of the Austronesian language family, and represent all but one primary branch of this
family of 1,200+ languages. The Formosan languages are endangered, some critically so. While
these languages have seen attention in the literature for their syntactic and phonological systems,
little work has been done on their prosodic structure or intonation.
This dissertation analyzes the prosodic structure and intonational phonology of Mantauran
Rukai, Budai Rukai, Tsou, Kanakanavu, Hla’alua, Sandimen Paiwan, Piuma Paiwan, Kavalan,
Amis, Bunun, Tgdaya Seediq, Truku Seediq, and Pazeh, based on original fieldwork. In addi-
tion, archival materials are incorporated into analyses of Tsou, Truku Seediq, Tgdaya Seediq, and
Puyuma.
This study finds that the Formosan languages show rich tonal phonologies in their into-
national systems, and have complex interactions between stress assignment and morphology.
Some examples include the following: Mantauran Rukai, previously described as an initial-stress
language, actually has a complex stress assignment system with an alternation between first-
and third-syllable stress, which as a system is unique in descriptions of stress assignment in the
world’s languages. Hla’alua (Saaroa), previously described as having free variation between an-
tepenultimate and penultimate stress, actually has an accent system in which some lexical items
are consistently produced without an accented syllable, while others are. Hla’alua also has a rich
tonal phonology assigned at two higher levels of the prosodic hierarchy. Kavalan has a unique
v
rule that causes spreading tones to shift to the opposite domain edge when a certain number
of tonal elements are aligned to the same boundary. Elements of the intonational phonology in
Amis and Kavalan include glottal stops in addition to tonal elements. Bunun has distinct pitch
accent melodies for words vs. clitics.
In addition to the unique features found in individual Formosan languages, this dissertation’s
comparative study finds at least two geographic areas within Taiwan in which features of prosody
and intonation cluster. One is southwestern Taiwan, including Tsou, Kanakanavu, Hla’alua, and
Rukai, which share features including a lack of glide-vowel contrasts and variability of initial H
vs. L elements in certain prosodic domains. The other is eastern Taiwan, including Amis, Kavalan,
and Puyuma, which share features including suppression of non-IP-final pitch accents, alterna-
tions between ultimate and pre-ultimate F0 peaks across intonational contours, and interactions
between glottal stop epenthesis and intonational phonology.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This dissertation seeks to describe, analyze, and compare patterns in the prosody and intonation
of the Formosan languages of Taiwan, based on original fieldwork and archival data.
The introduction for this dissertation will be presented in four parts. First, Section 1.1 will
introduce the reader to the Formosan languages, those who speak them, and relevant topics in
Formosan/Austronesian linguistics. Section 1.2 will outline some of the concepts and theories in
prosodic phonology that will be used for the analyses of Formosan languages in this dissertation.
Section 1.3 will describe the methodology of the fieldwork study that yielded the original data to
be presented. Finally, Section 1.4 will serve as a note to readers with different backgrounds or
interests on how best to approach reading this dissertation.
1.1 The Formosan languages
The Formosan languages are the languages spoken by the Aboriginal peoples of Taiwan. This
section will introduce the Formosan languages with respect to four sub-topics: first, an overview
of the languages and their speakers (Section 1.1.1); then, their place within the Austronesian lan-
guage family (Section 1.1.2); followed by theories of genetic subgroupings within the Formosan
1
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languages (1.1.3); an introduction to some typical features of Formosan languages (Section 1.1.4);
then a discussion of language contact in Taiwan (Section 1.1.5); and finally a note about language
endangerment as it pertains to the Formosan speech communities (Section 1.1.6).
1.1.1 The Formosan languages and their speakers
The Formosan languages are a group of Austronesian languages spoken on the island of Taiwan.
There is some debate on howmany discrete languages are spoken by these communities, as some
‘languages’ have varieties that vary in mutual intelligibility, and also for cultural and political
reasons. The most common classification of Formosan languages in the linguistics literature is
into the fourteen categories shown in Figure 1.1 on the following page.1
Not present on this map are a number of Formosan languages which at some point in history
have lost their last speaker. This includes a lot of the languages of the western plainsland, as well
as the northern tip of the island where the city of Taipei now stands. This is not to say that the
ethnic groups that spoke these languages no longer exist. Rather, they now speak Southern Min
and Mandarin, the languages of the settlers from the Asian mainland who have migrated to the
island for the past few centuries.
Also missing is Yilan Creole, a creole with Atayalic and Japanese adstrates spoken in Yilan
County (Qiu, 2015).
It is difficult to say exactly how many people speak each language, as ‘speaker’ may be de-
fined in a number of ways. There is census data available for the registered populations of the
tribes themselves, which are a superset of the speakers of the tribal languages. The census data
published by the Council of Indigenous Peoples in September 2020 is shown in Table 1.1 on page 4.
It is safe to say that the tribes with the larger populations also have the most speakers. Amis,
1Tao (Yami), spoken by the indigenous people of Orchid Island to the southeast of Taiwan proper, is an Austrone-
sian language spoken in a territory occupied by the Taiwanese government. It is not, however, a Formosan language
in the linguistic sense: it is part of the Batanic subgroup of Malayo-Polynesian, and ‘Formosan’ as a language group
refers to the Austronesian languages that do not descend from Proto-Malayo-Polynesian.
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Figure 1.1: Geographical distribution of the Formosan languages. From Zeitoun, Teng, and Wu
(2015, xii).




















Table 1.1: Population of Aboriginal peoples in Taiwan by tribal affiliation, from statistics pub-
lished by the Council of Indigenous Peoples (2020).
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spoken by the tribe with the largest population. Themost critically endangered languages spoken
by the tribes listed in Table 1.1 are Thao, Saaroa, and Kanakanavu, which also have the smallest
total tribal populations.
Those who speak Formosan languages generally also speak Southern Min and/or Mandarin.
Those old enough to be educated under the Japanese occupation (1895–1945) also speak Japanese.
There are likely no monolingual speakers of Formosan languages (P. J.-K. Li, 2008a, 2).
1.1.2 The Austronesian language family
The Austronesian language family is one of the largest language families in the world, with ap-
proximately 1,256 languages spanning the Pacific Ocean, insular Southeast Asia and Madagascar
(Simons & Fennig, 2018). Based on archaeological evidence, the Austronesian-speaking peoples
likely originated from what is now Mainland China, before moving to the yet-uninhabited Tai-
wan (S.-C. Huang, 1989). Linguistic evidence for Austronesian migration starts in Taiwan (Blust,
1984), where around sixteen Austronesian languages are still spoken today (Blust, 2013, 30-31),
known collectively as the Formosan languages.
Because of this migration pattern, the Austronesian language family has a unique phyloge-
netic structure. The 1,200+ Austronesian languages spoken outside of Taiwan are thought to
descend from a single language, Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP), which is a primary branch of
Austronesian alongside numerous Formosan languages (and small subgroups thereof), which are
as distantly related to each other as they are to the languages outside Taiwan.
As a consequence, structural features of Formosan languages have a direct impact on our con-
ception of Proto-Austronesian (PAn). For example, the proposed contrasts in Proto-Austronesian
between *t vs. *C, *n vs. *N, and *h vs. *S are posited entirely on data from Formosan languages
(Dyen, 1965).2 Ferrell (1970) reports a contrast between /l/ and /ɫ/ in Pazeh that would further split
2These labels for PAn categories are those used in Blust (2013) and other contemporary work on the subject.
Dyen (1965) instead uses *t1 vs. *t2, etc.
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Figure 1.2: An elaborated Austronesian genealogical tree. From Ross (2008, 170).
PAn *N into two categories based solely on one language’s data (although Blust [1999a] dismisses
the contrast). All of these contrasts are claimed to have merged in Proto-Malayo-Polynesian
(PMP) before the speakers of PMP left Taiwan, and thus any progress on investigating these con-
trasts is not going to come from data from any of the 1200+ Malayo-Polynesian languages.
The closest relatives of the Formosan languages are the Philippine and Batanic languages, the
former once thought to descend from a single ancestor Proto-Philippines, but now reanalyzed as
multiple first-order subgroups of PMP (Reid, 1982). The Philippine languages are known for a
contrast in the lexicon between two classes of stress, surfacing primarily through vowel length
(Zorc, 1979). Attempts have been made in the literature to establish cognacy of this contrast with
the few languages in Formosan with a stress contrast such as Budai Rukai (Ross, 1992). However,
as Blust (1997) argues, cognacy between stress classes in the Philippine languages and Budai
Rukai are not significantly better than random chance.3
3Additionally, many speakers of Budai Rukai have started to shift some lexical items from one class to the other
through contact with Paiwan, which has fixed penultimate stress (C.-M. Chen, 2011).
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1.1.3 Internal phylogeny of the Formosan languages
The internal subgrouping of Formosan languages has been a topic of heated debate in the Aus-
tronesianist literature. Some subgroups of Formosan languages are relatively uncontroversial:
for example, most scholars agree that Atayal and Seediq form an Atayalic branch (P. J.-K. Li,
1981).
Other proposed subgroups have not been as lucky. Tsouic, a subgroup comprised of Tsou,
Hla’alua, and Kanakanavu, has seen reconstruction efforts in the literature (P. J.-K. Li, 1972;
Tsuchida, 1976). In more recent literature, some authors continue to argue for Tsouic on the basis
of lexical and phonological innovations (V. Chen, 2017; Sagart, 2014). Others exclude Tsouic as
a unit, pointing to morphosyntactic innovations that are shared with other Formosan languages
(Ross, 2012; Zeitoun & Teng, 2016).
This disagreement extends to the study of higher Austronesian phylogeny as a whole. Ap-
proaches from different areas of the grammar have yielded drastically different results. The pro-
posal with the most primary branches is that in Blust (1999b), reproduced here in (1).4 This model





















Another approach to higher phylogeny in Austronesian is to group languages by shared
morphosyntactic innovations rather than phonological innovations. The most common is the
‘nominalization-into-verb’ hypothesis of Ross (1992, 2012), which groups all but Puyuma, Rukai,
4Abbreviations mine: EForm = East Formosan; WPlains = Western Plains; NWForm = Northwest Formosan.
Elipsis ‘…’ shows position of dormant languages, omitted here.
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and Tsou into a subgroup called Nuclear Austronesian. The structure of Ross’s proposal can be
seen in (2). Zeitoun and Teng (2016) take a similar morphosyntactic approach with two addi-
tional proposed innovations: i) *<in> reanalyzed as a perfective in Hla’alua, Kanakanavu, and
Nuclear Austronesian; and ii) *-en reanalyzed as verbal in undergoer voice verbs in Kanakanavu













These are not the only morphosyntax-based approaches to Formosan subgrouping; others
include Starosta (1995) and Aldridge (2016).
A third major approach to the phylogeny of Formosan languages is proposed by Sagart (2004,
2014), who uses the development of numerals as the innovations on which the subgroupings are
based. The results of this approach are repeated here in (4).5
5Modified from Sagart (2004), with dormant languages omitted. Note that subgroups are named after proposed
innovated morphemes: *pitu ‘seven’; *enem ‘six’; *walu ‘eight’; *Siwa ‘nine’; *-mu ‘2sg.gen’. Note also the inclusion
of Proto-Tai-Kadai, whose relation to Proto-Austronesian is under ongoing investigation in the literature.























As can be seen by the divergence in results in these reconstructive studies of Austronesian,
few subgroupings within Formosan are uncontroversial. For this reason, the comparative ele-
ments in this dissertation (namely the discussion in Chapter 13) cannot assume any one pro-
posed phylogenetic structure as a background. Additionally, it so happens that of the two most
widely-accepted subgroups within Formosan, I only have novel data to present from one daugh-
ter language: Seediq in Atayalic, and Pazeh in Western Plains. However, this dissertation will
include discussion of within-subgroup development in the cross-dialect studies of Rukai (Section
2.4.10) and Paiwan (Section 6.6.3.3).
1.1.4 Features of Formosan languages
Some common features of Formosan languages are shared by subgroups of PMP. For example,
verb-initial word order is common to Formosan languages and other western Austronesian lan-
guages (P. J.-K. Li, 2008b, 524). Most Formosan languages have a four-way voice alignment system
that is also common in Philippine languages (Starosta, Pawley, & Reid, 1982). Reduplication is
very common in Austronesian languages within and outside of Taiwan, often with multiple types
of reduplication within a language (Zeitoun & Wu, 2006).
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Phonologically, Formosan languages most commonly have a four-vowel system (/a/ /i/ /u/
/ə/), and lack suprasegmental contrasts. Aside from some languages that have developed onset
clusters through syncope (Thao, Truku Seediq, Tsou, Maga Rukai), Formosan languages generally
have simple syllable structures: Pazeh only allows word-internal codas when they are nasals
homorganic to the following onset (Blust, 1999a), while Hla’alua may have no codas whatsoever,
with a maximal syllable of CV.
The Formosan languages have rich nominal and verbal morphologies, making use of prefixes,
suffixes, infixes, circumfixes, and in most Formosan languages, a distinction between affixal ma-
terial and clitics. In addition to the affixes marking voice/focus, verbs may be marked for tense
and aspect, such as Pazeh <in> ‘perf’ and <a> ‘fut’ (P. J.-K. Li, 2000). They may also be marked
for negation, for example with the suffix =ka in Mantauran Rukai (Zeitoun, 2007). Many of the
clitics in Formosan languages are pronominal series: Holmer (2005) describes the distribution of
clitics in Seediq, and Yen (2012) and Yen and Billings (2014) do so for the clitics in Kavalan, to give
two examples from the literature.
Formosan languages are agglutinative, and due to their small phonemic inventories and sim-
ple syllable shapes, long words are common. For example, morphologically-complex words
were common in the material I elicited in Mantauran Rukai such as ta-’ini-pala-palai ‘Subj.Nmz-
Motion-red-fly’ and o-lriho’o=ka=li ‘Dyn.Fin-know=neg=1sg.nom’. Some especially-longwords
that came up during elicitation include kinamakasusususuan ‘family’ in Piuma Paiwan, andmaisas-
avusavuanʉ ‘doctor’ in Hla’alua.
Some of the aforementioned features of Formosan languages are thought to be inherited di-
rectly from PAn, while others may bemore recent developments in multiple Formosan languages,
having either developed in parallel or spread through contact. The four-vowel system is recon-
structed for PAn by Dempwolff (1934–1938), and is thus thought to be directly inherited by For-
mosan languages like Pazeh (Blust, 1999a), Kanakanavu and Saaroa (Tsuchida, 1976, 27,59).
While the four-way voice alignment system is present in some reconstructions of PAn such as
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Dahl (1973) and J. U. Wolff (1973), the absence of some or all of this voice morphology in certain
Formosan languages has led some scholars to consider it an innovation (or series of innovations).
Under this theory, the voice alignment system is reconstructed not to PAn but to a more re-
cent ancestor, often called ‘Nuclear Austronesian’. Ross’s (2009) original ‘Nuclear Austronesian’
includes all Austronesian languages except Puyuma, Tsou and Rukai, while Zeitoun and Teng
(2016) exclude Kanakanavu and Hla’alua also.
On the other hand, trends in the syllable structures of Formosan languages often do not re-
flect structure reconstructed to PAn. A number of Formosan languages including Rukai, Tsou,
Hla’alua and Kanakanavu have developed echo vowels (Hsin, 2000, 98), and now have CV.CV en-
vironments where a CVC syllable has been reconstructed to PAn. H.-C. J. Huang (2015) describes
some differences in syllable structure across Formosan languages, for example: Squliq Atayal
and a pre-modern stage of Saisiyat require codas while all other Formosan languages surveyed
do not; and Jianshi Squliq Atayal disallows word-internal codas, while other varieties of Atayal
and other Formosan languages do allow them. As Blust and Trussel (2011) list PAn forms like
*biCuka ‘stomach’ and *qaRsem ‘sourness, acidity’, codas are not obligatory and word-internal
codas are not unavailable in this reconstruction of PAn.
Many Austronesian languages also have restrictions on multiple labial consonants within the
word (or some smaller domain). Of the Formosan languages with these restrictions described in
Zuraw and Lu (2009), each one has a different ‘repair’ strategy. Other languages like Pazeh do
not restrict multiple labial consonants within the word (cf. forms likema-merek ‘af-unable’; P. J.-
K. Li and Tsuchida [2001]). Thus, no one ‘repair strategy’ can be reconstructed to PAn, although
the restriction on multiple labial consonants is a feature common to much of the Austronesian
family, and is not restricted to any genetic subgroup of the family.
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1.1.5 Language contact
The Formosan languages differ greatly in structure with those languages that they are in contact
with (besides each other). The language that has been in contact with Formosan languages the
longest has been Southern Min (also called “Taiwanese”), spoken by migrants from Fujian, China
who came to Taiwan and competed with Austronesian-speaking peoples for the farmland on the
island’s western plains (K.-C. Chang & Goodenough, 1996, 38). The Formosan languages also
came into contact with Japanese during the Japanese occupation of Taiwan (1895–1945) and with
Mandarin due to Taiwan’s subsequent rule by the Republic of China (ROC) government.
The Sinitic languages have SVO word order (Dryer, 2003), while Formosan languages are
verb-initial. P. J.-K. Li (2008b) notes that Saisiyat, Pazeh and Thao all now allow the SVO order,
probably due to contact with Chinese. In my own work on Pazeh, the speaker I worked with
would prescriptively describe the language as VOS but would often raise one argument to the
front of the sentence in production (a construction once reserved for topicalization). Chiang and
Chiang (2008) note that SVO order has been attested in Saisiyat texts as early as Ogawa and Asai
(1935).
The Sinitic languages are tonal and Japanese has contrastive pitch accent melodies. Both
tone and pitch accent are known to spread in situations of contact, for example tone in South-
east Asia (Matisoff, 1973), and pitch accent in Northern Europe (Gussenhoven, 2004). Tone has
also spread to some members of the Austronesian language family: a contrast in obstruent voic-
ing became a tonal contrast in Oceanic languages of the Huon Gulf under contact with Papuan
languages (Ross, 1993), and consonant laryngeal features in some Chamic languages developed
into a phonation-based register system under contact with Sinitic languages and Vietnamese,
which then developed into a five-way tonal contrast in Hainan Cham (Thurgood, 1993). While
no Formosan language has yet been described as using pitch to convey lexical information, some
phonetic studies of Formosan languages have found pitch to be a primary acoustic cue for promi-
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nence, including Chiang and Chiang (2005) for Saisiyat, C.-M. Chen (2009b) for Piuma Paiwan,
C.-F. Huang (2003) for Tsou, and C.-M. Chen (2006) for Budai Rukai.
Contact-induced change has also been documented between Formosan languages, in both
the distant past and today. Preglottalized voiced stops have been documented in Tsou, Bunun,
and Thao (P. J.-K. Li, 2015). Since these languages are not otherwise posited as a taxon, but are
geographically contiguous, the preglottalized stops have likely spread areally through contact
(Blust 2013:158; Blevins 2017). A more recent example is described by C.-M. Chen (2011), who
finds that speakers of Budai Rukai who have moved to the Sandimen Paiwan-speaking Sanhe
Village have acquired some prosodic features of Sandimen Paiwan, including penultimate stress
and a lack of pitch accent. Interestingly, the lack of pitch accent was found only in the male
speakers surveyed (pp.141–2).
Aside from structural change, lexical borrowing between specific pairs of Formosan languages
is well-documented. The aforementioned preglottalized stops in Thao may be restricted to loan-
words from Bunun (P. J.-K. Li, 2015). Pan (2016, 31) notes Bunun words loaned into Saaroa, and
Blust (1999a) notes loans from Taokas and Atayalic languages in Pazeh. Patterns and asymme-
tries in lexical borrowing may reflect cultural relationships between speech communities: Blust
(2003, 2) notes that despite theThao being in contact with both Bunun- and Atayal-speaking peo-
ples, Thao has numerous loans from Bunun, but not from Atayal. Blust draws a parallel to the
cultural relationships between the three tribes: while the Thao and Bunun have a long-standing
tradition of intermarriage, Thao tribal members reported (to Blust) a distrust of the Atayal.
1.1.6 Language endangerment
All Formosan languages are endangered, some more than others. Aboriginal peoples make up
only 2% of the Taiwanese population, and fewer yet can speak their ancestral language. Those
who can, are generally bilingual in Southern Min and/or Mandarin (P. J.-K. Li, 2008a). The lan-
guages that are most critically endangered in Taiwan are Kavalan, Thao, Hla’alua, Kanakanavu,
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and Pazeh (P. J.-K. Li, 2008a).
Many Formosan languages have already lost their last native speaker.6 This includes many
of the languages in the western plainsland like Siraya, Taokas, and Papora, which lost their last
speaker at some point between early contact with Europeans and contact with the Japanese in the
early 20th century. More recently, it has been claimed that Pazeh, a language originally spoken in
the western plains before a migration inland to the city of Puli, lost its last speaker Pan Jin-yu in
2010 (P. J.-K. Li, 2010). Whether or not this language has actually lost its last speaker is a matter
of debate (to be saved for Chapter 11), but the fact remains that the language has suffered a major
loss of transmission, and is at least critically endangered.
The reason the languages of the western plains have suffered the greatest loss of language
transmission is that their speakers have had the longest contact with Southern Min-speaking
settlers from what is now Fujian, China. These settlers sought the arable land that the plains
tribes live on, and the indigenous peoples were faced with the choice of assimilation or moving
inland, like the Thao and Pazeh, whose languages are now critically endangered but not dormant
(Blust, 1999a, 321).
While faring better than the plains tribes, the mountain tribes have also faced pressure to
assimilate and adopt the languages of dominant groups. The Japanese occupation of 1895–1945
and rule by the Republic of China government thereafter have both enforced educational policies
that have affected the intergenerational transmission of Formosan languages, in favor of Japanese
(M.-H. Wu, 2011, 103) and Mandarin (Dreyer, 2003, 396) respectively. In addition, language shift
to the Formosan language Bunun is partially responsible for the endangerment of Hla’alua and
6Many existing works, including some of my own, use terms like ‘extinct’ or ‘dead’ to refer to languages who
have lost their last native speaker, and by extension ‘moribund’ for those predicted to soon share the same fate.
Instead, here I opt to use the term ‘dormant’ to refer to languages that lack L1 speakers but still play a cultural role in
the communities that once spoke them. This terminology originates in indigenous communities of North America
(Fishman, 2001), many of which have lost native speakers of their ancestral language. In both North American and
Taiwan (and elsewhere), language revitalization/revival movements are ongoing in many communities, and perhaps
one day some of the languages that lay ‘dormant’ today will once again be spoken in their communities. I thank Lisa
Travis for pointing me in the right direction with regards to talking about endangered languages.
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Kanakanavu (D. T.-H. Liu, Chang, Li, & Lin, 2015).
The imperative to document these languages while native speakers remain, and to promote
however possible the efforts of these speech communities to retain their languages, is clear. In
addition to the urgency of losing access to language as a cultural practice, and as an object of
study, there is also evidence that language endangerment has direct effects on language struc-
tures. For example, Dorian (1978) finds both transfer from contact languages and reductions in
complexity of various paradigms in the Scottish Gaelic of communities down to their last few
speakers. Thus, language endangerment itself may be a source of innovations in the speech of
modern speakers.
1.2 Prosody and intonation
The analysis of Formosan languages in this disserataion will focus on prosodic structure and
intonational phonology. Section 1.2.1 will introduce some of the basic phonological concepts
that this dissertation’s analyses are based on. Section 1.2.2 will outline the goals of analysis.
Finally, Section 1.2.3 will introduce two frameworks that will be used in the analyses, and briefly
discuss how the analyses will fit into existing works on prosodic typology.
1.2.1 Basic concepts
This section will introduce four concepts: the suprasegmental tier (Section 1.2.1.1; metrical struc-
ture (Section 1.2.1.2); the prosodic hierarchy (Section 1.2.1.3); and intonation (Section 1.2.1.4).
1.2.1.1 Suprasegmental phonology
All spoken languages make use of consonants and vowels, which together are known as ‘seg-
ments’. The production of segments results in various effects on the acoustic signal, some of
which overlap in ways that are not necessarily linear (such as the formant transitions of stop
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consonants, which occur during the ‘following’ vowel). However, speakers generally think of
segments as being arranged in a fixed order. This arrangement is called the ‘segmental tier’.
There have been attempts to do all phonology, including features such as stress and tone, on
the segmental tier. For example, Chomsky and Halle (1968, 66–8) assign a value of the distinctive
feature [±stress] to all segments (although only vowels can be stressed under their system).
However, this system fails to capture a number of generalizations about stress assignment and
tonal phonology. Tones, for instance, can undergo assimilatory and dissimilatory rules as if they
were adjacent, when numerous consonants intervene. For example, a dissimilation rule changes
low tones in Mandarin to a rising tone preceding another low tone. This is the case when they are
on adjacent segments as in /tʰùɑ̀ɹʨʰǐ/ → [tʰǔɑ̀ɹʨʰǐ] ‘Turkey’, or when there are three intervening
consonants, as in /ʨjàŋʨjɛ̀/ → [ʨjǎŋʨjɛ̀] ‘explain in detail’, where the tones are not adjacent by
Chomsky and Halle’s standards.7
This locality problem ceases to be an issue with the introduction of the ‘suprasegmental tier’,
which houses features such as tones. The use of multiple tiers in phonology was popularized by
Autosegmental Phonology (Goldsmith, 1976).
By putting elements on the suprasegmental tier, they can be associated with entire syllables
instead of single segments like vowels. That is, features such as stress and tone can be associated
with domains like syllables, rather than being constrained to segmental feature matrices. Some
patterns in tonal phonology would be entirely impossible to encode with only a segmental tier.
One example is ‘floating tones’, a type of tonal element used by some languages that is associated
with no segmental material. As an example, Shupamem (Grassfields, Cameroon)8 has a LHL tonal
melody (where L is a low tone target and H is a high tone target) that is found on some plural
nouns:
7These transcriptions are in IPA, not pinyin, as Mandarin is commonly transcribed in. The pinyin and characters
for these words are tǔěrqí 土耳其 and jiǎngjiě 講解 respectively.
8Shupamem data presented here based on original fieldwork by myself and Hagay Schurr. Further discussion on
tonology in the Shupamem noun phrase can be found in Macaulay and Schurr (2019).
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(5) a. ɱfùɱfù ‘lung’ [L.L]
b. ɱfǔɱfù ‘lungs’ [LH.L]
This melody is also applied to ɣaː, the plural form of ŋgàː ‘someone’. However, only the first
two tones (LH) surface on the word in isolation, as shown in (7b).
(6) vím [H] ‘hunt’
(7) a. ŋgàː [LL] ‘someone’
b. ɣǎː [LH] ‘someone (pl.)’
(8) a. ŋgàː [LL] + vím [H] → ŋgàːvím [LL.H] ‘hunter’
b. ɣǎː [LH] + vím [H] → ɣǎːvīm [LH.!H] ‘hunters’
But when this word forms a compound with a high tone word like vím ‘hunt’, the high tone
of the other word is lowered. This is a common alternation in Niger-Congo languages like Shu-
pamem, where L and H tones fuse to form !H, a ‘downstepped’ high tone that is realized in the
middle of the pitch range. The occurrence of downstep in ɣǎːvīm ‘hunters’ shows that the final
L of the LHL plural melody still exists, even though it is not realized on ɣǎː in isolation. Thus,
the L is ‘floating’: it is part of ɣǎː’s underlying form (perhaps something like /ɣaːLHL/), but is only
realized in some contexts. Because this final L is associated with no segmental material within
the lexical item’s segmental tier itself (/ɣaː/), it cannot exist within a system like Chomsky and
Halle (1968) which only allows for a single tier.
1.2.1.2 Metrical structure
In many languages, one or more syllables within the word are ‘prominent’ relative to the others.
The prominent syllable(s) may routinely surface with a certain F0 contour aligned with it, called
a ‘pitch accent’. A ‘stressed’ syllable is a prominent syllable that may have one or more acoustic
maxima in features like intensity and duration, and may or may not also receive a pitch accent.
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Prominent syllables may also interact with segmental phonetics: for example, English stops are
more likely to be voiceless when they are in the onset of a stressed syllable (Vaux, 2002, and
sources therein). English also shows an interaction between stress and vowel quality, in that
some vowels can only surface in stressed syllables. For example, atom [ˈæ.ɾəm] has /æ/ in the
initial stressed syllable, but in the related word atomic [ə.ˈtʰɑ.mɪk], stress has moved from this
position and a schwa [ə] surfaces in place of [æ].
In many ‘stress’ languages, all words (or all content words, or all multisyllabic words) have
a single syllable at the highest level of prominence. For example, there are disyllabic words in
English such as pígeon with stress on the first syllable,9 and giráffe with stress on the second
syllable. But there are no English disyllables that do not have an identifiable prominent syllable.
This is in contrast to a language like Japanese, in which only some lexical items have a promi-
nent mora, while others have no accent, and thus no identifiable site of prominence (Beckman &
Pierrehumbert, 1985, 261). For example, while some Japanese words likemákura ‘pillow’, tamágo
‘egg’, and takará ‘treasure’ have prominent syllables to which the pitch accent melody aligns,
these contrast with unaccented words like sakana ‘fish’ which receive a default intonational con-
tour without the pitch accent melody (Vance, 2008, 148).
In many languages, there is evidence for multiple levels of prominence. For example, in
the place name Apalachicola [ˌæ.pə.ˌlæ.ʧɪ.ˈkoʊ.lə], the most prominent syllable in the word is the
penult (the second-to-last). But there is a rhythmic ‘secondary stress’ as well on the first and third
syllables, evidenced in part by the availability of [æ] in both. The rhythmic nature of prominence
in words like Apalachicola can be captured by the ‘metrical foot’, a unit encompassing two sylla-
bles (or morae), composed of one more prominent and one less prominent sub-unit.
This information can be represented in a ‘metrical grid’, i.e. a schema showing the rela-
9An acute accent is often used to mark stress in stress languages. The acute accent in IPA refers to a high tone,
however none of the languages analyzed in this dissertation are tonal, and there should be no confusion between the
two uses. While the IPA diacritics could conceivably be used to mark the tones assigned by intonational phonology,
I have chosen instead to describe them with Autosegmental notation like H and L instead.
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tive prominence of syllables. A metrical grid for Apalachicola can be seen in (9), adapted from
A. S. Prince (1983, 43).10
(9)
x Word
x x x Foot
x x x x x x Syllable
A pa la chi co la ‘Apalachicola’
As shown by the grid, the word has six syllables shown with the six ‘x’ markings in the
Syllable row. Syllables that are prominent at the level of the metrical foot have an ‘x’ in the Foot
row, and here can be seen the rhythmic strong-weak alternation in syllable prominence. The ‘x’s
in this row represent syllables that have at least secondary stress. Finally, one syllable per word
gets primary stress, which is shown in the Word row. In addition to these three, there is also
evidence for additional rows in English and other languages for prominence at the phrasal level
(Ladd, 1994).
There are also phonological operations that apply to metrical structure. For example, fourteen
pronounced in isolation has final stress while women pronounced in isolation has penultimate
stress, shown in (10–11). However, when they are pronounced in the phrase fourteen women,
there is a clash between the two stressed syllables, shown in (12a). This is resolved by shifting











10The label of ‘Foot’ here is a shortcut here, typically defined as a two-syllable domain with a strong and weak
position (with some exceptions). A. S. Prince (1983) does not adopt the foot as a specific tier in the hierarchy; rather,
he uses the label ‘Σ’ to refer to any levels housing prominence between the syllable and word level, of which there
may be more than one (p.27).




* x x x x Syllable




x x x x Syllable
four teen wo men ‘fourteen women’
1.2.1.3 The prosodic hierarchy
In addition to the syllable and the foot, there are smaller and larger domains that are commonly
referenced by the phonologies of the world’s languages.
The smallest prosodic unit is the mora, which is a unit of phonological weight (Gordon, 2006).
For example, a syllable containing a long vowel or a sonorant codamay contain twomorae, versus
a syllable with short vowel and a voiceless coda or no coda.
‘Heavy’ syllables, i.e. those containing two morae, may attract stress away from a non-heavy
default position (Gordon, 2006, 19–26). Inmany languages, only heavy syllablesmay bear contour
(rising or falling) tones (Yip, 2002, 27–8).
As the smallest prosodic unit, the mora is the lowest in a hierarchy of increasingly-large
prosodic domains. Above the mora in the prosodic hierarchy is the syllable.
The syllable also has internal structure, that will be referenced throughout this dissertation.









In the syllable [dɔɡ], [d] is the onset, [ɔ] is the nucleus (which is generally a vowel), and [ɡ]
is the coda. Together, the nucleus [ɔ] and the coda [ɡ] form the rime [ɔɡ].
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Figure 1.3: Prosodic domains and tonal association to morae in the Japanese phrase Ane-no akai
seeta wa doko desu ka? “Where is older sister’s red sweater?”. Originally from Pierrehumbert and
Beckman (1988); this version adapted for Gussenhoven (2018).
Above the level of the syllable, material is grouped into domains such as prosodic words and
phrases. A full analysis of an utterance into prosodic domains can be seen in Figure 1.3, showing
an example from Pierrehumbert and Beckman (1988) as reproduced in Gussenhoven (2018).
The largest prosodic phrase is often labelled the intonational phrase (IP). What is below the
IP level depends on the language and analysis: Beckman and Pierrehumbert (1985) argue for an
intermediate phrase (ip) level in English and Japanese, while Jun and Fougeron (1995) and Jun
(1998) analyze French and Korean respectively using an accentual phrase (AP).
1.2.1.4 Intonation
Intonational phonology is the suprasegmental phonology that serves to mark prominence and
the boundaries of prosodic domains. While this is achieved through a confluence of acoustic
patterns, including changes in intensity and duration, phonation type, and effects on segmental
phonetics (e.g. stop aspiration), the most intricate patterns in intonation lie in the associated
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tonal phonology.
Tonal elements in intonation come from one of two sources: i) pitch accent melodies, which
are aligned to prominent syllables; and ii) boundary tones, which are aligned to prosodic domain
boundaries. These tones may also appear alongside the lexical tones associated with specific
words, and grammatical tones, which are morphemes associated with tonal material but no seg-
mental material.
Once tones have been assigned to the tonal tier, they can undergo a number of phonological
operations.11 Two very common types of rules in tonal phonology are tone shifting and tone
spreading. Tone shifting is when a tone that is expected to be associated with a certain syllable,
is instead found on another syllable either preceding or following its expected location. A tone
can shift all the way to a prosodic boundary, or it can shift only as far as allowed (if blocked by
a certain type of consonant, for instance). An example is shown in (14), where the H tone shifts
from the second syllable to the ultima.
(14) Tone Shifting
H H Tonal tier
CV CV CV CV → CV CV CV CV Segmental tier
Another type of rule in tonal phonology is tone spreading. Spreading is similar to shifting, in
that a tone ‘moves’ until it is stopped by a boundary (or whatever else triggers the end of tonal
movement in the language). Unlike with shifting, tone spreading leaves a copy of the spreading
tone on its origin, and on each intervening tone-bearing unit between its origin and destination.
An example is shown in (15), in which the H tone on the second syllable spreads to the ultima,
resulting in a H tone on the second through fourth syllables.
11In addition to the tonal phonological rules described here, there are a number of other recurring phonological
rules in the tonal phonologies of the world’s languages. I have chosen to include here only those that also recur in
the intonational phonologies of the Formosan languages described in this dissertation. For a more comprehensive
list, see Hyman and Schuh (1974).
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(15) Tone Spreading
H H H H Tonal tier
CV CV CV CV → CV CV CV CV Segmental tier
Another common rule in tonal phonology is called ‘downstep’. Downstep refers to the low-
ering or reduction of the pitch range as a whole, which causes expected H tones to surface in the
middle of the utterance’s overall pitch range (as opposed to the top of the pitch range). This can
come from a number of sources ranging from the natural declination of the pitch range over the
course of the utterance, to the fusion of L and H targets to form a downstepped high tone ‘!H’.
Like many segmental phonological rules, tonal phonological rules are directional. Both the
tonal shifting rule in (14) and the tonal spreading rule in (15) affect material that come after the
syllable on which the tone originates. This is not always the case; tones can also spread or shift
to preceding material.
In talking about the location of tones and the directionality of tonal rules, there is a convention
in the literature that the reader should be aware of. This is the use of ‘left’ and ‘right’ to refer to
the beginning and end of domains respectively. The ‘left edge’ of a domain is the beginning of the
domain, and a tone that moves ‘leftward’ is one that moves onto preceding material, i.e. towards
the ‘left edge’. (And vice-versa for ‘right edge’ and ‘rightward’.) Given that this terminology is
based on left-to-right writing systems as opposed to any dimensional quality of speech, this usage
may be controversial. I adopt the usage in this dissertation simply out of convenience.
1.2.2 Goal of analysis
The goal of this dissertation is to analyze and compare the prosodic structure and intonational
phonology of the Formosan languages.
The first step of this process is to identify patterns in the surface phonetics of the elicited
materials, and describe them. When the surface patterns have been identified, the next goal is to
try to account for them using the fewest possible contrastive phonological elements.
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While this goal is common to many works in phonology, there is one area in prosodic phonol-
ogy where the ‘fewest possible elements’ does not reflect one unique solution. The most common
way that this becomes an issue is when deciding which tonal elements belong to pitch accents
and which to boundary tones.
To illustrate an example, take the material in (16):
(16)
L H L Tonal tier
CV CV CV CV Segmental tier
There is a L tonal target, a H, and a L, in that order, to be accounted for. Perhaps this material
is in a langauge that has penultimate stress (evidenced elsewhere), and thus at least the H is part
of the pitch accent melody.
The L on the final syllable is adjacent to the H, and can thus easily be accounted for as part
of the pitch accent melody. To exclude it from the pitch accent melody would require it to be a
boundary tone, which creates an additional tonal element.12
The L on the initial syllable is not adjacent to the H. If it is part of the pitch accent melody,
then there must be an additional rule shifting this tone to the first syllable. The alternative is to
exclude it from the pitch accent melody, and instead assign it as a boundary tone, creating an
additional phonological element.
This example illustrates the difficulty in determining what an optimal analysis of intonational
phonology is: is it more costly (in terms of the ‘efficiency’ of the analysis) to create an additional
boundary tone, or to stipulate an additional tonal rule? And is it more costly to create an addi-
tional boundary tone, or to add complexity to the pitch accent melody?
Existing analyses of intonational phonology in the world’s languages have taken as their
starting point different answers to these and other theoretical questions. All too many works
forego outlining the reasoning by which they came to their analysis, and simply present the
12Of course, there could be other evidence pointing to this L being a boundary tone. For this hypothetical example,
I assume that there is no external evidence to determine the status of any of the tones involved.
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end result. For this reason, I have sought to provide the reader with the possible ways that the
structures presented can be analyzed, my reasons for choosing one alternative over others, and
the strengths and weaknesses of each. After all, there may be reasons that come to light, either
through additional work on the Formosan languages themselves, or through general typological
study, to choose a different path of analysis than the one presented here.
1.2.3 Frameworks used
There are two frameworks that have served useful in analyzing the intonational phonology of the
Formosan languages discussed in this dissertation, which I will briefly discuss here. The first is
Autosegmental-Metrical Phonology (Section 1.2.3.1), and the second is Articulatory Phonology
(Section 1.2.3.2).
1.2.3.1 Autosegmental-Metrical Phonology
Autosegmental-Metrical (AM) Phonology is a framework that is very commonly used in the de-
scription of prosodic structure and intonation. While not the origin of the term itself, AM phonol-
ogy is generally credited to Pierrehumbert (1980).
AM phonology has two major components. The first is Autosegmental Phonology Goldsmith
(1976). Autosegmental Phonology concerns the use of mulitple tiers in phonology, as well as
constraints on possible autosegmental structures (e.g. the ‘No-Crossing Constraint’). The second
component is Metrical Phonology (Liberman, 1975; Liberman & Prince, 1977), which governs the
relative prominence of prosodic units.
AM models of intonation describe the assignment and interaction of tones, with reference to
metrical structure. In AM phonology, there are two sources of tones: pitch accents, and boundary
tones.
Pitch accents are tones or tonal melodies that are aligned to prominent syllables/morae. Pitch
accent melodies also have internal structure. For example, a pitch accent melody L+H*L contains
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three tonal targets: L, H, and L in that order. The plus symbol + in this context refers to a syllable
boundary, that is, the initial L will be associated to the syllable preceding that to which the H
is associated. The asterisk * marks the preceding tone (H) as the ‘nuclear’ element of the pitch
accent, which is the one aligned to the prominent syllable. Throughout this dissertation, I will
be using ‘prenuclear’ and ‘postnuclear’ to refer to the tones preceding and following the nuclear
element. For example, the prenuclear L is the one preceding the H by one syllable.
Boundary tones are tones (or tonal melodies) that are associated with prosodic boundaries.
They can be associated with different levels in the prosodic hierarchy, and with the beginning
or the end of the domain. Following Pierrehumbert (1980), I use the percent sign % to refer to
intonational phrase (IP) boundaries, which are the highest level of the prosodic hierarchy, and
the hyphen - to refer to intermediate phrase (ip) boundaries. The symbol is put on the side of
the tone (or melody) where the boundary is found: so %H is an IP-initial H tone, while L% is an
IP-final L tone. Similarly, -L is an ip-initial L tone, while H- is an ip-final H tone.
The term ‘intonational contour’ will be used in this dissertation to refer to combinations of
pitch accent melodies and boundary tones, often associated with specific utterance types or se-
mantic/pragmatic information (Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg, 1990).
Although pitch accents and boundary tones are assigned by various levels of the prosodic
hierarchy, they are for the most part arranged linearly on the tonal tier.13
Given that each prosodic boundary is also a boundary of every prosodic domain lower in
the hierarchy (the ‘Strict Layer Hypothesis’; Nespor and Vogel [1986]), this means that multiple
boundary tones may be assigned to the same location. When this happens, the ‘outermost’ tone
on the tonal tier is the one assigned by the larger prosodic domain.14 For example, if a language
13Of course, considering the tonal phonologies of the world, there is ample evidence for multiple suprasegmental
tiers that interact with each other in various ways (Snider, 1988). My approach here is to assume that the tones
assigned as pitch accent melodies and boundary tones are arranged linearly until evidence shows otherwise (which
does happen in some of the languages discussed here; see the intonational phonology of Kanakanavu in Section 4.7
for some examples). Evidence for tones existing on multiple tiers may include something like downstep, which is an
operation on the pitch range as a whole, potentially spanning a large amount of the tonal tier.
14Strictly speaking, this is a convention used for Pierrehumbert’s (1980) model of English intonation. However,
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assigns H to both IP edges and L to both ip edges (%H, H%, -L, L-), the surface order of these
tones would be H-L-L-H with the H tones of the higher IP level on the ‘outside’ and the L tones
of the lower ip level on the ‘inside’. If a pitch accent melody is also present, it will go ‘inside’ the
boundary tones, even if it is assigned to a prominent syllable at the edge of the domain.
An example of the arrangement of tonal elements from different levels of the prosodic hierar-
chy was seen in Figure 1.3 on page 21, which shows a sentence in Japanese with boundary tones
assigned at two levels combining with the pitch accent melody into a linear order.
1.2.3.2 Articulatory Phonology
Articulatory Phonology (AP) is a framework that is not commonly used in studies of prosody, nor
has it gained the widespread use seen by AM phonology and other generative models. However,
it provides a way to represent how articulatory gestures are timed with respect to one another,
which is not possible in many phonological frameworks. As the timing of articulatory gestures
has proven relevant to explaining some synchronic and diachronic patterns in the phonology
of Formosan languages, I have chosen to include discussion of AP where it benefits the current
study.15
AP takes the articulatory gesture as the basic unit of phonology (Browman&Goldstein, 1986).
A vowel will be comprised of a tongue body gesture, and a consonant will be comprised of one
in the languages discussed in this dissertation, there is reason to believe that tones from different sources arrange
themselves in the same way.
15Often, the adoption of a framework in a linguistic study comes with the assumption that that framework, to
the exclusion of others, is an accurate representation of language at some level of representation. For example,
Optimality Theory (OT) is a popular phonological framework, which uses a constraint-based grammar informed by
typological norms. Its use often clashes with the ‘noise’ of real language data, whichmay include ‘unnatural’ patterns
developed through telescoping, or require complex rule ordering in a way that is precluded by OT’s mechanisms.
While it is impossible to be free of the theoretical implications that come with the use of frameworks, it is not
my intent in using the tools of AM phonology or AP to say that either of these is a perfect representation of how
phonology works in the minds of speakers. My choice to adopt Articulatory Phonology in some discussions stems
from an inability to express ideas about gestural timing that I feel are critical to the understanding of the languages
under study. Andwhile I have adopted wholesale the mechanisms of Autosegmental-Metrical phonology, I also leave
room for these mechanisms, and the proposed constraints and universals in the AM literature, to be amended to fit
the phonologies of the world’s languages, and not the reverse.
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or more gestures of various articulators. For example, a sound like [d] requires both a tongue tip
gesture and a laryngeal gesture.
Gestures who are timed with respect to each other are ‘coupled’. Gestures coupled ‘in-phase’
begin simultaneously, while gestures coupled ‘anti-phase’ are performed one after the other.
Some of the larger findings in the AP literature involve the realization of timing relationships
within the syllable. One major finding is that in syllables with simplex onsets (a single onset
consonant, and not a cluster), the onset consonant and vowel are coupled in-phase (Browman
& Goldstein, 1988). This means that the duration of the vowel gesture is not just the amount
of time the vowel dominates the acoustics, but is already occurring during the production of
the onset consonant. This may have implications elsewhere in phonetics, for example in how
measurements are taken involving vowel duration or speech rate.
A more in-depth discussion of the timing of articulatory gestures through an AP lens will be
saved for the comparative study of Paiwan (Section 6.6.2), in which they are most relevant.
1.2.3.3 Compatability with existing typological work
Prosody and intonation is relatively new as the focus of typological study. Two prominent works
in the field are the Prosodic Typology volumes edited by Sun-Ah Jun (Jun, 2005b, 2014).
The theoretical basis for the analyses included in these volumes varies from author to author.
Two frameworks are common: Autosegmental-Metrical Phonology and the Tones and Breaks
Indices (ToBI).
ToBI is primarily a system for annotating acoustic data, starting with K. Silverman et al.’s
(1992) model of American English, and expanded to many other languages since.16 ToBI annota-
tions encode two types of information: i) tonal elements like pitch accents and boundary tones;
and ii) ‘break indices’, a measure of the relative strength of juncture.
While ToBI as a framework is common in the prosodic-typological literature, I have chosen
16For a more comprehensive history of ToBI, see Beckman, Hirschberg, and Shattuck-Hufnagel (2005).
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to exclude ToBI from this dissertation for two reasons. The first is that I intend to focus on
acoustic evidence as the basis for the analyses presented here. ToBI includes categories that
are distinguished not by a measured acoustic parameter with defined boundaries, but by the
impressions of the transcribers. The break indices in particular are subjective in nature, and
ToBI’s workaround for this is to use agreement between multiple transcribers to converge on
a structure. Unfortunately, I am not a group of people. I err on the side of excluding analysis
of features like relative juncture strength that I am unable to definitively point to in the surface
acoustics. For this reason, this dissertation is weaker on the analysis of structures such as prosodic
phrasing than it could be with a larger-scale ToBI approach.
The second reason I have excluded ToBI from this dissertation is that Autosegmental-Metrical
models of intonation are already a requirement for ToBI systems, whether the two stages are
published separately or not. A ToBI analysis requires first determining the contrasts and structure
of elements in the intonational phonology, which then become the ‘tones’ of the ‘Tones and
Breaks Indices’ model. This crucial stage is not always given its due spotlight in the literature of
novel ToBI models, but without it, intonational phonologists are left to transcribe pitch accents
and boundary tones based on their own perception.
On the other hand, an AM model on its own can easily be adapted into a ToBI annotation
system. If it is the lack of ToBI models that prevents this dissertation’s analyses from being
included in wider typological work, then the ToBI-inclined reader can take as a starting point the
pitch accent melodies and boundary tones I present in the AMmodel. A number of the languages
also show evidence in the tonal phonology for a distinction between the IP and ip levels (to be
discussed in Section 13.4.2), which can perhaps be mapped to level 4 and 3 of the break indices.
It is a goal of this dissertation to serve as material for the typological study of prosody and
intonation, within and outside of Formosan, and that the differences between this dissertation
and existing works on prosodic typology do not differ greatly enough to prevent its inclusion.
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1.2.4 Symbols and diacritics
This dissertationwill use a number of symbols from conventions in various domains of linguistics.
In addition to the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA),17 and the Leipzig Glossing Rules (to be
discussed further in (Section 1.3.5), I will also be making use of the symbols and diacritics shown
in Table 1.2.
Note also that the asterisk * has numerous uses in different domains of linguistics. Three
in particular are relevant to the current study. In historical linguistics, a form with a preceding
asterisk refers to an unattested, hypothetical form in a previous stage of a language. For example,
Pazeh ayam and Bunun qazam (‘bird’) are hypothesized to descend from a single form in Proto-
Austronesian, *qayam.
In intonation, the asterisk is used to mark the tonal target it follows as the nuclear element,
i.e. the one that is aligned to the prominent mora/syllable. For example, a L+H*L pitch accent is
one in which a H tone is aligned to the prominent syllable, a L tone is aligned with the preceding
syllable (L+), and a L tone is aligned with the tone-bearing unit following the H.
A third usage of the asterisk is to mark a form as ill-formed. This can be a phonological form,
for example /kæt/ is a well-formed English word, while */ktæ/ is ill-formed in English phonotac-
tics. This usage of the asterisk also extends to other displays of phonological information, and
also material from other linguistic domains such as morphology and syntax.
One minor note regarding the symbols used in this dissertation, is that many can be read
aloud in multiple ways. For this reason, when ambiguous, I default to the determiner ‘a’ (vs.
‘an’). For example, while it is common in speaking to say things like “an L (tone)” with the /ɛl/
pronunciation of ‘L’, this usage is centered around the English alphabet, and a more linguistics-
centered way to read this string would be “a [low] (tone)”. Similarly, “an F0 contour” is common
in speech with the /ɛfziɹoʊ/ pronunciation of ‘F0’, but I err on the side of “a F0 contour” here,
17The IPA can be accessed at https://www.internationalphoneticassociation.org/
content/ipa-chart.
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ip “small IP” Intermediate phrase
IP “big IP” Intonational phrase
. Syllable boundary [mɛ.lən]; [H.HL]
- ip boundary -L; L-
% IP boundary %H; H%
Prominence ˊ (acute acc.) Prominent mora/syllable [mɛĺən]; mélonˋ (grave acc.) Secondary stress [wɑ́ɾɚmɛ̀lən]; wátermèlon
Rule notation
_ Location of target segment
/ “In the environment of…”
# Word edge
Historical linguistics * Proto-form PAn *qayam > Pazeh ayam
Intonation * Nuclear element of p.acc. L+H*L (H aligned to str.)
Elsewhere * Ill-formed *[mɛlə́n]
Table 1.2: Common symbols and diacritics used in this dissertation, and uses of the asterisk *.
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referring to the reading of ‘F0’ as “fundamental frequency”. Note also that F0 (and the formants
F1 etc.) are written with a full-height numeral in place of the subscript common in phonetic
works, i.e. F₀. This is purely for my own convenience.
1.3 Methodology
The data presented in this dissertation were elicited using methodology standard to field lingus-
tics, as approved by The Graduate Center, CUNY’s HRPP (IRB file number 2016-0387).
1.3.1 Participants and recruitment
Participants for this study were found in a variety of ways, by word of mouth from locals or
recommendation from local scholars and tribal development associations. Because of this, the
participants varied greatly in their metalinguistic knowledge.
Many of the participants are language teachers in the community, and had experience engag-
ing with their tribal language in a linguistic setting, or even themselves had consulted existing
linguistic works. Even those who did not work as language teachers generally were proficient in
a Latin-based orthography of their tribal language. I have included in the ‘Data collected’ section
of each chapter a short background on the consultant, and on the setting in which the interview(s)
occurred. The number of speakers in each language, and their status as language teachers can be
seen in Table 1.3 on the following page.
While much of the data presented in this dissertation was elicited after this dissertation’s
topic was proposed, and thus was elicited specifically in the pursuit of prosodic structure and
intonational phonology, I have also included data that I had previously collected. In addition to
the data I collected, I am also including some analysis based on archival data. This takes two
forms: i) recordings of words in isolation published alongside the dictionaries hosted by Council
of Indigenous Peoples (2016); and ii) sentence-level elicited data collected by Daniel Kaufman





































































Rukai Mantauran 2 1 ✓ 2.4Budai 1 3 ✓ ✓ 2.5
Tsou Pnguu 1 1 ✓ ✓ 3
Kanakanavu 1 ✓ .5 ✓ 4
Hla’alua (Saaroa) 2 ✓ 2 ✓ ✓ 5
Paiwan Piuma 1 .5 ✓ 6.4Sandimen 1 ✓ 1 ✓ 6.5
Kavalan Patrungan 1 ✓ 1.5 ✓ 7
Amis Southern 1 ✓ 1 ✓ 8
Bunun Isbukun 1 1 ✓ 9
Seediq
Tgdaya 1 2 ✓
10Toda 1 1 ✓ ✓
Truku 1 1 ✓ ✓
Pazeh 1 ✓ 12 ✓ 11
Puyuma Nanwang ✓ 12.4
Table 1.3: Data collected and presented in this dissertation.
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(Tsou) and Arthur Holmer (Seediq and Puyuma).18 The types of data to be presented (excluding
the word-level recordings in the CIP dictionaries) are listed in Table 1.3.
1.3.2 Recording equipment
Oral interviews in the field were recorded on a Sony PCM-M10 recorder with a Røde VideoMic
directional microphone.
Because a directional microphone records sounds more loudly when pointed at their point
of origin, the microphone was placed near participants (with their consent) and pointed towards
them. This would generally be around 1 foot away, on a table (speaker’s movements permitting).
A number of the recordings were taken in the presence of multiple speakers, and in this case,
the microphone would either be pointed towards one speaker who was the main focus of the
interview, or in some cases reoriented between speakers.
Recordings were saved losslessly in .wav format, on a secure hard drive.
1.3.3 Elicitation
The goal of this dissertation to explore prosody and intonation comparatively across Formosan
languages was formulated after some fieldwork had already taken place. The results of this earlier
fieldwork generally conform to the elicitation methods practiced with the comparative prosodic
study in mind, and thus can be analyzed in the same way (perhaps with more gaps in available
data). These earlier studies included recordings of Pazeh, Tgdaya Seediq, and Isbukun Bunun.
The later fieldwork specifically was aimed at investigating prosodic structure and phonology.
In order to investigate phenomena at both the word- and phrase-level, elicitation sessions were
generally split into two portions.
18In addition to Daniel Kaufman and Arthur Holmer, Robert Blust also allowedme to access his archival recordings
of Thao. Unfortunately, I was unable to incorporate them into an analysis in this dissertation as I am yet unable to
fully gloss any of the utterances (which are hyperarticulated, and contain a lot of material). I am still deeply grateful
for being allowed access to these data, and hope that I can incorporate them into an analysis in the future.
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The investigation of word-level prosody was done via a prepared word-list. This list was com-
posed of lexical items collected from dictionaries, grammars, and glossed items from elsewhere
in the literature, and was aimed at covering a wide range of word shapes, as well as capturing
whatever relevant prosodic patterns had been described in the literature. Glosses would be, to
the best of my ability, translated into Chinese from the non-Chinese sources.
These lists would be brought into the elicitation session with the edge of the page folded over
so that only the Chinese glosses were visible.19 Participants were asked to translate from Chi-
nese to their tribal language. As they could not see the target of elicitation, they were not being
primed for any specific word and could not simply be reading from the page. This method led to
elicited items that did not match the target, sometimes being the same stem with different mor-
phology, and sometimes being a different lexical item altogether. As the goal of the survey was
to get recordings of words with a variety of phonological structures, these differences between
target and elicited item generally did not affect the study in a meaningful way as these elicited
items themselves had a wide range of phonological structures. When participants produced a
different word from the target, they were for the most part not guided towards the target.20 This
methodology also yielded some words that were not present in existing dictionaries or other doc-
umentation of the target language. For example, the Mantauran Rukai word kavecehae ‘shin’ was
given without hesitation by two speakers who use the language day-to-day, but I have not found
it listed in existing works. These words were not excluded from the study, and where they occur
in this dissertation they are accompanied by a footnote explaining that they are not present in the
existing literature, as well as providing any subparts that may be related to documented lexical
19The first speaker I had worked with was the Pazeh speaker Adunu. Once I realized that she could read my
handwriting from across the table, I began folding the page to make sure that participants could not access the target
of elicitation directly from my prompts.
20One exception was when there was confusion with the Chinese prompt. For example, a few participants heard
牙齒 [jǎtʂʰì]∼[jǎtsʰì] ‘tooth’ instead of the intended鴨子 [játsɨ] ‘duck’. As ‘duck’ was elicited for later use in full
sentences, participants were asked to additionally provide ‘duck’ through a prompt like “動物的鴨”, lit. ‘the animal
‘duck”. In any event, follow-up prompts did not give participants any information about phonological structure in
the target language.
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items I have been able to find.
The investigation into phrase-level prosody was conducted by asking participants to trans-
late phrases into the target language that I had prepared in Chinese. Often this was preceded
by asking the participant to translate the content words in isolation. For the most part, phrase-
level translations would progress from content words in isolation, to simple sentences containing
those content words, to more complex sentences building off the simple sentences’ structures. In
preparing thes phrases, the goal was to elicit a variety of phrases that i) may have unique intona-
tional contours or other prosodic structures; or ii) may show a single intonational contour’s real-
ization on a variety of phrases with different word orders and syntactic structures. Additionally,
some phrases were also included based on prosodic alternations described in the literature, for
example phrases about sugarcane were included in the Piuma Paiwan elicitations, as the Piuma
word for sugarcane (tjevús) is in the class of words with final stress, which may affect the real-
ization of intonational contours. While some elicited phrases recurred across elicitation sessions,
the elicitation materials were updated between each session based on their usefulness during the
sessions, and were often adapted during sessions to better suit the target language.
1.3.4 Analysis
The bulk of the phonetic analysis was done using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2017). After isolat-
ing elicited words/phrases from the full recording into clips, these clips were annotated by hand
(by me). Many phonetic boundaries are obvious from the waveform or spectrogram, like a transi-
tion between a fricative and vowel. For the less obvious boundaries, for example in a sequence of
vowels or between vowels and glides, boundaries were placed near changes in formant structure
and adjusted manually so that each period between the boundaries sounded impressionistically
like the segment it contained (and only the segment it contained). Stop closures at the utterance
edge were notated to the best of my ability where boundaries were evident in the waveform.
However, voiceless stop closure boundaries at the utterance edge cannot be reliably measured
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from the acoustics alone, and I leave room for error here. For this reason, the closure duration
of utterance-edge voiceless stops is not utilized in any of the phonetic discussions in this disser-
tation. This was also true for utterance-final vowels and sonorants, which often reverberate and
‘trail off’ without a clear acoustic boundary to mark its endpoint.
The numerous pitch tracks presented here were also generated using Praat. While Praat’s
automatic pitch tracker often suffers from pitch doubling/halving and does not account for back-
ground noise, it does allow pitch tracking to be edited manually to resolve both of those issues.
It is not the case that any F0 can be manually assigned to any part of the contour; the errors
generally stem from multiple possible F0 values being tracked for specific points in time, and the
wrong one having been selected by the automatic process. Thus, every point in the pitch tracks
presented in this dissertation represents a F0 value detected by Praat, and does not represent an
interpolated or predicted value. The corrected F0 values were adapted into a contour using Praat’s
smoothing function with a bandwidth of 10Hz, and then plotted in the Praat picture window.
Other phonetic values, such as intensity, formants, and spectral slices, were also generated
natively in Praat, as were their visualizations presented here (including spectrograms). Praat
scripts were also used in order to automate some value measurements, such as a duration logger
by Katherine Crosswhite and a formant logger by Mietta Lennes.
1.3.5 Orthographic conventions
Phonetic and phonological transcriptions found in the square brackets [ ] and slashes / / re-
spectively throughout the dissertation contain symbols from the International Phonetic Alphabet
(IPA). For example, [j] refers to a palatal glide, and /j/ refers to an abstract phonological category
that contains a set of distinctive features active in the language under discussion, and whose ‘de-
fault’ phonetic output is the palatal glide [j]. One major exception to this is the use of the acute
accent ˊ within phonetic/phonological transcriptions of Formosan languages. As an IPA symbol,
the acute accent represents a high tone. In this dissertation, it will be used as a short hand for
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primary stress on the syllable containing the accented character (and only included when rele-
vant). For example, Piuma Paiwan [cəvús] ‘sugarcane’ has stress on the final syllable [vus], and
this has been represented as an acute accent on that syllable’s nucleus [u].
Aside from IPA transcriptions, there are also orthographic transcriptions of lexical items
throughout the dissertation, presented in italicized font. These orthographies are language-
specific, and are based on those used in existing works such as dictionaries and grammars. Many
of the speakers consulted for this dissertation were also proficient with these orthographies (even
those who were not language teachers). Most, if not all, Formosan languages have seen multiple
orthographies from different scholars and in different time periods: some recurring differences
include capital letters vs. digraphs for retroflex consonants and e vs. ʉ vs. x for the high cen-
tral vowel. The orthographies used in this dissertation will be apparent from the consonant and
vowel chart of each langauge, where any phonetic symbol that does not match the orthography
will be noted with the orthographic symbol in angle brackets < >. For the most part, I have erred
on the side of the orthographies used in the Council of Indigenous Peoples’ 2016 grammar series.
The use of orthographic transcriptions is for three purposes. Firstly, it allows for a broad
transcription of words when further phonetic/phonological structure is not relevant to the dis-
cussion, especially in discussions of phrase-level phonology and syntax. Secondly, while I have
had to convert data from some sources into the orthography used here, the data as presented
here will match that presented in at least some of the major modern works in the literature. And
finally, orthographic transcriptions can allow a particular morpheme to be referenced without
needing to fully commit to a phonological representation, which is crucial when there are dif-
ferences between previous phonological analyses and the patterns in participants’ synchronic
grammars presented here. As an example, a word in the chapter on Kanakanavu that I have cho-
sen to transcribe orthographically as mingáne ‘swim’ has been analyzed as both /miŋáne/ and
/miŋánai/ previously in the literature. In a way, data presented orthographically like mingáne
‘swim’ can be interpreted as something like “the word meaning ‘swim’ in Kanakanavu”.
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1.3.6 Data excluded from analysis
As previouslymentioned, words produced in isolationwere not excluded from this study for being
different morphologically or being a different lexical item from the intended target of elicitation.
However, I did generally choose to exclude such words if they were loans from other languages
and had structures exceptional to the language’s native phonology. Japanese loans are often older
and have been adapted into the phonotactics of the borrowing language, e.g. kábange ‘bag’ in
Budai Rukai has been adapted from Japanese kaban to fit the native phonology of Rukai. However,
on the other end of the scale, Pan (2012, 22,29) describes eleven entire phonological categories
that only serve to accomodate loanwords in Lha’alua. Many of these, such as the aspirated stop
series, are used for words for the Chinese varieties spoken natively alongside Lha’alua by all
existing speakers. While an argument can be made for the Japanese loans that they have been
fossilized over time, and that Japanese is not a language of daily use formost speakers of Formosan
language, the separation between a closed class of Chinese words fully adapted into Formosan
phonologies and a system of codeswitching where words are exchanged freely between native
languages within speakers, is not as clear-cut. A meaningful distinction between the two types
of borrowings requires a type of investigation that has not been undergone here, and I choose to
focus my attention in this dissertation on the native phonologies of Formosan languages to the
extent possible.
Productions of words in isolation were also excluded from study due to intereference from
background noise (when it affected pitch tracking), as well as false starts or productions that the
speaker claimed were errors and corrected.
Productions of full phrases were excluded when they contained large gaps. This was some-
times a result of hesitation, and the on-line processing required by the translation task. However,
most of the productions with large gaps were made in an attempt by the speaker to accommodate
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me by giving me time to write the sentence in my notes piece by piece.21 I was often able to ask
speakers, after they had explained the sentence to me, to “say the whole thing once more, for the
recording”, and they would generally produce the utterance without gaps. Aside from the gaps,
I have not noticed any intonational differences between the originally-elicited and re-elicited ut-
terances. Other productions of full phrases were excluded if they contained false starts or speech
errors that the speaker then corrected.
1.3.7 Morphosyntactic analysis and glossing
While it is not the main purpose of this dissertation, I have included examples with morpheme-
by-morpheme glosses for all multi-word phrases and utterances, as well as for single words for
which I have found morphological analysis in the literature. Some works, such as Ferrell’s (1982)
dictionary of Paiwan and Tsuchida’s (1976) description of Tsou, Lha’alua, and Kanakanavu, con-
tains a wealth of lexical items for which morpheme boundaries are notated but no morpheme-
by-morpheme gloss is provided. While I have tried to construct a morpheme-by-morpheme gloss
based on the morphological analysis within the works, this has not always been possible. I leave
room for more morphological complexity in data presented here than I have been able to gloss.
Just as different phonological analyses have led to differing phonological representations
of words in Formosan languages, the morphosyntax of these languages has seen an incredible
amount of linguistic study, and interpretations of morphological categories (and the glosses that
are adopted as a result) differ by scholar, and even within scholars between individual works.
I have made an attempt to match the glosses of English-language syntax-focused works in the
literature, and have made a note in this dissertation wherever glossing a morpheme has proven
difficult or controversial.
21One may ask why taking notes is necessary when the recordings will contain the same information. The reality
is, that the notebook serves a secondary purpose in the interview setting. Some people (myself included) find it
jarring to be asked to produce language material into a microphone with no response or visual feedback from the
interviewer. Additionally, it is difficult to recover some place of articulation information from the recording alone,
and the notes have been invaluable in resolving issues with [v] vs. [ð] or even [t] vs. [k] in some instances.
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Of course, not all glossing conventions present in the literature are compatible with each
other, and not all can be accomodated. For example, the prefixes and infixes containing /m/
present in most Formosan languages have been labeled as ‘av’ (“actor voice”) and ‘af’ (“actor
focus”) variably in the literature. While I acknowledge that there may be syntactic motivations
to use one label or the other, and that their usage may differ in specific Formosan languages in
a way that makes one label or the other a more appropriate choice, I have chosen to standardize
cognate morphemes like this across the languages discussed here in order to aid conformity of the
glossed data presented here. My choice of the ‘af’/“actor focus” series (and other such decisions)
for glosses is not a condemnation of other syntactic analyses, nor is it representative of any
specific syntactic analysis assumed by this dissertation. I have also changed some glosses when
elicited materials contain usage outside of existing analyses, for example Tsou honci is glossed as
‘if’ everywhere in the literature I have found it, but its use in forced choice questions does not
follow from the gloss ‘if’, and thus I have not adopted the existing gloss.
Aside from the morphological glossing conventions specific to Formosan or Austronesian
studies, I have followed the conventions of the Leipzig Glossing Rules formorpheme-by-morpheme
glossing.22 This includes reformatting data from other sources to conform to other data presented
in this dissertation, for example by marking infix boundaries with angle brackets < > instead of
the slashes / / and hyphens - - of older works. Morphological glosses that are not specific to
Formosan/Austronesian studies are taken from the Leipzig Glossing Rules’ list of standardized
glosses. Any glosses used that cannot be found in this list can be found listed separately begin-
ning on page liv. One deviation from the Leipzig Glossing Rules in this dissertation’s glosses is
the use of the hyphen - to offset reduplicated material, where the LGR suggest a tilde ∼. The
hyphen-tilde distinction is not ncessary for the data presented here, in which reduplicated mate-
22The Leipzig Glossing rules were developed by Bernard Comrie and Martin Haspelmath of the Max Planck
Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology’s Department of Linguistics, and Balthasar Bickel of the University of
Leipzig. They concern the marking of morpheme boundaries and labels given to morphological information in
glosses. The rules and list of standardized glosses can be accessed at https://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/
resources/glossing-rules.php. As of writing this dissertation, the latest update was in 2015.
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rial is glossed simply as ‘red’.23
1.4 How to read this dissertation
For the most part, all of the analyses in Chapters 2–11 are self-contained, and a reader interested
in only one language can get a full view of the language in question by reading the relevant
chapter alone.
There are two exceptions to this. The more obvious is the comparative study in Chapter 13,
which contains additional discussion surrounding all the languages with individual chapters. The
reader interested in one language may also benefit from this discussion, which puts the individual
language data in the context of Formosan as a whole.
The other exception concerns the microprosodic effects consonants have on the F0 contour.
Knowledge of these effects is fundamental for being able to ‘read’ the pitch tracks presented
throughout this dissertation. A full analysis of microprosody for all the languages presented
here would be incredibly labor-intensive and yield similar results (at least concerning consonant
classes grouped by manner/voicing), I have conducted only one such study, on Mantauran Rukai
(Section 2.5). I urge the reader who would otherwise skip the analysis of Rukai to first visit this
section before proceeding to another data chapter.
Another recurring topic that is investigated in greater depth in one chapter than in others is
‘peak delay’, a pattern involving the alignment of F0 peaks associated with pitch accents. While
mentioned in a number of chapters, I direct the interested reader to Section 6.6.2, which provides
quantitative data on the phenomenon in the context of two Paiwan dialects.
Readers who are primarily interested in the comparative study rather than the individual
analyses may still want to refer back to these chapters, as they go into more detail than what is
23Reduplication in Formosan languages carries a wide range of semantic information. As many morphemes sig-
naled by reduplicative material surfaced in the data elicited for this dissertation in environments where they were
difficult to analyze syntactically, I err on the side of an ambiguous ‘red’ label unless an analysis of the same word is
available in the literature.
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presented in the comparative study, and provide motivations for each component of the analysis
(whereas the comparative study takes the finished analyses as its input). Of the Formosan lan-
guages which I have elicited no materials myself, those which have enough documentation and




‘Rukai’ refers to a cluster of six language varieties spoken in Kaohsiung, Pingtung and Taitung
counties. The dialects and the villages which speak them are listed in Zeitoun (2007, 4), repeated
here in Table 2.1. Chinese names of dialects have been added to the table, in order that they may
be cross-referenced with the dialect map in Figure 2.1 (p.46).1
While the literature uses ‘Rukai’ as an umbrella term for these six language varieties, many
of the communities listed in Table 2.1 do not consider themselves part of a larger Rukai identity.
Instead, the village names are also used to refer to these communities Zeitoun (2007, 3). It may
also not be the case that Rukai “dialects” are part of a single language, as not all pairs may be
mutually intelligible. While I can only offer anecdotal evidence for Rukai varieties lacking mutual
intelligibility, Tu (1994, 53) predicts that Maga Rukai would have the least mutual intelligibility
with the other varieties, followed by Mantauran Rukai.
The internal classification of Rukai has yielded some controversy in the literature. P. J.-K. Li
(1977, 37–8) provides two possibilities, one in which Mantauran forms a subgroup with Maga
1Note that the capitalization of the village names is taken from the original source. These village names are also
used as names for the communities who live there (Zeitoun, 2007, 3).
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Dialect Village Name Chinese Name and Location
Tanan (大南) taromak Tunghsing, Taitung County, Peinan Township
Labuan (大武) laboa(n) Tawu, Pingtung County, Wutai Townshiptalamakao Chinye, Pingtung County, Wutai Township
Budai (霧台)
vedai Wutai, Pingtung County, Wutai Township
kucapungan Haocha, Pingtung County, Wutai Township
adiri Ali, Pingtung County, Wutai Township
kalramomodhesae Chiamu, Pingtung County, Wutai Township
kinulan Chulu, Pingtung County, Wutai Township
Maga (茂林) teldrɨka Maolin, Kaohsiung County, Maolin Township
Tona (多納) kongadavane Tona, Kaohsiung County, Maolin Township
Mantauran (萬山) ’oponoho Wanshan, Kaohsiung County, Maolin TownshipFengli, Kaohsiung County, Maolin Township
Table 2.1: List of Rukai dialects and villages, from Zeitoun (2007, 4).
and Tona (17a), and one in which it is a primary branch of Rukai (17b). Tu (1994, 104) produces
a classification identical to (17a) based on a quantitative model of sound correspondences, stress
patterns, semantic shift and lexical sharing, later concluding that the Lower Three Villages sub-
group is defined by the merger of *ð with *L (Mantauran /ð/ being a reflex of Proto-Rukai *D;
p.110). Zeitoun (2007, 5, footnote 6) makes a case for Mantauran to be grouped with Tanan-














2This idea is credited to earlier works by Elizabeth Zeitoun and Malcolm Ross which I do not have access to.
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This study presents novel data from Mantauran Rukai and Budai Rukai. The chapter will
continue as follows: first, an overview of the available literature on prosody and intonation in
Rukai (Section 2.2), then a description of the data collected (Section 2.3), followed by a description
and analysis of data collected in Mantauran Rukai (Section 2.4) and Budai Rukai (Section 2.5).
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2.2 Prosodic typology in the Rukai literature
Compared to many of the languages discussed in this dissertation, Rukai varieties have been
described with great diversity in domains such as syllable structure and stress assignment. Man-
tauran and Budai will be discussed in this chapter in detail based on original fieldwork, however
this does not approach a full description of the prosodic patterns in Rukai. This section serves to
provide an overview of Rukai as a whole based on existing literature.
This section will proceed in two parts: first, an overview of primary stress assignment and
its interaction with a vowel epenthesis rule (Section 2.2.1); followed by a discussion of syllable
structure in the Rukai literature (Section 2.2.2).
2.2.1 “Echo vowels” and stress assignment
All Rukai varieties, as well as the nearby languages Hla’alua, Kanakanavu, and Tsou, have de-
veloped what is known in the literature as ‘echo vowels’ (P. J.-K. Li, 1977, 25). Echo vowels are
epenthetic vowels that are inserted word-finally following a consonant. Thus, some Rukai words
taking the form of CVCVCV on the surface are analyzed underlyingly as /CVCVC/ while others
are /CVCVCV/. The difference between these two underlying structures is evidenced in their
differential interactions with stress assignment and vowel-initial suffixes/enclitics. While this
will be revisited in more detail in this chapter’s analyses of Mantauran and Budai Rukai when
relevant, the divide between non-epenthetic vowels and echo vowels affects word structure and
stress assignment in all Rukai varieties.
The quality of the echo vowel is generally a copy of the final vowel of the underlying form,
unless this vowel is /a/, in which case the epenthesized vowel is schwa. Thus, in Mantauran,
underlying forms ending in /aC/ /iC/ /oC/ /əC/ will surface instead as ending in [aCə] [iCi] [oCo]
[əCə].
Echo vowels are generally excluded from the domain of stress assignment, creating a split
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in stress patterns in surface forms. On the surface, Tanan and Labuan words either have penul-
timate or ultimate stress. However, all penultimate-stress words can be analyzed as containing
an echo vowel, and thus stress is always on the final syllable of the domain of stress assignment
(P. J.-K. Li, 1977, 26, 85). Similarly, P. J.-K. Li describes Maga, Tona, and Budai words as being
underlyingly penultimate-stressed, with antepenultimate-stressed words surfacing when an echo
vowel is present (ibid.).
As previous accounts of Mantauran describe stress fixed on the first syllable, echo vowels
are not expected to have an effect on the location of stress.3 As the data to be presented in this
chapter will show, stress assignment in Mantauran is more complex, and does interact differently
with words that do vs. do not have echo vowels.
2.2.2 Syllable structure
Descriptions of syllable structure in Rukai vary by variety, as well as by author, and by what level
of representation they are meant to apply to.
One area where there has been differences in analysis is the status of long vowels in the
Rukai varieties. For example, identical vowel sequences in Mantauran are treated by Zeitoun
(2007, 27) as tautosyllabic long vowels, but later as heterosyllabic sequences as in lraa [ɭa.a] ‘flying
squirrel’ (Zeitoun, 2016, 13). Tautosyllabic long vowels are also described for Budai by C.-M. Chen
(2006, 211–2). Interestingly, Hsin (2000, 122–3) analyzes similar sequences in Maga Rukai as
tautosyllabic word-finally but heterosyllabic otherwise. Hsin (2003) also notes a lack of glide
formation in Maga, as glide-vowel sequences have since developed into mid vowels [e] [o].
The phonemic status and distribution of glides in Rukai varieties also has seen differing anal-
yses. For example, C.-Y. H. Liu (2011, 46) describes CGVG syllables surfacing in Budai, including
[ŋjaw] ‘cat’ and [kwaw] ‘eagle’, whereas C.-M. Chen (2006, 212) instead claims that sequences
3They can still be evidenced by the language’s strict lack of codas in surface forms and differences in how they
interact with vowel-initial suffixes.
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of three vocoids are parsed into at least two syllables. Glide formation rules have also been de-
scribed pre- and post-vocialically for Mantauran (Zeitoun, 2007, 19), and Maga (Hsin, 2000, 110).
Claims to the contrary also exist in the literature: Tu (1994, 58–9) finds no evidence for glide
formation in Maga or Mantauran.4 As will be discussed in this chapter’s analyses of Mantauran
and Budai Rukai, the distribution of glides proposed in the literature often is at odds with other
acoustic patterns in the language such as pitch accent alignment. I will save further discussion
of syllable structure in these varieties for their respective sections, and leave the distribution of
glides in the other Rukai varieties as a topic to be revisited with acoustic data.
In addition to the differences in syllable structure related to long vowels and glide formation,
Maga Rukai has been described with a deletion rule affecting pretonic unstressed vowels, result-
ing in a maximal syllable of CCVC (Hsin, 2000). This process is described by Hsin as part of the
synchronic phonology, due to the interaction between the deleted vowels and a vowel harmony
process.
2.3 Data collected
The data presented here for Mantauran Rukai were elicited during a one-hour interview session
in November 2019 with two female speakers, Dheedhese (Dhesedhese) Latipilio and Leeve. Both
speakers live in, and are originally from ’oponoho (Chinese name: Wanshan萬山). The recording
session took place in this village. Dheedhese was 73 years old at the time of recording (approx.
birth year 1946). Leeve declined to give her age, but was younger than Dheedhese (possibly
around 60, or approx. birth year 1959). Dheedhese and Leeve use Mantauran in day-to-day life,
and would often switch to Mantauran in cross-talk with each other during the recording session
(which was otherwise in Mandarin). It should be noted that many of the figures shown in the
Mantauran Rukai section of this chapter are based on recordings of Dheedhese, as she was closer
4It is unclear on what basis Tu is making this assertion, as his analysis is based on Paul Jen-kuei Li’s field notes
as opposed to original fieldwork or acoustic analysis.
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to the microphone.
Zeitoun (2007, 25) notes that speakers “below seventy years old” tend to merge /r/ /h/ > /h/.
As this was published in 2007, this sound change is expected in speakers with a birth year later
than 1937. Accordingly, both Dheedhese and Leeve use /h/ where the literature transcribes /r/. As
the presence of [h] affects the analysis of the pitch contour in Mantauran Rukai, I will transcribe
all [h] in Section 2.4 as <h>, and note when an <h> corresponds to /r/ in the literature.
The Budai Rukai data presented here were collected in three hour-long interview sessions
in June 2018 and January 2019 with Sulhiape,5 a woman who was 50 years old at the time of
recording (approx. birth year 1968). Sulhiape is from Vedai (Chinese name: Wutai 霧台), and
is a scholar in a field outside of linguistics. The interview sessions did not take place in Vedai,
but in Chiayi City. Despite not living in Vedai, Sulhiape still does use Budai Rukai regularly.
For example, a few times during our interview sessions, she would use Rukai on the phone with
relatives to discuss questions about word usage that came up during elicitation.
2.4 Mantauran Rukai
2.4.1 Segmental inventory
Zeitoun (2007, 17) lists twenty consonants in Mantauran Rukai, including five found only in
loanwords.6 These consonants are listed in Table 2.2 on the next page, with the loan phonemes
in parentheses and the orthographic representations in angled brackets where they differ from
IPA.7
5<lh> is not a digraph used in this chapter’s Budai Rukai orthography. The way Sulhiape’s name is presented
here is how she herself writes it, and the <lh> digraph represents the lateral approximant <lh>, not a fricative as in
some other Formosan orthographies.
6These include /b/ /d/ /ɖ/ /ɡ/ /z/. Since these consonants did not appear in the data presented here, I have omitted
them from the consonant chart.
7The orthography here is that used by Zeitoun (2007) and Council of Indigenous Peoples (2016). Another orthog-
raphy is used in P. J.-K. Li (1977) and Zeitoun (2000d, 2016), in which retroflexes are denoted by capital letters like
<D> and <L> in place of <dr> and <lr>. Data from these sources will be presented in the style of Table 2.2.


































Voiceless stop p t k ʔ <’>
Voiceless fricative s h
Voiced fricative v ð <dh>
Voiceless affricate ts <c>




Table 2.2: Consonant inventory of Mantauran Rukai.
The data presented here exhibit all of the consonants in Table 2.2 except for the trill /r/. This
is due to a sound change described by Zeitoun (2007, 26), in which /r/ is merged with /h/ (both
pronounced as [h]), or as /ɭ/ if an /h/ occurs elsewhere in the word. Zeitoun notes that the sound
change occurs in speakers younger than seventy at the time of publication (approx. birth year
1937). Both speakers consulted here have undergone the merger. The loan phonemes, /b/, /d/,
/ɖ/, /g/ and /z/ did not appear in any forms I elicited, and so I will not comment on their phonetic
properties.
Mantauran Rukai has four contrastive vowel qualities, each contrasting in length, as seen in
Table 2.3 on the next page. Tsuchida (1976, 112) lists a high vowel [ɨ] in place of /ə/. Zeitoun
(2007) also notes a loan phoneme /u/, present only in the place name soatimulr ‘Stimul’, a Paiwan
village where many Budai Rukai also live (Chinese: Sandimen三地門).
Note that while schwa ([ə]) is often used to transcribe weak, non-stress-bearing vowels, this
vowel in Mantauran (and Budai) Rukai has the same distribution as the other vowels /a/ /i/ /o/,
and can bear stress. Zeitoun (2007, 17) includes long vowels in her analysis of Mantauran, and
the long [əə] is one of those vowels. For example, this sequence is present in the names of both
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Mantauran speakers consulted for this chapter: Dheedhese [ðəəðəsə] and Leeve [ləəvə].8 While
I find the same surface facts as Zeitoun (2007), and the presence of ‘long’ schwa, there is little
evidence of long vowels being tautosyllabic in the language (and in fact, Zeitoun [2016] later
reanalyzes them as heterosyllabic). For this, and other reasons to be discussed in this chapter’s




Mid ə <e> o
Low a
Table 2.3: Vowel inventory of Mantauran Rukai.
In addition to the four vowels shown in Table 2.3, Zeitoun (2007) also describes a loan phoneme
/u/, present only in the place name soatimulr ‘Stimul’, a Paiwan village where many Budai Rukai
also live (Chinese: Sandimen 三地門).9 I have not elicited this word, and cannot speak to its
acoustic properties. However, /o/ was pronounced in many instances as [u] by Dheedhese and
Leeve. I have not found a conditioning factor for the height of /o/, which can vary even between
tokens of the same word. Free variation between [o] and [u] has also been described for Budai
Rukai by C.-M. Chen (2006, 232) (who instead uses the label /u/ for the phoneme).
2.4.2 Additional notes on segmental phonetics and allophony
Zeitoun (2007) does describe some allophony in the Mantauran Rukai consonant system: /s/ and
/ts/ palatalize to [ʃ] and [tʃ] before /i/, and /l/ is realized with frication [ɬ], also before /i/. A
number of consonants, at least as produced by Dheedhese and Leeve, have additional allophones
that have not yet been described. This section will detail some patterns in consonant phonetics
8Dheedhese is actually a short form of Dhesedhese, and in this case the [əə] sequence was historically separated
by an intervening consonant.
9This is the same village as the variety of Paiwan described in this dissertation’s Section 6.5.
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that are yet undescribed, as well as comment on the features of /ɭ/, which has been described
differently by different scholars.
2.4.2.1 Allophony of /h/
The laryngeal fricative /h/ (including from historical /r/) is produced as the voiceless [h] word-
initially, but as voiced [ɦ] intervocalically. As can be seen in Figure 2.2(a), the initial [h] of
hingihing-a ‘fry-imp’ (cf. o-ringiringi; Zeitoun [2016], 474) is at least partially voiceless, while
voicing is maintained throughout the intervocalic [ɦ]. The two allophones also differ in their ef-
fect on pitch: breathy-voiced [ɦ] lowers the pitch while [h] patterns with the voiceless obstruents
in having a higher pitch leading in to the following vowel (for a deeper discussion, see Section
2.5).








































Figure 2.2: Spectrogram (a) and pitch track (b) of hingihing-a ‘fry-imp’, produced by Dheedhese.
2.4.2.2 Laryngeal features of stop consonants
The consonants /p/ /t/ /k/ /ʔ/ have been described as voiceless stops in all descriptions of Mantau-
ran Rukai. However, at least some of these stops are affected by phonological environment and
speech rate. In the data elicited from Dheedhese and Leeve, it is /p/ and /ʔ/ that most commonly
surface as phones other than voiceless stops.
In some elicited items (includingwords produced in isolation), /p/ in the onset of an unstressed
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syllable maintains voicing throughout the closure. This allophone also has a shorter duration:
compare the voiced ‘p1’ and voiced ‘p2’ in Figure 2.3, which shows a production of salipipolra’a
‘firefly’ (cf. salripoopolra’a; Zeitoun [2016]). When voicing is maintained during /p/, there is a
lowering effect on F0. These properties point to [b] as the identity of this allophone.10 The voicing
of /p/ to [b] is an optional rule: some productions of [b] occur in words that have [p] in other
tokens. This alternation was not noted for /t/ in similar environments. Only one token of /k/ with
voicing maintained during the closure was recorded, in a production of t-iki ‘LocNmz-exist’.





























Figure 2.3: Spectrogram (a) and pitch track (b) of salipipolra’a ‘firefly’, produced by Dheedhese.
Another consonant with multiple realizations is the glottal stop /ʔ/. Intervocalically, /ʔ/ in-
volves a full closure with no voicing in careful or emphatic speech, as can be seen in the produc-
tion of kala-lrapa’-ae ‘summer’ (lit. ‘TempNmz-hot-circ’) shown in Figure 2.4 on the following
page.
The more common realization of intervocalic /ʔ/ is a period of glottalization, which is com-
mon crosslinguistically (Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996, 75). An example of this was seen in the
production of salipipolra’a in Figure 2.3. When pitch is maintained during this period, it shows
a lowering effect of the consonant, consistent with creaky voice (as opposed to tense voice). An
example can be seen in the production of o-lriho’o=ka=li ‘Dyn.Fin-know-neg=1sg.gen’ (trans. ‘I
10One might also consider the two realizations of /p/ as differing primarily in duration. However, languages in
which /p/ and /b/ contrast have also reported similar differences in duration. For example, Lisker (1972) finds that
/p/ and /b/ in English differ in duration (mean 120ms vs. 75ms respectively), specifically in the onset of an unstressed
syllable. Lisker (1957) also finds duration to be a perceptual cue for English /p/ vs. /b/.
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Figure 2.4: Spectrogram (a) and pitch track (b) of kalalrapa’ae ‘summer’, produced by Dheedhese.
































Figure 2.5: Spectrogram (a) and pitch track (b) of o-lriho’o=ka=li ‘I don’t know’, produced by
Dheedhese.
When the /ʔ/ is the onset of a devoiced final syllable (to be discussed in more detail in Section
2.4.3), it is produced with a full closure, and the vowel is produced with aspiration. This can
be seen in the production of tahaha’e ‘kitchen’ in Figure 2.6 on the next page.11 This stands in
contrast to the vowels of other devoiced final syllables, which lack aspiration and are often not
identifiable on the spectrogram.
11While this word is described with long vowels on the first and third syllable (taahahaa’e) in Zeitoun (2007), as
produced by Dheedhese and Leeve this word only has short vowels. This can be seen not only in the similar durations
of the three syllables on the pitch track, but in the fact that this word receives third syllable stress (see Section 2.4.6.3
for discussion).
































Figure 2.6: Spectrogram (a) and pitch track (b) of tahaha’e ‘kitchen’ with devoiced final syllable,
produced by Dheedhese.
2.4.2.3 Phonetic features of /ɭ/
One disagreement in the literature on Mantauran Rukai phonetics regards the realization of /ɭ/.
Tsuchida (1976, 112) describes this sound as a “voiced tongue-tip flap”,12 while P. J.-K. Li (1977, 7)
describes a retroflex lateral [approximant], with the same manner of articulation as /l/. Zeitoun
(2007, 18) calls this sound a “voiced lateral retroflex” and notes that Tsuchida “believes that this
consonant is a flap rather than a retroflex”. I argue that /ɭ/ need not be ‘either-or’: for example,
Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996) describe an “apical post-alveolar lateral flap” in ’O’odham.
One acoustic cue described for retroflexes is a lowering of F3. Narayanan and Kaun (1999)
find that the posteriority of coronal liquids correlates to a lower F3 based on MRI and speech syn-
thesis data. Livijn (2002) finds a lowered F3 specifically preceding the release of retroflex laterals,
compared to “dental” laterals in Swedish. Kochetov, Tabain, Sreedevi, and Beare (2018, 3233) note
that in the case of retroflex flaps, lowering of F3 may be present preceding the consonant but be
absent at its offset (as the coronum has ‘flapped’ forward), referring specifically to Kannada sin-
gleton /ɭ/. This lowering of F3 is also found preceding Mantauran Rukai /ɭ/: note the sharp drop
of the third formant preceding the /ɭ/ of aalrame ‘bird’ in Figure 2.7(b) on the following page, as
well as the reset of F3 on the /ɭ/’s offset.
12Tsuchida uses the symbol [r] for this flap, and contrasts it with a trill he transcribes with [ř]. While he does not
specify a place of articulation for the flap, it can be inferred from the label that it is an alveolar flap.



































Figure 2.7: Spectrogram (a) and tracks of formants F1–F4 (b) of aalrame ‘bird’, produced byDheed-
hese.
Another piece of evidence for Mantauran /ɭ/ as a flap is the noticeable difference in closure
duration between /ɭ/ and lateral approximant /l/. Taps/flaps are generally described as shorter in
duration than stops, for instance. Zue and Laferriere (1979, 1042) note a difference in the duration
of stop vs. flap realizations of /t/ and /d/ in English, with pre-tonic stops [t] and [d] having a mean
duration of 126ms and 75ms respectively, while the flapped realizations have 26ms and 27msmean
durations. Saw (1993, 84) reports a difference of 73ms vs. 32ms mean duration of contact for stop
vs. tap/flap /t/ in English, based on an electropalatographic study.13
Based on a sample of 29 instances of /l/ and 21 instances of /ɭ/ in Mantauran Rukai, I find
a difference in duration of the two laterals, shown in Table 2.4 on the next page. The anterior
lateral /l/ has a mean duration of 112ms while retroflex /ɭ/ has a mean duration of 41ms. As the
distribution of taps/flaps is sensitive to their position relative to the stressed syllable in languages
like American English, I have also provided the mean durations of /l/ and /ɭ/ in pre-tonic (onset
of stressed syllable) versus other environments.14 While both /l/ and /ɭ/ were slightly shorter in
13A more suitable comparison would be between liquids. However, few studies have looked specifically at dif-
ferences in duration between [l] and [ɭ]. One study of Kannada finds an average of 82ms for /l/ and 57ms for /ɭ/
(Kochetov, 2015). However, Kochetov et al. (2018, 3233) note that Kannada /ɭ/ is prone to flapping, based on its effect
on the F3 contour.
14The ‘stressed’ syllable here refers to the syllable in the word with the highest pitch peak; see Section 2.4.6 for
discussion on the location of these pitch peaks in Mantauran Rukai. Some productions of Mantauran words were
ambiguous as to the location of their highest pitch peak; these words were excluded from the data in Table 2.4. It
should also be noted that some languages like Japanese have different realizations of liquids in initial vs. word-medial
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pre-tonic position (by 9ms and 11ms respectively), the difference in duration between the two
liquids holds across phonological environments.
Environment # Mean Duration (ms) StDev (ms)
/l/
Pre-tonic 6 105 19
Elsewhere 23 114 25
All 29 112 24
/ɭ/
Pre-tonic 7 33 6
Elsewhere 14 44 13
All 21 41 13
Table 2.4: Duration of Mantauran Rukai /l/ and /ɭ/ by environment.
While /ɭ/ in Mantauran has less than half the mean duration of /l/, its mean 41ms duration is
higher than the 26–27ms reported by Zue and Laferriere (1979) or the 32ms reported by Saw (1993)
for the alveolar flap. This could easily be due to differences in methodology. Themeasurements in
Table 2.4 are hand-measured, including the full area ‘affected’ by the closure on the spectrogram
(generally with a dip in the intensity, F0, and changes in formant structure/intensity), erring
on the side of longer durations of /ɭ/ in order to minimize the effect of observer bias on the
difference between the two laterals’ durations. On the other hand, Saw (1993) was able to directly
measure the duration of contact between the tongue and palate, which is only a subset of the
effect the consonantal gesture has on the spectrogram. Inouye (1995, 55, footnote 2) notes also
that measurements of such short durations may not be accurate, as there is a ±10ms margin of
error even with electropalatography.
So far, I have presented acoustic evidence for /ɭ/ as a retroflex flap, in the form of duration
and the F3 contour. However, this leaves open the possibility of a central (non-lateral) retroflex
flap [ɽ]. Stevens (1998, 535–43) provides a diagnostic for retroflex laterals, noting an additional
formant and zero between F2 and F3, as seen in Figure 2.8 on the following page. However,
because Mantauran /ɭ/ is a flap, there is not enough sustained contact for this formant and zero
position (Vance, 2008, 89). Because of the morphological structure of Mantauran Rukai, too few /l/- and /ɭ/-initial
words appeared without prefixes to comment on their properties; all /l/ and /ɭ/ in Table 2.4 are word-internal.
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to become apparent on the spectrogram. Mantauran also lacks the kind of phonological evidence
that disambiguates the [±lateral] feature of retroflex flaps in other languages: Kannada’s retroflex
flap is unambiguously lateral when geminated, for instance. Mantauran’s strict (C)V syllable
structure does not allow geminates. Thus, evidence for /ɭ/ as a lateral would have to come from
a production study, and remains a topic for future research.
Figure 2.8: Schematized time course of first three formant frequencies (F1, F2, and F3) and ad-
ditional pole and zero (FR and ZR) when a [lateral] retroflex consonant is released into a vowel,
from Stevens (1998, 538).
2.4.3 Boundary phenomena involving acoustic features other than fre-
quency
Words in isolation are often are often produced with devoicing of the final vowel. For example,
the final /ə/ of tahaha’e ‘kitchen’ in Figure 2.6 on page 56 is voiceless, but has enough energy to
be apparent on the spectrogram. Some instances of ‘final devoicing’ may in fact be full deletion
of the vowel (apocope). For example, in the production of ta-ka-hodhange ‘elder’ (lit. ‘SubjNmz-
Stat.NFin-old’; stem rodhange in Zeitoun [2007]) in Figure 2.9 on the following page, there is no
evidence on the spectrogram for the final /ə/, nor is the preceding /ŋ/ longer to compensate. This
pattern is common in words where the final syllable has a nasal onset.
This pattern of final devoicing/apocope is not unique to Mantauran Rukai. Vowel deletion
following nasals is also common in Budai Rukai (cf. Section 2.5.3.3), Hla’alua (cf. Section 5.4.1),
































Figure 2.9: Spectrogram (a) and pitch track (b) of ta-ka-hodhange ‘elder’, produced by Dheedhese.
and Kanakanavu (cf. Section 4.5.3). As nasal consonants allow for air to flow (relatively) un-
obstructed through the nasal passages, segments following nasals are produced with a lower
subglottal pressure (Ohala, 1983, 205–6). This in turn makes vowels in this position more likely
to undergo devoicing, causing them to be less perceptible and more likely to undergo deletion.15
This is the pathway described by Blevins (1997, 2018) for Gilbertese, in which word-final voiceless
vowels were lost only after nasal consonants in a proto-form of the language.
While the final syllable is never the most prominent syllable of the word in Mantauran Rukai
(to be discussed in Section 2.4.6), secondary stress has been described by Zeitoun (2007, 17), as
applying rhythmically on odd-numbered syllables counting from the start of the word. If this is
true, then the final syllables of words with an even number of syllables are in a less prominent
position than final syllables of words with an odd number of syllables. The number of syllables
being odd vs. even, however, has no effect on the likelihood of apocope in the data presented
here. Nor does the quality of the final vowel or its status as an ‘echo vowel’ (or its quantity, cf. C.-
M. Chen’s [2006, 236] analysis of /ə/ in Budai Rukai as a low-sonority vowel). A counterexample
to all of those potential conditioning factors can be seen in the production of ’oa’oap-a ‘sweep-
15Of course, this assumes that the vowels are present in underlying forms in earlier stages of the language. Given
that ‘echo vowel’-like patterns are also found in Atayalic languages, in which they appear only after certain word-
final consonants (cf. Section 13.1.2.1), it could also be argued that at some proto-stage of Mantauran or Rukai gen-
erally, echo vowels were not inserted following nasals. For a more in-depth discussion on issues in incorporating
echo vowels into historical accounts of Rukai, see P. J.-K. Li (1977).
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imp’ in Figure 2.10, in which the final /a/ is devoiced. This /a/ is not an echo vowel (as /a/ is never
































Figure 2.10: Spectrogram (a) and pitch track (b) of ’oa’oap-a ‘sweep-imp’, produced by Dheedhese.
It is an open question whether final devoicing and apocope are one process or two. The
devoiced vowels may be more prominent due to the aspiration of a preceding stop, and simply
too quiet to be detected after sonorant onsets. On the other hand, apocope after /ŋ/ specifically is
found in the Budai Rukai data presented in Section 2.5.3.3, and could be the output of a deletion
rule specific to the post-nasal environment.
Final devoicing/deletion is optional, and has no yet-identified conditioning factors within the
domain of the word. While it is most common pre-pausally, there is also a word-final laryngeal
phenomenon that occurs within the utterance. Take for example the production of the sentence







“This bird is not yellow.”
The /mə/ of aalrame is word-final but not pre-pausal. The syllable is not devoiced: Figure
2.11(c) shows that the pitch track persists throughout the syllable. However, the syllable is much
lower in intensity than even the surrounding syllables, as can be seen on the intensity contour
(Figure 2.11(b)). For reference, the intensity of /mə/ peaks at 71.74dB while the previous syllable
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/ɭa/ peaks at 80.06dB. This can also be seen on the spectrogram directly (Figure 2.11(a)), where
low-intensity /mə/ is lighter in color than the nuclei of the surrounding syllables.
The low intensity of /mə/ is not an artifact of a low fundamental frequency; in fact, its fre-
quency is not much lower than that of the preceding syllable /ɭa/. The lack of an especially-low F0
also suggests that breathy voice is not the cause of the difference in voice quality. This difference
in voice quality can also be seen utterance-finally in the same figure, where there is a sharp drop
in intensity between /ka/ and /i/, where /i/ has a similar intensity as /mə/ (peak 70.53dB). This is
especially interesting as /ka/ and /i/ are a tautosyllabic sequence according to the syllabification
algorithm in Zeitoun (2007, 19).
So what is causing the difference in intensity between /mə/ and /ɭa/ in Figure 2.11? The low
intensity in /mə/ is either caused by an articulatory gesture, or is a secondary effect of a change
in subglottal pressure. However, a change in subglottal pressure would affect both intensity and
frequency (Titze, 1989, 903–4). This makes a laryngeal gesture the more likely cause of the low
intensity in /mə/ (and in the utterance-final /i/). Laryngeal gestures are commonly associatedwith
prosodic boundaries, the most obvious example being the tonal targets of intonational phonology.
However, more laryngeal gestures than those that govern tonal targets are found at prosodic
boundaries: creaky voice is often found utterance-finally in American English (also known as
‘vocal fry’; Laver [1994, 196]), and glottal stops in American English are often inserted in vowel-
initial syllables at the beginning of an intermediate- or intonational phrase (Dilley, Shattuck-
Hufnagel, & Ostendorf, 1996). The presence of these gestures at prosodic boundaries has been
proposed as a source for laryngeal consonant epenthesis (of both [ʔ] and [h]), which is common
cross-linguistically at the word edge (Blevins, 2006, 2008). Laryngeal consonant epenthesis is also
attested in Austronesian, including word-final glottal stop epenthesis in a number of Formosan
languages and [h]-epenthesis in the Philippines and Sarawak (Blust, 2013, 635–6).
Another possibility is that the low intensity is related to vowel nasalization. Progressive vowel
nasalization, where a vowel following a nasal consonant is nasalized (as opposed to regressive















































Figure 2.11: Spectrogram (a), intensity contour (b), and pitch track (c) of ’ina aalrame ta-
vala’ava’a-ka=i “This bird is not yellow.”, produced by Dheedhese.
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vowel nasalization in languages like English; Schourup [1973]). Progressive vowel nasalization
has been described within Formosan, for example in Pazeh (Blust, 1999a, 331). Vowel nasalization
lowers the intensity of vowels, especially F1, due to a nearby pole-zero pair, and a lower intensity
of F1 is in turn the most robust perceptual cue for nasalizationon vowels (Beddor, 1993, and
references therein). On the other hand, it is not F1 but all formants that lower in intensity during
this [ə], and no lowering to this extent is evident in the similar /na/ sequence earlier in the word.
The exact nature of the intensity-lowering gesture in Mantauran Rukai cannot be known
without further study. However, such a gesture has been described in a speech production study.
Plant and Younger (2000) find that while an increase in subglottal pressure will increase intensity,
subjects were also able to modulate intensity independent of subglottal pressure. It is presumed
by the authors that this is governed by a laryngeal gesture (pp.175–6), however the articulatory
mechanics of such a gesture are not discussed.
One additional question remains in the realm of laryngeal boundary phenomena in Mantau-
ran Rukai: how many distinct processes govern the final devoicing, apocope and low-intensity
final syllables? There are arguments for and against final devoicing and apocope being two out-
puts of a single rule, and thus a single articulatory gesture. But whether this gesture is also
responsible for low-intensity final syllables cannot be answered with acoustic data alone. I leave
the topic as an avenue for future research.
2.4.4 Microprosody
The basic frame of a phrase’s intonational contour is composed of tonal elements assigned at
various levels of the prosodic hierarchy above the segment. However, the articulatory properties
of segments can also affect frequency. These effects on frequency are great enough that speakers
have, in many cases, phonologized the differential effects of consonant classes on frequency in
the form of consonant-tone interactions (K. E. Tang, 2008) or lexical tones (Hombert, Ohala, &
Ewan, 1979).
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The effects of consonants on pitch have a noticeable effect on the intonational contour, in
Mantauran Rukai and all languages. Thus, I am including a discussion of the effects of consonants
on pitch in Mantauran Rukai so that they may be unraveled from the tonal targets that comprise
the intonational phonology proper. While consonantal effects on F0 have been apparent in the
pitch tracks presented in this chapter so far, this section seeks to provide a quantitative context for
these effects. Furthermore, themicroprosodic effects associatedwith specific consonant classes in
Mantauran generally hold for the other languages discussed in this dissertation. For this reason,
I do not dedicate a full section to microprosody in the other chapters.
Effects of F0 in the Mantauran Rukai data were calculated in two ways. When consonants
had a negative effect on F0, the difference between the F0 minimum during the consonant and
the lower local maximum (i.e. the one further from the global F0 maximum within the word) was
calculated. When a lowering effect occurred between a stop closure or pause and a vowel, this
vowel was chosen as the local maximum (even if it was the highest peak of the word). This is
shown in Figure 2.12(a) on the next page. Note that this errs on the side of lower measurements;
the true effect of the consonant on F0 would be the difference between the consonant minimum
and the interpolated F0 at the same timepoint (i.e. the dashed line in Figure 2.12(a)). However,
the nature of the pitch tracks often made it difficult to tell how they should be intrapolated, and
the difference between the consonant minimum and lower local maximum was more reliably
measured. If the effect on F0 was not great enough to cause a difference between minimum and
local maximum (for example, if it created a small plateau), this was counted as having a “zero”
effect.
The other type of measurement involves heightened frequency at the release of an onset con-
sonant (generally at a stop burst, but in some cases this type of measurement was necessary for
an utterance-initial sonorant consonant). In this case, the heightened F0 stabilized to the main
contour of the pitch track, as can be seen in Figure 2.12(b) on the following page. When the
heightened F0 levelled off into a plateau or there was an abrupt change of slope in the pitch
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track, the difference between this change of slope and the maximum was calculated. Note that
while the negative effect measurements err on the lower side, these measurements err on the
higher side compared to what is expected (cf. the dashed line in Figure 2.12(b)). When no change
in slope was detectable, even when the F0 maximum itself seemed elevated, these consonants
were counted as having a “zero” effect.
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Figure 2.12: Measurement of consonant effects on F0 in Mantauran Rukai data.
The results of these measurements can be seen in Table 2.5 on page 68. The results are shown
both in hertz and semitones, semitones being a logarithmic scale of frequency. Perceptual studies
generally report figures in semitones as they better represent differences in pitch (the perceptual
scale that corresponds to frequency). For example, listeners perceive a greater difference between
50–100Hz than between 150–200Hz. Although both pairs differ by 50Hz, the former pair differs
by 12 semitones while the latter by only 5. While a logarithmic scale like semitones is clearly
necessary for perceptual studies, it is unclear whether such a scale will benefit this study: that
is, do consonants have a differential effect on high vs. low expected frequencies? Erring on the
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side of caution (and the comparability of these results with future studies that take one stance
or the other), I have chosen to present the results in both hertz and semitones. Semitones were
calculated using the following formula adapted from Beranek (1949, 290):
(19) S = 12log2 AB
where A and B are two frequencies in Hz, and S is their difference in semitones.
While the results cannot perfectly capture the effect of consonants on F0 compared to an
interpolated expected value, they do show trends in the polarity of this effect, and perhaps go to-
wards some classification of consonants that have a greater or lesser effect on F0. Oral occlusives
/p/ /t/ /k/ /ts/ generally have a positive effect on F0 at release, although each has some instances
of a lowering effect (with or without voicing during the closure). /s/ only occurred with a pos-
itive effect on F0. Glottal stop /ʔ/ lowered F0, likely due to its realization as a period of creaky
voice. /h/ had both positive and negative effects on F0; generally corresponding to word-initial
[h] and intervocalic [ɦ], although both values were recorded for [h]. Voiced fricatives /v/ /ð/ had
a very strong lowering effect on F0. The nasals /m/ /n/ /ŋ/ generally lowered F0, however about
one-third of the /m/’s surveyed had a raising effect, which was unexpected. The laterals both had
a lowering effect on F0, but the alveolar /l/ had nearly twice the effect as /ɭ/, lending additional
credence to the latter’s status as a flap (recall discussion in Section 2.4.2.3).
Another interesting takeaway from this investigation is that the sonorants generally have a
lowering effect on frequency, patterning with the voiced obstruents /v/ /ð/. Voiced obstruents
require a downwards tilting of the larynx, increasing supraglottal volume, in order that the sub-
glottal pressure suffices for voicing to be maintained during the closure (Stevens, 1998, 465–8).
This gesture has a lowering effect on F0, which has been phonologized in the form of consonant-
tone interactions and lexical tone by numerous languages (surveyed by K. E. Tang [2008]). As
sonorants do not require the laryngeal lowering gesture to maintain voicing during the closure,
the null hypothesis is that sonorant consonants should not cause a lowering of F0 in the way that
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(a)
Tot Positive Zero Negative
# # % Range Mean SD # % # % Range Mean SD
/p/ 19 11 58 1–18 8 6 5 26 3 16 -34–-1 -14 18
/t/ 57 30 53 2–29 12 7 26 46 1 2 – -4 (0)
/k/ 52 23 44 1–24 10 6 25 48 4 8 -7–-1 -3 3
/ʔ/ 65 0 0 – – – 28 43 37 57 -36–-1 -12 9
/ts/ 10 6 60 2–26 12 9 3 30 1 10 – -14 (0)
/s/ 7 7 100 7–39 16 11 0 0 0 0 – – –
/h/ 42 3 7 4–12 8 4 6 14 33 79 -58–-2 -16 11
/v/ 26 0 0 – – – 2 8 24 92 -42–-2 -19 12
/ð/ 9 0 0 – – – 0 0 9 100 -49–-1 -26 14
/m/ 43 7 16 7–49 17 15 21 9 15 35 -12–-2 -7 4
/n/ 14 0 0 – – – 7 50 7 50 -11–-3 -6 3
/ŋ/ 19 1 5 – 11 (0) 14 74 4 21 -9–-1 -4 3
/l/ 36 0 0 – – – 8 22 28 78 -33–-2 -13 7
/ɭ/ 39 0 0 – – – 15 38 24 62 -22–-1 -7 7
(b)
Tot Positive Zero Negative
# # % Range Mean SD # % # % Range Mean SD
/p/ 19 11 58 .13–1.38 .82 .56 5 26 3 16 -3.01–-.09 -1.33 1.50
/t/ 57 30 53 .20–2.23 1.13 .66 26 46 1 2 – -.34 (0)
/k/ 52 23 44 .14–2.40 .94 .54 25 48 4 8 -.74–-.16 -.31 .28
/ʔ/ 65 0 0 – – – 28 43 37 57 -4.12–-.08 -1.38 1.04
/ts/ 10 6 60 .17–2.36 1.04 .77 3 30 1 10 – -1.21 (0)
/s/ 7 7 100 .63–2.94 1.30 .77 0 0 0 0 – – –
/h/ 42 3 7 .43–1.08 .73 .33 6 14 33 79 -6.27–-.13 -1.86 1.26
/v/ 26 0 0 – – – 2 8 24 92 -4.98–-.18 -2.15 1.32
/ð/ 9 0 0 – – – 0 0 9 100 -4.63–-.13 -2.76 1.47
/m/ 43 7 16 .79–4.20 1.70 1.19 21 9 15 35 -1.74–-.19 -.91 .54
/n/ 14 0 0 – – – 7 50 7 50 -1.17–-.24 -.63 .31
/ŋ/ 19 1 5 – 1.27 (0) 14 74 4 21 -.90–-.16 -.45 .31
/l/ 36 0 0 – – – 8 22 28 78 -2.71–-.24 -1.50 .72
/ɭ/ 39 0 0 – – – 15 38 24 62 -2.72–-.08 -.87 .88
Table 2.5: Effect of consonants on F0 in Mantauran Rukai, in hertz (a) and semitones (b). Bolded
figures indicate more common non-zero effect on F0, by consonant.
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voiced obstruents do. However as Maddieson (1983, 12) notes, microprosodic studies on sonorant
consonants are split between those that find a lowering effect on F0 and those that find no effect.
There may also be more nuance than a ‘lowering’ versus ‘zero effect’ binary split: Lea’s (1972)
production study of /həCVC/ disyllables seems to find two degrees of lowering for some speakers.
For example, speaker H has a range of 110–115Hz for the means of frequency measured at the
center of the closure for voiced obstruents, but 125–130Hz for sonorants (p.104).16 This is similar
to the pattern present in the data in Table 2.5, where both voiced obstruents and sonorants have a
negative effect on F0, but the former’s effect is of a slightly greater magnitude (e.g. a mean effect
of -2.76 semitones for /ð/, vs. -1.50 for /l/).
2.4.5 Syllable structure
Mantauran Rukai has a basic syllable structure of (C)V. There do exist descriptions of Mantauran
in which syllables are allowed a coda in the form of glides [j] [w] (which in these analyses are
postvocalic allophones of /i/ /o/), such as Zeitoun (2007, 23). CVV syllables are also permitted in
some analyses, without glide formation Zeitoun (1997b, 163). However, all vocoids in Mantauran
are moraic for the purpose of stress assignment, and count towards the size of the domain of
stress assignment which triggers a stress alternation to be presented in the upcoming sections.
Additionally, all vocoids inMantauran are tone-bearing and can host the pitch accent. This will be
discussed inmore detail in Section 2.4.6.4, after the rules of stress assignment have been presented.
Given that all vocoids are moraic, and that Mantauran Rukai lacks many of the signs of a
vowel-glide distinction seen in the other languages studied in this dissertation (e.g. glides being
amoraic in Paiwan; cf. Section 6.4.4), any evidence for syllables larger than (C)V must come from
speaker intuitions. I have not elicited syllable boundary judgments from Dheedhese or Leeve,
and thus cannot definitively say how they parse words into syllables. Existing literature such as
16For both consonant classes, the frequency measures of the following vowel had means in the 150–160Hz range,
so the differences in frequency during the consonant do not reflect differences in the pitch range of the entire syllable.
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Zeitoun (2007, 23) does provide judgments on where syllable boundaries fall in Mantauran, but
does not say whether these judgments are the impressions of the speakers consulted or of the
author herself.
Pending a directed investigation into speaker judgments of syllable boundaries in Mantauran,
I must remain agnostic to the availability of proposed syllable types like /CVV/ [CVG]. I maintain
that there is evidence for a prosodic unit in Mantauran that is maximally CV, which is tone-
bearing and is a meaningful measure of weight given the stress assignment rules of the language
(i.e. the mora). Perhaps bimoraic syllables such as /CVV/ are permitted in the language, however
as of yet I have not found evidence of phonology at this larger ‘syllable’ level. Of course, such
evidence may not exist, in which case the syllable andmora refer to the same unit in the language.
2.4.6 Prominence
In past works, Mantauran Rukai has been described as a stress-initial language, with the domain
of stress assignment being either the stem (P. J.-K. Li, 1977, 8), or the stem plus prefixes (Zeitoun,
2007, 26). As the data presented here will show, stress in Mantauran is actually a complex system,
and is sensitive to the phonological structure of the stem.
Further complicating the analysis is the overlap between the acoustic correlates of stress in
Mantauran and the outputs of its intonational phonology. The main diagnostic for stress will
be maxima in the pitch track: duration is a contrastive phonological element (see Table 2.3 on
page 52), and intensity maxima have already been shown to be affected by factors other than
prominence (cf. the discussion in Section 2.4.3 on page 59). As both the pitch accents that mark
prominent syllables and the elements of intonational phonology are composed of tonal targets,
distinguishing the two types of tonal targets from the surface contour is a crucial element of this
and all analyses of prosodic phonology.
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2.4.6.1 Di- and trisyllabic stems
Words with two or three syllables begin with a peak on the first syllable and end at a low tone.
This can be seen in the pitch tracks for disyllable kone ‘Dyn.Subj/eat’ and trisyllable ta’olro ‘dog’































Figure 2.14: Pitch track of ta’olro ‘dog’, produced by Dheedhese.
As the initial peak of di- and trisyllabic words is consistently the only maximum, it is most
likely marking prominence on the initial syllable. Further evidence for this is that this peak re-
mainswhen the di- or trisyllable is part of a larger prosodic phrase. This can be seen in Figure 2.15,
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a pitch track of a production of the phrase in Example (20). Here, ta’olro ‘dog’ is embedded in a
larger phrase, and is not pre-pausal, but it has the same prosodic contour as when it was produced







“Is there a dog in the kitchen?”17















Figure 2.15: Pitch track of om-iki-ka=i tahaha’e ta’olro “Is there a dog in the kitchen?”, produced
by Dheedhese.
The peak on the first syllable of a di- or trisyllabic stem also persists when certain prefixes
are added, specifically those that do not extend the domain of stress assignment (to be discussed
further in Section 2.4.6.6). For example, Figure 2.16 on the next page shows a pitch track of a
production of o-lriho’o-ka=li ‘I don’t know’ (lit. ‘Dyn.Fin-know-neg=1sg.gen’). Here, the highest
peak is on /ɭi/, the first syllable of the stem /ɭihoʔo/ ‘know’, and not on /o-/, the dynamic verb
prefix.18
17The negation suffix -ka here is signaling a polar question (Zeitoun, 2007, 355).
18Stems larger than three syllables follow patterns different from the di- and trisyllables, to be discussed in Sections
2.4.6.2 and 2.4.6.3. Crucially, second syllable stress is not a regular pattern in any subclass of stem, and thus the stress
surfacing on /ɭi/ is not part of a second syllable stress pattern triggered by the affixes in o-lriho’o-ka=li expanding
the domain of stress assignment.
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Figure 2.16: Pitch track of o-lriho’o-ka=li ‘I don’t know’, produced by Dheedhese.
2.4.6.2 Words with five or more syllables
While di- and trisyllabic words surfacewith only one intonational pattern, longerwords produced
in isolation seem to surface with two intonational contours. The simpler of the two is a single
peak on the third syllable from the beginning. Some examples of words displaying this pattern
(excluding words with long vowels, glide formation and identifiable affixation, all to be discussed
later) are listed in (21):19 The pitch accent aligned to the third syllable can be seen in the pitch









19I have not found the word kavecehae ‘shin’ listed in past descriptions like Zeitoun (2000d, 2007, 2016) or T.-
C. Huang and Lai (2013). However the -ae ending is unique to Mantauran (cognate to -ane in the other varieties), and
the word is unlikely to be a loanword unless the suffix has been calqued. The word tokalihanae ‘often’ is tokalianae
in Zeitoun (2007, 409).
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Figure 2.17: Pitch track of kavecehae ‘shin’ with third syllable F0 maximum, produced by Dheed-
hese.
The pitch tracks in Figures 2.17–2.23 are not identical to one another. This is partly due to
the microprosodic effects of specific consonants on the frequency contour, as were discussed in
Section 2.5. For example, the pitch track of tokalihanae ‘often’ in Figure 2.20 on page 76 has a
noticeable dip in F0 at the beginning of the syllables /li/ and /na/, corresponding to the closures
of /l/ and /n/ respectively. Conversely, F0 is elevated directly following /k/, compared to the
preceding vowel and following material. Nevertheless, what is common across these pitch tracks
is that i) the highest F0 peak occurs during the third syllable from the beginning, and ii) the F0
maximum of the first syllable is not as high as the third syllable peak (as would be expected in a
stress-initial language, which is how Mantauran has been described previously).
There is an additional recurring intonational contour produced on words of at least five syl-
lables in Mantauran Rukai. In this contour, the F0 peak on the first and third syllables are of a
comparable height. This can be seen in the production of kangahatengate ‘palate’ in Figure 2.24
and of akongokongokongo ‘hammer’ in Figure 2.25 on page 78. These can be compared to the
productions with only the third syllable F0 maximum on pages 75 and 77 respectively.
In some cases, the second syllable between them is at a similar height, in other productions it
does not have as high a peak as the other two. An example of this is in Figure 2.26(a) on page 80,
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Figure 2.18: Pitch track of a’ata’atange ‘mouse’ with third syllable F0 maximum, produced by
Dheedhese.














Figure 2.19: Pitch track of kangahatengate ‘palate’ with third syllable F0 maximum, produced by
Dheedhese.
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Figure 2.20: Pitch track of tokalihanae ‘often’ with third syllable F0 maximum, produced by
Dheedhese.














Figure 2.21: Pitch track of ’akapikapici ‘tongs’ with third syllable F0 maximum, produced by
Dheedhese.
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Figure 2.22: Pitch track of akongokongokongo ‘hammer’ with third syllable F0 maximum, pro-
duced by Dheedhese.

















Figure 2.23: Pitch track of tasolasolatae ‘school’ with third syllable F0 maximum, produced by
Dheedhese.
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Figure 2.24: Pitch track of kangahatengate ‘palate’ with F0 plateau on first three syllables, pro-
duced by Dheedhese.













Figure 2.25: Pitch track of akongokongokongo ‘hammer’ with F0 plateau on first three syllables,
produced by Dheedhese.
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which shows a production of kala-kecelr-ae ‘winter’ (lit. ‘TempNmz-cold-circ’). Because this
word is bimorphemic, it is plausible that the peaks on the first and third syllables are separate
markers of prominence assigned to the stem and circumfix kala- -ae. However, for this ‘dip’ on
the second syllable to be phonological (i.e., the output of an L tone), we should expect to see a
greater lowering of F0 on that syllable. For example, there is also a dip on the fourth syllable
/tsə/ of the same token, between the prominent third syllable /kə/ and the /ɭa/ which has either
received rhythmic secondary stress or some level of prominence as being part of the circumfix
kala- -ae. The ‘dip’ on the second syllable /la/ is of a much lower magnitude than that of the
fourth syllable /tsə/. If these two ‘dips’ were outputs of the same phonological structure, they
should either be of similar magnitude or with a slight difference in the reverse direction (given
that declination of the pitch range occurs towards the end of the utterance; Maeda [1976, 46–52]).
I argue also that the difference in the ‘dip’ vs. ‘plateau’ contours are not one of morphological
structure, as kala-kecelr-ae was produced with both, as well as with a single third-syllable peak
(shown side-by-side in Figure 2.26).
The most likely source of the second syllable ‘dip’ in productions like that in Figure 2.26(a) is
that they are the result of i) microprosodic effects of consonants, and ii) the lack of a phonological
tonal target aligned to the syllable. While a deeper discussion of the phonological elements of
Mantauran Rukai phonology will be saved for Section 2.4.7, the third syllable is the site of pitch
accent alignment, while the first syllable is an expected attachment site for boundary tones. There
is no evidence that the F0 during the second syllable reflects a tonal target aligned to that syllable.
I conclude that ‘dip’ and ‘plateau’ contours do not differ categorically.
This leaves two categories of intonational contour, the third syllable peak and the ‘plateau’.
As the ‘plateau’ is likely the output of H tonal targets on the first and third syllable, the difference
between the two intonational categories can be expressed as a difference between boundary %H
and %L aligned on the initial syllable. A (yet-incomplete) representation of the two intonational
contours’ phonology can be seen in Figure 2.27 on page 81.
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(a) Peaks on first and third syllable, ‘dip’ on second syllable.
















(b) F0 plateau on first three syllables (with microprosodic interference from /k/).
















(c) Single peak on third syllable.
Figure 2.26: Pitch tracks of kala-kecelr-ae ‘winter’ with three intonational contours, produced by
Dheedhese.
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Figure 2.27: Phonological and phonetic representations of the two categories of intonational con-
tour produced on words in isolation in Mantauran Rukai.
2.4.6.3 Words with four syllables
Domains of stress assignment that are fewer than four syllables follow a predictable pattern, as do
domains five syllables and over. The situation is more complex for domains that are four syllables
exactly. Because so many forms in Mantauran surface with affixes that may or may not affect
the domain of stress assignment, it is difficult to isolate which are exactly four syllables long.
However, a length four syllables seems to be a boundary between the two patterns.
Of note is that there are synchronic alternations between the stress-initial and stress-third
patterns. For example, valrovalro ‘young woman’ is produced with initial stress, while the plural
form a-valrovalro ‘pl-young.woman’ is produced with third syllable stress, as shown in Figures
2.28 and 2.29 on the following page. The simplest explanation for this difference is the human
plural marker a- expanding the domain of stress by one syllable, triggering assignment of third-
sylable stress instead of first-syllable stress.
Other four-syllable stems seem to trigger third-syllable stress assignment. For example, kohokoh-
a ‘dig-imp’ (cf. korokoro ‘dig’; Zeitoun [2007, 27]) surfaces with third-syllable stress, as seen in 2.30
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Figure 2.28: Pitch track of valrovalro ‘young woman’ with initial stress, produced by Dheedhese.

















Figure 2.29: Pitch track of a-valrovalro ‘young women’ with third-syllable stress, produced by
Dheedhese.
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on the next page. The word o-ahamaca ‘carefully’ (lit. ‘Dyn.Fin-careful’) also surfaces with third-
syllable stress, as in 2.31 on the following page.20
One piece of insight comes from a pair of four-syllable words, tipitipi ‘slap’ and tipitip-a ‘slap-
imp’. The bare tipitipi is realized with initial stress, while the suffixed tipitip-a has third-syllable
stress, as seen in Figures 2.32 and 2.33 on page 85. Why should tipitipi and valrovalro have initial
stress while tipitip-a, kohokoh-a, and o-ahamaca have third-syllable stress? While the suffix -a
on tipitip-a and kohokoh-a marks the imperative, a semantic class with differential stress assign-
ment in some Formosan languages (such as Thao; Blust [2003, 36]), the third-syllable stress that
results is the same as that found on longer words, and on non-imperative four-syllable words like
o‑ahamaca.
Both valrovalro and tipitipi are possible outputs of reduplication,21 and one could propose
that these words include a CVCV-reduplicative morpheme that is not part of the domain of stress
assignment. Under this analysis, third-syllable stress is triggered by words with four syllables or
more. However, suffixation of -a in these cases would add a third syllable to the domain of stress
assignment, not a fourth, and thus we would not expect third-syllable stress.
Another possibility is that at the level of stress assignment, valrovalro and tipitipi do not in-
clude their final vowel (i.e. /vaɭovaɭ/ and /tipitip/). This yields the correct number of syllables
for the initial vs. third-syllable stress alternation, as well as correctly predicting that stems like
ahamaca that do not follow this template would surface with third-syllable stress. The issue
with this analysis is the ability to then derive the final vowel. As was discussed in Section 2.2.1,
consonant-final stems in Rukai have developed final ‘echo vowels’ by copying the last underly-
20While underlyingly o-ahamaca has five nuclei, the domain of stress assignment for this word is four syllables.
The o- verbal prefix is outside of the domain of stress assignment, as seen in o-lriho’o-ka=li, in which the stress on
/ɭi/ (cf. Figure 2.5(b) on page 55) implies that the domain of primary stress assignment is only the stem. The domain
of stress assignment will be further discussed in Section 2.4.6.6. The o- in o-ahamaca is possibly also part of the same
syllable as the following /a/ due to a glide formation rule to be discussed in Section 2.4.6.5.
21Neither *valro nor *tipi are attested as non-reduplicated morphemes elsewhere in the language as far as I can tell.
However, as is commonly assumed in the Austronesian literature, forms like valrovalro and tipitipi may have been
the result of a reduplication process in a proto-language, or they may be reduplicated synchronically, for example to
satisfy a minimal word constraint.
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Figure 2.30: Pitch track of kohokoh-a ‘dig-imp’ with third-syllable stress, produced by Dheedhese.















Figure 2.31: Pitch track of o-ahamaca ‘carefully’ with third-syllable stress, produced by Dheed-
hese.
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Figure 2.32: Pitch track of tipitipi ‘slap’ with initial stress, produced by Dheedhese. (Note micro-
prosodic interference from /p/ in second syllable.)














Figure 2.33: Pitch track of tipitip-a ‘slap-imp’ with third-syllable stress (as plateau), produced by
Dheedhese.
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ing vowel. This would derive /tipitip/ → [tipitipi], but predicts /vaɭovaɭ/ → *[vaɭovaɭə], not the
[vaɭovaɭo] that surfaces. The final [o] of [vaɭovaɭo], if it is a vowel copy, would be copied from
a non-local vowel. Such a process could exist, although Yu (2005) notes that non-local redupli-
cation processes are generally those that serve a morphological purpose, not a phonological rule
that fulfills a phonotactic constraint as would be the case here.
There is external evidence consistent with final vowels like the [i] of tipitipi being epenthetic.
The imperative suffix -a appears in place of this vowel (and others with a similar template) despite
/oa/ and /ia/ sequences appearing elsewhere in the language. They even appear in the same
environment, between a consonant and the word edge (Zeitoun, 2007, 23). However, this is not
the case for all verbs: Zeitoun (2007, 466) notes forms such as maava’i-a ‘come-imp’ (< maava’i
‘come’) and to-dhao-a ‘make-many-imp’ (< to-dhao ‘make-many’) where the imperative suffix
surfaces alongside the final vowel of the unsuffixed verb. The ‘disappearing’ vowel does not
always occur in a (seemingly-)reduplicated word, for example the final [ə] in omikace ‘open eyes’
is replaced by the suffix: omikac-a ‘open.eyes-imp’. If imperative forms are predictable from
the underlying form of the verb stem, then this would suggest a split between consonant-final
stemswhose surfacing final vowel in isolation alternates with imperative -a and vowel-final stems
whose final vowel persists when suffixed with -a.
If the final vowels of valrovalro and tipitipi are not underlying, these words’ initial stress fol-
lows from being trisyllabic at the time of stress assignment. However, this analysis runs into prob-
lemswhen trying to formulate vowel-insertion rules that match the surface data. One approach is
to formulate two separate rules, one for the long-distance vowel copying in pseudo-reduplicants
like valrovalro, and one for the locally-copied ‘echo vowels’ like in omikace.22 Under this ap-
proach, long-distance vowel copying would apply to stems of the template /C₁V₂C₃V₄C₁V₂C₃/,
and local copying otherwise:
22Recall that the output of vowel copy in Rukai is [ə] when the copied vowel is /a/, as discussed in Section 2.2.1.
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(22) Pseudo-CVCV-Reduplication
C V C V C V C # →
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 5 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5
A vowel is inserted word-finally, matching the second-to-last vowel in quality, if the re-
sult mimics CVCV-reduplication.
(23) Echo Vowel Insertion
∅ → V[αback, βhigh, -low] / V[αback, βhigh] C _ #
A vowel is inserted word-finally after a consonant, matching the last vowel in quality
if it is high, or schwa otherwise.
Where this approach runs into trouble is the word ma-raveravere ‘Stat.Fin-be.happy’. This
word appearswithout the final [ə]when suffixed: ma-raveraver-a ‘Stat.Fin-be.happy-imp’ (Zeitoun,
2007, 466). However, the underlying form /maravəravər/ should trigger Pseudo-CVCV-Reduplication
instead of Echo Vowel Insertion. This can only be resolved through stipulation: either i) Pseudo-
CVCV-Reduplication results in [ə] in place of /a/ (as Echo Vowel Insertion does), and the similar
forms with final [a] have an underlying /a/; or ii) stress assignment of quadrisyllabic forms is
arbitrary, and the interaction of final vowels with suffixes is also arbitrary. The former option
is unappealing in its complexity, while the latter pushes a needless amount of phonological in-
formation into the lexicon. A compromise could be to center on maraveravere as the exceptional
paradigm,23 or to stipulate a simplification of /əa/ sequences, but only across a morpheme bound-
ary (or words like ma-eaea ‘Stat-one’ would be impossible).
In sum, I conclude that initial stress is assigned to domains of 2–3 syllables, and third-syllable
stress to domains of 4+ syllables. The apparent exceptions to this, in the form of quadrisyllabic
words with initial stress, can be analyzed as having undergone a vowel epenthesis rule ordered
after differential stress assignment. The status of this vowel as epenthetic is motivated by its
interaction with vowel-initial suffixes. While many of these forms appear to be the output of a
CVCV-reduplication rule, neither the input nor the output of such a rule would derive alternations
23It should be noted that the failure for the unsuffixed ‘be happy’ to surface with a final [a] maintains a contrast
between the unsuffixed and imperative forms.
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such as típitipi vs. tipitíp-a. Thus, CVCV-reduplication must be ‘fossilized’ in modern Mantauran
Rukai, with only the final vowels of these forms being absent from the underlying representation.
2.4.6.4 Stress assignment as a diagnostic for morphological structure
While the patterns described in 2.4.6.1–2.4.6.3 hold for nearly all of the data provided by Dheed-
hese and Leeve, there are a couple of longwords with unexpected prosodic contours. These words
may be hiding additional morphological complexity than previously thought.
One such word is salripipolra’a ‘firefly’, whose pitch track was first seen in Figure 2.3(b) on
page 54. This word surfaces both with an initial peak, and with an unexpected peak on the
fourth syllable. No morphological analysis of this word exists in the literature (cf. salripoopolra’a;
Zeitoun [2016, 184, 193]), and there are no identifiable affixes based on the list in Zeitoun (2007,
465–89). The initial two syllables /saɭi/ may be related to salriko ‘circle around’ (Zeitoun, 2007)
or o[-]salriti ‘roll, curl’ (Zeitoun, 2016). These two initial syllables are likely also related to a spe-
cial morpheme “*qali/kali-” described in Austronesian by Blust (2001). This morpheme is found
on some words for insects and other small animals, and shows variation in its initial consonant
and other phonological structures (even within a language: *qati in ʔalʔalyoʃayan ‘dragonfly’ but
*qalu in ʔaLoraʔil ‘termite’; both Saisiyat). While Blust reconstructs *taniapoy (*taNi- + *apoy
‘fire’) for the Proto-Rukai word for ‘firefly’, modern Mantauran salripipolra’a/salripoopolra’a re-
semble other attested words for ‘firefly’ such as Toba Batak salimpotpot.24 Additional evidence of
salri as a morpheme is the word salrimaamaca ‘pearl’, also from Zeitoun (2016).25 It is not clear if
the rest of the word, /pipoɭaʔa/, has any close phonological and semantic match in the available
24Blust (2001) reconstructs Toba Batak salimpotpot to *saliN-, but also notes the form *sali- in words like salibang-
bang, Dumagat (Polillo) for ‘butterfly’. Note that /ɭ/ (as in the <lr> of salripipolra’a) is the expected Rukai reflex of
PAn *l (P. J.-K. Li, 1977). Given the appearance of /s/ in this Mantauran form, it should also be noted that there are
some correspondences between forms with /s/ in other Rukai varieties and Mantauran /ʔ/, as well as some cases of
Mantauran /s/ corresponding to zero (or possibly phonetic glottal stop) in the other varieties (ibid., 15–6).
25The original Chinese glosses for osalriti and salrimaamaca are捲 and珠 respectively, which may not be a perfect
match semantically for ‘roll, curl’ or ‘pearl’. The presence of verbal o- on osalriti is assumed by me; Zeitoun (2016)
does not providemorphological analysis within the wordlist, and osalriti does not appear in any context that provides
morpheme-by-morpheme glosses.
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data. Some possibilities include polra ‘grab’ and ’olra’a ‘snake’ (Zeitoun, 2016). So while no ob-
vious morphological breakdown exists based on comparative data, the pitch accent on the fourth





Possible morphological structure: [sálripi][pólra’a]
Another word that may have primary stress assigned to two subdomains is ma‑kataotodho’o,
glossed in Zeitoun (2007, 446) as ‘Stat.Subj-doze.off’. This word surfaces with a pitch accent on
the third syllable as expected, but also with an unexpected pitch accent on the fifth syllable, as
shown in Figure 2.34 on the following page. In this case, there are no subparts of /kataotoðoʔo/
that I have found matching existing morphemes in the literature (except the unlikely semantic
matches maka-V ‘finish V’ing’ and dho’o ‘cook’). Nevertheless, the word can be decomposed
phonologically into two domains of primary stress assignment that follow expected patterns, as




Possible morphological structure: [makatáo][tódho’o]
2.4.6.5 Stress assignment as a diagnostic for phonological structure
As Zeitoun (2007, 23) describes, Mantauran Rukai has a number of phonological rules that affect
syllabification. One is glide formation in sequences like /oa/ /ai/ /ao/, surfacing as [wa] [aj]
[aw] with one fewer nucleus than is underlying. When the third underlying vowel desyllabifies,
however, the stress does not surface on the following nucleus (the third syllable of the surface
26Of course, if this is a *qali/kali- word, then a second morpheme boundary may be found between the second and
third syllables, in a way that does not affect the realization of stress in this word.
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Figure 2.34: Pitch track of ma-kataotodho’o ‘Stat.Subj-doze.off’, produced by Dheedhese.
form), but on the same vocoid. An example of this is the word akaikailri ‘hook (n.)’，in which the
third underlying vowel /i/ is subject to the glide formation rule described above. If this underlying
/i/ is now part of a syllable [aj], it is the end of this syllable where the pitch accent is aligned, as
shown by the production in Figure 2.35.27















Figure 2.35: Pitch track of akaikailri ‘hook (n.)’, produced by Dheedhese.
Similarly, if /o/ undergoes glide formation preceding /a/, then it too holds on to its pitch
27I have not found this word in previous descriptions of Mantauran Rukai. The target of elicitation was
a‑lroikiikisae, glossed in Zeitoun (2007) as ‘fishhook’. However, the prompt, 鉤子 (as glossed in Zeitoun [2016]),
is a more general term for ‘hook’. Perhaps akaikailri refers to a type of hook other than a fishhook.
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accent. An example of this is the word ’oa’oap-a ‘sweep-imp’, whose pitch track was seen in
Figure 2.10(b) on page 61. The output of glide formation on this word is [ʔwa.ʔwa.pa] based on
the rule in Zeitoun (2007, 23). The pitch accent in Figure 2.10(b) shows that the second syllable
[ʔwa] has a high pitch at the beginning during the back high vocoid, and falls sharply during the
[a].
Unfortunately I do not have direct intuitions from the speakers about how they syllabify
words with sequences like /oa/ /ai/ /ao/. Mantauran Rukai also lacks segmental rules that demar-
cate syllable boundaries in other languages, like glottal stop epenthesis. Without such evidence,
a definitive answer about what constitutes a syllable in Mantauran Rukai must come with addi-
tional research. However, if we assume that syllabification in Mantauran is as it is described in
Zeitoun (2007, 2016), then we require an explanation for why syllables like [a], [aː], [wa] and [aj]
do not all yield the same frequency contour when aligned with a pitch accent.
One possibility is that all vocoids are moraic, and that pitch accents are aligned at the level of
themora (as they are in Japanese; Beckman and Pierrehumbert [1985]). This is consistent with the
timing of pitch accents in syllables with long vowels, for example aalrame ‘bird’ has pitch accent
on the first syllable, starting with a peak and falling towards the end, as in Figure 2.36 on the next
page. This would be explained as the long [aː] being bimoraic, with pitch accent aligned to the
first mora [áμaμ.ɭa.mə]. Third syllable stress behaves similarly; see the production of icongoonga’o
‘thank you’ in Figure 2.37 on the following page, in which the long [oː] has the pitch peak early
in the vowel, followed by a fall. The issue with this analysis is that it would make onset [w]
moraic. Not only are moraic onsets incredibly rare across the world’s languages, moraic onsets
are generally low-sonority consonants Gordon (2005, 2–3). If Mantauran Rukai glide formation
results in moraic onsets, then the highest-sonority onsets [j] [w] would bemoraic to the exclusion
of all other consonants.
Another possibility is that vocoids in Mantauran Rukai are not undergoing glide formation,
but form a complex nucleus with the adjacent /a/, i.e. /oa/ and /ai/ are surfacing as [o͡a] [a͡i], not
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Figure 2.36: Pitch track of aalrame ‘bird’, produced by Dheedhese.













Figure 2.37: Pitch track of icongoonga’o ‘thank you’, produced by Leeve.
*[wa] *[aj]. Under this analysis, each vocoid retains a timing unit to which a pitch accent can be
aligned, but the sequence is tautosyllabic. This would conflict with phonetic evidence that the /o/
in /oa/ and /i/ in /ai/ were glides with articulatory/acoustic properties distinct from [o] and [i].
At the moment I have no such evidence; I have not yet found any predictable difference in the
duration or quality of vocoids that are subject to the described glide formation rule. Of course,
that is not to say that such evidence does not exist. Whatever the fate of underlying /o/ and /a/
in Mantauran Rukai, they are all tone-bearing units.
One final note about syllabification in Mantauran regards the selection of first- vs. third
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syllable stress on a domain. So far I have described the distinction between these two word
classes in terms of the number of syllables within the domain of stress assignment. However, if
sequences like /oa/ /ai/ /ao/ are tautosyllabic, then a syllable-based selection criterion would be
blind to the number of timing units within the syllable. This is not borne out, however. Recall the
discussion of ma-kataotodho’o on page 89: this word is best analyzed as comprising two domains
of stress assignment, the first being [ma.ka.táo]. If the /o/ in this domain is non-syllabic, then
the domain only contains three syllables, which should surface with initial stress *[má.ka.tao].
This can be analyzed in a number of ways. Assuming the syllabification algorithm in Zeitoun
(2007, 23), either i) stress assignment is on the third mora, and not the third syllable, or ii) surface
syllable structure is formed after stress assignment, as shown in Example (26):
(26)
/ma-katao/ /akaikaiɭi/ Underlying Form
ma.ka.ta.o a.ka.i.ka.i.ɭi Syllabification
ma.ka.tá.o a.ka.í.ka.i.ɭi Stress Assignment
ma.ka.táo a.kaí.kai.ɭi Complex Nucleus Formation
[ma.ka.táo] [a.kaí.kai.ɭi] Surface Form
‘Stat.Subj-doze(?)’ ‘hook’ Meaning
2.4.6.6 The domain of stress assignment
The domain of stress assignment in Mantauran Rukai has been described by P. J.-K. Li (1977, 8)
as only the stem, but by Zeitoun (2007, 26) as the stem and all prefixes. In the current study, I
find that some but not all prefixes are included in the domain of stress assignment.
An interesting split is between the finite verbal prefixes o- andma-. Zeitoun (2000a) describes
these prefixes as marking dynamic and stative verbs respectively.
These two prefixes differ, however, in how they affect the prosodic structure of the stem.
This is best seen in cases where they attach to trisyllabic stems: o-lrího’o=ka=li ‘Dyn.Fin-know-
neg=1sg.gen’ (cf. Figure 2.5(b) on page 55) must have a domain of stress assignment including
only the stem /ɭihoʔo/, as a larger domain would trigger third-syllable stress. Thus, o- is excluded
from the domain of stress. Another possible example was seen in o-ahamáca ‘Dyn.Fin-careful’
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(cf. Figure 2.31 on page 84). While the o- prefix here is potentially non-syllabic, it was shown
in Section 2.4.6.5 that all vocoids in Mantauran are tone-bearing units for the purpose of third-
syllable stress assignment. Thus, stress would appear on /ha/ instead of /ma/ if o- were part of
the stress-assignment domain, whether or not it is part of the same syllable as the initial /a/ of
the stem. Finally, the stem-initial stress in om-íki=ka=i ‘Dyn.Fin-exist-neg=1sg.gen’ (seen in
Figure 2.15 on page 72) also excludes the allomorph om- from the domain of stress assignment.
ma-, on the other hand, is included in the domain of stress. This was seen in the bimor-
phemic analysis of ma-katáo(-)tódho’o ‘Stat.Fin-doze.off’ (cf. Figure 2.34 on page 90), wherein
the first domain must includema- to trigger third syllable stress. More concrete examples include
ma-somíkace ‘Stat.Fin-healthy’ and ma-havéhavehe=lrao ‘Stat.Fin-be.happy=1sg.nom’ (cf. ma-
raveravere; Zeitoun [2016]), shownwith third syllable stress includingma- in Figures 2.38 and 2.39
on the next page. This was also the case in some of the words elicited that do not appear in
previous descriptions of the language, including ma-’apépelenge, another word for ‘doze off’, and
ma-tolongo’o ‘Stat.Fin-steep’, shownwith third syllable stress in Figures 2.40 and 2.41 on page 96.
Of the rest of the prefixes, some fall within the domain of stress assignmentwhile others don’t.
The subjective nominalization prefix ta- and stative non-finite ka- occur in conjunction often
enough that Zeitoun (2007, 482) lists them as a single prefix taka- in her list of affixes.28 However,
the word ta-ka-eáea ‘SubjNmz-Stat.NFin-one’ surfaces with stress on the second vocoid of the
stem, as shown in Figure 2.42 on page 97. This is only possible if ka- is included in the domain of
stress assignment, but ta- is not.
Another prefix that is included in the domain of stress is the human plural marker a-. As was
discussed in Section 2.4.6.3, the addition of this marker to valrovalro ‘young woman’ expanded
the domain of stress to four syllables (excluding the epenthetic final [o]), triggering third-syllable
stress instead of initial stress. A pitch track of this word is shown in Figure 2.29 on page 82.
There is at least one morpheme that cannot be analyzed as included or excluded from the do-
28Elsewhere in the work, taka- is analyzed bimorphemically ta-ka- ‘SubjNmz-Stat.NFin-’.
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Figure 2.38: Pitch track of ma-somikace ‘Stat.Fin-healthy’, produced by Dheedhese.















Figure 2.39: Pitch track of ma-havehavehe=lrao ‘Stat.Fin-be.happy=1sg.nom’, produced by
Dheedhese.
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Figure 2.40: Pitch track of ma-’apepelenge ‘Stat.Fin-doze.off’, produced by Dheedhese.













Figure 2.41: Pitch track of ma-tolongo’o ‘steep’, produced by Dheedhese.
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Figure 2.42: Pitch track of ta-ka-eaea ‘SubjNmz-Stat.NFin-one’, produced by Dheedhese.
main of stress assignment based on initial and third-syllable stress. The circumfix kala- -ae serves
as a temporal nominalization. This circumfix was seen on kala-kécelr-ae ‘winter’ (lit. ‘TempNmz-
cold-circ’; cf. Figure 2.26 on page 80) and kala-lrápa’-ae ‘summer’ (lit. ‘TempNmz-hot-circ’; cf.
Figure 2.4 on page 55). In both cases, primary stress was realized on the third syllable of the
affixed word, which coincides with the first syllable of the stem. kala- -ae could be included or
excluded from the domain of stress assignment if it attached to stems of 4+ syllables, however
such words were not elicited in the present study, nor were any listed by Zeitoun (2007, 469).
This leaves the morphemes that attach to the end of the stem. A distinction between suffixes
and enclitics has been described for Mantauran Rukai, however which morphemes fall into which
category has changed between descriptions.29 Of the pronominal morphemes that attach to the
end of a stem, Zeitoun (1997a, 274) considers the nominative series as enclitics, but the oblique
and genitive series as suffixes. Zeitoun (2007, 52) argues that the oblique series is also enclitic,
based on their attachment to domains larger than the word (like the English genitive clitic =’s in
[the man in the hat]’s wife), as well as their co-occurrence with agreement markers (p.296). These
29Zeitoun (2007, 52–3) also describes a set of proclitics, nao= ‘1sg.nom’, ta= ‘1pl.incl.nom’, and nai= ‘1pl.excl.nom’.
I have not elicited any forms with these proclitics, and so I cannot comment on their interaction with stress assign-
ment. Zeitoun does explicitly state that these proclitics do not bear stress, whereas other prefixes do. While my
analysis differs in that only some prefixes in Mantauran are included in the stress assignment domain, the exclusion
of these proclitics from the domain of stress assignment is not inconsistent with my analysis.
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‘agreement markers’ are the nominal series, considered enclitic in Zeitoun (1997a), but suffixal in
Zeitoun (2007). The fate of the genitive series is unclear in Zeitoun (2007), but they are considered
enclitic in Zeitoun (2016), as are the nominative series.
Yen and Billings (2011, 2015) also have an analysis of clitics in Mantauran, which also includes
the non-nominative pronominal series as clitics rather than suffixes.
While I do not have any comment on the status of these pronominal morphemes as suffixes
vs. enclitics from the point of view of syntax, it is clear that neither they nor the negator (=)ka
are included in the stem’s stress assignment domain. If they were, then third-syllable stress
should be triggered in om-íki=ka=i ‘Dyn.Fin-exist-neg=3sg.gen’ (pitch track in Figure 2.15 on
page 72) and o-lrího’o=ka=li ‘Dyn.Fin-know-neg=1sg.gen’ (pitch track in Figure 2.16 on page 73).
However, both examples surface with initial stress on a domain that includes only the stem.
Unfortunately, the oblique and nominative series only appear in the data I elicited on words too
long to expect an alternation between initial and third-syllable stress, and thus I cannot comment
on their inclusion or exclusion in the domain of stress. A number of other languages under study
in this dissertation divide suffixes from enclitics based on the latter’s exclusion from the domain
of stress assignment.30 By this same criterion, the negator and nominal bound pronouns are
enclitics. While I cannot comment on the other pronoun series directly, Yen and Billings (2015)
note examples of the genitive bound pronouns directly following the negator (as the nominative
series does). As the negator is excluded from the domain of stress in Mantauran, it is unlikely
that the genitive bound pronouns would form a prosodic unit with the word it is attached to.31
There is only one morpheme following the stem that can be demonstrated to be part of the
domain of stress assignment. This is the imperative suffix -a, which was shown in Section 2.4.6.3
to take part in an alternation between initial and third-syllable stress. For example, típitipi ‘slap’
30Examples include Kanakanavu (cf. Section 4.6.2), Bunun (cf. Section 9.5.2), and Amis (cf. Section 8.7.2).
31Of course, there remains the possibility that these non-nominative bound pronouns behave differently when
attached to a word vs. directly following the negator. This uncertainty will be resolved by further investigation
rather than speculation here.
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Domain of Stress Assignment
o(m)- ‘Dyn.Fin’ ma- ‘Stat.Fin’
STEM
-a ‘imp (Vepenthetic) Pron.
ta- ‘SubjNmz’ ka- ‘Stat.NFin’ =ka ‘neg’
a- ‘pl.hum’
Table 2.6: Morphology included and excluded from the domain of primary stress assignment in
Mantauran Rukai. ‘Pron.’ here stands for pronominal suffixes/enclitics.
is realized with initial stress as only the first three syllable nuclei are underlying, while tipitíp-a
‘slap-imp’ has third-syllable stress as the suffix -a is included in the domain of stress assignment.
The affixes/clitics discussed here as included or excluded from the domain of stress assignment
are summarized in Table 2.6.
2.4.6.7 Is there secondary stress in Mantauran?
In addition to primary stress, secondary stress has been described for Mantauran Rukai, assigned
to alternating syllables starting with the syllable two later than the primary stress. Zeitoun (2007,
26) claims that secondary stress is found on any “multisyllabic” word. The examples cited, and
those in Zeitoun (2016) are on words of 4+ syllables, but secondary stress on trisyllabic words is
not explicitly ruled out in either work. One difference between them is that Zeitoun (2007, 26)
assigns secondary stress from the same edge as primary stress assignment: from the beginning
of the word, primary stress on syllable 1, and secondary stress on syllables 3, 5, 7, etc. Zeitoun
(2016, 14) assigns a single secondary stress on the penult of the word, which would make primary
and secondary stresses anchored to opposite edges of the word.
There is no documentation of what the acoustic correlate of secondary stress is, although since
the main acoustic correlate of primary stress is the pitch peak accompanying the aligned pitch
accent, we may expect a tonal target aligned to secondary stresses as well. In Section 2.4.6.6 it
was proposed that the domain of primary stress assignment includes the stem (minus epenthetic
vowels) and certain prefixes. When this domain is 2–3 syllables long, primary stress is assigned
to the first syllable, and when it is 4+ syllables, primary stress is assigned to the third syllable. If
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stress is rhythmic, as described in Zeitoun (2007), we would expect to find tonal targets aligned
to the third syllable of three-syllable domains, and the 5th and 7th syllables of domains large
enough to have them.32
This prediction is not borne out, however. There are numerous syllables expected to ex-
hibit tonal maxima assuming a rhythmic secondary stress rule, that have no identifiable acoustic
prominence. Of the words for which pitch tracks have been provided previously in this chapter,
the expected sites of rhythmic secondary stress are marked with a grave accent in Table 2.7 on
the following page.33
Of these possible sites, few if any show pitch maxima that exceed that of the preceding (un-
stressed) syllable. Many of these syllables do have F0 peaks, however these are generally an
artifact of the F0 minima caused by onset consonants. For example, the pitch track of valrovalro
‘young woman’ in Figure 2.28 on page 82 has an F0 maximum on the third syllable /va/, a poten-
tial site of rhythmic secondary stress. However, this maximum is lower than the minimum F0
of the previous unstressed syllable /ɭo/. The peak on the second /va/ is caused by the lowering
effect of the voiced onset [v]. By considering only the F0 of the vowel of each syllable, we see a
steady decline between the initial syllable’s peak and the low tone of the final syllable, as shown
in Figure 2.43 on page 102.
There are, however, F0 maxima greater than surrounding syllables on syllables that do not
bear primary stress. These are generally on the first tone-bearing unit of the suffixes or enclitics
following the domain of primary stress assignment. For example,ma-havehavehe=lrao ‘Stat.Fin-
be.happy=1sg.nom’ has onemain F0 peak on the third syllable /və/, as well as a peak on /ɭa/ whose
F0 maximum is lower than that on /və/ but higher than that of the preceding or following vocoids,
as can be seen in Figure 2.39 on page 95. This is the expected acoustic output of secondary stress,
32Another logical possibility is the first syllable of a domain of 4+ syllables. There is tonal activity in this envi-
ronment, however since the magnitude of pitch peaks on this syllable generally matches that of the third syllable, a
peak on this syllable is likely to be a boundary tone and not a secondary stress, as discussed in Section 2.4.6.2.
33Words with the circumfix kala- -ae are omitted as it is unclear how this affix affects the domain of primary stress
assignment.
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Surface Trans. Expected SS #TBU Pitch track Page
sálipipólra’a ‘firefly’ [sálipì][pólra’à] 3+3 Fig. 2.3(b) 54
o-lrího’o=ka=li ‘I don’t know’ o-[lrího’ò]=ka=li 3 Fig. 2.5(b) 55
ta’olro ‘dog’ [tá’olrò] 3 Fig. 2.14 71
típitipi ‘slap’ [típitìp]i 3 Fig. 2.32 85
válrovalro ‘young woman’ [válrovàlr]o 3 Fig. 2.28 82
ma-katáotódho’o ‘doze off’ [ma-katáo][tódho’ò] 4+3 Fig. 2.34 90
áalrame ‘bird’ [áalràm]e 3 Fig. 2.36 92
’oa’óap-a ‘sweep’ [’oa’óap-à] 5 Fig. 2.10(b) 61
kavecéhae ‘shin’ [kavecéhaè] 5 Fig 2.17 74
a-valróvalro ‘young women’ [a-valróvalrò] 5 Fig. 2.29 82
ma-somíkace ‘healthy’ [ma-somíkacè] 5 Fig. 2.38 95
ma-tolóngo’o ‘steep’ [ma-tolóngo’ò] 5 Fig. 2.41 96
ta-ka-eáea ‘one person’ ta-[ka-eáeà] 5 Fig. 2.42 97
a’atá’atange ‘mouse’ [a’atá’atànge] 6 Fig. 2.18 75
kangahátengate ‘palate’ [kangahátengàte] 6 Figs. 2.19,2.24 75,78
tokalíhanae ‘often’ [tokalíhanàe] 6 Fig. 2.20 76
’akapíkapici ‘tongs’ [’akapíkapìci] 6 Fig. 2.21 76
akaíkailri ‘hook’ [akaíkaìlri] 6 Fig. 2.35 90
icongóonga’o ‘thank you’ [icongóongà’o] 6 Fig. 2.37 92
ma-havéhavehe=lrao ‘I’m happy’ [ma-havéhavèhe]=lrao 6 Fig. 2.39 95
ma-’apépelenge ‘doze off’ [ma-’apépelènge] 6 Fig. 2.40 96
akongókongokongo ‘hammer’ [akongókongòkongò] 7 Figs. 2.22,2.25 77,78
tasolásolatae ‘school’ [tasolásolàtaè] 7 Fig. 2.23 77
Table 2.7: Expected positions of rhythmic secondary stress within the domain of primary stress
assignment in Mantauran Rukai words previously discussed. Ordered by number of tone-bearing
units in the domain of stress assignment, and then by page number of pitch track. Some glosses
simplified.
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Figure 2.43: Pitch track of valrovalro ‘young woman’, produced by Dheedhese, with F0 contour
during vowels highlighted in red.
and thus this word can be analyzed as ma-havéhavehe=lrào. Similarly, o-lriho’o=ka=li ‘Dyn.Fin-
know-neg=1st.gen’ has a peak that exceeds other local F0 maxima but not that of the primary
stress, as can be seen in Figure 2.16 on page 73. It should be noted that the primary and secondary
stress have three syllables between them in ma-havéhavehe=lrào and two between them in o-
lriho’o=ka=li, so these secondary stresses are not assigned rhythmically or at a set distance from
the primary stress.
Another morpheme that surfaces with secondary stress is the temporal nominalizing circum-
fix kala- -ae. While the prefixal part kala- may or may not be part of the domain of primary
stress assignment, the suffixal part -ae must be outside this domain, as it surfaces with a sec-
ondary stress on the /a/. This can be seen in the pitch track of kala-lrápa’-àe ‘TempNmz-hot-circ’
in Figure 2.4(b) on page 55, as well as the pitch tracks of kala-kécelr-àe ‘TempNmz-cold-circ’ in
Figure 2.26 on page 80.
The imperative suffix -a, which is included in the domain of primary stress assignment, does
not surface with secondary stress. Thus, it is the first tone-bearing unit following the domain of
primary stress assignment that receives secondary stress.34 It is unclear, however, if there needs
34This does not include epenthetic vowels like the final [i] in típitipi ‘slap’. As was discussed in Section 2.4.6.3,
primary stress assignment probably occurs before these vowels are epenthesized. Secondary stress assignment likely
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to be a certain amount of material after the domain of primary stress assignment to warrant a
secondary stress. In the data I elicited, material following the stem is generally eithermultiple suf-
fixes/enclitics or suffixes with more than one syllable like -ae. It is up to future research to deter-
mine whether single monosyllabic suffixes receive secondary stress the way disyllabic/multiple
suffixes do, and whether larger amounts of material appended to the stem may yield more than
one secondary stress.
2.4.7 Intonation
This section will be presented in two parts: first the intonational phonology of Mantauran Rukai
within the prosodic word (Section 2.4.7.1), and then intonational phonology at domains greater
than the word (Section 2.4.7.2).
2.4.7.1 Intonational phonology within the prosodic word
Words of 4+ syllables produced in isolation in Mantauran Rukai receive one of two categorical
intonational contours, as was discussed in Section 2.4.6.2. Both have a H tonal target on the
prominent third syllable, which must be part (or all) of a pitch accent melody. Both contours
ended in a low tone, with interpolation between the peak of the pitch accent and the end of the
word. The two contours differed in the tonal target associated with the first syllabe: a H yielded a
‘plateau’ contour while a L causes the pitch accent to be the sole peak within the word. I analyze
these as initial boundary tones, %H and %L. Diagrams of these contours at the surface level, and
a preliminary account of the phonological elements that yield these surface contours, was found
in Figure 2.27 on page 81. As numerous words were produced in isolation with both contours, I
tentatively conclude that these contours are available in free variation, and at least in the context
of words produced in isolation, do not signal any semantic contrast.
In both the ‘plateau’ and single-peak contours, F0 follows from the tonal targets on the first
also occurs before epenthesis.
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and third syllable without any identifiable target on the second syllable. This means that the pitch
accent aligned to the prominent third syllable is either H* or a melody H*X that is H-initial. In
both cases, a L target was associated with the last syllable. In Figure 2.27, this L was represented
as a boundary tone, “L%”. As will be discussed in this section, however, this target does not
necessarily originate at the prosodic phrase boundary.
In Section 2.4.6.7, pitch accents were identified on syllables bearing secondary stress, in ad-
dition to the pitch accents aligned with primary stress. These secondary stresses lay outside the
domain of primary stress assignment. The aforementioned “L%” tonal target falls within the do-
main of primary stress assignment, and is maintained when a secondary stress follows (always on
the very next syllable). As an example, the tonal targets on each syllable of ma-havehavehe=lrao
‘Stat.Fin-be.happy=1sg.gen’ are shown in (27), where the domain of primary stress assignment
is marked by the vertical lines, and ‘X’ stands for ‘H or L’:
(27)
X H L H L
ma- ha ve ha ve he =lra o
σ₁ σ₂ σ₃ σ₄ σ₅ σ₆ σ₇ σ₈
The L on σ₆ is no longer at the end of the word, and so if it is a boundary tone, then it is
not assigned at the level of the prosodic word.35 This leaves us with two possibilities: either i)
boundary tones are being assigned at a level below the prosodic word, or ii) the L on σ₆ is part of
a pitch accent melody.
If boundary tones are being assigned at a level of the prosodic hierarchy lower than the word,
then the prosodic word should be exhaustively composed of these smaller domains according to
the Strict Layer Hypothesis (Nespor & Vogel, 1986, 7). The example in (27) would be broken up
into two domains, one including σ₁–σ₆ and the other σ₇–σ₈. Both domains include an H target,
and an L at the end of the domain. The main difference is the presence of X, which can perhaps
35While the material following this L in Example (27) has been described as a clitic in some works. Other material
that can appear in this position, like the negator =ka, has not been described as a clitic, at least by Zeitoun (2007,
2016). As suffixes are generally considered to be included in the ‘word’, the boundary between syllables with L and
H targets (like σ₆ and σ₇ in this example) can be word-internal, and does not have to fall on a clitic boundary.
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be deleted if H is assigned to the first syllable of the domain. This would also explain why stress-
initial words do not vary in the realization of their first syllable: if X does not delete, then both
%H-H* and %L-H* are expected on the stressed first syllable, but no rising tones appear on these
words.
Where this hypothesis fails, however, is in words where material precedes the domain of
primary stress assignment. There are two examples in the data already presented, o-lriho’o=ka=li
‘Dyn.Fin-know-neg-1sg.gen’ (pitch track in Figure 2.16 on page 73) and ta-ka-eaea ‘SubjNmz-
Stat.NFin-one’ (pitch track in Figure 2.42 on page 97). In these examples, the prefixes o- and
ta- are outside of the domain of primary stress assignment. The /ta/ of ta-ka-eaea, excluding
some interference from the F0-raising effect of /t/, has a tone as low as the final /a/, and can be
analyzed as having a L associated to it, with no identifiable tonal target between this L and the
pitch accent’s H. The initial /o/ of o-lriho’o=ka=li does not have an F0 maximum as high as the
pitch accent on /ɭi/, but not by much: /ɭi/ reaches approximately 210Hz while /o/ reaches 200Hz.
This is nowhere near the F0 minima during the L tonal targets on /ʔo/ or /li/, both of which are
around 110Hz. If there is a tonal target associated to the initial /o/, it is H. These two examples
are visualized in (28) and (28):
(28)
H H L H L
o- lri ho ’o =ka =li
σ₁ σ₂ σ₃ σ₄ σ₅ σ₆
(29)
L H L
ta- ka- e a e a
σ₁ σ₂ σ₃ σ₄ σ₅ σ₆
If the domain of primary stress assignment is a prosodic domain, then so are the preceding and
following material. However, the domain including the prefixes o- and ta- does not necessarily
have the L tonal target that are common to the other domains at this level. As seen in (29), the
first syllable of the domain of primary stress does not have a tonal target associated with it. The
simplest way to unify these facts is to analyze the H in (28)’s σ₁ and the L in (29)’s σ₁ as the same
element as the ‘X’ in (27), which is a boundary tone %X associatedwith the boundary of a prosodic
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domain containing at least the word and its affixed material and clitics.36 If the words in (28–29)
are divided into multiple prosodic domains, the initial domain of each lacks the phonological
elements associated with other domains at the same level.
Thus, it is more likely that the stem-final L tonal targets are part of a pitch accent melody. But
with which H*? Let us revisit Example (27):
(27)
X H L H L
ma- ha ve ha ve he =lra o
σ₁ σ₂ σ₃ σ₄ σ₅ σ₆ σ₇ σ₈
The L of σ₆ is adjacent to the H of σ₇, and we could posit a L+H* pitch accent specific to
secondary stress that puts these two targets in the same melody.37 In this scenario, primary
stress is signaled by H*, and the final L% is associated with the prosodic word boundary.
Another possibility is that the L of σ₆ forms a pitch accent melody with the H of σ₃. In this
case, the L must shift towards the end of the domain, stopping before the second pitch accent. The
benefit of this analysis is economy: both primary and secondary stresses receive H*L melodies,
and final low tones follow from the spreading rule without having to posit a final boundary tone.
One possible motivation for not having primary and secondary stress receiving the same
pitch accent melody is a difference in their realization: F0 maxima associated with secondary
stress are often lower in magnitude than their counterparts on syllables with primary stress. For
example, in o-lriho’o=ka=li (cf. Figure 2.16 on page 73), the syllable with primary stress, /ɭi/, has
a peak at around 210Hz, while the secondary stress on /ka/ reaches no higher than 170Hz (and
that includes potential F0-raising from the onset /k/). If primary and secondary pitch accents are
36Another possibility, noted in the discussions on Budai Rukai (cf. 2.5.5.1) and Tsou (cf. 3.8.1), is variation in the
presence vs. absence of a prenuclear L in a pitch accent melody (which would be L+H*L instead of H*L). Under this
analysis, the plateau would be generated by leftward spreading of the pitch accent’s H whenever the prenuclear L
is not present. This analysis is more efficient as it involves one fewer phonological element. However, Mantauran
differs from Budai Rukai and Tsou in that the variation is available in multiple prosodic phrases within the IP, and
it may be the case that the same variant is used throughout the IP (to be discussed in Section 2.4.7.2). If there is
coordination across prosodic phrases or semantic information being conveyed by these variants, then the ‘peak’
vs. ‘plateau’ intonation is likely not just surface variation but the expression of a phonological element that bears
semantic content.
37While pitch accent melodies are uncommon with material preceding the tone aligned to the prominent syllable,
English has been described with a L+H* pitch accent melody (Pierrehumbert, 1980, 29).
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different phonological elements, then the difference in their realization could be phonological:
perhaps H* vs. L+!H* instead of H* vs. L+H*.
To explain the difference in magnitude between primary and secondary pitch accent peaks
without proposing separate pitch accent melodies, we can appeal to the natural declination of F0
over the course of the utterance. Secondary stresses always follow a primary stress, and thus F0
peaks associated with secondary stress are expected to be affected by declination moreseo than
those associated with primary stress. For example, Figure 2.15 on page 72 shows a pitch track of
the question om-iki=ka=i tahaha’e ta’olro? “Is there a dog in the kitchen?”. Here, the /ka/ of om-
iki=ka=i has a secondary stress, and the following word tahaha’e has the ‘plateau’ contour. The
primary stress on /mi/ in om-iki=ka=i reaches upwards of 220Hz, while both the secondary stress
on /ka/ and the plateau on the first three syllables tahaha’e have peaks at around the same height,
around 180Hz. This suggests that the pitch range has lowered globally, not that secondary stress
is associated with a phonological element other than H. Thus, the more economical analysis of
H*L being associated to both primary and secondary stresses is not inconsistent with a difference
in peak height.
In sum, a boundary tone %X (either %H or %L) is associated to the beginning of a prosodic
domain containing at least the word and all affixed material and clitics. A H*L melody is aligned
to all primary and secondary stresses, and the L of this melody shifts towards the end of the
prosodic word until it reaches a syllable followed by secondary stress, or the word edge.
2.4.7.2 Intonational phonology at the phrasal level
The previous discussion of intonational phonology within the prosodic word has raised the ques-
tion of what level in the prosodic hierarchy the boundary tone %X is associated to. If it is associ-
ated to a larger domain like the intonational phrase, then the differential contours realized by %X
on words in isolation should be unavailable in words that are not phrase-initial. This prediction is
false: both %H and %L are available in non-phrase-initial position. An example of phrase-medial
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%Hwas seen in the production of ’ina aalrame ta-vala’ava’a=ka=i “This bird is not yellow.” whose
pitch track is shown in Figure 2.11(c) on page 63. Here, aalrame has a L tone aligned with its final
syllable, which is immediately followed by a plateau (%H) on ta-vala’ava’a=ka=i. An example of











“There is one dog in the kitchen.”
Figure 2.44: Pitch track of om-iki ta’olro ta-ka-eaea om-iki tahaha’e “There is one dog in the
kitchen.”, produced by Dheedhese.
The fact that %H and %L are available in domains that are not utterance-initial suggests that
they are not being assigned by a large domain like the intonational phrase (IP), whose boundaries
are often accompanied by other acoustic cues such as pitch resets and/or pauses.38 I will label the
prosodic domain that houses %X as the prosodic phrase (PP).
%H and %L were used, as it seems, interchangeably on words produced in isolation. As they
are both available within longer utterances, the next question is whether they bear different se-
mantic information when used in a full utterance. This question will require further research to
answer. One area where the choice of %H vs. %L may affect the semantic interpretation of the
phrase is when the enclitic =ka appears on the verb. This morpheme has two uses: one is as a
negator (Zeitoun, 2007, 163), and the other is as a yes-no question marker (p.355). Both negation
and polar questions are semantic categories that are marked with distinct intonational contours
in other languages.39 As both negation and polar questions are marked morphologically with
38The IP level in Mantauran Rukai does not seem to be associated with any particular tonal phonology. Examples
of IP junctures evidenced by acoustic cues such as pitch resets will be found in Section 2.4.8.
39C.-M. Chen (2006) argues that both negation and polar questions have distinct intonational contours from declar-
atives in Budai Rukai. The extent towhich C.-M. Chen’s results are replicated bymy studywill be discussed in Section
2.5.5.
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=ka, it is possible to construct minimal pairs of these two semantic categories, while keeping the
entire segmental tier constant.
Such a minimal pair was elicited for the phrase in (18), reproduced below. The negated declar-
ative was produced with a %H on both ina and ta-vala’ava’a=ka=i, shown in Figure 2.45(a) (repro-







“This bird is not yellow.” or “Is this bird yellow?”
Unfortunately, without additional elicitation of such minimal pairs and perceptual evidence,
it is impossible to say whether %H can signal negation or %L can signal yes-no questions. It is
also not the case that intonation would be the only way to disambiguate the use of =ka, as =ka
can co-occur with a standalone negator ka (Zeitoun, 2007, 163).
Aside from the choice of %H vs. %L boundary tones, I have yet found no evidence of con-
trastive intonational contours in Mantauran Rukai. Nor do I find evidence of boundary tones
being associated at domains higher than the prosodic phrase. It is possible that some of the
semantic content that would otherwise be provided through these prosodic elements is being
marked solely with morphology. However, given that Budai Rukai (and perhaps other varieties)
has a number of contrastive intonational contours, perhaps there is more intonational phonology
in Mantauran waiting to be described.
2.4.8 Prosodic phrasing
The tonal elements described so far in Mantauran Rukai’s intonational phonology are all assigned
at the level of the prosodic phrase. As no tonal targets have been identified associated with higher
40I assume here that the difference in tonal target surfacing on ’ina is the %X discussed in Section 2.4.7.1. As ’ina
‘this’ is a function word, perhaps it does not receive a pitch accent, and receives a boundary tone as part of a prosodic
phrase formed with the following noun.
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(a) Negated declarative, surfacing with two %H tones.

















(b) Polar question, surfacing with two %L tones.
Figure 2.45: Pitch tracks of ’ina aalrame ta-vala’ava’a=ka=i elicited as “This bird is not yellow.”
and “Is this bird yellow?”, produced by Dheedhese.
levels, the chunking of Mantauran Rukai utterances into smaller phrases will have to make use
of other phonological diagnostics.
The morphology included in the prosodic phrase has been discussed in Section 2.4.6.6. What
remains to be discussed are cases where the prosodic phrase contains material other than clitics
and affixes. One case where this can be demonstrated is the determiner ’ina ‘this’, which can
bear the boundary tone %X. As ’ina is disyllabic, if it were its own phonological word, it would
receive initial stress and a H*L pitch accent, which would be realized as an invariable H target
on /ʔi/ and L on /na/. Instead, the pitch tracks in Figure 2.45 which begin with ’ina show the
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initial syllable /ʔi/ bearing both H and L tonal targets, while the following syllable /na/ has no
identifiable tonal target. In both cases, the F0 contour is interpolated between the target on /ʔi/
and the pitch accent on the following noun aalrame. This is the same pattern as was seen on
prefixes that lie outside the domain of primary stress assignment (cf. Section 2.4.7.1).
While there is no evidence for prosodic phrases above the word level in the form of boundary
tones, there are other acoustic cues that may shed light on domains between the word and ut-
terance. One such cue is pitch reset. F0 naturally declines over the course of the utterance, most
notably pitch accents hit lower and lower F0 maxima over the course of the utterance. There
are some points, however, where the pitch range ‘resets’ and the F0 maxima of pitch accents re-
turn close to their original height. These pitch resets have been linked to syntactic and prosodic
domain boundaries. For example Pierrehumbert and Beckman (1988, 19–20) note that focus con-
structions in Japanese trigger a pitch reset, which they analyze as signaling an intonational phrase
boundary. Kügler (2015) describes pitch reset in Akan, marking the start of an embedded clause.
Mantauran Rukai also has pitch resets at certain syntactic/prosodic boundaries. For example,
a pitch reset marks the start of a tag question. This can be seen in Figure 2.46 on page 113, which









“There’s a dog in the kitchen, isn’t there?”
The F0 maxima of the pitch accents in Figure 2.46 steadly decline from the initial stress of
ta’olro to the plateau of tahaha’e, but then the pitch accent of the tag question topodhaolae=ka=i
has an F0 maximum as high as that on the first two words. The main clause and the tag question
are not separated by a pause; only the pitch is ‘reset’ at the beginning of the tag question. I
analyze this as marking an intonational phrase boundary. This structure is shown in (32).
(32)
[ m-iki=ni ta’olro tahaha’e ]IP [ topodhaolae=ka=i ]IP
[ m-iki=ni ]ω [ ta’olro ]ω [ tahaha’e ]ω [ topodhaolae=ka=i ]ω
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Another area where pitch resets can tell us about prosodic groupings is in coordination. The
coordinator la groups with preceding material, not following material. This can be seen in the
production of (33) shown in Figure 2.47 on the following page.41 The F0 maximum of la’s pitch










“The bird and the duck are flying.”
Therewere also syntactic boundaries in theMantauran Rukai data I elicited that did not trigger
a pitch reset, and can be presumed to not be aligned to an IP boundary. It is difficult to take this
as evidence of IP boundaries not being available at these junctures, as the number of phrases an
utterance is chunked into is a product not only of syntactic structure, but of utterance length,
word length/weight, and speech rate.
2.4.9 Mantauran Rukai prosodic structure in a typological and theoret-
ical context
The system by which Mantauran Rukai assigns stress is unique among the languages surveyed
in existing typological works. The default position for primary stress in Mantauran is the third
syllable from the beginning of the word. Of the 783 language varieties surveyed by StressTyp,
only one is described as having third-syllable stress (Goedemans & van der Hulst, 2009).42 This
language is Winnebago (or Ho-Chunk), a Siouan language spoken in the mid-western United
States.
41The use of la in (33) is conjunctive, and thus it is glossed ‘and’ here. However, this word was also used as a
disjunctive coordinator (specifically, an exlusive ‘or’) in the data elicited for the present study.
42Goedemans (2010, 656) names Winnebago as the single undisputible case of left-edge extrametricality, a nec-
essary condition for third-syllable stress within his theory. However, he also mentions the existence of additional,
‘suspect’ cases.
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Figure 2.46: Pitch track of m-iki=ni ta’olro tahaha’e topodhaolae=ka=i “There’s a dog in the
kitchen, isn’t there?”, produced by Dheedhese.
















Figure 2.47: Pitch track of aalrame la konga’a ta-’ini-pala∼palai “The bird and the duck are flying.”,
produced by Dheedhese.
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There are some other reports of third-syllable (or postpostinitial) stress in the literature that
do not appear in StressTyp’s survey. One is the Azkoitia dialect of Basque (Hualde, 1998), in
which stress is found on the third underlying syllable, or the final underlying syllable when there
are fewer than three. Another is Choguita Rarámuri (Uto-Aztecan, Mexico), which has lexically-
determined stress within a window spanning the first three syllables of the word, as well as
‘default stress’ assignment on the third syllable, which occurs during compounding and other
morphological processes (Caballero, 2008). Blackfoot (Algonquian) has also been described as
having the default location of stress on the third mora of the word (Weber, 2020, 195).
None of these languages has the unique alternation between first- and third-syllable stress
found in Mantauran Rukai. However, there are metrical analyses of these third-syllable stress
languages in the literature that offer ways to incorporate this pattern into existing theories of
prosodic typology. For this reason, I will begin this discussion by comparing Mantauran Rukai’s
stress assignment system to Winnebago’s, as a point of comparison and pivot to a metrical anal-
ysis of Mantauran.
LikeMantauran, Winnebago is really a third-mora stress system. Miner (1979) gives examples
like mąąčáire ‘they cut a piece off’, where stress surfaces on the second syllable when the first is
bimoraic (i.e., a long vowel or diphthong). He describes stress in Winnebago as “mora-counting,
but syllable-accenting” (p.28), as neither the F0 contour of the accented bimoraic syllable nor
the position of secondary stress are affected by which mora is the third from the word edge.
This is in stark contrast to Mantauran Rukai, in which the F0 maximum of the pitch accent can
be aligned to either of the morae of a bimoraic syllable (see Section 2.4.6.3). Both Mantauran
Rukai and Winnebago have epenthetic vowels that are ‘skipped’ over during stress assignment:
Mantauran has the “echo vowels” that do not count towards the four morae length required for
third-syllable stress (as discussed in Section 2.4.6.3), whileWinnebago has a vowel-epenthesis rule
called Dorsey’s Law which can cause stress to surface one syllable later than expected (Miner,
1979, 1989).
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Secondary stress has been described differently in Winnebago by different authors: Hale and
White Eagle (1980, 118) describe secondary stress occurring every two syllables, starting on the
second syllable after the primary stress, e.g. haakítujìkshąną̀ ‘I pull it taut’. Miner (1979, 28)
gives examples like hiižúgokirúsge ‘double-barreled shotgun’ and wiirágųšgerá ‘the stars’ where
primary and secondary stress have two intervening unaccented syllables, in addition to cases like
waipéresgá ‘linen’ and hirawáhazrá where primary and secondary stress have only one interven-
ing unaccented syllable, if the latter is word-final.43 Both descriptions of Winnebago secondary
stress find these stresses at set distances from the primary stress, i.e. they are rhythmic. Man-
tauran Rukai secondary stress is not rhythmic, it is sensitive only to morphological structure (as
was discussed in Section 2.4.6.7). Winnebago and Mantauran both lack secondary stress on the
initial syllable.
One major difference between Winnebago and Mantauran Rukai stress assignment is how
they handle shorter words. Mantauran Rukai’s third-syllable stress is available only when there
are four morae (before vowel epenthesis); shorter words instead surface with initial stress. Win-
nebago words with 2–3 morae are stress-final (Hale & White Eagle, 1980, 118).
Hale andWhite Eagle (1980, 119) analyze third syllable stress inWinnebago as follows: iambic
foot-building begins with the second syllable from the left edge, and the initial syllable is later
adjoined to the following foot (also called a ‘layered foot’): e.g. (σ(σσ́))(σσ́)… Ultima are allowed
to be extrametrical in words with an even number of syllables. Halle and Vergnaud (1987, 31)
take a different approach: only the first mora of the word is extrametrical, followed by iambic
feet. If the word has an even number of morae, a monomoraic foot is built at the right edge, and
it is deaccented by a rule which prohibits adjacent stressed morae. A third analysis is found in
Miner (1989), in which accent is assigned to the second mora from the left edge, then shifted one
mora rightward. This analysis was proposed on the basis of additional vowel epenthesis data,
43Miner uses the acute accent for what I (and Hale andWhite Eagle) am calling primary and secondary stress here,
as he claims their pitch accents have a similar magnitude of F0 peak. He contrasts these with stresses of a lesser
magnitude which he transcribes with a grave accent, which are found on reduplicated ‘fast sequences’.
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and required that certain onset sonorants be moraic (p.167).
An extrametrical initial mora followed by an iamb would also derive third-syllable stress in
Mantauran Rukai. The extrametricality would also correctly predict the lack of secondary stress
on the first syllable. Unlike in Winnebago, however, there is no other evidence (as far as I have
found) for metrical feet in Mantauran aside from deriving primary stress assignment. A bigger
issue with this approach is that by making the first syllable in Mantauran extrametrical, we lose
the ability to unify the two types of stress assignment inMantauran. After all, initial stress cannot
be the result of building iambs.44
One way to unify initial and third-syllable stress in Mantauran would be to make the final
syllable extrametrical. Trochees would then be built from the left edge of the word, End Rule
(Initial) would make the initial syllable more prominent than the other odd-numbered syllables,
and a Move x rule would shift this primary stress to the right. In three-syllable words, Move x
would fail to apply, as there is no landing spot for stress to move to, according to the Continuous
Column Constraint (Kager, 1995b, 386). Under this analysis, words with 2–3 syllables like ta’olro





x x <x> x x <x> Syllable
ta ’o lro ̸→ ta ’o lro ‘dog’
44There is one proposed mechanism that might allow for initial stress in an iamb, catalexis. Kager (1995a), taking
the idea from an unpublished manuscript by Paul Kiparsky, analyzes some languages as having prosodic units that
are empty of segmental material, i.e. “the exact logical opposite of extrametricality” (p.269). Kager analyzes ‘de-
generate’ feet as being full metrical feet, in which the weak element lacks segmental material. A catalectic mora at
the beginning of the word in Mantauran Rukai would allow for a unified iambic analysis of the prosodic structure,
however it would require a rule to shift stress between the first and third syllables. The conditioning factor for such a
rule would not be local to the first two feet, and so I do not see this as a useful tool for analyzing stress in Mantauran.
45Another approach to deriving the alternation between first and third syllable stress is to allow for an extramet-
rical foot to be built at the beginning of the word (in addition to the single extrametrical syllable at the end of the
word). This foot extrametricality would be prevented when it would leave no non-extrametrical material (i.e., in
trisyllables).
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(35)
x x Word
x x x x x x Foot
x x x x x <x> x x x x x <x> Syllable
ka nga ha te nga te → ka nga ha te nga te ‘palate’
One issue that remains with the trochaic analysis of Mantauran Rukai is that it implies a
difference in prominence between odd- and even-numbered syllables (excluding the syllable with
primary stress). For example, (35) shows a derivation where the first and fifth syllables are the
head of their respective feet, more prominent than the second and fourth syllables. This difference
in prominence is not correlated to any identifiable difference in prominence in the acoustics, as
was discussed in Section 2.4.6.7. One solution to this makes use of the higher and lower ‘prosodic
word’ levels proposed above. What we have been calling ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ stress are
really prominence at the same level, the lower ‘prosodic word’. H*L pitch accents are aligned with
all syllables prominent at this level, and their difference in magnitude stems from declination of
F0 (until it reaches a pitch reset at an IP boundary). An example derivation of metrical structure
and its associated intonational phonology with multiple lower prosodic words is shown in (36):
(36)
[ %X ] PP
[ ] [ H*L ] [ H*L ] PWordx x
x x Foot
<x> x x <x> x <x> Syllable
o- lri ho ’o =ka =li ‘Dyn.Fin-know-neg=1sg.gen’
To summarize, while only a handful of languages have been described with third-syllable
stress, the standard iambic analysis of languages like Winnebago is unable to account for Man-
tauran Rukai’s initial vs. third-syllable stress alternation. Instead, wemust use a trochaic analysis
of Mantauran in which initial stress is shifted to the third syllable. As the final syllable is extra-
metrical, this stress shift rule is unavailable in words with fewer than four morae. As the domain
of primary stress assignment is not the full word, the ‘prosodic word’ must be two distinct levels
in the prosodic hierarchy, a lower domain of stress assignment, and a higher one that assigns the
boundary tone %X.
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2.4.10 Historical development of prosodic structure and phonology
Many features of Mantauran Rukai’s prosodic structure and phonology are unique not only from
a typological perspective, but even when compared the other Rukai languages. For example,
Mantauran is the only one to have stress in a position anchored to the beginning of the word.
The others all have stress in the last three syllables: Tanan and Labuan have penultimate stress if
the final vowel is an “echo vowel” or ultimate stress otherwise; Maga, while Budai, Maga and Tona
have antepenultimate stress on words with “echo vowels” and penultimate otherwise.46 P. J.-K. Li
(1977, 26) does not reconstruct either the Tanan/Labuan system or the Budai/Maga/Tona system
to Proto-Rukai, citing a lack of evidence for directionality. He does, however, deem Mantauran
as the least conservative Rukai variety in terms of its segmental and suprasegmental phonology.
In order to build a theory of the directionality of change in Rukai stress systems, we must
consider both internal evidence and typological norms. Unfortunately, accounts of the diachrony
of prosodic phonology are not as abundant as those on segmental phonology. There are, however,
accounts in the literature of stress shifting from one word edge to the other, in both directions.
Halle (1997, 298) notes that Indo-European languages that have lost mobile accent anchored to
the end of the word have adopted initial stress. He analyzes mobile accent as being initial stress
within a domain that is defined by the position of accented syllables, and by losing the accents that
define these subdomains, stress defaults to word-initial position. Lahiri, Riad, and Jacobs (1999,
402) appeal to markedness to motivate historical changes in prosodic structure. The authors
describe a shift of stress in Germanic and Latin from the left to right edge, which they relate
to stressed suffixes which subsumed the primary stress of the word. In their view, from the
perspective of the learner, evidence for stress at the right edge outweighs evidence for stress at
the left edge, which is the ‘marked’ position. The status of various stress systems as ‘marked’ is
in turn informed by how common they are cross-linguistically.
46Budai stress may be more complicated; a more comprehensive review of the literatures is in Section 2.2.1.
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Another approach is to look at situations where the various stress systems produce similar
outputs. For example, Budai Rukai and Mantauran Rukai both have di- and trisyllables that sur-
face with initial stress, and they both have words with 4–5 syllables that surface with stress on
the third syllable. These overlaps in surface stress are shown in Table 2.8.
Mantauran Budai
#Syll Initial Third-Syllable Antepenultimate Penultimate
2 kóne ‘eat’ – – drádha ‘above’
3 tá’olro ‘dog’ – tóboro ‘bamboo’ balráko ‘basket’
4 válrovalro ‘woman’ ahamáca ‘careful’ belébele ‘banana’ daralápe ‘banyan’
5 – kavecéhae ‘shin’ mikamíkace ‘blink’ sakinikíni ‘buffalo’
Table 2.8: Examples of stress patterns in Mantauran Rukai and Budai Rukai for words of 2–5
syllables, with overlaps in surfacing stress position in bold. Budai Rukai data taken from P. J.-
K. Li (1977).
If the shift of stress from one word edge to the other stemmed from a reanalysis of surface
data, then the likeliness of reanalysis from one system to the other should increase with more
overlap in the surface data they produce. The original description of Mantauran as a stress-initial
system left it with little overlap with either the Budai ante/penultimate stress system or Tanan’s
pen/ultimate system. However, with the discovery of third syllable stress inMantauran, suddenly
there is overlap in the surface stress patterns of Mantauran and Budai words with 2–5 syllables.
There is, of course, also overlap between the Mantauran stress paradigm and Tanan’s, but since
Tanan lacks antepenultimate stress andMantauran lacks Tanan’s ultimate stress, the overlap only
exists in words with two or four syllables, as shown in Table 2.9 on the following page.
As Mantauran’s third-syllable stress is so rare in the world’s languages, it is hard to make
concrete inferences about whether it is more likely as the input or output of a historical shift.
Winnebago is also the only third-syllable stress language in its family, and H. Wolff (1950) posits
that third-syllable stress is the result of a rightward stress shift in Winnebago (as opposed to a
leftward stress shift in closely related languages). With Rukai it is harder to base such an inference
on comparative data, as it is a primary branch of Austronesian according to some authors. That
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Mantauran Tanan
#Syll Initial Third-Syllable Penultimate Ultimate
2 kóne ‘eat’ – léke ‘earwax’ való ‘bee’
3 tá’olro ‘dog’ – lrongólo ‘barn’ balrakó ‘basket’
4 válrovalro ‘woman’ ahamáca ‘careful’ balebále ‘bamboo’ makaelá ‘different’
5 – kavecéhae ‘shin’ kidremedréme ‘mind’ talicobongá ‘front’
Table 2.9: Examples of stress patterns in Mantauran Rukai and Tanan Rukai for words of 2–5
syllables, with overlaps in surfacing stress position in bold. Tanan Rukai data taken from P. J.-
K. Li (1977).
is, it is much more plausible that Proto-Nuclear Austronesian underwent a shift away from third-
syllable stress than all of Siouan minus Winnebago doing the same.
There is one historical analysis of a third-syllable stress system having developed from a pre-
vious state where stress was aligned to the right edge. Hualde (1998, 100) proposes that Azkoitia
Basque’s third-syllable stress was a reanalysis of a previous penultimate stress system, much like
the pathway proposed for Mantauran Rukai here.
There are two pieces of evidence that suggest that Mantauran’s system is the innovation, and
not Budai’s: i) all stress systems in Formosan other than Mantauran are anchored to the right
edge, and ii) Mantauran’s prosodic structures have not spread to any other Formosan language,
despite contact with other Rukai varieties and nearby languages like Saaroa.
With this inmind, I propose thatMantauran’s stress system is a reanalysis of the ante/penultimate
stress system shared by Budai, Maga and Tona Rukai. The two systems only necessarily diverge at
word lengths of 6+ syllables, and the alternation in Mantauran between initial and third-syllable
stress maintains the lack of ultimate stress shared by both systems.
I must also comment on the discrepancy between the previous descriptions of Mantauran
Rukai as stress-initial and the split system described in this paper. Some Formosan languages,
especially those with severely-endangered languages, have shown late-stage changes to their
phonology that are not conservative features of the language (for a larger discussion, see Chap-
ter 11 on Pazeh). Thus, there is the possibility that both the current and previous descriptions
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accurately describe the synchronic grammars of the speakers consulted. In this scenario, the
split initial/third-syllable stress pattern would be an innovation whose starting point is not the
ante/penultimate stress system of Budai Rukai but the across-the-board initial stress system de-
scribed by P. J.-K. Li (1977) and Zeitoun (2007).
I find this narrative unlikely for three reasons. First, the stress system presented here is ex-
tremely complex, which is not an expected language change in late-stage speakers (Dorian, 1981).
Secondly, the initial/third-syllable split systemhasmore overlapwith Budai Rukai’s ante/penultimate
stress system than it would with a fully stress-initial form of the language, making the Budai
system a more likely previous stage of the system described here than an earlier fully-stress-
initial Mantauran. Finally, it is not unexpected that previous researchers perceived Mantauran
as stress-initial given that all words can be produced with an F0 maximum on the first syllable.
In my analysis, this is due to the boundary tone %H, assigned to the first syllable of the (upper)
prosodic word in words of 4+ syllables. The difference between this system and a stress-initial
system with a H* pitch accent is that the H target is maintained between the first and third syl-
lables, instead of falling after the first. It is entirely possible that previous researchers heard the
‘plateau’ intonation contour as a word-initial H* pitch accent.
One final note about the historical source of prosodic structure in Mantauran Rukai con-
cerns the finite verbal prefixes o- that marks dynamic verbs, and ma- that marks stative verbs.
The former lies outside the domain of primary stress assignment (analyzed here as the lower
prosodic word containing the stem), while the latter is included in it. Given that they express
the same type of semantic information, it is unexpected that they appear in different parts of the
prosodic structure. The difference in their interaction with metrical structure has no readily iden-
tifiable source in reconstructions of Proto-Rukai morphology: Mantauran o- seems to correspond
to Ross’s (2009, 312) *u-a- in Proto-Rukai,and m(a)- to *m(a)-.
As Mantauran’s stress assignment being anchored to the left edge is an innovation that has
happened since Proto-Rukai, the source of their divergent interaction with metrical structure
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cannot be further back than the stress shift. After all, prefixes have no effect on the location
of stress in the other Rukai varieties as they are anchored to the opposite word edge. One de-
velopment in Mantauran that may have played a part is the loss of *(-)a-, a prefix or infix that
follows *u-, reconstructed by Ross (2009, 312) all the way to PAn. This morpheme is still in use
in modern Rukai varieties other than Mantauran; for example, C.-M. Chen (2006, 202) describes
this morpheme as a past tense, or non-future realis, giving examples like u-a-tubi ‘to be crying;
cried’.47 This means that at one point in pre-modern Mantauran, the dynamic verb marker had
two morae while the stative verb marker only had one. Given the trochaic analysis of Mantauran
in Section 2.4.9, this would put the prefix *o-a- in its own trochee, with the first syllable of the
stem in a separate trochee. ma-, however, would form a trochee with the first syllable of the stem.
When the weak /a/ of *o-a- was dropped, the /o/ was left in a degenerate foot, which has been
reanalyzed as a separate lower prosodic word. This change in metrical structure can be seen in
the metrical grids in (37–38):
(37) a. Pre-Mantauran (before reduction)
x PWord1
x x Foot
x x x x <x> Syllable
*o- a- lri ho ’o ‘Dyn.Fin-NPast-know’
b. Modern Mantauran (after reduction)
x PWord1
x Foot
<x> x x <x> Syllable
o- lri ho ’o ‘Dyn.Fin-know’
(38) Mantauran (before and after reduction)
x PWord1
x x Foot
x x x x <x> Syllable
ma- so mi ka ce ‘Stat.Fin-healthy’
47C.-M. Chen describes u- (cognate to Mantauran o-) as an Agent Focus marker, in opposition to ma- which
she describes as a Stative Verb marker (pp.201–2). It seems that her terminology is stemming from two glossing
conventions, the dynamic vs. stative verb opposition in Rukaiist literature like Zeitoun (2007), and the Philippine-
type voice system terminology like Agent Focus that is used elsewhere in Formosan.
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2.5 Budai Rukai
2.5.1 Segmental inventory
Budai Rukai has a large segmental inventory, shown in Table 2.10 on the next page. Some dif-
ferences between Mantauran and Budai Rukai is that only the latter has a voiced stop series, and
only the former has laryngeal consonants in native vocabulary. One loan consonant, /h/, is in-
cluded here as it was used by Sulhiape in the word hungu ‘book’ (from Japanese本 hon [hoɴ]).
An in-depth discussion on the role of the glottal stop in Budai Rukai phonology will be saved for
Section 2.5.2.1.
The analysis of Mantauran in this chapter did not require separate phoneme categories for
glides, and they were excluded from the inventory. In Budai, existing analyses of the phonology
make use of glide categories /j/ /w/ to explain various aspects of the phonology. However, their
inclusion in the inventory may be unnecessary, and there are some patterns in the phonology
that suggest that there are no glides in the language to begin with. An in-depth discussion of the
matter will be saved for Section 2.5.3.2.
Like Mantauran, Budai Rukai has four vowel qualities, shown in Table 2.11 on the following
page. All four vowel qualities are available as either long vowels or identical vowel sequences, in
addition to the short/singleton vowels.
One difference between the Mantauran and Budai Rukai orthographies used in this disserta-
tion is that Mantauran <o> corresponds to Budai <u>. According to C.-M. Chen (2006, 238), [o]
and [u] are in free variation in Budai, as they are in Mantauran. However, since the Mantauran
literature such as Zeitoun (2007, 2016) uses <o> (and /o/ as the phoneme label) while works on
Budai like C.-M. Chen (2006) and T.-C. Huang and Lai (2013) use <u> (and /u/), I adopt these
divergent practices here, however arbitrary they may be.






































Voiceless stop p t k [ʔ] <’>
Voiced stop b d ɖ <dr> ɡ <g>
Voiceless fricative θ <th> s (h)
Voiced fricative v ð <dh>
Voiceless affricate ts <c>




Table 2.10: Consonant inventory of Budai Rukai.
Front Central Back
High i, ii u∼o <u>, uu∼oo <uu>
Mid ə <e>, əə <ee>
Low a, aa
Table 2.11: Vowel inventory of Budai Rukai.
2.5.2 Additional notes on segmental phonetics and allophony
Two additional discussions on the segmental phonetics/phonology of Budai Rukai will be pre-
sented here. The first is the distribution of the glottal stop (Section 2.5.2.1), and the second is
regarding the retroflex liquid consonant (2.5.2.2).
2.5.2.1 The glottal stop
The glottal stop is generally not included in the phoneme inventory of Budai Rukai, including in
phonetics/phonology-oriented works such as C.-M. Chen (2006, 218–9). Unlike for other analyses
of Formosan languages which exclude the glottal stop (among them Amis; cf. Section 8.3), I have
found no mention in the literature of glottal stops as epenthetic segments in Budai Rukai at the
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word edge or vowel hiatus. Zeitoun (2015, 443, footnote 12) notes that of the Rukai varieties, only
Tona (and Mantauran) “have a glottal stop”, but whether this generalization is meant to include
surface phonetics as well as contrasts in the phonology is unclear.
In his thesis on Budai Rukai, C.-Y. H. Liu (2011) includes narrow transcriptions like [iːpi]
‘blow’ and [ta.lu.á.ŋa.nə] ‘place with cows’ where no glottal stop is inserted between a vowel and
either word edge, nor is one inserted to fill the onset position in the syllable [á].
However, it is not the case that glottal stops are absent in the surface phonetics of Budai
Rukai speech, at least as spoken by Sulhiape. Glottal stopswere often produced at vowel junctures
within theword, especially atmore hyperarticulated speech rates. For example, Figure 2.48 shows
spectrograms of two tokens of tai ‘sweet potato’ produced in isolation, the first with an epenthetic































Figure 2.48: Spectrograms of two tokens of tai ‘sweet potato’ in Budai Rukai, produced by Sulhi-
ape.
There is also some evidence of glottal stops being inserted word-initially (in the absence of
another onset consonant). (Otherwise) word-initial vowels have an abrupt onset, which is charac-
teristic of the glottal stop-initial words in languages like Kanakanavu with a word-initial contrast
between glottal stop and zero (cf. Section 4.4.1). Additionally, during elicitation of words in isola-
tion, Sulhiape often used the filler word [ɤː] preceding the target word, and in this case there was
48It should be noted that these tokens were produced in response to “How do you say ‘sweet potato’ in Budai
Rukai?”. There was no discussion of glottal stops or questions like “Can this word be pronounced [taʔi]?” that would
prime the speaker to produce the word one way or the other.



















Figure 2.49: Spectrogram of avece ‘vein’ in Budai Rukai, produced by Sulhiape.
generally a glottal stop between the filler word and the target word’s onset.49 As laryngealiza-
tion from the glottal stop in Sulhiape’s speech more often affects the phonation of the preceding
vowel than the following one (recall Figure 2.48(a)), this filler word allows for a preceding vowel
on which the laryngalization can more easily be seen, for example in the production of avece
‘vein’ shown in Figure 2.49.
In vowel-final words, on the other hand, there is little evidence of glottal stop insertion. There
are acoustic patterns that are expected utterance-finally, such as decreases in F0 and intensity,
and a few cases that appear to be creaky voice. However, final glottal stop insertion in languages
like Amis tends to show up in the acoustics as a sudden change, such as a sudden drop in in-
tensity, a sudden aperiodicity in the vocal fold vibration, or a sharp drop in F0 at the onset of
creaky voice. None of these changes are routinely present word-finally (or utterance-finally) in
Sulhiape’s speech.
This asymmetry in glottal stop insertion is not unexpected in Budai Rukai, given how limited
49This filler word is generally written嗯 en in Chinese, which in traditional Mandarin phonology represents the
phonological form /ɤn/ (with a tone that varies by source), as the character is related to 恩 ēn /ɤń/ ‘kindness’. In
reality, this phonological representation is just an approximation of a sound that may or may not have the final nasal,
andmay ormay not have a nasalized vowel. My transcription [ɤː] here is meant to represent Sulhiape’s pronunciation
during our recording session rather than a phonological stucture with predictive value across the speech community.
Also note that despite the variable realizations of嗯 by Chinese speakers, none that I am aware of include a final
glottal stop that would account for the glottal stop found between嗯 and the Budai Rukai target words.
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codas are in the language generally. Some works such as C.-M. Chen (2006) and C.-Y. H. Liu
(2011) allow glides /j/ /w/ in the coda (and T.-C. Huang and Lai [2013] also adopt this view in their
dictionary, given their transcriptions). Additionally, I find an apocope process (to be discussed
in Section 2.5.3.3) which often results in word-final [ŋ]. However, the word-final glides could be
analyzed as vowels, and the apocope process is optional. Neither is strong evidence against an
analysis of Budai Rukai as a language in which all syllables are CV (as is the case with Mantauran
Rukai and its neighboring languages Hla’alua and Kanakanavu). A ‘strict CV’ analysis of Budai
would predict glottal stop insertion word-initially and at vowel junctures, but not word-finally,
which is exactly the distribution found in Sulhiape’s speech.
2.5.2.2 Phonetic features of /ɭ/
AswithMantauran Rukai, Budai Rukai has been described numerous timeswith a retroflex lateral
approximant /ɭ/. In Section 2.4.2.3, the phonetic properties of /ɭ/ in Mantauran were investigated,
and through its acoustic properties I confirmed that the consonant was retroflex (due to its F3-
lowering effect on preceding material), but found that the consonant was a flap, as opposed to
an approximant. (The consonant’s status as lateral vs. central could not be determined as the
extreme short duration of the closure obscured the relevant formant structure.)
This consonant in Sulhiape’s speech is also extra-short in duration in the same way as it
was in the speech of the Mantauran speakers Dheedhese and Leeve. For this reason, I analyze
this consonant as a flap instead of an approximant, as was the case in Mantauran. There are
only a few instances of this consonant in the recordings of Sulhiape, and those that do exist do
not conclusively show an effect on the surrounding material’s formant structure the way that the
Mantauran examples in Section 2.4.2.3 did. With that inmind, I tentatively analyze this consonant
as a retroflex flap, with its exact place of articulation and central vs. lateral release left to a future
production study.
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2.5.3 Syllable structure
The discussion of syllable structure in Budai Rukai will proceed in three parts: first, a review
of the literature on the topic (Section 2.5.3.1); then a discussion on the status of glides in the
underlying representation (Section 2.5.3.2); followed by the possibility of codas given an apocope
rule (Section 2.5.3.3). Section 2.5.3.4 will summarize the findings.
2.5.3.1 Existing theories of Budai Rukai syllable structure
The largest syllable proposed for Budai Rukai is of the form /CVVC/, which C.-Y. H. Liu (2011,
45) proposes as the underlying form of /kuaw/ [kwaw] ‘eagle’. In his analysis, some surfacing
glides represent underlying glides /j/ /w/, and others are the result of glide formation rules.
These rules generate glides both in the onset (e.g. /ŋi-a-palaj/ ‘fly’ > [ŋja.pá.laj]), as well as
in the coda (e.g. /kikai/ ‘this’ > [ki.káj]). The glide formation data presented by C.-Y. H. Liu is at
times inconsistent; for example, onset glide formation seems to be blocked in stressed syllables
in words like /ta-luaŋ-an/ [ta.lu.á.ŋa.nə] ‘place with cows’, but not in the unaffixed form of the
same word: /luaŋ/ [lwá.ŋə] ‘cow’.
C.-M. Chen (2006) has numerous examples of what she transcribes as CVV and CVG sylla-
bles, however the transcription of vowels vs. glides is not always consistent, and formal glide
formation rules are not presented.
2.5.3.2 The phonological status of glides
There are three main motivations for including glides in the existing analyses of Budai Rukai.
The first is that the inclusion of glides allows for the lexicon to be sorted into fewer categories
on the basis of word stress. For example, C.-M. Chen (2006, 252) transcribes words like [ɭíkulaw]
‘leopard’, which falls into the existing category of antepenultimate stressed words if the final
segment is the amoraic [w], whereas if this word is underlyingly /ɭikulau/, then it would instead
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be an exeptional form with pre-antepenultimate stress. Another motivation is an alternation
between glides [j] [w] (but not [i] [u]) and fricatives [v] [ð] preceding /a/-initial suffixes. The
third motivation is that the linguists working on Budai Rukai previously most likely perceived
the glides [j] [w] themselves, and thus included them in their descriptive works.50
Before proceeding with an analysis of vocoids in Sulhiape’s speech, it should be noted that the
criteria by which glides and vowels have been distinguished in previous works on Budai Rukai
may include a lot of variation between speakers (be it the result of geographic or generational
differences, or simply between individuals). Previous works that have sought to find predictors of
accent patterns in Budai words such as Ross (1992) and C.-M. Chen (2006) have gotten conflicting
results, and C.-M. Chen (2011) herself later finds evidence of a gradient process of stress reanalysis
in Budai speakers under contact with Paiwan (which has fixed penultimate stress). In Sulhiape’s
speech, the [j]∼[ð] alternation also shows some variability, and even some words described with
/ð/ in the literature like karadha ‘pangolin’ (T.-C. Huang & Lai, 2013) are produced by Sulhiape
as [karája]. Thus, neither the stress patterns or the availability of [ð] as an allophone of /j/,51 are
surefire diagnostics for a glide-vowel distinction in Sulhiape’s speech.
A better approach may be to start with the default assumption that all vocoids are underly-
ingly vowels. Under this assumption, all vocoids are moraic, and available to host a pitch accent
if it is in the right position. If there are underlying glides /j/ /w/, then these segments, as non-
syllabic segments, should not host pitch accents.
Interestingly, many of the segments that are transcribed as glides in works like T.-C. Huang
and Lai (2013) can in fact bear pitch accents. For example, the word for ‘dog’ is transcribed by T.-
C. Huang and Lai (2013) as tawpungu. If this <w> represents a /w/, then the possible sites of stress
50Both C.-M. Chen and C.-Y. H. Liu speak Chinese, which routinely allows for syllables containing three vocoids,
e.g. Mandarin小 xiǎo [ɕjàw] ‘small’. Both also speak English, which similarly permits tautosyllabic strings of vocoids
such as in yowl [jaʊl]. It is a possibility that some of the glides transcribed by authors who speak these languages
may be motivated by their own perception of the language rather than a necessity driven by some other phonological
pattern.
51And similarly the availability of [v] as an allophone of /w/.
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Figure 2.50: Pitch tracks of four tokens of taupungu ‘dog’ in Budai Rukai, produced by Sulhiape.
in this word should be the antepenultimate /a/ (táwpungu) or the penultimate /u/ (tawpúngu).
However, in Sulhiape’s speech, the peak is in neither of these places. As can be seen in the pitch
tracks in Figure 2.50, the F0 peak is routinely aligned with the supposed /w/, as opposed to the
expected /a/ or /u/.52
In some Formosan languages such as Paiwan and Bunun (cf. Sections 6.6.2.3 and 9.4.2), F0
maxima may occur during the segment following that which a pitch accent is aligned to (“peak
delay”). With this in mind, it is possible for a pitch accent aligned to /a/ in tawpungu to cause
an F0 maximum to be realized on a following [w]. However, there is reason to believe that the
peak on the supposed [w] in tawpungu is aligned to that same segment, and not the preceding /a/.
When a pitch accent occurs within a CV₁V₂C sequence in Sulhiape’s speech, the peak appears
during one vowel or the other, consistently within lexical items. An example where V₁ is the
52Due to the velar nasal preceding the final vowel, this word undergoes an apocope rule (or perhaps fails to
undergo the copy rule that produces echo vowels), thus no final [u] is present here. A more detailed discussion of
this process will be found in Section 2.5.3.3.
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anchor (as opposed to V₂=‘w’ in tawpung) can be seen in Figure 2.51 on the following page,
which shows a pitch track of a word transcribed by T.-C. Huang and Lai (2013) as makiwcu ‘fear’,
where a F0 peak is aligned with [i] preceding another supposed [w].53 A similar contour can
be seen on the supposed [wa] sequence in the pitch track of muswane ‘2sg.obl’ in Figure 2.52.
Additional evidence for the peaks surfacing on alleged glides not being delayed peaks aligned
to the preceding vocoid includes the following: i) peak delay is not a general property of the
language (except when the peak is aligned to the extra-short schwa); and ii) the pre-maximum
rise in F0 suggests a preceding TBU.54
According to the existing literature, tawpungu would be a trisyllable with antepenultimate
stress while ma-kiwcu would be a trisyllable with penultimate stress. The existing analyses also
do not predict that the CVGC sequences in these two words should have two distinct anchors to
which pitch accents can align. But if the vocoids are assumed to be vowels and not glides, then
both words (taúpung(u) and ma-kíucu) are part of a single category in which stress is assigned to
the antepenultimate mora, and in a CVVC sequence, either V can host the pitch accent, resulting
in their divergent F0 contours.
In fact, this same pattern is found in all of the words Sulhiape produced that have been de-
scribed with final glides. More examples can be seen on page 134, in which Figures 2.53–2.54
show pitch tracks of words transcribed by T.-C. Huang and Lai (2013) as galawgaw ‘finger’ and
sapayvay55 ‘seed’. In both cases, the F0 peak is realized during the supposed coda glide.56 Instead,
these words can be analyzed as galaúgau and pasaívai respectively.
53The glosses for functional morphemes in Budai Rukai here are based on C.-F. Chen (2008). The morphemes
themselves are often transcribed differently in this work than other works on Budai Rukai like C.-M. Chen (2006)
and T.-C. Huang and Lai (2013), and as it is a syntax-focused dissertation with no formal analysis of the distribution
of glides in the language, I defer to the other works for orthographic transcriptions.
54Of the Formosan languages surveyed for this dissertation, most delete the prenuclear L when the pitch accent
is aligned with the first syllable of the word. One notable exception is Kanakanavu (cf. Section 4.7.1).
55I am unsure why the /s/ and /p/ are in the reverse position in the productions by Sulhiape vs. the speakers
recorded by T.-C. Huang and Lai (2013). Perhaps the two exist as variants.
56In Figure 2.54, there is a F0-raising effect of the /s/ during the onset of the following vowel. However, the shape
of the peak+fall seen in pitch accents in environments without this microprosodic interference is similar to the F0
contour during the segment labeled <y>.
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Figure 2.51: Pitch track of ma-kiwcu ‘nfut-fear’ in Budai Rukai, produced by Sulhiape.















Figure 2.52: Pitch track of muswane ‘2sg.obl’ in Budai Rukai, produced by Sulhiape.
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Additionally, it should be noted that there are examples in the recordings of Sulhiape’s speech
of pitch accents aligned to supposed ‘glides’ both in the coda and onset positions. One example
of a (supposed) onset glide hosting a pitch accent was seen in Figure 2.52, and a second can be
seen in Figure 2.55 on the next page, which is transcribed lwange ‘cow’ by T.-C. Huang and Lai
(2013) but better analyzed as lúange.
From these examples it appears that many of the glides transcribed in previous studies of
Budai Rukai are unlikely to be glides as they can host pitch accents. This leaves open one major
question, however: how can the glide-fricative alternation be accounted for without glides? C.-
Y. H. Liu (2011, 27) describes divergent behavior between /aja/ sequences, which take part in the
glide-fricative alternation, and /aia/ sequences which do not.
In Sulhiape’s speech, environments where the glide-fricative alternation is expected to hap-
pen surface with glides in some tokens and fricatives in others. Unfortunately, I have not elicited
sufficient data to determine whether sequences like /aja/ and /aia/ truly do contrast in her syn-
chronic grammar. However, there are a number of ways that the glide-fricative alternation could
be represented in the phonology without requiring a glide-vowel contrast in the inventory.
The simplest way would be to note that the alternation always seems to occur over a mor-
pheme boundary. This leads itself to an analysis where /ai-a/ is realized as [aða], but /aia/ as
[aja].57
One could also assume that /aia/ sequences are not realized as [aja] (as described by C.-
Y. H. Liu [2011]), but as [aia] with all vocoids as vowels. Given that vowel juncture, including in
environments like the a_i in /tai/ ‘sweet potato’, are sites where glottal stop epenthesis is avail-
able, one could also put the glottal stop in the underlying form here. This glottal stop would block
glide formation, and consequently the glide-fricative alternation as well: /aʔia/ > [a(ʔ)ia] vs. /aia/
> aja > [aða].
57Another possibility is that it is /ð/ in the underlying form, which changes to [j]. This rule would apply whenever
/ð/ precedes a non-low vowel or word edge. The drawback to this analysis is that it is stated less economically than
a rule applying to a /j/ in a single environment (preceding /a/).
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Figure 2.53: Pitch track of galawgaw ‘finger’ in Budai Rukai, produced by Sulhiape.














Figure 2.54: Pitch track of pasayvay ‘seed’ in Budai Rukai, produced by Sulhiape.













Figure 2.55: Pitch track of lwange ‘cow’ in Budai Rukai, produced by Sulhiape.
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One final note on glides and syllable structure in Budai Rukai is that during my elicitation
sessions with Sulhiape, I did ask for syllable judgments containing sequences of vocoids in vari-
ous positions. The main takeaway from this part of the interview is that Sulhiape felt that many
of these words could be parsed as different numbers of syllables depending on the speech rate.
For example, ‘taro’ could be disyllabic [ta.ʔi] or [ta.i] at a hyperarticulated speech rate, but mono-
syllabic [tai] (or [taj]?) at a more hypoarticulated speech rate.
In addition to Budai Rukai, Sulhiape is also a speaker of Mandarin and Southern Min (and
some English), and many Budai speakers are also speakers of other Formosan languages like
Paiwan (C.-M. Chen, 2011). All of these languages have syllables that can include more than
one vocoid, and perhaps me asking Sulhiape to parse Budai words into syllables in a Mandarin-
language setting was really asking her to parse these words not into domains that are active in
Budai phonology but in Mandarin. Unfortunately, I did not try to determine syllable counts in
ways other than asking the speaker directly. Perhaps using more indirect methodology, such as
clapping or analyzing song, may indicate a smaller ‘syllable’ in the language such as (C)V, that
is simply obscured by the bias of asking for syllable judgments through a language with heavier
syllables.
This difficulty in eliciting syllable judgments with Budai Rukai speakers like Sulhiape may be
behind the reports in the literature of large syllables like CGVG (C.-Y. H. Liu, 2011), and conse-
quently the overrepresentation of glides in existing materials on the language.
In sum, existing analyses of Budai Rukai assume a glide-vowel distinction, and with it, an
analysis of the syllable that allows for multiple vocoids. This approach fails to account for the
distribution of pitch accents in the language, and speaker judgments that point towards these
larger syllables may be an artifact of the elicitation process and bilingualism. Additionally, the
glide-fricative alternation that underlies the divergent phonological behavior described for glides
vs. vowels in the language can be accounted for without a glide-vowel contrast in the inventory.
Thus, there is no evidence that precludes an analysis of Budai Rukai without glides in the under-
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lying form.
2.5.3.3 Apocope
Barring glides in the analyses that include them, all words in Budai Rukai are described as be-
ing vowel-final. Some analyses in which the “echo vowels” are a synchronic process include
consonant-final words in the underlying form, but these surface with a word-final copy of the
preceding vowel, or a schwa if that preceding vowel is /a/ (C.-M. Chen, 2006, 214–6).
However, there are many instances in the recordings of Sulhiape where consonants are word-
and utterance-final. This occurred most often when the final syllable had a nasal consonant onset
such as /n/ or /ŋ/. The process is optional and some words were produced with tokens with and
without final vowels. Of the deleted vowels in Sulhiape’s speech, none that I have found resist
analysis as an echo vowel, but this may simply be due to how frequent echo vowels were in the
elicited materials (including in the nominal suffix -ane).
An example of a word having undergone apocope can be seen in Figure 2.56 on the following
page, which shows a spectrogram of bárange ‘stomach’, in which no final schwa is evident in the
acoustics.58 This can be contrasted with the spectrogram of dáane ‘house’ shown in Figure 2.57
on the same page, where the release of the /n/ into the final schwa can be seen in the sudden
increase in intensity in the 1000–2000Hz range.
Vowel deletion in this environment is very similar to a process in Kanakanavu (cf. 4.5.3), in
which final vowels may be deleted word-finally following a nasal /m/ /n/ /ŋ/. This deletion has
been reported in various works as being accompanied by compensatory lengthening of either the
nasal itself or the preceding vowel, however I did not find conclusive evidence of one or the other
in the speech of the Kanakanavu speaker consulted for this dissertation, and I find no conclusive
58The tone at∼4000Hz that can be seen on the spectrogram is background noise, due to the public setting in which
the interview took place. This token was chosen to exemplify the final vowel deletion as there is little background
noise during the last syllable, whereas other tokens often had similar intrusive background noise that may occlude
the formant structure of a final vowel.
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Figure 2.57: Spectrogram of dáane ‘house’ in Budai Rukai, produced by Sulhiape.
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evidence of compensatory lengthening (other than general word-final lengthening) in Sulhiape’s
speech either.
As in Kanakanavu, final vowel deletion has no effect on the general F0 contour that surfaces
on the word. For example, Figure 2.58 on the next page shows two pitch tracks of kadaéngane
‘land’, one showing a token that has undergone apocope, and one with the final vowel intact.
The two pitch tracks, however, show very similar F0 contours despite the difference in syllabic
structure on which they are realized. In both cases, the antepenultimate schwa is the element to
which the pitch accent is aligned.59
Apocope can also apply to vowels that are at the word edge but not the utterance edge. One
recurring example in the data provided by Sulhiape is in the phrase síngi tualai ‘from’. This phrase
consists of two words that are both listed in T.-C. Huang and Lai (2013) meaning ‘from’, but were
always produced together by Sulhiape.60 The final [i] of síngi was dropped in all productions of
this phrase by Sulhiape; one example is shown in the spectrogram in Figure 2.59 on page 140.
If the final [i] of síngi were present, the spectrogram would have a sudden increase in formant
activity somewhere between /ŋ/ and /t/ (like the one in Figure 2.57).
Sulhiape judged words with final apocope as having one fewer syllable than those whose final
vowels were realized. However, as noted in the previous section, the syllable count judgments
59In Figure 2.58(a), the F0 maximum of the pitch accent is actually slightly later than the prominent schwa, occur-
ring during the following consonant /n/. This is likely due to schwa being shorter in duration than the peripheral
vowels /a/ /i/ /u/, as they are in a number of Formosan languages such as Paiwan (cf. Section 6.6.1). While some
Formosan languages such as Paiwan and Bunun exhibit a general ‘peak delay’ that causes F0 maxima to be realized
late (cf. Sections 6.6.2.3 and 9.4.2), the only examples of delayed peaks in Sulhiape’s Budai Rukai are those aligned
to schwa, and not all stressed schwas surface with delayed peaks. Importantly, any delay in the realization of the
F0 peak in Figure 2.58(a) is not likely to be caused by vowel apocope: by deleting a final vowel, antepenultimate
stress would be maintained by moving in the opposite direction. Tonal crowding caused by vowel deletion moving
the prominent syllable towards the word edge would also predict an anticipatory movement of the F0 peak rather
than delay (K. E. A. Silverman & Pierrehumbert, 1990).
60There are no examples in T.-C. Huang and Lai (2013) of the two together. The context inwhich Sulhiape produced
síngi tualai as ‘from’ were in translating sentences about stealing something ‘from’ someone. I don’t know whether
this is a particular situation that calls for both words to be used together, or whether this usage is specific to Sulhiape
or some subpopulation of Budai Rukai speakers. The fact that síngi retains its pitch accent shows that the phrase
has not fused into a single *síngitualai form. I am unable to determine the location of the prominent syllable in
tualai as its pitch accent is suppressed/shifted onto a following particle in all the productions containing it in the
data available to me.
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Figure 2.58: Pitch tracks of kadaéngane ‘land’ with (a) and without (b) final vowel deletion, in
Budai Rukai, produced by Sulhiape.
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Figure 2.59: Spectrogram of síngi tualai ‘from’ in Budai Rukai, produced by Sulhiape.
were not necessarily reflective of Sulhiape parsing the string into domains that are active in Budai
Rukai phonology, butmay reflect parsing via the algorithm of the language inwhich the interview
took place. It is worth noting that the only permissible codas based on transcriptions of syllables
in existing works on Budai, and within Sulhiape’s judgments, are glides and nasals. These two
classes happen to also be the only permissible codas in Mandarin.61
So what place do these word-final nasals have in Budai Rukai syllable structure? While the
variation between final NV# and final N# sequences is accompanied by different judgments of
syllabic structure by the speaker, this may be an artifact of the elicitation process, and the defini-
tion of ‘syllable’ in the language in which the interviews were conducted. The fact that apocope
has no effect on the position of the prominent syllable suggests one of two things: either i) syl-
lables are accented in the lexicon, or ii) if stress is assigned predictably via some algorithm, then
either stress assignment is applied before apocope (and any additional resyllabification) or the
final nasals are moraic, regardless of however they wind up being syllabified.
Given the diverse attempts in the literature to analyze Budai Rukai stress as predictable, and
61This is not to say that all studies on Budai are based on interviews conducted in Mandarin. While Mandarin is
more accessible to me as a foreign learner, much of Taiwan is Southern Min-dominant, and Southern Min has been
the medium of numerous field interviews in Formosan language documentation. Southern Min, in addition to glides
and nasals, allows for voiceless stop /p/ /t/ /k/ /ʔ/ codas. I have not seen any description of stop-final syllables in
Budai, nor have I encountered word-final stops as the result of apocope in Sulhiape’s speech.
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the attested variation in how stress is assigned on lexical items by subpopulations of the Budai
Rukai speech community, any of these possible analyses could be a best fit for at least some Bu-
dai speakers. The simplest analysis for the facts at hand is probably that in which the prominent
syllable is specified in each lexical item. While less economical than a predictable-stress analysis,
lexically-specified stress is available even if predictable stress turns out to be impossible. Addi-
tionally, lexically-specified stress does not require any particular syllable affiliation of the nasal
consonant that precedes deleted vowels.
Perhaps future experimental work will find a reliable way to elicit parsing judgments at the
level of the (C)V domain that appears to be active in Budai Rukai phonology. Such work would
illuminate the syllabic structure of words that have undergone apocope: either i) word-final CVN
syllables are possible, and this N is the only licit coda in the language; or ii) the syllable is max-
imally CV, and final nasal consonants retain the same timing unit as it would have as a full NV
syllable, much like moraic nasals in Japanese.
2.5.3.4 An updated model of Budai Rukai syllable structure
The languages to the north-west of Budai generally have maximal CV syllables, including Man-
tauran Rukai, Hla’alua, and Kanakanavu. At the eastern edge of the Rukai tribal area, Budai is
also near to (and in contact with) speech communities like Paiwan and Bunun which freely allow
coda consonants. Many existing works on Budai Rukai have approached the language with the
latter context in mind, positing glide phonemes /j/ /w/ in the inventory, and allowing for larger
syllable types like CGVG.
However, many of the proposedword-internal glides can host pitch accents, which is behavior
expected of a full [+syllabic] vowel. The only other evidence for syllables larger than (C)V
lies in speaker judgments, which may be affected by the phonotactics of the languages used for
elicitation. With this in mind, there is no reason not to adopt the more economical CV maximal
syllable that is common to Mantauran Rukai.
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The main open question is what structure remains in forms that have undergone the optional
final vowel deletion rule. Final vowel deletion affects final NV# syllables, and the stranded nasal
consonant N can either remain its own timing unit or be subsumed by the previous syllable as a
coda. The main obstacle to definitively choosing one of these structures to represent the word-
final nasals is the difficulty of directly eliciting judgments on how Budai Rukai words are parsed
into smaller units that are active in the phonology.
Regardless of the direction this analysis may be taken in by future experimental work on
syllable parsing in Budai Rukai, apocope results in a form that is exceptional given the tendency
towards (C)V syllables elsewhere in the language. This exceptional form may be a CVN syllable
or a syllable consisting of N alone.
2.5.4 Prominence
The discussion of prominence in Budai Rukai will proceed in two parts: first, the location of
prominence within the word (Section 2.5.4.1); and second, the effect of morphology on the loca-
tion of prominence (Section 2.5.4.2).
2.5.4.1 Prominence within the word
Stress in Budai Rukai has generally been described as occurring on the penult or antepenult,
depending on the word. Whether the location of stress in Budai words is predictable based on
an underlying form has been the subject of much debate in the literature. Two works that go
in-depth on the issue are Ross (1992) and C.-M. Chen (2006).
Ross’s (1992, 50–1) account seeks to unify Budai Rukai stress with the lexical stress contrast
in Philippine languages.62 His proposal is that Proto-Austronesian *CVCVC words had unpre-
62It should be noted that what is referred to as the “stress” in Philippine languages is often realized as a long
vowel in the stressed syllable. This differs from the Formosan languages discussed in this dissertation, including
Budai Rukai, in which vowel lengthening is not reliably applied to prominent syllables. Instead, prominence in
Formosan languages is most often realized via pitch accent alignment or other intonational phonology.
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dictable stress on the ultima or penult. When stress was on the penult in PAn, stress is on the
penult in Proto-Philippines63 and Budai Rukai (excluding echo vowels). Words with final stress in
PAn have final stress in Proto-Philippines, but have split between ultimate and penultimate stress
in Budai Rukai due to a proposed shift towards penultimate stress. Blust (1997) objects to this
account, not only due to the small amount of data it is based on and its lack of predictive power,
but also based on the existence of words with ultimate stress in Budai Rukai but penultimate
stress in Proto-Philippines, a correspondence ruled out by Ross’s proposal.
C.-M. Chen (2006, 250) rejects Ross’s (1992) proposal because “Budai Rukai does not allow
consonantal coda[s],” invalidating his analysis of /CVCVC/ roots. CVCVG is repeatedly presented
as a syllable type by C.-M. Chen, and Ross’s analysis is clearly meant to hold at an underlying
level of representation at which echo vowels are excluded (similar to her own posited underlying
forms, which exclude echo vowels as well). In this light, there is no meaningful commentary by
C.-M. Chen as to whether the data she collected are consistent or inconsistent with Ross’s.
C.-M. Chen’s (2006, 251–4) own analysis of Budai holds the antepenult as the default position
of stress. Exceptions come in one of two forms: i) penultimate stress when the penult is bimoraic
(i.e., stress is still found on the antepenultimate mora); or ii) the antepenult is composed of pre-
fixal material, which is excluded from the domain of stress assignment. Monomoraic trisyllables
with stress on the penult are assumed to have long vowels in the penult, allowing them to have
‘antepenultimate stress’ at the mora level.
This assumption is not borne out by the data, however. Words like karáya∼karádha ‘pangolin’
which are analyzed by T.-C. Huang and Lai (2013) (and C.-M. Chen herself) as monomorphemic
are not particularly long in duration,64 and do not have show either of the possible F0 contours
63The idea of ‘Proto-Philippines’ is controversial, as there is evidence that the Philippine langauges are not de-
scended from one unique common ancestor but multiple proto-languages descendent from Proto-Malayo-Polynesian
(Reid, 1982). My use of the term ‘Proto-Philippines’ here reflects its usage by Ross (1992). Perhaps it is better thought
of as a shortcut for the structures common to the proto-languages between PMP and the modern Philippine lan-
guages, preceding their more modern phonological changes.
64This is not to say that stressed penults being long in the surface phonetics must represent a long vowel in the
underlying form. A phonetically-long vowel could be the result of stress, and not the other way around.
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expected for bimoraic CVVC sequences (recall examples in Section 2.5.3.2). Example pitch tracks
of this word as produced by Sulhiape and in the recordings published with T.-C. Huang and Lai
(2013) can be seen in Figures 2.60–2.61 on the next page.
While the analysis in C.-M. Chen (2006) formally excludes words of the form CVCV́CV, it is
unclear whether this position is held by the author, in that and subsequent works. The word for
‘pangolin’ is transcribed with a long penult in some sections (p.255), but with a short penult in
others (p.262). The same author later refers to a class of CVCV́CV words in Budai Rukai without
long penults (C.-M. Chen, 2011, 134). The analyses also change from “quantity-sensitive” in C.-
M. Chen (2006, 254) to “[s]yllable weight does not seem to affect the assignment of stress” in
C.-M. Chen (2011, 134).
I think it is safe to say that stress in Budai Rukai is, at least for modern speakers, lexically
determined. There are many factors that appear to affect the placement of stress, such as the
presence of echo vowels (be they historical developments or a synchronic alternation), prosodic
structures in historical forms of the language, and even contact with speakers of other languages
like Paiwan. Some scholars also see the unpredictability of stress as epiphenomenal of some other
structure, like the penult vowel length proposed by C.-M. Chen (2006). However, none of these
seems to tell the whole story about how penultimate and antepenultimate stress is distributed
among the lexical items of Budai Rukai. Given the difficulty with which scholars have tried to find
predictors of the location of stress in this language, and the fact that many of these are gradient
processes that do not apply evenly to all lexical items, it is unlikely that modern speakers have
any such predictor readily available to them with which to determine the placement of stress in
Budai words.
Thus, a likely analysis of stress in Budai Rukai as used by modern speakers is that it involves
an accented syllable in the lexical item that is memorized and unpredictable. Unlike in other
languages like Hla’alua (cf. Section 5.6.3.4), all lexical items in Budai appear to have a stressed
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Figure 2.60: Pitch track of karáya ‘pangolin’ in Budai Rukai, produced by Sulhiape.
















Figure 2.61: Pitch track of karádha ‘pangolin’ in Budai Rukai, from T.-C. Huang and Lai (2013),
male speaker.
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syllable. This accented syllable is always the penult or antepenult.65
2.5.4.2 The intersection of prominence and morphology
Material aligned to the left edge, including prefixes and infixes, are reported by C.-M. Chen
(2006, 254) to be unavailable for stress assignment. The smallest root in the data presented by
C.-M. Chen, as well as in the data provided by Sulhiape, is bimoraic. I have also found no ex-
amples of the penultimate mora in a Budai word containing infixal material. Since many longer
roots in the language also show penultimate stress, the failure of stress to surface on prefixes and
infixes does not show any active ‘avoidance’ of stress on this material, as there is for instance in
Paiwan (cf. Section 6.5.4. That said, the attachment of prefixal and infixal material anchored to
the left edge of the word does not trigger any alternation in where stress is realized.
Suffixal material, however, does affect the realization of stress in Budai Rukai. This includes
both suffixes, and the bound pronominal forms that are described by C.-F. Chen (2008, 31) as
enclitics. As an example, compare the location of stress in laímai ‘clothes’ in Figure 2.62 on the
following page, and in the suffixed form laimái=li ‘clothes=1sg.gen’ in Figure 2.63 on the same
page.
As discussed in the previous section, some nouns in Budai Rukai have penultimate stresswhile
others have antepenultimate stress. As I have not elicited many pairs of suffixed/unsuffixed roots
in the language, I cannot say with certainty how these classes intersect with different amounts
of suffixal material. In the recordings of Sulhiape, however, there is an interesting alternation
between dáe ‘earth’ (pitch track shown in Figure 2.64 on page 148) and ka-daé-ng-ane ‘land’
(from Figure 2.58 on page 139).66
65‘Penult’ and ‘antepenult’ here refer to the level of prosodic hierarchy that is maximally CV. This domain is
classified as the ‘mora’ in analyses like C.-M. Chen (2006), as opposed to the larger ‘syllable’. As noted in the previous
section, I find no evidence of a domain larger than CV, and this CV level may serve as the ‘syllable’ in Budai Rukai.
66ka-daé-ng-ane ‘land’ is composed of the root dáe ‘earth’, and possibly the circumfix ka- -ane which is glossed
by C.-M. Chen (2006) and C.-F. Chen (2008) as ‘authentic’ (and includes -ane, the nominal ending cognate to -ae
in Mantauran). I am unsure if the remaining /ŋ/ is an epenthetic segment. dáe in isolation has no /ŋ/, but all
other instances of …ng-ane in C.-F. Chen (2008) and T.-C. Huang and Lai (2013) have corresponding isolation forms
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Figure 2.62: Pitch track of laímai ‘clothing’ in Budai Rukai, produced by Sulhiape.













Figure 2.63: Pitch track of laimái=li ‘my clothing’ in Budai Rukai, produced by Sulhiape.
















Figure 2.64: Pitch track of dáe ‘earth’ in Budai Rukai, produced by Sulhiape.
dáe is bimoraic, and stress falls on the penultimate syllable in its isolated form. However,
in the form ka-daé-ng-ane, stress is found on the antepenultimate mora of the word. This could
mean a few things. Perhaps the antepenult is the default site of stress, and disyllables like dae
with no antepenult pattern with the longer antepenultimate-stressed longer roots rather than the
penultimate-stressed roots under suffixation. Under this analysis, it’s possible that lexical items
like /karáða/ [karáða] ‘pangolin’ have an accented syllable in the lexicon while disyllables like
/daə/ [dáə] and longer antepenultimate-stressed roots like /ɡalauɡau/ [ɡalaúɡau] ‘finger’ do not.
It is also possible that all nouns pattern the same way, and that the stress alternation in
dáe∼ka-daé-ng-ane may reflect some process which affects all nouns equally. This could be in
the form of stress shifting one mora rightward in the presence of any amount of morphology.
Given the alternation in laímai∼laimái=li, it is unlikely that suffixal/encliticized material is ‘pre-
accenting’ in the way such material is in Hla’alua (cf. Section 5.6.4), or the expected form would
be *laimaí=li. However, there are cases within Formosan of a split in phonological behavior
containing /ŋ/. C.-M. Chen (2006, 201) does list a completive suffix -nga, which could be the source of the /ŋ/.
However, given that both the root dáe and the affixed form ka-daé-ng-ane are nouns, it is unclear why a ‘completive’
suffix would be expected in this environment.
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between forms with one vs. many syllables of adjoined material. One is described in this disser-
tation’s analysis of Seediq (cf. Section 10.6.3), and another is reported by H.-J. Chen (2016) for
Kanakanavu (although see Section 4.6.3 for discussion).
The simplest analysis for the facts presented here is that: i) suffixes and enciltics are within
the domain of stress; and ii) the antepenult is the default position of stress, and suffixed words
(or at least suffixed disyllables) default to antepenultimate stress on the larger word containing
suffixal material. It may well be the case that adjustments will need to be made to this analysis
based on how penultimate-stressed polysllabic roots behave when suffixed, and whether different
ammounts of suffixal material show different behaviors.
2.5.5 Intonation
The discussion of Budai Rukai intonation wil proceed in two parts: first, intonation at the word
level (Section 2.5.5.1); then, intonation at the phrasal level in various utterance types (Section
2.5.5.2); Section 2.5.5.3 will summarize the intonational phonology presented in this section.
2.5.5.1 Intonation at the word level
The intonation of words produced by Sulhiape in isolation most commonly follows the same rise-
fall F0 contour associated with pitch accents found in most of the other languages surveyed for
this dissertation. This rise-fall can be expressed as a sequence of three tonal targets, LHL.
The H of the LHL sequence is aligned with the prominent mora (either the antepenultimate or
penultimate). The prenuclear L attaches to the immediately pretonic syllable and spreads leftward
to the beginning of the word. The postnuclear L shifts to the end of the word, and the intervening
material is filled by a gradual descent from the top to the bottom of the pitch range.
This contour can be seen in examples like the pitch track of laimái=li ‘my clothes’ in Fig-
ure 2.63 on page 147. Here, the morae preceding the peak (the second /a/) have a low, flat F0
contour. There is a sharp rise preceding the peak, and then a gradual descent to the bottom of
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the pitch range at the end of the word.
Like with many of the other languages discussed in this dissertation that have a similar F0
contour on words in isolation, the F0 minima associated with the pre- and postnuclear L targets
are often at different F0 levels. The low flat tone preceding the peak is generally not as low as the
very end of the word.
This differential between the pre- and postnuclear F0 minima is often so great that there is
little evidence of a prenuclear L at all, much like the ‘plateau’ intonation of Mantauran Rukai (cf.
Section 2.4.6.2). Two examples can be seen in Figures 2.65 and 2.66 on the following page, which
show pitch tracks of lapánai ‘corn’ and talalábai ‘woman’s sling bag’, each containing an example
of the ‘plateau’ intonation that lacks the prenuclear L, and the ‘peak’ intonation that contains it,
in the (a) and (b) subfigures respectively.
2.5.5.2 Intonation at the phrasal level
In some Formosan languages, the intonation of declarative sentences is composed of a string of
the same F0 contours found produced on words in isolation. Some examples include Mantauran
Rukai and Kanakanavu (cf. Sections 2.4.7.2 and 4.7.4), both languages being relatively nearby to
Budai’s northwest.
In Budai Rukai, however, declarative utterances are not characterized by a sequence of rise-
fall F0 contours on the expected sites of pitch accent alignment. Some examples can be seen












“He has a cat.”∼“Does he have a cat?”
67Note that in all cases, the final peak is aligned to /ka/, which is a case marker that marks the following 3sg
pronoun lasu. The simplest analysis of this fact is that ka lasu forms a prosodic word (perhaps with the case marker
as a proclitic like ka=lasu). The pitch accent may fall on the antepenult of this domain be default; pending further
investigation into the behavior of case markers and clitics generally in Budai Rukai.
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Figure 2.65: Pitch tracks of lapánai ‘corn’ with ‘plateau’ (a) and ‘peak’ (b) intonation in Budai
Rukai, produced by Sulhiape.































Figure 2.66: Pitch tracks of talalábai ‘woman’s sling bag’ with ‘plateau’ (a) and ‘peak’ (b) intona-
tion in Budai Rukai, produced by Sulhiape.
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Figure 2.67: Pitch tracks of three productions of yakai ku ngiau ka lasu “He has a cat.” in Budai
Rukai, produced by Sulhiape.
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Figure 2.68: Pitch tracks of two productions of yakai ku ngiau ka lasu? “Does he have a cat?” in
Budai Rukai, produced by Sulhiape.
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Instead of the [LHL…LHL…LHL] pattern we might expect of a declarative utterance with
three content words (and thus three pitch accents), the pitch tracks in Figure 2.67 show something
more like [H…LH…L]. The utterance starts near the top of the pitch range, with a slight steady
decrease through the end of ngiau, then a sharp rise to hit a peak on ka, and then a steady descent
to the bottom of the pitch range. Despite being a content word realized with a pitch accent in
productions in isolation, ngiau ‘cat’ does not surface with a pitch accent in any of the three
productions. yakai ‘there is’ also surfaces with very little tonal movement in the tokens shown
in Figures 2.67(a) and (c).
This contour is very similar in form to the declarative intonation in Hla’alua (cf. Section 5.7.2),
which also has a [H…LH…L] tonal sequence with deletion of non-final pitch accents within the
IP.
Examples of the same string from (39) produced as a polar interrogative can be seen in Fig-
ure 2.68 on the preceding page. No overt question marker is present, instead the distinction
between declarative and polar interrogative utterances is expressed through the choice in into-
national contour. This is confirmed by Sulhiape herself, who offered these minimal pairs as an
illustration of the difference between the two contours.
While the F0 contour of the polar interrogatives is similar to that of the declaratives in many
aspects, the polar interrogatives show a sharp drop in F0 between the syllable with the final peak
/ka/ and the following syllable /la/. In the declarative utterances in Figure 2.67, there is instead
more of a steady decline between the peak on /ka/ and the end of the utterance.68
C.-M. Chen (2006, 290) analyzes declarative and interrogative intonation as having the same
tonal sequence with the same alignment, but with what she calls an “upstepped” peak on inter-
rogatives vs. a “downstepped” peak on declaratives.69 This can be seen in Figure 2.69, the only
68Note that the final syllable of these utterances begins with /s/, which is often accompanied with a short period
of heightened F0 during the onset of the following vowel. This microprosodic effect may partially occlude the steady
decrease in F0 in the last two syllables of tokens like that in Figure 2.67(a).
69These terms are generally used to talk about changes in the size of the available pitch range during a specific
domain. C.-M. Chen seems to be using the terms to refer solely to differences in magnitude of the pitch accent’s F0
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pitch track of declarative or interrogative intonation provided by C.-M. Chen (2006).
Figure 2.69: Pitch tracks of Budai declarative and interrogative ‘he is a chieftain’, fromC.-M. Chen
(2006, 290).
Unlike in C.-M. Chen’s examples, the declarative and interrogative utterances shown in Fig-
ures 2.67–2.68 do not differ greatly in their pitch range, or the part of the pitch range that the final
peak is found in. The F0 maximum on /ka/ is in the 200–250Hz range in all five productions, and
the variation between them does not correlate with the utterance type categories. There is also
not a great difference between the height of the peak on /ka/ and the F0 maximum that occurs
during the first word yakai, which is another difference indicated by C.-M. Chen in Figure 2.69.
In Sulhiape’s speech, the one environment that consistently differs between the declarative
and interrogative contours shown in Figures 2.67–2.68 is /la/, the penultimate syllable of the
utterance, and the syllable following the antepenult’s pitch accent peak. This syllable shows a
sharp decrease in the interrogative productions, which slows to a flat or slightly-raised curve by
the end of the syllable (the rise possibly being due to heightening from the following /s/). In
the declarative utterances, this syllable shows a steadier decrease in F0, nearly as a straight line,
which is continued in the ultima /su/.
maximum, as opposed to operations on the pitch range of a larger domain.
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One way to account for these differences in F0 contour in the phonology is to describe the
final three syllables of the interrogative utterances as H-L-L vs. H-toneless-L for the declaratives,
in which F0 is interpolated between the H and L of the antepenult and ultima.
But what is the source of the extra L? There are two possibilities for how it arrives in the
surface form: i) it is the same tonal element as the regular postnuclear L, but it spreads in inter-
rogatives vs. shifting in declaratives; or ii) it is a different element from the following L, and has
been assigned as part of some pitch accent melody or boundary tone.
The first option requires that between the H-toneless-L sequence of declaratives and the H-
L-L of interrogatives, all L’s originate in the pitch accent melody, rather than being boundary
tones. There is evidence, however, that this final L is in complementary distribution with a H%
boundary tone used for continuatives, for example on items in an inexhaustive list. One example
of this H% can be seen in Figure 2.70 on the following page, which shows a pitch track of the list
in (40).70 This H% is evident from the high plateaus (and the vowel lengthening that accompanies
them) in words like tai ‘taro’, lapanai ‘corn’, and vurasi ‘sweet potato’. Importantly, while these
words show a rise in F0 up to the expected site of the pitch accent, there is no subsequent fall,













“There’s taro, corn, sweet potato, millet…”
As this H% is in complementary distribution with the postnuclear L, then this L can also be
analyzed as a boundary tone L%. In declaratives, and phrases with the continuative H%, the pitch
accent is thus L+H*, with the following L% or H% boundary tone determining the rest of the F0
contour. The additional L on the penult in interrogatives can be part of a separate L+H*L pitch
70The context of this list was Sulhiape pretending to offer items out of a full refrigerator to a guest. It should
be noted that in many languages (including English), final rises are associated with ‘continuative’ usages, in which
they signal that there is more information to come (Vaissière, 1983). However, this elicitation session was conducted
in Mandarin, which produces such lists with lexical tones as opposed to continuative rises. Thus, these rises were
produced by Sulhiape without priming from other languages which do use them.
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accent melody applied to the final content words of interrogatives.
Another piece of evidence for the ‘extra L’ being part of a L+H*L boundary tone is that when
L+H*L is aligned to a penultimate-stressed word, the HL sequence of the pitch accent melody
is realized on one syllable. That is, the H-toneless-L vs. H-L-L contrast on antepenultimate-
stressed words is realized as a H-L vs. HL-L contrast on penultimate-stressed words. This can be
seen in Figure 2.72 on the next page, which shows pitch tracks of two productions of the forced
choice question in (41), in which each disjunct receives the interrogative L+H*L. The sharp drop
during /ku/ of the disyllable kúka ‘chicken’ has a similar contour to that on the trisyllable lúange
‘cow’, the difference being that the trisyllable contains enough material for the nuclear H and









“Are you going to eat chicken, or beef?”
The use of L+H* L% for declaratives vs. L+H*L L% for interrogatives is interesting from a
typological standpoint, for two reasons. The first is that no other Formosan language surveyed
in this dissertation marks a delcarative-interrogative contrast with different pitch accents: they
either mark the contrast with different boundary tones, or with no specific intonational marking
(but an overt particle).
The other interesting way in which the Budai Rukai intonational system differs from others
typologically is that the continuative rise does not pattern with the interrogatives. For example,
Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg (1990, 304–8) analyze both the continuative rise and polar inter-
rogative intonation in English as containing the H% IP-level boundary tone, which they interpret
as H% “signaling a hierarchical relationship between intentions underlying the current utterance
and a subsequent one” (p.307). In Budai Rukai, polar interrogatives do not share the H% of the
continuative rises. Instead, they pattern with declaratives in receiving L%. If the continuative
rise’s H% in Budai signals a relationship between the current utterance and a subsequent one
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Figure 2.72: Pitch tracks of two tokens of i-kane=su ku kuka? luange? “Are you going to eat
chicken, or beef?” in Budai Rukai, produced by Sulhiape.
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(or a current and subsequent piece of information at a sub-utterance level), this only holds when
both are produced by the same speaker.
Another environment that requires attention is the material preceding the first expected
prominent syllable. This environment shows one of two patterns in the F0 contour: i) a rise
in F0 up to a peak on the prominent syllable, followed by a steady descent ending in the pretonic
L of the final pitch accent; or ii) no tonal target on the expected prominent syllable, with the
steady F0 descent instead beginning on the first syllable of the utterance. Some examples of both
contours can be seen in the pitch tracks shown so far. For example, Figures 2.67(b) on page 152,
Figure 2.68(a) on page 153, and Figure 2.70 on page 157 show an initial rise on yakái ‘there is’
while Figures 2.67(a,c) and 2.68(b) do not. A clear example can be seen in Figure 2.71 on page 157,


















“Who stole what from your mother?”
This alternation between the presence and absence of an initial rise mirrors that of the ‘peak’
and ‘plateau’ intonation of words produced in isolation. In both cases, the prenuclear L of the
first pitch accent in the utterance is optional, as opposed to the final pitch accent (when more
than one is present), which is always preceded by a arise. Additionally, both variants surface on
a variety of utterance types, and there is no evidence in the data available to ascribe any semantic
information to one or the other.
It can also be seen from Figure 2.71 that wh-questions pattern with polar interrogatives in tak-
ing L+H*L (instead of the declarative L+H*). The F0 contour between the final peak onmanémane
‘what’ through the end of the utterance contains a sharp drop pivoting into a slower descent (i.e.,
a H-L-L sequence), as opposed to the steady decrease found in declaratives (with the H-toneless-L
sequence).
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Figure 2.73: Pitch track of manémane? “What?” with interrogative intonation in Budai Rukai,
produced by Sulhiape.
A clearer example can be seen in Figure 2.73, which shows a pitch track of manémane ‘what’
produced with the interrogative intonation. The sharp drop following the F0 peak can be con-
trasted with the steady descent of F0 in productions like the token of musúane ‘2sg.obl’ in Fig-
ure 2.52 on page 132.
The final feature of the declarative and interrogative intonation in Budai Rukai to be discussed
here is the environment between the first and final pitch accents. In all utterances of 3+ content
words produced by Sulhiape, no part of the pitch accent melody is evident in the expected sites
of prominence between the first and final word. This was the case in utterances where the first
and final word of the IP were of a number of word classes. For example, utterances with an initial
rise on the first word include those where that word is a verb like yakái ‘there is’ (Figure 2.67
on page 152), and where that word is a fronted wh-question like aneáne ‘who’ (Figure 2.71 on
page 157). IP-final pitch accents can be seen on nouns like tina=su ‘your mother’ and wh-words
like manémane ‘what’ (Figure 2.71), as well as the pronominal phrase ká lasu (Figure 2.67).
Further evidence for the availability of pitch accents being related to proximity to the IP
edge can be seen in the intonational contour of similar strings that have been chunked into IP’s
differently. Take for example Figure 2.74, which shows a pitch track fo the question in (43), similar
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Figure 2.74: Pitch track of singi tualai ki tina=su kupa ku manemane? “What did he steal from
your mother?” in Budai Rukai, produced by Sulhiape.













“What did he steal from your mother?”
This pitch track shows the [H…L.H.L.L] contour expected for interrogatives, with the full
utterance contained in a single IP. This can be compared to Figure 2.71 on page 157, which shows
a similar question realized as a series of two IP’s, each with its own [H…L.H.L(.L)] F0 contour. The
first of the two IP’s ends in tina=su ‘your mother’, which bears the IP-final pitch accent.Figure
2.74 also contains tina=su, but because it is at neither edge of the IP, it does not surface with a
pitch accent.
There is at least one other situation in which pitch accents are reduced or deleted. According
to Sulhiape, reduction or elimination of the final pitch accent may cause the utterance to be
interpreted as sarcastic.71 A near-minimal pair Sulhiape gives can be seen on page 164. Figure
2.75 shows a pitch track of the statement in (44a), which is intended to inform the addressee
that the speaker actually eats leaves. It contains the same [LH…LH…L] contour as the other
71I am unsure whether this usage plays into any larger performative speech act or type of humor in the Budai
Rukai community. The word used by Sulhiape to describe the utterances that I am labeling ‘sarcastic’ here was “挖
苦”, in case the reader may know of any connotations this word has in Chinese that I am unaware of.
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declaratives presented in this section. The two pitch tracks in Figure 2.76 show productions
which Sulhiape intends the addressee to interpret as false: by saying “I only eat leaves” with this
intonation, the speaker may be rejecting the offer of another food, but the addressee is expected
to understand that the speaker only eating leaves is counterfactual (and perhaps improbable or













“I only eat leaves.”
2.5.5.3 Summary of intonational phonology
Words produced in isolation in Budai Rukai surface with a L+H* pitch accent. The prenuclear L
is optional, leading to a ‘peak’ vs. ‘plateau’ dichotomy shared with Mantauran Rukai and Tsou.
Larger utterances may contain one or more intonational phrase (IP). Within the IP, all but the
initial and final pitch accent are deleted. Reducing or deleting the final pitch accent in the IP may
lead to an utterance perceived as sarcastic. Of the remaining pitch accents, the IP-initial pitch
accent shows the same variability in the presence of the prenuclear L as the words produced in
isolation.
72There is another difference between the unironic utterance shown in Figure 2.75 and the ironic utterances in
Figure 2.76: the use of kathane ‘only’. In some of the other Formosan languages surveyed for this dissertation, there
are certain lexical items associated with specific intonational phonology, for example the incredulous intonation in
Amis which is often associated with the phrase i saw (cf. Section 8.8.4). I can’t say for certain whether kathane is
doing some of the work of conveying sarcasm in these utterances, or whether it always surfaces with a reduced or
deleted pitch accent. All of the example sentences in T.-C. Huang and Lai (2013) containing kathane have it at the
beginning of the sentence, so its behavior IP-finally in unironic utterances can only be determined through future
research with Budai speakers.
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Figure 2.75: Pitch track of wa-kane=aku vasaw “I eat leaves.” in Budai Rukai, produced by Sulhi-
ape.


































Figure 2.76: Pitch tracks of two tokens of wa-kane=aku vasaw kathane “I only eat leaves.” with
sarcastic intonation, produced by Sulhiape.
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IP-final pitch accents are L+H* for declaratives or L+H*L for polar interrogatives, wh-interrogatives
and the disjuncts of forced-choice questions. The HL sequence of L+H*L is aligned to a single
syllable when this pitch accent is aligned with the penult, but is heterosyllabic when assigned to
the antepenult.
Following the final pitch accent is a boundary tone assigned at the IP level: L% for declaratives




Tsou is a language spoken in the mountainous area surrounding Alishan, in central Taiwan. The
language is spoken in nine villages, and is split into three dialects: Tapangx, Tfuya, and Luhtu.
The grouping of villages into dialects is shown in Table 3.1 on the following page, based on
H. Y. Chang and Pan (2016, 1).1
3.2 Previous study on Tsou intonation
There does exist an in-depth investigation into Tsou intonation, namely C.-F. Huang’s (2003)
Master’s thesis. The thesis compares intonation at the word- and phrase level between elicited
data and archival narrative data. While C.-F. Huang’s 181-page thesis is likely a more thorough
investigation than I can capture in one chatper here, there are some key differences between the
data and analysis in C.-F. Huang (2003) versus that to be presented in this chapter.
Firstly, the data to be presented here is based on work with a speaker from Pnguu village. The
1An earlier description of Tsou dialects, P. J.-K. Li (1979), classifies Cayamavana as Tfuya instead of Tapangx.
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Dialect Village Township and County
Tapangx (達邦方言)
Tapangx (達邦)










Luhtu (魯富都方言) Mamahavana (久美) Xinyi Township, Nantou County(南投縣信義鄉)
Table 3.1: Tsou dialects, based on H. Y. Chang and Pan (2016, 1).
data C.-F. Huang (2003) presents comes from speakers from Tapangx, Tfuya, and Lalauya villages.
While Pnguu is classified as part of the Tfuya dialect alongside Tfuya and Lalauya villages, it is
separated from the other two villages geographically.2 It would not be surprising to find divergent
structures in Pnguu, nor would it contradict the standing dialect classification, which is based on
correspondences in the segmental tier (P. J.-K. Li, 1979).3
Another major difference between C.-F. Huang (2003)’s study and this dissertation lies in the
phonological analysis. C.-F. Huang does not adopt Autosegmental-Metrical phonology directly.
Instead, she uses a modified system based on Wennerstrom (2001). This work is geared towards
discourse analysis, and employs a large number of descriptors for surface patterns that in AM
phonology would be governed by a much smaller number of elements. Rises and falls are primary
elements instead of contours, and contours of different magnitudes are governed by different
elements entirely (e.g. H for a large rise and h for a smaller rise). Needless to say, the difference
in framework would result in a divergent analysis even had I analyzed the same data. While C.-
2Lalauya village is a 21min drive west of Tfuya by car, while Pnguu is 1h14m north. Meanwhile, Tapangx village,
which belongs to another dialect group, is only a 7min drive west of Tfuya. Of course, these are estimates from
Google Maps based on current village locations and available roads. I mention the travel times in place of distances
as the region in question is extremely mountainous and roads are far from a straight line from point A to point B.
3It can also be noted that the only sound change within Tsou dialects P. J.-K. Li credits to Tfuya is the loss of
*r in all villages except Mamahavana (the lone village in Nantou County). Instead, he argues that the Tapangx
dialect cluster underwent the innovation of *z > /i/. In this view, Pnguu does not share any recent phonological
developments with the other two Tfuya villages that would suggest a particularly close relation between them.
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F. Huang’s study certainly serves its purpose, this chapter seeks to provide an analysis that can
be directly compared with the other chapters of the dissertation.
3.3 Data collected
The data presented in this chapter was collected in Pnguu village, in the tribe’s development
association building, which is adjoined to a woodshop. The primary consultant was Paicx ’e
Mxkxnana, a woman who I estimate was around sixty years of age (approx. birth year 1959).
Two younger women who also worked in the development association, Yangui and Sayungu,
were also present during the recording and offered data, however I will focus in this chapter on
data provided by Paicx.
Paicx uses Tsou in day-to-day life, and had no issue providing translations of words in isola-
tion, or full utterances from Mandarin to Tsou. The recording session lasted one hour.
Some discussion will also be based on data provided by Baitz Niahosa, collected by Daniel
Kaufman at the Endangered Language Alliance.4 This discussion will be saved for Section 3.8.4.
3.4 Segmental inventory
The segmental inventory of Tsou is shown in Table 3.2 on the next page. The presence of the
glide /j/ in the inventory is an area where previous scholars have disagreed in their analyses, and
Section 3.5.2 will be dedicated to exploring this topic in-depth. In orthographic representations, I
will represent this segment as <y> when word-initial or between two vowels, and <e> otherwise.
I follow Blust (2009, 647) in describing the voiced stop series as preglottalized, however there
are studies such asWright and Ladefoged (1997, 995) which have described these as implosives /ɓ/
/ɗ/. The difference between the two does not affect the analysis in this chapter in any meaningful
4Note that the name Baitz’ given name is /paitsɨ/ phonologically, the same as Paicx. ‘Baitz’ is the spelling used
by the speaker herself in English-language contexts.
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way, and there is little I can comment on purely through the surface acoustics of the recordings
from which I present data here. Of note is that Ladefoged and Zeitoun (1993, 14) claim that the
airstream mechanism of the voiced labial stop can suck liquid through a straw, which may be a




























Voiceless stop p t k ʔ <’>
Preglottalized voiced stop ʔb <b> ʔd <l>
Voiceless affricate ts <c>
Voiceless fricative f s h
Voiced fricative v z
Nasal m n ŋ <ng>
Glide j <e>,<y>
Table 3.2: Consonant inventory of Tsou.
The vowel inventory of Tsou is shown in Table 3.3. Note that unlike in many Formosan
orthographies, <e> does not represent schwa or a non-low central vowel (which is instead <x>).
Front Central Back
High i ɨ <x> u
Mid e o
Low a
Table 3.3: Vowel inventory of Tsou.
3.5 Additional notes on segmental phonetics and allophony
While the segmental phonology of Paicx’s Tsou mostly fits what has been described in the liter-
ature, there are some areas of Tsou phonology for which I have additional commentary based on
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the recordings of Paicx. The first is the gestural timing of consonant sequences (Section 3.5.1); the
second is the phonetics and phonology of glides in the language (Section 3.5.2); and finally, the
laryngeal features and airstream mechanism of /f/ and /h/ in some environments (Section 3.5.3).
3.5.1 Consonant clusters
While many Formosan languages have been analyzed with underlying consonant sequences, few
have consonant clusters surfacing without any epenthetic or intrusive vocoid. Tsou is a major
exception, with many cross-linguistically rare onset clusters in its surface phonetics. While less
uncommon within Formosan, such sequences are also available in Tsou word-internally as ‘me-
dial clusters.’
Not all clusters in Tsou are realized without an epenthetic/intrusive vocoid, however. Wright
(1996) investigated the phonetic transitions between consonants in Tsou clusters, and found dif-
ferences based on the manner of articulation of the consonants, and whether it was an onset or
medial cluster. Wright finds that the consonant gestures are timed further apart when an audible
transition is necessary for the listener to recover place of articulation information.
There are some differences in how the consonant transitions are described in Wright (1996)
and how they are produced by Paicx. This is possibly due to dialect differences: Wright recorded
five speakers from Lalauya village, while Paicx is from Pnguu. He also notes some sequences for
which audible and inaudible transitions are both attested, and at least one sequence (/zv/) that
was produced differently by different speakers.
As it was not the primary goal of my interview with Paicx, I did not elicit a full paradigm
of consonant clusters in Tsou. However, many did occur in initial and medial position. I have
listed the clusters that occur in each position in Table 3.4 on the next page. Most clusters were
produced without any intrusive vocoid between the first and second consonant.5 A few words,
5This table reports specifically whether a vocoid was present at the consonant transition. Wright (1996), on the
other hand, reported the presence of a wider range of acoustic cues for consonant place of articulation, including
voiceless releases with recoverable formant structure.
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Utterance-initial Word-medial
no intrusive vocoid
/fʔ/; f’ue ‘sweet potato’
/hk/; hkuyu ‘hunchback’
/mh/; mhino ‘buy’
/sʔ/; s’eftunga ‘saw off’
/tsh/; chumu ‘water’
/tsʔ/; c’oeha ‘river’










/ŋt/; yangtosa ‘grey hair’







with intrusive vocoid /s
ʔb/; sbuku ‘bamboo shoot’
/tm/; tmopsx ‘write’




Table 3.4: Attested initial and medial consonant clusters in Tsou with and without an intrusive
vocoid, based on recordings of Paicx.
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however, were consistently produced by Paicx with a vocoid between the consonants. This vocoid
was an average of 45ms (based on a sample of 11), with a standard deviation of 9ms. In onset
clusters, the vocoid matched the features of the following vowel: tmopsx ‘write’ was produced as
[to̯mopsɨ]. The vocoid surfacing in medial clusters, however, generally had the vowel quality of
the preceding vowel instead: taa’uzva ‘believe’ was produced as [taːʔuzu̯va] and not *[taːʔuza̯va].
Some clusters where Wright (1996, 101) reports vocalic transitions that are not present in
Paicx’s speech are word-internal nasal-stop sequences like /mt/ /nts/ /ŋk/ /ŋt/. On the other
hand, Wright does not report a vocalic transition in the sequences /sʔb/ and /ʔh/ (pp.116,137),
while Paicx produces a vocoid between these clusters. Another interesting note is that Wright
(1996, 113–5) reports that cluster-initial /f/ has noise concentrated in higher frequencies, but only
when the second consonant is not a glottal stop, as he believes that the high-frequency noise is
a result of coarticulation with oral gestures.6 /f/ in this environment in Tsou has some unique
phonetic properties, to be discussed in-depth in Section 3.5.3.
3.5.2 The phonemic status of glides
The liturature on Tsou is split as to how many glides are described in the surface phonetics, and
in the consonant inventory. Ho (1976, 246) describes both /j/ and /w/ in the inventory, while
Zeitoun (2000c, 40) and H. Y. Chang and Pan (2016, 5) posit a /j/ phoneme but no labiovelar glide
in the inventory or in the surface phonetics. C.-H. Wu (2002) finds both [j] [w] in the surface
phonetics but only the former is found in underlying forms under her analysis. L.-Y. Chen (2002,
23–45), on the other hand, analyzes surface [j] [w] as a reflex of underlying /e/ /u/. It is worth
noting that L.-Y. Chen (2002, 42–3) does replicate a contrast between [e] and [j] in initial position
reported by M. Y.-Y. Chang (1998) in some of the speakers she consulted, but chooses to exclude
this pattern from her analysis for some reason.
6Wright’s spectrograms do not extend far enough on the frequency axis to see the full range of this high-frequency
noise. Visually, the noise begins at around 3500 Hz and increases in intensity until the graph cuts off at 5000 Hz.
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In Paicx’s speech, there were a number of words that I had transcribed variably with [e] vs.
[j], including across tokens of the same word. Given that these segments have been described as
both [e] and [j] in the literature, it is worth examining their surface phonetics. This is especially
so given that [j] in Formosan languages generally corresponds to /i/, which is also in Tsou’s vowel
inventory.
Two acoustic correlates that are relevant for this investigation are duration and degree of
stricture. Duration of the front vocoid is noted by Chitoran (2002, 2003) as distinguishing the
Romanian [ja] vs. [e͡a] contrast. Degree of stricture is described as a phonetic difference be-
tween glides and vowels of similar quality by Maddieson and Emmorey (1985), specifically in the
Amharic, Yoruba, and Zuni languages (in which glides and vowels contrast).
The distributions for possible [j] vs. full vowel duration in Paicx’s Tsou is shown in the his-
tograms in Figure 3.1 on the following page. The average duration of the possible glides [j] is
less than that of the other vowels. The ‘other vowels’ category includes stressed syllable nu-
clei and word-final vowels, both environments where lengthening is expected. This can be seen
on the histogram as the ‘other vowels’ category’s distribution is skewed, with a long ‘tail’ ex-
tending towards the higher duration values. However, the possible glides are still shorter than
non-lengthened vowels. The 20–60ms range contains about a third of the possible glides but only
very few of the other vowels fall into the same range.
The degree of stricture of the possible glides can be investigated via F1, which is the acoustic
correlate of vowel height. The possible glides have a range of F1 values similar to that of the [i]
and [e] categories combined, as can be seen in Figure 3.2(a) on the next page.7 While this could
point to the possible glides having two allophones, [i]̯∼[j] and [e]̯, this is inconsistent with the
unimodal distribution of the possible glides’ F1, shown in Figure 3.2(b).
Given the short duration and high F1 of the possible glides in Tsou, the best fit for a phonetic
7Formant values automatically calculated via a Praat script by Mietta Lennes, and plotted in phonR (McClow,
2016). Some of the noise in the vowel plot comes from the automated formant measurements, while some could also
possibly be from allophony (e.g., fronting of back vowels /u/ /o/ in some environment).
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Figure 3.1: Density histogram of 30 possible occurrences of [j] and 449 tokens of other vowels in
Tsou as produced by Paicx. Means shownwith solid lines, and confidence intervals of ±1 standard

















































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.2: Vowel plot including possible glides (as ‘y’) (a), and density histogram of possible glide
F1 (b), based on 479 vocoids in Tsou as produced by Paicx. Ellipses represent 68% confidence
intervals.
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description of these segments is a non-high front glide [e]̯.
Additional evidence for Tsou [e]̯ as a glide comes from its behavior in the phonology. /e/ in
Tsou is moraic, and can bear stress.8 [e]̯, on the other hand, is not only never stressed (which
is unsurprising, as glide formation would not be expected to apply to a stressed vowel), but is
amoraic. For example, in moóteo [mo.ˈo.teo̯] ‘wait’ and pooyóyo [po.o.ˈeo̯.eo̯] ‘pants’, can only be
described with the penultimate-mora stress found elsewhere in the language if [e]̯ is excluded.
If [e] and [e]̯ are realizations of the same phoneme /e/, then some /e/ are moraic for the
purpose of stress assignment while others are not. From a historical perspective, this makes
sense, as many /e/ in the Tfuya and Tapangx dialect clusters have a source in Proto-Tsouic *r,
maintained as a rhotic in the Luhtu dialect (P. J.-K. Li, 1979). It may be possible to describe the
distribution of moraic [e] vs. amoraic [e]̯, as the former does not seem to occur prevocalically
following an onset consonant (i.e., all instances of CeV# seem to be [e]̯). However, all other vowel
categories are moraic in this environment: examples include kakutía ‘a little’; keetx́e ‘wood ear
mushroom’; kamáe ‘guava’; maesifafóu ‘group of hunters’; and ma’u’úa ‘sambar’.9
Another piece of phonological evidence for underlying glides comes from L.-Y. Chen (2002,
43-44) herself: reduplication associated with plural forms gives CV-, CCV-, and CeV̯- outputs
but not other CVV- or CVCV-. Her solution to this problem is to posit that [e]̯ is a realization
of an abstract category /r/, and thus not part of the nucleus, based on its historical source in *r.
It is unclear how this differs structurally from an analysis where [e]̯ is underlyingly a glide /j/,
and why historical information would be available to current speakers within their synchronic
grammars.
Given the difference in phonetic features and phonological behavior of [e] and [e]̯, I analyze
8The only example I can give from the recordings of Paicx of monophthongal penult /e/ is eémo ‘to build a house’,
in which it is in either a geminate or /ee/ sequence. H. Y. Chang and Tiakiana (2013) list numerous examples of
stressed monophthongal singleton penult /e/, including ’aafofovnéni ‘to battle’, ’e’élx ‘to repeatedly meet misfortune’,
’otéke ‘to eat a lot’, aépza ‘from bottom to top’, and the list goes on. This accidental gap in the materials I elicited is
not representative of the language generally.
9Examples other than kakutia are taken fromH. Y. Chang and Tiakiana (2013), with stress judgments added based
on the accompanying audio files.
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them as the output of two separate phonemes, /e/ and /j/. This is not to say that the two phones
do not overlap in their acoustic properties, or that words containing /j/ do not show variation in
their surface forms. While it is unusual within Formosan for a glide to alternate with a non-high
vowel, non-high glides have been described for other languages. For example [e]̯ [o̯] have been
described for Romanian (Ruhlen, 1973); and even low glides [ɑ̯] in Marphali (Mazaudon, 2007)
and [a̯] in Gurung (Glover, 1969), two Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal. Additionally, while
it does not partake in any glide-vowel alternations, Tsukida (2009, 59–60) describes the surface
realization of Truku Seediq /w/ as varying between a high glide [w] and a mid glide which she
transcribes [ŏ].
3.5.3 Non-sibilant voiceless fricatives preceding a glottal stop
One interesting description of Tsou phonetics is found in Fuller (1990), who described a pulmonic
ingressive airstream on fricatives [f] and [h] preceding a glottal stop word-initially. For example,
the word for ‘sweet potato’ is transcribed as [f
>
ʔue], where the ‘>’ diacritic represents ingressive
airflow. The speaker Fuller worked specifically withwas from Pnguu, andwas living in the United
States at the time of the recording.
In response, Ladefoged and Zeitoun (1993) consulted numerous Tsou speakers from Pnguu,
including the parents of the speaker consulted by Fuller (1990). By observing the behavior of
cigarette smoke near the mouth during speech, as well as the movement of liquid in a straw held
in a speaker’s mouth during speech, Ladefoged and Zeitoun conclude that words like f’ue do not
contain segments with ingressive airflow. Instead, they describe word-initial /fʔ/ sequences as
an ejective [f’] word-initially, and a sequence [fʔ] elsewhere (p.14). The ejective [f’] differs from
the sequence [fʔ] in that, in their words, “there is friction throughout much of the period during
which there is a glottal stop, which is then released directly into the vowel.” (ibid.), which is
perhaps implying that [fʔ] has a full stop burst whereas [f’] has a period with both fricative noise
and glottalization. The authors also note a shorter duration of [f’] than that of the segment [s],
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as evidence for [f’] as a single segment.
Ladefoged and Zeitoun (1993, 14) conclude that the ingressive fricatives described by Fuller
(1990) for the speaker from Pnguu must be the result of the speaker struggling to produce /fʔ/
sequences, having lost fluency in his native language during the three years he had spent in
the United States. The authors describe seeing video footage of the speaker Fuller consulted,
and note that the footage “makes it quite plain that [the speaker] produced a number of words
with pulmonic ingressive fricatives” (p.14). They do not elaborate on how the video makes the
ingressive airflow obvious, but neither does Fuller truly explain how he came to ingressive airflow
as an analysis in the first place.
Paicx is also from Pnguu, and while I did not elicit a full set of /fʔ/ /hʔ/ sequences during our
session, there are many instances in the recordings of /fʔ/ sequences, both at the word/utterance
edge and word-internally. Like Fuller (1990), I find an acoustic difference between the /f/ in an
initial /fʔ/ cluster and elsewhere. And like Ladefoged and Zeitoun (1993), I find that the /f/ in non-
initial /fʔ/ sequences patterns with lone /f/ onsets rather than with the /f/ in initial /fʔ/ clusters. A
wideband spectrogram with both realizations of /f/ can be seen in Figure 3.3(a) on the following
page.10
The initial /f/ in f’uefou ‘sweet potato flesh’ (from f’ue ‘sweet potato’ and fou ‘meat’) has high-
intensity noise at around 5000 Hz during the second half of the fricative, as well as some glottal
activity at the consonant onset which can be seen at the lower edge of the spectrogram. The
second /f/, which is not part of a /fʔ/ onset cluster, does not have this peak, instead having its
highest energy at 450 Hz, with a slightly lower peak at 3800 Hz. The full spectral slices can be
seen in Figures 3.3(b) and 3.3(c) respectively. The /f/ in medial /fʔ/ sequences as in hof’oya, as
well as the /f/ in utterance-initial productions of fou ‘meat’ have a similar energy distribution to
10Please note that there is a period of a few pitch periods on the spectrogram during the segment [u] that appears
to have a different structure from the surrounding material. This is simply due to the microphone maxing out
momentarily, which can occurwhen themicrophone is in a fixed position but the speaker is not. It does not otherwise
reflect any articulatory or acoustic event.


































































Figure 3.3: Wideband spectrogram (a) and spectral slices (b,c) of two productions of /f/ in f’uefou
‘sweet potato flesh’ in Tsou, produced by Paicx.
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the spectral slice in Figure 3.3(c) (the one that is not part of a /fʔ/ onset cluster).
I did not replicate Ladefoged and Zeitoun’s (1993, 14) finding that the /f/ in initial /fʔ/ clus-
ters had higher energy in the first half of the fricative. Instead, the energy is concentrated in
the second half. Interestingly, Wright (1996, 113–5) notes something similar in /f/-initial clusters,
where the second half of the [f] has higher energy, specifically in the 4000+ Hz range.11 However,
Wright notes this specifically for /f/ in clusters where the second consonant is an oral stop. He
explains the high-energy noise near the fricative offset as “fricative noise shaping”, or coarticula-
tion in anticipation of an oral stop. He specifically predicts a lack of this high-frequency energy
in the [f] of initial /fʔ/ sequences, as the glottal stop has no oral gesture. In Paicx’s speech, the
opposite is the case: high-energy bands concentrated towards the end of the [f] are specifically
found preceding a glottal stop. While I do not have tokens of initial /f/-oral stop clusters in the
recordings of Paicx to compare with the /fʔ/ sequences, the presence of this late energy band in
initial /fʔ/ clusters suggests a source other than coarticulation with oral stops.
Ladefoged and Zeitoun (1993, 14), having noted acoustic differences between initial and me-
dial /fʔ/ sequences, conclude that the initial /fʔ/ sequences have undergone fusion into an ejective
fricative [f’]. Specifically, the authors describe these fused /fʔ/ sequences as being shorter in du-
ration than word-medial /fʔ/ squences, and having different realizations of the glottal stop.
Ejective fricatives have also been described with various acoustic features in other languages.
Maddieson (1997) notes that the glottal gesture of ejective fricatives detracts from the airflow
necessary for sustained frication. The ‘resolution’ of these two features is cited as the source
of some phonetic features that accompany ejective fricatives in different languages, for example
Tlingit (Na-Dene) uses an especially-narrow oral constriction (ibid.), Yapese (Oceanic) realizes
the fricative and glottal elements sequentially without overlap (Maddieson, 1998), and Tigrinya
(Semitic) has a pre-frication closure that allows for pressure to build up (Shosted & Rose, 2011).
In addition to finding similar pre-frication closures for a subset of the ejective fricatives in Mehri
11His spectrograms end at 5000 Hz, which is still within the high-energy range.
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(Moden South Arabian, Oman), Ridouane and Gendrot (2017) find differences in pulmonic vs.
ejective fricatives in the formant structure of the following vowel onset.
It is difficult to say whether these features are present in Paicx’s productions of words like
f’ue ‘sweet potato’. The fricative and glottalic element of the /fʔ/ cluster each dominate an iden-
tifiable domain in the surface acoustics, however the realization of the glottalic element varies.
In some tokens like the one shown in Figure 3.3, there is a low-intensity period between the /f/
fricative offset and the following modal-voiced vowel. In other tokens, this period has creaky
voice. The ‘abruptness’ of the glottal element’s release is also not consistent enough to make a
generalization here. Glottal stops in all environments show variation in their realization, and are
probably affected by factors like speech rate, phrasal prominence, and the changes in subglottal
pressure over the course of the utterance.
So what is the source of the acoustic features that can be identified in Paicx’s onset /fʔ/ clus-
ters? Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996, 178–9) show a spectrogram of two productions of [s’] in
Hausa, where the fricatives have a similar high-frequency noise to what is seen in Paicx’s initial
/fʔ/. The authors attribute this noise to the raising gesture of the larynx, but do not comment on
the similar spectral contour shown for non-ejective [s] earlier in the chapter. The short period of
glottal activity in Paicx’s /fʔ/ simultaneous with the fricative’s onset suggests that perhaps some
glottal articulation is occurring during the frication, and that the two segments are indeed ‘fused’
into one complex segment with overlapping articulatory gestures.
However Tsou initial /fʔ/ sequences fit into the typology of ejective fricatives, ingressive air-
flow is a worse explanation for their acoustic structure. Eklund (2008) presents a number of
spectrograms of pulmonic ingressive/egressive utterance pairs. Compared to pulmonic egressive
utterances, the ingressive utterances completely lack glottal pulses, and have much wider, less-
centralized bands of energy (as if the spectrogram were ‘blurred’ in image-editing software). The
initial /fʔ/ sequence in Paicx’s speech, on the other hand, has more centralized energy bands than
the singleton onset /f/.
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In sum, while Fuller (1990) was incorrect in ascribing pulmonic ingressive airstream as a gen-
eral feature to the (Pnguu) Tsou speech community, he did identify a phonological environment
in the language with unique acoustic properties. Precisely what gestures are involved in produc-
ing initial /fʔ/ sequences (and possibly /hʔ/ sequences), how these gestures are timed and how
they compare to the gestural score of non-initial /fʔ/ sequences is a topic ready to be revisited
with the innovations in laboratory phonology the last thirty years have brought us.
3.6 Syllable structure
The discussion of Tsou syllable structure will be presented in three parts: first, the structure of
the onset and nucleus (Section 3.6.1); then the possibility of coda consonants (Section 3.6.2); and
finally, the presence of geminate segments (Section 3.6.3).
3.6.1 Onsets and nuclei
The Tsou syllable contains an optional onset of up to two consonants, and a nucleus containing a
full vowel and optionally a glide [e]̯. An example of a syllable with a maximal onset and nucleus is
the first syllable of c’oeha [tsʔoe.̯ha] ‘river’. Paicx judges sequences with a glide on either side of
the nuclear vowel like oe and eo as tautosyllabic. Pre-nuclear glides (as in the [e]̯ in eo sequences)
are part of the onset, and not the nucleus. Of the entries in H. Y. Chang and Tiakiana (2013)
that begin with #CCeV sequences, such as m’ea ‘want’, all sound in the accompanying audio
like heterosyllabic sequences with the full vowel [e] instead of the glide: [ˈmʔe.a], as opposed to
tautosyllabic *[ˈmʔea̯]. This suggests that *CCGV is an unattested syllable type in the language,
and that the glide fills one of the two available positions for consonants in the onset. This makes
sense given the development of the glide [e]̯ from *r, which would most likely also have filled a
consonant position in the onset. If word-medial *rC clusters had been parsed tautosyllabically,
the movement of *r in the onset to [e]̯ in the previous syllable’s rime can be accounted for by the
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rise in sonority.
3.6.2 Coda consonants
There are two existing analyses of the Tsou syllable concerning the presence of coda consonants.
Some scholars like H. Y. Chang and Pan (2016, 10) permit no coda consonants within the syllable,
allowing for a maximal syllable of CCVV in all environments. Wright (1996, 59) notes that while
parsing all medial consonant sequences as tautosyllabic is a more efficient analysis, a more typical
analysis given crosslinguistic norms would be to allow at least some medial clusters to be parsed
heterosyllabically, and to add constraints on word-final codas *C# and long medial sequences
*CCC, however they are syllabified. Such an analysis is desirable in languages with different
constraints on initial and medial consonant sequences. Tsou, however, does not have notably
different constraints on consonant sequences: of the 127 CC sequences (excluding the glide) noted
byWright (1996, 58), only 27 do not appear in initial position in their study. Both initial andmedial
sequences in Tsou show evidence of co-occurrence constraints in place of articulation, but not of
voicing mismatches or sonority (ibid.). Thus, it seems that it is not only the syllable shape that
is more efficiently generalized by parsing all CC sequences in the onset, but other phonotactic
constraints within the sequences themselves.
On the other hand, I have noted some ways in which CC sequences in Paicx’s Tsou behave
like heterosyllabic C.C. As was discussed in Section 3.5.3, initial vs. medial /fʔ/ sequences show
differences in duration and spectral energy of the fricative. This alternation lends itself to an
analysis of medial /fʔ/ as a heterosyllabic sequence, with the acoustics of /f/ differing between
onset and coda [f].
Another phonetic asymmetry in initial vs. medial CC sequences lies in the quality of epenthetic
vowels, as noted in Section 3.5.1. When initial sequences surface with an epenthetic vowel,
the quality of that vowel matches the following full vowel: some /#CCV/ sequences surface as
[CV₁CV₁], for example the /tm/ cluster in tmopsx surfaces as [to̯mopsɨ] with an epenthetic vowel
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matching the /o/ of the first syllable. On the other hand, when an epenthetic vowel surfaces
between two consonants in a medial sequence, the vowel quality matches the previous vowel:
/VCCV/ sequences that undergo epenthesis surface as [V₁CV₁CV₂], not *[V₁CV₂CV₂]. An example
is the /zv/ sequence in taa’uzva ‘believe’, which surfaces as [taːʔuzu̯va] and not *[taːʔuza̯va]. If
this /zv/ cluster is tautosyllabic, then [taːʔuzu̯va] requires an analysis whereby the syllable /zva/
has a monophthongal vowel nucleus but is associated with two vowel gestures.12 If at least some
CC sequences in Tsou like /zv/ can be parsed heterosyllabically, then an analysis is possible where
epenthetic vowels match the quality of the nuclear vowel of the same syllable.
At least one analysis of Tsou phonology argues that CC sequences are tautosyllabic on pho-
netic grounds. Wright and Ladefoged (1997, 1019) note that “in medial position the first voiceless
plosive in a cluster is released, which is a characteristic normally associated with onsets”. This
is an odd conclusion given that the first author had previously found that only a third of medial
stop-obstruent clusters in Tsou lacked a release of the first consonant, as opposed to the word-
initial clusters in which the release was “always audibly present” (Wright, 1996, 180). Paicx also
did not, in the recordings I have of her, release the first of two voiceless stops in a medial clus-
ter. An example can be seen in Figure 3.4 on the next page, which shows a spectrogram of a
production of ’aptaptaxngx ‘noisy’ with two medial /pt/ sequences, neither [p] having an audible
release.
This is not to say that a stop release in that position would be definitive proof of medial
CC sequences as tautosyllabic onset clusters. The starting point of Wright (1996) is that acoustic
cues like stop releases serve to convey place of articulation information, and that in environments
12In syllables with complex onsets, the vowel gesture is initiated at the temporal midpoint of the consonants in the
onset, termed the ‘c-center effect’ (Browman & Goldstein, 1988). Knowing this, it may be possible for the epenthetic
vowel’s failure to match the following nuclear vowel in quality to be the result of the nuclear vowel’s gesture not
having yet reached its target. However, i) the quality of the epenthetic vowel is not a quality somewhere between
that of the preceding and following nuclear vowels (like schwa, for example), but the same quality as the preceding
nuclear vowel; and ii) /z/ in Paicx’s Tsou is slightly longer in duration on average than /v/, at 122ms vs 110 ms,
meaning that the epenthetic vowel is occuring after the c-center, and should match the following vowel in quality if
the /zva/ sequence is tautosyllabic.
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Figure 3.4: Spectrogram of ’aptaptaxngx ‘noisy’ in Tsou, produced by Paicx.
like the word edge (which lacks formant transitions that normally cue place), gestural overlap of
consonantsmay be inhibited to preserve the place of articulation cue. This theory does not predict
a lack of redundant cues; in fact, perceptual cue redundancy is noted by Wright as a “perceptual
advantage” (p.39). Additionally, the leap from the redundant perceptual cue to membership in the
syllable onset ignores that many languages have heteroysllabic C.C sequences with no gestural
overlap. Yanagawa (2006, 20) compares gestural overlap of sequences like /t#p/ in English, French,
German, Cantonese and Southern Min (Taiwanese) and finds that all but English and Cantonese
have a gap between the two stops in the majority of productions. Given that Southern Min has
no onset clusters generally, this gap is unlikely to be diagnostic of /tp/ sequences being parsed as
onset clusters.
While the inclusion of coda consonants does require a more complex statement of the Tsou
syllable, with an extra constraint against word-final codas and CCC sequences, the efficiency
of phonotactic descriptions is not the only type of evidence for syllabic structure. If medial CC
sequences can be heterosyllabic, then initial andmedial CC sequences have a difference in phono-
logical structure that can be attributed to their divergent phonetic properties. Perhaps the ‘ideal’
analsyis of Tsou where all syllables are maximally CCV reflects a previous stage of the language
moreso than the synchronic grammars of modern speakers like Paicx.
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In addition to the codas that arise from medial CC sequences, there are also codas in the form
of the glide /j/ ([e]̯). As was noted in Section 3.6.1, the glide fills one of the two available consonant
slots in the onset. Given that post-nuclear glides are allowed in the syllable in words like oenguzu
‘to eat too much’, syllabified by Paicx as [oe.̯ŋu.zu], the glide should fill a consonantal slot in this
position as well. An analysis of these post-nuclear glides as fully vocalic /e/ would require an
additional stipulation explaining the lack of other tautosyllabic VV sequences.
If a previous stage of Tsou parsed all medial CC sequences as onset clusters, perhaps the shift
from *r to the more sonorous [e]̯ is related to the parsing of coda consonants. While Tsou permits
many types of onset clusters that are illicit in the phonotactics of most languages, glides are espe-
cially rare as the first member of an onset cluster, and it is unsurprising for [e]̯ to be parsed in the
same syllable as the preceding vowel.13 While it is sonorant, [e]̯ still patterns with the consonants
in being amoraic, and its reanalysis into the syllable with the preceding vowel now requires the
Tsou syllable to have a coda position. It is not outside the realm of possibility that other con-
sonants may fill this same coda position, specifically the first of a medial consonant sequence.
To know whether all Tsou consonants can fill this position will require future study, perhaps by
investigating the direction of vowel copy in the epenthesized vowels of medial clusters.
3.6.3 Geminate segments
Of the onset consonant clusters in Tsou, none reported by Wright (1996) contain two identical
consonants. Sequences of identical vowels are permitted in the language, but are not considered
heterosyllabic by H. Y. Chang and Pan (2016, 10), who give examples like [mo.o.teo] ‘wait’.
In Paicx’s speech, the two adjacent /o/’s in mooteo ‘wait’ are definitely different morae, as
the F0 peak is aligned specifically to the second. Aside from pitch accent alignment, I found no
13 While #jC onset clusters are exceedingly rare in the world’s languages, they are attested. Regnier (1993) lists
36 two-consonant onset clusters in Quiegolani Zapotec where the first is a glide /j/ /w/, including words like /jta/
‘pot-buy’ and /wkit/ ‘game’. Phonetically, Regnier describes these glides as similar to unstressed vowels [i] [u], but
/{j,w}CV/ sequences are hummed as one syllable by speakers, and the glides are often devoiced.
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other acoustic cues of juncture in identical VV sequences. In fact, I had mistranscribed some /oo/
sequences as singleton o in my field notes, and only later noticed the error while analyzing the
recordings due to the duration of the sequence: the average duration of singleton [o] in Paicx’s
speech is 140ms (n=191; standard deviation 82ms) while [oo] sequences are 220ms (n=10; standard
deviation 43ms). These [oo] sequences include those that contain a word boundary, such as ’o













“I saw my older sibling in the kitchen.”
Figure 3.5 on the following page shows a spectrogram, pitch track and intensity contour of
Paicx’s production of the sentence in (45). While [oo] is longer in duration than singleton vowels
like the preceding [a], no acoustic boundary is apparent within the sequence. This sets Tsou apart
from some other Formosan languages that insert a glottal stop at vowel junctures, including Pazeh
(Blust, 1999a, 325) and Amis (Edmondson, Esling, Harris, & Huang, 2005, 383–4).14
The fact that one more or the other in an identical vowel sequence may host a pitch accent is
also not necessarily indicative of the vowel sequence being heterosyllabic. For example, bimoraic
syllables in Mantauran Rukai show different F0 contours when a pitch accent is aligned with the
first vs. second mora (see Section 2.4.6.4). However, whether identical vowel sequences are being
parsed by Tsou speakers as tauto- or heterosyllabic, they result in long vowels in the surface
phonetics.
I have also noted long consonants in the surface phonetics in one specific environment. This
occurred during productions of the question shown below in (46), which contains the /ɨ/-final
bonx ‘eat.af’ preceding the oblique marker no. Here, the underlying /nɨn/ sequence is realized as
[nn] with no intervening vocoid.
14Tsou also does not break up other vocalic sequences with glottal stops, for example sequences like the /eɨ/ in
fex’x ‘pig’ and /ia/ in sia ‘who’ are uninterrupted.
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Figure 3.5: Spectrogram (a), pitch track (b), and intensity contour (c) of a /oo/ sequence from
a production of i-’o teolxi ta suiziva ’o ohaeva “I saw my older sibling in the kitchen.” in Tsou,
produced by Paicx.















“Do you want to eat chicken or pork?”
Just as the surfacing long vowel had no identifiable acoustic boundary separating it into dis-
crete segments, the [nn] in Paicx’s productions of (46) similarly have no such acoustic boundary
evident in the surface phonetics. This can be seen in Figure 3.6 on the next page, which shows
a spectrogram, pitch track, and intensity contour of bon(x) no taken from one such production.
Like the long vowels, this [nn] has a longer duration than singleton [n] elsewhere in Tsou. While
this [nn] is 235ms, singleton [n] is on average 130ms (n=44, standard deviation 64ms).
While I have not collected enough samples of long consonants resulting from deleted vowels
in Tsou, it is interesting to note that this environment is similar to the environment in which /ɨ/
is deleted in Kanakanavu, which may result in compensatory lengthening of a preceding nasal
(see Section 4.5.3).
3.7 Prominence
Assuming an analysis like H. Y. Chang and Pan (2016, 10) where even identical vowel sequences
like [oo] are heterosyllabic, the mora and syllable in Tsou are equivalent. The glide [e]̯ and any
possible coda consonant stemming from a medial CC sequence are amoraic, and do not affect
stress assignment.
Stress is assigned to the penult. For example, m-apaso ‘af-cut’ is realized on the penultimate
syllable /pa/, as shown in the pitch track in Figure 3.7 on page 190.
Stress is not attracted to syllables containing the glide, which can be seen in the production
of oenguzu ‘eat too much’ in Figure 3.8 on page 190. Paicx syllabifies this word as [oe.̯ŋu.zu], and
the syllable [oe]̯ does not attract stress away from the penult /ŋu/.
Nor do syllables preceding CC sequences (i.e., those with possible codas) attract stress away
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Figure 3.6: Spectrogram (a), pitch track (b), and intensity contour (c) of a /nɨn/ sequence from a
production of te-ko bon(x) no teo’ua honci no fex’x “Do you want to eat chicken or pork?” in Tsou,
produced by Paicx.
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Figure 3.7: Pitch track of m-apaso ‘af-cut’ in Tsou, produced by Paicx.













Figure 3.8: Pitch track of oenguzu ‘eat too much’ in Tsou, produced by Paicx.
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Figure 3.9: Pitch track of yangtosa ‘grey hair’ in Tsou, produced by Paicx.
from the penult. For example, the word yangtosa ‘grey hair’, contains a /ŋt/ consonant sequence.
Given the contrast in sonority between the nasal /ŋ/ and stop /t/, if codas other than the glide are
available in Tsou, this sequence would be likely syllabified [jaŋ.to.sa]. Regardless, stress remains
on the penult /(ŋ)to/, as can be seen in the pitch track in Figure 3.9.
Suffixes are included in the domain of stress assignment. For example, like in other unsuffixed
words, the pitch track of ohaeva ‘older sibling’ in Figure 3.10(a) on the next page shows the highest
F0 peak on the penultimate syllable [hae]̯, followed by a decline. Figure 3.10(b) shows a pitch track
of a suffixed form ohaeva-’u ‘my older sibling’, in which the F0 peak preceding the final decline
is instead on /va/, the final syllable of the stem but the penultimate syllable of the full domain of
stress assignment, /ohajvaʔu/.15
It should be noted that while I have sought to investigate the behavior of both affixes and
clitics in the prosodic phonology of the other languages discussed in this dissertation, many of
the morphemes that are treated as enclitics elsewhere in Formosan are not necessarily so in Tsou.
For example, the pronominal and possessive morphemes are
15The intonation of ohaeva-’u preceding the final peak will be discussed in Section 3.8.
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Figure 3.10: Pitch tracks of ohaeva ‘older sibling’ (a) and ohaeva-’u ‘my older sibling’ (b) in Tsou,
produced by Paicx.
3.8 Intonation
The higher consonant-to-vowel ratio and sonorous glide [e]̯ make the Tsou pitch tracks presented
here slightly less straightforward to analyze at a glance than many of the other languages dis-
cussed in this dissertation. However, when abstracting away from these perturbations in the F0
contour, patterns in the intonational phonology of Paicx’s Tsou can be identified that resemble
those in the other languages discussed in this dissertation. These will be presented divided into
intonation at the word level (Section 3.8.1), and intonation at the phrase level (Section 3.8.2). Fi-
nally, the description of Paicx’s synchronic grammar will be followed by discussion in light of
the existing description of Tsou intonation (Section 3.8.3), and data from an additional speaker
(Section 3.8.4).
3.8.1 Intonation at the word-level
The discussion of word-level intonation in Tsou will be presented in two parts: the basic contours
found on words whose stressed syllable contains only one vocoid (Section 3.8.1.1); and the pitch-
accent contour found on vowel preceding or following a glide (Section 3.8.1.2).
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3.8.1.1 Intonation in words with stressed simplex nuclei
There are two main intonational contours that surface on words produced in isolation by Paicx.
One has a F0 peak on the penult and a low tone preceding and following the peak. An example of
this was seen in the pitch track of oenguzu ‘eat too much’ in Figure 3.8 on page 190. The low tones
preceding and following the peak may be around the same F0, as in the production of oenguzu
in Figure 3.8, or the final low may be lower in F0, which can be seen in the production of ohaeva
‘elder sibling’ in Figure 3.10(a) on the previous page. There, the peak is aligned with the penult
/haj/, and the predecing low tone on the first syllable /o/ is around 140Hz while the following
low tone on the ultima /va/ goes down to around 120Hz (and may have descended further had
the vowel not been devoiced).
The second contour surfacing on words in isolation is one which has a plateau between the
first syllable and the penult. An example of this was seen in the production of ohaeva-’u ‘my
elder sibling’ shown in Figure 3.10(b) on the preceding page. Ignoring the F0 minima caused by
the microprosody of /h/ and /v/, the first three syllables /o.haj.va/ maintain a F0 plateau in the
160–170Hz range before falling to 110Hz on the final syllable /ʔu/.
These two contours are very similar to the two surfacing contours in Mantauran Rukai words
of 4+ morae, which was discussed in Section 2.4.6.2. These longer words in Mantauran surfaced
either with a peak on the stressed syllable and low tones in both directions, or with a plateau
from the first through the stressed syllables, followed by a fall. The main difference between the
Mantauran Rukai and Tsou intonational contours is not in the contour itself but the location of
the stressed syllable: Mantauran has stress on the third mora (from the left edge) while Tsou has
penultimate stress.
Like in the Mantauran Rukai data presented in Chapter 2, the two intonational contours sur-
facing on Tsouwords in isolation are attested in different productions of the sameword. Examples
of this can be seen in the pitch tracks of meobango ‘chase.af’ in Figure 3.11, and of meoisi ‘big’ in
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Figure 3.12 on the next page.
Both meobango and meoisi have a syllable preceding the stressed penult, allowing both in-
tonational contours to surface distinctly. In the disyllabic words (i.e., those where the stressed
syllable is also the first syllable), there are some differences across productions in how late into
the syllable the F0 maximum is. However, rises during the penult of disyllables are generally
only changes of about 10–20Hz; not enough to definitively ascribe a prenuclear L tonal target to
the stressed syllable.
There is one possible exception, which can be seen in the two productions of sbuku ‘bam-
boo shoot’ in Figure 3.13 on the following page. /sʔb/ is one of the onset clusters that surfaces
with an epenethetic (or intrusive) vowel, marked with <V> in the pitch tracks’ annotations. The
epenthetic vowel is produced with modal voice, and is not part of the preglottalization of /ʔb/. In
the production in Figure 3.13(a), there is a F0 minimum preceding the peak that is about 40Hz
lower, which can be compared to the production in Figure 3.13(b) where the epenthetic vowel
has approximately the same F0 as the peak. While purely based on the pitch tracks, these could
be additional examples of peak vs. plateau intonation, the difference in F0 contours may be the
result of differences in the production of the glottal element of /ʔb/, which impressionistically is
more audible in the production shown in Figure 3.13(a).
With no evidence of ‘peak’ plateau in disyllables, I analyze the prenuclear L as unavailable
in Tsou words in which stress falls on the first syllable. This is in contrast to postnuclear L in a
number of Formosan languages, which is available even when the pitch accent is aligned to the
ultima.16 The unavailability of prenuclear L when stress falls on the first syllable is shared by
Mantauran Rukai (cf. Section 2.4.7.1), and similarly the boundary tone %L is unavailable in Pazeh
if a pitch accent is aligned to the first syllable (cf. Section 11.5).
One final note concerns words in which a pitch accent is anchored to one vowel in an identical
16Some examples of tautosyllabic HL tones include Piuma Paiwan (Section 6.4.4), Sandimen Paiwan (Section 6.5.4),
and Pazeh (Section 11.5), as well as Kanakanavu on the negator ka’án (Section 4.7.4).
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Figure 3.11: Pitch tracks of meobango ‘chase.af’ in Tsou with peak intonation (a) and plateau
intonation (b), produced by Paicx.

































Figure 3.12: Pitch tracks of meoisi ‘big’ in Tsou with peak intonation (a) and plateau intonation
(b), produced by Paicx.

































Figure 3.13: Pitch tracks of sbuku ‘bamboo shoot’ in Tsou with possible peak intonation (a) and
plateau intonation (b), produced by Paicx.

















Figure 3.14: Pitch track of eemo ‘to build a house’ in Tsou, produced by Paicx.
vowel sequence. While the acoustics show no evidence of identical vowel sequences as ‘reartic-
ulated’ or split by any acoustic boundary (recall Section 3.6.3), they are phonologically separate
morae, and separate tone-bearing units. When the pitch accent is aligned to the second of two
identical vowels, the F0 rises steadily throughout the sequence. This can be seen in the pitch
track of eemo ‘to build a house’ shown in Figure 3.14.17
3.8.1.2 Intonation in words containing glides in the stressed syllable
The environment that affects the pitch accent’s F0 contour the most is syllables with a prenuclear
or postnuclear glide [e]̯. This glide is sonorous and fully voiced whenever it occurs in Paicx’s
speech, however the pitch accent does not exhibit the same rise-peak-fall contour when a glide
is present in the stressed syllable. It has been argued earlier that the glide [e]̯ is a consonant on
phonotactic grounds (cf. Section 3.5.2), and this predicts that the F0 peak will be aligned to the
nuclear vowel, and at least in the ‘peak’ intonation, fall to L in both directions.
However, what repeatedly surfaces in Paicx’s productions of stressed syllables with pre- or
post-nuclear glides is a high flat tone encompassing both the glide and nuclear vowel. This can
17A gap in the data I have to present is identical vowel sequences in word-final position. These do exist in the
language, and behave similarly. For example, emoo ‘house’ has a peak and fall on the [oo] sequence, impressionis-
tically from the audio file provided by H. Y. Chang and Tiakiana (2013). As an additional note, eemo is [eemo]; no
productions by Paicx, at least impressionistically, suggest a glide [ee̯mo].
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Figure 3.15: Pitch track of aveoveoyx ‘happy’ in Tsou, produced by Paicx.


















Figure 3.16: Pitch track of c’oeha ‘river’ in Tsou, produced by Paicx.
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Figure 3.17: Pitch track of pooyoyo ‘pants’ in Tsou, produced by Paicx.
be seen in the pitch track of aveoveoyx ‘happy’ in Figure 3.15 on the preceding page, in which
the stressed syllable [veo̯] has a pre-nuclear glide, as well as in the pitch track of c’oeha ‘river’ in
Figure 3.16 on the previous page, in which the stressed syllable [tsʔoe]̯ has a post-nuclear glide.
Neither is a perfect ‘plateau’, with one vowel segment having a slightly higher F0 than the other,
however the difference is neither large enough to posit an additional tonal target, nor reliably
found on either the nuclear vowel or the glide. An additional example was seen in Figure 3.10(a)
on page 192, a pitch track of ohaeva ‘friend’ which has a post-nuclear glide on the stressed syllable
[hae]̯.
Interestingly, this special ‘mesa’ contour does not surface on syllables with pre-nuclear /j/ if
the stressed syllable has no other onset. This can be seen in Figure 3.17, showing a pitch track
of pooyoyo ‘pants’. The stressed syllable in this word is [eo̯], with no consonant preceding the
prenuclear glide. Instead of the ‘mesa’ contour, the ‘peak’ intonation surfaces, as if there were
no glide in the syllable.
But do the ‘mesa’ and ‘peak’ contours represent different phonological structures? One may
be tempted to shift the ‘blame’ for this difference in F0 contours onto the surrounding consonant
microprosody, and this explanation would make sense for ‘mesa’ contours following a voiceless
stop, which generally is accompanied by a raised pitch upon vowel onset. However, the examples
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in Figures 3.15–3.16 on page 197 show ‘mesa’ intonation following the consonants [v] and [ʔ],
both of which lower F0 in the surrounding environment.18 Thus, there is no identifiable phonetic
reason for ‘mesa’ intonation to surface instead of ‘peak’ intonation. The sonority of [e]̯ should
not prevent peak intonation, as no ‘mesa’ surfaces on vocalic sequences like the [oi] in meoisi
‘big’ (cf. Figure 3.12(a) on page 195).
Without any identifiable explanation in the phonetics alone, ‘mesa’ intonation must be dis-
tinct from ‘peak’ intonation in phonological structure. Trying to integrate the ‘mesa’ intona-
tion of glide-vowel and vowel-glide sequences into Tsou phonology presents some difficulties,
however. The ‘mesa’ consists of a small plateau spanning the nuclear vowel and glide, and the
simplest way to encode it in Tsou’s phonology would be to have the H target of the pitch accent
spread from the nuclear vowel to the glide. This would mean that the glide is not a mora, but is
a tone-bearing unit.
One solution to this would be to have a rule changing /j/ to [e] after stress assignment. This
would i) provide a vowel to bear the second H tone of the ‘mesa’ without affecting stress assign-
ment; ii) match the surface phonetics of the vocoid I have been transcribing [e]̯; and allow for
the rule to apply only to /j/’s that do not follow another consonant, preventing ‘mesa’ intona-
tion on words like pooyoyo ‘pants’. Where this analysis runs into trouble is that it overpredicts
all [eV] and [Ve] sequences to surface with ‘mesa’ intonation, which is not the case when [e] is
from underlying /e/. This can be seen in the pitch track of fex’x ‘pig’ shown in Figure 3.18 on the
following page, in which the [eɨ] sequence does not surface with ‘mesa’ intonation.
The lack of ‘mesa’ intonation on pooyoyo shows that the realization of /j/ exhibits different
phonological behavior from the realization in words like c’oeha. If ‘mesas’ arise from all [eV̯] and
[Ve]̯ sequences, then [e]̯ must in turn be distinct from the full vowel [e] in the phonology. This
creates a situation where three categories are necessary to describe phones that are acoustically
18For an in-depth discussion of the microprosodic effects of consonants, see Section 2.5 on Mantauran Rukai. The
consonants in Tsou behave similarly to those in Mantauran.
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Figure 3.18: Pitch track of fex’x ‘pig’ in Tsou, produced by Paicx.
quite similar. Instead, a simpler stipulation would be to limit the spread to within the syllable.
This would prevent H in fex’x [fe.ˈɨ.ʔɨ] from spreading from [ɨ] to [e] over the syllable boundary.
Full derivations of these words are shown in (47).
(47)
/avjovjojɨ/ /tsʔojha/ /poojojo/ /feɨʔɨ/ Underlying Form
a.vjo.vjo.jɨ tsʔoj.ha po.o.jo.jo fe.ɨ.ʔɨ Syllabification
a.vjo.vjó.jɨ tsʔój.ha po.o.jó.jo fe.í.ʔɨ Stress Assignment
a.veo.veó.jɨ tsʔóe.ha — — Vocalization
a.veo.véó.jɨ tsʔóé.ha — — Mesa Intonation
[a.veo.véó.jɨ] [tsʔóé.ha] [po.o.jó.jo] [fe.í.ʔɨ] Surface Form
‘happy’ ‘river’ ‘pants’ ‘pig’ Meaning
3.8.2 Intonation at the phrase-level
The discussion of phrase-level intonational phonology will be presented in two parts: contours
found on declarative uttearnces (Section 3.8.2.1); and other phrase-level intonational contours
(Section 3.8.2.2).
3.8.2.1 Intonational contours in declarative utterances
In Section 3.8.1, it was shown that words produced in isolation surfaced sometimes with ‘plateau’
intonation where the pitch accent’s H spread leftwards, and sometimes with the ‘peak’ or ‘mesa’
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plateaus, in which there is both a prenuclear and postnuclear L. To a certain extent, there is a
similar dimorphism of the phrase-level intonation.
Take, for example, the pitch tracks in Figures 3.19–3.20 on the next page, which show pro-


























“The yellow bird is flying.”
Both pitch tracks end with a fall from the peak of the final pitch accent to the bottom of the
pitch range. However, what precedes that final peak differs between the two contours. In Figure
3.19, the F0 in the material between the final peak on púku ‘owl’ and the first syllable of the
utterance is mostly level, and stays around the 200Hz mark, while the final pitch accent reaches
a higher 230Hz. On the other hand, the F0 contour in Figure 3.20 declines over the course of the
utterance, with only a slight raise on the final pitch accent. Both contours show suppression of
non-final pitch accents within the intonational phrase (IP), shared by other Formosan languages
such as Seediq (cf. Section 10.7) and certain utterance types in Kavalan (cf. Section 7.7.5).
While these two contours do not line up exactly with the ‘peak’/‘mesa’ and ‘plateau’ contours
seen on words in isolation, they do share some commonalities with the word-level intonational
contours: i) all four contours share a peak on the (final) pitch accent followed by a fall to the lower
end of the pitch range; and ii) the two word-level contours and the two phrase-level contours are
distinguished by whether or not the (final) pitch accent peak is preceded by an L tone.
The dichotomy of ‘peak’ vs. ‘plateau’ intonation in Mantauran Rukai words in isolation also
extended to longer utterances. As was discussed in Section 2.4.7.2, theMantauran utterance could
be composed of a string of ‘peak’ contours, or a string of ‘plateau’ contours. The system in Tsou
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differs in two main ways. Firstly, the contour is applied to a much larger amount of material (at
least in the utterances shown in Figures 3.19–3.20), instead of serially on smaller subdomains of
the utterance. Secondly, while inMantauran therewas a possibleminimal pair where the different
contours were deployed on different utterance types, I have not found any semantic information
that could possibly be associated with the two Tsou contours. Of course, that is not to say that
such semantic information is not out there waiting for a more in-depth investigation.
Not all longer utterances in Paicx’s speech employed only one intonational contour over the
full utterance. For example, Figure 3.21 on the following page shows a production of the sentence
in (50) with a number of F0 falls, including following the final pitch accent on ucei ‘taro’, but also
on ho ‘and’ which precedes a short pause, as well as the previous f’ue ‘sweet potato’ which also
shows the sort of lengthening one would expect before a domain boundary. This may be a factor














“I cook the sweet potato and the taro.”
Internal boundaries may also reflect syntactic boundaries, for example in Figure 3.22 on the
next page, a production of the forced-choice question repeated here in (46), a heightened F0 peak















“Do you want to eat chicken or pork?”
3.8.2.2 Intonational contours in non-declarative utterances
There is one grammatical morpheme that seems to have an effect on declarative intonation in
Paicx’s Tsou. This morpheme is treated differently across descriptions of the language. Zeitoun
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(2005) treats s’a as a standalone particle and gloss it as ‘evd’ for a reported evidential. H. Y. Chang
and Pan (2016) treat s’a sometimes as a suffix and sometimes as an enclitic, glossed as a mood
particle (“語氣詞”). Other authors like G. Lin (2015) simply gloss s’a as ‘sa’ without discussion.
Pan’s (2015) inventory of evidentials does not include any mention of s’a.
While I have no contribution to the discussion of s’a’s syntactic or semantic properties, I
have noted that this morpheme generally surfaces with a F0 maximum, that is not followed by
an immediate fall (except in fast speech). This can be seen in Figures 3.23–3.24 on the following


























“If it rains, I won’t go out.”
In both examples, s’a surfaces with a tone higher than preceding material, with not enough
change in F0 to require more than one tonal target in the phonology. Both tokens of s’a also
show the kind of lengthening expected at a prosodic domain boundary. This can be analyzed as
s’a co-occurring with a boundary tone H%, which attaches to the IP containing s’a (and only that
IP).
H% boundary tones are also found on polar (‘yes-no’) interrogatives in Tsou. Figure 3.25 on
page 208 shows a pitch track of the question in (53), where the utterance has one large IP with
the final H%.19 Figure 3.26 shows pitch track of the question in (54), which is split into two IP’s,
each surfacing with H%.20
19The word leonipei’i was provided by Paicx as ‘kitchen’. She uses it interchangeably with a reduplicated form
leonipopei’i. I have found neither of these forms listed previously in the literature. It is obviously related to pei’i, the
verb ‘cook’. H. Y. Chang and Tiakiana (2013) list ’oyonapei’i as ‘kitchen’, from ’oyona ‘place’. leoni does not resemble
any word in the dictionary.
20Please note that the F0 maximum halfway through the second IP in Figure 3.26 is not a peak associated with a
pitch accent, but interference from the microprosody of /ʔd/, possibly from an implosive realization [ɗ].


























































































































































































































“Is there a dog? In the kitchen?”
It should be noted that wh-questions pattern with declaratives and do not take H%. An ex-
ample can be seen in Figure 3.27 on page 209, a pitch track of the question in (55), showing the













“Who is in the kitchen?
There is one more sentence type in which Paicx would produce H% boundary tones. This was
during a certain type of list. At one point during the session, Paicx was discussing words for ‘to
chase’, and noted that in some situations, the patient focus form mia ‘walk, run’ can be used for a
similar purpose. She lists some examples, with the first IP containing the verb surfacing each time
with H%, and the second IP with the argument with declarative intonation.22 This application of











21The apparent rise during the final [o] of yonto ‘be in’ does not represent an actual rise in tone; it is simply an
artifact of the vocal quality in the IP-final vowel. In this position, vowels in Paicx’s speech are often lengthened, but
also sometimes partially devoiced or glottalized.
22I am assuming that these are not full sentences syntactically, as they are missing the case marker on the nouns.
I have tentatively glossed them as nominalizations, although according to M. Y.-Y. Chang’s (2002) inventory of
nominalization strategies in Tsou, we should still expect a genitive particle to here. Perhaps the intonational contour
with H% is serving in place of some functional element.
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Figure 3.27: Pitch track of zou sia ’o mo yonto leonipei’i “Who is in the kitchen?” in Tsou, produced
by Paicx.

















Figure 3.28: Pitch track of mia moatx’nx ‘chasing sheep’ in Tsou, produced by Paicx.
















Figure 3.29: Pitch track of mia ta’cx ‘chasing muntjacs’ in Tsou, produced by Paicx.
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3.8.3 Comparison to existing model
The model of Paicx’s synchronic grammar presented in this chapter shares some patterns in
prosodic structure and intonation with the model proposed by C.-F. Huang (2003). For exam-
ple, C.-F. Huang does note a process by which a H tone spreads leftwards by one tone-bearing
unit (p.41). In her analysis, this spreading characterizes a pitch accent category she labels H*L.23
Unlike in Paicx’s speech, the spreading described by C.-F. Huang can occur over syllable bound-
aries, for example she describes the word mikuzkuzo ‘ugly’ as surfacing with the H spreading
from the penult to antepenult: [mi.kúz.kú.zo]. While C.-F. Huang believes that there is enough
of a difference in F0 between [mi] and [kúz] to posit an end to leftward spreading after one iter-
ation, when the heightening effect of [k] is accounted for, there is only about a 10Hz diference
in F0 on the steady-state vowel of these two syllables according to the pitch tracks provided. So
in fact, H*L is most similar to the ‘plateau’ intonation presented in this chapter.
This is a general issue with C.-F. Huang’s (2003) analysis: it does not take into consideration
the effects of consonant microprosody. Sharp falls from above the normal pitch range at the
transition between a voiceless stop and a vowel are counted as ‘peaks’, and contours that oscillate
within a very small range of the pitch track are analyzed with multiple tonal targets (p.43). Falls
of 5Hz are credited as a transition from H to L tonal elements (ibid.).
It may certainly be the case that small fluctuations in F0 are governed by a more ‘fine-grained’
set of elements than Autosegmental-Metrical phonology’s H vs. L, like the inventory C.-F. Huang
adopts from Wennerstrom (2001). In this dissertation, however, I choose to err on the side of
fewer tonal targets. This naturally results in fewer, broader phonological categories than C.-
F. Huang’s approach. In fact, if elements within the pitch accent can be optional, then all pitch
accents presented in this chapter can be characterized as (L)+H*L. How the different realizations
23This is not to say that it characterizes all stress-aligned H tones followed by L, which is common to multiple
pitch accent categories in C.-F. Huang (2003), for example the category she labels H* also has a peak followed by a
fall. Perhaps the labels are abstract.
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this dissertation C.-F. Huang (2003)
Name PA H Spread? PA H Spread?
mesa L+H*L all TBU within syll. — —
peak L+H*L none H*, L*H none
plateau H*L left to word edge H*L left 1 syll.
Table 3.5: Comparison of Tsou pitch accent melodies from this dissertation with those from C.-
F. Huang (2003).
of this pitch accent align with the separate categories described by C.-F. Huang (2003) is shown
in Table 3.5.24
One of the pitch accent categories described by C.-F. Huang, L*H, aligns a low tone target
L to the stressed syllable followed by a peak on the following syllable. Interestingly, in all the
examples of L*H, the word it is aligned to precedes the oblique case marker ta. C.-F. Huang (2003,
45) claims that the H of L*H persists one syllable later, however in all cases, the short period of
phonation during ta may be heightened by the release of the voiceless stop [t]. Without the
persisting H, L*H is the same rise-peak-fall as H*. Instead of having two separate contours, one
could analyze ta as part of the domain of stress assignment, and thus the syllable to which the H
of L*H aligns is the stressed syllable.25
At the phrasal-level, C.-F. Huang does describe final rises in polar interrogatives as opposed
to the final fall of declaratives. However, she also splits rises and falls into ‘half’ and ‘full’ rises
and falls. The Hh% (‘half rise’), in the pitch tracks provided, is a flat tone at the bottom of the pitch
range, and not a rise. It is identical in form to the ‘half fall’ Lh%. The main difference between the
‘half rise/fall’ and the ‘full fall’ L% is that final syllables with L% are shorter in duration, which
could be an artifact of the pitch track: the falling tone in an utterance-final syllable often led
to devoicing or glottalization on the vowel in Paicx’s speech, and thus any length distinction
24The ‘mesa’ intonation cannot be compared to the data presented in C.-F. Huang (2003) as none of the pitch tracks
provided in the thesis show a pitch accent aligned to a syllable with a glide.
25Of course, this is only feasible if there is no evidence of stress on the L-aligned syllable by other acoustic mea-
sures. As C.-F. Huang’s only comment on the acoustic cues of stress in Tsou is that “[t]he stressed syllable is made
prominent by raised pitch” (p.28), it is unclear what motivates her analysis of L-aligned stressed syllables.
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utterance-finally must be taken with a grain of salt. In the quantitative study of declaratives, the
‘full fall’ accounted for the majority of the data (91.6% and 81.2% in the two sentence types tested).
Given that the ‘half rise/fall’ show no real difference in contour from the ‘full fall’, and account
for very little of the data, I see no reason to analyze them as distinct phonological elements. In
the analysis of Paicx’s speech presented in this chapter, these represent utterances that lack a
final boundary tone, with the final fall representing the postnuclear L of (L)+H*L.
As a final note, there is one interesting pattern in Tsou prosody noted by C.-F. Huang that ex-
ceeds what I have presented here on Paicx’s speech. C.-F. Huang (2003, 111) describes utterances
from Tsou speakers who codeswitch: the syntax of the utterance is Tsou, but lexical items from
Chinese are inserted between native Tsou morphemes. When this happens, a phrase boundary
and pitch reset seem to accompany the boundary between Tsou and Chinese morphemes, which
may serve to allow the Chinese words to be produced with their lexical tones.
3.8.4 Comparison to data from additional speakers
In addition to the recordings of my interview with Paicx ’e Mxknana in Pnguu, some recordings
of Baitz Niahosa of Lalauya village were also made available to me by Daniel Kaufman, who
collected the data at the Endangered Language Alliance. While I will not provide a full de novo
analysis of Baitz’ speech, I will present some differences between hers and Paicx’s speech here.
As discussed in Section 3.8.1.2, stressed syllables containing glide-vowel or vowel-glide se-
quences receive ‘mesa’ intonation in place of ‘peak’ intonation, analyzed as the H of L+H*L
spreading to all TBU’s within the syllable, and forming a small plateau spanning only the stressed
syllable. In Baitz’ speech, stressed syllables containing a glide do not show ‘mesa’ intonation. This
can be seen in the pitch tracks in Figures 3.30–3.31 on page 214, which show productions of the
phrases in (57–58).






















“I use it for cooking.”
Both utterances have a pitch accent aligned to pei’i ‘cook’, which in Paicx’s phonology is
/peiʔi/, surfacing with the pitch accent on the stressed penult [i]. Baitz, however, produces a F0
peak on the [e], and an immediate fall that persists through the [i]. This can be incorporated in
a penultimate stress analysis of Tsou under two conditions: i) the word ‘cook’ is underlyingly
/pjiʔi/ in her phonology, and the [ei] sequences is tautosyllabic; and ii) pitch accents are aligned
to the first TBU of the syllable.
While the ‘mesa’ contour is not found in Baitz’ speech, it is not unique to Paicx either. It is
also found in the speech of those consulted for the audio files accompanying H. Y. Chang and
Tiakiana’s (2013) online Tsou dictionary. For example, Figure 3.32 on the following page shows
a pitch track of the sound file attached to the entry for pei’i ‘cook’, with a plateau on the [ei̯]
sequence. Similarly, Figure 3.33 shows the sound file attached to the entry for ohaeva ‘older
sibling’ with a high-F0 area spanning the [ae]̯ sequence. These can be contrasted with Figure
3.34, showing the sound file attached to the entry for fex’x ‘pig’, in which the [eɨ] sequences is
heterosyllabic and surfaces with a single paraboloid F0 peak instead of a ‘mesa’.
Another difference between the intonational contours produced by Paicx and Baitz may lie
in the contour assigned to wh-questions. An example of a wh-question produced by Baitz was
seen in the pitch track in Figure 3.30 on the next page. Here, the contour ends with a level tone,
but the F0 seems not to be in the bottom of the pitch range, at least not of the pitch range of the
full utterance. While the material at the beginning of the sentence reaches a minmum around
175Hz, the final level tone is nearly 250Hz. Additionally, the minima within the word pei’i and
following material are at a similar level to the final level tone. This could be the result of an
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Figure 3.30: Pitch track of cuma na te-ko pei’i ho yofna? “What will you cook tonight?” in Tsou,
produced by Baitz.















Figure 3.31: Pitch track of ’a la-’u tith-a pei’i “I use it for cooking.” in Tsou, produced by Baitz.














Figure 3.32: Pitch track of pei’i ‘cook’ in Tsou, from H. Y. Chang and Tiakiana (2013), produced
by a female speaker.
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Figure 3.33: Pitch track of ohaeva ‘older sibling’ in Tsou, from H. Y. Chang and Tiakiana (2013),
produced by a male speaker.
















Figure 3.34: Pitch track of fex’x ‘pig’ in Tsou, from H. Y. Chang and Tiakiana (2013), produced by
a female speaker.
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upstepped prosodic domain containing pei’i ho yofna. While I have noted this final upstep on two
wh-questions in Baitz’ speech, and not often on declaratives, tying this contour to wh-questions
specifically will require further investigation.
To conclude, this section has taken a first step in extending the analysis of prosodic structure
and intonation in Paicx’s speech to other speakers. Elsewhere in this dissertation, I have excluded
materials that I did not elicit myself, giving me more control over the method of elicitation, and
consequently a better sense of how the data presented here came to be. I cannot say, for instance,
whether archival recordings were produced by reading aloud printed materials, or were organic
productions without a direct prompt in the target language. I also cannot say what of the differ-
ences noted here represent dialect differences general to a group of speakers, versus those that
show variation at the individual level. The takeaway I hope the reader to get from this section is
that patterns such as the ‘mesa’ intonation are neither unique to the speaker I consulted, nor are




Kanakanavu is a highly endangered language spoken in the Manga (瑪雅) and Takanua (達卡
努瓦) villages in the northern Namasia District of Kaohsiung City (高雄市那瑪夏區). The
Kanakanavu were the sixteenth official indigenous group, gaining recognition in 2014. Today,
while there are around 260 members of the Kanakanavu tribe, the language is being replaced by
Bunun and Chinese due to an influx of Bunun-speaking people since the 1930’s and movement
from the Kanakanavu villages into the city (D. T.-H. Liu et al., 2015).
4.2 Data collected
The data presented in this chapter are from a half-hour interview session with Mu’u, a language
teacher. The interview took place inManga village, at the tribal development association building.
Mu’u shares his given name with Mu’u Ka’angaiana, consultant for H.-J. Chen (2016) (who writes
‘Mo’o’) and L.-M. Sung (2016a), with a listed birth year of 1931. The Mu’u who met with me was
definitely not the same person, as he was only middle-aged (I estimate 60 years of age, or a birth
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year of 1959). I do not know whether there is a relationship between the two.
As Mu’u had limited time available to meet with me, I chose to focus the session on sentence-
level prosody, and did not elicit a wordlist. For this reason, where in other chapters I am able to
demonstrate most or all word-shapes, there may be gaps in what analysis of word-level prosody
I can draw from my own recordings.
It should be noted that in languages like Kanakanavu that are down to a handfull of speakers,
younger speakers may show differences in their speech from elders. Some language changes
have been documented between the last few generations of speakers in Kanakanavu, for example
Tsuchida (2008) notes speakers merging the liquids /l/ and /r/. The Mu’u who worked with me
is a fluent speaker and language teacher, and was able to produce Kanakanavu translations of
Mandarin prompts without hestitation. That said, having not worked with the eldest speakers, I
leave room for some analysis here to be specifically on the Kanakanavu of Mu’u, and those who
speak like him.
4.3 Segmental inventory
Kanakanavu, compared to many of the other Formosan languages, has a small consonantal in-
ventory. The inventory of consonant categories (at least in Mu’u’s speech) is shown in Table 4.1
on the following page.
The inventory of vowel categories can be seen in Table 4.2 on the next page. Of note is that
the language has a high vowel [ɨ] where many other Formosan languages have schwa, and also
mid vowels [e] [o] that are found in native vocabulary.1
1M. M. Y. Sung (1966, 791) describes a seventh vowel category /ɤ/, that is often in free variation with vocalic
sequences like /aʉ/ or /ʉa/. Although M. M. Y. Sung argues that /ɤ/ cannot be accounted for purely as the result of
monophthongization, later studies like Tsuchida (1976) and Ho (1997) do not include the category. It is not necessary
for an analysis of Kanakanavu as spoken by Mu’u, and I will omit it from the inventory.
























Voiceless stop p t k ʔ <’>
Voiceless affricate ts <c>
Voiceless fricative s
Voiced fricative v
Nasal m n ŋ <ng>
Lateral approximant l
Flap ɾ <r>
Table 4.1: Consonant inventory of Kanakanavu.
Front Central Back
High i ɨ <ʉ> u
Mid e o
Low a
Table 4.2: Vowel inventory of Kanakanavu.
4.4 Additional notes on segmental phonetics and allophony
For the most part, the consonant inventory of Mu’u’s Kanakanavu matches previous descriptions
of the language. Where they do not match, or where conflicting features of segmental categories
are found in the literature, I have added discussion here. The topics of discussion are as follows:
the zero onset that contrasts with the glottal stop (Section 4.4.1); the two liquid categories (Section
4.4.2); and finally, the distribution of palatalized coronals (Section 4.4.3).
4.4.1 Contrast between glottal stop and zero onset
While all descriptions of Kanakanavu phonology have posited a phonemic glottal stop /ʔ/, some
have also noted a voiced glottal fricative [ɦ] in word-initial position. Ogawa and Asai (1935, 723)
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note the availability of both [ʔ] and [ɦ] onsets inwords they analyze as underlyingly vowel-initial,
in contrast to /ʔ/-initial words.2 M. M. Y. Sung (1966, 786) instead analyzes their distribution as
allophonic: [ɦ] is the realization of /ʔ/ in word-initial position, while [ʔ] is realized elsewhere.
In Mu’u’s speech, there is a contrast between glottal stop and zero in utterance-initial posi-
tion that is apparent in the surface phonetics. This can be seen by comparing the spectrograms in
Figure 4.1(a) and Figure 4.2(a) on page 222, showing productions in isolation of ’alam ‘meat’ and
ʉʉ’ʉ=kara ‘true=Q’.3 The production of ’alam with the glottal stop initial is abrupt, as the vowel
onset coincides with the release of the glottal closure. In ʉʉ’ʉ=kara, the onset is less abrupt, and
has a lower intensity, especially at higher frequencies (corresponding to lighter shading on the
spectrogram). The voiced glottal fricative [ɦ], which is the phone described by M. M. Y. Sung
(1966) in this position, is the consonantal equivalent of breathy voice phonation (Ladefoged &
Maddieson, 1996, 325–6), and thus we would expect to find the acoustic cues of breathy voice
in this position if [ɦ] has been inserted. The zero-consonant onset in ʉʉ’ʉ=kara lacks the high-
frequency (fricative-like) noise seen in the [ɦ] that surfaces in Pazeh or Mantauran Rukai as an
intervocalic allophone of /h/ (see Section 2.4.2.1 for discussion and spectrograms of the latter).
2The relevant passage in Ogawa and Asai (1935), translated to the best of my ability, is: “Of the vowel-initial
words, there are some with a preceding glottal stop [ʔ] and some without; in the latter case, a voiced glottal fricative
[ɦ] appears as a ‘transition’. [Examples:] ʔapuru ‘lime (material)’; ʔapuɭu/ʰapuɭu ‘fire’”. The prose seems to indicate
that glottal stop only appears in the onset when it is underlying, but the examples and the following lists of glottal
stop vs. zero-initial words imply that both glottal stop and [ɦ] are found in (free?) variation in zero-initial words.
Original text (p.723): “頭音母音、頭母音に聲門破裂音 [ʔ]先行するものと然らざるものとあり、後者は
「わたり」として有聲聲門摩擦音 [ɦ]現はることあり。ʔapuru石灰、ʔapuɭu/ʰapuɭu火”
3ʉʉ’ʉ=kara serves as the tag question in Kanakanavu, and will be discussed further in Section 4.7. While this
special function may be expected to co-occur with special prosodic features (and in fact, it is unique in its interac-
tions with prosodic phrasing and phrasal stress), non-abrupt vocalic onsets were also noted for other words such as
u-can(i) ‘nhum-one’, u-rucin ‘nhum-two’, and iku ‘I’. The production of ʉʉ’ʉ=kara shown in Figure 4.2 was chosen
over those of other vowel-initial words, as i) it was the most distinct phonetically from the initial glottal stops; and
ii) the other utterance-initial zero consonant words are also part of closed lexical categories that may not function
phonologically like other content words. I leave open the possibility that the phonetic properties of the onset in Fig-
ure 4.2’s ʉʉ’ʉ=karamay be related to its special place in the lexicon. However, given its similarity to past descriptions
of zero-initial words in the Kanakanavu literature, I tentatively assume that these phonetic properties are due to the
zero-initial. Also note that the dashed lines delimiting segments in spectrograms elsewhere in the dissertation have
been omitted here, in order to not obfuscate the (non-)abruptness of the vowel onset.
An additional disclaimer is that the representation of the word for ‘meat’ as ’alam (and therefore /ʔalam/) is
tentative: in the literature is a more abstract analsyis of this and similar words, which will be discussed at length in
Section 4.5.3.
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However, experimental studies have shown that different acoustic cues are reliable in predict-
ing breathy voice in different languages (Keating, Esposito, Garellek, Khan, & Kuang, 2010). A
number of the phonetic measures tested by Keating et al. were ways of measuring spectral tilt,
the rate at which intensity drops at increasing frequency. Breathy voice often has a steep drop
in the spectrum, even between the first two harmonics, “H1*-H2*”.4 This drop in intensity at
higher frequences is even more prevalent in tokens not masked by aspiration noise (Hillenbrand
& Houde, 1996, 312, and sources within).
Given the lack of aspiration noise in the onset of ʉʉ’ʉ=kara, if an initial [ɦ] is present, then
the onset of phonation should have a steeper fall in intensity at higher frequencies than the
vowel onset of ’alam. This seems to be the case given the spectral slices shown in Figures 4.1(b)
and 4.2(b) on the next page. However, additional data is required by future study in order to
confirm the presence of [ɦ], for two reasons. Firstly, to investigate inter-speaker and perhaps
intergenerational variation in the production of zero-onsets. Secondly, reliable measurement of
the first harmonic (H1*) requires better-quality recordings than can be produced in the field:
despite the relative lack of background noise, the indoor setting, and the directional microphone,
it is difficult to get a clear reading of H1* in the recordings of Mu’u producing zero-onset words
(the first maximum in Figure 4.2(b) is H2*, for instance).
4.4.2 Manner of articulation of liquids
All descriptions of Kanakanavu phonology include two liquid consonant categories, transcribed
as <l> and <r>. The descriptions do not agree, however, on their place and manner of articulation.
A summary of the literature can be seen in Table 4.3 on the following page.5
There are also reports in the literature of the two categories being merged in some speakers.
4This measurement is generally credited to Fukazawa, El-Assuooty, and Honjo (1988). However, the ‘breathy’
phonation Fukazawa et al. studied was specifically that caused by speech pathologies including polyps, nerve palsies
and laryngeal cancers. This is not mechanically the same as breathy voice phonation used as part of the production
of segments and suprasegments in the world’s languages.
5Values for Ho (1997) taken from H.-J. Chen (2016, 9).



















































































Figure 4.2: Spectrogram (a) and spectral slice of vowel onset (b) of ʉʉ’ʉ=kara ‘true=Q’ in
Kanakanavu, produced by Mu’u.
<l> <r>
Ogawa and Asai (1935) retroflex lateral [ɭ] trill [r]
M. M. Y. Sung (1966) alveolar lateral [l] fricative [ʐ] initially; trill [r]
or post-alveolar lateral flap
[ɺ]̙ elsewhere
Tsuchida (1976, 2003) alveolar flap [ɾ] trill [r] or “often” fricative [ʐ]
Ho (1997) alveolar flap [ɾ] trill [r]
H.-J. Chen (2016) alveolar lateral [l] trill [r]
L.-M. Sung (2016a) alveolar lateral [l] trill [r]
Table 4.3: Articulatory properties described for liquid consonants in Kanakanavu.
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M. M. Y. Sung (1966, 786) mentions in her description of /r/ that the lateral variant [ɺ]̙ caused
confusion in her and her colleagues’ transcriptions, and that any item with the /l/ and /r/ cat-
egories had to be double-checked by native speakers. Younger speakers may have merged the
categories altogether, as reported by Tsuchida (2008). This has led to the categories being merged
in some materials aimed at the current generation of speakers, such as Szakos and Kong’s (2013)
dictionary, which merges the categories to a single phoneme /r/ of indeterminate phonetic value.6
Some works that describe two categories also disagree on which lexical items contain which liq-
uid: for example, ’alam ‘meat’ has /l/ in H.-J. Chen (2016), but /r/ in L.-M. Sung (2016a).
While I have transcribed <l> and <r> in this chapter based on their distribution in previous
works, there is little evidence of a contrast between the two in Mu’u’s speech. He does produce
two surface phones, an alveolar lateral approximant [l] and an alveolar flap [ɾ]. [l] is by far the
more common variant of the two, and can appear in the onset of stressed and unstressed syllables,
as well as following a consonant as in tangria ‘friend’.7 The flap variant in Mu’u’s speech may be
a product of speech rate.
4.4.3 Place of articulation and allophony of sibilants
In H.-J. Chen’s (2016) literature review on consonant phonetics in Kanakanavu (the only one to
my knowledge available in English), she lists descriptions of voiceless retroflex sibilants [ʂ] [tʂ].
These correspond to phonetic symbols in Ogawa and Asai (1935) and Tsuchida (1976, 2003) com-
posed of the glyph <s> and a diacritic to its lower-right similar to the retroflex hook that today
6Szakos and Kong’s (2013) dictionary is primarily accessible through the Council of Indigenous Peoples (2016)
dictionary website, which hosts sound files for many of the dictionary entries. Impressionistically, the speaker pro-
ducing these recordings has merged /l/ and /r/ to one phoneme which is realized as an alveolar lateral approximant
[l] in word-initial position and the onset of stressed syllables, and an alveolar flap [ɾ] otherwise. If there is detailed
information on how these recordings were elicited, I have not found it. However, given the speech rate and fre-
quency/distribution of pauses in the recordings of example sentences, they may well have been elicited through
written materials. If this is the case, any analysis based on these recordings is incomplete without knowing what
categories were present in the written prompts.
7Unfortunately, my recordings of Mu’u do not contain any utterance-initial liquids, so I cannot comment on
allophony or contrast in that position.
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is on <s>’s lower-left. Given the accompanying prose in both works, however, these may not be
referring to retroflex consonants. Ogawa and Asai (1935, 723) describes [s] [ts] as alveolar (“齒
齦”), and [ʂ] [tʂ] as ‘palatalized alveolar’ (“硬口蓋音化齒齦音”), a descriptor distinct from that
given to retroflex [ɭ] (“齒齦硬口蓋音（反轉音）”; lit. ‘alveolo-palatal (retroflex)’). In their anal-
ysis, these represent separate phonemes from the alveolar /s/ /ts/; although the contrast seems
to appear mainly before /i/. M. M. Y. Sung (1966, 786) and Tsuchida (1976, 27) analyze the two
series as in an allophonic relationship, where the palatalized phone surfaces preceding /i/. While
M. M. Y. Sung describes [s] [ts] as alveolar, Tsuchida notes that they are “slightly palatalized”
alveolars, and transcribes them narrowly as [sʸ] [tsʸ] in Tsuchida (1976) and [ʂ] [tʂ] in Tsuchida
(2003) (but with a lower-right hook, used also on a “palatalized” nasal). Both authors describe the
palatalized allophones as alveopalatal [ʃ] [ʧ], but M. M. Y. Sung notes also alveolopalatal variants
[ɕ] [ʨ] in free variation.
An analysis of the coronal sibilants in Mu’u’s speech is not as straightforward. The affricate
/ts/ is routinely alveopalatal [ʧ] preceding /i/, and alveolar otherwise. The fricative /s/, however,
does not pattern with the affricate. Preceding /i/, the fricative is realized as alveopalatal [ʃ]. In
other environments, /s/ seems to have two variants, an alveolar [s] and perhaps what is the
“slightly palatalized” alveolar fricative described by Tsuchida (1976). Whether the two variants I
hear are truly discrete cannot be determined with the amount of data under analysis here, as is
the case with any conditioning environment governing the two.8 The words in which I hear [sʲ]
8I initially attempted a quantitative analysis of 71 occurrences of /s/ /ts/ in the recordings of Mu’u. Unfortunately,
Praat’s center-of-gravity query gave very inconsistent results, both internally and compared to similar studies in the
literature. The center-of-gravity (p=2) calculated by Praat for Mu’u’s sibilants was as follows: /s/ preceding /i/ mean
3813 Hz (σ 715Hz, n=13); /s/ elsewhere mean 3375Hz (σ 1026Hz, n=8); /ts/ preceding /i/ mean 2970Hz (σ 1188Hz,
n=12); /ts/ elsewhere mean 3368Hz (σ 1203Hz, n=38). Compare this to studies of fricative center of gravity studies
such as Svantesson (1986), who finds mean 6006Hz for [s], 5380Hz for [ɕ], and 3153Hz for [ʂ] in Mandarin; or
C. B. Chang, Haynes, Yao, and Rhodes (2009) who find mean 6006Hz for [s], 5381Hz for [ɕ], and 3585Hz for [ʂ]
in Mandarin and 6133Hz for [s] and 4229Hz for [ʃ] in English. Were we to take the Praat-generated data at face
value, realizations of /s/ /ts/ in Kanakanavu would be retroflex in all positions, which cannot be true given that I and
all other scholars who have described the language’s phonology hear at least two distinct allophones. The Praat-
generated center-of-gravity data is also not bi- or multimodally distributed, i.e. the large standard deviation values
are not due to multiple discrete allophones. Thus, my description of Kanakanavu sibilants is impressionistic pending
further investigation.
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most often are words like sua ‘nom’, where the sibilant is in the onset of a stressed syllable. How
many sibilant variants exist in Kanakanavu and the rules by which they are distributed (if any)
is a topic for future research on the language.
4.5 Syllable structure
The description of Kanakanavu syllable structure will be presented in three sections: first, the
syllable types that are present underlyingly (Section 4.5.1); then, the disribution of vowel length
(Section 4.5.2); and finally, an alternation involving the high central vowel that affects syllabic
structure (Section 4.5.3).
4.5.1 Syllable structure in the underlying form
Syllables in Kanakanavu, post-lexical processes permitting, have maximally one consonant in
the onset and one nasal consonant in the coda. As this and previous descriptions of the language
do not find a contrast between vowel and glide categories, all vocoids are considered vowels
underlyingly. Each syllable can contain a maximum sequence of two vowels. L.-M. Sung (2016a,
16) describes all tautosyllabic /VV/ sequences as either [GC] or [Cj] on the surface, where G =
[j], [w] from /i/ /u/. The presence of a /VV/ sequence within a syllable does not preclude a coda;
the maximal syllable is /CVVN/. While L.-M. Sung does not give a glide formation algorithm,
/ua/ sequences are transcribed [wa] in surface forms while /ua/ sequences are heterosyllabic (cf.
nuaceni [nwa.tse.ni] ‘next year’, but ’au [ʔa.u] ‘soup’). This asymmetry is not described for the
front high vocoid, which can reduce to [j] on either side of the nuclear vowel (cf. sian [sjan]
‘here’ and kurai [ku.raj] ‘insect’).
Tsuchida (1976, 2003) describes very long underlying vocalic sequences in Kanakanavu, in-
cluding up to three timing slots of an identical vowel (e.g. /aaa/ in /sáaaka/ ‘bad-smelling’; /iii/
in /iiinganáini/ ‘without being noticed’). The maximal sequence of vowels of any quality de-
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scribed is five, with the /aaiaa/ in /nakesaaiáana/ ‘the Mainland Chinese’. Sequences of two or
three identical vowels are described as two- and three-times the singleton in duration respec-
tively (Tsuchida, 1976, 30). Unfortunately, the prosodic structure of such forms is not discussed
by Tsuchida; neither work offers a syllabification algorithm or glide-formation rule.
There is little evidence to distinguish surfacing glides from vowels in Kanakanavu. All vocoids
are moraic, so moraicity is not a diagnostic for a vowel-glide distinction as it is in other languages
like Paiwan (see discussion in Section 6.4.4). Nor is there any obvious acoustic difference between
high vowels [i] [u] and what L.-M. Sung (2016a) transcribes as glides [j] [w].
Two acoustic correlates distinguishing glides from vowels described in the literature are du-
ration, described by Chitoran (2002, 2003) for the Romanian [ja] [wa] vs. [e͡a] [o͡a] contrast, and
degree of stricture, found by Maddieson and Emmorey (1985) to distinguish glides vs. vowels in
Amharic, Yoruba and Zuni. Based on the recordings of Mu’u’s Kanakanavu, neither of these dis-
tinguishes [u] from vocoids transcribed by L.-M. Sung (2016a) with [w]. Of 58 tokens of nuclear
[u] in Mu’u’s speech, the duration was on average 131ms with a range of 50–253ms,9 while 5
tokens of the possible glide [w] in /sua/ ‘nom’ was on average 102ms with a range of 57–168ms.
Degree of stricture should be evident in the surface phonetics in the form of a lower F1 in glides.
As shown in Figure 4.3 on the following page, this is not borne out in an analysis of the recordings
of Mu’u.10
In conclusion, while it is possible that some (or all) speakers of Kanakanavu reduce vowels
to glides as described by L.-M. Sung (2016a), the glide-vowel distinction i) is not active in the
9This, of course, included some tokens that I perceived as emphatic. ‘Emphatic’ vowels with long durations were
common in the Sandimen Paiwan data presented in Chapter 6. Unfortunately, ‘emphatic’ vowels cannot be separated
from ‘non-emphatic’ vowels as these labels do not refer to discrete categories of vowel duration. The distribution of
[u] duration in Kanakanavu is similar to the distribution of Sandimen Paiwan vowel length seen in Figure 6.42 on
page 374: unimodal but much heavier on the side towards the longer vowel durations.
10Formants were measured via a Praat script by Mietta Lennes. The outliers evident in the scatterplot are most
likely an artifact of the automated formant-measuring process which may be reporting F3 measurements as F2, for
instance. That said, the measurements taken of alleged tokens of [w] are generally in the main F1/F2 acoustic area
as the non-outlier [u] measurements, and no reasonable interpetation of these data would find a lower F1 for alleged
[w] than [u].











Figure 4.3: F1 and F2 of [u] and possible [w] in Kanakanavu, based on 58 productions by Mu’u.
phonology except perhaps as an explanation for which vowel sequences can be tautosyllabic;
and ii) has no identifiable acoustic correlate, at least for speakers like Mu’u.
Onset consonant clusters have also been described in Kanakanavu: M. M. Y. Sung (1966, 789–
90) lists /mts/, /sts/, /tsn/, and /ŋk/ word-initially. These are not underlying consonant sequences.
Instead, they have two sources, i) deletion of pretonic /ɨ/ (p.788); and ii) the alternation involving
nasal-/ɨ/ sequences to be discussed in Section 4.5.3 .
4.5.2 Vowel quantity and monophthongization
Sequences of identical vowels have been transcribed narrowly by Tsuchida (1976, 30) with the
IPA symbol for vowel length [ː(ː)], however without any description of syllabification, it is unclear
whether he is really analyzing these sequences as tautosyllabic.
In addition to these sequences, differential vowel length in Kanakanavu has been described
in the literature in three environments. The first is stressed syllables, which M. M. Y. Sung (1966,
791) claims are 1.5 times the duration of unstressed syllables.
Tsuchida (2003, 3) also describes long vowels in the penults of disyllables. H.-J. Chen (2016)
provides an analysis of these forms as representing a minimal word constraint wherein the
prosodic word must be at least trimoraic. Evidence for these lengthened vowels as post-lexical
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can be seen in alternations between isolated and affixed forms, for example /kutsu/ ‘louse’ shows
penultimate lengthening in isolation [kúːtsu], but /kutsu-ini/ ‘his louse’ does not [kutsúini] (Tsuchida,
1976, 35).
Finally, long [eː] [oː] are described by H.-J. Chen (2016, 54–60) as the result of the monoph-
thongization of vocalic sequences such as /ai/ and /ua/. Since these vowels contain the penulti-
mate mora, they bear word stress. While in older works like M. M. Y. Sung (1966), monophthon-
gization is analyzed as a variable process where the same lexical item can be realized with one
vs. two vocalic targets, it is unclear how variable these underlying sequences are in H.-J. Chen’s
study.11 In Mu’u’s speech, [ai] is generally used where H.-J. Chen has transcribed final [eː], for ex-
ample nganái ‘name’ is produced with final [ái]. Other [ái] are present as well, in words like nukái
‘or’, but are not presented in H.-J. Chen (2016). While final [e] is common in Mu’u’s Kanakanavu
(e.g. tapinánge ‘bird’), I have not noted any that bear stress. It is difficult to determine whether
these or other vowels are ‘long’ word-finally, as H.-J. Chen does, as i) in isolation, all final vowels
‘trail off’ uninterrupted and are longer than non-final vowels; and ii) word-final position usually
coincides with the end of the prosodic phrase, which is also a position where lengthening may
not reflect any phonological process at the word-level.
There are twowords thatMu’u produceswith an unexpected long vowel. Thefirst is [taːpoʔoʧípa]
‘kitchen’. While I have not found this word in previous works, it is clearly related to the words
transcribed pa-’ucip-á and pa-’ucíp-i, both simply glossed ‘cook’, in Tsuchida (2003, 95). The
initial [ta] sequence is most likely a prefix that Tsuchida (1976, 37) transcribes ta- ‘place’. Theo-
retically, the length on this syllable could be an additional prefixal /a/. While Tsuchida notes a lot
of Kanakanavu forms with such an /a/, most of which are imperfective forms like mu-a-paná’ʉ
11It seems that [eː] is found in H.-J. Chen’s recordings, but [ai] is not. Regarding the variation, she says the
following: “The evidence for monophthongization comes from the fact that though we recorded the examples [with
[eː]], our informant also accepts the words written in brackets [with [ai]]” (p.54). That the speaker “accepts” the
[ai] variant could mean a number of things, and is not necessarily indicative of any underlying structure in the
synchronic grammars of the speakers she consulted.
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‘shoot.impv’ and ma-a-á-cina ‘wash.oneself.impv’.12 However, ta-a- is not a combination I have
found anywhere in the Kanakanavu literature.
The second word with unexpected vowel length is [poːkaríkari], transcribed pokaríkari with a
short vowel in L.-M. Sung (2016a). This word has two near misses in Tsuchida (2003): pu-karí-kari
‘speak’ and puu-karí-kari ‘chirp’. Given that Mu’u provided this word in the context of humans
(and not the yellow birds from other example sentences), it is unlikely to be intended as ‘chirp’.
The unexpected lengthening in taapo’ocípa and pookaríkari have some commonalities. First,
they are both on monosyllabic prefixes. Second, they are both word-initial. If this is a productive
feature of Kanakanavu morphophonology, it could have a number of sources that must be disen-
tangled by future research. Some possibilities include i) taa- and poo- happen to be prefixes with
lexical long vowels (like Referential Focus saa- in Pazeh; P. J.-K. Li [2000]); ii) the initial syllable is
the site of a secondary stress that is realized with increased vowel duration; iii) prefixal material
forms its own prosodic constituent which is minimally bimoraic. This last proposal is unlikely
given contrasts in Tsuchida (1976) betweenma-STEM andma-a-STEM, however prefixal material
is excluded from the domain of stress assignment in other Formosan languages like Mantauran
Rukai and Paiwan (see Sections 2.4.6.6 and 6.4.4, respectively).
It should also be noted also that Tsuchida (1976, 11) mentions the initial syllable as the site of
prosodic emphasis. However, he specifically claims that this is realized with alignment of a pitch
accent to the first syllable. Lengthened first syllables like the [poː] in pookaríkari do not receive
a pitch accent, as shown in Figure 4.4 on the next page.
4.5.3 Alternation in syllable structure involving nasal-vowel sequences
One interesting alternation in Kanakanavu phonology involves sequences of a nasal /m/ /n/ /ŋ/
followed by the high central vowel /ɨ/ (and in some cases, other high vowels /i/ /u/). These
12Morpheme-by-morpheme glosses for many of these forms are not provided, only hyphens marking morpheme
boundaries and their place in a paradigm table. From context it appears that one a- is the imperfective and another
a- is the reciprocal.
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Figure 4.4: Pitch track of pookarikari ‘speech’ in Kanakanavu, produced by Mu’u.
sequences can surface with the vowel replaced by a second timing slot for another segment.
This happens both when the sequence is word-final, and when it is word-internal. It should be
noted that none of the descriptions of compensatory lengthening in the Kanakanavu literature
are accompanied by any quantitative data on segment duration. H.-J. Chen (2016, 61–4) provides
screenshots of three unannotated Praat windows (with waveforms, spectrograms, and overlaid
pitch/intensity tracks) as evidence of segment duration, but gives no numerical measurements of
segmental duration or analysis of where the boundaries fall between each segment.
An example of a word that undergoes compensatory lengthening is the word for ‘meat’, an-
alyzed as /ʔalámɨ/ by Tsuchida (1976, 29) and L.-M. Sung (2016a, 181) (superficial differences in
phonemic labels permitting). Tsuchida (1976) notes the availability of two surface variants, one
matching the underlying form: [ʔalámɨ], and one where the final vowel is replaced by a timing
slot on the preceding consonant: [ʔalámː]. In addition to /Nɨ/ sequences, he also notes similar
alternations for /Ni/ and /Nu/ word-finally, which take on secondary articulations corresponding
to the deleted vowel (palatalized for /i/ and labialized for /u/), such as [utsáni]∼[utsánʲː] ‘one’.
L.-M. Sung (2016a) also describes an alternation for words like ‘meat’ and ‘one’, however the
variants instead are [ʔalámɨ]∼[ʔaláːm] and [utsáni]∼[utsáːn] respectively, where the timing slot
is added to the penultimate vowel instead of the final consonant. The wordlist at the end of
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L.-M. Sung’s grammar even lists both variants for all applicable words.
H.-J. Chen (2016) takes a different approach to the alternation. It is difficult in some instances
to tell what level of representation the forms she presents belong to, and what aspects of the
previous descriptions in her literature review she is adopting vs. rejecting for the synchronic
grammar of the speakers she worked with. On one hand, ‘meat’ is represented as “ʔalám” with
no compensatory lengthening in the chapter containing her original analysis (p.33), and ‘one’ is
“tsáːni” with a final vowel (p.35). On the other hand, compensatory lengthening in her analy-
sis applies to echo vowels,13 for example tungingi ‘rat’ is transcribed with the variants [tuŋíŋi]
and [tuŋíːŋ] (p.59). Some words, like “sóːni” ‘today’ (p.59) fit the conditioning environment of
Tsuchida and L.-M. Sung’s rules applying to final /i/ /u/, but are not provided a consonant-final
variant. Perhaps it is a coincidence that the examples of the variation provided by H.-J. Chen are
also echo vowels, as the two are not associated explicitly in the text, however she does recurringly
invoke the concept in references like “the deletion of the echo vowel” (p.57), although nowhere
in the work is there a full discussion of the phonology of final underlying vs. echo vowels in
Kanakanavu.
H.-J. Chen additionally makes a distinction between the output of compensatory lengthen-
ing on tungingi ‘rat’ vs. canumu ‘water’, which she claims allows the vowel-zero alternation
[tsanúm]∼[tsanúmu], but not compensatory lengthening *[tsanúːm] (p.58–9). Her comments on
the asymmetry are unclear: “One way to account for [the asymmetry] is to say that it retains
its original trisyllables, but this explanation cannot stand against other examples.” Such other
examples are not provided, and both words are underlyingly trisyllabic in her analysis.
Mu’u’s synchronic grammar, at least according to the material I recorded, has a different
paradigm of when high vowels are deleted and perhaps also what structure they leave behind.
13‘Echo vowels’ in Kanakanavu are very similar to those in Rukai (introduced in Section 2.2.1) and Lha’alua: some
final vowels that are identical to the penult vowel (or a non-low central vowel in the ultima following a penult /a/)
are not counted towards stress assignment, and may disappear in suffixed forms. These ‘echo’ vowels are believed to
be absent in some representation, either in a historical stage of the language or in an underlying form in a synchronic
grammar that inserts them post-lexically.
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/ɨ/ following a nasal is always deleted: ’alamʉ ‘meat’ was produced numerous times, and in
all cases surfaced as [ʔalám] rather than *[ʔalámɨ]. As with other descriptions of the language,
deletion of /ɨ/ did not occur following non-nasal consonants: tanavikarʉ ‘yellow’ was always
[tanavikárɨ] and not *[tanavikár]. The other high vowels /i/ /u/, however, were optionally deleted,
and both variants were available in productions in isolation, as well as utterance-internally. For
instance, u-cani ‘nhum-one’ was produced as [utsán] three out of nine times, and [utsáni] the
other six. [utsán] accounted for one of the five utterance-internal productions and two of the
four productions in isolation.14
Whether forms in Mu’u’s speech with final deletion of /ɨ/ exhibit compensatory lengthening
is more difficult to answer. Both the preceding consonant and penult vowel have been posited as
the segments receiving the extra timing slot, and so either could conceivably be the lengthened
segment in Mu’u’s speech. For this reason, I measured the duration of both these segments, as
well as the pretonic vowel (to control for speech rate) of the nine productions of u-cani ‘nhum-
one’ in the recordings of Mu’u. If the penult is lengthened, then [a] should be longer than [u] in
tokens with final deletion (in addition to whatever extra duration is on stressed syllables gener-
ally). If the preceding consonant is lengthened, then the [n] in tokens with final deletion should
be longer than [n] in tokens without final deletion. The raw data is shown in Table 4.4 on the
following page, sorted by variant and environment (in isolation vs. utterance-internal).
It is difficult to draw any definitive conclusions from these data, as neither penult duration
nor preceding consonant duration perfectly correlate with the two variants. The tokens with
final vowel deletion (#1 to 3) all have longer penult [a] than the pretonic [u], with 1.27, 1.47, and
1.19 times the duration of [u] respectively. However, the two longest [a] compared to pretonic
[u] are tokens #4 and 5, neither of which has undergone the final deletion with which we expect
14Afinal /Nu/ sequencewas only present in one item in the data presented here, canumu ‘water’, andwas produced
three times in isolation, all retaining the final [u]. I assume it patterns with /i/, as in previous descriptions /i/ /u/
pattern together (in only deleting word-finally), however there is also the possibility that final /u/ cannot optionally
be deleted in Mu’u’s synchrony. It should also be noted that /ɨ/ deleting to the exclusion of /i/ /u/ word-finally is the
pattern found in Lha’alua, the Kanakanavu’s southern neighbors.
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Duration (ms) Ratio
Variant Env. Token [u] [a] [n] dur[a]/dur[u] dur[n]/dur[u]
[utsán]
/ _ # 1 106 135 217 1.27 2.05
/ _ X 2 85 125 123 1.47 1.453 131 156 75 1.19 0.57
[utsáni]
/ _ # 4 62 113 88 1.82 1.425 150 225 94 1.50 0.63
/ _ X
6 90 109 37 1.21 0.41
7 151 78 53 0.52 0.35
8 95 108 69 1.14 0.73
9 156 156 69 1.00 0.44
Table 4.4: Durations and ratios thereof of three segments produced in nine tokens of u-cani
‘nhum-one’ in Kanakanavu, by Mu’u.
compensatory lengthening. The same problem occurs when the duration of [n] is compared with
[u]: it seems like there are longer [n]’s in tokens #1 and 2, but token #1 can be excluded as the
[n] is prepausal, which is an expected site of lengthening generally. Token #2 has the longest [n]
when #1 is excluded, but token #3’s [n] is relatively short, and token #4 has a long [n] but no final
vowel deletion.
Many of the phonetic discussions in this dissertation show the promise that additional data
from future study would confirm or strengthen results. The empirical measurement of compen-
satory lengthening in Kanakanavu nasals (or penult vowels) is less promising. If tokens #3 and 4
are both flukes, then compensatory lengthening on nasals may still be real in the speech of Mu’u
and others who share his phonetic patterns in the community. However, the variation already
apparent in these nine tokens seems to suggest that lengthening at best may be an optional, or
even gradient process. Alternatively, final deletion in Mu’u’s synchronic grammar may not be
accompanied by compensatory lengthening at all, and the variation in Table 4.4 is simply noise.
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4.6 Prominence
The discussion of prominence in Kanakanavu will be presented in three parts: first, the location
and acoustic cues of stress (Section 4.6.1); then the interaction between stress assignment and
affixation (Section 4.6.2); and finally, the behavior of clitics and the possibility of secondary stress
in the language (Section 4.6.3).
4.6.1 Location and acoustic cues of prominence
Stress in Kanakanavu has been described with the same acoustic cues as most other Formosan
languages: a F0 peak, as well as increased duration and intensity. Interestingly, M. M. Y. Sung
(1966) distinguishes between lexical itemswhose stressed syllable receives a pitch accent vs. those
which don’t (including cáu ‘person’ and tapuróu ‘sparrow’). I have not found such a distinction in
word-stress as produced by Mu’u. Instead, I analyze variations in the magnitude of pitch accents
as part of the intonational phonology of the language (to be discussed in Section 4.7).
Kanakanavu stress is not predictable from the structure of the surface form, which separates
it from most other Formosan langauges. Tsuchida (2003, 11) gives minimal pairs such as nipa-
pacʉ́’ʉra ‘showed’ vs. nipapacʉ’ʉ́ra ‘looked at each other’ and apaʉ́kʉrʉ ‘to let do tightly and
securely, as in shutting the door tightly’ and apaʉkʉ́rʉ ‘to let hold’. While both of these mini-
mal pairs are between penultimate and antepenultimate stress, there are also some cases where
ultimate stress is transcribed in Kanakanavu. Ultimate stress is generally found when the ultima
is bimoraic, and the conditions under which this happens depend on the description. H.-J. Chen
(2016, 74) transcribes stressed final [éː] [óː], as the output of underlying sequences /ái/ /ía/ and
/áu/ /úa/ respectively. L.-M. Sung (2016a, 16) describes levelling of other vowel sequences, giving
the example [ma.ti.ru.pɑ.ŋáan] as the output of matirupáŋʉ ‘finish’, and the locative undergoer
voice suffix -an, where the underlying sequence /ʉa/ surfaces as a stressed long vowel [áː] in the
ultima.
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The three surfacing stress patterns can partially be unraveled by taking into account the bi-
moraicity of these levelled vowels, and identifying echo vowels (be they a historical development
or synchronic process) that account for some of the words with antepenultimate stress. With
a sufficiently-abstract analysis, much of the noise in Kanakanavu surface stress can be pushed
into differences in underlying structure. However, there is a limit to what this approach can
accomplish.
The main hindrance to a unifying account of Kanakanavu stress comes in the form of stress
falling on the antepenultimate mora in words without echo vowels. Two such words arose during
the interview with Mu’u: mi-ngáne ‘af-swim’ and tapinánge ‘bird’. These words have a final
mid vowel [e], which reflects an /ai/ sequence in an earlier stage of the language, and does not
contain an echo vowel. Tsuchida (1976, 218) transcribes ‘swim’ as “ŋ-anái” with an /ai/ sequence
and penultimate stress. L.-M. Sung (2016a) contains both mingane and tapinange, with final [e]
and stress on the /a/ in both cases (penultimate stress is considered default, and is unmarked in
the work; p.16).
If final [e] reflects earlier /ai/, then some change must have happened between Tsuchida’s
(1976) study and L.-M. Sung’s (2016a). Either stress was shifted from the penultimate to ante-
penultimate for some unknown reason, or the retained bimoraicity of final [e] is not uniform as
H.-J. Chen (2016, 54–5) claims. In the current form of the language, as spoken by Mu’u, stress
is on the vowel preceding [e], not [e]. This can be seen in the pitch tracks in Figures 4.5–4.6 on
the next page, which show mi-ngáne ‘af-fly’ and tapinánge ‘bird’ with the pitch accent aligned
to the vowel preceding final [e] ([a] in both cases).
If all final /ai/ were monophthongized and lost their stress, then an analysis would at least
be possible. However, not all the final /ai/ sequences transcribed by Tsuchida (1976, 2003) have
undergone this transformation. As can be seen in the pitch track in Figure 4.7 on the following
page, nganái ‘name’ has neither undergone monophthongization nor a stress shift. There is no
identifiable structural difference in Tsuchida’s notes between “ŋ-anái” ‘swim’ and “ŋanái” ‘name’
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Figure 4.5: Pitch track of mi-ngáne ‘af-fly’ in Kanakanavu, produced by Mu’u.














Figure 4.6: Pitch track of tapinánge ‘bird’ in Kanakanavu, produced by Mu’u.
















Figure 4.7: Pitch track of nganái ‘fly’ in Kanakanavu, produced by Mu’u.
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(pp.218 and 31, respectively).15 And yet, this same split between mingáne/tapinánge and nganái
is described by L.-M. Sung (2016a). A split between stressed and unstressed final mid vowels also
pervades H.-J. Chen (2016) with no apparent source in structures previously described by earlier
works like Ogawa and Asai (1935), M. M. Y. Sung (1966), or Tsuchida (1976, 2003).
Another area where antepenultimate stress surfaces in forms without echo vowels is in some
reduplicated forms like pookaríkari ‘speech’ (cf. pitch track in Figure 4.4 on page 230). The non-
reduplicated form in isolation is marked with penultimate stress (kári ‘word’) in Tsuchida (1976,
2003). However, the prefixed and reduplicated forms have antepenultimate stress as pookaríkari
does in Mu’u’s speech. It is not the case that stress must fall on the first of two reduplicants:
Tsuchida (2003) lists words like sanapisápi ‘driftwood’ andm-aa-vua-vuárʉ ‘part with’ with penul-
timate stress falling on the second of two reduplicants.
4.6.2 The domain of stress assignment and interactions with suffixation
As with most other Formosan languages (barring Mantauran Rukai; see Section 2.4.6.6), material
affixed to the beginning of the word does not affect the realization of stress. Examples of prefixed
vs. non-prefixed words are presented by H.-J. Chen (2016, 90).
The interaction between suffixes and stress assignment is very complex in Kanakanavu. As
morphological paradigms were not elicited during my interview with Mu’u, I defer to the wealth
of suffixation data presented by H.-J. Chen (2016, 91), repeated here with small changes in gloss-
ing:
15The fact that both of these items have an identical underlying form /ŋanái/ may seem relevant to their phono-
logical split; after all, homophony avoidance is an attested source of exceptions to sound changes (Blevins & Wedel,
2009, 144), and perhaps existing homophony is also a motivator for a phonological split. Taboo avoidance, for ex-
ample, is cited as a motivator for a split between鳥 ‘bird’ and屌 ‘penis’, both tieuB in Middle Chinese, now niǎo and
diǎo in Mandarin respectively (Schuessler, 2007, 401). This is an unlikely explanation for Kanakanavu stress for two
reasons: i) ‘swim’, like all verbs in Kanakanavu, does not surface without voice morphology; and ii) other words that
retain final /ái/ in H.-J. Chen (2016) like vanái ‘reason’ do not exist alongside any identifiable avoided homophones
(like *váne).
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(6.18)
a. máːnu ‘child’ a’. manú-in(i) ‘his child’
b. vántuku ‘money’ b’. vantuk-ín(i) ‘his money’
c. aletín ‘hang’ c’. aletín-in ‘hang-uvp’
d. pɨtɨʔɨnívɨ ‘open’ d’. pɨtɨʔɨnɨv-ín ‘open-uvp’
e. mitɨvíŋ ‘af.hide’ e’. mitɨvíŋ-a ‘af.hide-imp’
f. apiʔalaʔaláŋ ‘af.prepare’ f’. apiʔalaʔaláŋ-a ‘af.prepare-imp’
H.-J. Chen’s analysis of stress in Kanakanavu runs under the assumption that stress alterna-
tions like those shown in (6.18) are the result of a ‘stress shift’ process whereby stress is located
somewhere on the stem, and this stress ‘shifts’ in response to affixation. This approach stands in
contrast to one where stress is assigned to a fixed position in a domain that contains whatever
affixed/cliticized material affects the surface position of stress.
For example, Pazeh has monosyllabic suffixes that affect stress assignment. Without a suffix,
stress surfaces on the final syllable of the stem. With a suffix, stress surfaces on the suffix. Blust’s
(1999a, 332) analysis is to assign stress in all cases to the final syllable of the stem, then the suffix is
added and a ‘stress shift’ rule moves the stress rightward onto the suffix. The analysis inMacaulay
(2020) is to instead posit that suffixes are already included in the domain of stress assignment,
which does not require shifting rules. The question is, can an analysis of Kanakanavu stress be
made more economical by replacing ‘stress shift’ rules with a redefinition of the domain of stress
assignment?
Superficially, examples (6.18e,f) seem the easiest to redefine this way. Coda nasals like /ŋ/
are treated as moraic by H.-J. Chen (2016, 60) as they count towards the minimal word. This
means that (6.18e,f,e’,f’) all have stress on the penultimate mora of a domain including the stem
and suffix. However, this predicts *aletin-ín for (6.18c’), unless coda nasals are only moraic in the
stem (which is an undesirable stipulation).
Instead, if the final nasals /n/ /ŋ/ in (6.18c,e,f) is analyzed as the result of final vowel deletion
(of /ɨ/ or an echo vowel), then this would provide a structural difference between the seemingly-
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moraic final /n/ /ŋ/ of the stem and the non-moraic /n/ of the UVP suffix -in. The underlying
form of ‘af.prepare’ would be /apiʔalaʔaláŋɨ/ with penultimate stress, matching the penultimate
stress in the suffixed form [apiʔalaʔaláŋa]. This analysis requires that stress assignment occur
after the resolution of the /ɨ-a/ sequence to [a].16 This ordering can be seen in the derivations in













Unfortunately, the ordering of hiatus before stress assignment fails in (6.18d,d’). If the under-














Another issue with a unified analysis of these stress alternations is that some predictable final
vowels must be underlying (as seen with api’ala’ang-a in [59]), while others must be excluded.
vántuku ‘money’ has antepenultimate stress on the surface, but penultimate stress in the suffixed
16Such alternations have been described for a variety of vocalic sequences over a morpheme boundary. L.-M. Sung
(2016a, 17) lists the following: /a-ɨ/ > [ɨ]; /a-o/ > [o]; /ɨ-a/ > [a]; /a-i/ > [i]; and /i-ɨ/ > [i]. L.-M. Sung transcribes the
output with a long vowel. Although, given that she transcribes long vowels in this position where other scholars
have length on the following coda instead, we can take her judgments of vowel moraicity in this position with a
grain of salt.
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form in (6.18b’), vantuk-íni ‘his money’. If we were to assume an underlying form of the stem
with no final vowel, /vántuk/, (and again, an amoraic coda nasal), then both the isolated and
suffixed forms have penultimate stress.
The alternation in (6.18a,a’) may also be a problem for a unified analysis, depending on
whether the /ui/ sequence are tauto- or heterosyllabic. If they are heterosyllabic, then manú-ini
‘his child’ has antepenultimate stress. This can only be derived from máːnu ‘child’ if the penul-
timate lengthening is ordered before stress assignment, and stress is assigned to the third-to-last
mora (perhaps this morpheme belongs to a class marked for antepenultimate stress in some way,
like /manuanp.stress/). If /ui/ is parsed tautosyllabically, then (6.18a,a’) both have penultimate stress.
Even with all of these stipulations, there remains the ordering paradox in (59–60). The only
way to resolve this phonologically is to split the vowel hiatus rules in such a way that /ɨ-ɨ/ is
reduced before stress assignment, while /ɨ-a/ is reduced after stress assignment. Given the exis-
tence of surface forms like pa-a-acápe ‘believe’ (Tsuchida, 2003, 13), whatever rules govern the
reduction of sequences like /ɨ-ɨ/ are not a general reduction of identical vowel sequences, but
must be either specific to stem-suffix boundaries, vowel quality, and/or some other factor.
In order to put the burden of stress alternations in Kanakanavu (as they are described by H.-
J. Chen) on the domain of stress assignment, we have had to stipulate: i) non-moraic coda nasals
(which are moraic for the purposes of the minimal word constraint); ii) the existence of some
predictable final vowels in the UR but not others; iii) a split in how specific vowel hiatus rules are
ordered; and iv) a class of morphemes marked as bearing antepenultimate stress. None of these
is desirable.
With that said, H.-J. Chen’s proposed mechanisms of stress shift are also not sufficient to ex-
plain the alternations in (6.18). One proposedmechanism is a rightward stress shift of one syllable
triggered by a suffix (of any length); this is used to explain why manú-ini does not have penulti-
mate stress like máːnu. However, rightward shift of one syllable fails to explain the two-syllable
shift from vántuku to vantuk-íni, or the lack of stress shift from aletín to aletín-in. (6.18e,e’,f,f’)
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contain the imperative suffix -a, which H.-J. Chen claims is exceptional,17 and does not partici-
pate in the stress alternaton (even though the unsuffixed forms do have penultimate stress un-
derlyingly). She also stipulates that the long-distance shift from vántuku to vantuk-íni is due to a
deletion rule targeting the final /u/ of the stem. How that fits into a general theory of Kanakanavu
stress is unclear.
4.6.3 Clitics and possible secondary stress
H.-J. Chen (2016, 91–4) describes a number of interactions between enclitics and stress assignment
in Kanakanavu. As I don’t believe they match the synchronic grammar of Mu’u, I will summarize
them briefly here. Her main claims include that i) disyllabic clitics surface with stress on the first
syllable; ii) the stress on a clitic is primary, while the stress on the stem is secondary; and iii) a
primary stress is inserted stem-finally before monosyllabic enclitics, unless it would be adjacent
to the stem’s (now-secondary) stress. She unifies these facts in an analysis where clitics are part
of the prosodic word, and introduce a primary stress on the penult (whether it surfaces on the
clitic itself or not). These facts may fit the speakers consulted byH.-J. Chen, but differ fromMu’u’s
synchronic grammar, and I will present patterns in his speech in this section.
Clitics in Mu’u’s speech do not affect the location of stress within the stem (unlike suffixes),
be they mono- or disyllabic. For an example of a monosyllabic clitic, the word c<in>ʉ’ʉ́ra=ku in
(61) has a monosyllabic enclitic =ku. The stress is on the penult of the stem, which is the expected
location of stress for this word in isolation (as final [a] is never a predictable vowel). This can be









“I saw a friend in the kitchen.”
17Many Formosan languages do have distinct prosodic structure for imperatives, for example Thao (Blust, 2003,
36). Kanakanavu not only lacks a description in the literature for distinct prosody in imperatives, but M. M. Y. Sung
(1966, 800) explicitly describes them as identical to declaratives (and some other utterance types).
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Figure 4.8: Pitch track of c<in>ʉ’ʉ́ra=ku na tapo’ocípa tangría “I saw a friend in the kitchen.” in
Kanakanavu, produced by Mu’u.
Of the words with monosyllabic clitics in the recordings of Mu’u, none had a stress far enough
from the clitic to allow for stem-final stress preceding a clitic (under H.-J. Chen), so the alternation
she describes cannot be ruled out, although I have no evidence for it.
Unlike in H.-J. Chen’s (2016) description, disyllabic clitics do not affect the realization of stress
within the stem in Mu’u’s Kanakanavu. They do bear their own stress, but contrary to in H.-
J. Chen’s description, in Mu’u’s speech, if one of the two stresses is secondary, it is certainly the
one on the clitic. This can be seen in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 on the next page, showing pitch tracks
of cucuru=kara ‘true=Q’, and cucuru=kasu ‘true=2sg.nom’.18
Looking at the pitch tracks in Figures 4.9 and 4.10, the high peak on the [u] of cucuru ‘true’
does not decline steadily through the final vowel. Instead, there is a sharp decrease in F0 from
the penult to ultima of the stem, and then another decrease from the first to second syllable of
the enclitic, like two steps in a staircase. Thus, I analyze the first syllable of the enclitic as a
prominent syllable. The difference in magnitude may be a primary-secondary stress distinction,
or it may be a result of some other process in the intonational phonology. For that reason, I save
this discussion for Section 4.7.
18cucuru=kasu, according to Mu’u, is used idiomatically to mean “你很厲害”, which is something like “You’re
awesome!”.
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Figure 4.9: Pitch track of cucúru=kàra ‘true=Q’ in Kanakanavu, by Mu’u.















Figure 4.10: Pitch track of cucúru=kàsu ‘true=2sg.nom’ in Kanakanavu, by Mu’u.
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Figure 4.11: Pitch track of nganái tangría=màku ‘my friend’s name’ in Kanakanavu, produced by
Mu’u.
H.-J. Chen (2016, 92) also describes one enclitic that interacts differently with stress than the
others, the first person possessive clitic which she analyzes as =aku. In her analysis, enclisis
of =aku causes stem-final vowels to be deleted, and primary stress is added to the first syllable
of the clitic. =aku appears alongside =maku in the H.-J. Chen’s thesis, and is also a first person
possessive enclitic but without the special interaction with stress. In Tsuchida (2003), =aku seems
to cause deletion of the preceding vowel, but the stress does not move from the stem to the clitic.
It is unclear what governs the allomorphy of =aku vs. =maku, but it is worth noting that =maku
is the only form used by Mu’u, and is the only form that appears in L.-M. Sung (2016a).
=maku behaves like other clitics in Mu’u’s synchronic grammar: it receives its own stress,
smaller in magnitude to the stem’s (primary?) stress. This can be seen in the production of






There is another interesting fact about clitics as they are used byMu’u. The question-marking
clitic =kara is usually present in the second position of the sentence. As an example, see the
alternation in (63–64):




























“Is there really a dog in the kitchen?”
Second-position clitics are those which always follow an initial constituent. They have been
described for a number of languages in Europe, North America and Australia, but also Lha’alua,
the language directly to the south of Kanakanavu (C.-L. Li, 2009, 180).




















“Is the bird not yellow?”
In both cases, the first word contains sua ‘nom’, analyzed by Tsuchida (2003) as a proclitic
and by L.-M. Sung (2016a) as a particle. If sua is a particle, it may not be able to host the clitic
=kara. Given that in some analyses of second-position clitics, they attach to the right edge of the
first intonational phrase (and not a syntactic constituent per se; Hock [1996]), and sua does not
contain a prominent mora, it is an unlikely host if the placement of =kara is sensitive to prosody.
On the other hand, if sua= is a proclitic, then perhaps there is a constraint on words having both
pro- and enclitics simultaneously.
Finally, there was one instance of clitic doubling, where the clitic appeared both in second















“There’s a dog in the kitchen, isn’t there?”
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As will be discussed in Section 4.7, ʉʉ’ʉ=kara is used as a tag question, and like tag questions
in other Formosan languages like Budai Rukai (see Section 2.5.5), it is accompanied by a pitch
reset. This pitch reset signals prosodic boundaries,19 and in this case the pitch reset coincides
with a syntactic boundary as well, that which separates the tag question from the matrix clasue.
4.7 Intonation
Thediscussion of intonation in Kanakanavuwill be presented in three parts: first, the composition
of the pitch accent melody aligned to full phonological words (Section 4.7.1); and of the pitch
accent melody aligned to clitics (4.7.2); and a discussion of what material counts as a prosodic
word (Section 4.7.3); then a description of the intonational contours (Section 4.7.4); and finally
an investigation of the relative magnitude of prominent syllables within the uttearnce (Section
4.7.5).
4.7.1 Pitch accents aligned to full phonological words
The stressed syllable in Kanakanavu stems is aligned with an F0 peak in the mid-to-late portion
of the vowel.
There is a sharp rise in F0 between the preceding syllable and the F0 peak, and the F0 is flat
between the initial syllable and the immediately pretonic syllable. This can be seen in Figure 4.12
on the next page, a pitch track of a production of tanavikárʉ ‘yellow’where the first three syllables
/tanavi/ have a mostly flat F0 contour (save interference from consonant microprosody), followed
by a sharp rise between /vi/ and the stressed syllable /ka/. Another example of a flat F0 preceding
a sharp rise was seen in the production of pookaríkari ‘speech’ in Figure 4.4 on page 230.
Following the peak, the F0 drops to the bottom of the pitch range steadily between the promi-
19For a discussion on pitch reset as a cue for prosodic phrase boundaries, see Section 2.4.8 on pitch resets in
Mantauran Rukai.
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Figure 4.12: Pitch track of tanavikárʉ ‘yellow’ in Kanakanavu, produced by Mu’u.
Figure 4.13: Pitch track of u-cán(i) ‘nhum-one’ with final vowel deletion in Kanakanavu, produced
by Mu’u.
nent syllable and word edge. This can be over the course of two syllables, as was seen in the pitch
track of pookaríkari ‘speech’ (Figure 4.4 on page 230), in which F0 dropped steadily from the ante-
penult to word edge. The pitch track of tanavikárʉ ‘yellow’ shows a similar drop from the penult
to word edge, across two syllables instead of three. In words with penultimate stress that undergo
final vowel deletion, this fall happens within the final syllable. This can be seen in the pitch track
of [u.tsán] in Figure 4.13, showing a production of u-cani ‘nhum-one’ with vowel deletion.
Given these facts, the pitch accent melody must contain an H target that causes the F0 max-
imum, as well as a L target on either side. These two L tonal targets differ in their phonological
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behavior: the L preceding the H spreads leftward from the immediately pretonic syllable to the
beginning of the word, creating a flat F0 contour, while the L following the F0 peak shifts to the
final syllable and the F0 contour interpolates betwen the H and final L.
Neither L tonal target is deleted in the case of the prominent syllable being at the word edge.
This was shown for the final L in the production of [u.cán] in Figure 4.13 on the previous page,
where both H and the final L were on the syllable [cán]. If the utterance-initial syllable has a pitch
accent aligned to it, the first syllable will show a sharp rise (instead of simply starting higher in
the pitch range.20
While there were few examples in Mu’u’s recordings of this happening in words in isolation,
this was commonly found in utterances beginning with ’ési, which marks the progressive.21 One
such utterance can be seen in Figure 4.14 on the following page, a pitch track of a production
of the sentence in (68). The first syllable of the utterance, the /ʔe/ of ’ési, has a sharp rise in F0
spanning nearly the full pitch range of the utterance. Unlike in other languages like Pazeh (cf.














“It’s a bird flying, not a duck.”
The Kanakanavu pitch accent must contain L, H, and L tonal targets in that order. The only
target that is necessarily realized on the prominent syllable is H. To group the initial L with the
H in a melody like LH*(+)L would obscure the fact that the initial L aligns with the preceding
syllable whenever possible. An LH sequence aligned to the stressed syllable is described in this
20S. Chen (2015, 2016) also described F0 rises within stressed initial syllables in Kanakanavu. She describes two
pitch accent catgories, H* and L+H*, where the latter has a later peak within the syllable. As her studies find that the
‘L+H*’ is associated with word-initial syllables, I propose that these delayed peaks are due to a general ‘crowding’
effect where tonal targets are repelled from the word edge (K. E. A. Silverman & Pierrehumbert, 1990). Nevertheless,
S. Chen’s phonetic studies confirm that prenuclear L is not deleted word-initially in Kanakanavu words in isolation.
21Thisword is glossed as ‘there is’ in Tsuchida (2003) and as the equivalent ‘在’ in L.-M. Sung (2016a). I follow Teng
and Zeitoun (2016, 135) in analyzing ’ési as a progressive marker, however I do also note that it is a full phonological
word, and receives stress. This glossing choice also disambiguates ’ési from ’úna, a verb meaning ‘to exist’.
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Figure 4.14: Pitch track of ’ési mingáne tapinánge, ka’án mingáne kungá’a “It’s a bird flying, not
a duck.” in Kanakanavu, produced by Mu’u.
dissertation for Piuma Paiwan (cf. Section 6.6.3.2), and is associated with an extreme peak delay
not seen in the Kanakanavu phonetics. In order to separate this initial L from the F0 peak, I
analyze the pitch accent as L+H*L.
4.7.2 Pitch accents aligned to clitics
In Section 4.6.3, it was noted that disyllabic enclitics (hereafter simply ‘clitics’) also bear a promi-
nent syllable on their own penult, evident in the pitch tracks of cucúru=kàra ‘true=Q’ and cucúru=kàsu
‘true=2sg.nom’ in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 on page 243. This prominent syllable interrupts the de-
cline from the stem’s F0 peak to the usual site of the following tonal target, which is the end of
the word. Thus, some tonal element is being aligned to prominent clitics in addition to the pitch
accents aligned to stems.
The pitch accent aligned to clitics behaves differently in its phonology than the L+H*L pitch
accent aligned to stems. Firstly, the F0 peak is never as high as the peak of L+H*L’s H target.
This could be part of a more general trend for successive peaks within the intonational phrase to
decrease in magnitude (to be discussed in Section 4.7.5), however the pitch accent on clitics also
is distinct in being a plateau followed by a fall in F0, with no rise preceding the highest point.
Instead, following the fall of the stem’s L+H*L, the contour reaches an F0 value in the middle of
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the pitch range, stays there during much of the clitic’s first syllable, and then falls to the bottom of
the pitch range. Thus, instead of a series of maxima and minima from alternating H and L tonal
targets that characterizes many languages’ intonational phonologies, the final L of the stem’s
L+H*L is at the same level as the ‘peak’ of the clitic’s pitch accent.
Given that there is still fall in pitch from the penult to ultima of the clitic, it makes sense
to incorporate a HL sequence in the phonological representation of the citic pitch accent. This
leaves two possibilities for explaining the interaction between the stem and clitic pitch accents:
i) the clitic pitch accent is H*L, and the sequence of /LH/ from the L of L+H*L and the H from
H*L undergoes a rewrite rule to some tonal element that governs the ‘staircase’ shape of the F0
contour (such as !H or M); or ii) the first element of the clitic pitch accent is not underlyingly H,
but another tonal element (such as !H or M).
The first option has the benefit of the clitic pitch accent melody being a subset of the stem
pitch accent melody. However, it fails in that it overpredicts the behavior of /LH/ sequences. For
example, the LH sequence realized on the syllable /ʔe/ in Figure 4.14 on the preceding page is not
levelled.
Instead, by analyzing the first element of the clitic pitch accent as something other than H,
such as !H or M, we can define the interaction between the stem and clitic pitch accents in only
the environments where an interaction happens. That is, a rule targeting /L!H/ or /LM/ will not
affect /LH/ sequences elsewhere.
While the choice between !H andM as the label for the initial element of the clitic pitch accent
may seem cosmetic, there are slight theoretical differences between the two that can be tested.
M refers to a tonal target in the middle of the pitch range, and its inclusion in the tonal inventory
of a language does not preclude sequences like H L M L H where other tonal targets are free to
occur elsewhere in the melody. !H however, is a combination of the H tonal target and downstep
(represented by the ‘!’), which is generally used to describe a process of lowering and shrinking
the pitch range for the duration of the intonational phrase or utterance. If an intonational phrase
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includes !H, then subsequent H tones within the phrase should also be downstepped.
The behavior of this tonal element can be tested by looking at examples of intonational
phrases including H targets following the clitic. One such example can be seen in Figure 4.15















“There’s a dog in the kitchen, isn’t there?”
Here, the first word ’úna=kàra contains a clitic, and shows the tonal ‘staircase’ where the L of
the stem’s L+H*L is level with the initial tonal target of the clitic pitch accent. The three following
pitch accents on u-cáni, tacáu, and ’ési all have aligned H tonal targets, but their F0 maxima are
all lower than that of the highest point of the pitch contour on the clitic =kàra.
This is compatible with an analysis of the clitic pitch accent as !H*L, as the downstep applies
to the remainder of the intonational phrase. If the melody were instead *ML, then following H
targets should surpass the M in F0, as M does not alter the pitch range itself.
To return to the interaction between the stem and clitic’s pitch accents, we now know that
the rule governing the interaction applies specifically to the sequence /L!H/. As there is no tonal
target at the bottom of the pitch range in the output of this sequence, the output should not
contain L. If the output is simply !H on the clitic’s penult, then the simplest way to characterize
this interaction is as a deletion rule, targeting L wherever it precedes !H. The fall in F0 between
the stem’s H and the clitic is thus not interpolation between H and L (as it is in stems without
clitics), but the interpolation between H and !H.
As a final note, the L of !H*L shifts rightward to the clitic’s ultima, just as the final L of L+H*L
does on the stem.
To summarize, enclitics in Kanakanavu of 2(+) syllables are aligned with a !H*L pitch accent.
The L of the stem’s L+H*L pitch accent is deleted preceding !H. The L of !H*L shifts to the clitic’s
ultima.
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4.7.3 Pitch accent alignment as a diagnostic for the prosodic word
So far, the phonology of the L+H*L and !H*L pitch accents have been discussed, but not the
availability of pitch accents in Kanakanavu generally. What elements do not receive pitch accents,
and why? And knowing how the tonal targets of L+H*L and !H*L behave phonologically, what
can this tell us about how strings in Kanakanavu are parsed into prosodic domains?
‘Content’ words in Kanakanavu all receive a pitch accent, including nouns like tacáu ‘dog’,
and verbs like mi-ngane ‘af-swim’. Some words that serve primarily grammatical functions also
consistently surface with pitch accents, including the negator ka’án(u) and the progressive aspect
marker ’ési. While some languages use de-accented forms of the numeral ‘one’ as a determiner,
like Danish én hund ‘one dog’ vs. en hund ‘a dog’, Mu’u never produced u-cán(i) ‘nhum-one’
without a pitch accent, even in sentences like (69) where the number of dogs is not in focus.
There are two morphemes that, at least in the recordings I have of Mu’u, never receive a
pitch accent. One is the locative particle na, and the other is a case marker sua. Tsuchida (1976,
2003) notes both nominative and oblique applications for sua, glossing them ‘nom’ and ‘obl’
respectively, however Teng and Zeitoun (2016, 136, footnote 6) argue that all uses of sua mark
the nominative (which is how it has been glossed in this chapter).
Tsuchida (2003) considers both na and sua to be proclitics. This may be true syntactically: sua
marks a following noun, while na always precedes a location. But how do they behave prosodi-
cally?
One interesting piece of evidence can be seen in Figure 4.15 on the preceding page, a pitch
track of an utterance containing na. In this case, na follows ’ési (here, ‘to exist’) and precedes
tapo’ocípa ‘kitchen’. Syntactically, na forms a constituent with the following word. However, the
final L of the preceding word’s L+H*L falls on na instead of on the final syllable of ’ési, with the F0
contour declining steadily from the /ʔe/ of ’ési to the syllable containing na. From this, it seems
that na forms a prosodic constituent not with the following noun, but with the preceding noun.
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Figure 4.16: Pitch track of sua tapinánge iá tanavikárʉ “The bird is yellow.” in Kanakanavu,
produced by Mu’u.
This leads to an interesting mismatch between syntactic and prosodic domains, as shown in (70):
(70)
L-H* L L+H*L
[ … [ … ’ési na ]ω [ tapo’ocípa ]ω]IP Prosodic structure
[ ’ési [ na tapo’ocípa ]PP]VP Syntactic structure
sua also never receives a pitch accent. As it is utterance-initial throughout the recordings
I have of Mu’u, it cannot be enclitic. In all utterances containing sua, it has a level F0 contour
leading into the L of the following word’s L+H*L pitch accent. This can be seen in Figure 4.16, a









“The bird is yellow.”
As sua does not receive its own pitch accent, I analyze it as not being a full prosodic word.
Since there is no preceding prosodic word for it to attach to, it must either form a prosodic word
with following tapinánge, or remain entirely extrametrical. Given that sua has a close syntactic
relationship to the followingword, and domain-initial extrametricality is not necessary elsewhere
in Kanakanavu phonology, I analyze sua= as a proclitic. An additional syntactic motivation was
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Table 4.5: Morphology included and excluded from the domain of primary stress assignment in
Kanakanavu, based on the availability and alignment of L+H*L.
discussed in 4.6.3, namely a possible co-occurrence restriction between sua= and the second-
position clitic =kara ‘Q’.
In this analysis, sua= forms a prosodic word with the following word. It does not receive a
pitch accent, and instead the initial L of the stem’s L+H*L spreads leftward through both of the
clitic’s syllables.
This brings up an interesting paradox: whatever the domain of the stem pitch accent L+H*L
is includes suffixes and proclitics, but not prefixes or enclitics. The location of primary stress is
sensitive to suffixation, but prefixal material can never bear stress despite at least some disyllabic
stems showing antepenultimate stress when suffixed (cf. Section 4.6.2). On the other hand, encl-
itics do not affect the location of primary stress and receive their own prominence/pitch accent,
while the proclitic sua= is associated only with tonal material aligned to the stem. This leads to
a definition of the domain of primary stress assignment shown in Table 4.5.
Of course, the prefixes, enclitics, and predictable vowels excluded from the domain of primary
stress assignment must be part of the phonological word, as none can stand alone as their own
phonological word. (Or, if they did, they would have a completely different phonology from the
phonological words comprised of stems.)
4.7.4 Intonational contours
Intonational contours in Kanakanavu has been described as early as M. M. Y. Sung (1966, 800).
M. M. Y. Sung describes two contrasting intonational contours, one for utterances containing the
topic marker ia and one for utterances without it. The description was accompanied by illustra-
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tions of the prosodic contours, repeated here in Figure 4.17.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.17: Illustrations of prosodic contours for Kanakanavu utterances with (a) and without
(b) the topic marker ia, from M. M. Y. Sung (1966, 800).
M. M. Y. Sung notes two differences between the contours: i) the topic marker ia has a rising
tone; and ii) the pitch accent following ia is of a lower magnitude (described as a “mid-level falling
tone”).
I also note no difference between the intonational contours of declarative and interrogative
utterances. A minimal pair can be seen in Figures 4.18 and 4.19 on the following page, which






















“Is the bird not yellow?”
The only difference syntactically between these two utterances is that (72b) has the question
marker =kàra while (72a) does not. Save for the !H*L aligned to the clitic, the prosodic contours
are identical.22 There is no final rise on the interrogative, and no other tonal movement that
appears to be associated with the intonational phrase boundary in either utterance.
As M. M. Y. Sung described, the topic marker ia does cause a change in the intonational
contour of the utterance. This can be seen in Figure 4.20 on page 258, a pitch track of a production
22The sentence/question pair in (72) are negated. The identical declarative/interrogative intonation contours are
not limited to negated utterances; non-negated interrogatives patterned with the declaratives as well. The reason
these examples were chosen was that they were the best minimal pair within the recordings I have of Mu’u. Addi-
tionally, the magnitude of the pitch accent on the negator ka’án(u) will be discussed in Section 4.7.5.
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Figure 4.18: Pitch track of sua tapinánge iá ka’án tanavikárʉ “The bird is not yellow.” in
Kanakanavu, produced by Mu’u.














Figure 4.19: Pitch track of sua tapinánge iá ka’án tanavikárʉ=kàra “Is the bird not yellow?” in
Kanakanavu, produced by Mu’u.
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Figure 4.20: Pitch track of sua tapinánge iá tanavikárʉ=kàra “Is the bird yellow?” in Kanakanavu,
produced by Mu’u.










“Is the bird yellow?”
The F0 contour on ia is generally high and steady, in contrast to the peaks in L+H*L and !H*L
pitch accents, which begin to fall within the prominent syllable. The tone assigned to ia is most
likely H, for this reason.
The next logical step is to determine whether the H aligned to ia is a pitch accent assigned at
the prosodic word level like L+H*L and !H*, or whether it is a boundary tone assigned at a higher
level in the prosodic hierarchy. ia is also often followed by a pause indicating an intonational
phrase boundary, and is thus its H could be a H% boundary tone associated with the intonational
phrase.
The easiest way to tell whether ia’s tone is a boundary phenomenon is to see how it behaves
when forced away from the intonational phrase edge. In fact, two examples of this were seen
in Figures 4.18 and 4.19 on the preceding page. Here, ia is present, but shows a completely flat
F0 contour. This is most likely due to the presence of the negator ka’án(u), which pushes ia into
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a phrase-internal position. If the H that is elsewhere associated to ia were a pitch accent H*,
then that pitch accent should be available regardless of where it falls in the intonational phrase.
However, if the H is a boundary tone H%, then why should it not associate with ka’án(u) instead?
The position of ia at a prosodic boundary (and perhaps in some specific syntactic position)
is necessary not only for the availability of the H tone, but also for the phrase-final lengthening
and short pause that characterizes the construction. As these are phonetic properties associated
more with intonational phrases than prosodic words, I analyze the H aligned to ia as a boundary
tone H% aligned at the IP level.
Another part of M. M. Y. Sung’s description of the intonational contour on utterances with ia
is a lower F0 peak on following pitch accents than in other declaratives. In the utterances with
ia in my recordings of Mu’u, some did have lower F0 peaks in the following intonational phrase.
One example can be seen in the pitch track in Figure 4.16 on page 254. However, this was not
universally the case. In Figure 4.20 on the preceding page, the peak on tanavikárʉ ‘yellow’ is as
high in F0 as the H% on ia. Perhaps downstep following ia is an optional process.
4.7.5 Relative magnitude of pitch accents
For the most part, the first element in the intonational phrase has the highest F0 peak, and the
magnitude of F0maxima declines until the pitch is reset. As an example, take Figures 4.21 and 4.22
on page 261, pitch tracks of productions of (74–75). In Figure 4.21, the highest F0 peak is on ’úna
‘exist’, while the subsequent F0 peaks fall steadily throughout the utterance. The utterance shown














“Is there a dog in the kitchen?”

















“He said there’s a dog in the kitchen.”
It is also not the case that the highest F0 peak is aligned with the matrix verb, which has
been in the initial position in the past few examples. The highest F0 peak can also be aligned to
topicalized nouns (with the proclitic sua=) in the initial position (cf. sua=tapinánge in Figure 4.20
on page 258), or on the progressive marker ’ési (cf. Figure 4.14 on page 249). Of course, in the
case of fronted nouns, their F0 peak will compete either with the peak on either the topic marker
ia or the negator ka’án(u).
Many of the instances where the highest F0 peak was not on the first pitch accent were sen-
tences with the negator ka’án(u). This can be seen in all of the examples with ka’án(u) shown so
far (e.g. Figures 4.18 and 4.19 on page 257). This could be reflect one of two things: i) Kanakanavu
has a distinct intonational contour for utterances containing ka’án(u); or ii) the high F0 peaks on
ka’án(u) are an artifact of the pragmatic conditions of our elicitation session.
Phrasal stress, or a pitch accent of greater magnitude than others within the intonational
phrase, has been found in experimental studies on prosody in English. O’Shaughnessy and Allen
(1983) find that phrasal stress is most commonly produced on modality operators, then negation,
then other content words. The authors ascribe these phrasal stresses to the large semantic load
borne by the operators. However, Yaeger-Dror (1985) finds that the phrasal stress on negators
like not is an artifact of the experimental design, and not common in running speech. Phrasal
stress on a negator may indicate that the statement is contradicting something. For example, the
English phrase “The screwdriver is not in the drawer.” is much more likely to have phrasal stress
on not if it is a contradiction of another interlocutor saying “The screwdriver is in the drawer.”.
During the recording session with Mu’u, he was asked to produce a number of utterances, some
being pairs like this that had conflicting meanings, and it is possible that the negated declaratives
were produced with intonation signaling contradiction via phrasal stress on the negator.
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However, even if phrasal stress is an artifact of the elicitation process, it is very interesting
that this phenomenon happened in Kanakanavu. Chiang, I, and Chiang (2006) set out to replicate
the phrasal stress on negators elicited in isolated sentences with Saisiyat speakers, and failed to
do so (but were successful with English speakers). English allows for phrasal stress to mark focal
prominence without any other syntactic modification to a sentence, while Formosan languages
generally use syntactic operations like topicalization or the voicemorphology tomark focus on an
element. As the interview was conducted in Mandarin, Mu’u was not being primed by English
structures. Additionally, phrasal stress on the negator is not something that could have been
transferred from contact languages, as neither Chinese nor Japanese uses pitch range to make
the negator a focal element.23
Whether it is an artifact of the elicitation process or not, the phrasal stress on ka’án(u) is part
of an intonational contour, which has no clear source as a transfer effect from other languages.
Perhaps this intonational contour is how negation is produced in organic spoken Kanakanavu as
well, or perhaps it is a contour used when the utterance contains a (non-fronted) focused element.
This ambiguity can be resolved through the analysis of non-guided narrative speech.
Another property of the intonational phonology of the phrasal stress aligned to ka’án is that
it often downsteps following peaks to a greater extent than is expected from phonetic downdrift
alone. This is obvious in Figures 4.18 and 4.19 on page 257, where the highest F0 maxima in
the utterance-final IP’s are lower in F0 than the L targets in the previous IP. The intonational
contour in these utterances must have some structure that causes downstep on a following IP.24
Whatever this structure is, it is also included in the intonational contour found on utterances
with ia. Perhaps a L tonal element (as is often how downstep is analyzed in African linguistics)
23In fact, the Mandarin negator 不 bù is one of the few morphemes in the language with its own tonal sandhi
rules, becoming bú before other falling-tone syllables. One could argue that it is prosodically weaker than content
words whose falling-tone syllabes are always produced.
24In both of these utterances, the negator ka’án is at the end of an IP. For example, in Figure 4.18, there is a short
pause following the negator and preceding the rest of the material. Thus, the downstep accompanying the negator’s
phrasal stress is not occuring within an IP, but across an IP boundary, as part of an intonational contour that spans
the utterance.
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is assigned to the final IP, as a boundary L%, and is realized as a lowering of the pitch range
throughout that IP.25
Non-initial phrasal stress followed by a downstepped IP was also found in a production of a
forced-choice question (76), of which a pitch track can be seen in Figure 4.23 on the following
page. The phrasal stress is realized on talukúka ‘chicken’, and the following pitch accents on nukái
















“Do you want to eat chicken, or pork?”
One final intonational contour involves not a downstepping of a final intonational phrase,
but a pitch reset immediately preceding it. This contour is used for utterances including the tag
question ʉʉ́’ʉ=kàra. This tag question comes utterance-finally, but has a F0 peak as high as the
initial pitch accent of the preceding IP. An example of this can be seen in Figure 4.15 on page 252,
where the tag question ʉʉ́’ʉ=kàra and previous IP are not separated by a pause, but the pitch
range is reset.
This leaves two phonetic patterns to incorporate into the phonological analysis of Kanakanavu
intonation. The first is the phrasal stress in the focus/negation intonational contour, and the sec-
ond is the pitch reset preceding tag questions. Given that I have already stipulated that boundary
tones associated at the IP level can affect the relative height of pitch accent peaks (in the form of
L% downstepping H targets within the IP), this approach should also be available in an analysis
of phrasal stress and pitch reset.
Phrasal stress (on the negator ka’án) falls on the last pitch accent before an IP boundary, and
if it is governed by a tonal element, that element is H. If an IP-final H% is responsible for the
25One theoretical proposal that would fit this analysis is Snider’s (1988) separation of tonal elements into multiple
suprasegmental tiers. This would allow L% in Kanakanavu to sit in the ‘Register Tier’, and associate with all the H
tonal targets of the pitch accents within the domain, lowering them to !H.
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phrasal stress, then phrasal stress can be analyzed as the same intonational contour as what is
found on utterances with ia: H% attaches to ia if it is IP-final, surfacing in a high level tone [H];
otherwise it associates with the final pitch accent in the IP, raising the H target of L+H*L (either
from H to XH or !H to H). This is also consistent with ia failing to receive tone when not at the
boundary edge.
The pitch reset preceding tag questions can be analyzed one of twoways: either i) a pitch reset
is associated with every IP boundary; or ii) some H tonal element is expanding the pitch range.
One piece of evidence to disambiguate these analyses would be an IP boundary without a pitch
reset. If pitch reset is not the only acoustic cure for an IP boundary, then some IP boundaries
lacking pitch reset can be argued for in the data presented here. One exaple is the juncture
between nukái ‘or’ and ’alám(ʉ) tutúi ‘pork’ towards the end of the utterance shown in Figure 4.23
on the preceding page. This juncture does not involve a pitch reset as all three peaks are relatively
low given the pitch range of the utterance as a whole. However, nukái shows final lengthening,
and there is a short pause between nukái and ’alám(ʉ), both of which are prosodic cues not
expected at mere prosodic word boundaries.
This means that either i) IP boundaries in Kanakanavu show two phonetic patterns, reflecting
some difference in intonational phonology; or ii) the two phonetic patterns reflect junctures at
two different levels of the prosodic hierarchy, like ip (intermediate phrase) vs. IP (intonational
phrase). The latter analysis is undesirable as whichever phonetic pattern is assigned to the ip
boundary should occur more frequently, breaking up IP’s, which lacks evidence. It would also
predict that IP boundaries (which are also ip boundaries) would show both patterns simultane-
ously, when the tag queston can occur without a lengthened preceding vowel or pause. Thus,
upstep of the H in the tag qeustion’s L+H*L is better analyzed as governed by a H tonal ele-
ment. As the upstep (or phrasal stress) in the focus/negation intonational contour is governed
by an IP-final H% which attaches to the nearest available anchor point (a pitch accent or ia), the
phrasal reset of tag questions can be analyzed as an IP-initial %H which attaches to the L+H*L
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pitch accent of ʉʉ́’ʉ=kàra.
To conclude, Kanakanavu’s intonational phonology can be described using the pitch accents
L+H*L for stems and !H*L for clitics, as well as the boundary tones H%, L%, and %H assigned at
intonational phrase boundaries. The intonational contours formed by these elements are shown
in Table 4.6 on the next page, including their phonological and surface phonetic structure.









































































































































































































Hla’alua is a language spoken in two villages in the county of Kaohsiung City.1 Pan (2012, 9)
estimates 10–15 speakers remained at the time of publication. The communities that live in these
villages are listed in Table 5.1. Some Hla’alua people also live in the Kanakanavu village of Manga
in neighboring Namasia District (Chinese: 那瑪夏區瑪雅里; Hla’alua: Na’ʉvʉana; Pan [2016,
1]). There are no described dialect differences between the Hla’alua communities (Pan, 2012,
9–10).
Ethnic community Sub-community Village
Hlihlala (雁爾社) Tanguhla (上部落) Taoyuan Village (桃源里)Karavun
Paiciana (排剪社)
Rʉhlʉcʉ (高中村)
Kaochung Village (高中里)Paapanara (二部落)
Sʉhlʉnganʉ (檢查哨)
Vilanganʉ (美壠社/美蘭社) Suaci sub-area (過河/素阿紀)
Talicia (塔臘祫社) (mostly relocated to Kaochung)
Table 5.1: Hla’alua communities and villages, based on Pan (2012, 7).
1The name of this language is written ‘Saaroa’ in many works, and ‘Lha’alua’ in Pan (2012). I use Hla’alua here
following Pan (2016), and the speakers themselves.
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5.2 Data collected
The data presented here for Hla’alua were elicited during one-hour interview sessions with two
male speakers in November 2019. Both speakers are from Rʉhlʉcʉ (Chinese: 高中村). One of the
speakers, Amalanamahlʉ Salapuana, consulted for Pan (2012, 2016) (birth year 1948). The other
speaker consulted here is Mai Hlauacana, who was 61 at the time of recording (approx. birth year
1958). Mai is not listed in either of Pan’s works, but Pan (2012, 9) does mention the existence of
additional speakers not consulted in his study.
The interview with Amalanamahlʉ took place in the Hla’alua tribal language promotion or-
ganization (拉阿魯哇族語言推動組織) building in Rʉhlʉcʉ where he teaches language classes
to younger members of the tribe. The interview with Mai took place at his home outside the
village.
5.3 Segmental inventory
The consonant inventory of Saaroa is shown in Table 5.2 on the next page. Pan (2012, 22) also
lists nine consonants /pʰ/ /tʰ/ /kʰ/ /b/ /ɡ/ /h/ /ʨ/ /tsʰ/ /ʥ/ used solely in loanwords. Many of
these phones are specific to the varieties of Chinese spoken day-to-day by Hla’alua speakers.
It is unclear from the data available how integrated these ‘loanwords’ are into the language’s
phonology, as opposed to being part of code-switching or some such phenomenon.2
Pan (2012, 28) lists two allophonic alternations in the consonants. First, /s/ and /ts/ palatalize
to [ɕ] and [ʨ] respectively, when preceding /i/. The second is that labiodental /v/ is realized as
the bilabial fricative [β] when preceding /u/. This differs from the analysis in Tsuchida (1976, 60),
who describes [β] in all positions for this phoneme.
2One interesting example within Formosan is C.-F. Huang (2003, 111), who describes the phonetics of code-
switching in Tsou. Chinese words that do not conform to Tsou phonology are produced within their own prosodic
domain, marked by preceding juncture and pitch reset.
























Voiceless stop p t k ʔ <’>
Voiceless fricative s
Voiced fricative v
Voiceless affricate ts <c>
Nasal m n ŋ <ng>
Trill r
Flap ɾ <l>
Voiceless lateral fricative ɬ <hl>
Table 5.2: Consonant inventory of Hla’alua.
Hla’alua has four contrastive vowel qualities, as shown in Table 5.3.3
Front Central Back
High i ʉ u
Low a
Table 5.3: Vowel inventory of Hla’alua.
Tsuchida (1976) describes /i/ and /ɨ/ (/ə/ in his transcription) as high vowels, but /u/ as only
mid-high: [ʊ] ([U] in his transcription). Pan (2012, 29) describes all three as high vowels. Previ-
ous descriptions of the non-low central vowel are generally unrounded, however the speakers I
consulted produced this vowel with a rounded quality, such that it was easily confused with [u]
(moreso than in other Formosan languages with [ɨ]). For this reason, I list the round vowel [ʉ]
in its place in the inventory.
Pan (2012, 29) also describes two loan phonemes /ɛ/ /ɔ/. As with the consonants, these do not
occur in the data presented here, and I will omit them.
3Note that <ʉ> is also used in orthographic representations in this chapter, which follows Pan (2016), and the
orthography used by Amalanamahlʉ and the revitalization movement. Pan (2012) and earlier works use <e>, as is
common in other Formosan languages like Rukai.
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Pan (2012, 30–1) also describes long counterparts to the four singleton vowels in Table 5.3. He
claims that long vowels [Vː] are distinct from identical vowel sequences [V₁.V₁], which are hetero-
syllabic. It seems that the evidence this claim is based on is a tendency to attract secondary stress
(p.37), although none of the data provided in that discussion differ from his secondary stress-
assignment algorithm for words with monomoraic syllables. I see no evidence to distinguish
long vowels from identical vowel sequences, neither in Pan’s discussion or in the data presented
in this chapter. Given that identical vowel sequences in Hla’alua can have a pitch accent anchored
to the first vs. second mora (to be discussed in Section 5.6), I exclude singleton long vowels from
the analysis presented here.
5.4 Additional notes on consonant phonetics and allophony
This section will focus on the possibility of a deletion rule in Hla’alua targeting vowels in word-
final position (Section 5.4.1), and in other unstressed positions within the word (Section 5.4.2).
5.4.1 Final vowel deletion
Deletion of final vowels following a nasal consonant in Hla’alua has been described by Pan (2012,
33). This is similar to phenomena in a number of nearby Formosan languages: Kanakanavu
nasal-/ɨ/ sequences are restructured in all parts of the word, noted in multiple descriptions of the
language’s phonology (cf. Section 4.5.3); I have described deletion of /ɨ/ between nasals in the
analysis of Tsou in this dissertation (cf. Section 3.6.3); additionally word-final vowels in Rukai
are often devoiced or deleted entirely (cf. Section 2.4.3).
Impressionistically, final vowels, especially [ʉ], are difficult to perceive following a nasal con-
sonant. However, unlike in the Mantauran Rukai data presented in Chapter 2, it seems that word-
final vowels in the Hla’alua of Amalanamahlʉ and Mai are generally not deleted outright, nor are
they devoiced. Even tokens for which I perceived no final vowel had some acoustic differentiation
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between the nasal and vowel in this environment.
An example can be seen in Figure 5.1 on the following page, showing four acoustic measure-
ments of a token of cuhlaumangʉ ‘when’. At a glance, the spectrogram shows a clear boundary
between the acoustics of [ŋ] and [ʉ]. The release of [ŋ] is evident in the change in formant
structure, notably the rise in F2 caused by the forwards shift from [ŋ]’s velar closure to central
[ʉ] (evident both in the formant tracks and the spectrogram itself). It is also evident in the pitch
track, as the F0-lowering microprosodic effect of [ŋ] does not hold through the following [ʉ]. The
vowel is not devoiced, which can be seen in the pitch track, however it does have low intensity.
As Pan (2012, 33) claims that final vowel deletion is a variable process dependent on speech
rate, and as such it is difficult to argue against without showing phonetic evidence like Figure
5.1 for all final nasal-vowel sequences. Nor is it possible without much more in-depth study to
prove a discrepancy between the surface phonetics andwhat structures are perceptible toHla’alua
speakers, Pan, or me.
What I can offer is a proposal forwhy such sequences could be easilymisperceived by linguists
(including myself), or even other speakers. While many languages like English have regressive
nasalization of vowels, i.e. the velum opens during the vowel preceding a nasal (Schourup, 1973),
progressive nasalization of vowels has been described in Formosan languages like Pazeh (Blust,
1999a, 331). If progressive vowel nasalization is also present in Hla’alua, then it is expected that
in sequences like [V₁NV₂], that [NV₂] are more likely to be perceived as a single segment [N]
than [V₁N]. It is also possible that the nasalized [V₂] isn’t heard at all, given its low intensity: the
pole-zero pair present in the acoustics of nasal(ized) segments causes a low amplitude in the F1 of
nasalized vowels, which in turn is the most robust perceptual cue for vowel nasalization (Beddor,
1993, and references therein).




































































Figure 5.1: Spectrogram (a), formant tracks for F1–F3 (b), intensity track (c), and pitch track (d)
of culhaumangʉ ‘when’ in Hla’alua, produced by Amalanamahlʉ.












t u k(u) t u k u
Time (s)
0 0.8095
Figure 5.2: Partial spectrogram of paka-tuk(u)tuku ‘knock (on door)’ showing a [kt] sequence in
Hla’alua, produced by Mai.
5.4.2 Non-final vowel deletion
While the status of final vowels (versus zero) is somewhat obscured by their acoustic properties,
there are true cases of vowel deletion in Amalanamahlʉ and Mai’s speech in word-internal posi-
tion. These vowels are in an unstressed position and are not limited to specific vowel qualities.
An example of a non-final deleted vowel is in the spectrogram in Figure 5.2, taken from a
recording of the word paka-tuk(u)tuku ‘knock (on door)’. The first [k] shows no release preceding
the [t], which suggests that no vowel (even a devoiced one) is present between the two stops.
However, this word is not only described in existing sources with a [u] in between these two stops
(pakatukutuku in S.-T. Lim and Szakos [2013]), but the [u] is also expected given the reduplicated
template of the word.4
Another word where vowel deletion was noted is sipangʉhlʉva ‘door’. In Amalanamahlʉ’s
productions of this word, the antepenultimate [ʉ] was in the stressed syllable, and was present in
the surface phonetics: [ʃipaŋʉ́ɬʉva]. Mai, however, produced this word with penultimate stress,
4I hesitate to refer to repetitive word shapes like ABCDABCD as ‘reduplicated’ if ABCD alone is not attested as a
non-reduplicated morpheme in the language, as *tuku is not to my knowledge found alone in Hla’alua. In this case,
given the possible onomatopoetic nature of the word, and a comment from Mai that the word implies a repetitive
action, the word carries semantic information that is often signaled via reduplication.
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and this [ʉ] (which is in this case pretonic) was deleted: [ʃipaŋɬʉ́va].
5.5 Syllable structure
The basic syllable structure of Hla’alua is (C)V. Pan (2012, 30–1) also claims that there are (C)VV
syllables where VV is a long vowel. It is unclear whether there are tautosyllabic V₁V₂ sequences
in his analysis: first, he claims that “vowels in a series do not always and necessarily belong to
different syllables” (p.30), then that “vowels in a sequence constitute two syllables” (p.33). In a
later grammar, the same author lists only V and CV syllable types, but includes sequences like
[aa] as a ‘V’ syllable (Pan, 2016, 14).
While most Formosan languages have been described with a glide formation rule, Hla’alua
has had few if any such proposals. Pan (2012, 25) excludes glide formation as a process. His
reasoning is that the free variation in stress he describes may target either of two vocoids in a
sequence that would otherwise be the input for glide formation. The same author later claims
that glide formation is a possibility in Hla’alua pending further investigation, giving examples
like ngiau/ngyaw ‘cat’ where high vowels might be realized as glides preceding or following a
nuclear vowel like /a/ (Pan, 2016, 5, footnote 1). If glides do exist in Hla’alua, they do not have
any predictable effect on the location of prominence, or the realization of the pitch accent as they
do in languages like Tsou (cf. Sections 3.5.2 and 3.8.1.2). Given the lack of evidence for a glide-
vowel distinction in Hla’alua, I analyze all vocoids in the language as vowels, following existing
descriptions like Ting (1967) and Pan (2012).
Coda consonants are also generally not found in descriptions of Hla’alua phonology, with
some exceptions. The first is word-final vowel deletion, which was discussed in Section 5.4.1.
Another exception is in two specific lexical items, tam ‘very’ and ’intavangʉ ‘taro’. Pan (2012,
32, footnote 16) claims that the coda nasals /m/ /n/ in these two words “[are] not the result of
vowel dropping…and subsequent resyllabification”. The same author later analyzes tam ‘very’ as
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underlyingly /tamʉ/ (Pan, 2016, 18). S.-T. Lim and Szakos (2013) list both items without a vowel
following the alleged coda nasal.
In the speech of Amalanamahlʉ and Mai, tam is always [tam] without a following vowel.
However, this may not be indicative of the item being consonant-final underlyingly, for two rea-
sons. Firstly, most of the occurrences of tam ‘very’ in the data preceded adjectival verbs starting
with /m/ due to the actor focus prefix. And second, the lack of a vowel following the final /m/
of tam is precisely the environment where a vowel is expected to be deleted or have acoustic
properties making it harder to either distinguish from the preceding nasal or perceive at all. A
similar alternation is described in this dissertation’s chapter on Tsou, in which /ʔbonɨ no/ ‘eat.af
obl’ surfaces as [ʔbonːo] with no evidence of the [n] being rearticulated (cf. Section 3.6.3). Be-
sides, if tam is in fact consonant-final underlyingly, its exceptionality among the Lha’alua lexicon
would be unsurprising as it is a function word. It may not even be a full prosodic word. For ex-
ample, the pitch track in Figure 5.3 on the following page shows a production of tam makulai
‘very fast’, where the word intonation (in this case, initial H and final L) is realized over the full
/tam#makuɾai/ sequence (lowering due to [m]’s microprosody permitting).5
’intavangʉ is easier to account for: some of Amalanamahlʉ’s productions have an [i] sepa-
rating the [n] and [t]. Thus, a better analysis of this word is that it is ’initavangʉ /ʔinitavaŋʉ/,
and the second [i] optionally undergoes the non-final vowel deletion process described in Section
5.4.2.
5The reader may notice that this word does not contain the rise-peak-fall contour characteristic of most other
languages analyzed in this dissertation. The reason for this has to do with the interaction between metrical structure
and intonation in the language, a topic too complex to do justice within this section. However, I will note two
things: i) this intonational contour is not exceptional among that found on other Lha’alua words; and ii) the contour
surfacing on tammakulai is the same as the one that surfaces on productions ofmakulai in isolation. A full discussion
of the distribution of this and other contours will encompass Sections 5.6–5.7.
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Figure 5.3: Pitch track of tam makulai ‘very fast’ in Hla’alua, produced by Mai.
5.6 Prominence
In the other data chapters of this dissertation, prominence and intonation have been presented in
mostly discrete discussions. Despite intonation being the most reliable diagnostic for prominence
in these languages, prominence can be discussed alone under the assumption that: i) a specific
acoustic cue (generally a F0 peak) is diagnostic of where prominence falls within the word, and
ii) multisyllabic words contain a prominent syllable in a position that can be identified by means
of this acoustic cue.
Neither of these assumptions can be undertaken in Hla’alua. For this reason, previous ap-
proaches to describing Hla’alua prosody have not yielded analyses that reliably predict the sur-
face phonetics of Hla’alua words. While perhaps no ‘perfect’ analysis exists in terms of predictive
power, I attempt here to overhaul the Hla’alua prosodic system and come closer to a model that
better predicts surface acoustics, and thus better represents the structure of words in the syn-
chronic grammars of Hla’alua speakers.
I will present the analysis of prominence in Hla’alua in five parts: first, an investigation of
variation in word intonation in Hla’alua (Section 5.6.1); second, a description of the surface acous-
tics of word intonation (Section 5.6.2); third, a phonological analysis of the data (Section 5.6.3);
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fourth, a preliminary study of interaction between morphology and word prosody (Section 5.6.4;
and finally a discussion on the limits of the present study and potential future directions (Section
5.6.5). 5
5.6.1 Variation in the realization of stress
Descriptions of stress in Hla’alua have mostly framed the system as one of free variation between
penultimate and antepenultimate stress. For example, Tsuchida (1976, 59) describes stress as
“…not distinctive; it usually falls either on the penultimate or antepenultimate syllable, varying
freely from speaker to speaker and even within the usage of a given informant.” Pan (2012, 35–8)
says basically the same, providing the examples reproduced here in (2.16) with slight modification
(from p.36):
(2.16)
/sa.ɾí.a/ or /sá.ɾi.a/ ‘house/home’
/ta.ɬá.kʉ/ or /tá.ɬa.kʉ/ ‘pig’
/va.ná.u/ or /vá.na.u/ (female name)
/sa.sú.a/ or /sá.su.a/ ‘two (people)’
Pan also describes secondary stress in the language, falling on the first syllable of words with
4+ syllables, providing the examples reproduced here in (2.17) with slight modifiction (from p.36):
(2.17)
three syllables: /sa.-sú.a/ ‘two (human)’
four syllables: /à.ɾʉ.mʉ́.ɬʉ/ ‘wild boar’
four syllables: /sàː.-ɬa.má.r-a/ ‘he burns’
seven syllables: /kù.-a-.sa.ka.-sá.ka.vʉ/ ‘to be eating stealthily’
Free variation in stress assignment is uncommon in the world’s languages. One language that
has been described with a similar system is the Pama-Nyungan language Walmatjari (Hudson &
Richards, 1969, 183–5). As in Pan’s (2012) analysis of Hla’alua, Hudson and Richards describe
variation between a prominent penult and antepenult in Walmatjari, as well as a prominent first
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3 a á a á a a
4 á a à a a á a a
5 á a a à a á a à a a
6 ? á a a à a a
A very different take on stress in Hla’alua is found in older descriptions. Ogawa and Asai
(1935, 695) write that “stress accent is generally found on the first syllable: e.g. láboku [lavuku
‘sand’]; táli̥jaɭija [tahliaria ‘sun’]. (There are exceptions, for example moatsápi [m‑u‑<a>capi
‘coming down’] does not take stress on the prefix.)”7
Ting (1967, 929–31) provides another analysis of word prosody inHla’alua, separating ‘accent’
(“音高”, lit. ‘pitch height’) from ‘stress’ (“重音”).8 In his model, accent is assigned to the second
or third syllable from the left edge while stress is assigned to the second or third syllable from
the right edge, depending on the lexical item. His examples are repeated here in (1) (from p.930),




Notably, there is no mention by either Ogawa and Asai (1935) or Ting (1967) of stress being
6While the Walmatjari data from Hudson and Richards (1969) continue to be used for later analyses such as
Hammond’s (1994) Optimality Theoretic account, it should be noted that a later grammar of the language by the
first author describes no variation in the non-initial site of prominence, which is fixed on the penult (Hudson, 1978,
7). Whether the lack of description of variation in the later work is due to a change in analysis, or was omitted for
brevity, I cannot say.
7Translation mine; original text: “5. 揚音，强弱の揚音にして概して第一音節に揚音を有す。láboku, táli̥jaɭija
（例外あり、例へば接頭辭は揚音を取らず moatsápi）。” (p.695).
8‘Accent’ here may be referring to a low tone L target: “whenever one reads a [Chinese] word, pitch height is
used to distinguish the words, and one could say it it is the height of lexical tones that contrasts words. Hla’alua
uses a low tone to distinguish words.” (Ting, 1967, 930). Translation mine; original text: “在每一讀之中，利用音高
來分「字」，也可以說是用字調的高低來分字。沙語是用低調分字的。” It is unclear from the text what acoustic
property is supposed to cue ‘stress’.
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variably produced across tokens of the same item.
These various descriptions make very different predictions about what should be found in
the acoustic signal. If Tsuchida (1976) and Pan (2012, 2016) are correct then the F0 contours on
Hla’alua words comprise two categories, one with a F0 maximum on the antepenult, and one
with a F0 maximum on the penult. As the categories are in free variation, both contours are
expected to arise on some lexical items, within and across speakers. On the other hand, if Ogawa
and Asai’s (1931) analysis is a better representation of Hla’alua stress, then the first syllable of
the word should be prominent in most forms, with later stresses in specific exceptional forms.
To test these hypotheses, I have coded all attested combinations of F0 maxima on 114 words
produced by Amalanamahlʉ and Mai, specifically in three points of interest within the word: i)
the initial syllable; ii) the antepenult; and iii) the penult. The full itemized data can be seen in
Table A.1, starting on page 703 in Appendix A.
As can be seen in Table 5.4 on the next page, only 17% of four-mora words showed a F0
maximum on either the antepenult or penult. This number does go up incrementally with word
length, with 34% of five-mora words showing an ante- or penultimate F0 maximum, 75% of six-
mora words, et cetera. However, under the analysis of Hla’alua stress by Tsuchida (1976) and Pan
(2012, 2016), all of these figures are predicted to be 100%.
While some words had a single F0 maximum on the first, antepenultimate, or ultimate mora,
not all words had only one F0 maximum. Many surfaced with maxima on both the first, and
either the antepenultimate or penultimate mora. For convenience, I refer to these combinations
as ‘contours’ pending an analysis of the intonational phonology. Their prevalence in the data is
shown in Table 5.5.
5.6.2 Acoustic properties of the five surfacing word intonation contours
Before proceeding to the phonological analysis of the patterns in Hla’alua surface data alluded to
in Section 5.6.1 and Tables 5.4, 5.5, and A.1, I will first present examples of the F0 contours that
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F0 maxima
μ # 1st anp pen anp or pen
3 21 19 (90%) 2 (10%) 21 (100%)
4 36 31 (86%) 3 (8%) 3 (8%) 6 (17%)
5 38 31 (82%) 9 (24%) 4 (10%) 13 (34%)
6 12 5 (42%) 8 (67%) 1 (8%) 9 (75%)
7 5 2 (40%) 3 (60%) 1 (20%) 4 (80%)
9 2 1 (50%) 2 (100%) 0 (0%) 2 (100%)
Table 5.4: Prevalence of F0 maxima by location and lexical item in Hla’alua, based on recordings
of Amalanamahlʉ and Mai.
Contour
μ # 1 only 1+anp 1+pen anp only pen only other
3 21 — — — 19 (90%) 2 (10%) 0 (0%)
4 36 30 (83%) 0 (0%) 1 (3%) 3 (8%) 2 (6%) 0 (0%)
5 38 25 (66%) 4 (11%) 2 (5%) 5 (13%) 2 (5%) 0 (0%)
6 12 3 (25%) 2 (17%) 0 (0%) 6 (50%) 1 (8%) 0 (0%)
7 5 0 (0%) 2 (40%) 0 (0%) 1 (20%) 1 (20%) 1 (20%)
9 2 0 (0%) 1 (50%) 0 (0%) 1 (50%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Table 5.5: Prevalence of word-level intonation contours by lexical item in Hla’alua, based on
recordings of Amalanamahlʉ and Mai.
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have been analyzed in these categories.
The contour labeled ‘1 only’ is the most common contour surfacing on 4- and 5-mora words
(as well as 3-mora words if the first syllable is not counted as the antepenult). It has a sole F0
maximum on the first syllable of the word. The initial peak is not preceded by a rise. Following
the rise, F0 decreases steadily to the bottom of the pitch range. This contour was not seen in
words above 6 morae, although only seven such words occurred in the data, some of which being
morphologically complex. This contour was seen in the pitch track of tam makulai ‘very fast’
in Figure 5.3 on page 277. Additional examples can be seen in Figures 5.4–5.6 on the next page,
which show pitch tracks of this contour on pihlalupu ‘fish (v.)’ (4 morae), ’alaliamʉ ‘housefly’ (5
morae), and masalangʉsangʉ ‘beautiful’ (6 morae).9
The ‘1+anp’ contour has a F0 maximum on the first syllable, as well as on the antepenultimate
mora. Examples can be seen in Figures 5.7–5.9 on page 284, showing pitch tracks of rʉrʉmaanʉ
‘inside’ (5 morae), maivuvurunga ‘late morning’ (6 morae), and maisasavusavuanʉ ‘doctor’ (9
morae). In this contour, a F0 minimum surfaces between the two maxima. Generally, the period
between the two maxima is lowest in F0 during the syllable preceding the antepenult.10 The two
F0 maxima are at roughly the same F0.
The ‘1+pen’ contour is similar to ‘1+anp’, but instead of the second F0 maximum being found
on the antepenult, it is on the penult. Examples can be seen in Figures 5.10–5.12 on page 285,
showing pitch tracks of taʉvura ‘rice basket’ (4 morae) and vuuvulunga ‘forest’ (5 morae).
The ‘anp only’ and ‘pen only’ contours have a single F0 maximum on the antepenultimate
or penultimate mora respectively, and do not have a F0 maximum word-initially. These con-
tours were uncommon in words in isolation. An example of ‘anp only’ intonation can be seen in
Figure 5.13 on page 287, showing a pitch track of malasangʉsangʉ ‘beautiful’ (6 morae). Exam-
ples of ‘pen only’ intonation can be seen in Figures 5.14–5.15 on the same page, showing a pitch
9Note that while some very small local F0 maxima may be seen in the pitch tracks, these can be attributed to the
microprosodic effects of nearby consonants.
10This F0 minimum might correspond to the ‘accent’ described by Ting (1967).
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Figure 5.4: Pitch track of pihlalupu ‘fish (v.)’ with ‘1 only’ intonation in Hla’alua, produced by
Mai.















Figure 5.5: Pitch track of ’alaliamu ‘housefly’ with ‘1 only’ intonation in Hla’alua, produced by
Amalanamahlʉ.













Figure 5.6: Pitch track of masalangʉsangʉ ‘beautiful’ with ‘1 only’ intonation in Hla’alua, pro-
duced by Amalanamahlʉ.
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Figure 5.7: Pitch track of rʉrʉmaanʉ ‘inside’ with ‘1+anp’ intonation in Hla’alua, produced by
Amalanamahlʉ.













Figure 5.8: Pitch track of maivuvurunga ‘late morning’ with ‘1+anp’ intonation in Hla’alua, pro-
duced by Amalanamahlʉ.















Figure 5.9: Pitch track of maisasavusavuanʉ ‘doctor’ with ‘1+anp’ intonation in Hla’alua, pro-
duced by Amalanamahlʉ.
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Figure 5.10: Pitch track of taʉvura ‘rice basket’ with ‘1+pen’ intonation in Hla’alua, produced by
Amalanamahlʉ.















Figure 5.11: Pitch track of vuuvulunga ‘forest’ with ‘1+pen’ intonation in Hla’alua, produced by
Mai.













Figure 5.12: Pitch track of vuuvulunga ‘forest’ with ‘1+pen’ intonation in Hla’alua, produced by
Amalanamahlʉ.
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track of taʉvura ‘rice basket’ (4 morae) with ‘pen only’ intonation, and a pitch track of arupa-ka-
kita=mana ‘goodbye’ which can be analyzed as ‘pen only’ if the domain of accent assignment is
ka-kita (3 morae).11
5.6.3 The metrical structure of Hla’alua words
It is clear from the data presented in the preceding two sections and Appendix A that Tsuchida
(1976) and Pan’s (2012; 2016) analyses of Hla’alua stress as assigned to the antepenult and penult
in free variation does not accurately predict the distribution of F0 maxima in Amalanamahlʉ and
Mai’s speech. In this section, I attempt to do two things: i) analyze the five surface contours using
the fewest phonological elements; and ii) propose possible explanations for the attested variation
with more predicitve power than the existing free variation approach to Hla’alua stress.
5.6.3.1 Maxima on the antepenult and penult
The F0 maxima on the (non-initial) antepenult and penult are best analyzed as markers of promi-
nence. With a few exceptions, they generally hold across speakers: vuuvulúnga has penultimate
stress for both speakers, and not antepenultimate (*vuuvúlunga). Similarly, ‘bird’ is áhlamʉ and
not *ahlámʉ in the dozens of tokens produced by both speakers in isolation and within larger ut-
terances. As there is no structural predictor of penultimate stress in words like vuuvulúnga versus
antepenultimate stress in other words of the same length like umaníani ‘call’, these differences
must either be encoded in the lexicon, or attributed to random chance.
5.6.3.2 Approaching the attested variation
Unfortunately there is not a large overlap in thewords produced by both speakers as the two inter-
views had different goals (focusing on word-level prosody with Amalanamahlʉ and phrase-level
11This would could also be analyzed as ‘1 only’ if the domain of accent assignment is kita only. Investigation into
the behavior of other words with the same prefix will determine which analysis is correct. Until then, I err on the
side of larger domains given how many affixes and clitics are counted within the domain of accent assignment.
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Figure 5.13: Pitch track of malasangʉsangʉ ‘beautiful’ with ‘anp only’ intonation in Hla’alua,
produced by Amalanamahlʉ.















Figure 5.14: Pitch track of taʉvura ‘rice basket’ with ‘pen only’ intonation in Hla’alua, produced
by Amalanamahlʉ.














Figure 5.15: Pitch track of arupa-ka-kita=mana ‘goodbye’ with potential ‘pen only’ intonation in
Hla’alua, produced by Mai.
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Variant 1 Variant 2 Meaning Speaker
within-speaker sáviki savíki ‘betel nut’ Mai
táʉvúra taʉvúra ‘rice basket’ Amalanamahlʉ
sípangʉ́hlʉva sipangʉ́hlʉva ‘door’ Amalanamahlʉ
túrukuuka turukúuka ‘chicken’ Amalanamahlʉ
másalangʉsangʉ masalangʉ́sangʉ ‘beautiful’ Amalanamahlʉ
across speakers s(í)pangʉ́hlʉva (AS) sípangʉhlʉ́va (MH) ‘door’ —
Table 5.6: Variation within and across speakers in the distribution of F0 maxima on Hla’alua
words, based on recordings of Amalanamahlʉ and Mai.
prosody with Mai). This makes it more difficult to rule out the free variation of antepenultimate
versus penultimate stress. However, some variation across and within speakers is attested in the
data, and its sources can be examined.
There are five attested within-speaker variant pairs in the data, listed in Table 5.6. In the case
of taʉvura ‘rice basket’, the variants differ by the presence vs. absence of the initial F0 maximum.
In the other four cases, one variant has a lone initial peak, while the other variant has a lone
non-initial peak (penultimate in saviki ‘betel nut’ and antepenultimate in sipangʉhlʉva ‘door’,
turukuuka ‘chicken’, and masalangʉsangʉ ‘beautiful’).
So while Tsuchida (1976) and Pan (2012, 2016) were right in hearing within-speaker variation
on lexical items, the variation is likely not between antepenultimate and penultimate prominence,
but between initial and non-initial peaks. If this analysis were based on trimoraic words, such as
the variation data presented by Pan (2012, 36) (repeated in (2.16) on page 278), then there would
be no way to distinguish initial/penultimate and antepenultimate/penultimate variation as the
antepenult is the initial syllable.
The variation across speakers, while likely diminished by the lack of overlap between the
items produced by Amalanamahlʉ and Mai, still only involves one lexical item: sipangʉhlʉva
‘door’. There are many reasons this variation could have arisen, anything from stress shifting
rightward from [ʉ] (reminiscent of the pattern in Piuma Paiwan; cf. Section 6.4.4), to differences
between sub-communties of Hla’alua speakers, to honest-to-goodness free variation between
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the two. Given that this word was produced by both speakers multiple times, and neither varied
between antepenultimate- vs. penultimate-stressed realizations, I am inclined to believe that the
variation here does not extend within speakers. Besides, even if the variants of sipangʉhlʉva
were in true free variation, this would not prove free variation between antepenultimate and
penultimate stress in Hla’alua any more than the two realizations of the word pecan prove the
existence of free variation between penultimate and ultimate stress in English.
5.6.3.3 What are the initial F0 maxima?
It has been demonstrated in the previous section that much of the variation attested in the record-
ings of Amalanamahlʉ and Mai is between a variant with an initial F0 maximum, and a variant
with a non-initial F0 maximum (and sometimes also an initial F0 maximum). The maxima on
the antepenult and penult are difficult to explain as anything other than the H targets of pitch
accents; they cannot be boundary tones as they mark no identifiable boundary. But the initial
maxima are at a boundary, the word edge.
At first glance, the alternation between forms like túrukuuka ‘chicken’ with an initial F0 max-
imum and turukúuka with an antepenultimate maximum seems to suggest that the two maxima
have a similar function, and a similar structure. This is the approach taken by Ogawa and Asai
(1935, 695), where initial stress exists alongside penultimate stress (and possibly other stress loca-
tions). However, initial and non-initial F0 maxima in Hla’alua exhibit differences in phonological
behavior that point away from an analysis of the initial F0 maxima as initial stress.
Firstly, initial F0 maxima can exist alongside non-initial F0 maxima, as in the ‘1+anp’ and
‘1+pen’ contours shown in Section 5.6.2. While a system with multiple stressed syllables within
the word is attested in Austronesian (see Section 11.4.3 for discussion on Pazeh and Philippine
languages), these systems generally include a second stress attracted to a heavy syllable or clitic,
not one in a fixed position in the prosodic word.
Words produced without initial F0 cues were more common in words produced within larger
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Figure 5.16: Pitch track of papa’a tahlaku ‘pork’ in Hla’alua, produced by Amalanamahlʉ.
utterances than those produced in isolation (cf. Table A.1 on page 703, where items marked
with * were attested only within larger utterances). If the initial F0 maximum does not represent
prominence within the word, but instead is an element assigned at a higher level of the prosodic
hierarchy, then it is expected for there to be more variation in full utterances with more active
phrase-level intonational phonology.
The initial F0 can also in some circumstances surface on a preceding word. An example of
this was seen in the pitch track of tam makulai ‘very fast’ in Figure 5.3 on page 277, where one
‘1 only’ contour spanned the entire phrase. Another example can be seen in Figure 5.16, which
shows a pitch track of papa’a tahlaku ‘pork’ (lit. ‘meat pig’), with a ‘1 only’ contour spanning the
full phrase. As the phrase-initial H and phrase-final L are the only two identifiable tonal targets,
it is hard to argue that the initial syllable of tahlaku ‘pig’ is prominent.12
One final piece of evidence for the initial F0 maximum not being a marker of prominence
in Hla’alua comes from comparative evidence. The variation between the presence vs. absence
of prenuclear H targets that attach to the first syllable of the word have been noted for nearby
languagesMantauran Rukai and Tsou, as was discussed in Sections 2.4.6.2 and 3.8.1.1 respectively.
12Of course, an alternative analysis is possible whereby papa’atahlaku is a single compound word, and the promi-
nent syllable of the rightmost element has been demoted. However, ‘demotion’ of this sort is generally in the other
direction in Hla’alua, with IP-final elements realized with their full intonational contours and preceding elements
within the IP often reduced to flat ‘plateau’ intonation. A full discussion will be saved for Section 5.7.
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Surface Underlying
‘1 only’ [σ́…σ σ σ] zero accent /σ…σ σ σ/
‘1+anp’ [σ́…σ́ σ σ] anp accent /σ…σ́ σ σ/‘anp only’ [σ…σ́ σ σ]
‘1+pen’ [σ́…σ σ́ σ] pen accent /σ…σ σ́ σ/‘pen only’ [σ…σ σ́ σ]
Table 5.7: Mapping of surface patterns in Hla’alua word intonation to accent catgories.
5.6.3.4 Accent in Hla’alua lexical items
If penultimate and ultimate F0 maxima cue prominent syllables within the word but initil F0
maxima do not, then where is the prominence in words with ‘1 only’ intonational contours that
make up 83% of 4-mora and 66% of 5-mora words in the language?
One possibility is that there is no prominent syllable within these words. Under this analysis,
Hla’alua has a contrast in the lexicon between accented and unaccented words, where accented
words have a lexically-specified anchor point to which a pitch accent aligns. Unaccented words
receive no pitch accent, but are still assigned the same targets at the boundary. This would divide
lexical items in Hla’alua into three categories: zero accent, antepenultimate accent, and penul-
timate accent. A list of which of the items surveyed from the recordings of Amalanamahlʉ and
Mai would fall into these categories based on their surface phonetics can be seen in Table A.2 on
page 706.
Many stress languages like English have a stressed syllable on every multisyllabic content
word. In these languages, the location of stress is contrastive, but the presence of stress (vs.
zero) is not. However, many languages like Japanese that have been described as pitch accent
languages do have this zero vs. accent contrast (Pierrehumbert & Beckman, 1988). Unlike some
pitch accent languages like Swedish which have multiple pitch accent melodies (Bruce, 1977),
Hla’alua has a single L+H* melody that is aligned to accented syllables.
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5.6.4 The interaction between accent and morphology
Some pairs of Hla’alua stems produced with and without an affix or clitic show an alternation in
the location of accent, like the examples in (77).
(77)
Form in isolation Gloss Form with affix/clitic Gloss
a. távava ‘kitchen’ tavavá-ana ‘kitchen-lf’
b. pihlalupu ‘fish (v.)’ hli-pihlalupú=isa ‘perf-fish=3sg.nom’
c. taku’i’íarʉ ‘work’ taku’i’iarʉ́=aku ‘work=1sg.nom’
d. vutukuhlu ‘fish (n.)’ vutukuhlú=na ‘fish=def’
e. tukucu ‘friend’ tukucu=kú=na ‘friend=1sg.poss=def’
These examples include both the voice suffix -ana as well as clitics like the personal encli-
tics =aku and =isa and the definite enclitic =na. In all cases, accent is either moved to, or as-
signed anew, on the mora preceding the morpheme boundary. ‘Pre-accenting suffixes’ are at-
tested in other accent languages like Japanese (Gussenhoven, 2004, 38), and are also described for
Kanakanavu (the language closest geographically to Hla’alua) by H.-J. Chen (2016, 90–1).
However, it is not the case that these morphemes were always pre-accenting in the speech of
Amalanamahlʉ and Mai. For example, the definite enclitic =na does not surface with an accent in
some productions ofmairangʉ=na ‘sweet.potato=def’, where the stemmairangʉ is an unaccented
four-mora morpheme just like vutukuhlu ‘fish’, which participated in the alternation. Whether
the pre-accenting behavior of clitics shows some optionality, or is affected by some structural
property of the words that is yet to be identified, is a question that can only be answered with
additional data.
One final note concerns the reciprocal prefix arupa-. The word pualiuhlu ‘exchange’ in iso-
lation surfaces with only an initial F0 maximum, putting it in the category of zero accent mor-
phemes in the language. When prefixed with arupa-, an F0maximum surfaces on the first syllable
of the stem: arupa-púaliuhlu ‘trade’. In an analysis where initial F0 maxima cue initial stress, the
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prefix arupa- could simply be excluded from the domain of stress assignment. However, this is
not possible under the analysis adopted here that excludes initial stress. There are two possibili-
ties for why a maximum surfaces where it does in arupa-púaliuhlu: i) arupa is not actually part of
the same prosodic word as pualiuhlu, and the syllable /pu/ is still at a prosodic boundary and able
to host boundary tones; or ii) the morpheme arupa- is post-accenting the same way that enclitics
are pre-accenting. As this morpheme is not post-accenting in words like arupa-ka-kíta=mana
‘goodbye’ and arupa-kaa-kíta=ita ‘we saw each other’, the first of these options is more likely.
5.6.5 Additional directions for the investigation ofHla’aluawordprosody
While the analysis of Hla’alua word prosody in this chapter has proposed phonological structures
that give predictive power to a system that was thought by some to be one of free variation, it is
merely a first step. Much waits to be seen in subtopics like how the accent classes interact with
the rich morphology of the language, and how the accent developed in the words they are found
in. In addition to the areas fruitful for future research, there are two loose ends I would like to
bring attention to.
The first concerns the correlation between accent class and word length. As was seen in
Table 5.4 on page 281, the proportion of accented words increases with word length. While some
of this variance is explained by the inclusion in the survey of words with pre-accenting suffixes
and enclitics, the fact remains that nowordswithmore than sixmoraewere foundwithout accent.
Perhaps this is due to some morphological structure in the longer words (e.g. reduplication) that
affects the appearance of accent, or perhaps it is an accidental gap in the data surveyed here. On
the other hand, perhaps there is a limit of six unaccented morae before a default antepenultimate
accent is assigned, or some other such mechanism.
The second loose end concerns the within-speaker variation shown in Table 5.6 on page 288.
Three items, saviki ‘betel nut’, turukuuka ‘chicken’, and masalangʉsangʉ ‘beautiful’ showed vari-
ation between the presence and absence of accent. Whether these variants are being used in free
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variation, or signal something (e.g. emphasis), or are more likely to surface in certain parts of
the utterance or at certain speech rates, remains to be seen. It should be noted, however, that
saviki is listed as a loanword by S.-T. Lim and Szakos (2013), presumably from a nearby Formosan
language, and if it is an exceptional form, its status as a loanword may be the cause.
5.7 Intonation
The description of Hla’alua intonational phonology will proceed in four parts: first, word-level
intonation and the pitch accent melody (Section 5.7.1), followed by the intonation of declara-
tive utterances (Section 5.7.2), and finally the intonational contours of non-declarative utterances
(Section 5.7.3). Section 5.7.4 will summarize.
5.7.1 Intonation at the word level
As first discussed in Section 5.6, lexical items in Hla’alua can have an accent or be unaccented.
Additionally, as was argued in Section 5.6.3.3, at least some tonal targets (such as initial F0 max-
ima) are not part of the pitch accent melody. Take as examples the pitch track of maivuvu-
runga ‘late morning’ with ‘1+anp’ intonation in Figure 5.8 on page 284, and the pitch track of
masalangʉsangʉ ‘beautiful’ with ‘1 only’ intonation in Figure 5.6 on page 283. The F0 contour of
its surface forms can be described through the tonal targets in (78–79): 13
(78)
H L H L Tonal tier
ma i vu vú ru nga Mora tier
(79)
H L Tonal tier
ma sa la ngʉ sa ngʉ Mora tier
13In the pitch track in Figure 5.6, the F0 does not start at the highest point of the pitch range, and thus some readers
may be expecting a L tonal target preceding the first H. However, this rise in F0 occurs during the onset consonant
/m/, and I am thus excluding it from the intonational phonology, instead analyzing it as the result of consonant
microprosody.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.17: Two depictions of declarative intonation in Hla’alua, from (Ting, 1967, 929).
In many of the other analyses in this dissertation, the final L tonal target of words has been
attributed to the pitch accent melody, which is economical in not requiring separate boundary
tone assignment (which is also generally not done at the word level). However, in the case of
Hla’alua, unaccented words have no pitch accent, but still have the initial H and final L tonal
targets. In the accented word maivuvúrunga, these same H and L targets are still present at the
word edges, and only the intervening L H sequence need be attributed to the pitch accent. As the
L falls on the immediately pretonic syllable, I analyze the pitch accent melody as L+H*.
5.7.2 Intonation of declarative utterancess
Two scholars have provided representation of declarative intonation in Hla’alua. The first is Ting
(1967), who represents intonation with a series of symbols representing tonal phenomena aligned
to glossed sentences, repeated here in Figure 5.17.14. Here, the ↗ symbol is described as a high
tone, the→ symbol is described as a flat or level tone (“平調”), and the ↷ symbol is described as
the phrase-final falling tone.
Pan (2012, 343) describes declarative utterances in Hla’alua as having either a level tone
throughout the utterance or a final fall. The accompanying diagram is repeated here in Figure 5.18
on the next page.
I now turn to the analysis of Amalanamahlʉ and Mai’s speech. Declarative utterances com-
14The two phrases here translate to “My older brother is Amaama Hlʉlʉngan.” and “That is a Bunun person.”
respectively
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Figure 5.18: Depiction of declarative intonation in Hla’alua, from (Pan, 2012, 343).
posed of unaccented words end with a fall in F0 starting from the first syllable of the last word
to the end of the utterance. This can be seen in Figures 5.19– 5.20 on the following page, which
show pitch tracks of the sentences in (80–81). In both examples, the last word is the unaccented


















“Every yellow birds flies.”
In both pitch tracks, the utterance is clearly divided (with a short pause) into two intonational
phrases (IP). The second of the two IP’s in each pitch track has a plateau at the top of the pitch
range from the initial syllable to the H starting the final word.
When the final word in an IP is accented, the L+H* pitch accent is realized on that final word.
Preceding accented words within the IP are de-accented.15 For example, Figure 5.21 on page 299
shows a pitch track of the sentence in (82), which is realized as a single IP containing two accented
words, pakatukutúku ‘knock’ and sipangʉhlʉ́va ‘door’ (which is penult-accented in Mai’s speech
but antepenult-accented in Amalanamahlʉ’s). The pitch accent on sipangʉhlʉ́va can be seen with
a F0 peak on penult /ɬʉ/ and a minimum on preceding /ŋʉ/. The material from the beginning
15Suppression of non-final pitch accents within the IP is common to other Formosan languages such as Tsou (cf.
3.8.2), Seediq (cf. 3.8), and certain utterance types in Kavalan (cf. Section 7.7.5).
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of the IP through the F0 minimum on /ŋʉ/ decreases steadily in F0 (consonant microprosody
permitting), interpolating between an IP-initial H tonal target and the L on /ŋʉ/. No additional
tonal targets can be identified during pakatuktúku, and I analyze this as de-accenting of the word





“You knock on the door.”
The tonal targets of the utterances in Figures 5.19 and 5.21 can be summarized in the tonal
tiers shown in (83–84):
(83)
H L H H L Tonal tier
mi pi pi hli hli mʉ ʉ mʉ a a hla mʉ Mora tier
(84)
H L H L Tonal tier
pa ka tu ku tu ku u si pa ngʉ hlʉ va Mora tier
The L and H on /ŋʉ/ and /ɬʉ/ in (84) are the pitch accent melody L+H*. The other tonal targets
must be accounted for as boundary tones assigned at some level of the prosodic hierarchy. Given
that the pitch track of (83) shows a short pause between /ɬi/ and /mʉ/, it is safe to assume that
this represents an IP boundary. This means that every IP begins with a H tonal target and ends
with L, that is, %H and L% boundary tones are assigned at the IP level.
This leaves the H on /a/ in (83). This marks the beginning of the word ahlamʉ ‘bird’, but does
not mark the beginning of an IP as there is no L% on the preceding syllable. Instead, I propose
that this H marks an initial boundary tone -H at a lower level of the prosodic hierarchy, the
intermediate phrase (ip).16 The ip is a domain that is larger than the prosodic word, as it can
include adverbs like tam ‘very’ and compound words (cf. tam makulai ‘very fast’ in Figure 5.3
16I use the minus sign - to mark the ip edge in boundary tones, just as the percent sign % marks the IP edge,
following Pierrehumbert (1980).
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Figure 5.21: Pitch track of pakatukutúku=u sipangʉhlʉ́va “You knock on the door.” in Hla’alua,
produced by Mai.















Figure 5.22: Pitch track of pakatukutúku ‘knock (on door)’ in Hla’alua, produced by Mai.
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on page 277 and papa’a tahlakʉ ‘pork’ in Figure 5.16 on page 290). The assignment of boundary
tones in (83) is shown below in (85):
(85)
[ %H L% ][ %H L% ] IP
[ (-H) ][ (-H) ][ -H ] ip
H L H H L Tonal tier
mi pi pi hli hli mʉ ʉ mʉ a a hla mʉ Mora tier
The variation in word-initial F0 maxima (recall Section 5.6.2 and the data in Table A.1) can be
attributed to the presence or absence of H- (i.e. perhaps some words produced in isolation build
an ip while others don’t). -H is either assigned to all ip’s and deleted when also IP-initial, or only
assigned to the last ip of an IP with multiple ip’s.
As a final note, imperative utterances have similar intonation to declarative sentences. For
example, the pitch track of (5.23) in Figure 5.23 on the following page shows a single IP with
the fall from H to L in the final ip containing mairangʉ ‘sweet potato’, preceded by a plateau.
Negative imperatives also do not have distinct intonation: the pitch track of (87) in Figure 5.24
on the next page shows a H…L fall on the strong negative imperative particle kuu=kia followed














“Don’t eat the sweet potato!”
5.7.3 Intonation of non-declarative utterances
In addition to declarative intonation, Pan (2012, 315) also provides two illustrations of interrog-
ative intonation, reproduced here in Figure 5.25 on page 302. His analysis is that the question
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Figure 5.23: Pitch track of aan(ʉ)=u a mairangʉ=na “Eat the sweet potato!” in Hla’alua, produced
by Amalanamahlʉ.













Figure 5.24: Pitch track of kuu=kia a-u mairangʉ=na “Don’t eat the sweet potato!” in Hla’alua,
produced by Amalanamahlʉ.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.25: Two depictions of interrogative intonation in Hla’alua, from (Pan, 2012, 315).
enclitic =i is associated with a H tone, realized on =i itself when utterance-internal or on the
preceding syllable if the clitic is utterance-final.
In the speech of Amalanamahlʉ and Mai, questions including the clitic =i do surface with a
domain-final H tone. However, this H is not necessarily aligned to =i itself (or an adjacent sylla-
ble). Instead, H is assigned to the last syllable in a prosodic domain including =i, but which may
not end with =i itself. For example, (88–89) show two ways Amalanamahlʉ offered to translate
the question “Is the dog in the kitchen?”. The difference between them is that in (88), the subject
is in initial position, while it is the verb in initial position in (89). In both cases, the question
enclitic =i attaches to the verb. As can be seen in the pitch tracks of these questions in Figures















“Is the dog in the kitchen?”
As Pan describes, utterance-final =i surfaces with the H on the preceding mora. This can be
seen in Figure 5.28 on page 304, a pitch track of macuisa=i “Really?” (lit. ‘true=Q’). Here, the H
that co-occurs with =i surfaces on the penult /sa/, before falling to the bottom of the pitch range
on the ultima /i/.
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Figure 5.26: Pitch track of tasau=na m-aa=i tavava “Is the dog in the kitchen?” in Hla’alua,
produced by Amalanamahlʉ.

















Figure 5.27: Pitch track of m-aa=i tavava tasau=na “Is the dog in the kitchen?” in Hla’alua,
produced by Amalanamahlʉ.
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Figure 5.28: Pitch track of macuisa=i “Really?” in Hla’alua, produced by Amalanamahlʉ.
Since the H that co-occurs with =i cannot be utterance-final, I propose that this H cannot
delete final L% the way that the H% that surfaces on questions in many other Formosan languages
can. Instead, this H combines with L% to form an HL sequence that spans the final two syllables
of the utterance. As the H surfacing alongside utterance-internal =i is not in competition with
IP-final L%, it is likely that the H does not represent a boundary tone H% at the IP level.
This leaves two possible analyses for the H that surfaces on utterances with =i: i) the H is
not IP-final but ip-final, and represents a boundary tone H-; or ii) the H is part of a pitch accent
melody.
Both of these analyses have pros and cons. The boundary tone H- analysis captures the fact
that this H is assigned to an ip containing =i, but not necessarily a mora containing =i’s segmental
material /i/. Additionally, H- combining with L% is reminiscent of Pierrehumbert’s (1980) model
of English intonational phonology in which boundary tones at the ip and IP level combine to
form melodies in the same way. However, the H- analysis would require an additional L tonal
target, as ip’s containing =i are not plateaus, but have a final rise from some L target. This would
mean that ip’s containing =i are not associated with a boundary tone H-, but two boundary tones
-L H-.
The sequence LH is easier to analyze as an instance of the existing L+H* pitch accent melody,
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and its unique contour can stem from the intersection of i) no competing final boundary tone at
the ip-level (as final L% is assigned at the IP-level); and ii) a lack of accent-final lexical items in
the language otherwise means that only =í would cause the ip-final rise. Three drawbacks to this
analysis are i) that the L target of this L+H* can shift leftwards, unlike the L of other L+H*L pitch
accents; ii) that the pitch accent is not always aligned with the mora containing =í ’s segmental
material, while other accents in the language cannot shift distances like the three morae it would
need to shift in (89);17 and iii), as will be shown in the remainder of this section, this LH tonal
sequence is not restricted to the IP-final ip the way that the pitch accent is.
In light of these drawbacks to the pitch accent analysis of =i’s H target, I analyze the question
intonation as a -L H- contour assigned at the ip-level to ip’s containing the morpheme =i.
Questions are not the only application of the -L H- contour. The intonation that surfaces
on utterances containing the topic marker ia is similar to the intonation that surfaces with non-
utterance-final =i. An example of this was seen in Figure 5.20 on page 297. While the F0maximum
associated with the H of -L H- in this example is not as high as the preceding %H or the H on the
following IP, the height of the H target on ia sometimes is at the top of the pitch range, and for
this reason I do not analyze this target as !H or something similar. This can be seen in Figure 5.29
on the following page, which shows a pitch track of the sentence in (90) in which the H associated







“The bird is flying.”
Another utterance type where the -L H- contour surfaces is in wh-questions. For example,
the questions in (91–93) contain initial wh-elements translating to ‘when’, ‘who’ and ‘why’.18 In
17Positing an alternation between spreading and shifting tonesmay be undesirable from the perspective of keeping
the model of Hla’alua intonation as efficient as possible. However, a similar alternation is found in Kavalan. For a
more in-depth discussion through a comparative lens, see Section 13.4.4.2.3.
18ngahlaisa seems to be composed of ngahla ‘name’ and the =isa enclitic meaning ‘his/hers/its’. It is used in many
interrogative constructions, as confirmed by numerous related entries in S.-T. Lim and Szakos (2013).
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Figure 5.29: Pitch track of m-i<a><pi>pihlihli ia ahlamʉ=na “The bird is flying.” in Hla’alua,
produced by Amalanamahlʉ.
the pitch tracks of these questions in Figures 5.30 and 5.31 on the next page, and Figure 5.32 on























“Why is he so good at fishing?”
-L H- was found non-utterance-finally in all wh-interrogatives, with one exception. ‘What’
questions like the one in (94) are produced with a F0 peak on the penultimate mora of the utter-







“What’s that you’re eating?”
19This question was elicited using a prompt simply meaning “What are you eating?”. I have used a cleft construc-
tion in the free translation of (94) as Amalanamahlʉ used the word ani=u ‘you call’ in the Hla’alua translation.
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The difference in contour between Figures 5.30–5.32 and the ‘what’ question in Figure 5.33, as
well as the various uses of -L H- can all be derived from an analysis of -L H- as a contour marking
a focused element. Like elements marked with the topic marker ia, polar- and wh-interrogatives
also have a focused element. Given that processes like topicalization move focused elements
leftwards in the string, it is no surprise that polar interrogatives show -L H- on non-final ip’s
whenever it is not the only ip in the utterance. In wh-questions, the wh-words like cu-hlaumangi
‘when’ are the focused elements, and as they are found on the left edge,20 their ip is the host of
-L H-. On the other hand, in the ‘what’ question in (94), there does exist an argument in focus
other than the wh-question, and thus the utterance surfaces with the IP-final allophone of -L H-
where H is found on the penult preceding the IP’s L%.21
One final note about this contour is that there is one situation where an utterance can surface
with two instances of -L H-. This was seen in a production of the forced choice question in (95).
As can be seen in the pitch track in Figure 5.34 on the following page, there is the ip-final rise of













“Will you eat chicken or pork?”
As a forced choice inherently focus two contrasting elements, it would not be unexpected to
find -L H- on each of the choices (‘chicken’ and ‘pork’). However, these are not where -L H- are
found. Instead, each is found on a domain containing the verb uma-u. I analyze this as -L H-
being available once per TP. The coordinator itself forms an IP with the preceding phrase and
is pre-accenting (and as such is better analyzed as a clitic =ahla). The syntactic and prosodic
structure is shown in (96).22
20I tried to elicit wh-questions with elements fronted over wh-questions, however Mai judged them all ungram-
matical.
21One prediction of the -L H- as focus analysis is that other wh-questions with focused elements like “Who is
that?” would surface with -L H- on the final ip. Whether this is the case must be left to future research.
22I have assumed a syntactic structure of coordination in which the coordinator projects a coordinator phrase, and
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(96)
[ %H L% ]IP [ %H L% ]IP IP
[ -L H- ]ip [ -H ]ip [ -L H- ]ip [ -H ]ip ip
[[ ]TP ]Coord′ [ ]TP]CoordP Syntax
uma=u=i turukuuká =ahla uma=u papa’a tahlakʉ
5.7.4 Summary of intonational phonology
Hla’alua has a complex prosodic and intonational grammar. The language has a pitch accent
system where lexical items with accent on a specific syllable contrast with those that have no ac-
cented syllable. When a pitch accent is aligned, its structure is L+H*. Accent can also arise from
pre-accenting suffixes and enclitics. A list of forms attested in the data elicited fromAmalanamahlʉ
and Mai sorted by accent category can be found in Table A.2, starting on page 706 in Appendix
A.
There is evidence for two prosodic domains in Hla’alua higher than the phonological word.
The smaller of the two is the intermediate phrase (ip), which surfaces with a boundary tone -H
on non-focused elements, or -L H- on focused elements, including those in topic constructions,
wh- and polar interrogatives. One instance of -L H- is available per TP.
The larger domain is the intonational phrase (IP). This domain is assigned the %H and L%
boundary tones, and only the final element in the IP is allowed a pitch accent (if in fact the word
is accented, otherwise only the ip- and IP-level boundary tones surface).
5.8 Development of prosody and intonation in Hla’alua
This chapter has presented descriptive facts on the synchronic intonational phonology ofHla’alua.
Given how far afield some of the structures found through this study are frommany of the ‘norms’
across Formosan phonologies, it is worth a discussion, however speculative, as to how such a
system might have developed from a state that closer resembles its neighboring languages. This
the two disjuncts are its complement and specifier. This is the most common analysis in theories of syntax where
branching is maximally binary (Zhang, 2009, 1, and references therein).
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section will focus on the two most radical patterns described: the accent system (Section 5.8.1),
and -L H- (Section 5.8.2).
5.8.1 Development of accent system in Hla’alua
The accent system of Hla’alua is unique among the Formosan languages studied in this disserta-
tion (although it closely resembles pitch accent systems in other languages like Japanese). There
are a number of unsolved mysteries surrounding Hla’alua accent. For example, why does there
appear to be a class of unaccented words? Why are some accents on the antepenult and others
on the penult? And what underlies the apparent asymmetries in the sizes of these lexical classes
and their intersection with word length?
This topic is in dire need of a large-scale study coupled with a thorough investigation into
the (historical and current) morphological structure of the Hla’alua words in question. This is
especially so given the endangerment status of the language. In this section, I provide speculation
and discussion on a possible pathway for the development of Hla’alua accent from an initial stage
in which no suprasegmental features are found in the lexicon.
The intonational phonology of unaccented words in Hla’alua can be described as [H…L], vs.
the [H…LH…L] of accented words. This chapter’s analysis treats the latter intonational contour
as the former with a L+H* pitch accent melody aligned to an accented syllable which is marked in
the lexicon. This analysis is bolstered by the fact that [H…LH…L] has the same limited distribution
as [H…L], that is, both contours are found IP-finally, while preceding ip’s within the IP instead
show a high plateau (governed by -H).
However, if it weren’t for the distinction between final and non-final ip intonation in Hla’alua,
another analysis of the ‘accented’ intonation [H…LH…L] would be possible. Namely, that it is a
conjunction of two [H…L] contours, such as those found on unaccented words in the language
today. These [H…L] contours could be assigned to certain amounts of morphological material,
and perhaps further investigation of the development of words in Hla’alua will find that pitch
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accents in accented words tend towards certain morphological boundaries.
The view of [H…LH…L]ω-acc as being composed of [H…L]ω[H…L]ω makes a few predictions
that are mirrored in patterns found in the modern language. For example, the tendency towards
having accents in longer words falls from longer words being more likely to be morphologically
complex. Also, the fact that there are two attested sites of pitch accent alignment is expected if
the pitch accent is a reanalysis of a prosodic domain boundary whose location is dependent on
the morphological material present on either side.23 Additionally, if there is variation between
the ‘unaccented’ [H…L] contour and the ‘accented’ [H…LH…L], then this can be expressed as
variation in the size of the domains projected.
The [H…L] contour itself may stem from a stage of the language which had initial stress across
the board, as was proposed in Ogawa andAsai’s (1935) early phonology sketch. Mantauran Rukai,
which is geographically close to Hla’alua, has an [H…L] contour on words with initial stress
(including all 2/3-syllable words and many 4-syllable words; cf. Section 2.4.6.3).
One may wonder if it is possible to analyze modern Hla’alua as having a singular [H…L]
contour on words, with ‘accented’ forms reanalyzed as two words. Such an analysis may or
may not conform to speaker judgments (which I have not elicited). A bigger issue with this
analysis, however, is that it is difficult to incorporate with the rest of the intonational phonology.
Specifically, [H…L] and [H…LH…L] in this chapter’s analysis surface on the final ip of the IP, and
preceding ip’s instead show a high plateau. If [H…LH…L] is really a sequence of two instances
of [H…L], then why is the first not replaced by the high plateau (as preceding material within
the IP is)? Either the domain of the non-final plateau becomes unpredictable, i.e. it encompasses
all but the last 1–2 ip’s with no apparent conditioning factor, or [H…L] represents a level of the
prosodic hierarchy lower than the ip. The latter cannot be the case in the modern language, as
the element -L H- is assigned at a lower level than the L% that gives [H…L] its L target.
23This may also provide an explanation for exceptional forms with other sites of accent. One was found in this
dissertation’s study: umarucárucakʉ ‘scold’.
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If the modern ‘accented’ contour [H…LH…L] derives from two instances of the [H…L] in a
proto-stage of the language, then its reanalysis as a singular prosodic domain may have arisen in
conjunction with the development of the non-final high plateau that separates the final ip from
the rest of the IP. Given that this plateau is a form of pitch accent suppression, and that pitch
accent suppression is a feature that seems to be found in certain geographic areas of Taiwan (cf.
Section 13.4.4.1), perhaps the plateau developed under contact with another Formosan language.
In turn, some groups of two [H…L]-aligned domains were reanalyzed as a single domain, creating
the ‘accented’ class of the lexicon that now surfaces with [H…LH…L]. Which groups underwent
this reanalysis would likely have depended on their morphological and syntactic content.
Of course, this possibility exists alongside others. The pattern in the modern language’s syn-
chronic grammar, which I analyze as the ‘accented’ [H…LH…L] deriving from [H…L] plus L+H*
aligned to an accented syllable, could also be the best fit for proto-stages of the language. It could
also be the case that [H…LH…L] was present on all words at some point, with the unaccented lex-
ical items being the innovation rather than the accented class. Whatever the case, it is clear that
modern Hla’alua word prosody is the result of some developmental path that is unique among
the Formosan languages surveyed in this dissertation. How exactly these patterns came to be
may come to light over the course of further, more in-depth study with modern speakers of the
language.
5.8.2 Development of -L H- in Hla’alua
-L H- is a unique phonological element in that it includes tonal targets aligned to opposing edges
of the ip. Given that there are alternations between spreading and shifting tones in languages like
Kavalan (cf. Section 13.4.4.2.3), it would be possible to derive the surface pattern I have analyzed
as -L H- synchronically with a process that shifts the L target to the left edge, applying to the
L+H* pitch accent which consists of the same series of tonal targets. If this were the case, then
the model of Hla’alua intonation could be made more efficient with L+H* and -L H- representing
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a single phonological entity.
I analyze them as separate phonological elements inmodernHla’alua (as spoken byAmalanamahlʉ
and Mai) for two reasons. First, they have different distributions. The pitch accent is only avail-
able in the final ip of the IP, and its presence and alignment appear to be lexically determined.
-L H-, on the other hand, seems to be assigned based on syntactic structure and sentence type.
Secondly, the pitch accent and -L H- behave differently in the intonational phonology, with the
L target fixed on the TBU preceding the H target in pitch accents, but shifted to the left edge in
cases of -L H-. This is the case even when they appear in the same environment, i.e. IP-finally
preceding L%.
For this reason, I do not see a unified theory of -L H- deriving from L+H* as possible in the
synchronic grammar of the language. However, it is possible that the two diverged from a single
phonological entity in a past stage of the language. If this is the case, it is likely that -L H-
diverged from L+H* rather than the reverse. This is for two reasons: i) if -L H- is the result of a
process like Kavalan’s ‘Spread-to-Shift’, then L+H* is necessarily the input and -L H- the output
rather than the reverse; and ii) the pitch accent L+H* is a more ‘basic’ phonological element in a
number of ways, including being found in all other Formosan languages (cf. Section 13.4.1.1) and
not requiring any syntactic/semantic conditions to surface, unlike -L H-.
This is interesting in light of the discussion in the previous section, which noted the possi-
bility that the pitch accent L+H* may be an innovation not present in certain proto-stages of the
language.24 If so, then -L H-’s divergence from L+H* must of course follow the development of
L+H* itself.
One remaining question in the theory of -L H- diverging from L+H* is how and why this
divergence occurred. While these two phonological elements do look suspiciously like the output
and input of a process like Kavalan’s ‘Spread-to-Shift’, both can appear alongside L% in a final ip,
24Of course, if [H…L] was initial-stress intonation in these earlier stages, as it is in Mantauran Rukai, then a
separate pitch accent melody H* was present before it was reanalyzed as a boundary tone and the modern L+H* was
developed.
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with differing surface contours. So while the rule in Kavalan is a ‘fix’ for tonal crowding at the
right edge (when H% is present), in Hla’alua, the leftward shift of L does not occur in all instances
when the boundary tone L% is present. However, there is one major difference between Hla’alua
and Kavalan that may hold the key to why only some L targets shift leftward: Kavalan is stress-
final, while Hla’alua’s pitch accents are generally aligned with the penult or antepenult. Thus, in
Kavalan, both the pitch accent melody and the boundary tone are aligned to the right edge, with
the shifting rule triggered when a certain number of tones are aligned to this edge. In Hla’alua,
many but not all instances of -L H- are associated with the interrogative morpheme =i, which is
ip-final where it occurs in the data provided by Amalanamhlʉ and Mai. If this morpheme =i were
accented, then this would draw a pitch accent to the ip-final syllable, and both the pitch accent
melody and boundary tone L% would be aligned to the right edge, much like the conditions that
trigger shifting in Kavalan. From a state of the language where pitch accents undergo Spread-to-
Shift if and only if they are aligned to an ip-final =i, speakers need only reanalyze the output of
Spread-to-Shift as the separate phonological element -L H-, which has broadened its distribution
to material not containing =i, and to non-final ip’s where L+H* is not available, to reach the




Paiwan is a language that encompasses the southernmost region of Taiwan, mainly in Pingtung
and Taitung Counties. The Paiwan tribe’s land reaches theWuluo Stream (武洛溪) and its source,
Mount Damumu (大母母山) in the north, and it stretches south through the Hengchun Peninsula
(恆春半島) in the south, in addition to a significant diaspora population in the plains and cities
(A. H.-C. Chang, 2016, 1).
Due to the number of Paiwan villages and the migration and intermarriage of Paiwan tribes,
Paiwan has resisted a concrete classification into dialects. A. H.-C. Chang (2016, 1–2) cites two
approaches to Paiwan dialectology: classification along tribal lines, and classification along ge-
ographic lines. Both approaches yield four rough dialect clusters: Northwest Paiwan, Central
Paiwan, South Paiwan, and East Paiwan. A. H.-C. Chang’s classifications are shown in Table 6.1
on page 319, with tribal classification based on Utsurikawa (1935).1
Another approach is taken by Ferrell (1982), who provides comparative data from twelve
1Both ‘group’ and ‘subgroup’ are my translations for qún群 in A. H.-C. Chang (2016); they are presented as two
hierarchical levels in the original work despite taking the same label. ‘Bucul’ is presented as the name of a category
at both levels.
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Paiwan villages, grouping them into six dialects in two major clusters. His classification does not
fall along geographical lines, as can be seen in Figure 6.1 on the following page.
6.2 Existing literature
Of the Formosan languages, Paiwan may have the most existing works focusing on intonation,
owing mainly to Chun-Mei Chen. One major work that will not be covered in-depth here is S.-
C. S. Yeh (2011), which provides an Optimality Theory analysis of stress assignment in Piuma
Paiwan, and Sinvaudjan Paiwan (a dialect in Mudan Township, part of the South Paiwan cluster).
The stress assignment data S.-C. S. Yeh presents do not differ from those in C.-M. Chen’s work.
6.2.1 Primary stress assignment
The default position for stress assignment in all dialects of Paiwan has been described as the
penultimate syllable. The only dialect described with a major deviation from this pattern is Piuma
Paiwan. This variety is spoken in Pinghe Village (平和村) of Taiwu Township (泰武鄉), by the
Piuma tribe (比悠瑪部落). Piuma Paiwan is described as having penultimate stress unless the
penult is /ə/, in which case stress is realized on the ultima (C.-M. Chen, 2009b, 598). This is the
case even when the ultima itself is /ə/.
There are other exceptions to the penultimate stress rule, both in Piuma Paiwan and other va-
rieties. C.-M. Chen (2009a, 217) notes that stress is realized on the ultima of free pronouns (across
dialects), excepting first-person pronouns, all of which have /ə/ in the ultima. Ultimate stress can
also arise from only one syllable being within the domain of stress assignment. This domain is
described by C.-M. Chen (2006, 78) as containing all suffixes, but no prefixes or infixes. Ultimate
stress is also described for vocative forms of personal names in Piuma Paiwan (C.-M. Chen, 2009a,
217).
As the F0 peak of a pitch accent is the primary cue for stress in Paiwan (C.-M. Chen, 2009b),
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Bucul Sandimen, Majia, Taiwu
Paumamauq Central Taiwu, Laiyi, Chunri, Shizi
Chaobolbol
South Shizi, Mudan, ManzhouSebdek
Parilarilao
Pakarokaro East Taitung Taimali, Dawu, Jinfeng, Daren
Table 6.1: Two approaches to the classification of Paiwan dialects, adapted from A. H.-C. Chang
(2016, 1–2).
(a)
A1 q k ɭ r ɖ
A2 q k ɣ/ɭ ʁ r
B1 ʔ k ɭ r ɖ
B2 ʔ ʔ/k ɭ r ɖ
B3 ʔ ʔ/k ɣ ʁ r
B4 q ʔ ɭ r ɖ
(b)
Figure 6.1: Dialect map of Paiwan (a) according to consonant reflexes (b), from Ferrell (1982, 4–6).
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it is worth noting that some of the intonational contours described by C.-M. Chen have a sole
peak on the last syllable of the prosodic phrase. As these are analyzed as a boundary tone and
not a pitch accent, these F0 peaks are not marking final stress. However, they do have a similar
phonetic output to ‘true’ ultimate stress, and preclude acoustic prominence on the penult. These
contours include yes/no interrogatives, alternative questions, and the non-final prosodic words
of utterances ending in a tag question C.-M. Chen (2010).
C.-M. Chen (2006, 82,87) finds no evidence for secondary stress in any of the dialects stud-
ied (covering the Northwest, Central and Southern clusters; including both dialects for which
data will be presented in this dissertation). No other author has (to my knowledge) described
secondary stress in any dialect of Paiwan.
6.2.2 Vowel length
Paiwan has not been described with contrastive vowel length. This is the case both within mor-
phemes, and when like vowels occur across morpheme boundaries. For example, A. H.-C. Chang
(2016, 19) gives examples of /i-i/ and /a-a/ surfacing as non-geminate [i] and [a] in Tjinalja’avusan
Paiwan (a dialect in Laiyi Township). Differences in vowel length, however, have been described
as a function of prosodic structure.
S.-C. S. Yeh (2011, 112–3) describes a vowel lengthening process that applies to monosyllables
to satisfy a minimal word constraint. C.-M. Chen (2009b) finds a word-final lengthening process
on all words, with stressed syllables having a duration somewhere between the shorter pretonic
syllables and the longer ultimas.2
Another situation where vowel lengthening has been described is what C.-M. Chen (2009b,
616–8) describes as the emphatic degree accent, in which a penult of an emphasized word is
lengthened and has a higher than usual F0 peak, but with no change in amplitdue.
There is one case where identical vowels over a morpheme boundary have been described as
2C.-M. Chen excludes /ə/ from her study of vowel duration.
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having different phonetic properties from singleton vowels, however it is not via vowel length-
ening. This is when an /i/-final verb is suffixed with the inclusive imperative /-i/, or a /u/-final
verb is suffixed with the exclusive imperative /-u/. In this case, the output is a singleton [i] or [u],
but the pitch accent is aligned to this final syllable C.-M. Chen (2009b, 611). Stress shifting to the
ultima in imperatives has been attested in Thao (Blust, 2003), however what’s interesting about
the pattern described in C.-M. Chen (2009b) is that the F0 peak only surfaces on the ultima if the
vowel quality of the imperative suffix and stem-final vowel are identical. This shifted F0 peak
may serve to preserve contrast between verbs in the indicative and imperative moods. However,
it may also be the case that the F0 peak is attracted to underlying sequences of identical vowels.
The vowel hiatus data presented by A. H.-C. Chang (2016) does not comment on the intonational
properties of these words, so whether the pitch accent is attracted to all cases of vowel hiatus or
is unique to the imperative suffixes remains to be investigated in future research.3
6.2.3 Intonation
The intonational phonology and prosody-syntax interface of Paiwan has been documented in
C.-M. Chen (2004, 2006, 2009b, 2010). While there are some changes in the analysis across these
works, the main descriptive facts remain unchanged.
Declaratives in Paiwan end in a low tone, as do wh-interrogatives (C.-M. Chen, 2010, §3.2). It
is unclear whether these are being analyzed as different phonologically: it seems from the pitch
tracks provided that the wh-interrogative utterances may end lower in the pitch range than the
declaratives, however it is ambiguous from the discussionwhether this difference holds across the
data. The negated declaratives presented in C.-M. Chen (2006, 173) also have the same final low
tone, but appear to have utterance-internal phrase-final rises (something like H- H- L%, although
3In fact, even if non-final vowel hiatus does not attract pitch accents in Paiwan, the final stress seen in imperatives
may still be a phonetic realization of vowel hiatus. C.-M. Chen (2006) describes the domain of stress assignment as
including suffixal material but not prefixes/infixes, so it would make sense if pitch accent assignment is also limited
to this domain, and other sources of vowel hiatus may lie outside the domain in which pitch accents are available.
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it is not presented in these terms). Elements with contrastive focus do not affect the intonational
contour (C.-M. Chen, 2010, §3.1).
Polar interrogatives, instead, have a final rise, as does each disjunct of alternative questions,
and the phrase preceding a tag question (C.-M. Chen, 2010, §3.2).
C.-M. Chen (2004, 40) describes the declarative intonation as the result of an H*L pitch accent,
and the interrogative intontion as LH%, that is, one is governed by a pitch accent and the other
by a boundary tone. Later works analyzed the declarative intonation as a combination of a pitch
accent, and a L% boundary tone assigned at the IP level (C.-M. Chen, 2006, 171). The interrogative
H% is also analyzed as being assigned at the IP level, although it is unclear how it interacts with
the pitch accent in the analysis (i.e., does H% replace H*, or is it a combined H*-H%?).
While C.-M. Chen’s works provide a level of description of Paiwan’s intonational phonology
unseen elsewhere in the Formosanist literature, there are still areas for further analysis. For
example, themodel of intonational phonology in C.-M. Chen (2006) does not exhaustively analyze
all tonal targets in the intonational contour. There are a number of intonational contours that are
analyzed as a series of pitch accents like H* H* H*, but with no analysis for the drop in F0 between
them. C.-M. Chen (2004) included an L in the pitch accent melody for this reason, however in
C.-M. Chen (2006), this L is now assigned at the IP level, and the dip in F0 between pitch accents
is now left as a quirk of the surface phonetics. Since I have found cases of true plateaus between
H targets, such as those in Mantauran Rukai (see Section 2.4.6.2), plateaus and major F0 dips will
be analyzed as having different phonological structures in this dissertation.
Another area where research into Paiwan’s intonational phonology can be continued from
C.-M. Chen’s work is in the relative prominence of pitch peaks. C.-M. Chen (2006) often uses the
terms ‘upstepped’ and ‘downstepped’ to refer to F0 peaks of different prominences, but without
a formal analysis of what phonological elements govern the relative magnitude of F0 peaks (if
any), or how these elements are assigned.
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6.3 Data collected
Datawere collected on two varieties of Paiwan. One variety to be discussed is spoken in Sandimen
Township (三地門鄉). The data collected in this variety are from one hour of oral interview with
Malangan, a native speaker and language teacher at the Sandimen Cultural Center in Stimul
Village (三地村). I did not record an age for Malangan; I estimate he was around 50 at the
time of recording (approx. birth year 1969). There have been dialect differences described for
the villages within Sandimen, for example A. H.-C. Chang (2006, 12) describes a merger of the
palatal(ized) stop series with the alveolars in Stimur Village, but not in Tjaylaking Village (賽
嘉村).4 While I met Malangan in Stimur village, his speech maintains the contrast and thus
better fits the description of Tjaylaking Paiwan. Since I have not asked Malangan which part of
Sandimen he is from, I will err on the side of caution and refer to the variety of Paiwan he speaks
as Sandimen Paiwan for the remainder of this dissertation.
The other variety of Paiwan for which data will be presented here is Piuma Paiwan. A half-
hour of recordings in Piuma Paiwan were collected at the Pinghe Community Development As-
sociation. These recordings are based on an interview with a woman named Bailis, for whom
I did not record an age; I estimate she was around 70 at the time of recording (approx. birth
year 1949).5 During the recording session, many Piuma elders were present in the Development
Association building, and so some discussion between them is also present on the recording, as
well as a younger aide (around 20; approx. birth year 1999) who is also a native speaker. I have
noted no major structural differences in speech between the speakers. As Bailis was the primary
interviewee, and closest to the microphone, I focus on her speech here.
These two dialects were chosen due to their differences in prosodic structure: Piuma is the
4A.H.-C. Chang claims that this series, written tj dj in Paiwan orthography, are palatalized alveolars [tʲ] [dʲ], while
Hua and Zeitoun (2005) claim that they are true palatal consonants [c] [ɟ]. As this series is more often transcribed
as a palatal series in the literature, I will follow that convention here.
5C.-M. Chen (2004, 43) thanks an informant named Bailis from the Piuma tribe in her acknowledgements (among
others); I am unsure whether this is the same Bailis that I met.
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only variety of Paiwan for which a stress alternation has been described. In principle, this study
could have contrasted Piuma Paiwan with any other dialect. I had in fact originally planned to
visit nearby Kuljaljau (古樓部落), as their dialect was the focus of Ferrell’s (1982) work, however
there was a road closure south of Pinghe during my trip to the field. Sandimen, on the other
hand, is very easily accessible from the nearby cities (and is in fact a tourist site).
According to the classification in Table 6.1 on page 319, Sandimen Paiwan is within the North-
west Paiwan dialect cluster. A. H.-C. Chang (2016, 2) notes Piuma Paiwan as a dialect that is
difficult to classify: along tribal or geographic lines, the dialect should belong to the Northwest
or Central clusters, but the dorsal reflex of *r is a trait common to South Paiwan. Perhaps the
unexpected features in Piuma are due to the village’s relocation in the 1960’s (C.-M. Chen, 2009a,
595, footnote 2).
6.4 Piuma Paiwan
This section will start with Piuma Paiwan’s phonemic inventory (Section 6.4.1) and discussion of
the segmental phonology (Section 6.4.2), followed by a description of stress assignment (Section
6.4.4), and finally its intonational phonology (Section 6.4.5).
6.4.1 Segmental inventory
The consonant inventory of Piuma according to C.-M. Chen (2009b, 595) is shown in Table 6.2 on
the following page. She claims that /r/ has an “allophonic alternation of [the] voiced velar fricative
[ɣ]”, however the conditions of this proposed allophony are not described (ibid., footnote 5).6 In
Bailis’ speech, I have only recorded the voiced glottal fricative [ɣ].
6C.-M. Chen (2006, 49, footnote 12) later writes the following regarding /r/: “Southern Paiwan /r/ has the allo-
phonic alternation of velar voiced fricative [ɣ], uvular voice fricative [ʁ], and glottal fricative [h]”. From this wording,
it may be the case that this author is using ‘allophone’ of /r/ to refer to phonemes in specific dialecs of Paiwan that
are cognate to /r/ in others.



































Voiceless stop p t c k q ʔ
Voiced stop b d ɖ ɟ ɡ
Voiceless affricate ts
Voiceless fricative s (h)
Voiced fricative v z
Nasal m n ŋ
Trill r
Lateral approximant ɭ ʎ
Glide w j
Table 6.2: Consonant inventory of Piuma Paiwan, based on C.-M. Chen (2009b, 199).
In my own analysis, the consonant inventory of Piuma Paiwan (at least based on Bailis’
speech) is shown in Table 6.3 on the next page. I did not find a phonemic glottal stop. In ad-
dition to this, and the velar realization of r, there are a number of small changes to the inventory
that will be expanded upon in the various subsections of Section 6.4.2.
As with existing descriptions of the language, I find four vowel categories, with no contrastive
values for vowel length (at least, within categories). These vowels are shown in Table 6.4 on the
following page.
6.4.2 Additional notes on segmental phonetics and allophony
Whilemost of the consonants in Bailis’ speechwere as described in the literature, therewere some
differences that I will expand upon in the subsections here. These topics include the manner and
laryngeal features of some obstruents (Section 6.4.2.1), a debuccalization rule (Section 100), vowel
epenthesis (Section 6.4.2.4), and the differential duration of vowel categories (Section 6.6).



































Voiceless Stop p t c <tj> k q
Voiced Stop b d ɖ <dr> ɟ <dj> ɡ <g>
Voiceless Affricate ʨ <c>
Voiceless Fricative s (h)
Voiced Fricative v ʑ <z> ɣ <r>
Nasal m n ŋ <ng>
Tap ɾ <l>
Lateral Approximant ʎ <lj>





Table 6.4: Vowel inventory of Piuma Paiwan.
6.4.2.1 Manner and laryngeal features of obstruents
The consonant represented by c in Paiwan orthography is a voiceless coronal affricate, described
by A. H.-C. Chang (2006, 26) as alveolar and aspirated [tsʰ], and by C.-M. Chen (2006, 106) as alve-
olar [ts]. Interestingly, while Ferrell (1982, 7) uses <ts> to transcribe this phoneme, his consonant
chart lists it under the “Post-Palatal” series with <ḍ> (/ɖ/), <s>, <z>, and <l>, as opposed to the
“Dental/Alveolar” series (<t>, <d>, <r>, <n>) or the “Palatal” series (<tj>, <dj>, <ɫ> /ʎ/, <y>). He
does not elaborate on the place features of the “Post-Palatal” series, but given the presence of /ɖ/
and <l> (a category often transcribed as /ɭ/), this may be implying that all sibilants in Paiwan are
retroflex.
The consonant c in Piuma Paiwan as spoken by Bailis is also not alveolar. Impressionisti-
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cally, it sounds to me like the alveolopalatal [ʨ], a phone common to the language that served
as the medium of elicitation (Mandarin), as well as other contact languages commonly spoken in
Taiwan (Southern Min, Japanese). This was the case in all environments, not only those where
palatalization was expected. For example, a spectral slice of the c in kacang ‘pig’ consistently
has a peak at 3000 Hz, whereas /s/ does not, which is similar to other comparisons of alveolar
vs. postalveolar fricatives like English /s/ /ʃ/ (Hughes & Halle, 1958). While this consonant’s
status as alveolopalatal [ʨ] versus other post-alveolar places of articulation like alveopalatal [ʧ]
or retroflex [ʈʂ] cannot be definitively decided without future production studies, this consonant
is not [ts] in any position in Piuma Paiwan as spoken by Bailis.
The consonant represented by z in Paiwan orthography is also not alveolar in Piuma Paiwan
as spoken by Bailis. Like c, spectral slices show a peak around 3000 Hz not present in alveolar [s].
This is also not conditioned by any phonological environment that may trigger palatalization:
this peak is present in productions of words like tuazua ‘at that time’. The band was also present
in a production of kinaizuanan ‘inhabit’ produced by the younger aide at the community center.
Due to the presence of this band, I analyze this consonant as post-alveolar, and will transcribe it
narrowly as alveolopalatal alongside c.
While c is an affricate in all positions, z is a fricative [ʑ] word-internally. This matches pre-
vious descriptions of this consonant, which have always been as a fricative. In Bailis’ speech,
however, word-initial z is produced as a voiced affricate [ʥ], with a voiced full closure preceding
the fricative release. This period can be seen in the production of zian ‘dance’ in Figure 6.2 on
the next page, where the voiced closure of z precedes the onset of high-frequency fricative noise.
The realization of z as an affricate [ʥ] is consistent in word-initial position, and it is a fricative
[ʑ] elsewhere. I conclude that the voiced alveolopalatal consonants [ʑ] and [ʥ] are thus in an
allophonic relationship. The rule governing their distribution can be seen in (97):



























Figure 6.2: Spectrogram (a) and pitch track (b) of zian ‘dance’ in Piuma Paiwan, produced by
Bailis.
(97) Fortition
[+v, +del rel] → [-cont] / # _
The fricative /ʑ/ is realized as the affricate [ʥ] word-initially.
One final peculiar consonant realization in Bailis’ speech concerns the uvular stop /q/. Some
productions of word-initial /q/ have a period of pre-voicing, and are thus the voiced uvular stop
[ɢ]. This can be seen in the production of qinaljivan ‘ceiling’ shown in Figure 6.3. Of the nine
/q/-initial utterances in the data, three were produced with prevoicing. Thus, I analyze [ɢ] as an
optional variant of /q/ in this position.































Figure 6.3: Spectrogram (a) and pitch track (b) of qinaljivan ‘ceiling’ in Piuma Paiwan, produced
by Bailis.
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(98) Initial Voicing
[dor, +back] → [+v] / # _ (optional rule)
The uvular stop /q/ is optionally realized as the voiced stop [ɢ] word-initially.
6.4.2.2 Debuccalization of /s/
The voiceless glottal fricative [h] has been described as a marginal phoneme in Paiwan by Ferrell
(1982, 7), C.-M. Chen (2006, 49) and A. H.-C. Chang (2006, 21), among others. All descriptions of
Paiwan that include /h/, for example A. H.-C. Chang (2000, 42) do so for loanwords from Japanese
like hung ‘book’ (cf. Japanese hon [hoɴ]).
Interestingly, Bailis consistently produces [h] in one situation that cannot be traced back
to Japanese. A number of the elicited sentences contained the second person singular clitic,
described as =sun in the literature. In many cases, this happened to be attached to words ending
in /n/. Instead of the expected [sun], Bailis without exception produced [ɦun] following /n/, with
a voiced glottal fricative. An example of man=sun ‘or=2sg’ with the voiced glottal [ɦ] can be seen


































Figure 6.4: Spectrogram (a) and pitch track (b) of man=hun ‘or=2sg’ in Piuma Paiwan with the
voiced glottal fricative [ɦ], produced by Bailis.
The debuccalization of /s/ to a glottal fricative is not a general property of Piuma Paiwan:
7This can be contrasted with the frication of [ʥ] in Figure 6.2(a) on the preceding page and of [s] in Figure 6.10
on page 340, which in both cases is visible on the spectrogram.
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/s/ in other lexical items is produced as an alveolar [s] in all environments.8 Nor is /s/ voiced
intervocalically (say, to [z]) on other lexical items. The clitic =sun is also realized with [s] when
attached to a vowel-final word. For example, the phrase meaning ‘thank you’ glossed in (6.5),
=sun follows a vowel /u/, and the fricative pronunciation of /s/ can be seen by the high-frequency






































Figure 6.5: Spectrogram (a) and pitch track (b) of ma-leva=aken tjanu=sun ‘thank you’ in Piuma
Paiwan, produced by Bailis.
8A debuccalized [h] has been described in free variation with [s] in all positions in Kanakanavu (H.-J. Chen,
2016, 21). It is unlikely that glottal fricatives in Piuma Paiwan and Kanakanavu are related, given that i) they are
not adjacent geographically, and ii) their most recent common ancestor is Proto-Austronesian (or Proto-Nuclear
Austronesian, depending on the author). Another near-miss is a /h/∼/s/ alternation in Tgdaya Seediq in words like
ha-un∼sa-un ‘go-pf’, and others listed by L.-M. Sung (2016b, 1). H.-H. Lin (2005) notes that some pairs likem-usa∼m-
aha ‘af-go’ may have split due to the latter becoming fossilized as an auxiliary, and exempted from a more general
*S > /s/ shift in Proto-Atayalic.
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It is unclear whether debuccalization happens to every /ns/ sequence, every nasal+/s/ se-
quence, or some other conditioning environment; this is left to future research. From the data
available, I hypothesize that debuccalization in Piuma is the output of the specific sequence /ns/.
In his cross-linguistic survey of debuccalization, O’Brien (2012, 7–12) cites only one case of debuc-
calization to /h/ preceding a nasal, the debuccalization of /l/̥ to [h] following /n/ and /l/ in Klamath
(Barker, 1964). As /n/ /l/ /l/̥ are all alveolar, debuccalization in this case may be articulatory in
nature: the coronal gesture of /l/̥ is prohibited after the identical coronal gesture of /n/ /l/. Such
an analysis is similar to that of Browman and Goldstein’s (1986) analysis of English /sp/ /st/ /sk/
clusters, in which the expected glottal spreading of aspirated /p/ /t/ /k/ is blocked by a preceding
glottal spreading gesture on the sibilant /s/. Debuccalization of /s/ in Piuma Paiwan may have a
similar articulatory motivation, with the coronal gesture of /s/ blocked by the preceding coronal
gesture of /n/. I propose the following phonological rule to account for the debuccalization of /s/
in Piuma Paiwan, pending futher investigation into its conditioning environment:9
(100) Debuccalization
[+strident, +ant] → [0place] / [cor, +son, (+nas)] _
/s/ is debuccalized to a glottal fricative following a (nasal) coronal sonorant.
6.4.2.3 Raising of /ə/
There are three Paiwan words the data presented here that have /ə/ following /ʨ/ or /ʑ/ in pre-
vious descriptions. One is ‘dragonfly’, transcribed kuljicacengelav in A. H.-C. Chang (2016, 163)
and quljicacengelaw in Ferrell (1982, 46). Another is the word for ‘black’, transcribed as qacenge-
9While the output of debuccalization in all cases I’ve recorded is the voiced glottal fricative [ɦ], I have left the
voicing out of this rule as the voicing of /h/ may be a more general part of the phonology. This depends on the
behavior of /h/ in Japanese loanwords, which do not appear in the data presented here. Note also that this rule
involves delinking of the place node, which is an operation on feature geometry. For discussion on debuccalization
as delinking of the place node, see McCarthy (1988). Another possible way to state the rule would be through an
operation on the gestural score in Articulatory Phonology, as in the analysis of English /sC/ clusters in Browman
and Goldstein (1986). In order to allow for the variability of the conditioning factor, I have stated the rule here in
feature matrix terms as a shortcut.
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cengel in A. H.-C. Chang (2016, 162) and qecengel in Ferrell (1982, 226).10 The third is ‘sweat (n.)’,
transcribed as zengzeng-an in Ferrell (1982, 362).11
In this environment, what has been transcribed as /ə/ in the literature surfaces as a high
front vowel in Bailis’ speech. This is not to say that they are produced identically to high front
vowels described as /i/ elsewhere in the literature. High front vowels corresponding to /ə/ in the
literature are shorter than the full vowels /a/ /i/ /u/, with a similar short duration to /ə/. For this
reason, I will transcribe this vowel as [i]̯. On average, in Bailis’ speech, [i]̯ has a duration of 19ms,
while [ə] is 17ms and [i] is 47ms. A larger quantitative analysis will be presented in Section 6.6.
[i]̯ cannot be an allophone of /i/ as [i] can also occur in the same environment, for example
zian ‘dance’ was recordedwith a 104ms [i], whichmatches the durations of the non-schwa vowels.
Thus, the simplest analysis of [i]̯ is that it is an allophone of /ə/. /ə/ is specified as extra-short,
and this duration feature remains after raising:
(101) Schwa Raising
[+short] → [+high, -back] / [cor, -ant, +del rel] _
/ə/ is raised to [i]̯ following alveolopalatals /ʨ/ and /ʑ/.
Whilemost languageswith two distinctive vowel lengths are analyzedwith the feature [±long],
the non-short vowels /a/ /i/ /u/ in Piuma Paiwan are monomoraic for the purpose of stress assign-
ment (to be discussed in Section 6.4.4), and thus I do not analyze them as [+long], but instead
that the schwa has the ‘marked’ extra-short value [+short].
A final piece of evidence for [i]̯ as an allophone of /ə/ is that it resists stress in the penult, as [ə]
does. This can be seen in paqacengecengel [paqaʨiŋ̯əʨi ̯̍ŋəɾə] ‘black’, where stress is realized on
the final underlying vowel, and not the penult containing [i]̯ (the final schwa is not underlying;
10Ferrell also lists the reduplicated form, qecenge-cengel, but with the meaning ‘Diospyros eriantha’, a plant related
to persimmons. In this work, the reduplication is seen in conjunction with the ‘black’ meaning only in q<m>ecenge-
cengel ‘to wear black, to dye black’.
11A. H.-C. Chang (2016, 158) lists zalangzangan ‘sweat’, which does not contain /ə/. Ferrell (1982, 362), however,
also lists a z<al>engzeng ‘to make sound of wind’ under the same root entry as zengzeng-an, analyzing both as forms
of an onomotopoeia zengzeng.
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see Section 6.4.2.4). This can be seen in the pitch track in Figure 6.6.













Figure 6.6: Pitch track of paqacengecengel ‘black’ in Piuma Paiwan, produced by Bailis.
6.4.2.4 Vocoids between l and the word edge
In Bailis’ speech, l is realized as a coronal flap.12 Unlike the flap(s) in Sandimen Paiwan (to be
discussed in Section 6.5.2), Piuma l is a flap in all positions. In words where l has been described at
the word edge, Bailis produces a vocoid between the flap and word edge. At the beginning of the
word, the vocoid is a schwa [ə], while at the end it is an extra-short vowel with the quality of the
preceding vowel. For example, Ferrell (1982) lists liqu for ‘neck’, which in Bailis’ speech is [əɾiqu]
with an initial schwa. Similarly, her production [paŋuɾu̯], elicited as ‘hammer’, corresponds to
Ferrell’s pangul ‘stick, club’ but with a shortened vowel copy. These vocoids can be seen in
the spectrograms and pitch tracks of liqu and pangul in Figures 6.7 and 6.8 on the next page,
respectively.
But do these vocoids represent phonological elements? Many authors distinguish ‘epenthetic’
vowels that interact with other phonological processes from ‘excrescent’ or ‘intrusive’ vowels,
12The retroflex flap in Mantauran Rukai, written lr, was consistently preceded by a drop in F3 (see Section 2.4.2.3
on page 56). Paiwan does have a retroflex consonant /ɖ/ <dr>, and thus wemay expect a similar retoflex flap as part of
a retroflex series. In fact, Hua and Zeitoun (2005) describe Paiwan /l/ as a retroflex lateral approximant [ɭ]. However,
while I have found a drop in F3 preceding some tokens of /l/ in Piuma Paiwan, this drop was not consistently present,
and was of a smaller magnitude than that in Mantauran Rukai. For this reason, I hesitate to describe Piuma Paiwan
/l/ as a retroflex consonant.





























Figure 6.7: Spectrogram (a) and pitch track (b) of liqu ‘neck’ in Piuma Paiwan, with word-initial
































Figure 6.8: Spectrogram (a) and pitch track (b) of pangul ‘hammer’ in Piuma Paiwan, with word-
final vowel copy, produced by Bailis.
which are phonetic transitions that are invisible to the rest of the phonology. Levin (1987) and
Hall (2006) have proposed diagnostics for distinguishing the two types of vocoids, based on their
features, distribution, and interaction with other aspects of the phonology. The vocoids in Piuma
Paiwan between l and the word edge would be classified by Hall as ‘intrusive vowels’: they are
either schwa or vowel copies, and the vowel copies are separated from the nuclear vowel by a
sonorant consonant. Additionally, they do not affect phonological processes like stress assign-
ment, for example pangul receives stress on the syllable /pa/, which is the penult (the expected
site of stress) if the final vocoid is excluded.
The Piuma vocoids do not share all described properties of ‘intrusive’ vowels, however. Hall
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(2006, §4.2) gives anArticulatory Phonology account of epenthetic vs. intrusive vowels: epenthetic
vowels have their own gesture, while intrusive vowels arise due to the interaction of the gestures
associated with consonants and the nuclear vowel. This is shown in Figure 6.9, where each arc
represents an articulatory gesture. While the epenthetic V has its own gesture, the intrusive V
(or V) does not. Instead, it is created by the same gesture as the nuclear vowel, arising when the
consonant gestures are timed far enough apart to allow a vocoid in the acoustic output.
Figure 6.9: Articulatory Phonology model of epenthetic vs. intrusive vowels, from Hall (2006,
§4.2).
If the vocoids between the word edge and l in Piuma were the acoustic output of the same
gesture as the nuclear vowel, we would expect two things: i) they would have the same quality
as the nuclear vowel, and ii) they would have a shorter duration than vowels with their own
articulatory gestures. Neither prediction is true for Bailis’ speech, however.
The vowel quality of word-final post-l vocoids doesmatch that of the preceding nuclear vowel,
however the word-initial vocoids do not match the quality of following nuclei. Thus, liqu is
produced as [əɾiqu] and not *[iɾiqu].13 One possible explanation for an asymmetry in the quality
13This is not to say that Bailis or other Piuma speakers would judge [iɾiqu] as ungrammatical, only that word-initial
vowel copies did not occur in the data presented here.
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F1 F2
Mean SD Mean SD
liqu ‘neck’ initial [ə] 528 35 2000 244[i] 474 32 1838 310
inu ‘where’ first 59ms 356 41 2032 675remainder 413 26 2843 46
Table 6.5: F1 and F2 in Hz of the initial vocoid and nuclear vowel of liqu ‘neck’, and the first 59ms
and remainder of the initial vowel of inu in Piuma Paiwan, as produced by Bailis.
of word-initial vs. word-final excrescent vowels is that the speaker does not hit the target of
the articulatory gesture immediately. The excrescent [ə] could theoretically match some neutral
articulatory state fromwhich the articulator approaches its target. That is, [əi̯] would be a possible
narrow transcription of initial /i/, and the excrescent [ə] in [əɾiqu] is the output of the onset of /i/
before it reaches its target, simply more noticeable due to being cut off from the steady state of
the vowel by the flap. If this were the case, excrescent [ə] should have a similar formant structure
to the initial state of /i/. However, it does not. In the data provided by Bailis, there were four
productions of liqu in isolation, as well as three productions of inu ‘where’, with an initial /i/.14
As the word-initial vocoids of liqu were 59ms in duration on average, I have compared the [ə]
and [i] of these productions of liqu to the first 59ms and remainder of the [i] in inu respectively.
The results are shown in Table 6.5.15
If an excrescent schwa is the result of vowel-initial utterances beginning from a schwa-like
neutral state, then the initial portion of the /i/ in inu should differ from the steady state in a
similar way to how the initial vocoid and /i/ differ in liqu. However, the opposite is found. The
initial vocoid in liqu has a higher F1 than the /i/, which is expected if the vocoid is schwa (as F1
inversely correlates to tongue height). The initial state of /i/ in inu, however, consistently has a
lower F1 than the steady state. If this difference is indicative of a ‘neutral position’ before the
14Both liqu and inu have stress in the syllable containing /i/, i.e. the penult.
15The first 59ms was chosen for analysis as that was the mean duration of the word-initial vocoids in Bailis’
productions of liqu. Formant measurements were taken at the center of each segment, using a Praat script by Mietta
Lennes.
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target of the vowel gesture is reached, then this neutral position is not a schwa. (Given the high
F1, such a position would be one where the tongue is closer to, or resting on the palate.)
Another reason that the vocoids between l and the word edge do not match Hall’s (2006)
profile of ‘intrusive’ vowels lies in their duration. The l-adjacent vocoids have an average of
59ms word-initially and 41ms word-finally in Bailis’ speech (to be discussed further in Section
6.6). This is slightly higher than the underlying schwa (on average 38ms as [ə] and 44ms as the
raised [i]̯). /ə/ contrasts with Ø in Piuma Paiwan at the word edge, and between consonants
word-medially,16 and thus must be associated with its own articulatory gesture. Additionally,
‘extra-short’ timing gestures are shown to exist in Piuma, as they are associated with /ə/.
If the initial vocoid present in liqu is a result of the timing relationship between the onset
l and vowel, then the presence of this initial vocoid should not affect the duration of the initial
syllable’s vowel. However, in the data presented here are two productions by Bailis of the word
l<em>aing ‘<af>chase’, which begins with the sequence /#ɾə/. If the word-initial vocoid does not
have its own articulatory gesture, then the initial [əɾə] sequence in lemaing should have a similar
duration to [ə] elsewhere in the data (mean 38ms). In the two productions of lemaing, the [əɾə]
sequence is 104ms and 113ms respectively, much greater than the expected 38ms. The vocoids
and nuclear schwas measured individually are much closer to the average schwa duration (mean
50ms for the initial vocoids and 39ms for the schwas).
This must mean one of two things: i) schwa has a longer articulatory gesture, but only when
following a word edge and a flap, or ii) the word-edge vocoid has its own articulatory gesture. The
former explanation is undesirable as it requires an arbitrary rule (and may result in a three-way
contrast in timing duration between schwa, non-schwa vowels, and lengthened schwa). Given
the previous discussion of initial vocoids having their own articulatory target, an analysis of these
vocoids having their own gestures best fits the data.
16Near-minimal pairs can be found in Ferrell (1982): enem ‘six’ vs. nema-nga ‘thing’ word-initially, ljamedje
‘thorny shrub (sp).’ vs. lemamedj ‘swallow’ word-finally, and lumeljak ‘pliant’ vs. ljamljam ‘ginger’ word-medially.
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As these vocoids have their own articulatory gestures, but are invisible to the rest of the
phonology in Piuma Paiwan, they do not neatly fit into either of the categories described by Hall
(2006). Piuma Paiwan is not the only langauge to be described with vocoids sharing properties of
both ‘epenthetic’ and ‘excrescent’/‘intrusive’ vowels: Blevins and Pawley (2010) describe vowels
in Kalam (Trans New Guinea) that can bear stress and thus are part of the phonology, but are
sensitive to properties of consonant release in ways that are reminiscent of ‘intrusive’ vowels. The
authors instead label these as ‘remnant vowels’, the remaining traces of vowels that were present
historically. Piuma Paiwan’s vocoids, while also resisting Hall’s (2006) analysis of ‘epenthetic’ vs.
‘intrusive’ vowels, are not the result of the reduction of historically-present vowels. No variety
of Paiwan has been described with a full vowel word-initially in words like liqu ‘neck’ or lemaing
‘chase’, nor word-finally in words like ceng(e)cengel ‘black’ or pangul ‘club’.
Instead of being a remnant of a historically-present vowel, I propose that the vocoids in Piuma
Paiwan between the flap and the word edge have been phonologized from true ‘intrusive’ vowels.
Flaps are produced with an extremely short contact, and no other turbulent components like
frication. The articulatory gestures of an onset consonant and syllable nucleus begin roughly
simultaneously (Browman & Goldstein, 1988). Therefore, during the time between the initiation
of the flap gesture and the coronum reaching its target, only the vowel gesture is shaping the
acoustic signal (with perhaps some interference from the shape of the tongue as it approaches its
target). If speakers routinely hear a period of the nuclear vowel before the contact of the onset
flap, then they may phonologize this period as an epenthetic vowel with its own articulatory
gesture.
The asymmetry between the initial epenthetic schwa versus the word-final vowel copy may
also have its origin in perception. As was mentioned in the discussion of the Mantauran Rukai
retroflex flap (Section 2.4.2.3), flaps have been shown to affect the formant structure of preced-
ing and following vowels asymetrically due to the trajectory of the coronum: Kochetov et al.
(2018, 3233) report a lowering of F3 preceding but not following /ɭ/ in Kannada. The shape of
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the coronum preceding contact of the flap may have affected the formant structure of the initial
vocoid, which caused it to be phonologized as schwa word-initially but not word-finally. Another
possible cause for the asymmetry between initial and final inserted vocoids could be a difference
in ‘neutral’ resting states of the articulators in vowel-initial versus flap-initial utterances. As the
low-F1 onset of vowel initial utterances implies a tongue position close to the palate, it is possible
that the retroflexion necessary to produce a flap is anticipated by the speaker, and the tongue is
further away from the palate at vowel onset, causing a raise in F1 (closer to schwa).
To summarize the analysis in this section, a vowel is inserted between aword edge and the flap
/ɾ/ (written <l>) in Piuma Paiwan. This vowel is not part of the domain of stress assignment (or
is inserted after stress assignment), but does have its own articulatory gesture. In initial position,
the vowel is a schwa, and in final position a vowel copy. The likely origin of vowel epenthesis
in Piuma Paiwan is the phonologization of ‘intrusive’ vowels resulting from the CV-coupling of
onset flap and vowel gestures. The split between initial schwa-epenthesis and final vowel copy
is likely due to asymmetries in the production and perception of flap consonants.
The rules that govern vowel epenthesis in Piuma Paiwan can be seen in Examples (102–103):
(102) Schwa Epenthesis
Ø → ə / # _ ɾ
A schwa is inserted word-initially preceding a flap /ɾ/.
(103) Vowel Copy
Ø → [+syll, +short, αhigh, βback] / [αhigh, βback] ɾ _ #
A short copy of the preceding vowel is inserted word-finally after a flap /ɾ/.
The rules in (102–103) may be incomplete, as their conditioning environments may also in-
clude adjacency to consonants (in addition to the word edge). There are some words where what
have been described as medial clusters are separated by a vocoid similar to Piuma schwa in qual-
ity and duration. An example of this is shown by the spectrogam in Figure 6.10, which shows
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Figure 6.11: Spectrogram ofma-sengseng ‘manufacture’ in Sandimen Paiwan, produced byMalan-
gan.
a production of ma-seng-sengseng=aken ‘I manufacture’ (lit. ‘af-red-manufacture=1sg’). This
word is described in the literature as having a medial /ŋs/ cluster, and in Sandimen Paiwan there
is no vocalic transition between the /ŋ/ and /s/, as seen in Figure 6.11. In Piuma, however, there
is a short schwa that breaks up this sequence.
Generally, a transition as short as the one in Piuma ma-seng-sengseng=aken could be con-
sidered excrescent and not included in the phonology. However, the ‘excrescent’ vowels in this
word are 21ms and 27ms in duration respectively, while the uncontroversial schwas in the same
word are 22ms, 22ms, and 21ms in duration respectively. If the vocoids between /ŋ/ and /s/ are
the same duration as vowels present in the underlying representation, then their short duration
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is not a sufficient reason to not include them in the phonology.
Unfortunately, it cannot be determined with the data presented here whether the underlying
form of ma-seng-sengseng=aken in Piuma is /masəŋsəŋsəŋakən/ or /masəŋəsəŋəsəŋakən/, and
consequently, whether or not the schwa-epenthesis rule occurs in medial clusters. I have also not
elicited data where a flap is at a word boundary within the utterance. Thus, the schwa-insertion
rules in (102–103) may, upon future investigations of Piuma, apply in additional conditioning
environments.
6.4.2.5 Differences in vowel duration by quality
One striking pattern in the phonetics of Piuma Paiwan is the difference in vowel duration between
schwa and the other vowel categories (/a/ /i/ /u/). This includes schwas that have been raised to
[i]̯, as well as the epenthetic vowels between the flap and word edge (which are slightly longer
than other schwas).
There are also slight differences in vowel duration based on position in the word: vowels in
the penult are slightly longer then pre-penultimate vowels, which is expected as the penult is the
default site of stress in Paiwan (unless it is schwa, in which case stress is on the ultima). Vowels
in the ultima are longer than those in the penult; this is the case both in open and closed syllables.
These positional differences in duration hold across categories of vowel quality. These differences
by position and quality can be seen in Table 6.6 on the following page, based on a survey of 447
Piuma Paiwan vowels produced by Bailis.
These data confirm two points of discussion from earlier in this section, namely that i) the
front high vowel [i]̯ is extra-short, and is likely the output of a synchronic rule that raises under-
lying /ə/ after alveolopalatals; and ii) the vocoids found between the flap and word edge are at
least as long as instances of underlying /ə/, and thus belong on the segmental tier.
A difference in duration between schwa and other categories is not limited to Piuma; Sandi-
men Paiwan also has such a difference. A more in-depth discussion of vowel duration in Paiwan
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(a)
# Mean SD Range
[a] 216 92 36 26–267
[i] 64 93 47 42–281
[u] 88 88 34 33–236
[ə] 71 38 17 17-97
[i]̯ 8 44 19 22-71
(b)
Phoneme Position # Mean SD Range
non-/ə/
pretonic 168 82 36 26–267
penult 107 93 35 36–236
closed ultima 93 106 42 45–281
pre-pausal 20 156 58 74–301
/ə/ (incl. [i]̯)
pre-penultimate 33 31 13 17–71
penult 23 39 16 20–81
closed ultima 17 46 20 23–97
Vepenth
/ #_l 5 59 12 44–77
/ l_# 2 41 10 35–48
Table 6.6: Average duration of vowels in Piuma Paiwan as spoken by Bailis, organzed by vowel
quality (a) and position in the word (b), in milliseconds.
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with a focus on comparing the two varieties will be found in Section 6.6.1.
6.4.3 Syllable structure
Themaximal syllable in Paiwan is CVC, bothword-finally andword-internally. There is a contrast
between vowels and glides in the language (to be discussed further in the following section),
and only one vowel is permitted per syllable. For example, A. H.-C. Chang (2000) describes a
distinction in the language between heterosyllabic [a.i] sequences and tautosyllabic [aj] rimes in
words like [va.ik] ‘leave; go’ vs. [paj.su] ‘money’.
There are also descriptions of larger syllables in Paiwan such as CVVC (C.-M. Chen, 2006,
41–2). However, as will be demonstrated in the following section, all vowels are moraic in the
language, and there is yet no evidence for larger syllable types like CVVC as active unit’s in the
language’s phonology. Perhaps such evidence exists in the form of speaker intuitions, however I
have not collected syllable count judgments from Bailis, and must cede to future research on the
subject.
6.4.4 Prominence
All varieties of Paiwan have been described as having stress on the penult by default. Piuma
Paiwan is unique among the dialects of Paiwan in that it has been described as having a stress
alternation, in which stress is realized on the ultima if the penult is a schwa C.-M. Chen (2009b,
598).
Stress in Paiwan is accompanied by a F0 peak. This can be seen in the pitch track of qayaqáyam
‘bird’ in Figure 6.12 on the next page, which shows an F0 peak aligned with the penult.17 When
the penult is /ə/, then the F0 peak is aligned to the final syllable, as seen in the pitch track of
qerepús ‘cloud’ in Figure 6.13 on the following page.
17Some F0 peaks in Piuma Paiwan may occur later than the vowel offset of the syllable they are aligned to. A
quantitative study of this phenomenon will be provided in Section 6.6.2.
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Figure 6.12: Pitch track of qayaqayam ‘bird’ in Piuma Paiwan, produced by Bailis.













Figure 6.13: Pitch track of qerepus ‘cloud’ in Piuma Paiwan, produced by Bailis.
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Figure 6.14: Pitch track of nanguaq ‘okay’ in Piuma Paiwan, produced by Bailis.

















Figure 6.15: Pitch track of sitiavan ‘yesterday’ in Piuma Paiwan, produced by Bailis.
While “penultimate stress” generally implies that stress is assigned to the penultimate sylla-
ble, in Paiwan it is really the penultimate mora to which the F0 peak is aligned. For example,
when the final syllable has a sequence of two vowels, the stress is attracted to the first vowel of
this sequence, and not to the penult. This can be seen in the pitch track of nangúaq ‘okay’ in
Figure 6.14. Likewise, when the ultima has only one vowel, but the penult has a sequence of two
vowels, the F0 peak is aligned with the second vowel of the penult. This can be seen in the pitch
track of sitiávan ‘yesterday’ in Figure 6.15.
Only vowels count as morae for the purpose of stress assignment. Coda consonants are not
moraic even if they are sonorant. Otherwise, words like sitiávanwould surface as sitiaván. Glides
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Figure 6.16: Pitch track of kuljakuljay ‘thin’ in Piuma Paiwan, produced by Bailis.
also are not moraic. As an example, the stress in kuljakúljay ‘thin’ would be aligned to the ultima
if the glide /j/ (<y>) were moraic. Instead, it remains on the penult, as seen in the pitch track in
Figure 6.16.
Epenthetic vowels are also not moraic. As was seen in the spectrogram in Figure 6.8(a) on
page 334, the F0 peak in pángul is on the syllable /pa/ despite the insertion of a word-final vowel
copy: [paŋuɾu̯].
The domain of stress assignment in Paiwan includes suffixes and enclitics. For example, the
phrase for ‘thank you’, repeated here in (6.5) with stress marked, has stress on the penult of the
disyllabic enclitic =aken ‘1sg’ and and the syllable preceding the monosyllabic enclitic =sun ‘2sg’.






Longer words do not show evidence for secondary stress in Piuma. The L preceding the F0
18Sequences of identical vowels over a morpheme boundary like the /a=a/ in ma-leva=aken are realized as a single
non-geminated vowel /a/, as is described by A. H.-C. Chang (2016). While this process does affect stress assignment
when it occurs in the ultima (described by C.-M. Chen [2009b, 611] for Piuma), I did not elicit any relevant data
during my interview with Bailis. Data of this type will be presented in the corresponding section of the description
of Sandimen Paiwan, Section 6.5.4.
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Figure 6.17: Pitch track of bakindremay ‘celebration’ in Piuma Paiwan, produced by Bailis.
peak is generally spread from the penult to the initial syllable, with no minor peaks at rhythmic
intervals or on heavy syllables.19
There are some exceptions to the stress rules discussed so far. One rather perplexing word is
bakindrémay, which was elicited as ‘celebration’. dr<em>ayan is listed in A. H.-C. Chang (2016) as
‘(traditional) dance’, and Ferrell (1982) has dr<em>a’ian as ‘dance’ similarly. I have not been able
to find anything resembling /bakin/ in the literature. What’s strange about the stress pattern on
this word is that not only does it occur on a penultimate schwa, but it occurs on an infix. While
the Piuma stress alternation would naturally preclude the <em> infix as an attachment site for
the F0 peak, stress avoids infixes in other varieties of Paiwan that do not have this alternation,
for example k<em>án ‘<af>eat’ in Sandimen, not *k<ém>an.20 A pitch track of bakindrémay can
be seen in Figure 6.17.
6.4.5 Intonation
The F0 peaks described in the previous section correspond to a H tonal target that is part of a
pitch accent melody associated to the prominent syllable. This H is not the only tonal target in
19One example can be seen in Figure 6.19 on page 349, a pitch track of the word kinasusususuan ‘family’.
20To be discussed further in Section 6.5.4.
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Figure 6.18: Pitch track of maya tazua palalaut ‘often’ in Piuma Paiwan, produced by Bailis.
themelody; the peak is generally followed by an immediate fall in pitch, which can be represented
with an L tonal target. Since this L target is present in all words (in isolation or as part of a larger
utterance), it should be included in the pitch accent melody (and not assigned at a higher level as
a boundary tone). As an example, the phrase maya tazua palalaut ‘often’ has three pitch accents,
and each has a fall immediately after the peak, as seen in the spectrogram in Figure 6.18. As this
phrase is morphologically complex, I have provided a morpheme-by-morpheme gloss based on








While its presence is not consistent in shorter words produced in isolation, there is often a low
tonal target immediately preceding the H of the pitch accent as well. This can be seen in longer
words like kinamakasusususuan ‘family’ (pitch track in Figure 6.19 on the following page),21 as
well as shorter words like gememegem ‘grasp’ (pitch track in Figure 6.20 on the next page).22
21 This word is morphologically complex. While it was produced by Bailis as ‘family’, as well as a version without
the reduplication, this word may also be related to ma-ka-susu, which Ferrell (1982, 273) lists as ‘follow someone’s
example’. Ferrell also lists ‘relationships’ and ‘geneology’ for this root. The combination of outer affixes k<in>a- -an
is described by C.-C. J. Tang (2002) as a nominalizer for adjectives describing visual properties.
22This word is transcribed gememgem elsewhere in the literature; see Section 6.4.2.4 for a discussion on vowel
epenthesis in Piuma. I will use ‘family’ as the gloss for this word, although I leave open the possibility that this word
has a much more complex meaning.
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Figure 6.19: Pitch track of kinamakasusususuan ‘family’ in Piuma Paiwan, produced by Bailis.












Figure 6.20: Pitch track of gememegem ‘grasp’ in Piuma Paiwan, produced by Bailis.
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Interestingly, words with k<in>a- are always produced by Bailis with a lengthened /a/. This
lengthened /a/ does not represent multiple underlying vowels, and it is not associated with a F0
peak. I have not noted other morphemes with similar lengthening.
This pre-peak L may also be part of the pitch accent melody. However, there are additional
properties of the prosodic contour that will affect the phonological analysis of Piuma’s pitch
accent melody, that will be brought to light in Section 6.6.2. For now, I suspend discussion of the
phonological structure of Piuma Paiwan’s pitch accent.
The (L)HL melody is anchored to the prominent syllable in declarative utterances and words
produced in isolation. There are at least two intonational contours associated with other utter-
ance types in Piuma Paiwan. One is polar (‘yes-no’) questions, in which the final pitch accent
is not realized, and instead, a F0 rise (LH%) is aligned to the final syllable of the utterance. The
declarative and polar interrogative intonations can be seen in Figure 6.21 on the following page,









“The bird flies.”/“Is the bird flying?”
In both cases, the utterance is divided into two prosodic words. The first, miperper (a) re-
tains its (L)HL pitch accent in both the declarative and the interrogative intonation. The second
prosodic word, qayaqayam has a pitch accent aligned to its penult in the declarative, but the
pitch accent does not surface in the interrogative. Instead, a sharp rise is aligned to the end of
the utterance, the LH% signaling the interrogative.23
Another utterance type with a distinct intonational contour is forced-choice questions, for
example the one in (106):
23C.-M. Chen (2006, 171) describes declarative and interrogative intonation in Paiwan as the difference between
L% in declaratives and H% in interrogatives. However, her analysis does not account for two facts: i) that the L tone
she attributes to L% may be part of the pitch accent; and ii) that the pitch accent melody is entirely absent in the
interrogatives.
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Figure 6.21: Pitch track of the declarative (a) and interrogative (b) intonation on miperperper a













“Do you want to eat pork or chicken?”
The ‘forced choice’ question has two disjuncts, the second beginning with the coordinator
man(u) ‘or’. Each disjunct is a prosodic phrase, and the ‘forced choice’ intonation marks each of
these phrases with a final H%, as seen in the pitch track in Figure 6.22 on the next page.
This intonation is also available when only one disjunct is provided, as seen in Figure 6.23 on
the following page.
The polar interrogative and forced choice intonational contours differ in two ways. First, the
final rise of polar interrogatives is generally steeper than that of the forced choice disjuncts, and
is generally contained in the ultima whereas the final rise in forced choice disjuncts does not
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Figure 6.22: Pitch track of keman=sun ta kacang man=sun ta kuka “Do you want to eat pork, or
chicken?” in Piuma Paiwan, produced by Bailis.
Figure 6.23: Pitch track ofman=sun ta kacang “Or do youwant pork?” in Piuma Paiwan, produced
by Bailis.
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Prosodic phrase
Utterance type Non-final Final
Isolated word {LH}*L
Declarative {LH}*L {LH}*L
Polar interrogative {LH}*L LH%
Forced-choice question %L H% %L H%
Table 6.7: Component phonological elements of three intonational contours in Piuma Paiwan.
begin in the ultima. From this, I analyze the final rise of polar interrogatives as a LH% boundary
tone, while the forced choice disjuncts have a final H%. The rise in forced-choice disjuncts does
imply the presence of an L target, however this target is not aligned to the final syllable. One
way to account for it is to propose a %L that accompanies H%, and spreads to the penult.24
The second difference between the two intonational contours is what happens to the non-
final phrases. In polar interrogatives, only the final pitch accent is deleted and replaced with the
boundary tone, while in forced choice questions, all disjuncts have their pitch accent replaced
with the boundary tone. The properties of the three intonational contours are summarized in
Table 6.7.25
In addition to the different intonational contours described in this chapter, I also note the use
of the magnitude of acoustic cues for these contours for emphasis. Specifically, the consonant
sequence between the pretonic and tonic syllables can be extended in duration, with the pitch
accent higher and beginning earlier (during the consonant sequence).26 Examples can be seen in
Figure 6.24 on page 355, which shows two emphatic productions of the sentence in (107).
24Another possibility is to have both contours be the result of an LH melody anchored to the ultima, and have
the difference between them be how much of the melody is anchored to the ultima. This is commonly done with
boundary tones, for example using structures like L+H* where an LH melody where the L is assigned to the syllable
preceding the prominence. This practice is less common with boundary tones, although Jun’s (2005a) model of
Korean intonation incorporates the elements +H and L+, which are aligned with the peninitial and penultimate
syllables of the accentual phrase. One could stipulate that the ultima has two tone-bearing units, and account for the
difference between the boundary tones with LH vs. LHH melodies, however this would run afoul of the Obligatory
Contour Principle.
25Table 6.7 shows the pitch accent melody as {LH}*L, with the LH substring marked as the nuclear element. This
is due to a property of pitch accent alignment in the language that will be discussed in more detail in Section 6.6.2.
26This is similar to emphatic intonation in Kavalan (see Section 7.6.2).











“That sugar cane is very sweet.”
6.5 Sandimen Paiwan
This section provides a description of Sandimen Paiwan phonology in four parts: first, the seg-
mental inventory (Section 6.5.1), followed by novel descriptions of patterns in the segmental
phonology (Section 6.5.2), then a discussion of stress assignment in Sandimen (Section 6.5.4), and
finally a description of the intonational phonology (Section 6.5.5).
6.5.1 Segmental inventory
While there were a number of phones in Bailis’ Piuma Paiwan that were not as described in
the literature, the consonant inventory in A. H.-C. Chang (2006, 21) matches the inventory of
Sandimen Paiwan as Malangan speaks it. In Sandimen, c and z are not post-alveolar as they are
in Piuma, nor is z an affricate word-initially. The consonant inventory is shown in Table 6.8 on
page 356.
One major difference between Sandimen’s consonant inventory and that of many other Pai-
wan dialects is that Sandimen lacks /q/. The glottal stop in Sandimen is foundwhere other dialects
have /q/, in all positions.
Sandimen Paiwan has the same four-vowel system as Piuma, also with no contrastive vowel
length within categories. The vowel inventory is shown in Table 6.9 on page 356.
6.5.2 Additional notes on segmental phonetics and allophony
As the consonant inventory of Sandimen Paiwan based on Malangan’s speech closely resembles
the existing description in the literature, there is only one topic in the segmental phonology






































































































































































































Voiceless stop p t c <tj> k ʔ <’>
Voiced stop b d ɖ <dr> ɟ <dj> ɡ <g>
Voiceless affricate ts <c>
Voiceless fricative s (h)
Voiced fricative v z
Nasal m n ŋ <ng>
Tap ɾ <l>
Trill r
Lateral approximant ʎ <lj>





Table 6.9: Vowel inventory of Sandimen Paiwan.
that warrants an in-depth discussion here: the realization of the liquid consonants lj, l, and r.
As Sandimen does not have the dorsal r common to Piuma and Southern Paiwan, these three
categories are expected to all be liquids. The consonant represented by lj in Sandimen, as it is in
Piuma, has a long enough duration to not be confused with the other two categories, so the focus
in this section will be on l and r.
A. H.-C. Chang (2006, 21) describes the consonant represented by <l> in Paiwan orthography
as an alveolar tap in all positions. In Malangan’s speech, l is indeed a tap intervocalically. At the
word edge, I did not find l realized as a tap.
In Piuma, the difficulty of producing a tap at the word edge was mitigated by inserting a
schwa or vowel copy between l and the word edge (see Section 6.4.2.4). In Sandimen, there is












l a dr u ’
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k u dr a k u dr a l
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Figure 6.26: Spectrogram of kudrakudral ‘large’ in Sandimen Paiwan, produced by Malangan.
no such vowel epenthesis rule adjacent to l. Instead, l is realized as an approximant at either
word edge. As there is no lowering of F3 preceding or during this approximant (as is expected
for retroflex consonants), I will label this allophone the alveolar approximant [ɹ]. Examples of
this approximant realization of l can be seen in the spectrograms of ladru’ ‘long’ and kudrakudral
‘large’ in Figures 6.25 and 6.26.
Unlike the realization of l at the word edge in Piuma, where there was a vocoid with clear
formant structure and a very short period f0 contact (cf. liqu ‘neck’ in Figure 6.7 on page 334 and
pangul ‘hammer’ in Figure 6.8 on page 334), the approximant [ɹ] in Sandimen has no ‘break’ from
a flap’s contact between the steady state of the consonant and the adjacent vowel.












t e m e k e l t a v a v a
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Figure 6.27: Spectrogram of temekel ta vava ‘drink alcohol’ in Sandimen Paiwan, produced by
Malangan.
The approximant realization of l also occurs when adjacent to a consonant. An example can
be seen in Figure 6.27, which shows a spectrogram of the phrase glossed in (108), which contains








The consonant represented by r in Paiwan orthography does not lead itself to as straight-
forward an analysis. A. H.-C. Chang (2006) analyzes this consonant as an alveolar trill in all
positions. Unfortunately, I do not have examples of word-initial /r/ in Malangan’s speech. How-
ever, there are examples of /r/ in word-medial and word-final positions. In none of these cases
was /r/ produced as a trill. (Of course, this does not preclude the trill as a word-initial allophone.)
In intervocalic position, r was produced as an alveolar tap. This can be seen in the spectrogram
of vuraw ‘yellow’ in Figure 6.28 on the next page.
The taps corresponding to r and l are very similar impressionistically, and it could easily be
the case that these two categories have merged in this environment. Additional research on the
27During the recording of this phrase, interference from a cellular phone was picked up by the recorder. This
is responsible for the periodic noise that appears as vertical lines on the spectrogram. Since no burst of this noise
occurs during the [ɹ], its presence should not affect the analysis here.
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Figure 6.28: Spectrogram of vuraw ‘yellow’ in Sandimen Paiwan, as produced by Malangan.
production of these flaps will be requried to confirm such a merger.
Interestingly, the realization of r before a consonant or word edge is a flap, accompanied by
an epenthetic vowel (just like that found adjacent to l in Piuma). Since all productions of r in this
environment in the data follow a schwa, I cannot say whether this process is schwa-epenthesis or
a vowel copy. An example of r preceding a consonant and one preceding a word edge can both be
seen in the spectrogram of mi-perper [mipəɾəpəɾə] ‘af-fly’ in Figure 6.29 on the following page.
The fact that l becomes an approximant while r triggers epenthesis word-finally means that
these two consonants contrast, at least in this environment.28 Whether they also contrast in-
tervocalically and in word-initial position is up to future fieldwork with speakers like Malangan
who have this pattern.
6.5.3 Syllable structure
A. H.-C. Chang (2006, 31) describes the maximal syllable in Sandimen Paiwan as CVC.29 Like
28One could wonder whether the ‘epenthetic’ vowel following r is actually part of the underlying form. In miper-
per, the F0 peak in all productions surfaces during the vocoid following the first r. Given the peak delay in the
language (to be discussed in Section 6.6.2.3), it is likely that stress is anchored to the (first) /pər/, which is the un-
derlying penult if the post-r schwas are not part of the underlying form. If all schwas are present in the underlying
form, then stress assignment becomes unpredictable.
29The description is meant to fit both Sandimen and Piuma Paiwan. See also Section 6.4.3’s discussion on Piuma
Paiwan syllable structure.
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Figure 6.29: Spectrogram of miperper ‘fly (v.)’ in Sandimen Paiwan, as produced by Malangan.
Piuma, Sandimen has a vowel-glide contrast, with glides /j/ /w/ being amoraic and skipped over
in the assignment of penultimate stress.
There are also descriptions of CVVC syllables in Paiwan, for example in C.-M. Chen (2006,
41–2). Even if syllables can contain two vowels in Sandimen Paiwan, both of these vowels are
moraic and can bear pitch accent, to be demonstrated in the following section. Thus, if sequences
like CVVC can be parsed as a single syllable, then evidence for the syllable in Paiwan must come
from speaker intuitions, which I have not collected. The mora, (C)V(C), is the active unit in
the language’s prosody, and there is little evidence of a meaningful larger unit like (C)V(V)(C)
elsewhere in the phonology.
6.5.4 Prominence
As in all varieties of Paiwan, Sandimen assigns stress to the penult by default. Stress in Sandimen
is accompanied by an F0 peak aligned to the stressed syllable.30 This can be seen in the pitch track
30This peak is not always realized before the offset of the stressed syllable’s vowel. For an in-depth discussion on
this phenomenon (‘peak delay’), see Section 6.6.2.3.
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Figure 6.30: Pitch track of ’aya’ayam ‘bird’ in Sandimen Paiwan, produced by Malangan.














Figure 6.31: Pitch track of ’erepus ‘cloud’ in Sandimen Paiwan, produced by Malangan.
of ’aya’áyam ‘bird’ in Figure 6.30.
In Piuma Paiwan, words with a penultimate schwa surface with ultimate stress. This alter-
nation does not occur in Sandimen. For example, the word for ‘cloud’ in Piuma is qerepús with
ultimate stress (see the pitch track in Figure 6.13 on page 344). In Sandimen, this word is ’erépus
with penultimate stress, as seen in Figure 6.31.
Stress in Sandimen, however, cannot fall on the penult if it is an infix, for example the <em>
fix marking actor focus. For example, k<em>án ‘<af>eat’ is realized with ultimate stress, as seen
in the pitch track in Figure 6.32 on the following page.
Ultimate stress is also found in Sandimen Paiwan when two adjacent identical vowels are
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Figure 6.32: Pitch track of k<em>an ‘<af>eat’ in Sandimen Paiwan, produced by Malangan.














Figure 6.33: Pitch track of kakesan ‘kitchen’ in Sandimen Paiwan, produced by Malangan.
in the ultima. Since geminate vowels do not surface in Paiwan, this condition applies to the
underlying representation. An example of this is the word for ‘kitchen’, kakesán. This word is
analyzed by Ferrell (1982, 118) as underlyingly /ka-kəsa-an/, where the root kesa ‘food’ has a
final /a/ (seen in other words like k<em>esa ‘cook (v.)’), which is adjacent to the /a/ of the -an
locative/nominalizing suffix. This /a-a/ sequence attracts stress to the ultima, which can be seen
in the pitch track in Figure 6.33
Similar vowel sequences in the ultima can arise from the inclusive imperative suffix /-i/ and
the exclusive imperative suffix /-u/, as documented by C.-M. Chen (2009b, 611). An example can
be see in the pitch track in Figure 6.34 on the following page, which shows the imperative form
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Figure 6.34: Pitch track of supu(-u) ‘count-imp’ in Sandimen Paiwan, produced by Malangan.

















Figure 6.35: Pitch track of kim-u ‘search-imp’ in Sandimen Paiwan, produced by Malangan.
of supu ‘count’. The underlying form of this word is /supu-u/ with the /-u/ imperative suffix, and
the /u-u/ sequence causes stress to be realized on the ultima. Note that ultimate stress is not a
general property of imperatives in Paiwan; imperatives without identical-vowel sequences retain
penultimate stress, as kim-u ‘search-imp’ does in Figure 6.35.
The ‘attraction’ of stress to the ultima due to identical vowel sequences is unsurprising given
that, like in Piuma, stress assignment in Sandimen Paiwan is actually to the penultimate mora of
the word. This can be seen in words like katíav ‘yesterday’ in which the F0 peak is aligned to the
first half of the final syllable (containing a vocalic sequence /ia/), and also in words like izaínu
‘where’, in which the ultima has a single vowel but the penult has two, and the pitch accent aligns
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Figure 6.36: Pitch track of katiav ‘yesterday’ in Sandimen Paiwan, produced by Malangan.
















Figure 6.37: Pitch track of izainu ‘where’ in Sandimen Paiwan, produced by Malangan.
to the second half of the penult. Pitch tracks of these can be seen in Figures 6.36 and 6.37.
If prominence in Paiwan is on the penultimate mora of the word, then it makes sense that
stress is drawn to sequences of two vowels on the ultima, as at a certain level of representation
they each bear a mora. If there is an antigemination rule that causes /V₁V₁/ sequences to be
realized as singleton [V₁], then this antigemination rule is ordered after stress assignment.
This derivation also correctly predicts that identical vowel sequences will ‘attract’ stress only
to the ultima; as the penultimate mora must be in either the ultima or penult, ‘heavy’ syllables
with similar sequences earlier in the world will have no effect on stress assignment. For example,
the sentence glossed in (109) has the /a/-final kesa root immediately preceding the /a/ of the
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Figure 6.38: Pitch track of na-k<em>es-ang=aken ta vurasi “I already cooked the sweet potato.” in
Sandimen Paiwan, produced by Malangan.
completive suffix -anga. This /a-a/ sequence, not being in the ultima, does not attract stress,
secondary or otherwise, as can be seen in the pitch track in 6.38. Note also that, as in Piuma, the







“I already cooked the sweet potato.”
6.5.5 Intonation
Like in Piuma, the pitch accent in Sandimen contains a F0 peak, preceded by a rise and followed
by a fall. This rise, also like in Piuma, is not a steady incline from the initial syllable to the peak.
Instead, there is a steady low tone from the initial syllable to the penult. An example of this can
be seen in Figure 6.39 on the following page, which shows a pitch track of cacukecukan ‘turtle
(Ocadia sinensis)’. The F0 peak is on the penult, and the three syllables before it bear a low tone.
The fall following the F0 peak is present even when the peak is aligned to the ultima. This was
seen in the pitch tracks of ultimate stress words in the previous section, like kakesán ‘kitchen’
(Figure 6.33 on page 362). Thus, a tentative structure for the full pitch accent melody is {LH}*L.31
31As in the discussion of Piuma Paiwan intonation, the pitch accent melody is displayed here as {LH}*L, with the
LH substring marked as the nuclear element. This is due to a property of pitch accent alignment in the language that
will be discussed in more detail in Section 6.6.2.
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Figure 6.39: Pitch track of cacukecukan ‘turtle (sp.)’ in Sandimen Paiwan, produced by Malangan.
The two non-declarative intonational contours described for Piuma Paiwan (in Section 6.4.5)
are also present in Sandimen Paiwan. Like in Piuma, polar interrogatives are signaled with a
LH% rising boundary tone. However, unlike in Piuma, this boundary tone replaces the pitch
accent on all phonological phrases, not just the final one.32 This can be seen in the declarative


















“There’s a dog in the kitchen.”/“Is there a dog in the kitchen?”
Forced choice questions in Sandimen have the same intonational contour as in Piuma: a high
tone on the last syllable of each phrase, without a significant rise within the final syllable. As in
Piuma, I analyze this as a H% boundary tone (following a L tone assigned at the opposite edge).
An example can be seen in Figure 6.41 on page 368, a pitch track of a production of the phrase
glossed in (111).
32The association of LH% to only one phrase in Piuma and to all phrases in Sandimen was consistent across
productions of polar interrogatives by Bailis and Malangan.
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Figure 6.40: Pitch track of the declarative (a) and interrogative (b) intonation on izua ita vatu














“Do you want chicken, or pork?”
To summarize, Sandimen and Piuma Paiwan all have distinct declarative, polar interrogative
and forced-choice intonational contours. The main difference between the two varieties in terms
of the structure of intonational contours is that the polar interrogative LH% is found on only
the final prosodic phrase in Piuma, but on all prosodic phrases in Sandimen. The phonological
elements comprising these intonational contours are listed in Table 6.10 on the following page.
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Figure 6.41: Pitch track of uri kemansun ta kuka manu ’acang “Do you want chicken, or pork?”
in Sandimen Paiwan, produced by Malangan.
Piuma Paiwan Sandimen Paiwan
Utterance type Non-final Final Non-final Final
Isolated word {LH}*L {LH}*L
Declarative {LH}*L {LH}*L {LH}*L {LH}*L
Polar interrogative {LH}*L LH% LH% LH%
Forced-choice question %L H% %L H% %L H% %L H%
Table 6.10: Component phonological elements of three intonational contours in Piuma Paiwan
and Sandimen Paiwan.
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6.6 A comparative discussion of stress assignment in Sandi-
men and Piuma Paiwan
The largest difference in prosodic phonology between Piuma Paiwan and Sandimen Paiwan (as
well as numerous dialects not under study here) is the realization of stress on the ultima when the
penult is schwa. Quality-sensitive stress systems are well-documented in the literature, including
many in which stress avoids schwa (Kenstowicz, 1997). As many other quality-sensitive stress
systems avoid lower-sonority vowels generally (i.e. high vowels), schwa is often described as a
low-sonority vowel due to its tendency to repel stress. This theory is invoked by C.-M. Chen
(2006), who posits a vowel sonority hierarchy for Budai Rukai and multiple dialects of Paiwan
(including Piuma) where schwa is the least sonorous.
What makes Piuma Paiwan interesting from a cross-linguistic perspective is the behavior
of words with schwa in both the penult and ultima. In these words, stress is realized on the
ultima: veljevélj ‘banana’; t<em>ekél ‘drink’. If ultimate stress in Piuma is the result of stress
being repelled by a schwa in the penult, it is unclear why stress would shift onto a schwa in the
ultima in these cases.33
One author who has discussed this issue from a theoretical standpoint is S.-C. S. Yeh (2011,
119–24), who analyzed the stress alternation in Piuma through OptimalityTheory.34 Her analysis
uses the following constraints:35
(112) a. All-Ft-R: Every foot stands at the right edge of the prosodic word.
33It should be noted that stress is not attracted to schwa in the ultima generally. This can be seen when the penult
is not schwa: ka-lúseq ‘cry’; lemámedj ‘swallow’.
34There is actually a second dissertation analyzing Piuma Paiwan through Optimality Theory: Shih (2018). Shih
states that schwa is avoided by stress assignment because it is amoraic in penultimate position. This approach seeks
to use phonology to explain phonetics, rather than the reverse. As S.-C. S. Yeh (2011) provides more of a motivation
for why she believes the pattern is motivated, I focus on her analysis here.
35Definitions are from S.-C. S. Yeh (2011, x). Example numbers are maintained from the original work, however
the IPA symbols have been converted to the Paiwan orthography from Table 6.3 on page 326 in order to be consistent
with the data presented in this chapter.
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b. *Pk/ə: Schwa /ə/ as the foot head is prohibited.
c. *Ft/ə: Each schwa in the foot is penalized.
d. Ft-Bin: Feet are binary under syllabic analysis
e. *Pk/a,i,u: Vowels /a/, /i/ or /u/ as foot heads are prohibited.
Under her analysis, the default penultimate stress is derived by a trochee built from the right
edge. When the penult is schwa, *Peak/ə is violated. By ranking *Peak/ə higher than Ft-Bin, a
schwa in the penult causes a degenerate foot to be built containing only the ultima, which bears
stress, as seen in example (16) (from p.121):36
(16)
/qurepus/ ‘cloud’ All-Ft-R *Peak/ə Ft-Bin *Peak/i,u,a
 a. qure(pús) ∗ ∗
b. (qúre)pus ∗! ∗
c. qu(répus) ∗!
If schwas are only penalized in the peak, then this incorrectly predicts penultimate stress for
words with /ə/ in both the penult and ultima, shown with this example (from p.122):
(17)
/veceqel/ ‘necklace’ All-Ft-R *Peak/ə Ft-Bin *Peak/i,u,a
 a. ve(céqel) ∗
:( b. vece(qél) ∗ ∗!
Her solution for words in Piuma ending in əCəC is to penalize every schwa present in the foot
with the constraint *Ft/ə, causing a degenerate foot to be built (as it was when only the penult
was schwa). By ranking *Ft/ə above Ft-Bin, the degenerate foot with one schwa is preferred
over a binary foot with two. Her final ranking is shown as follows (from p.122):
(19)
/CəCəC/ *Peak/ə *Ft/ə Ft-Bin *Pk/i,u,a
a. (Cə́CəC) ∗ ∗∗!
 b. Cə(Cə́C) ∗ ∗ ∗
This analysis derives the surface pattern of Piuma stress, assuming that only one foot is parsed
(or a word like veceqel would have prominence on all three syllables, as each would comprise a
36Note that the word for ‘cloud’ in Bailis’ speech is qerepus, with /ə/ in the first syllable instead of /u/. /ə/ is also
described for the first syllable of this word in Ferrell (1982, 224).
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degenerate foot). Without evidence for rhythmic stress in Paiwan, this odd prediction cannot be
tested. A greater issue with the Optimality-Theoretic analysis presented in S.-C. S. Yeh (2011) is
that it relies on a novel constraint *Ft/ə. In Optimality Theory (OT), markedness constraints like
*Ft/ə are meant to resolve structures that are are not ‘well-formed’. i.e. those that are ‘marked’
in comparison to the resolved structure, which is ‘unmarked’. Markedness constraints in OT
are held to be present in all languages (even if they are ranked too low to affect the surfacing
structure), as they reflect crosslinguistic preferences for certain structures over others (A. Prince
& Smolensky, 1993). A ‘preference’ for metrical feet without schwa can be argued for in Piuma
if we assume that S.-C. S. Yeh’s foot-building algorithm is correct. It is more difficult, however,
to argue for a tendency for languages to recude the number of schwas within the metrical foot,
both crosslinguistically and elsewhere in Piuma Paiwan’s phonology.
The metrical foot, a concept borrowed into linguistics from poetic meter, is a rhythmic unit:
its incorporation into the prosodic hierarchy was originally used to label a grouping of a strong
syllable with an adjacent weak syllable, as a unit of rhythmic alternation at the syllable level
(Liberman, 1975). Thus, the foot is inherently a structure containing a ‘weak’ position, and there
are many languages with vowel-reduction processes specifically in the ‘weak’ position of the
foot (often to schwa), including English (Liberman & Prince, 1977). If OT constraints are to re-
flect crosslinguistic tendencies in well-formedness, then the ‘unmarked’ number of schwas per
metrical foot should be one, not zero.
Instead of being motivated by a constraint against schwas within the metrical foot, I offer
in this section an account of Piuma Paiwan stress based on properties of its surface phonetics,
and a comparison with the relevant properties of Sandimen Paiwan. These properties are the
differential duration of vowels (Section 6.6.1) and the alignment of pitch accents (Section 6.6.2).
This section will conclude with a discussion on how ultimate stress in Piuma Paiwan may have
developed from an interaction between these two features (Section 6.6.3).
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6.6.1 Vowel duration in Piuma and Sandimen Paiwan
One aspect of Paiwan phonetics that will be necessary to motivate their differential prosodic
structures is the duration of vowels in each variety. This section will present data on the duration
of vowels based on the speech of Bailis (Piuma Paiwan) andMalangan (Sandimen Paiwan). Vowel
duration is naturally gradient: while there are trends in how duration is affected by phonological
environment, prosodic structure, and speech rate, there is no one-to-one mapping between these
features and any specific duration in milliseconds. In addition, the field setting in which the data
to be presented here were elicited does not allow for the amount of control over these factors
as a laboratory setting. Thus, what I will focus on here are trends across the entire pool of data
elicited from these two speakers.
As a second disclaimer, speech rate varies between speakers, and within speakers from ut-
terance to utterance. Thus, patterns in the vowel durations of one speaker during one recording
session are not necessarily representative of that person’s speech generally, nor of the speech
community as a whole. I encourage other researchers to take these findings as a starting point
for an investigation across a larger portion of the Sandimen and Piuma Paiwan speech commu-
nities.
With that said, my initial motivation for investigating Piuma Paiwan was to seek possible
explanations for its unique stress alternation through phonetic study. There is a sound pattern
involving vowel duration in Bailis’ speech that, assuming its presence in the speech community
at the time, may have facilitated the development of the stress alternation.
The difference in vowel duration between /ə/ and other vowel categories in Piuma was dis-
cussed in Section 6.6. Unlike in that discussion, the data presented here will not be separated by
phonological environment, nor are the two surface allophones of Piuma /ə/ separated here, as
these conditions will not be relevant to the discussion.
449 vowels in Piuma Paiwan and 707 vowels in Sandimen Paiwan were surveyed. Vowels
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# Mean SD
Piuma Paiwan non-/ə/ 368 91 37/ə/ 81 40 19
Sandimen Paiwan non-/ə/ 577 138 55/ə/ 130 77 30
Table 6.11: Mean vowel durations for schwa vs. non-schwa categories in Bailis’ Piuma Paiwan
and Malangan’s Sandimen Paiwan, in milliseconds.
were measured from the offset of the onset consonant to the vowel offset (following consonant
onset or word edge).37 Themean duration of each category in each variety is shown in Table 6.11.
More informative than simply listing the means are the distributions of vowel durations in
each variety. This can be seen in the histograms in Figures 6.42 and 6.43 on the next page.38
Vowels were shorter in Bailis’ Piuma speech than in Malangan’s Sandimen speech regardless of
category. However, the distribution of non-schwa vowels in the two varieties has much more
overlap than Piuma vs. Sandimen schwa.
While the differences in non-schwa vowel durations between Piuma and Sandimen Paiwan
could be the result of a difference in speech rate during the recording sessions, speech rate alone
does not account for the difference in duration of schwa. While the average non-schwa vowel
in Sandimen is 52% longer than in Piuma, the average schwa in Sandimen is 93% longer than in
Piuma.
37As will be discussed in Section 6.6.2.1, the articulatory gestures associated with vowels begin simultaneously
with the gestures of the onset consonant in syllables with simplex onsets (as all onsets in Paiwan are). Thus, the
duration of the vowel gesture actually includes the duration of the onset consonant, and may be a more useful
measure for some purposes. Since the amount of acoustic signal dominated by the vowel gesture is more relevant
to the later discussion of F0 peaks (which is primarily perceptual), I have chosen here to measure from the offset of
the syllable-initial consonant.
38The histograms in Figures 6.42–6.43, as well as other histograms in this chapter, are density histograms: they
are normalized for quantity so that all the bars in each plot have the same total sum. This was necessary due to
the larger number of Sandimen Paiwan vowels surveyed, so that the plots would be comparable visually. The two
histograms were given the same x-axis so that they could be compared visually with each other, as well.
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Figure 6.42: Density histogram of the durations of 368 tokens of non-/ə/ vowels in Piuma Paiwan
produced by Bailis, and 577 tokens of non-/ə/ vowels in Sandimen Paiwan produced byMalangan.
Means shown with solid lines, and confidence intervals of ±1 standard deviation with dashed
lines.













Figure 6.43: Density histogram of the durations of 81 tokens of /ə/ in Piuma Paiwan produced
by Bailis, and 130 tokens of /ə/ in Sandimen Paiwan produced by Malangan. Means shown with
solid lines, and confidence intervals of ±1 standard deviation with dashed lines.
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6.6.2 The structure and alignment of pitch accents in Piuma and Sandi-
men Paiwan
The primary goal of this comparative study of Piuma and Sandimen Paiwan is to investigate
the presence of a stress alternation in Piuma, and its absence in Sandimen. In both varieties of
Paiwan, stress co-occurs with a F0 peak. Crucial to this investigation is an exploration of where
these F0 peaks surface, and what they are anchored to.
The F0 peak of a pitch accent is generally not simultaneous with the onset of the syllable it is
aligned to. The articulatory gesture responsible for the F0 peak of a pitch accent is anchored to
one or more gestures associated with the segmental material of a prominent syllable. As with all
gestures, the articulator does not reach its target instantaneously, and there is a delay between
the onset of the pitch accent’s articulatory gesture and the attainment of its target state. I will
refer to this delay as the ‘peak delay’ throughout this section.
In order to measure the peak delay in Piuma and Sandimen Paiwan, I will first discuss the
literature on the timing relationships between articulatory gestures (Section 6.6.2.1) and previous
studies on the timing of tonal gestures (Section 6.6.2.2), before applying their methodologies to
the Paiwan dialects under study here (Section 6.6.2.3), and to the stress alternation unique to
Piuma Paiwan (Section 6.6.3.1).
6.6.2.1 Articulatory gestures and their timing relationships
In order to discuss the relationship between articulatory gestures, I will invoke some of the com-
ponents of Articulatory Phonology (AP), a phonological framework designed by Browman and
Goldstein (1986), in which the gesture is the minimal unit of contrast (as opposed to the ‘feature’
of generative phonology). In AP, lexical items are composed of articulatory gestures, and recur-
ring patterns in phonology result from the timing relationships between them. Gestures can be
‘in-phase’ and begin simulataneously, or ‘anti-phase’ where one’s offset is the other’s onset.
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One major finding in Articulatory Phonology is that the gestures of onset consonants are
in-phase with the gesture of the nuclear vowel (“CV coupling”), while the gestures of coda con-
sonants are anti-phase with the vowel (Goldstein, Byrd, & Saltzman, 2006). This can be seen in
example (113), where the solid line shows the in-phase coupling between the onset consonant
and vowel, meaning that their gestures begin simultaneously, while the anti-phase coupling be-
tween the coda consonant and vowel shownwith the dashed linemeans that the coda consonant’s
gesture begins at the offset of the vowel gesture.
(113)
Conset V Ccoda
The couplng shown in (113) will produce a timing relationship as shown in the score in (114),
where there is overlap between the gestures for the onset consonant and vowel, but not between





When two gestures in anti-phase are both in-phase with a third gesture, the third gesture’s
onset is at the midpoint of the two anti-phase gestures. For example, when a syllable has an onset
consonant cluster, the consonants within the cluster are in anti-phase with each other. All are
coupled in-phase with the vowel, which begins at the midpoint of the consonant cluster (called
the “C-center effect”). This can be seen in (115a) which shows the coupling in a CCVC syllable,









6.6.2.2 The timing of tonal gestures
While CV coupling between onset consonants and nuclei has held across numerous languages
studied, tonal gestures do not have one singular way of being anchored to the syllable. Arvaniti,
Ladd, and Mennen (1998) were the first to find the coupling of tonal and segmental gestures,
based on the alignment of pitch accents in Greek. However, further studies have found that tonal
gesturesmay be coupledwith segmental gestures in at least three different coupling relationships.
One such relationship was described by Gao (2008), who investigated the coupling between
gestures associated with lexical tone in Mandarin and the segmental tier. She found that these
tonal gestures are coupled anti-phase with the onset consonant and in-phase with the vowel, as
if the tonal gesture were a second member of an onset consonant cluster. This relationship is
realized as the vowel gesture’s onset being at the “C-center”, or the midpoint of the combined




Two other coupling relationships between tonal and segmental gestures are reported byMücke
et al. (2012). Their investigation concerned the tonal gestures in the {LH}* pitch accent melodies
of Catalan and Viennese German. They found that the gesture for the H component of {LH}*
began simultaneously with the onset consonant and vowel in Catalan, but in Viennese German
the H gesture began at the ofset of the onset consonant gesture (as seen in the gestural scores in
Figure 6.44 on the following page).
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(a) Catalan (b) Viennese German
Figure 6.44: Gestural score for Catalan [ˈma.mi], broad focus (a), and Viennese German [ˈmaː.mi],
contrastive focus (b). The figure is to scale and based on means (for 10 tokens). From Mücke et
al. (2012, 19–20).
(117) Catalan coupling of V with L+H*
T T
V
(118) V. German coupling of V with *{LH}
T T
V
Thus, while onset consonants and vowels generally have in-phase coupling across languages,
no one coupling relationship between tonal and segmental gestures accounts for tonal alignment
in all languages.
6.6.2.3 Peak delay in Piuma and Sandimen Paiwan
While we can expect to find CV coupling in Paiwan, there is no one universal coupling relation-
ship between the tonal and segmental gestures that we can assume. Depending on how the tonal
and segmental gestures are coupled, the tonal gesture’s onset may be the onset consonant’s onset
or offset. An addtional complication is speech rate: the results in Gao (2008) and Mücke et al.
(2012) are presented as an average duration in milliseconds, however Ladd, Faulkner, Faulkner,
and Schepman (1999) find that the duration of tonal gestures covaries with the segmental speech
rate. This leaves us with four possible ways to measure and report the peak delay in Paiwan,
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listed in (119).
(119) Possible ways to measure and report peak delay for prominent CV syllables:
a. Time between consonant onset and F0 peak, in milliseconds.
b. Time between consonant offset and F0 peak, in milliseconds.
c. Time between consonant onset and F0 peak, controlled for speech rate (reported in
percent of consonant+vowel duration).
d. Time between consonant offset and F0 peak, controlled for speech rate (reported in
percent of vowel duration from consonant offset).
We do not know yet what the true coupling relationship is between the pitch accents in
Paiwan and (and whether the two varieties under discussion here share the same relationship).
And despite the need to control for speech rate, this is not (yet) the norm in the field. Thus, I feel
that the most useful way to measure and report the peak delay data here is to present all four,
and comment on the variance and distribution of each set of results.
Peak delay was measured for 136 pitch accents in Sandimen Paiwan and 66 pitch accents in
Piuma Paiwan. Data were excluded from this sample for reasons including: i) occlusion of the F0
peak by a consonant, non-modal phonation or a prominent microprosodic contour; ii) inability to
reliably measure consonant duration (e.g. for initial stops); iii) emphatic accent on the prominent
syllable; iv) intonational contours other than the declarative/words in isolation.39; and v) words
with final prominence (including Piuma words with schwa penults). The results are summarized
in Table 6.12 on page 382.
The distribution of peak delays in Piuma versus Sandimen Paiwan can be seen in the his-
tograms in Figure 6.45 on the following page, which show the peak delay from consonant onset
and offset in milliseconds, and those in Figure 6.46 on page 381, which are controlled for segmen-
tal speech rate.
39It should be noted here that ‘word in isolation’ and ‘declarative utterance’ are not fully discrete categories, at least
in the data presented here. For example, an elicitation prompted by a single word in Mandarin was often produced
as a group of two words, or two words plus a particle, which may also be complete utterances grammatically. As
words in isolation and declarative sentences (and these ‘in-between’ cases) all have similar intonational contours,
I have included them together here. If there is a phonetic difference between these categories, it probably lies in
speech rate, which is controlled for here.
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Figure 6.45: Peak delay in two varieties of Paiwan, measured from consonant onset (a) and con-
sonant offset (b), in milliseconds. Means shown with solid lines, and confidence intervals of ±1
standard deviation with dashed lines.
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Figure 6.46: Peak delay controlled for speech rate in two varieties of Paiwan, measured from
consonant onset, where 1 = the duration of the consonant+vowel (a); and consonant offset, where
1 = the duration of the vowel from consonant offset (b). Solid black linemarks vowel offset. Means
shown with solid lines, and confidence intervals of ±1 standard deviation with dashed lines.
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Sandimen Piuma
Anchor Unit Mean SD Mean SD
C onset ms 200 64 182 54dur C+V = 1 .87 .21 1.01 .20
C offset ms 106 46 88 39dur V = 1 .80 .44 1.05 .4
Table 6.12: Peak delay in Sandimen and Piuma Paiwan, measured from the onset and offset of the
penult’s onset consonant, with and without control for speech rate.
Comparing the distributions of peak delay in milliseconds, it is immediately noticeable that
the peak delay in Bailis’ Piuma Paiwan speech (shown in red) is bimodal when measured from
consonant offset, i.e. it converges on two peaks, roughly grouping the peaks into those over vs.
under 110ms. I have not found any correlation between these groupings and patterns in the seg-
mental tier; for example, both contain peaks in syllables with longer-duration onset consonants
like /s/ and shorter-duration consonants like /ɾ/. Thus, I can only conclude that measuring from
consonant offset has worse explanatory force for the Piuma Paiwan peaks than themeasurements
from consonant onset. This is consistent with the higher standard deviation when controlling for
speech rate (40% of vowel duration when measuring from consonant offset, compared to 20% of
consonant+vowel duration when measuring from consonant onset). When measuring from con-
sonant onset, the Piuma data’s distribution is still not perfectly unimodal; there are spikes around
140ms and 180ms with less in-between. This may be an artifact of the amount of data presented
(or the boundaries within which each grouping in the histogram was calculated). Only further
study will clarify the distribution of peak delays from consonant onset/offset in Piuma, however
with what data is available here, I conclude that measuring from consonant onset is the better fit.
The distribution of peak delay in Malangan’s Sandimen Paiwan speech (in blue), while uni-
modal in both the measurements from consonant onset/offset, is less spread-out when measured
from consonant onset, with a single spike around 160–180ms. This is confirmed by the lower
standard deviation for the from-consonant-onset measurements when controlling for speech
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rate (40% of vowel duration when measuring from consonant offset, compared to 21% of con-
sonant+vowel duration when measuring from consonant onset). The mean peak delay, when
measured in milliseconds, is slightly greater in Sandimen than in Piuma Paiwan: 18ms greater if
measuring from consonant onset, and also 18ms greater if measuring from consonant offset.
The distribution of measurements controlled for speech rate are in Figure 6.46 on page 381.
When speech rate is taken into account, Piuma Paiwan actually has more peak delay than Sandi-
men Paiwan: 101% of consonant+vowel duration when measuring from consonant onset (com-
pared to Sandimen’s 87%), or 105% of vowel duration when measuring from consonant offset
(compared to Sandimen’s 80%). What’s important to note here is that any percentage over 100%
represents a peak that occurs after vowel offset (marked on the histograms with the black vertical
line). Thus, the average F0 peak in Piuma Paiwan (at least as spoken by Bailis) occurs outside of
the syllable it is aligned to.40 This is the case for 41% of the Piuma Paiwan peaks surveyed (59%
occurred within the penultimate vowel). The peaks in Sandimen do skew late in the vowel, but
only 8% surveyed occurred after the vowel offset (92% within the penultimate vowel).
6.6.3 A phonetic motivation for the stress alternation in Piuma Paiwan
Having seen how Sandimen and Piuma Paiwan compare in terms of their vowel duration and F0
peak alignment patterns, wemay now turn our attention to the largest difference in their prosodic
phonologies: the stress alternation in Piuma Paiwan. I will present this discussion in three parts:
first, an investigation into the alignment of F0 peaks following schwa penults (Section 6.6.3.1),
then a discussion on how the alternation can be modeled in the synchronic grammar (Section
6.6.3.2), followed by a proposal for the diachronic pathway that led to this grammar (Section
6.6.3.3).
40Delayed peaks that surface on the following syllable from where they are anchored are not unique to Piuma
Paiwan. For a discussion on such delayed peaks from a cross-linguistic perspective, see Xu (1999).
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6.6.3.1 Where is ultimate stress in Piuma Paiwan anchored?
It has been demonstrated that Piuma Paiwan pitch accents, at least in the speech of Bailis’, often
are delayed to the point where they are realized on the following syllable. Given this fact, we
must ask where the pitch accent is anchored in words with ultimate stress. Since schwa is much
shorter than the other vowels, a pitch accent with a set amount of delay will surface even later
(and further into the following syllable) when it is anchored to a syllable whose nucleus is schwa.
Thus, it is possible that F0 peaks surfacing on the ultima may be delayed peaks anchored to the
penult.
In order to test this hypothesis, we can compare the alignment of pitch accents on words
with schwa- and non-schwa-containing penults. In the case of words with schwa penults, we
can compare measurements taken from one of two possible anchors: the onset of the penult, and
the onset of the ultima. If pitch accents are anchored to the penult in all words, then we expect to
see similar delays between the penult and F0 peak in both schwa-penult and non-schwa-penult
words. If pitch accents are anchored to the ultima when the penult is schwa, then the delay
between the non-schwa-penult and the F0 peak should be closer to the delay measured from the
post-schwa ultima’s onset.
To test this, I have surveyed 17 productions of words ending in CəCV(C)#, including 2 of
words ending in CəCəC#. While this is a small sample, it was necessary to exclude data with
the following properties: i) the F0 peak was occluded by a consonant or microprosodic contour;
and ii) there was a medial cluster between the schwa and ultima’s vowel (as the penult’s coda is
in anti-phase coupling with the nucleus). The results are summarized in Table 6.13 on the next
page, with the Piuma Paiwan (non-schwa-penult) data repeated here from Table 6.12.
The peak delay in non-schwa-penult words is not an exact match for the peak delay of schwa-
penult words, regardless of whether they are measured from the penult or ultima’s onset conso-
nant. A better visualization can be seen in the histograms in Table 6.47 on page 386 and Table 6.48
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Measuring from penult Measuring from ultima
Penult Anchor Unit Mean SD Mean SD
/ə/
C onset ms 247 61 115 47dur C+V = 1 1.92 .42 .59 .21
C offset ms 161 51 43 25dur V = 1 3.96 1.68 .37 .25
other
C onset ms 182 54dur C+V = 1 1.01 .20
C offset ms 88 39dur V = 1 1.05 .4
Table 6.13: Peak delay in Piuma Paiwan, in words with schwa and non-schwa penults, measured
from the onset of the penult and ultima.
on page 387. Here, the peak delay in non-penult-schwa words (red) is shown alongside the peak
delay in penult-schwa words measured from the penult (yellow) and from the ultima (cyan). Ta-
ble 6.47 shows the measurements from the onset/offset of the consonant, in milliseconds, while
Table 6.48 shows the same controlled for speech rate.
It is clear from the visualizations that the measurements from the penult in the non-schwa-
penult words (red) and the schwa-penult words (yellow) do not align, regardless of unit of mea-
surement, or whether one assumes the tone is coupled in-phase or anti-phase with the onset
consonant gesture. This precludes an analysis of Piuma Paiwan in which all pitch accents oc-
cur at a fixed time following the penult’s onset, at least in the synchronic grammar of current
speakers like Bailis.
However, it is also noteworthy that there is less delay between the peak and the ultima in
schwa-penult words (cyan) than the peak delay in the non-schwa-penult words, even when con-
trolling for speech rate. This means that ultimate stress generally occurs earlier in the syllable
than penultimate stress does. One possible explanation for the difference between the two, is that
the low tone gesture associated with the ultima is ‘crowding’ the H gesture of the pitch accent,
causing the F0 peak to occur earlier in the syllable. One way to test this would be to compare the
pitch contours of words in isolation with words followed by an unstressed syllable. Currently, I
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schwa pen from pen
schwa pen from ult
(a)














schwa pen from pen
schwa pen from ult
(b)
Figure 6.47: Peak delay of schwa- and non-schwa-penult words in Piuma Paiwan, measured from
the consonant onset (a) and offset (b) in the penult and ultima. Means shown with solid lines,
and confidence intervals of ±1 standard deviation with dashed lines.
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schwa pen from pen
schwa pen from ult
(a)











schwa pen from pen
schwa pen from ult
(b)
Figure 6.48: Peak delay of schwa- and non-schwa-penult words in Piuma Paiwan, measured from
the consonant onset (a) and offset (b) in the penult and ultima, and controlled for speech rate.
Solid black line represents vowel offset. Means shown with solid lines, and confidence intervals
of ±1 standard deviation with dashed lines.
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have too little data to make a quantitative comparison.41
So, where does that leave the synchronic grammars of Piuma and Sandimen Paiwan? To
summarize so far, both have a peak delay of around 190ms on average, anchored to the onset
of the penultimate syllable. Piuma has differential stress assignment based on the quality of the
penult, while Sandimen does not. Ultimate stress in Piuma occurs earlier in the syllable than
penultimate stress, perhaps due to ‘crowding’ from a final low tone.
6.6.3.2 Modeling the synchronic structures of Paiwan stress assignment
The way that Mücke et al. (2012) encode the Viennese German peak delay in the phonology is
by including the low tone preceding the pitch accent as part of the pitch accent melody, yielding
{LH}*. They then couple both the L and H gestures to the nuclear vowel, causing the H gesture’s
onset, and consequently the F0 peak when it reaches its target, to be delayed.42 This structure is
shown in (118), repeated here:
(118) Viennese German coupling of V with *{LH}
T T
V
Given the similarities between the peak delay in Viennese German and Piuma/Sandimen Pai-
wan, it is worth exploring the phonological structure adopted by Mücke et al. (2012) as a rep-
resentation of peak delay in Paiwan. This solution hinges on the low tone preceding the pitch
41I offer as anecdata that the two F0 peaks furthest into the ultima (97ms and 78ms) are both productions of the
word tjevus ‘sugarcane’ preceding an unstressed syllable.
42Mücke et al. (2012) is an articulatory study, measuring the movement of articulators, not the F0 peak, which is
an acoustic measure. They found a lag of 144ms between the onset of the consonant and tone gestures, or 141ms
between the onset of the vowel and tone gestures. The authors do not report how far into this gesture the F0 peak
would occur. For reference, the Paiwan peak delay is around 190ms between consonant onset and F0 peak. For the
Paiwan data to align with Mücke et al.’s model of Viennese German, the F0 peak would have to happen around 50ms
after the onset of the H gesture.
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accent being part of the pitch accent. The final L that ‘crowds’ the final syllable when the penult
is schwa would also be part of the pitch accent melody (in the absence of evidence that it is a
boundary tone assigned at some higher level in the prosodic hierarchy). This would yield a LH*L
pitch accent melody for Paiwan.43
With a LH*L pitch accent melody, one could also derive the stress alternation in Piuma by
aligning LH*L with the penult. If (non-final) schwa has one tone-bearing unit while other vowels
have two, non-schwa penults would carry LH with a delayed peak, while a schwa penult would
carry only L, with the HL aligned to the ultima. In both cases, the L at either end of the melody
would spread to fill the vacant TBU’s. As an example, a derivation in this style of qerepus ‘cloud’
with penultimate schwa and paquzip ‘raise (animal)’ are shown in (120–121):
(120) a.
LH*L
x x x x
q e r e p u s
Pitch accent aligned to penult.
b.
L H L
x x x x
q e r e p u s
PA melody attaches to 3 TBU’s.
c.
L H L
x x x x




x x x x x x
p a q u z i p
Pitch accent aligned to penult.
43Words in Sandimen Paiwan with ultimate stress, like kakesán ‘kitchen’, also have a final L, and thus I assume it
would be part of the pitch accent in Sandimen as well.
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b.
L H L
x x x x x x
p a q u z i p
PA melody attaches to 3 TBU’s.
c.
L H L
x x x x x x
p a q u z i p
Spreading of L.
If the peak delay in Piuma Paiwan is the result of a LH*L pitch accent melody, then the fact
that Sandimen Paiwan has a similar peak delay should lend it to an analysis with LH*L as well.
However, Sandimen Paiwan lacks the stress alternation that Piuma Paiwan has. The LH*L anal-
ysis can be adapted to account for this fact in one of two ways: i) give all vowels two TBU’s; or
ii) change the pitch accent to L+H*L so that H always occurs in the penult. Having all vowels
be bimoraic is undesirable as Sandimen Paiwan also has a stark contrast in duration between
schwa and the other vowels. The L+H*L analysis is also undesirable, as this was the phonological
representation used by Mücke et al. (2012) to represent Catalan’s non-delayed F0 peaks.
One possible way to account for the peak delay in Sandimen while retaining the L+H*L pitch
accent structure is to have the H gesture coupled anti-phase to the consonant, as lexical tones
are in Gao’s (2008) model of Mandarin. While there are too few studies to draw typological
conclusions about gestural coupling with pitch accent vs. lexical tone gestures, this analysis
would have the peculiar consequence of onset consonant and vowel gestures having different
timing relationships in syllables with vs. without a pitch accent.
Although it derives the location of pitch accents and predicts which syllables exhibit a peak
delay in Piuma, the LH*L analysis has a number of undesirable theoretical consequences too.
For example, if the full pitch accent melody is LH*L, why should native speaker intuitions and
acoustic properties of stress (like increased duration) converge on the syllable to which H is
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assigned, and not the penult?44 Why should the initial L of LH*L not consistently be reflected
by a pitch minimum when the H always produces a pitch maximum? And why should LH*L not
produce a pitch contour similar to LHL% in Korean or {LH}*-L in English?45
In the end, there is a limit to how well we can encode the descriptive facts of Paiwan pitch
accent alignment into existing frameworks of synchronic phonology. To encode both the pitch
accent’s peak delay and its interaction with the differential moraic structure of vowels would
require a bridge betwen Articulatory Phonology and Autosegmental-Metrical phonology that
is still in its infancy. Mücke et al. (2012) have proposed a link between gestural coupling and
the structure of pitch accents, however with data on only two languages, their finding cannot
(yet) be taken as a typology. I leave LH*L as one possible model of Paiwan stress (along with
its stipulations), as well as the possibility that additional data in the future may point to a better
alternative.
6.6.3.3 A diachronic pathway to the stress alternation in Piuma Paiwan
Regardless of how we choose to represent the Piuma Paiwan stress alternation in frameworks
of synchronic grammar, the pattens in surface phonetics presented here so far give a clear view
on how this alternation came to be. Given that Paiwan has numerous dialects and only Piuma
exhibits the stress alternation, it is safe to assume that the alternation is an innovation in Piuma.
I will refer to the proto-stage of Piuma Paiwan before this alternation developed as ‘Pre-Piuma’.
44It may be possible to report stress on the syllable with the F0 peak rather than the one to which the pitch accent
melody is aligned. Shattuck-Hufnagel, Dilley, Veilleux, Brugos, and Speer (2004) find that the English pitch accent
sequence H* !H* often results in a F0 peak on an (assumed) non-prominent syllable in-between, which speakers
report as prominent. Additionally, Zahner, Kutscheid, and Brown (2019) report that the H of the German H+*L pitch
accent can prime structures with H* in the same position, based on a visual world eye-tracking study. In both of
these cases, the reported prominence on the syllable with the F0 peak is considered anomalous as both English and
German have an assortment of pitch accent melodies that consistently align to specific syllables of lexical items. In
Paiwan, LH*L would not co-exist with an H-initial melody, and thus if the location of H within LH*L affects speaker
reports of the location of stress, this effect cannot be untangled from the metrical prominence to which the pitch
accent is aligned.
45Examples of these can be seen in Jun (2005a, 218) for Korean LHL% and Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg (1990,
277) for an LHL sequence in English.
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Whether the difference in vowel duration between Malangan’s Sandimen Paiwan and Bailis’
Piuma Paiwan holds throughout each of their dialects, or is a result of individual speech rates, the
fact remains that nearly half of the pitch accents in Bailis’ speech were not produced during the
syllable they were aligned to. If this pattern had existed in Pre-Piuma, then this effect would be
exaggerated on penults containing the extra-short /ə/. After all, the average duration of schwa in
Bailis’ Piuma Paiwan is 38ms, while in K. E. A. Silverman and Pierrehumbert (1990)’s investigation
of peak delay (in English), not one data point is reported as low as 38ms.46
But how is a syllable with a very early F0 peak perceived? While many languages lack the
drastic peak delay reported here for Paiwan, the F0 peak of a pitch accent generally occurs at a
delay from the syllable onset. This is not always the case though: K. E. A. Silverman and Pier-
rehumbert (1990) find that an F0 peak can be ‘crowded’ earlier into the syllable by an oncoming
boundary tone (in English). Since Piuma’s pitch accent melody contains a L tonal target follow-
ing the H, the H is expected to be ‘crowded’ further leftward whenever the pitch accent occurs
on the ultima, whether a penultimate schwa is present or not.47
The location of the F0 peak is also not the only factor in the perceptual alignment of pitch
accent to syllable; a steep fall after a delayed F0 peak can cause the peak to be perceived on
the previous syllable in Japanese (Hata & Hasegawa, 1988) and English (Hasegawa & Hata, 1990).
There is also an asymmetry in how high and low tones are assigned to syllables by the listener: in
an AXB task where a tonal target on Awould persist for various intervals into the middle syllable,
Maddieson (1976) found that participants would hear an H on the middle syllable even when it
only persisted into the beginning of the syllable, while L tones needed to persist further into the
syllable to be reanalyzed. He proposes that this asymmetry is behind the common rightwards
46The authors also show peak delay data from Steele (1986) which have some lower data points around 25ms. As
only the abstract of this work has been published, I cannot comment on Steele’s experiment directly. The peak delays
reported by K. E. A. Silverman and Pierrehumbert (1990) are mostly in the range of 50–150ms from consonant offset,
depending on rime duration and proximity to a prosodic boundary.
47As discussed in Section 6.4.4, this is the case in some exceptional lexical items, as well when the ultima contains
a sequence of identical vowels in the underlying form.
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spreading of H in tone languages.
This is all to say, that depending on the location of the F0 peak and the contour of the pitch
accent as a whole, a F0 peak that has persisted into the early portion of the following syllable can
be perceived as assigned to that syllable. We also know from experimental work by Shattuck-
Hufnagel et al. (2004) and Zahner et al. (2019) that listeners can report and be primed for stress
based on the location of an F0 peak, even when the peak is part of a pitch accent aligned to an
adjacent syllable.
In terms of phonological structure, the development of the stress alternation in Piuma Paiwan
is the shift from a state where all pitch accents are aligned to the penult (Pre-Piuma), to one where
pitch accents are aligned to the ultima following a penult schwa (as in Bailis’ grammar). The
change would have occurred due to the ambiguity of the signal: an F0 peak early in the ultima
could be a delayed peak anchored to the penult, or a peak anchored to the ultima and crowded
by the following L. While speakers of Pre-Piuma were producing delayed peaks anchored to
the penult, listeners reanalyzed these peaks as being associated with the ultima. The greater
frequency (and possibly greater magnitude) of the delayed peaks following penult schwa would
cause these listeners to generalize that the presence of schwa in the penult is the conditioning
environment for ultimate stress.
In Blevins’s (2004, 32–3) typology of sound change, this shift would be an example of chance,
the phonological reanalysis of an ambiguous signal: “The phonetic signal is accurately perceived
by the listener but is intrinsically phonologically ambiguous, and the listener associates a phono-
logical form with the utterance which differs from the phonological form in the speaker’s gram-
mar.” A model of this change using the word tjevus ‘sugarcane’ can be seen below in (122):
(122)
Speaker (Pre-Piuma) Listener (Modern Piuma Paiwan)
/cə́vus/ /cəvús/
↓1 ↑3
[cə̀vûs] peak 180ms from pen. onset 2→ [cə̀vûs] peak 180ms from pen. onsetpeak 50ms from ult. onset peak 50ms from ult. onset
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This model of the development of the stress alternation in Piuma Paiwan accurately predicts
the behavior of Piuma words where both the penult and ultima are schwa. If the stress shift is
grounded in peak delay, thenwe expect it will occur in all caseswhere the penult is extra-short, re-
gardless of the vowel quality of the ultima. This prediction is borne out both in words with penul-
timate and ultimate schwa, like g<em>emegem ‘<af>grasp’ and ma-sengseng ‘af-manufacture’,
and in words where /ə/ has raised to [i]̯ like pa-qecengecengel [paqaʨiŋ̯əʨiŋ̯ə́ɾə] ‘black’.
One final question is why this sound change has only occurred in Piuma Paiwan, if other
varieties like Sandimen Paiwan also have similar peak delay. In fact, as was shown in Section
6.6.2.3, the average F0 peak in Sandimen was actually 18ms more delayed from penult consonant
onset than the average F0 peak in Piuma. The answer to this lays somewhere in the realm of
vowel duration. As was discussed in Section 6.6.1, all vowel categories were produced longer
on average by Malangan (Sandimen) than Bailis (Piuma). Only future research can determine
whether these two speakers represent trends in vowel duration that hold across their respective
speech communities. However, given that schwa was most commonly 20–40ms in Bailis’ Piuma
versus 60–80ms in Malangan’s Sandimen Paiwan, a Pre-Piuma schwa as short as Bailis’ would
certainly be less likely to bear a delayed pitch accent than one that is 60–80ms. Thus, the most
likely explanation for the divergence of Piuma from other Paiwan varieties is the development of
an ultra-short schwa category, which interactedwith the peak delay present in a greater subgroup
of Paiwan dialects (or, perhaps, all of them).
To conclude, the stress alternation in Piumamay be unique among Paiwan dialects in terms of
its synchronic structure. However, it is likely to be the natural consequence of an interaction be-
tween phonetic patterns that still exist today, both in modern Piuma and in other Paiwan dialects.
While this development has been documented, and its origins theorized about in the literature,
a clear phonetic motivation has been hiding in plain sight. It cannot be understated how crucial





Kavalan is an endangered language spoken by the Kavalan people, who originally lived in the
north-eastern Yilan County (宜蘭縣), where the Kavalan Whiskey distillery takes their name
today. As few as four tribal members live in Yilan as of 2007 (F. Hsieh & Huang, 2007, 96). The
Kavalan resettled further south along the coast in two waves of forced migration: the first in the
1830’s to northern Hualien County (花蓮縣), and the second following the Kaliwan Incident of
1878, further south in Hualien County and some into the north of Taitung County (臺東縣) (ibid.,
p.95).
P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2006, 11) report that the Kavalan language falls roughly into two
dialect groups. The first is the dialect spoken in Patrungan Village, which is in Hualien County
(Chinese name: Hsinshe新社村). The second is spoken in Kladut Village, which is in Taitung
County (Chinese name: Changyuan樟原村).1 The main difference the authors cite between the
two dialects is a number of forms in which PatRungan has /z/ where Kralut has the alveolar tap.
1P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2006) write these village names as PatRungan and Kralut. I have changed these, as well
as some other orthographic representations from this work and others like F. Hsieh (2016) in order to fit with the
data presented here. The mapping of phonological to orthographic category will be presented in Section 7.3.
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7.2 Data collected
The data presented here are based on 70 minutes of recorded interview with Pipis (born 1957),
who is a language teacher and has consulted for works such as F. Hsieh (2016). Recordings were
taken in November 2019, in Taipei.
Pipis is originally from Patrungan Village, and thus the data presented in this chapter will be
in the Patrungan dialect.
7.3 Segmental inventory
The consonant inventory of Kavalan can be seen in Table 7.1 on the following page. One main
difference between this inventory and that of Moriguchi (1983, 203), P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2006,
2–4), and F. Hsieh (2016, 17) is that these previous studies have described a voiced uvular fricative
[ʁ] (transcribed with a capital <R> in many of their orthographies). In Pipis’ speech, this phone is
voiceless in all positions at all but the most hypoarticulated speech rate (in which voicing persists
through other voiceless segments as well). The other voiced fricatives [β] [z] [ɮ] are all produced
with voicing during the closure. For this reason, I analyze this phone as the voiceless uvular
fricative [χ].2
Additionally, the phone transcribed <l> has been described differently across studies. Moriguchi
(1982, 125) finds that this phone has two realizations, the tap [ɾ] and the approximant [l]. This
is the description that best matches Pipis’ speech, in which the phone is an approximant [l]
utterance-initially, and a tap [ɾ] otherwise.3 In a later work dedicated to segmental phonology,
2Moriguchi (1983, 206–7) does also note the voiceless [χ] as an allophone of /ʁ/, but gives a piecemeal account of
its distribution via four separate rules, requiring reference to morpheme boundaries and vowel quality. Given that
his examples include intervocalic [χ] but voiced [ʁ] following voiceless segments like [p], it is safe to say that these
rules are not generalizing phonetically-natural environments where voiced vs. voiceless allophones are expected.
P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2006, 3) also find devoicing of /ʁ/ in the coda and when following a voiceless consonant.
3Utterance-final <l> is a gap in the data I elicited from Pipis, and so I cannot comment on its realization in that
position.
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Moriguchi (1983, 209) describes a trill in place of the tap, as well as a “velarized lateral fricative
[ɫ]” in final position. P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2006, 3) describe this phone (<r> in their orthog-
raphy) as a “voiced retroflexed [ɹ]” word-finally and a tap otherwise. In F. Hsieh (2016), the flap

























Voiceless stop p t k q ʔ <’>
Voiceless fricative s χ <r>
Voiced fricative β <b> z
Nasal m n ŋ <ng>
Lateral approximant l
Voiced lateral fricative ɮ <d>
Glide w j <y>
Table 7.1: Consonant inventory of Kavalan.





Table 7.2: Vowel inventory of Kavalan.
There are two modifications to this vowel system that have been proposed in the literature.
The first is Moriguchi (1982), who finds a vowel length contrast, which he refers to as ‘accent’
(distinct from word-final stress). I have not re-elicited the minimal pairs he provides (e.g. [saʁoʔ]
‘cool’ vs. [saːʁoʔ] ‘pestle’), but I do note long and short vowels in Pipis’ speech. However, as will
be dicussed in Section 7.5.3, surfacing differences in vowel length derive from other structural
properties of the word in Kavalan.
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The secondmodification to the vowel system is F. Hsieh (2016, 23), who proposes an additional
vowel category /o/. [o] appears in all descriptions of Kavalan phonology as the realization of /u/
when adjacent to a uvular consonant, but F. Hsieh finds that this vowel-lowering process does not
occur in some lexical items: tunur ‘request’ surfaces as [tunuʁ] instead of the expected *[tunoʁ].
She proposes a new category /o/ as the distribution of [o] is no longer predictable. I have not
noted any [u] adjacent to uvulars in Pipis’ speech, and so I tentatively omit the category from
this description.
As a final note, P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2006) distinguish in their narrow transcriptions the
mid central [ə] (from /ə/) from the high central [ɨ] (or sometimes, a “weak gliding vowel [ɨ]̯”),
which surfaces between consonants that they analyze as underlying clusters. I note no distinc-
tion in vowel height between the vocoids P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida transcribe as [ə] vs. [ɨ], and
moreover, I question their analysis of underlying consonant clusters, as will be discussed in Sec-
tion 7.5.
7.4 Additional notes on segmental phonetics and allophony
In addition to the issues described in the previous section, there is also one issue in the segmental
phonology that is relevant to this chapter’s analysis of prosodic structure. This involves the glottal
stop, discussed in Section (7.4.1).
7.4.1 Phonological status of the glottal stop
The glottal stop appears in some studies of Kavalan phonology as a phoneme, and in others not.
Moriguchi (1983, 210) excludes the glottal stop from the inventory, and says instead that it is
inserted between a vowel and either word edge. He transcribes the glottal stop only in narrow
transcriptions. P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2006) include a glottal stop /ʔ/ phoneme in their conso-
nant inventory, but claim that it is only contrastive with zero in two environments, as the initial
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member of a consonant cluster #_C (e.g. /ʔsi/ ‘meat’), and intervocalically in a fewmarginal forms
V_V (e.g. /siʔuʁu/ ‘clever’). In addition, they note a “phonetic” glottal stop at both word edges
(when no other consonant is present), absent from their transcriptions. F. Hsieh (2016) takes a
similar approach to P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida, but provides two transcriptions for some words like
esi/’si ‘meat’.
In this chapter, I choose instead to transcribe all word-initial glottal stops. In Kavalan, word-
initial glottal stops are subject to reduplication, for example ’adam /ʔaɮam/ ‘bird’ reduplicates to
[ʔaɮaʔaɮam] ‘birds’.4
Forms containing ’adam and a reduplicative morpheme do appear in the literature, for exam-
ple P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2006, 24) transcribe m-Ri-’al-’alam ‘to keep catching birds’ and Lee
(2009, 133) lists ‘m-ʁi-aɬa-aɬam’ with the same gloss under “VCV-reduplicants”.5 There is one in-
stance of a reduplicated form of ’adam with no other morphology: while it does not have its own
entry in the dictionary, two example sentences in F. Hsieh and Hsieh (2013) contain the sequence
“adadam”, with ‘bird’ present in the free translation.
In Pipis’ speech, however, two glottal stops are produced in ’ada’adam, as can be seen in the
spectrogram in Figure 7.1 on the following page, which is spectrogram taken from a production
of the sentence in (123). The two glottal stops in ’ada’adam can be seen in the stark contrast in
intensity (shown in the lightness of the spectrogram) during the periods marked with the symbol
<’> below.
4I am actually not fully certain of how Pipis was using ’ada’adam. The utterance that contained it was not in
response to a prompt, but was offered alongside a version with non-reduplicated ’adam. Given that the elicitation
session was conducted in Mandarin, in which there is some ambiguity in whether nouns are plural, a singular vs.
plural reading for these forms is one possibility. Lee (2007, 2009) notes that Kavalan exhibits ‘pattern conflation’ in
its reduplication paradigm, in which there is variation in which templates provide which meaning to a stem. With
this in mind, the meaning of ’ada’adam is not predictable from the combination of the stem and CVCV-reduplication
template alone.
5H.-S. Lin (2012, 1077) proposes that Lee’s (2009, 133) transcription is missing glottal stops, but only on the
grounds that his Optimality-Theoretic model requires a constraint against identical vowel sequences. Given that
Kavalan does have identical vowel sequences (or at least long vowels) like uu ‘or’, this constraint must not be ranked
inviolably high outside of the reduplication data in his paper.
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“The birds are yellow.”
The word is preceded by an enclitic =ay which P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2006) and F. Hsieh
(2016) gloss as a relativizer. =ay is also preceded by a glottal stop, which P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida
(2006, 45) analyze as the final glottal stop of the host word (in their case, suani’ ‘younger’), how-
ever given that the stem preceding =ay in (123) has a final consonant /w/, and thus is not an
expected site of final glottal stop epenthesis, I analyze the glottal stop as part of the clitic, hence-
forth =’ay.
On the other hand, I will not transcribe word-final glottal stops in broad or orthographic
transcriptions. Their distribution is sensitive to prosodic structure at a higher level than the
segmental tier, and they will be more fully investigated in Section 7.7.6. In the meantime, all
glottal stops (or at least those for which there is identifiable acoustic evidence) will be transcribed
with <’> in the pitch tracks and other annotated acoustic figures.
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Surface Word-internal Word-final
/V/ V ru.a.ru ‘porridge’ ba.i ‘paternal grandmother’
/VC/ VC — ba.ut ‘fish’
/CV/ CV pa.lu.ma ‘seed’ ai.zip.na ‘3sg’
/CVC/ CVC ai.zip.na ma.zas ‘bring’
/CVV/ CVG ke.daw.da.ung ‘large locust’ ka.na.saw ‘sea urchin’
/CCVC/ CCVC — ’tung ‘kill’
/CCVV/ CCVG — ’may ‘rice’
Table 7.3: Kavalan syllable structures and their distribution, from F. Hsieh (2016, 18–19).
7.5 Syllable structure
Kavalan has a number of surfacing syllable structures, however the total count depends on one’s
analysis of the segmental and suprasegmental phonology. One analysis of Kavalan syllable struc-
ture is in F. Hsieh (2016, 18–19), who lists seven syllable types, reproduced here in Table 7.3.6
This sectionwill investigate twoways inwhich this inventory of syllable typeswill be updated
for this chapter’s analysis. The first involves the phonology of glides and syllables containing
multiple vocoids (Section 7.5.1), and the second involves the theory of underlying onset clusters
(Section 7.5.2). Finally, a possible alternation in consonant length will be discussed (Section 7.5.3).
7.5.1 The phonemic status of glides, and CVVC sylables
The analysis of syllable structure in Table 7.3 assumes that glides [j] [w] are underlyingly vowels
/i/ /u/ which undergo glide formation, which is strange given that /j/ /w/ are included in the
work’s phoneme inventory (F. Hsieh, 2016, 19).
Some studies of Kavalan phonology, such as H.-S. Lin (2018), conclude that in any sequence
of two vocoids, one will undergo glide formation, i.e. [aj] but *[ai].7 In Pipis’ speech, however,
6Translation mine. Transcriptions adapted to orthography shown in Table 7.1.
7In fact, H.-S. Lin (2018, 66–9) allows for “unexpected” heterosyllabic V.V sequences, seemingly always when
preceding only a consonant and the word edge. However, given that Kavalan is stress-final, this is the only position
in the word where stress assignment is available as a diagnostic for syllable affiliation. It is unclear what evidence
was used by the author to analyze syllable boundaries preceding the penult, and no phonetic data is provided in the
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Figure 7.2: Pitch track of sait ‘cut’ in Kavalan, produced by Pipis.













Figure 7.3: Pitch track of siqqay ‘snake’ in Kavalan, produced by Pipis.
sequences like [ai] vs. [aj] show different phonological behaviors. The glide [j] is amoraic, and
cannot bear the final stress. For example, Figure 7.2 shows a pitch track of sait ‘cut’, in which
stress is on the moraic [i] of an [ai] sequence: [sa.ít]. In contrast, Figure 7.3 shows a pitch track
of siqqay ‘snake’, in which stress is not assigned to final amoraic [j], but to the preceding [a]:
[siq.qáj].
The phonological difference between vowel-vowel and vowel-glide sequences like [ai] vs. [aj]
can be represented in the underlying form in one of three ways: i) glides /j/ /w/ are phonemes;
ii) syllable boundaries are marked in the lexicon; or iii) syllables are limited to VX rimes where
paper. For this reason, I approach the topic of vowels vs. glides in Kavalan de novo in this chapter.
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Figure 7.4: Pitch tracks of four tokens of qayzuan ‘inhabit’ in Kavalan, produced by Pipis.
glides cannot co-occur with other coda consonants, and the syllable boundary that bifurcates [a.i]
but not [aj] is derived from this constraint.
This last option, the limit of one nuclear vowel V and one post-nuclear consonant G∼C does
not hold generally in the language. One counterexample is the word qayzuan ‘inhabit’,8 which
in three of the four productions by Pipis has its F0 peak on [u]. (The fourth is nearby during the
following [a], with the preceding L tone not aligned to [u].) These can be seen in Figure 7.4.
As Kavalan is stress-final, an analysis of qayzuan as [qaj.zú.an] would make this word ex-
ceptional to the language’s stress system. However, this word can be analyzed as an ultimate
stress word like the rest of the Kavalan lexicon if [zuan] is parsed as one syllable. Furthermore,
8Whereas F. Hsieh (2016) has qayzuan, P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2006) and F. Hsieh and Hsieh (2013) transcribe
qizuan. Given that a low vowel is inserted between /q/ and /i/ in the language generally, it is sometimes difficult to
distinguish /i/ vs. /aj/ in this environment. The word also alternates with singleton /i/ in q<em>izuan ‘<af>inhabit’.
I have transcribed the two vowel targets in the word as <a> and <y> respectively for the time being, as the vocoids
sound impressionistically like distinct targets, and are each around the duration of other singleton vowels in the
language. However, I leave room for this sequence representing only /i/ upon further investigation.
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Figure 7.5: Pitch track of sammayan ‘kitchen’ in Kavalan, produced by Pipis.
it is unlikely that this [u] is a prenuclear glide [w] (as is the analysis on similar /ua/ sequences
in P. J.-K. Li [1982]) as it is the anchor for the pitch accent. P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2006, 286)
do analyze this word as having an -an locative suffix, however this suffix is able to bear stress, as
seen in words like sammayan ‘kitchen’ (cf. pitch track in Figure 7.5), analyzed by P. J.-K. Li and
Tsuchida as /sa-ʔmaj-an/. Thus, CVVC must be a syllable type in Kavalan.
With no way to preclude tautosyllabic [ai] sequences based on the presence a following con-
sonant, we are left with either a glide-vowel contrast or syllabic structure in the lexicon. The
latter option involves adding a lot of redundant information into the lexicon, and still requires an
additional rule governing the amoricity of glides. I thus choose the former option, that [ai] and
[aj] sequences represent underlying /ai/ /aj/ sequences respectively, and that glides like /j/ are
exempt to the language’s syllabification rule putting a boundary between (non-identical) vowels,
as they are not vowels.
7.5.2 Does Kavalan have consonant clusters?
A major theory in Kavalan syllable structure is that there are onset consonant clusters in the
underlying form of lexical items, following P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2006). These underlying forms
take the shape /CCVC/ and surface after the application of two phonological rules: the insertion
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of a vowel [ɨ] (sometimes transcribed [ɨ]̯) between the adjacent consonants; and ii) lengthening
of the second consonant in the cluster.9 For example, the word ‘meat’ is analyzed by P. J.-K. Li
and Tsuchida as underlyingly /ʔsi/ but [ʔɨʃ̯ːiʔ] in its surface form (including palatalization of /s/
and the insertion of the ‘phonetic’ glottal stop word-finally).
The purpose of this abstract analysis seems to be to exclude short-duration schwa from the un-
derlying form and derive its distribution from surface constraints on consonant sequences. This
is presumably influenced by the first author’s phonological analyses of the Atayalic languages,
in which all vowels are reduced to schwa or zero preceding the final metrical foot, and excluded
from the underlying form: P. J.-K. Li (1980, 355) gives /qhniq/ [qəhəníəq] ‘bird’ in Squliq Atayal
as an example.
However, in the Atayalic languages, there is a difference in distribution between schwa and
the other vowels. In Kavalan, though P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2006, 3) claim that schwa’s distribu-
tion is “defective”, the gaps in its distribution are in environments where P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida
(2006) themselves have chosen to exclude it. To highlight the arbitrary nature of dividing schwa
from the rest of the vowel inventory in Kavalan, consider that non-schwa vowels appear with
very short durations in the same environment: an example of short [i] preceding a long conso-
nant can be seen in the pitch track of siqqay in Figure 7.3 on page 402, for instance. This leads to
an analysis where the surface forms [ʃiq̯ːay] and [ʔɨʃ̯ːiʔ] have the same surface structure [CV̆CːVC]
but divergent underlying forms /CVCCVC/ vs. /CCVC/.
Instead of analyzing the short duration of schwa in words like ’essi ‘meat’ as evidence for
schwa as a transitional vocoid in this environment, perhaps it is part of a more general tradeoff
between vowel and following consonant duration. This has been the analysis for other languages
with a VːC vs. VCː contrast, such as Swedish (Löfstedt, 1992), and Italian (Vogel, 1982). In both
Swedish and Italian, the contrast is not restricted to any particular vowel quality, as in Kavalan.10
9One exception to descriptions of consonants in this position being long is H. Y. Chang (2000a, 47), who includes
transcriptions like esi ‘meat’ with a singleton [ʃ] where P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2006) have a geminate.
10In Swedish, long and short vowel pairs do also show a difference in quality, with the short vowels being more
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Another piece of evidence provided by P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2006, 5) for forms like ’essi as
underlyingly /CCV(C)/ is that the two consonantsmust be adjacent at some level of representation
as they undergo a total assimilation rule when prefixed. For example, ’emmay ‘rice’ is analyzed
by P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida as underlyingly /ʔmaj/, and when prefixed with /sa-/, the output
is [sammaj]. The authors conclude that the sequence /ʔm/ has undergone total assimilation to
[mm]. However, this /m/ is long whether /ʔmaj/ is prefixed or not, as it is subject to P. J.-K. Li
and Tsuchida’s lengthening rule applying to the second member of a cluster. This means that in a
language that already has geminates in the underlying form (like the /qq/ in siqqay ‘snake’), some
consonants like the /m/ in ’emmay always have length on the surface, which is not underlying,
and is derived by multiple rules that are stipulated only for this purpose.
An alternative approach, implied by the transcribed pairs like esi/’si in F. Hsieh (2016), is
to posit a word-initial schwa in the underlying form, and derive the initial glottal stop from the
insertion rule that applies at the word edge generally. This would explain the lack of glottal stop in
words like sammay ‘cook’. A step further would be to analyze words like ’emmay as underlyingly
/mmaj/ with no initial glottal stop or vowel, which is an approach taken byMoriguchi (1983, 211),
who reports free variation between [mːaj] and [ʔɤmːaj] (where [ɤ] is his transcription of schwa).11
While there may be more abstract ways of analyzing the phonological structure of Kavalan
words, for the purpose of this chapter’s analysis I err on the side of more surface-true transcrip-
tions like ’essi for ‘meat’ and ’emmay for ‘rice’.
7.5.3 A new lengthening rule
It is clear that Kavalan has an underlying contrast between singleton and geminate consonants.
Take for example the [q] in siqqay ‘snake’ (cf. Figure 7.3 on page 402) and the [q] in telaquq
centralized (Nord, 1986).
11It is unclear whether there are realizations of these words without any initial vocoid. Moriguchi provides a
spectrogram of what he transcribes “/(ə)ssi/ ‘meat’” that has a short initial vocoid, but it is unclear whether it is
intended to correspond to the variant he transcribes [ʃːiʔ] or the one he transcribes [ʔɤʃːiʔ].
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Figure 7.6: Pitch track of telaquq ‘chicken’ in Kavalan, produced by Pipis.
‘chicken’ (cf. Figure 7.6). Both are the onset of the final stressed syllable, but in siqqay the [q] is
237ms in duration, while in telaquq it is 139ms. The shortening effect on the preceding vowel is
also evident only in siqqay and not in telaquq.
While I have argued in the previous section that two consonant lengthening rules proposed
by P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2006) were needlessly stipulatory, there is an environment in Kavalan
where consonants may be lengthened by rule. This can be seen with the /m/ in the actor focus
infix <em>, which surfaces as short [m] in some words produced by Pipis but as a long [mː] in
others. Assuming that there are not two allomorphs <em> and <emm>, and that the length of
[m(ː)] is not in free variation, lengthening of this /m/ can be governed by a phonological rule.
The realization of <em> with the lengthened [mː] can be seen in q<em>an ‘<af>eat’, a pitch
track of which is shown in Figure 7.7 on the next page. This can be compared to the tokens of
<em> with short [m] in the pitch tracks of q<em>ras ‘<af>shout’ and q<em>izuan ‘<af>inhabit’
shown in Figures 7.8 and 7.9 respectively.
The difference in length of /m/ between q<em>an one one hand and q<em>ras and q<em>izuan
on the other is correlated with word length. In q<em>an, the /m/ is the sole consonant be-
tween the first and second syllable, while in q<em>ras, it is part of the medial sequence /mχ/,
and q<em>izuan has a third syllable altogether. Thus, one possible motivation for lengthening of
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Figure 7.7: Pitch track of q<em>an ‘<af>eat’ in Kavalan, produced by Pipis.













Figure 7.8: Pitch track of q<em>ras ‘<af>shout’ in Kavalan, produced by Pipis.















Figure 7.9: Pitch track of q<em>izuan ‘<af>inhabit’ in Kavalan, produced by Pipis.
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Figure 7.10: Pitch track of i-babaw ‘tall’ in Kavalan, produced by Pipis.
/m/ is to fulfil a minimal word constraint of three morae.12
While consonants in the stem are transcribed as singleton vs. geminate in works like P. J.-K. Li
and Tsuchida (2006) and F. Hsieh (2016), I have noted some additional lengthened consonants in
similar environments as the /m/ in q<em>an. One exmple can be seen in the pitch track of i-babaw
‘tall’ in Figure 7.10, in which the second [b] is around twice the length of the first. This example
can also serve to exclude derivational prefixes like i- (described as a stative or locative prefix by
P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida [2006]) from the domain of the minimal word. This word is transcribed
ibabaw with a singleton [b] by P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2006), F. Hsieh and Hsieh (2013), and
F. Hsieh (2016), as is its stem babaw ‘above’.
Pending futher investigation into the behavior of other consonant-final infixes like perfective
<en> and alternations between suffixed and unsuffixed forms, I tentatively propose that length-
ening of consonants like the /m/ in q<em>an allowed the /m/ to fill a mora position in the penult’s
coda, satisfying the trimoraic minimal word constraint, as shown in (124).
12The three-mora count would exclude word-final consonants. Alternatively, all word-final consonants could
be considered moraic, making the minimal word four morae, however this would include the final glottal stop as
moraic, whose presence is sensitive to prosodic and intonational structures above the word-level (see Section 7.7.6).
Another possibility is that the minimality constraint applies to the penultimate syllable, whichmust be bimoraic. The
trimoraic minimal word vs. bimoraic minimal penultimate syllable hypotheses can be disambiguated via a more fine-
grained study than available with the data presented here, looking at whether penults can be monomoraic in longer
words. It should also be noted that H.-J. Chen (2016) reports a trimoraic minimal word in Kanakanavu, although
whether that finding is reflected in the Kanakanavu data presented in this dissertation is uncertain (cf. Section 4.5.2).




q e m a <n>
7.6 Prominence
Kavalan words are stressed on the final syllable. This can be seen in a number of the pitch tracks
presented so far in this Chapter, where the F0 peak of a pitch accent is aligned with the vowel
of the final syllable. Among them are: saít ‘cut’ (cf. Figure 7.2 on page 402); siqqáy ‘snake’ (cf.
Figure 7.3 on page 402); sammayán ‘kitchen’ (cf. Figure 7.5 on page 404); telaqúq ‘chicken’ (cf.
Figure 7.6 on page 407); q<em>án ‘<af>eat’ (cf. Figure 7.7 on page 408); q<em>rás ‘<af>shout’
(cf. Figure 7.8 on page 408); and ibabáw ‘tall’ (cf. Figure 7.10 on the previous page).
The analysis of prominence in Kavalan words will continue in three parts: first, how promi-
nence interacts with different syllable types (Section 7.6.1); then discussion of some exceptional
forms (Section 7.6.2); and finally the intersection between prominence and morphology (Section
7.6.3).
7.6.1 Prominence and syllable type
When the ultima of a Kavalan word has a simple CVC shape with only one vocoid, that vocoid
hosts the F0 peak of the pitch accent assigned to the stressed syllable. However, not all syllables
have only one vocoid.
One type of syllable with two vocoids is the syllable [zuan] in qayzuan ‘inhabit’, discussed in
Section 7.5.1. As the pitch accent is aligned to the first vocoid in this syllable ([zúan]), and there
is no independent evidence for the following [a] as a glide in Kavalan, we can conclude that stress
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Figure 7.11: Pitch track of qawpir ‘sweet potato’ in Kavalan, produced by Pipis.
is assigned to the last syllable, and not the last mora/vowel.13
Another type of syllable with two vocoids is the CVG syllable that ends with a glide /j/ or
/w/. These are analyzed as underlyingly CVV syllables with a final /i/ or /u/ by F. Hsieh (2016,
19). These final vocoids do not receive the pitch accent: ibabaw ‘tall’ is realized [ibabáw], not
*[ibabaú]. One could argue, as in the case of [qay.zúan], that sequences like [aj] [aw] are truly
vowel sequences [ai] [au], and that the pitch accent is simply alligned to the first vowel in the
syllable. However, the status of these final vocoids as glides can be argued for independently
on distributional grounds: they never co-occur with the final glottal stop inserted (under cer-
tain prosodic conditions) between a vowel and the word edge; and they do not contrast in that
environment with non-low vocoids [a]/[a̯] or [ə]/[ə]̯.
Stress in Kavalan is not attracted to non-final vowel-glide sequences. For example, qawpir
‘sweet potato’ is realized as [qaw.píχ], not *[qáw.piχ], as shown in the pitch track in Figure 7.11.
While it has been argued for earlier that tautosyllabic vowel sequences like [ua] differ struc-
turally from vowel-glide sequences like [aj] and [aw], tautosyllabic vowel sequences in non-final
syllables is a gap in the data I have elicited from Pipis.14 So while I cannot definitively rule
13In many Formosan languages, the mora is a more meaningful prosodic unit than the syllable. For example, pitch
accents are assigned to the first or third mora in Mantauran Rukai (cf. Sections 2.4.6.1–2.4.6.2), and the penultimate
mora in Paiwan (cf. Sections 6.4.4 and 6.5.4).
14This is because many of them arise from contact between word-final /u/ and the patient/locative focus suffix
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Figure 7.12: Pitch track of suani ‘relative’ in Kavalan. Audio from F. Hsieh and Hsieh (2013); male
speaker.
out these sequences as non-stress-attracting in Pipis’ synchronic grammar, I can note that these
sequences do not attract stress in the audio files accompanying F. Hsieh and Hsieh’s (2013) dic-
tionary. For example, suani ‘relative’ is produced with the pitch accent aligned to the final /i/:
[suaní], not *[súani], as can be see in Figure 7.12.
Coda consonants can also not attract stress to non-final syllables. Many word-internal codas
result from consonant-final affixes like actor focus <em> (cf. q<em>ras ‘<af>shout’ in Figure 7.8
on page 408), or the reciprocal prefix sim-, which can be seen in sim-tayta ‘recip-see’ (cf. Figure 7
on page 395. In neither case is stress attracted to the non-final syllable: [qəm.χás] and [sim.taj.tá],
not *[qə́m.χas] or *[sím.taj.ta].
7.6.2 Exceptional and emphatic forms
There is one Kavalan word that repeatedly surfaced with non-final stress in Pipis’ speech. This
word was pámmeng, found in the phrase shown in (125). A pitch track showing a F0 maximum
aligned to the first syllable of pámmeng can be seen in Figure 7.14 on the following page.15
-an.
15This was one of four productions, all showing initial stress.
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Figure 7.13: Pitch track of sim-tayta ‘see each other’ in Kavalan, produced by Pipis.








The original target of that elicitation was siampampasid, translated by P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida
(2006, 232) as “逐漸變窄 to become narrow gradually”. The phrase pámmeng ti pasid was pro-
vided by Pipis, who said the phrase meant “越來越窄 [increasingly narrow]”. pammeng is listed
by P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2006, 222) as ‘suddenly, unexpectedly’, and also by F. Hsieh and Hsieh
(2013) as meaning ‘suddenly’.16 Neither source notes any exceptionality in its prosodic structure.
16F. Hsieh and Hsieh (2013) also list the similar words pameng ‘can only; have only’ and pamemeng ‘one after
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Figure 7.15: Pitch track of manbaser ‘fly.af’ in Kavalan, produced by Pipis.
While the penultimate schwa in pámmeng may stand out as a structural trigger for stress
shift, it is not the case that stress avoids schwa in Pipis’ Kavalan (as it does in Piuma Paiwan; see
Secion 6.4.4). If it did, then we would expect a similar leftward shift in manbaser ‘fly.af’, however
as can be seen in Figure 7.15, schwa can bear stress in the ultima.
Another possible explanation for the unexpected initial stress on pámmeng is it being used to
convey emphasis. For example, as discussed in Section 6.4.5, Piuma Paiwan emphatic intonation
involves a lengthening of the consonant(s) between the pretonic and tonic syllable, with the pitch
accent’s F0 peak realized early into the consonant(s) (as opposed to on the tonic syllable’s vowel).
This is similar to pámmeng, which has a long [mː] during which the F0 peak expected on the
following syllable is realized.
In fact, Kavalan does have a similar emphatic intonational contour as Piuma Paiwan, as can be
seen in the pitch track of ibabaw ‘tall’ in Figure 7.16 on the following page (cf. the non-emphatic
production in Figure 7.10 on page 409). Like the emphatic intonation contour in Piuma Paiwan,
the consonant between the pretonic and tonic syllable (/b/) is lengthened, however the F0 peak
of the pitch accent is not realized earlier than expected. pámmeng has the early pitch accent but
the lengthening of /m/ is no greater than other geminates in the langauge’s surface acoustics,
another’. Neither pammeng nor these similar forms are produced in the accompanying audio with initial stress.
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Figure 7.16: Pitch track of ibabaw ‘tall’ with emphatic intonation in Kavalan, produced by Pipis.
and thus I do not analyze pámmeng as having the same emphatic intonational contour as that in
Figure 7.16’s production of ibabaw.
There does still exist the possibility that pámmeng is a combination of the lexical item pam-
meng with somemodified prosodic structure signaling syntactic/semantic information. However,
due to the paucity of relevant data in the recordings I have of Pipis, further investigation must
be the topic of future study.
Another form that is exceptional given the expected final stress in Kavalan is yauzuma ‘some-
times’. Because this phrase’s exceptionality intersects with elements of intonational phonology,
discussion will be saved for Section 7.7.2.
7.6.3 The effect of affixation and clisis on prominence
If the minimal word constraint discussed in Section 7.5.3 is diagnostic of the phonological word,
then at least some prefixal material can be excluded from the domain, including the derivational
prefix i- on i-babaw ‘tall’.
On the other hand, both suffixes and enclitics affect the realization of stress in Kavalan. Suf-
fixes can bear stress, as was seen in the word sa-mmay-án ‘kitchen’, in which the pitch accent is
aligned with the final syllable [jan] containing the locative suffix -an (cf. Figure 7.5 on page 404).
F. Hsieh (2016, 19) claims that enclitics are also within the domain of stress assignment. Her
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example is pukun=pa=ikú ‘hit=fut=1sg.nom’, in which the stem plus clitic cluster has a single
prominent syllable, which is at the end of the domain containing all material.
Based on my interview with Pipis, this is not the only phonetic output of Kavalan words with
enclitics. While stems with enclitics will always surface with a F0 peak on the last syllable of
the enclitic, an additional F0 peak is also available on the final syllable of the stem. This second
peak is available even when on an adjacent syllable to another peak. An example can be seen in
Figure 7.17 on the next page, which shows pitch tracks of kapút=kú and kaput=kú, two realizations
of the phrase meaning ‘my friend’.17
The easiest way to encode this variation in Kavalan prosodic phonology is to define stress as
applying to the prosodic word, and have any enclitic material optionally included in the same
prosodic word as the stem. If it is excluded, it forms its own prosodic word, and receives its own
stress. The two possible parses for kaput=ku ‘friend=1sg.poss’ are shown in the derivations in
(126).
(126)
/kaput=ku/ /kaput=ku/ Underlying form
[kaputku]ω [kaput]ω[ku]ω Prosodic word
[kaputkú]ω [kapút]ω[kú]ω Stress assignment
[kaputkú] [kapútkú] Surface form
7.7 Intonation
The discussion of intonational phonology in Kavalan will proceed in seven parts: first, intonation
at the word level (Section 7.7.1); then the phrase level (Section 7.7.2; next, a phonological anal-
ysis of interrogative intonation (Section 7.7.3); followed by presentation of additional utterance
types (Section 7.7.4); and finally an investigation of the distribution of the word-final glottal stop
17For reference, Pipis was aware that the two realizations were different. When I asked her to translate ‘my friend’
into Kavalan, she provided one, and then “you can also say” followed by the other. This strengthens the idea that the
two are structurally different, and not a case of surface phonetic variation in reaching the H target earlier vs. later.
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Figure 7.17: Pitch track of kaput=ku ‘my friend’ with (a) and without (b) an optional stem-final
pitch accent in Kavalan, produced by Pipis.
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(Section 7.7.6). A summary will be presented in Section 7.7.7.
7.7.1 Intonation at the word level
Words in Kavalan are produced with a pitch accent aligned to the last syllable. This pitch accent
contains a H tonal target representing a F0 peak in the surface phonetics. If the final syllable has
only one vowel (excluding glides), then the peak is aligned with the vowel. In the case of qayzuan
[qaj.zúan] and q<em>izuan [qə.mi.zúan] (cf. Figure 7.4 on page 403 and Figure 7.9 on page 408
respectively), the final syllable has two vowels, and the pitch accent is aligned to the first: [zúan].
In all cases, the pitch accent is found on the first mora of the final syllable.
Preceding the peak is a L tonal target on the preceding syllable, which sometimes spreads
leftward to the word edge. This can be seen for example in the pitch track of sammayan ‘kitchen’
in Figure 7.5 on page 404. The F0 minimum on the pretonic syllable is generally lower than the
F0 that the word starts on (which in turn is lower than the F0 maximum on the ultima). For
example, in the pitch track of q<em>izuan ‘<af>inhabit’ in Figure 7.9 on page 408, the phonation
begins during [ə] at around 180Hz, descends to around 150Hz at the pretonic syllable, and then
rises to around 230Hz at the peak. Similarly, in the pitch track of ibabaw ‘tall’ in Figure 7.10 on
page 409, phonation starts during [i] at around 155Hz, then descends to a low of around 130Hz
in the pretonic syllable (excluding the [β], during which it lowers further due to microprosody),
and then rises to 180Hz on the pitch accent. This is different from languages like Hla’alua, in
which the left edge of the word recieves a H tonal target, putting it around the same F0 as the
pitch accent (see Section 5.7.1). Perhaps this is a ‘defaul’ value that arises in the absence of a
phonological tone, which falls in anticipation of the pretonic L.
The contour that follows the peak depends on what consonant is found in coda position,
and what material follows. If the coda consonant is voiced, i.e. a sonorant /m/ /n/ /ŋ/ /j/ /w/,18
18Word-final /l/ is a gap in the data I have in the recordings of Pipis. I expect it to pattern with the other sonorants,
especially given that phonetic studies of Kavalan oftenmention non-flap realizations inword-final position (discussed
in Section 7.3). However, I cannot comment on its behavior in this environment directly.
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or voiced fricative /β/ /ɮ/ /z/,19 then there is a fall in F0 within the syllable, between the F0 peak
during the vowel, and the end of the coda consonant, which ends at the bottom of the pitch range.
An example of this can be seen in the pitch track of ibabaw ‘tall’ in Figure 7.10 on page 409, in
which the F0 peak is reached halfway through the [a] of the ultima, and then sharply falls until
the end of the coda [w], which is the lowest F0 of the word as a whole.
However, if the final coda is a voiceless stop /p/ /t/ /k/ [ʔ] or fricative /s/ /χ/, the F0 peak
generally does not contain a following fall. An example can be seen in the pitch track of sim-
tayta ‘see each other’ in Figure 7.13 on page 413, in which the F0 peak aligned to the final syllable
[taʔ] is realized towards the end of the vowel, with no meaningful fall in F0 before the onset of
the coda glottal stop. This could be due to one of two reasons: i) a L+H*L pitch accent is aligned
with voiced-coda ultimas, while a L+H* pitch accent is aligned with voiceless-coda ultimas; or
ii) the same L+H*L melody is aligned to both, but the interruption of voicing during the coda
occludes the fall in F0 from being realized in the surface phonetics.
F0 peaks aligned to voiced-coda ultimas generally occur midway through the vowel, and
much of the fall following the peak occurs within the vowel itself, before the onset of the coda
consonant. If a L target (or at least the associated laryngeal gesture) is occurring during a voiceless
coda, then there should be some amount of fall in F0 following the peak in the voiceless-coda
ultimas. However, between the lack of fall, and the fact that many of the peaks in the voiceless-
coda ultimas are near the end of the vowel, suggests that perhaps there is no L target hiding
within the voiceless coda.
Another piece of evidence can be seen in tokens where voicing persists into part or all of
a phonologically voiceless coda. If the closure of the coda is insufficient to immediately stop
phonation, then the presence of a L tonal target normally occluded by the voiceless coda should
be revealed, and F0 should follow a peak-fall contour as it does with the voiced codas. However,
19/ʁ/ would likely pattern with the voiced fricatives for those Kavalan speakers who use it. Pipis produces [χ]
in all positions, and unsurprisingly, coda /χ/ patterns with the voiceless stops and fricatives in its interaction with
intonational phonology.
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this is not what is found in the data, at least for words produced in isolation. The pitch track of
telaquq ‘chicken’ in Figure 7.6 on page 407 and suani ‘relative’ in Figure 7.12 on page 412 show
productions where voicing persists into the voiceless codas [q] and [ʔ] respectively. Instead of a
fall, they show a plateau starting at the F0 peak. Of course, peaks within the vowel of a voiceless-
coda ultima may happen due to following L targets outside of the word, and examples of this will
be seen throughout the following sections on phrase-level intonation. With this inmind, I analyze
the Kavalan pitch accent as L+H*L when the ultima has a voiced coda and L+H* otherwise. The
difference in pitch accent melodies matches that of Pazeh, in which the final L of the pitch accent
is also deleted in the presence of a voiceless coda (cf. Section 11.5).
7.7.2 Intonational contours at the phrase level
The intonation of declarative utterances in Kavalan is dominated by the repeated rise-peak-fall
F0 contours of the pitch accents aligned to each prosodic word. This can be seen in Figure 7.18











“There’s a dog in the kitchen.”
In the pitch track in Figure 7.18, yaú, ’ussíq, wasú, and sammayán all have F0 peaks on the
ultima, and each has a F0 minimum on the preceding syllable. The L tone that governs this
minimum spreads leftwards, for example the prenuclear L on sammayan spreads all the way
through to the toneless locative particle ta. Under this analysis, all tonal targets are part of a
L+H*(L) pitch accent melody.
Polar (‘yes/no’) interrogatives have a very different intonational contour from declaratives.
An example of polar interrogative intonation can be seen in Figure 7.19 on page 422, which shows
a production of the question in (128). This question is identical to the declarative sentence in (127)
save for the addition of the question particle ni.













“Is there a dog in the kitchen?”
In the polar interrogative intonational contour, a F0 peakmarks the ultima of the final prosodic
word preceding ni. Following this peak is a sharp drop and then rise during ni, i.e. a LH tonal
sequence. While there is some oscillation of pitch within the preceding material, as a whole it
is a steady rise between the beginning of the utterance and the peak on sammayan. Given that
much of the perturbation in this period can be attributed to consonant microprosody, it is safe to
say that L+H*(L) pitch accents are not being assigned to these non-final prosodic words.
The steady F0 rise from the utterance-initial syllable to the pre-ni peak can span a large
amount of material, both prosodically and syntactically. For example, Figure 7.20 on page 423
shows a pitch track of the question in (129), in which the steady climb in F0 spans both the matrix
clause and the tag question maken ni “Really?”. This is in opposition to tag questions in other
Formosan languages like Kanakanavu and Budai Rukai, which cause a new IP to be parsed (see















“There’s a dog in the kitchen, really?”
This tonal contour of [L…HLH] was also noted on two utterances that lacked the question
particle ni. The first is manna=isu “How are you?” (lit. ‘how=2sg.nom’); a pitch track is shown
in Figure 7.21 on page 424. Here, the final LH tonal sequence is realized on the final syllable [su],
while the preceding material shows a rise in F0 from the bottom of the pitch range to the peak
on [i].
While manna=isu lacks the question particle ni, it is still a polar interrogative, and its co-
occurrence with [L…HLH] is unsurprising for this reason. The other utterance that surfaces
with [L…HLH] without the question particle, however, is not an interrogative. This is the word
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Figure 7.21: Pitch track of manna=isu “How are you?” in Kavalan, produced by Pipis.
yauzuma ‘sometimes’, comprised of themorphemes yau ‘exist’ and zuma ‘some, other, difference’.
A pitch track of this word can be seen in Figure 7.22 on the next page.
Interestingly, Pipis reports a contrast between the segmental string /jauzuma/ with [L…HLH]
intonationmeaing ‘sometimes’, and the same stringwith the regular pitch accent L+H*L, meaning
‘different’. A pitch track of /jauzuma/ with the ‘different’ reading is shown in Figure 7.23 on the
following page.
Given that yauzuma ‘sometimes’ is not a question, the [L…HLH] intonational contour that it
surfaces with must reflect some broader semantic class, like an ‘irrealis’ category.20
7.7.3 Phonological composition of [L…HLH]
With this in mind, we now turn to the phonological composition of [L…HLH]. There are two
possible approaches to assigning these tonal targets to specific phonological elements. As all
targets are at the intonational phrase (IP) edge, one possible analysis assigns all four targets as
boundary tones: %L HLH%. While bulky, HLH% has been described as an IP-level boundary tone
20Of course, the ‘irrealis’ here is simply a placeholder, as [L…HLH] intonation does not surface on other utterance
types often associated with ‘irrealis’ such as negative declaratives, or imperatives. However, it should also be noted
that ‘irrealis’ traditionally has been used to label morphology associated with situations whose only commonality
is being within the hypothetical or counterfactual (Bybee, 1988), and perhaps there is no ‘pure’ irrealis category to
contrast with the semantics of [L…HLH].
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Figure 7.22: Pitch track of yauzuma ‘sometimes’ in Kavalan, produced by Pipis.














Figure 7.23: Pitch track of yauzuma ‘different’ in Kavalan, produced by Pipis.
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in Korean (Jun, 1993, 38).
The other approach to [L…HLH] is to try to account for as much as possible using the existing
pitch accent melody L+H*(L). As discussed in Section 7.7.1, all tonal targets in the declarative
intonation contour can be accounted for by the pitch accent melody. And in fact, the pitch accent
melody shares the same LHL sequence as the first three targets in [L…HLH]. The differences
between the two could then be described as: i) an extra H target phrase-finally, i.e. a H% boundary
tone; ii) the final HLH sequence associating with the last three TBU’s whether or not they are on
prominent syllables (e.g. they don’t all crowd onto the final /su/ of manna=isu); and iii) the initial
L shifts leftward instead of spreading leftward.
Of these differences, the one that is most difficult to explain in an Autosegmental-Metrical
framework is the change from spreading to shifting behavior of the initial L. However a change
from spreading to shifting tones and a reassignment of tones from one domain edge to the other
may be part of a larger trend in synchronic and diachronic intonational phonology in Formosan
and elsewhere. Further discussion and examples from other languages will be saved for Section
13.4.4.2.3.
Given a plausible explanation for the L tone shifting to the beginning of the IP, the [L…HLH]
contour can be analyzed as the combination of the L+H*(L) pitch accent and an IP-final H%. This
analysis has the added benefit of converging with the plethora of languages that signal polar in-
terrogatives with a final rise (H%). The association between final rises and interrogatives is so
ubiquitous that it was once thought to be a linguistic universal (Bolinger, 1978). While the inter-
rogative (or ‘irrealis’) intonational contour in Kavalan is unique in that its surface contour does
not resemble some of the interrogative intonational contours in the other languages surveyed in
this dissertation, its unique shape can be derived from the phonological interaction between the
pitch accent and IP boundary tone.
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7.7.4 Other utterance types in Kavalan
Utterance types in Kavalan other than declaratives and polar interrogatives generally pattern
with declaratives in their intonational phonology.
Like declarative utterances, imperatives (positive and negative) do not exhibit any tonal tar-
gets that cannot be accounted for by the L+H*(L) pitch accent melody. For example, (130–131)
show two types of positive imperatives,21 and (132) shows an example of a negative imperative.
Pitch tracks of these three imperatives can be seen in Figures 7.24–7.26 on the next page, each






















“Don’t eat the sweet potato!”
The intonation of wh-questions also patterns with that of declarative utterances, and not polar
interrogatives. Three examples can be seen in Figures 7.27–7.29 on page 430, which show pitch
tracks of the wh-questions in (133–135).22 While there are some differences in the contours due
to L+H*L vs. L+H* pitch accent assignment, they share the same repeated pitch accent contour
as declaratives.
21F. Hsieh (2016, 66) treats -ika as a single suffix glossed as a patient focus imperative (“祈使.受事焦點”). P. J.-K. Li
and Tsuchida (2006, 24) instead separate this sequence into an “irrealis non-Agent-focus imperative” -i followed by
a general imperative enclitic =ka.
22Note that manna can be used in both ‘how’ and ‘why’ contexts. For example, manna=isu can be used with polar
interrogative intonation to mean “How are you?”, as was seen in Figure 7.21 on page 424.
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Figure 7.24: Pitch track of qan-i=ka qawpir “Eat the sweet potato!” in Kavalan, produced by Pipis.














Figure 7.25: Pitch track of qan=ka tu qawpir “Eat the sweet potato!” in Kavalan, produced by
Pipis.
















Figure 7.26: Pitch track of narin q<em>an tu qawpir “Eat the sweet potato!” in Kavalan, produced
by Pipis.



















“Why are you going out?”
7.7.5 Intonation of utterances containing the morpheme uu
In addition to the two intonational contours found on declaratives, imperatives, andwh-questions
on one hand, and polar interrogatives on the other, there is also a distinct intonational contour
that surfaces on utterances containing the morpheme uu. This morpheme is generally translated
as ‘or’ in the literature, with P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2006, 496) additionally claiming that the
word (singleton u in their dictionary) is a loan from Spanish o ‘or’. F. Hsieh and Hsieh (2013) and
F. Hsieh (2016) transcribe the word as the geminate uu. As I find that uu has two tone-bearing
units, I will follow them in transcribing it as a geminate.
The main use of uu is as a disjunct coordinator. For example, (136) is a forced-choice question
where uu separates the disjuncts ’essi na babuy ‘pork’ and ’essi na taquq ‘chicken’. A pitch track





















“Do you want to eat pork or chicken?
Another use of uu, similar to some uses of English or is to create an open-ended or rhetorical
question, or to show doubt. Pipis offers the three examples in (137), as utterances that can be
employed by a speakerwho does not know the truth value of the proposition (in this case, whether
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Figure 7.27: Pitch track of yau tanian wasu “Where’s the dog?” in Kavalan, produced by Pipis.













Figure 7.28: Pitch track of tiana ta sammayan “Who’s in the kitchen?” in Kavalan, produced by
Pipis.















Figure 7.29: Pitch track of manna=isu lusit “Why are you going out?” in Kavalan, produced by
Pipis.
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the bird is yellow). These questions differ in syntactic structure, the position of uu, and the use
of the tag question naquni ‘how’.23 Pitch tracks for these questions can be seen in Figure 7.31 on

























“Is the bird yellow, or…?”
In all four pitch tracks of questions containing uu, there are two features of the intonational
contour that are distinct from that of declarative utterances. The first is that the first mora of uu
receives a pitch accent, while preceding material in the IP does not. The second is that the F0
peak on uu is much higher than that seen in the pitch accents on declarative utterances so far in
this chapter.
The suppression of pitch accents in utterances with uu is not limited to the IP containing uu.
For example, in Figure 7.32, the second IP containing naquni=’ay ’adam would have 2–3 pitch
accents in a declarative utterance depending on whether the clitic =’ay is included in naquni’s
prosodic word. However, only the last pitch accent surfaces, and the IP has a similar F0 contour
to the preceding IP that contains uu. Suppression of non-final pitch accents is also found in
Kavalan’s polar interrogative intonation, as well as in other Formosan languages like Hla’alua
(cf. Section 5.7.2).
23These phrases were not elicited by a request for utterances with uu, but simply for utterances expressing doubt
or uncertainty. Thus, the variation between the questions in (137 does not show the range of uses of uu per se, but
a variety of ways the speaker may express uncertainty.
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It is unclear whether the height of uu’s pitch accent differs categorically from that of declar-
ative pitch accents. While some reach heights of over 300Hz on uu, the peak in Figure 7.30 is
around 270Hz, which is close to the 250Hz peaks seen in many declaratives produced by Pipis.
Given the seemingly gradient nature of this peak height, I do not propose a distinct pitch accent
category like L+XH*L for uu, and instead tentatively analyze the difference in peak height as a
layer of ‘expressiveness’ on top of the contrastive phonological structures in these utterances.
7.7.6 Intonation and the glottal stop
Early on in this chapter, I discussed previous analyses of Kavalan phonology which exclude word-
initial and word-final glottal stops from underlying representations of Kavalan words. I chose to
transcribe word-initial glottal stops as they actively participate in reduplication, and their pres-
ence is not greatly influenced by the surrounding phonological environment.
Word-final glottal stops, however, were excluded from the transcriptions in this dissertation
(except in the segment boundaries in pitch tracks). This is not because they are not present in
the surface acoustics, which they are. However, the presence of final glottal stops in otherwise
vowel-final words depends not only on the structure of the word, but on its interaction with
intonational phonology.
I have not noted any instances of the glottal stop being inserted between a vowel-final stem
and a clitic. For example, the manna=isu ‘why=2sg.nom’ in Figure 7.29 on page 430 has a vowel-
final stem and vowel-final clitc. A glottal stop is inserted after the clitic (preceding a consonant-
initial followingword), but not at the stem-clitic boundary, despite it being a site of vowel contact.
Of thewordswith enclitics in the recordings I have of Pipis, I have no exampleswhere the clitic get
its own prosodic word (like kapút=kú) following a vowel-final stem. Thus, I cannot say whether
the word-final glottal stop is assigned at the level of the prosodic word, or somewhere higher.
If it is assigned at a higher level in the prosodic hierarchy, then we may expect a glottal stop
stem-finally when clitics are excluded from the prosodic word.
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There are two additional conditions on the appearance of the word-final glottal stop. The first
is that the word must receive a pitch accent, but not the polar interrogative H%. This can be seen
most easily by comparing Figures 7.22 and 7.23 on page 425. Pipis provided multiple productions
of each of thesewords, and in all tokens of yauzuma ‘different’ with the declarative intonation, the
pitch accent surfaced as L+H* (not L+H*L), and a glottal stop was found word-finally. Meanwhile,
yauzumaH% ‘sometimes’ with the ‘irrealis’ H%was produced without the glottal stop in all tokens.
The glottal stop is also available when the pitch accent is the ‘exaggerated’ pitch accent as-
sociated with uu. An example of this can be seen in Figure 7.31 on page 432, in which naquni
‘how’ has a F0 peak of 310Hz, followed by a glottal stop. This strengthens the view that the pitch
accent in the intonational contour associated with uu is the same phonological element as the
pitch accent in declaratives.
Another condition that may affect the distribution of glottal stops is the location of the pitch
accent within the word. While very few lexical items in Kavalan show non-final stress (as was
discussed in Section 7.6.2), there is one that occurs utterance-finally in some of the data provided
by Pipis. This word is nia-niána ‘anything; whatever; et cetera’, a reduplicated form of niana
‘what’ (which surfaces with the expected final stress). This word was used phrase-finally to signal





















“In my friend’s refrigerator, there’s millet, taro, bamboo shoots, pork, et cetera.”
As can be seen in Figure 7.34 on the following page, this utterance-final nia-niána has a pitch
accent on the penult instead of the ultima. This was the case in both tokens of this utterance that
Pipis provided (as well as in another utterance where nia-niána was not IP-final). Utterance-final
nia-niána was never produced with a final glottal stop. Given that the other conditions on the
presence of word-final glottal stops involve how the pitch accent is realized in the word, it may
be the case that the glottal stop is unavailable on words like nia-niána where the pitch accent is
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Figure 7.34: Pitch track of surena kaput-an=niaq yau luzai, sebata, nunay, ’essi na babuy, nia-
niána “In my friend’s refrigerator, there’s millet, taro, bamboo shoots, pork, et cetera.” in Kavalan,
produced by Pipis.
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not aligned to the ultima.
While consonant-tone interactions are uncommon in Formosan languages, there are many
tonal phonologies in the world’s languages where the distribution of glottal stop intersects with
the phonology of intonation or lexical tone. One example is Danish, which has a suprasegmental
element called stød that is realized as a glottal stop or vowel laryngealization, and whose distri-
bution is affected by syllable weight, accent class, and morphological structure (Basbøll, 1985).
Another language where glottal stops interact with the suprasegmental phonology is Southern
Min, the language of day-to-day communication for many Kavalan people. In SouthernMin, coda
glottal stops alternate with certain lexical tones in the language’s extensive tone sandhi processes
(M. Y. Chen, 1987).
In order to capture the association between utterance type and the availability of final glot-
tal stops, the glottal stop can be analyzed as part of a phonological element in the intonational
phonology. Since the glottal stop is only available when no tonal target (i.e. H%) intervenes be-
tween the pitch accent melody and the word edge, I analyze the glottal stop as part of the pitch
accent melody, with the tentative structure L+H*Lʔ. The postnuclear L and glottal stop both
delete under certain circumstances. On the surface, declarative utterances ending with underly-
ing voiceless stop codas surface with [L+H*], those with voiced stop codas surface with [L+H*L],
and those that are vowel-final surface with [L+H*ʔ].
7.7.7 Summary of intonational phonology
The Kavalan word is always consonant-initial. Words that are underlyingly vowel-final may
receive a final glottal stop (even when followed by a consonant-initial word), if they receive a
pitch accent on the final syllable, with no IP-level boundary tone.
With a few exceptions (like pámmeng ‘increasingly’ and nia-niána ‘et cetera’), lexical items
in Kavalan take final stress. The Kavalan prosodic word may optionally include clitics, and when
it does not, a final stress surfaces on both the ultima of the stem and the ultima of the clitic(s)
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✓ none spreads present available
uu
(doubt, uncertainty) ✓ none spreads absent available
Polar interrogative
‘irrealis’ (limited) ✓ H% shifts absent unavailable
Table 7.4: Inventory of intonational contours in Kavalan.
(even if they are on adjacent syllables).
The pitch accent is L+H*Lʔ, in which the postnuclear L deletes unless the utterance ends in a
voiced coda, and the glottal stop attaches only when the utterance ends in a vowel. Thus, the L
and ʔ do not co-occur, and the surfacing allomorphs of the pitch accent are [L+H*] with voiceless
codas, [L+H*L] with voiced codas and [L+H*ʔ] in final open syllables. In declaratives, the pitch
accent melody can account for all tonal targets in the intonational contour.
Polar interogatives and a limited number of other ‘irrealis’ contexts such as yauzumaH% ‘some-
times’ assign a H% boundary tone at the IP-level. The H target of this boundary tone combines
with the pitch accent melody, with the final two targets LH aligning to the last syllable, the pre-
ceding H to the penult. The initial L, which otherwise spreads leftwards between the penult and
left edge, instead shifts to the left edge with no tonal target between it and the penult’s H.
The morpheme uu, used as a disjunct coordinator ‘or’ and also to form certain tag questions
and express uncertainty or doubt, often is aligned with an exaggerated F0 peak on its pitch accent.




Amis is one of the larger Formosan languages by number of speakers, spoken along much of
the eastern coast of the island in Hualien, Taitung, and Pingtung Counties. “Amis” most broadly
refers to a group of varieties that cluster into five subgroups, shown in Table 8.1 on the next
page.1
Of note is that while Sakizaya used to be considered a subgroup of Amis for historical and
political reasons, they are a distinct ethnic group and gained official government recognition
as such in 2007 M. S.-H. Lin (2010, 116). Like the split of Truku from (Tgdaya and Toda) Seediq
discussed in Section 10.1, there are separate entries in the CIP’s 2016 grammar series for Sakizaya
(Shen, 2016) vs. Amis (J. J. Wu, 2016), and separate online dictionaries hosted by the CIP for
1This table has been translated by me from its original Chinese in J. J. Wu (2016). Names in the Latin orthography
are taken from various sources including J. J. Wu (2003), ’Olam (2011), and M. S.-H. Lin (2010), the latter a more
dedicated work but seemingly with many typographic errors. All sources draw from Tsuchida (1982), which is an
unpublished manuscript that I have no direct access to. I also note that the column headed ‘Gov’t classification
(JP)’ is the classification under the Japanese government during the occupation (臺灣總督府), while the CIP is the
Council of Indigenous Peoples, which is part of the current government. As with other translated materials in this
dissertation, I use the word ‘group’ here out of convenience to translate the Chinese word 群, as both 群 and 部
落 roughly translate to ‘tribe’ at at different levels of subgrouping. Also note that the words ‘Township’ (鄉) and
‘Village’ (村) have been omitted from place names in English, but can be reconstructed from the accompanying
Chinese.
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Sakizaya (M. S.-H. Lin & Baki, 2013) vs. Amis (J. J. Wu & Wu, 2013).
8.2 Data collected
Thedata presented in this chapter is from a one-hour recording of Samay, a language teacher from
’Etolan Village (Chinese name: Dulan都蘭村), in Donghe Township, Taitung County. Thus, the
data presented here is in the Southern Amis dialect. The interview with Samay was conducted in
her home.
8.3 Segmental inventory




































Voiceless stop p t k ʡ <’> [ʔ] ∅,<ʌ>
Voiceless affricate ts <c>
Voiceless fricative f s x ʜ <h>
Voiceless lateral fricative ɬ <d>
Nasal m n ŋ <ng>
Trill r
Flap ɾ <l>
Glide w j <y>
Table 8.2: Consonant inventory of Amis.
I follow Edmondson et al. (2005) in labelling /ʡ/ /ʜ/ as epiglottal-pharyngeal consonants. Ed-
mondson et al., based on a laryngoscopic study, find that the phoneme /ʡ/ is an epiglottal stop [ʡ]
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in word-initial and medial positions, and an aspirated ‘epiglotto-pharyngeal’ stop [ʕ͡ʡʰ] in word-
final position. /ʡ/ contrasts with the glottal stop [ʔ] (represented by a symbol <ʌ> in annotations,
following the caret used by J. J. Wu [2016] and J. J. Wu and Wu [2013]), which most authors
consider to be an epenthetic segment, inserted at a word edge or vowel juncture in the absence
of other consonants.2 The authors also find positional allophony for /ʜ/, which is glottal [h]
word-initially, epiglottal [ʜ] word-internally, and epiglotto-pharyngeal [ʜ͡ħ] word-finally.
The vowel inventory of Amis can be seen in Table 8.3. While all scholars agree on the presence
of four categories /a/ /i/ /o/ /ə/, there is some debate in the literature about the surface realization
of /o/ (also labeled /u/ in some works, such as J. J. Wu [2006]). J. J. Wu (2016, 18) describes
this category as being realized by [u] and [o] in free variation.3 Various scholars have described
dialect differences in the prevalence of [u] vs. [o], where [o] is more frequent in Northern Amis
than in Central or Southern Amis (W.-S. Chen, 2017, 23–4, and sources therein). There are also
environmental factors in the realization of /o/, with the lower [o] preferred adjacent to epiglottals
and the velar nasal (ibid.).
Front Central Back
High i u∼o <o>Mid ə <e>
Low a
Table 8.3: Vowel inventory of Amis.
2W.-S. Chen (2017, 47) points to a number of analyses in the literature asmaking use of a phonemic glottal stop /ʔ/.
This list erroneously includes T. M. Chen (1987) as having “phonemic glottal stops = /ʡ/”. Two additional sources,
Tsuchida (1988) and Imanishi (2009), are indicated as analyses that include a phonemic glottal stop /ʔ/, solely for
the presence of glottal stops in medial clusters. Based on historical evidence, W.-S. Chen (2017) finds that these are
actually a realization of the epiglottal stop /ʡ/. Whatever the case, the exclusion of the glottal stop from the inventory
is primarily motivated by efficiency, and none of the data these analyses are based on are incompatible with some
or all glottal stops being phonemic.
3A previous grammar of Amis by this author, J. J. Wu (2000, 45), also describes [o] and [u] in complementary
distribution. However, this work also includes “/u/” and “/o/” separately in the presentation of example words with
vowel categories in different environments. This includes words like okak ‘bone’, where the [o] is not expected as a
lowering of /u/ (as there is no epiglottal consonant or velar nasal in the word).
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8.4 Additional note on segmental phonetics and allophony
The consonant written as <d> in the Amis orthography represents at least three phones described
in the literature. According to J. J. Wu (2016, 12), this consonant can be pronounced as the voice-
less lateral fricative [ɬ] or the voiced stop [d], with [d] being more common in the northern
dialects and [ɬ] more common in the south. Maddieson and Wright (1995, 47) find an additional
reflex of this consonant, the voiced lateral fricative [ɮ], based on a study of two Central Amis-
speaking villages in Fengbin Township.
This mirrors similar variation between a stop [d] and a lateral fricative [ɮ] in nearby Kavalan
(cf. Section 7.3). The variation in Amis, however, spans two phonetic features: the variants differ
in the channel of airflow (lateral vs. central), as well as in voicing.
As expected for a Southern Amis speaker, Samay produces this consonant with lateral frica-
tion. But the full duration of the consonant closure is not voiceless. Often, when /ɬ/ precedes
a vowel, there will be a voiced period preceding the vowel onset. An example can be seen in
Figure 8.1 on the following page, which shows a spectrogram and pitch track of the word cedet
‘hot’.
The voiced period can be seen on the spectrogram as the dark bar in the low-frequency area,
and also on the pitch track, where the same area has a period of voicing picked up by Praat’s
pitch tracker.
So what is occuring during this voiced period? Depending on the channel of airflow and
degree of constriction, this period could represent a voiced stop [d], a voiced lateral approximant
[l] or a voiced lateral fricative [ɮ]. Given that the fricative noise of the preceding voiceless [ɬ]
is in the range of 2400–5000+, and that this noise persists into the voiced period, it is likely that
this period also contains lateral frication. Thus, the intervocalic allophone of /ɬ/ is, narrowly
transcribed, something like [ɬ͡ɮ].
Perhaps the voiced period allows for acoustic cues that help distinguish /ɬ/ from Amis’ other
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Figure 8.1: Spectrogram and pitch track of cedet ‘hot’ in Amis, produced by Samay.
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voiceless fricatives /f/ /s/ /x/ /ʜ/. But the complex consonant [ɬ͡ɮ] may also represent a transitional
stage between the voiced [ɮ] and [d] further north and the purely voiceless [ɬ], if in fact it is found
in varieties further south.4
8.5 Microprosody
Section 2.5 presented a discussion of the microprosodic effects of consonants in Mantauran Rukai
on the F0 contour. That section’s findings, that voiced consonants (especially obstruents) had F0-
lowering effects while heightened F0 was found following voiceless stop bursts, has more or less
held for the other languages under study in this dissertation.
In Samay’s speech, there may be a pattern in consonant microprosody that goes beyond the
findings described above. This pattern is found following the release of voiceless stops and frica-
tives. While the other languages surveyed in this dissertation have heightened F0 in this envi-
ronment, the heightened F0 in Samay’s speech is sometimes so high that it reaches near the top
of the pitch range (on a syllable where a low tone is expected). Some examples can be seen in
Figures 8.2–8.5 on pages 446 and 447.
Here, the initial [ts] of caay ‘not’, the initial [ɬ] of dihif ‘hole’,5 and the initial [f] of fao
‘insect’ and fo’is ‘star’ all release into phonation with a F0 near the top of the pitch range. While
the increased F0 following obstruent releases in the other speakers only dominates a short period
before resuming the expected F0 contour during the rest of the vowel, the F0 contour in Samay’s
speech falls steadily throughout the vowel in tokens that show this extra heightening.
4It is difficult to say which phonetic features of /ɬ/ of those attested in modern Amis varieties are conservative,
and which are innovations. This consonant is reconstructed to a Proto-Austronesian category labelled *L by Ross
(1992) and *N by Blust (1999b, 2013). Ross (1992, 25) proposes that this consonant in PAn was a lateral, which may or
may not have been voiced. Blust (1999b, 34) proposes a dental nasal (which would presumably be voiced, but this is
not stated explicitly). Later, Blust (2013, 561) instead treats this consonant as a “palatalized alveolar lateral”, with no
mention of voicing. Thus, it is impossible to say based on these reconstructions whether the voicing or voicelessness
of the modern Amis reflexes of *L/*N is the innovation, and similarly for its laterality.
5Note that this [ɬ] has a small negative voice onset time, which can be seen in the onset of pitch tracking preceding
the consonant’s release. Nevertheless, its microprosodic effect patterns with other voiceless consonants.
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Figure 8.2: Pitch track of caay ‘not’ in Amis, produced by Samay.

















Figure 8.3: Pitch track of dihif ‘hole’ in Amis, produced by Samay.
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Figure 8.4: Pitch track of fao ‘insect’ in Amis, produced by Samay.
















Figure 8.5: Pitch track of fo’is ‘star’ in Amis, produced by Samay.
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This extra F0 heightening has not been present for the other speakers consulted for this dis-
sertation. For example, recall Paicx’s production of fex’x ‘pig’ in Tsou in Figure 3.18 on page 200,
which shows an initial fall of around 5Hz. Paicx and Samay are both female speakers whose typ-
ical pitch range for words in isolation is around 150–250Hz. Where Paicx’s production of fex’x
had a fall of 5Hz, Samay often produces tokens like those shown in Figures 8.2–8.5 where this
same fall can reach 50Hz.
Samay is not the only speaker of Amis who produces the extra F0 heightening. I have also
found cases of the extra heightening among the recordings published with J. J. Wu andWu (2013).
One particularly dramatic example can be seen in Figure 8.6, which shows a pitch track of fo’is
‘star’ from a female speaker.6


















Figure 8.6: Pitch track of fo’is ‘star’, from J. J. Wu and Wu (2013), produced by a female speaker.
6Theuse of this example requires two additional notes. First, while both are female and have a similar pitch range,
the speaker who produced the audio analyzed in Figure 8.6 is not Samay herself. In addition to sounding different
impressionistically (to me), J. J. Wu and Wu (2013) is specifically a dictionary of Central Amis, and presumably the
accompanying audio is from Central Amis speakers. By contrast, Samay is a speaker of Southern Amis.
Another note concerns the extreme F0 height following the /f/ release in Figure 8.6. Praat’s pitch tracker often finds
such ‘trails’ at obstruent releases, and it has been a difficult task to decide how much should be included in the pitch
track (and analysis). As the pitch tracker provides the relative ‘strength’ of possible pitches at each sampled point
in time, such ‘trails’ can at least partially be excluded on the basis of being ‘weaker’ according to the pitch tracker.
This criterion is less helpful when analyzing recordings like those published alongside the CIP dictionaries, as they
are compressed in .mp3 format and interact in noticeably different ways with Praat’s spectral and pitch tracking
analysis tools. In this light, my choice to not exclude more of the pitch track in Figure 8.6 is arbitrary. However, I
note that no matter how much material is included or excluded from the pitch track, the F0 descent spanning the full
duration of the vowel is unexpected, especially on a pretonic syllable which should house a low flat contour from
the prenuclear L.
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The next question that arises is whether the extra heightening effect in Figures 8.2–8.5 is
purely microprosodic, or whether it is a part of the intonational phonology. If the extra F0 height
were the result of a boundary tone %H assigned to some prosodic domain edge, then %H should
either be available on all tokens or alternate with other boundary tones or zero. There is little
evidence of such an alternation, however. While Figures 8.2–8.5 show some of the more extreme
examples, the extra F0 height in Samay’s speech is gradient, and there are tokens of some of the
same words where it is difficult to tell whether F0 is being raised moreso than is expected for
voiceless obstruent releases generally. If there is a tonal target %H that is responsible for the
extra F0 height, it is not straightforward to determine in which tokens it is present.
This hypothetical %H boundary tone would also be unavailable for voiced onsets, which hap-
pen to be the onsets best able to bear its effect on the acoustic signal. Even sonorant onsets,
which require no laryngeal gesture that would interfere with the F0 contour, have a lowering or
neutral effect on the F0 contour (in line with the other languages studied in this dissertation).7
An example can be seen in Figure 8.7, showing a pitch track of maymay ‘duck’, where the initial
/m/ has a lowering effect on the F0 contour.















Figure 8.7: Pitch track of maymay ‘duck’ in Amis, produced by Samay.
7One striking counterexample can be seen in Figure 8.15 on page 459, in which a /m/-initial word shows a fall
of around 40Hz within the first syllable. However, this was not a common occurrence with sonorant onsets in the
data, unlike with voiceless obstruents.
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An additional strike against the heightened F0 as a tonal target is in the shape of the F0
contour. When a H tonal target is aligned to the first syllable of an utterance, generally F0 reaches
a crest partway through the initial syllable’s vowel before descending, as opposed to the steady
descent throughout the vowel seen in the tokens with microprosodically-heightened F0. Two
examples of utterances where a H is aligned to the initial syllable will be seen on page 458, where
a pitch accent is aligned to the initial syllable /tso/. In Figure 8.11, this is realized as a convex
curve that shows only a small descent during the syllable /tso/ itself (as opposed to the concave
curve of microprosodically-heightened F0), and in Figure 8.12, there is an additional initial rise
preceding the F0 peak in the later part of the vowel.
Without any compelling evidence for intonational phonology such as %H to govern the ex-
tra F0 height seen in pitch tracks like those in Figures 8.2–8.5, the best explanation for this
phenomenon is that voiceless obstruents (as produced by Samay and at least some other Amis
speakers) are articulated in such a way as to have a greater effect on the surrounding F0 contour.
Whatever this effect is, it is strongest (or perhaps only present) in word-initial position. While [ɬ]
and [f] are accompanied by heightened F0 in Figures 8.3 and 8.5, where they are in word-initial
position, they show no such heightening in Figures 8.1(b) and 8.3, where they are word-medial
and word-final respectively.
Perhaps whatever this articulatory property is has something to do with Amis’ rich inven-
tory of articulatory gestures in the pharyngeal and laryngeal area. As discussed in Section 8.3,
Edmondson et al. (2005) note allophony of /ʡ/ and /ʜ/ based on their position in the word, involv-
ing gestures of the pharynx, epiglottis, and larynx. I have not noted any extreme F0 heightening
associated with the epiglottals: /ʡ/ behaves similarly to the glottal stop, while /ʜ/ has a neutral
or slight lowering effect, much like [h] in other languages studied in this dissertation. Perhaps
some articulatory gesture in this region has a specific interaction with voiceless obstruents that
produces this unique effect.8 In the future, it may be worth investigating the production of voice-
8While laryngeal phones like [h] and glottal stop are considered obstruents in some theories of phonology, they
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less obstruents like /f/ and /ɬ/ in Amis through a laryngoscopic study as Edmondson et al. (2005)
did with /ʡ/ and /ʜ/.
8.6 Syllable structure
The basic syllable structure in Amis is CV(C). All syllables have an onset consonant, either a
lexically-specified consonant or otherwise an epenthetic glottal stop. J. J. Wu (2016, 15) lists
words like ina ‘mother’ and impic ‘pencil’ (from Japanese enpitsu 鉛筆) as being vowel-initial,
and it is unclear if her analysis rejects word-initial glottal stop epenthesis generally, or if these
words are exceptional in failing to trigger glottal stop epenthesis. Edmondson et al. (2005, 384)
find glottal stop epenthesis in word-initial position in Amis, and given the abrupt or sometimes
laryngealized vowel onsets in word-initial position in Samay’s speech, I adopt the analysis of
glottal stops filling a mandatory onset position in Amis.
Word-final position is also always filled by either a lexically-specified consonant or glottal
stop in words in isolation. It should be noted that glottal stop insertion is variable in Amis, with
some word edges (and vowel junctures) lacking expected glottal stops in some tokens. However,
glottal stop insertion is available word-finally even when the word is not final within the prosodic
phrase, and precedes a consonant. One example can be seen in Figure 8.8 on the next page, which














“Is there a dog in the kitchen?”
Here, glottal stop insertion (in the period labeled ‘ʌ’) is evident from the laryngealization
visible on the spectrogram. This is an interesting site for epenthesis as it is not a prosodic bound-
have also been included with sonorants by some scholars due to their articulatory properties and phonological
behavior (Botma, 2011, §2.2, and sources therein).












k a ∧ h a w
Time (s)
0 0.6827
Figure 8.8: Spectrogram of a clip from ira k-o waco i cawka haw “Is there a dog in the kitchen?”
in Amis, produced by Samay.
ary.9 Thus, it can be inferred that glottal stop insertion is at the word level, and does not fulfill
any prosodic function at higher levels in the hierarchy (as it does in a language like Kavalan; cf.
Section 7.7.6).
Some Amis words have resisted analysis of their syllabic structure due to variation between
schwa (or perhaps a transitional vocoid) and zero between two consonants. J. J. Wu (2000, 47)
describes a deletion rule that applies to schwa in words of shape CəCV, for example felac ‘rice
[plant]’ and hemay ‘[cooked] rice’ may be realized as [fɾats] and [ʜmaj] with no schwa. The
author consequently lists CCVC as a word shape, for words such as ccay ‘one’. Later works by
the same author such as J. J. Wu (2016) transcribe this word as cecay, and exclude CCVC from the
analysis of syllable structure in favor of CVCVC (p.15.).
The same question arises word-internally. Fey (1986, 7) notes variability in the presence of
schwa in words like sim(e)lang ‘embarrassing’. This leads to the question of whether medial codas
are allowed in Amis, as any medial coda could be a Cə syllable where the schwa either fails to
surface due to the overlap of articulatory gestures from the preceding and following consonants,
or is present but has evaded detection in some tokens due to the impressionistic nature of the
9The last two words /tsawka ʜaw/ form a prosodic domain as this domain receives only one pitch accent. This
will be discussed further in Section 8.8.
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data used in past studies. For example, this dissertation’s study of Paiwan found that the distri-
bution of schwa differed from that found in the literature, and that the short duration of schwa
compared to /a/ /i/ /u/ (as is the case in Amis) contributed to the variability in surface phonetics,
and consequently the differences between studies in where schwa was transcribed.10
Variation between schwa and zero was found in some of the same environments in the data
provided by Samay. One striking example was with the word epah ‘wine’, which should be /əpaʜ/
[ʔəpaʜ] according to the literature. Some tokens of this word were produced [ʔəpaʜ] by Samay
as expected, however these may have been hyperarticulated for the sake of my comprehension
during the interview. In fact, the first three productions in isolation did not have the schwa
present, and without a vowel to release into, there is little evidence in the acoustic signal for the
glottal stop either.
Figure 8.9 on the following page shows spectrograms of two tokens of epah, one in which
there is no acoustic evidence for schwa (Figure 8.9(a)) and one in which schwa and the preceding
glottal stop are evident (Figure 8.9(b)). Since I do not have any examples from Samay of epah
where it is not utterance-initial, I cannot say for certain whether productions like the one in
Figure 8.9(a) are merely [paʜ] or whether they are [ʔpaʜ] where the glottal stop is produced but
its effect on the acoustics is occluded by the following [p]. Given that the hyperarticulated form
of the word contains the glottal stop and schwa, I will assume [ʔpaʜ] as the correct representation
until contradictory evidence comes to light.
In Samay’s speech there are some clear cases of word-medial codas. Many occur in forms
that are (or at least take the shape of) reduplicated forms. One example, maymay ‘duck’ was
seen in Figure 8.7 on page 449. Another can be seen in Figure 8.10 on page 455, which shows a
spectrogram of ma-nengneng ‘af-see’ where no vocoid interrupts the [ŋn] sequence.
Sequences of (moraic) vowels in Amis are heterosyllabic, and generally are separated by glot-
tal stop insertion (depending on speech rate). This is true for identical and non-identical vowel
10For a longer discussion on epenthetic and excrescent vocoids in Piuma Paiwan, see Section 6.4.2.4.































Figure 8.9: Spectrograms of two tokens of epah ‘wine’ in Amis, produced by Samay.
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Figure 8.10: Spectrogram of ma-nengneng ‘af-see’ in Amis, produced by Samay.
sequences. For example, the negator caay /tsaaj/ and fao /fao/ ‘insect’ are realized as [tsaʔaj] and
[faʔoʔ] respectively (recall Figures 8.2 and 8.4). Thus, syllables in Amis can only have one vowel:
*[CVVC]σ.
An alternative approach is taken by J. J. Wu (2016, 15), who posits that glides are underlyingly
vowels, and that the distribution of glides can be expressed through a glide formation rule. How-
ever, this approach fails in two respects. Firstly, under J. J. Wu’s analysis, both words ending with
[aj] and [aʔi] would underlyingly be /ai/, with no way to predict whether the sequence is tauto-
or heterosyllabic. Secondly, if [j] and [w] are allophones of /i/ and /o/, then only some instances
of /i/ and /o/ are stress-bearing. As can be seen in examples like maymáy ‘duck’ in Figure 8.7 on
page 449, the pitch accent is aligned to /a/, and not the following [j]. As Amis is generally an
ultimate-stress language (to be discussed further in the following section), this /a/ must be the
final stress-bearing element in the word. An additional piece of evidence for phonemic glides is
that word-final /i/ and /o/ trigger glottal stop epenthesis, but not /j/ or /w/.
For these reasons, I adopt the analysis that /j/ and /w/ are part of Amis’ phoneme inventory,
and that syllables are maximally CVC (where glides /j/ /w/ may take either C slot, but not V).
The only counterexamples I have found in the literature to such an analysis are acya /a.tsja/
(exclamation of admiration) and micyan /mi.tsjan/ ‘fry’, both listed by J. J. Wu (2016, 15). These
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forms appear to both be marginal within Amis phonotactics. The first is an exclamation, and
the second seems to be the actor focus prefix mi- on the Chinese word煎 ‘fry’ (Mandarin jiān;
Southern Min choaⁿ/chian).
8.7 Prominence
The discussion of Amis prominence will proceed in two parts: first, the location of prominence
within the word (Section 8.7.1); and second, the interaction between prominence andmorphology
(Section 8.7.2).
8.7.1 Location of prominence
Stress in Amis falls on the final syllable of the word.11 Stress is marked with a F0 maximum on
the vowel of the final syllable.
Some lexical items seem to surface with non-final stress in Amis. One example that recurred
in the data provided by Samay is cówa, used as a negator.12 This word is always produced with
stress on the penult rather than the ultima, as can be seen in the pitch tracks on Figures 8.11–












“Did you not see the dog?”
11Many of the languages discussed in this dissertation have stress assignment processes best expressed through
the final (or whichever) mora, as opposed to syllable. In Amis, there is no evidence for a distinction between mora
and syllable as each syllable has exactly one moraic segment.
12In the literature, cowa is always glossed as ‘where’, and M. S.-H. Lin and Baki (2013) list cuwa as ‘where’ in
Sakizaya. Nevertheless, Samay produced cówa as the negator in numerous elicited forms. At least one utterance was
produced with cowa and caay as the negator in different tokens. Perhaps cówa in this context is related to awa, a
negator described by J. J. Wu (2006, 134) as meaning ‘not exist, not there’. Alternatively, the use of cówa as a negator
could be a case of semantic change, perhaps in Southern Amis. I do not know whether Samay uses the same word
for ‘who’ (or perhaps the two meanings are distinguished by the placement of stress).






The stress placement on cówa could be due to simply being a lexical item specified for penul-
timate stress, however the stress placement also mirrors an alternation in pitch accent alignment
that will be discussed in Section 8.8.4.
8.7.2 The interaction of prominence and morphology
In languages like Amis where prominence is aligned to the right edge of the word, it is often
difficult to determine whether prefixes and/or proclitics are included in the domain of stress and
other word-level processes. When such evidence exists, it is generally in one of two forms: i)
availability of stress when attached to a monosyllabic root (for penultimate stress languages);
and ii) ability to satisfy a minimal word constraint. Since Amis has ultimate stress and possibly
nomonosyllabic roots, neither type of evidence is available.13 For this reason, I limit this section’s
discussion to suffixal and enclitic material.
Suffixes in Amis are included within the domain of stress. Some examples can be seen in
the pitch tracks in Figures 8.13–8.15 on page 459. Here, the pitch accent marking prominence is
alignedwith the syllable containing the undergoer voice suffix -en in sa-maan-en (‘how’; lit. ‘InA-
what-uv’), on the imperative suffix -en in ka-k<om>a-en ‘eat.af.imp’, and on the factual marker
suffix -ay in ma-kero-ay ‘af-dance-fac’.14
Whether enclitics are included in the domain of stress assignment is a more difficult question.
Of Samay’s productions of word-enclitic sequences, there are examples of the word receiving a
13J. J. Wu (2000, 49) describes words like ccay ‘one’ as monosyllabic (and Maddieson and Wright [1995] also find
only one nuclear vowel for this word in their phonetic study). However, J. J. Wu’s analysis of this word involves
deletion of an underlying penultimate schwa, with no described compensatory lengthening of the vowel. If Amis
does have a minimal word constraint, as has been described for other Formosan languages like Kanakanavu (cf.
Section 4.5.2), then it should be active for words like ccay, if in fact they are monosyllabic. Whether or not Amis
truly has monosyllabic content words, there is yet no reason to believe that the language has an active minimal word
constraint.
14The morphological analysis here is from J. J. Wu (2006).
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Figure 8.11: Pitch track of cowa ka-negneg=iso k-o waco haw “Did you not see the dog?” in Amis,
produced by Samay.

















Figure 8.12: Pitch track of cowa ka-’araw=ako “I can’t see.” in Amis, produced by Samay.
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Figure 8.13: Pitch track of sa-maan-en ‘InA-what-uv’ in Amis, produced by Samay.















Figure 8.14: Pitch track of ka-k<om>a-en ‘eat.af.imp’ in Amis, produced by Samay.















Figure 8.15: Pitch track of ma-kero-ay ‘af-dance-fac’ in Amis, produced by Samay.
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Figure 8.16: Pitch track of ma-negneg=ako i cawka k-o waco “I saw a dog in the kitchen.” in Amis,
produced by Samay.
pitch accent but not the enclitic, as well as the reverse. An example of each can be seen in the
pitch tracks on page 458: ma-nengnéng=iso in Figure 8.11 appears to have a pitch accent on the
final syllable of the word (ma-nengneng ‘af-see’), but little if any evidence of a pitch accent on
the second person singular enclitic =iso. Meanwhile, ka-’araw=akó in Figure 8.12 has a peak on
the first person singular enclitic =ako but little to no tonal activity during the verb it is attached
to (‘ka’araw’ ‘can see’).
There are also examples of word-enclitic sequences in Samay’s speech where both the word
and enclitic receive a pitch accent. An example can be seen in Figure 8.16, which shows a pitch











“I saw a dog in the kitchen.”
Here, there is the rise-fall F0 contour of a pitch accent on both /nəŋ/ and /ko/ inma-nengnéng=akò.
The magnitudes of the F0 peaks differ: the word’s pitch accent is much higher than the enclitic’s.
However, there is clear evidence of F0 falling following the peak on the word’s ultima /nəŋ/ before
reaching a new peak on the enclitic’s ultima /ko/.
The takeaway here is that both words and enclitics can host pitch accents, and can do so
simultaneously. As not all words and enclitics surface with pitch accents, there must be a system
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whereby certain pitch accents are either reduced in magnitude or perhaps deleted entirely. This
process may be sensitive to syntactic structure, for example with enclitics being more prone to
a reduction in magnitude than verbs.15 Position in the utterance may also have an effect, such
as the enclitic in Figure 8.12 being more prominent than the preceding verb due to its position
at the utterance edge. The pitch tracks in Figures 8.11–8.12 may also be affected by the presence
of cówa, which is the first element of both utterances, and perhaps prominent in some syntactic
way that may affect the relative magnitude of pitch accents.16
I conclude that enclitics are not part of the domain of stress in Amis, and that seeming coun-
terexamples like that in Figure 8.12 may be cases of pitch accent suppression due to position in
the utterance and syntactic structure.
8.8 Intonation
The discussion of Amis intonation will proceed in four parts: first, the intonation of words in
isolation (Section 8.8.1); then the intonation of declarative utterances (Section 8.8.2); followed by
intonation of utterances that lack the final fall in F0 (Section 8.8.3); and lastly, a special intona-
tional contour associated with incredulity and other similar features (Section 8.8.4). Section 8.8.5
will summarize the analysis of Amis intonational phonology.
8.8.1 Intonation of words in isolation
Words in isolation in Amis are most often produced with a rise-fall F0 contour characteristic of
the pitch accents in many of the other Formosan languages discussed in this dissertation. This
rise-fall pattern is indicative of a sequence of LHL tonal targets.
15This pattern resembles that seen in Kanakanavu, where the lower magnitude of an enclitic’s pitch accent has
been fossilized as a downstepped !H target (cf. Section 4.7.2).
16This is an additional parallel to Kanakanavu, in which the negator ka’an often has the highest magnitude of
pitch accent (cf. Section 4.7.5).
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In some instances, the H tonal target (representing a F0 maximum) is realized towards the
end of the ultima’s vowel or during the following consonant. While this pattern is found in other
Formosan languages like Paiwan and Bunun (cf. Sections 6.6.2.3 and 9.6.3) in all environments,
this happens in Amis most often when the stressed syllable’s vowel is schwa, which as in other
Formosan languages is especially short. An example can be seen in Figure 8.11 on page 458, in
which the pitch accent on ka-nengnéng=iso is realized towards the end of the /ŋ/, as opposed to
during the nuclear vowel /ə/ where it is expected.
Of the LHL tonal sequence, the prenuclear L attaches to the immediately pretonic syllable and
spreads leftward to the first syllable of the word. As was discussed in Section 8.5, there weremany
utterances in the recordings of Samay with a steep fall in F0 at the beginning of the utterance,
however this was best analyzed as a microprosodic effect of consonants, as opposed to a H target
in the intonational phonology. Thus, no H target is required on the suprasegmental tier preceding
the prenuclear L.
It is likely that the prenuclear L is deleted when the pitch accent is on the first syllable of the
utterance. The pitch accent was only seen utterance-initially in those utterances beginning with
the negator cówa (cf. Figures 8.11–8.12 on page 458). In both cases, no steep rise is seen during
that first syllable, in contrast to languages like Kanakanavu in which the prenuclear L is always
realized (cf. Section 4.7.1).
Interestingly, in words in isolation, the postnuclear L is sometimes realized and sometimes
not. For example, the pitch track of maymay ‘duck’ in Figure 8.7 on page 449 shows a fall follow-
ing the F0 peak, but the pitch track of ma-kero-ay ‘dancing’ in Figure 8.15 on page 459 shows a
rise in F0 throughout the ultima with no subsequent fall. This is despite both productions ending
in the same sequence [aj]. Thus, it is unlikely that the realization of a postnuclear L is related to
the identity of the coda consonant, as it is in some languages like Pazeh (cf. Section 11.5).
Instead, the variation between postnuclear L and zero is more reminiscent of the ‘peak’ vs.
‘plateau’ intonational contours in Mantauran Rukai and Tsou (cf. Sections 2.4.6.2 and 3.8.1 re-
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spectively). In these languages, many utterances have two intonational contours available, one
with a prenuclear L, and one without a prenuclear L (with a high plateau in its place). There are
two differences between the variation in these languages and in Amis, however: i) the Mantau-
ran Rukai and Tsou variation involves the prenuclear L where the Amis variation involves the
postnuclear L; and ii) the variant in Amis without the postnuclear L surfaces as a continual rise
to the word edge as opposed to a flat ‘plateau’ (possibly due to a lack of intervening syllables
between the prominent syllable and the word edge).
There does not seem to be any constraint on the presence or absence of postnuclear L with
respect to the identity of the word-final coda consonant. Unlike in Pazeh, the postnuclear L is
available even with voiceless obstruents. Two examples can be seen in Figures 8.3 on page 446
and 8.5 on page 447, in which a fall in F0 is evident on the pitch track preceding the final /f/ and
/s/ respectively.
8.8.2 Intonation of declarative utterances
Delcarative intonation in Amis can generally be decomposed into a sequence of the intonational
contours seen on words in isolation. While there is some variation in the presence vs. absence
of postnuclear L in productions of words in isolation, larger declarative utterances show some
patterns in which pitch accents show evidence of a postnuclear L.
One piece of evidence for the distribution of presence vs. absence of postnuclear L comes
from productions by Samay at slower or more hyperarticulated speech rates. One example can











“There’s a dog in the kitchen.”
In this production, Samay has chunked the utterance into smaller phrases. A small pause was
evident between each phrase in the acoustics, which I have shown in the annotation as a blank
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Figure 8.17: Pitch track of ira k-o waco i cawka “There’s a dog in the kitchen.” in Amis, produced
by Samay.
space.17 The first two prosodic phrases end in a high tone without a substantial fall in F0, even
as their phrase-final vowels are lengthened. The final prosodic phrase has the largest fall in F0
during the vowel, be it smaller in magnitude than usual (perhaps due to the compressed pitch
range, or loss of modal voice at the utterance edge).
A similar example where there is no pause between component phrases can be seen Fig-











“There is a dog in the kitchen.”
In this example, the final pitch accent ends in a fall in F0 spanning the full pitch range. The
non-final pitch accents reach the top of the pitch range but do not fall within the syllable.
17Samay is a language teacher, and like many of the other language teachers that provided data for this dissertation
(such as the Sandimen Paiwan speaker Malangan and the Kanakanavu speaker Mu’u), often the first production of an
elicited sentence would have pauses between words or small phrases within the utterance. I have generally chosen
to exclude this data from analysis in favor of tokens with a continuous pitch track, as it is difficult to tell what
level of the prosodic hierarchy to attribute the phonology within these smaller phrases to. As an exception, I have
chosen to include the token shown in Figure 8.17 as it demonstrates a difference in phonology between final and
non-final phrases within the utterance that holds also for utterances produced without pauses. In this case, it is the
pauses themselves that allow for a better look at this difference without the coarticulation of the following phrase’s
intonational phonology.
18The difference between (143) and (144) is the use of cawka vs. kofaw for ‘kitchen’. I am unaware of any semantic
difference between the two; Samay translated both as ‘kitchen’, and they are both listed in J. J. Wu and Wu (2013) as
“廚房” (‘kitchen’).
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Figure 8.18: Pitch track of ira k-o waco i kofaw “There’s a dog in the kitchen.” in Amis, produced
by Samay.
This pattern can be formalized by having the pitch accent only include the prenuclear L and
nuclear H, in the form of L+H*. The utterance-final fall represents a L% boundary tone. which
can be assigned at the intonational phrase (IP) level. The IP can include more than one of the
smaller phrases that serve as the domain of the pitch accent.
In some of the other languages surveyed in this dissertation, intonational phonology was
found at two levels of the prosodic hierarchy, and the distinction was analyzed as a split between
the intonational phrase (IP) and intermediate phrase (ip) levels. In Amis, however, it is difficult
to analyze the domain of the pitch accent as an intermediate phrase. Recall that words and their
enclitics may each receive a pitch accent (cf. Section 8.7.2). This would put the word and enclitic
in separate ip’s. However, the juncture between the word and enclitic does not behave like the
other possible ip junctures: it does not show lengthening or pauses in hyperarticulated speech.
Another approach is to build ip’s, to represent the domain of final lengthening (and pauses) in
the slower speech rate, and simply allow for more than one pitch accent within the ip to account
for the word-enclitic pairs. The ip can contain a word, its enclitic, nearby stressless particles, and
also the question marker haw (to be discussed in the next section). Perhaps the ip could still be a
meaningful level for the reduction/deletion of pitch accents as first discussed in Section 8.7.2. For
example, there could be a limit of one non-downstepped pitch accent per ip, with pitch accents
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that are on full words or are IP-final retained in full, and the rest reduced in magnitude.
8.8.3 Intonation of utterances lacking a final fall in F0
While a L% boundary tone at the IP level is available for declarative utterances, none of the polar
interrogatives produced by Samay have a final fall. Instead, the IP-final syllable has a high tone,
often with a slight rise, which is similar to both the intonation of the non-final ip’s (which have
no L%) and the words produced in isolation without the final fall. One example was already seen
in Figure 8.11 on page 458, in which a final rise can be seen on the question marker haw. Two
more examples can be seen in Figure 8.19 on the following page, which shows pitch tracks of the













“Is there a dog in the kitchen?”
The simplest phonological analysis for such a contour is to simply define it as a lack of L%. As
the pitch accent melody ends in H, and the lone H of the non-final ip’s (and words in isolation)
has the same F0 contour, then a lack of boundary tone at the IP level will have the same effect in
polar interrogatives.
By analyzing the pitch accent melody as L+H* without a postnuclear L, it is the prenuclear
L spreading leftward that allows for the HL tonal sequence that governs the fall of the pitch
accent’s rise-fall pattern (when it occurs). This requires one extra stipulation, specifically for
the utterances containing the negator cówa. In these utterances, there is a fall in F0 within the
post-tonic syllable /wa/, which requires a L target within the word. The simplest way to account
for this L is to allow the following pitch accent to spread past the word boundary and onto this
syllable /wa/. As both cówa and the following (verb’s) pitch accent can be non-reduced, as is in the
case in Figure 8.11 on page 458, they are likely not part of the same ip, and thus this L-spreading
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Figure 8.19: Pitch tracks of two tokens of ira k-o waco i cawka haw “Is there a dog in the kitchen?”
in Amis, produced by Samay.
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ends not when it hits an ip boundary, but when it fills all adjacent toneless syllables to the left of
its starting point.
The analysis of polar interrogatives like haw having a zero boundary tone vs. the L% that
surfaces on declaratives is interesting from a typological perspective. Many languages have a
phonological element assigned to interrogatives that alternates with zero in declaratives. Some
examples from this dissertation include interrogative H% in Kavalan (cf. Section 7.7.4) and Tsou
(cf. Section 3.8.2.2); and LH% in Paiwan (cf. Sections 6.4.5 and 6.5.5). Amis, on the other hand,
seems to have a L% boundary tone on declaratives and a zero boundary tone on interrogatives.19
While uncommon cross-linguistically, marked declaratives vs. zero-marked interrogatives are
attested in languages other than Amis. One such language is Ikpana (Kwa, Ghana), in which
the final syllable of the IP undergoes a tone change rule in declaratives, but not in interrogatives
(Kandybowicz, Baron Obi, Duncan, & Katsuda, forthcoming).
There remains one major issue with the analysis of Amis intonation where L% marks declar-
atives and a lack of IP boundary tone marks interrogatives. While all interrogatives produced by
Samay lacked L%, not all declarative utterances contained it. One example was seen in Figure 8.12
on page 458, where there is no final fall in F0, but the utterance is a declarative.20 Another ex-








“I saw a dog.”
This utterance is a declarative, but the final pitch accent on waco ‘dog’ has no final fall. This
could mean a number of things. L% could be available, but not mandatory, on declarative utter-
19Of course, this is purely in the intonational phonology. Interrogatives in Amis are marked through the use of the
marker haw, versus no particle marking the declarative. Thus, considering the language as a whole, interrogatives
are not ‘zero-marked’.
20Perhaps cówa, which Samay uses as a negator, but which is a wh-question ‘where’ in the Amis and Sakizaya
literature, may have some effect on the surfacing intonational contour.
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Figure 8.20: Pitch track of ma-negneg=ako k-o waco “I saw a dog.” in Amis, produced by Samay.
ances (and words in isolation). There could also be some semantic information being conveyed
by the lack of L% in these utterances that I have failed to pick up on in my interview with Samay.
For example, many languages use a ‘continuation rise’ in place of a final fall to show discourse in-
formation (Vaissière, 1983). Whatever the source of the final falls and rises on Amis declaratives,
further investigation is needed to determine whether these two categories are in free variation,
or are associated with some semantic content.
An additional note on the intonation in Amis without an utterance-final fall is that there may
be an interaction between the type of intonational contour that surfaces and the availability of
an utterance-final epenthetic glottal stop. The utterance shown in Figure 8.20 is a declarative
without the final fall, and it ends with [oʔ], including a word-final epenthetic glottal stop. On the
other hand, Figure 8.16 on page 460 also showed a declarative utterance ending in the same word
(waco ‘dog’), however this production ends with a final fall in F0 and no glottal stop. This pattern
is similar to that found in Kavalan (cf. Section 7.7.6), in which a final epenthetic glottal stop was
available only if the pitch accent was aligned to the final syllable. It should be noted, however,
that not all vowel-final utterances with final rises in the recordings of Samay had a final glottal
stop (that I was able to identify). However, I have found no cases in the data Samay provided of a
final rise in conjunction with a final glottal stop. Again, further investigation into the distribution
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of final falls vs. rises and the epenthetic glottal stop may confirm this correlation.
If this correlation holds, then like in Kavalan, an analysis is possible in which the final glottal
stop may be part of an element in the intonational phonology of the language. In Kavalan, the
glottal stopwas unavailable when a tonal target (H%) intervened between the pitch accentmelody
and utterance edge, and for this reason the glottal stop was added to the pitch accent melody in
this dissertation’s analysis: L+H*Lʔ. Amis’ restriction on glottal stop insertion is also in inter-
rogatives, however while Kavalan assigns a H% tone in interrogatives, Amis’ are zero-marked,
and thus no tonal target intervenes between the pitch accent melody and utterance edge. Thus, if
the final glottal stop is part of an element in the intonational phonology, it is not the pitch accent
melody, but the boundary tone. This leads to an analysis of the declarative boundary tone as Lʔ%,
which surfaces as either a glottal stop or final fall.
Finally, I note that imperatives (positive and negative) did not surface with unique intona-
tional phonology, and instead patterned with declaratives. Examples can be seen in Figures 8.21–

















“Don’t eat the sweet potato!”
8.8.4 Intonation associated with incredulity
In addition to the final falls and rises found in the declaratives and interrogatives discussed so far,
there is an additional intonational contour in the data provided by Samay. This contour is used
to give an incredulous meaning, i.e. that the speaker is surprised by a new piece of information,
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Figure 8.21: Pitch track of ka-k<om>a-en t-o konga “Eat the sweet potato!” in Amis, produced by
Samay.













Figure 8.22: Pitch track of aka ka-k<om>a-en t-o konga “Don’t eat the sweet potato!” in Amis,
produced by Samay.
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and repeats it with the incredulous intonation contour.
The incredulous intonation contour involves a peak on the penult of each intonational phrase,
followed by a fall to the bottom of the pitch range over the following material. The prenuclear
L, instead of spreading leftward as in the declarative and interrogative intonation, shifts to the
beginning of the IP. The expected sites of non-final pitch accents do not exhibit the usual rise-fall
pattern, however the initial word does show a rise preceded by a short plateau preceding the final
pitch accent’s peak.21
To illustrate this, first consider Figure 8.23(a) on the following page, which is one of three
pitch tracks of the phrase in (148). This phrase with this intonation is used in response to the
speaker being told that there is a dog in the kitchen, and the speaker is using the intonation to















“Really? There’s a dog in the kitchen?”
In Figure 8.23(a), the first IP contains the word so’elin ‘true’, which has an F0 peak realized
on the penult /ʡə/, instead of the ultima /ɾin/. The second IP contains the verb irai ‘there is’ with
a rise in F0 throughout the word, followed by the case marker ko and the subject waco ‘dog’.
This material shows a short F0 plateau preceding the final peak, which is on the penult /wa/ as
opposed to the expected ultima /tso/.
Interestingly, this is very similar to the interrogative intonation in Puyuma (cf. Section
12.4.4.2), which also was characterized both by a one-syllable shift leftward of the final pitch
accent, and a rise-plateau-rise-fall F0 contour. Puyuma is spoken in very close proximity to
Southern Amis, so perhaps this is an instance of borrowing.
21This contour may have been described by J. J. Wu (2000, 48), who provided some basic representations of Amis
intonational contours using ASCII.This included the declarative intonation as “____↘” with the arrow on the ultima,
as well as an ‘emphatic’ intonation illustrated as ”___--___” where the hyphens are over the penult (which is also
described as being lengthened). While these are similar to the declarative and incredulous intonational contours
described in this section, each is notably more complex in form, and I have found no penultimate lengthening on
incredulous utterances.
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Figure 8.23: Pitch tracks of three tokens of so’elin (i saw)? ira i k-o waco? “Really? There’s a dog
in the kitchen?” in Amis, produced by Samay.
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One question that remains about the incredulity intonation contour is whether it is truly
begins with a rise+plateau, or whether it is perhaps an example of ‘Spread-to-Shift’, a process
found in Kavalan interrogatives (cf. Section 7.7.4), in which the prenuclear L of the pitch accent
shifts to the beginning of the word (as opposed to spreading), with a steady rise in F0 between
the beginning of the word and the pitch accent’s peak. ‘Spread-to-Shift’ in Kavalan is triggered
by a quorum of tonal targets being assigned to the right edge of the word, which is similar to the
incredulous intonation in Amis, in which the tonal targets have moved left (by rule, as opposed
to by the introduction of an additional tonal target).
While the second IP in Figure 8.23(a) seems to show a rise+plateau pattern, the other two
productions shown in Figures 8.23(b) and 8.23(c) show less of a distinct rise+plateau pattern and
perhaps lend themselves better to a ‘Spread-to-Shift’ analysis. Evidence for one analysis over the
other may come from future research, in the form of the incredulous intonation contour applied
to longer IP’s.
The development of the incredulous intonation contour may also have something to do with
the exclamation i saw.22 i saw is often found following so’elin ‘true’ to form an expressionmeaning
“Really?”. It can also be attached to other words to give an incredulous meaning. An example can
be seen in Figure 8.24 on the next page, which shows a pitch track with incredulous intonation








Here, saw receives no pitch accent, which is instead aligned either with the preceding /i/, or
/ra/, the ultima of the verb ira (if the possibility of peak delay is taken into account). Either way,
the lack of stress on saw pushes the final pitch accent from the end of the IP inward. This is one
possible historical source for the incredulous intonation contour: if incredulous sentences were
22J. J. Wu and Wu (2013) has an example of this exclamation, but does not include the particle i: so’elin saw
“Really?”. All productions by Samay, however, include the particle i preceding saw.
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Figure 8.24: Pitch track of ira i saw? “There is?” in Amis, produced by Samay.
once always produced with stressless saw, then they would naturally have been produced with
the final pitch accent earlier than the ultima. This contour could then have been phonologized
onto incredulous utterances in general, and applied to utterances that do not contain saw. This
possible explanation is consistent with the fact that the leftward stress shift is only seen when
saw is not present in the IP.
One final note on the incredulous intonational contour is that the leftward shift of the pitch
accent mirrors that of the negator cówa, discussed earlier in Section 8.7.1. Unique intonational
phonology shared by focused elements and wh-questions (which cówa may be) is also a class in
Hla’alua, which assigns -L H- to similar elements (cf. Section 5.7.3). This may be a coincidence,
however, as the penultimate stress in cówa is not IP-final, and does not fall from an account where
the incredulous intonation is left over from the stressless exclamative saw.
8.8.5 Summary of intonational phonology in Amis
Amis is stress-final. Words are realized with a L+H* pitch accent, where the prenuclear L shifts
leftwards (including over ip boundaries). Declaratives and words in isolation have available a L%
boundary tone which forms a final fall, although not all declaratives or words in isolation seem
to surface with L%. L% may be incompatible with an utterance-final epenthetic glottal stop. For
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this reason I tentatively propose Lʔ% as the structure of the declarative boundary tone, which is
realized either as a final fall or final inserted glottal stop.
Imperatives, both positive and negative, pattern with the declaratives. Enlitics also receive
pitch accents, in addition to the pitch accents assigned to the words they are attached to.
Utterances without L% (including interrogatives, and some declaratives/etc.) have a final rise
or short plateau. The IP may comprise multiple smaller ip’s (which may include a function word,
clitics, and particles), and non-final ip’s within the IP all share this final rise (as L% is assigned at
the IP level).
Some pitch accents are reduced in magnitude based on their position within the utterance
and their syntactic structure. Pitch accents on enclitics, and those preceding the utterance-final
pitch accent may be reduced or deleted entirely.
In addition to declarative and interrogative intonation, there is also a unique intonational con-
tour used on incredulous utterances, used to show surprise or disbelief. This contour is signaled
by the pitch accent shifting leftward, similar in form to incredulous utterances which end with
the stressless exclamative saw. The material within the IP preceding the penultimate F0 peak is
likely to be a rise+plateau pattern like that seen in Puyuma interrogatives, but pending further




Bunun is a language spoken in a large geographic area, from the center to south of Taiwan’s
mountainous region.
The language has been classified into five dialects: Takituduh, Takibakha, Takbanuaz, Taki-
vatan, and Isbukun (Zeitoun, 2000b, 37). The distribution of these dialects can be seen in Table 9.1
on the following page, based on the classification in H.-C. Huang and Shih (2016, 1–2). Zeitoun
(2000b, 37) notes that Isbukun is the most divergent of the dialects, and likely was the first to
branch off from the others.
It should be noted that Bunun speakers are found in many areas alongside other tribes. For
example, the three villages in Maolin District listed in Table 9.1 are three of the six Rukai vil-
lages (cf. Section 2.1). Some of the villages in Taoyuan and Namasaia Districts contain the last
remaining speakers of Hla’alua and Kanakanavu respectively, many of whom also speak Bunun.
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Ren’ai (仁愛鄉) Wanfeng (萬豐村/曲冰); Fazhi (法治
村/武界); Zhongzheng (中正村/過坑)
Xinyi (信義鄉) Wangmei (望美村/久美)
Takibakha
(卡群方言)




Nantou Xinyi Shuanglong; Renhe (人和村); Fengqiu




Wanrong (萬榮鄉) Mayuan (馬遠村); Hongye (紅葉村);
Jianqing (見晴村); Wanrong (萬榮村);
Mingli (明利村); Xilin (西林村)
Zhuoxi (卓溪鄉) Gufeng (古風村); Zhuoqing (卓清村);
Zhuoxi (卓溪村); Taiping (太平村);
Lunshan (崙山村)




Hualien Wanrong MayuanRuisui (瑞穗鄉) Qimei (奇美村)
Isbukun
(郡群方言)




Yanping (延平鄉) Hongye (紅葉村); Taoyuan (桃源);
Yongkang (永康村); Wuling (武陵村);
Luanshan (鸞山村)
Haiduan (海端鄉) Haiduan (海端村); Kanding (崁頂村);




Taoyuan (桃源區) Baoshan (寶山里); Jianshan (建山里);
Kaochung (高中里); Taoyuan (桃源
里); Qinhe (勤和里); Fuxing (復興里);
Meishan (梅山里); Meilan (梅蘭里)
Namasia (那瑪夏區) Takanua (達卡努瓦里); Manga (瑪雅
里); Nangnisalu (南沙魯里)
Maolin (茂林區) Maolin (茂林里); Wanshan (萬山里);
Duona (多納里)
Hualien Zhuoxi Gufeng
Table 9.1: Distribution of Bunun dialects, based on H.-C. Huang and Shih (2016, 1–2).
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9.2 Data collected
The data presented in this chapter is based on a one-hour recording session with Ciang, an Is-
bukun Bunun speaker living in Kanding Village, Haiduan Township, Taitung County (臺東縣
海端鄉崁頂村). I estimate that he was 60 years of age at the time of recording (approx. birth
year 1958). The recording session took place outside his home, alongside his wife and some other
speakers who offered commentary. Only data produced by Ciang himself will be presented in
this chapter.
The recording session with Ciang took place before the prosody-focused elicitation sessions
on which many of the other analyses in this dissertation are based. Notably, a wordlist was not
elicited, and thus the majority of items in the data are full sentences. Thus, the analysis in this
chapter is less complete than that presented in other chapters. This chapter is intended more
as a first step into the study of Bunun prosody and intonation, and awaits future study both on
Isbukun Bunun, as well as the other four dialects.
9.3 Segmental inventory
The segmental inventory of Bunun is shown in Table 9.2 on the next page. There are some slight
differences between this inventory and those in other descriptions of Bunun phonology in the
literature. For example, where Zeitoun (2000b, 40) and H.-C. Huang and Shih (2016, 9) have a
voiceless uvular fricative [χ], De Busser (2009, 114) has a voiceless glottal fricative [h]. This could
be a difference in dialect, as De Busser (2009) is a study of Takivatan Bunun while the other
two consulted speakers of Isbukun. Ciang produces the uvular fricative most often, which is
consistent with the other sources on Isbukun. However, some tokens do audibly sound like [h],
and some tokens did have a lowering effect on F0, which is consistent with the breathy phonation
of a glottal fricativemoreso than oral fricatives (which often raise F0 at the following vowel onset).

































Voiceless stop p t <t>,<c> k q ʔ <’>
Preglottalized voiced stop ʔb <b> ʔd <d>
Voiceless fricative s χ <h>
Voiced fricative v ð <z>
Nasal m n ŋ <ng>
Lateral approximant l
Table 9.2: Consonant inventory of Isbukun Bunun.
The other differences between this and other descriptions of Bunun phonology are mostly su-
perficial. I have excluded loan phonemes as they do not occur in the data present here; De Busser
(2009, 113–4) lists /ɡ/ and /ʤ/ in his study.1
H.-C. Huang and Shih (2016, 9) also lists an affricate in the inventory (as [ʨ]), but in the
prose notes that [ʨ] in Isbukun is a palatalized allophone of /t/ (preceding /i/), while an affricate
phoneme /ts/ is only contrastive in Takituduh and Takibakha. Works on Isbukun generally tran-
scribe the [ʨ] allophone with the grapheme <c>, a convention which I adopt here for consistency.




Table 9.3: Vowel inventory of Bunun.
1De Busser notes that these phonemes are present in loans from Isbukun Bunun and Japanese. It is unclear what
sounds these correspond to in the loans from Isbukun, which has neither /ɡ/ nor /ʤ/.
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9.4 Additional notes on segmental phonetics and allophony
This section will present two additional discussions of segmental phonology in Bunun: a discus-
sion of the phonetic and phonological distribution of the glottal stop (Section 9.4.1; and a prelim-
inary investigation into the presence of long vowels in the surface phonetics (Section 9.4.2).
9.4.1 The glottal stop
The glottal stop is generally included in the phoneme inventory in studies of Bunun phonol-
ogy. De Busser (2009, 122) notes that the glottal stop is predictable in some environments, like
word edges and between vocalic sequences, but is also present contrastively in environments like
medial consonant sequences (e.g. ma’ma’ ‘tongue’, which contrasts with mama ‘carry on one’s
back’). The glottal stop is transcribed in all positions in works like Zeitoun (2000b), De Busser
(2009), and H.-C. Huang and Shih (2016). One exception to this convention is Nangavulan and
Ispalidav (2013), a dictionary in which only glottal stops in medial sequences are transcribed,
and are listed alongside versions with no transcribed glottal stop (for example, ‘tongue’ has two
entries labeled “ma’ma” and “mama₁”, while ‘carry on one’s back” is under “mama₂”).
In the data provided by Ciang, the presence of glottal stops is not always predictable based on
phonological environment. For example, Figure 9.1 on the next page shows spectrograms of two
productions of ka-uni-av “Use it!”.2 The two productions of ka-uni-av were at roughly the same
speech rate, and were part of a sequence of five repetitions of this word provided by Ciang. Of
them, three were produced without the glottal stop between the /au/ sequence, like that shown
2This word would be glossed ‘stat-use-imp.nsbj’ following H.-C. Huang and Shih (2016), where -av is an im-
perative suffix used when the focused element is not the subject. However, their analysis of ka- as a stative (“靜
態”) is not consistent with its use in this word. While Figure 9.1 show productions of this word in isolation, Ciang
provided this word in a translation of “Use the knife to cut the meat!”, where ‘use’ is a dynamic action, and not a
state. Nangavulan and Ispalidav (2013) list ka-uni as bimorphemic, although all forms with the proposed uni root
are preceded by ka-. They analyze ka- as a prefix meaning “do; make; gather; cut timber; fructify; grow corn” (“做；
製造；採收；採伐，結果實；長穗”). I leave a more complete morphological and semantic analysis of the /kauni/
sequence to future research.































Figure 9.1: Spectrogram of two productions of ka-uni-av “Use it!” in Bunun without (a) and with
(b) intervocalic glottal stop, produced by Ciang.
in Figure 9.1(a), while two had the glottal stop, like that shown in Figure 9.1(b).
The presence of glottal stops at the word edge are also difficult to diagnose given the surface
acoustics of the data provided by Ciang. (Otherwise) vowel-initial words in Ciang’s speech are
often produced with an abrupt vowel onset that may be expected if a glottal stop is present,
but I have found no clear examples of laryngealization that would indicate glottal activity word-
initially, as has been the case in some of the other languages where glottal stops are apparent
word-initially in the surface phonetics (for example, see the discussion on the initial glottal stop-
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zero contrast in Kanakanavu in Section 4.4.1).
Many examples of word-final laryngealization are apparent in the recordings of Ciang, how-
ever they are not limited to (otherwise) vowel-final words, but many other voiced codas, espe-
cially during nasals. While most do not contain a ‘creak’ visible on the spectrogram (cf. examples
from Mantauran Rukai in Section 2.4.2.2), many final voiced consonants include a sharp drop in
F0 followed by a lack of trackable pitch, during a period where the consonant is still audible. It
is unclear whether this is the output of any particular phonological element: Ciang has a lower
pitch range than most speakers consulted for this dissertation’s study, often reaching depths of
80Hz, and perhaps this is a threshold under which modal voice cannot be sustained in Ciang’s
oral tract. Thus, ‘laryngealization’ in this environment is not necessarily diagnostic of a glot-
tal element present in the phonology, and this environment is best revisited, for example with
speakers who use a higher pitch range.
Medial consonant sequences containing glottal stops, i.e. the only true evidence for a glottal
stop-zero contrast in Bunun, do not appear in the recorded materials of Ciang presented here.
In addition, the presence of glottal stops is variable even when the same word is repeated un-
der similar conditions, laryngealization in Ciang’s speech may not be indicative of any underly-
ing phonological element, and other Formosan languages studied in this dissertation have been
shown to have interactions between the presence of glottal stops and intonational phonology
even higher than the word-level (cf. the discussion of Kavalan in Section 7.7.6). For these rea-
sons, I opt to omit glottal stops from the transcriptions presented in this chapter, pending further
investigation into what factors may affect whether they surface, and consequently what place
they have in Bunun phonology.
9.4.2 Vowel quantity
Previous descriptions of Bunun transcribe long vowels in the language, at least in narrow tran-
scriptions. One source of long vowels is a minimal word constraint, described by Zeitoun (2000b,
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45), De Busser (2009, 141), and H.-C. Huang and Shih (2016, 20). For example, Zeitoun notes an
alternation between huud ‘drink’ with a long vowel when produced in isolation, versus hud-an,
where the addition of the locative focus suffix -an fulfills the bimoraic minimal word without
lengthening of the vowel.3 De Busser (2009, 141) notes that while the alternation can be de-
scribed synchronically as a minimal word constraint, many monosyllabic roots in Bunun derive
historically from disyllables having undergone lenition and deletion of a medial consonant. Fi-
nally, Nangavulan and Ispalidav’s (2013) dictionary lists forms like huud-an, implying that the
long vowels are always present on these lexical items, and do not take part in an alternation when
affixed.
While the recordings of Ciang do contain pairs of suffixed vs. unsuffixed monosyllabic roots,
it is difficult to say whether the length alternation is actually occurring in his speech. If a vowel
length alternation exists, it is at least partially obscured by other phonetic patterns in the lan-
guage. For example, there may be independent lengthening of the penult. Ciang produced many
tokens of danum ‘water’, in which the penultimate /a/ is generally around twice as long as the
ultima’s /u/ (examples to be seen in Figures 9.3 and 9.4).
Another confounding factor is peak delay: like in Piuma Paiwan (cf. Section 6.6.2.3), the F0
peak aligned to the prominent syllable in Bunun often does not reach its maximum until after the
vowel offset, i.e. during the following consonant or even sometimes early in the ultima’s vowel.
An example can be seen in Figure 9.4 on page 486, in which the peak on hu(u)d-a is expected
during the /u/ but surfaces around the offset of the following /d/. The reason that peak delay is
relevant to the discussion of vowel quantity is that some evidence for a lengthened vowel may
come in the form of the vowel bearing two tone-bearing units (TBU’s). As peak delay is gradient
(recall the discussion on Paiwan), this creates ambiguity in where F0 peaks are anchored, and
thus also in how many anchor points are present.
3Zeitoun (2000b, 45) writes the latter as “hu-dan”. I am assuming the placement of the hyphen here is either as
a syllable boundary, or is a typographic error. The same word is transcribed “hud-an” on the previous page, in a
discussion of final devoicing.

















Figure 9.2: Pitch track of huud ‘drink’ in Bunun, produced by Ciang.
As an example of a monosyllabic root appearing in the recordings of Ciang appearing in both
suffixed and unsuffixed forms, a pitch track of huud ‘drink’ is shown in Figure 9.2.4 Here, the
/u/ has a duration of 106ms, and seems to be able to host two tonal targets, given the fall in F0
characteristic of a post-nuclear L. Given that F0 peaks often occur late into the vowel or even
following its offset, the earlier peak here may also indicate that the pitch accent is aligned to the
first of two morae.5
Two examples of huud used within a larger utterance can be seen in Figures 9.3 and 9.4 on













4Note that there is no pitch during the coda as word-final obstruents are devoiced. Thus, the surfacing segmental
material in this token is [huːt].
5The initial rise in F0 may be due to interference from the preceding /χ/, which in this language often has a
lowering effect (possibly due to a glottal variant [h]). Thus, the peak may have been even earlier if not for the
microprosodic effect of the onset.
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Figure 9.3: Pitch track of huud saikin danum “I drink water.” in Bunun, produced by Ciang.















Figure 9.4: Pitch track of hu(u)d-a danum=tan “Drink the water!” in Bunun, produced by Ciang.
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If there is a length alternation between unsuffixed and suffixed forms, then the unsuffixed
huud in Figure 9.3 (which is the actor focus form of the verb; Nangavulan and Ispalidav [2013])
should show lengthening, while hu(u)d-a in Figure 9.4 should not show lengthening if the imper-
ative suffix -a counts towards the minimal word. However, neither prediction is consistent with
these tokens. The unsuffixed huud in Figure 9.3 is shorter than many of the singleton vowels at
52ms, short enough that little F0 movement is evident during the vowel. On the other hand, the
suffixed hu(u)d-a in Figure 9.4, while expected to have a shorter vowel, is slightly longer (68ms)
and is able to host a F0 rise indicative of two tonal targets.
An example of the possible lengthening of the penult/stressed syllable that may confound
the investigation of vowel quantity can be seen in Figure 9.5 on the next page, a pitch track of
the phrase in (152). This phrase contains what is transcribed as a long [aː] by H.-C. Huang and









As can be seen in the pitch track, the two realizations of /a/ are nearly identical in length:
the /a/ in i-naam is 118ms while the /a/ in danum is 116ms (compared to the /u/, which is 34ms).
Instead of proposing a lengthening rule specific to monosyllabic roots in isolation, perhaps a rule
that better fits the surface data for speakers like Ciang would be a rule that lengthens all stressed
syllables (which includes the single syllable of unsuffixed monosyllabic roots). As in many of the
other Formosan languages studied in this dissertation, the relationship between stress and vowel
duration is not always predictable, or categorical, and the lengthening on stressed syllables may
6It can be assumed from this and other transcriptions in the work that prefixes like the possessive i- do not count
towards the minimal word in Bunun. This is consistent with other Formosan languages in which material aligned to
the left edge is not part of the domain of stress assignment, such as Paiwan (cf. Sections 6.4.4 and 6.5.4), and certain
prefixal material in Kanakanavu (cf. Sections 4.6.2 and 4.7.3) and Mantauran Rukai (cf. Section 2.4.6.6).
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Figure 9.5: Pitch track of i-naam tu danum ‘our (excl.) water’ in Bunun, produced by Ciang.
simply be duration functioning as a cue for prominence as opposed to a formal rewrite rule as
presented in works like H.-C. Huang and Shih (2016, 20).
9.5 Syllable structure and prominence
Bunun is described in the literature as having penultimate stress. This section will discuss how
stress is assigned, with special reference to vocalic sequences (Section 9.5.1), and morphology
(Section 9.5.2).
9.5.1 Vocalic sequences and prominence
H.-C. Huang and Shih (2016, 16) describe the maximal Bunun syllable as underlyingly /CVVC/,
where one of the vowels undergoes glide formation.7 Stress is assigned to the penultimate syl-
lable, unless the final syllable contains a sequence of two vowels, in which case it is this final
syllable that bears stress (p.17). It should be noted that a different pattern has been described
for at least one variety of Bunun, namely the Isbukun Bunun spoken in Xinyi Township, Nantou
7Long vowels (or identical vowel sequences) are seemingly excluded from the typology. As Bunun is a three-
vowel system /a/ /i/ /u/, this means that a non-identical vowel sequence will always contain a high vowel, and it is
this vowel that supposedly undergoes glide formation.
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County. P. J.-K. Li (1997, 306) describes this dialect as having primarily ultimate stress, with some
exceptional penultimate-stress words (all of shape CVVC in the provided examples), and some
speakers using penultimate stress in free variation with ultimate stress. As expected, Ciang does
not exhibit this pattern, but the penultimate stress of Isbukun as spoken in Taitung (C.-H. Wu,
2002, 68) and Kaohsiung Counties (H.-C. J. Huang, 2005, 8). H.-C. J. Huang (2008, 5) also notes
minimal pairs for stress in (Kaohsiung) Isbukun Bunun such as tápa ‘shelf’ vs. tapá ‘blanket’,
however notes that unpredictable stress is marginal. I did not attempt to re-elicit this pair, and
stress is predictable in the data elicited from Ciang.
The data presented by H.-C. Huang and Shih here could more easily be described as a sys-
tem where stress is assigned to the penultimate mora, which would fall on a heavy ultima, or
otherwise on a penult preceding a light ultima. The only data presented by the authors that
would contradict such an analysis is when the ultima is what they describe as a CGVC syllable,
where the first vocoid is high (and supposedly undergoes glide formation). In this case, the au-
thors describe the stress being assigned to full vowel: makuang ‘bad’ is transcribed narrowly as
[ma.kwáŋ], instead of an expected *[ma.kúaŋ] or *[ma.kẃaŋ].
This analysis is necessary if the /u/ in makuang is assumed to undergo glide formation, as
glides like [w] fill a consonant slot and are not expected to bear tone. However, this analysis has
two problems: i) first, glide formation is not posited on the basis of any acoustic properties of the
vocoids transcribed as [w] and [j], and thus is poorly-evidenced and not good motivation for an
analysis of ultimate stress; and ii) peak delay is present generally in the language, and if F0 peaks
do surface on the [a] of a /ua/ sequence, this is not unexpected even if the peak is anchored to
the /u/. For these reasons, I exclude both glide formation and ultimate stress from my analysis of
Bunun pending better evidence.
That being said, there is evidence in the recordings of Ciang that, at least in his idiolect,
some vocalic sequences may be tautosyllabic. For example, the pitch tracks of saicia ‘3sg.obl’ in
Figure 9.6 on the following page show that the pitch accent’s peak is aligned to the first /i/ and
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Figure 9.6: Pitch tracks of two tokens of saicia ‘3sg.obl’ in Bunun, produced by Ciang.
















Figure 9.7: Pitch track of i-naicia ‘their’ in Bunun, produced by Ciang.
not the second: saícia instead of the expected *saicía with stress on the penultimate mora.8 A
similar structure is seen in Figure 9.7, a pitch track of i-naicia ‘poss-3pl’.
Unfortunately, saicia and i-naicia are the only words in the recordings I have of Ciang which
contain a VV(C) sequence word-finally without an intervening morpheme boundary. Addition-
ally, /ia/ sequences in other words produced by Ciang do not behave similarly to that in saicia in
terms of stress assignment. For example, Figure 9.8 on the following page shows a pitch track of
ka-uni-av (the same token as shown in the spectrogram in Figure 9.1(a)), which contains a /ia/
sequence in a similar environment to saicia.9
8Note that F0 is artificially higher immediately following the release of [ʨ], labeled here with <c>, due to the
consonant’s microprosodic effect. This effect is common at the release of voiceless obstruents; see Section 2.5 for an
in-depth discussion of consonant microprosody in Mantauran Rukai for example.
9This word is an imperative, which is a class of utterances that often receives distinct intonational contours.
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Figure 9.8: Pitch track of ka-uni-av “Use it!” in Bunun, produced by Ciang.
The F0 maximum is found near the offset of /i/, which is its expected location (given the
language’s peak delay) if the penultimate /i/ is the prominent mora.
This difference in behavior between the final [ia(C)] sequence in saicia vs. ka-uni-av may be
due to a difference in phonological structure: as the /i/ and /a/ in ka-uni-av belong to different
morphemes, they are a true vowel sequence /ia/, in which each vocoid is a mora. However, the
similar sequence in saicia does not behave as a sequence of twomoraic vowels, as the pitch accent
is realized on the preceding syllable instead of on /i/.
There are two ways that the [ia] sequence in saicia can be analyzed as monomoraic. The first
is to posit that [i] is amoraic. This could be the result of glide formation, or it could be that [ʨ]
reflects a phoneme /ʨ/, and a [i] is inserted following this phoneme (after stress is assigned). This
is similar to Mandarin, a contact language used by speakers like Ciang, in which alveolopalatals
(/ɕʰ/ /ʨ/ /ʨʰ/) are always followed by a high front vocoid ([i] or [y]). These vocoids have resisted
analysis both as members of the onset and of the nucleus (van de Weijer & Zhang, 2008, and
references therein).
An example within Formosan is Thao, in which negative imperatives surface with ultimate stress instead of the
usual penultimate stress Blust (2003, 38). In Bunun, at least as spoken by Ciang, imperatives do not interact in any
unique way with stress assignment, and the imperative suffixes -a and -av (for focused subjects vs. non-subjects,
respectively) pattern with other suffixes like the voice suffixes -an ‘locative focus’ and -un ‘patient focus’. A more
in-depth discussion of intonation in non-declarative utterances will be provided in Section 9.6.5.
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Another possibility is that some vocoid sequences in Bunun are diphthongs, like [i͡a]. The
use of diphthongs vs. vocalic sequences to distinguish mono- vs. bimoraicity has been used in
analyses like Carreira (1990), who notes the monomoraic behavior of Spanish diphthongs [ie]
and [ue] (and their alternations with monophthongs [e] and [o] respectively), to the exclusion
of true bimoraic vowel sequences like [ia]. Additional evidence for monomoraic diphthongs in
Bunun is that they have very short duration, often as short or shorter than monophthongs, even
when in penultimate (stressed) position. An example of this was seen in the pitch track in Figure
9.3, where saikin’s penultimate [ai] is nearly the same duration as the ultima’s [i]. An additional
example can be seen in Figure 9.9 on the next page, a pitch track of the sentence in (153).10
Again, the [ai] sequence in saikin is shorter than the following [i] despite being in a position of









Without additional evidence, it is impossible to determine with certainty whether the [ia]
sequence in saicia is monomoraic due to being a diphthong versus the [i] being an offglide of
[ʨ] (which must be then added to the phonemic inventory). Such evidence would take the shape
of word-final VV(C)# sequences that do not follow [ʨ], which should pattern with saicia if the
language has monomoraic diphthongs, versus patterning with ka-uni-av if [i] is an offglide of a
phonemic /ʨ/.
10I have glossed the infix <in> here as a past tense, however descriptions of Bunun syntax vary in how they treat
this morpheme. Zeitoun (2000b) and H.-C. Huang and Shih (2016) analyze this morpheme as an experiential aspect
marker; the former translates the morpheme with the equivalent marker in Chinese (“過”), while the latter glosses it
directly as ‘experiential aspect’ (“經驗貌”). De Busser (2009, 560) analyzes the infix as marking both past tense and
referential aspect.
It should also be noted that su ‘2sg.obl’ is generally treated as an enclitic by authors like H.-C. Huang and Shih
(2016). I have not found any examples of this morpheme encliticized to free pronouns like saikin ‘1sg.nom’ in these
works. Additionally, the sequence saikin su does not show the intonational phonology expected from a word+clitic
sequence, which will be discussed in Section 9.6.2. Thus, I am analyzing su as a standalone word, at least for speakers
like Ciang.
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Figure 9.9: Pitch track of s<in>adu saikin su “I saw you.” in Bunun, produced by Ciang.
9.5.2 The domain of stress assignment
One diagnostic for the prosodic word in Bunun is the vowel length alternation described by
Zeitoun (2000b), De Busser (2009), and H.-C. Huang and Shih (2016) as satisfying a minimal word
constraint. As discussed in Section 9.4.2, suffixes like the locative focus -an count towards the
minimal word. If vowels like the /a/ in i-naam ‘poss-1pl.excl’ (seen in Figure 9.5 on page 488)
are long, as they appear to be (and appear so in descriptions like H.-C. Huang and Shih [2016]),
then prefixes are excluded from this domain.
Suffixes can also affect the location of the prominent syllable. For example, the stress in ka-
uní-av “Use it!” (seen in Figure 9.8 on page 491) is on the penultimate mora of the full word
including the non-subject imperative suffix -av, and not the penult on the unsuffixed root (*ka-
úni-av). Another example can be seen in Figure 9.10 on the following page, a pitch track of the
sentence in (154).11
11Bunun has both CV- and Ca- reduplication, used for a variety of purposes. While I cannot say for certain how
reduplication was being used in example (154), De Busser (2009, 395) notes one use of CV-reduplication as marking
habituality on verbs, and one example uses m-aun similarly to the example here. Oddly, De Busser considers this
morpheme an infix, although in all provided examples the attachment site is at a morpheme boundary. For this
reason, I transcribe it as a prefix here.
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Here, the F0 maximum on ma-m-aun-an appears during the /n/ following the penultimate
mora /u/. Given the peak delay found generally in Ciang’s speech, this is not unexpected as
a realization of ma-m-aún-an where prominence is on /u/, the penultimate mora of a domain
including the locative focus suffix -an.
Enclitics, in contrast to suffixes, are not part of the domain of stress assignment. For example,
Figure 9.11 on the next page shows a pitch track of the sentence in (155). Here, s<in>ádu=in
‘<pst>see=pfv’ surfaces with a F0 maximum on /a/, which is only the penult of the word if
the perfective aspect enclitic =in is excluded from the domain of stress assignment. This can
be compared to the non-cliticized s<in>ádu in Figure 9.9 on the preceding page, which has a








There was one case in which the enclitic =in seemed to affect the position of stress. This was
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Figure 9.11: Pitch track of s<in>adu=in saikin su “I’ve seen you.” in Bunun, produced by Ciang.
in productions of the sentence in (156). Pitch tracks of the three tokens Ciang provided can be








In all three productions of this sentence, m-<in>aun=in ‘eaten’ appears with a pitch peak
during the [u] or [n], but never on [a], which is the expected penultimate mora. This peak being
realized so late could be due to one of four reasons: i) the /ma/ sequence is analyzed as prefixal
material, and /u/ is the only tone-bearing segment in the domain of stress assignment;12 ii) [au]
here is a monomoraic diphthong, in the same way that [ia] and [ai] may be (cf. the discussion
in Section 9.5.1); iii) stress is assigned at the mora level but realized on the syllable as a whole,
so while /a/ is the prominent syllable, the pitch accent is aligned with the syllable [nau] and
appears late in the syllable as it is in all other syllables; or iv) the tokens of this sentence (and of
all utterances containing ‘eat’ in the recordings I have of Ciang) happen to exhibit a high degree
12maun, the actor focus form of the verb ‘to eat’, is analyzed as a fusion of the actor focus prefix m- and the root
kaun by H.-C. Huang and Shih (2016). Nangavulan and Ispalidav (2013) analyze the word as a fusion of ma-, another
allomorph of the actor focus prefix, and kaun. This latter analysis is somewhat more compatible with the exclusion
of /a/ from the domain of stress assignment in this word, if in fact /a/’s exclusion from the domain is necessary for
an analysis of m<in>aún=in.
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Figure 9.12: Pitch tracks of three tokens of m-<in>aun=in saikin haising “I’ve eaten food.” in
Bunun, produced by Ciang.
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of peak delay, and this peak really is aligned to /a/.
Of these possible analyses, the coincidental extra peak delay (iv) is the least strong. Exclud-
ing /a/ from the domain of stress (i) or proposing a monomoraic diphthong (ii) have the benefit
of not requiring extra structures to be proposed in the language’s phonology. A syllable-based
realization of stress (iii) diverges from the many mora-aligned stress systems analyzed in this
dissertation, and belies the evidence of Bunun stress assignment being mora-based (cf. Section
9.5.1). It can perhaps converge with the analysis of diphthongs (analysis [ii]) given additional
evidence: the major obstacle to a general penultimate-syllable stress system in Bunun is a lack
of syllabification judgments for sequences like ka-uni-av. For example, if the bimoraic sequences
like /ia/ are all heterosyllabic ([ka.u.ni.av]), then both the assignment and realization of stress can
occur at the syllable level, and is not sensitive to the number of vocoids present in the syllable.
This is a point in the analysis at which I pass the baton to future studies of Bunun prosody.
For a definitive analysis of Bunun stress, the following questions must be answered: i) is /u/ the
anchor point for the pitch accent inm-<in>aun=in?; ii) is there evidence formorpheme boundaries
in fusional forms like maun (< m(a)- + kaun)?; iii) do Bunun speakers syllabify sequences like /ia/
differently in words like saicia vs. ka-uni-av?
9.6 Intonation
The discussion of Bunun intonation will take place in six parts: first, the intonation of words
produced in isolation (Section 9.6.1; then the intonational phonology of words with enclitics
(Section 9.6.2); next, a discussion of the phonological structure of the pitch accent (Section 9.6.3);
followed by phrase-level intonation (Section 9.6.4); and finally, a discussion of non-declarative
utterances in the language’s intonational phonology (Section 9.6.5). Section 9.6.6 will provide a
summary of the intonational phonology.
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Figure 9.13: Pitch tracks of two tokens of mihumisang ‘3sg.obl’ in Bunun, produced by Ciang.
9.6.1 Intonation of words produced in isolation
Words in isolation in Bunun are producedwith a F0 peak on the penultimate syllable, representing
an H in the pitch accent melody. The peak is preceded and followed by a fall in F0, thus a L tonal
target exists in each direction.
The L preceding the peak spreads leftward; i.e. there is a sharp rise in F0 on the syllable
with the peak preceded by a relatively flat low tone on the preceding material in the word. This
spreadingwas seen in the pitch track of ka-uni-av in Figure 9.8 on page 491. The longest word (ex-
cluding those with ambiguous V(.)V sequences) in the data provided by Ciang is the four-syllable
expressionmihumisang ‘hello/goodbye’.13 Thiswordwas also producedwith L-spreading preced-
ing the peak, as seen in the pitch tracks in Figure 9.13, albeit somewhat obscured by consonant
microprosody.
It is also apparent from the pitch tracks of ka-uni-av and mihumisang that the L targets on
either side of the peak may reach a similar frequency, or one (often the post-peak L) may be
much lower than the other. The difference between these seems to simply be due to variation, or
13This word is analyzed by Nangavulan and Ispalidav (2013) as derivative of mihumis ‘live’. The remaining ang is
most likely a continuative aspect maker (i.e. the phrase would literally mean something like ‘keep living’), analyzed
by Nangavulan and Ispalidav (2013) as a suffix but by H.-C. Huang and Shih (2016) as an enclitic. Given that this
material is part of the domain of stress assignment, either it is a suffix instead of an enclitic (as opposed to the
perfective aspect marker =in), or this form has been fossilized given its idiomatic use. I assume the latter is true,
pending additional evidence of =ang’s behavior in less-idiomatic expressions.
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perhaps is reflective of variation in non-tonal laryngeal activity at the word edge that may affect
the pitch track.
When the pitch accent is aligned to the first syllable of the word, there is often no rise in F0
preceding the peak. This can be seen in the pitch track of huud ‘drink’ in Figure 9.3 on page 486,
with no pre-peak rise, and in Figure 9.2 on page 485, which has only a modest rise. In cases like
the latter, preceding consonant microprosody may be the cause of small rises preceding the peak.
More evidence is necessary to untangle the behavior of word-initial pitch accents, perhaps in-
volving monosyllables beginning with high-sonority onsets that may have a lesser microprosodic
effect.
9.6.2 Intonation of words with enclitics
As was discussed in Section 9.5.2, enclitics are not included in the domain of stress assignment,
and words that surface with an enclitic have a F0 maximum (or at least evidence of a H tonal
target) in the same position as if the word were produced without the enclitic.
Clitics in Bunun do, however, interact with the intonational phonology in an interesting way.
When a word surfaces with one or more clitic, there is generally a plateau beginning from the
stressed syllable of the word and ending on the final clitic. Two examples of this can be seen in
Figures 9.14–9.15 on page 501, which are pitch tracks of the sentences in (157–158).14
14The infix <i> is described by both De Busser (2009, 559) and H.-C. Huang and Shih (2016, 20–1) as an allomorph of
<in>, and thus I have glossed it the same way (although De Busser notes that <i> might convey the tense information
without the aspect information associated with <in>). H.-C. Huang and Shih claim that there is a conditioning
environment that predicts the use of <i> vs. <in>, that may be sensitive to the length of the word and the first vowel
being /a/. However, both allomorphs are available on sadu, as evidenced both by their presence in the data provided
by Ciang, and the forms listed in Nangavulan and Ispalidav (2013).
Another note regarding the pitch tracks in Figures 9.14–9.15 is that each of them contains the word saicia with
the pitch accent aligned to the second /i/ instead of the first as seen in other pitch tracks in this chapter, as well as in
other productions by Ciang in the recorded data I have of him. I’m not sure why there are two distinct realizations
of this word (or whether the realizations are distinct in a phonological sense). This may be a case of stress shifting
to avoid a clash, like English thirtéen vs. thírteen mén.














“Hey, I saw him.”
In Figure 9.14, the plateau spans from the penultimate /u/ of sa<i>dú-an to the clitic =in (peak
delay permitting). Figure 9.15 has a similar word sa<i>du-an=in=ik with a second clitic, and the
plateau ends on this clitic instead.
9.6.3 Phonological structure of the pitch accent
The intonational contour of words in isolation without a clitic was comprised of three tonal tar-
gets, the spreading pre-peak L, the peak’s H, and the L at the end of the word. As no post-peak
L surfaces when a clitic follows, it may not be part of the pitch accent melody.
An analysis of the Bunun pitch accent melody(/ies) that can encompass both words produced
with and without a pitch accent can proceed in one of two ways. Either i) the post-peak L is not
part of a pitch accent melody but a boundary tone L%, or ii) the intonational phonology of words
with clitics reflects a single melody that includes this post-peak L somehow.
If the post-peak L is a boundary tone L%, then words are assigned a pitch accent melody LH,
and clitics are assigned a pitch accent melody of H. The H targets of the word and clitic(s) form a
plateau when the F0 contour is interpolated between them. While requiring two separate pitch
accent melodies, separate pitch accent melodies for words vs. clitics are found in Kanakanavu
(cf. Section 4.7.2).
Attempts to analyze word+clitic intonation in Bununwith a single LHLmelody run into other
issues. If the melody is assigned to both prominent syllables (the primary stress on the word, and
the final clitic of the clitic cluster), then the two L targets between the peaks must be deleted by a
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Figure 9.14: Pitch track of sa<i>du-an=in siakin saicia “I saw him.” in Bunun, produced by Ciang.

















Figure 9.15: Pitch track of ai, sa<i>du-an=in=ik saicia “Hey, I saw him.” in Bunun, produced by
Ciang.
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rule that would fail to be evidenced elsewhere in the language’s phonology, given that alternating
H L H sequences are not affected unless the H’s are in a word+clitic sequence. For this reason, I
adopt the two-melody analysis instead.
The LH melody aligned to full words can have two possible structures: {LH}* where the full
melody is aligned to the prominent syllable, or L+H* where H is aligned to the prominent syllable
and L to the preceding syllable. In the comparative study of Piuma and Sandimen Paiwan pitch
accent alignment in Section 6.6.2, it was noted that the difference between {LH}* and L+H* has
been used by some scholars to describe differences between languages with and without signifi-
cant peak delay, and this difference in phonological structure was adopted in order to encode the
differences in peak delay between the two varieties of Paiwan under study. Given that Bunun (at
least the Isbukun Bunun spoken by Ciang) shows similar peak delay to Piuma Paiwan, I adopt
the {LH}* structure for the pitch accent on full words. This melody may be reduced to H* when
aligned to a word-initial syllable (to be elaborated further in Section 9.6.4). H* is the pitch accent
melody assigned to clitics.15
9.6.4 Intonation of declarative utterances
The intonation of declarative utterances is generally a sequence of the rise-fall pattern seen in








“He is hit by me.”
15H.-C. Huang and Shih (2016) describe clitics that may have more than one syllable, such as =tia, glossed as
‘finite non-subject’ (“限定詞.非主格”). How these clitics behave may shed light on additional patterns in Bunun’s
intonational phonology. For example, does the plateau extend to the first syllable of the final clitic or the final syllable
of the clitic cluster? And is the plateau maintained if a multisyllabic clitic is non-final within the cluster, or is a L
tonal target aligned to the end of these longer clitics? As I have not elicited any data containing multisyllabic clitics
in my session with Ciang, I cannot comment on their behavior here, and must defer to future work on the topic.
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Figure 9.16: Pitch track ofma-ludah saia mazaku “He is hit by me.” in Bunun, produced by Ciang.
Here, all three words show a clear rise-peak-fall pattern as expected.
When a declarative utterance is comprised of a sequence of disyllables, a different F0 contour
surfaces. In this case, instead of oscillating between the top and bottom of the pitch range, the
L target at the end of one word and the H starting the next word are at the same level. The best
examples can be seen in Figure 9.12 on page 496, in which the word-final falls of m-<in>aun=in,
saikin, and haising end at the same level as the peak on the following syllable. Another example
can be seen in Figure 9.14 on page 501, where the fall at the end of sa<i>du-an=in ends at the
same level as the initial peak on saikin.
A similar patternwas seen in Kanakanavu, not across words but at theword-enclitic boundary
(cf. Section 4.7.2). Thiswas analyzed as the peak of the clitic having a downstepped !H tonal target
aligned to the clitic. Downstep in Kanakanavu, like in the Niger-Congo languages it originally
described, is iterative, and subsequent H tones (until the end of the utterance or a pitch reset)
become incrementally lower in F0. The same can be seen in the pitch accents in Figure 9.12.
The difference between the downstepped pitch accents in Figure 9.12 and the non-downstepped
pitch accents in Figure 9.16 can be explained by the former having word-initial pitch accents as
the target of downstep. While I tentatively analyzed word-initial pitch accents as having a H*
melody (where the L has been deleted) in Section 9.6.2, another analysis is possible wherein the
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expected {LH}* is fused to !H* when both targets are realized on the word-initial syllable. With
this analysis, the difference in word-initial and word-internal pitch accents can be captured with-
out requiring a deletion rule for the prenuclear L.
This leaves one final question: if the post-peak L is not part of the pitch accent melody, then
how is it assigned? The simplest way would be to have this L be a boundary tone assigned at
a domain boundary. However, within the recordings I have of Ciang, I have no evidence that
this domain would be any larger than the word plus any encliticized material. Given that the
juncture between these domains does not routinely exhibit pauses, final lengthening, or pitch
resets, an analysis wherein each word(+clitics) is an IP (intonational phrase) that houses L% is
unlikely. These word(+clitics) domains could instead each be an ip (intermediate phrase) within
a larger IP, which would explain the lack of juncture, but still be lacking as the IP level would be
associated with no phonology.16
The only alternative is to add this L target to both pitch accent melodies, and stipulate a
number of rules to shift and delete them to derive the tonalmelodies that surface. As this approach
is inherently more complicated, and involves more stipulated rules (that may or may not hold
across the language’s intonational phonology generally), I err on the side of the post-peak L being
a boundary tone, which I will label L%. Whether L% is assigned at the level of the IP, ip, or some
other domain like the prosodic word or phrase, can not be definitively known without additional
evidence from future study. This evidence may take the form of evidence for the domain of L%
containing more than one content word, or perhaps final rises or other IP-level phonology that
simply did not arise during my session with Ciang.
16If, like Jeng (1977) describes for Takbanuaz Bunun, there really were an utterance-final rise H% on polar inter-
rogatives, this would cease to be an issue. Alas, pending further investigation of Isbukun, I have found no evidence
of phonology at the IP level if not L%, or mid-utterance pauses that may or may not be hesitation, or some other
reflect some other non-phonological condition.
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9.6.5 Intonation of non-declarative utterances
Interestingly, while the recordings I have of Ciang include polar interrogatives and imperatives,
neither utterance type surfaced with intonation that could not be analyzed with the same ele-
ments as declarative utterances.
Polar (‘yes/no’) interrogatives in Bunun, at least as produced by Ciang, do not show a final
rise as they do in many other languages (including Tsou; cf. Section 3.8.2.2). Bunun is not alone
in Formosan to not have unique question intonation; Kanakanavu similarly shows no difference
between declarative and polar interrogative intonation (barring tag questions; cf. Section 4.7.4).
It should be noted that one description of Bunun, namely Jeng (1977, 53), notes a final rise on polar
interrogatives, as opposed to declarative, wh-interrogative, assertive and imperative utterances,
which all pattern together. As Jeng’s book is describing the Takbanuaz Bunun of Xinyi Township,
perhaps the lack of distinct polar interrogative intonation in Ciang’s speech is a feature of Isbukun
Bunun specifically, or a generational difference.
An example of a polar interrogative from the data provided by Ciang is shown in Figure 9.17
on the following page, a pitch track of the question in (160). Apparent in this pitch track is the







“Do you eat food?”
In this example, the interrogative is signaled by the morpheme adu, which is analyzed by H.-
C. Huang and Shih (2016) as a proclitic. As seen in Figure 9.17, it receives its own pitch accent.
This can be due to a few possible reasons: i) it is not a proclitic but a full word; ii) proclitics
of more than one syllable receive a pitch accent; or iii) clitic clusters of a certain size receive a
pitch accent. Additional investigation into proclitics and interrogatives in Bunun is necessary to
definitively identify the source of this pitch accent. It should be noted that the polar interrogatives
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Figure 9.17: Pitch track of adu=na=m-aun kasu haising “Do you eat food?” in Bunun, produced
by Ciang.
described by Jeng (1977) in Takbanuaz Bunun did not require adu or any other mandatory overt
interrogative marker, and thus the interrogative intonation in Takbanuaz was found on strings
that could otherwise be declaratives with different intonation. Perhaps the unique interrogative
intonation in Takbanuaz is simply unneccessary in Isbukun given the overt marker adu.
Imperative utterances generally had the same rise-fall pattern as other words in isolation, with
the imperative suffix (-a or -av, depending on the theta role of the case-marked element) included
in the domain of stress assignment. When Ciang produced words with an imperative suffix in
isolation, often they were produced faster and with a higher pitch range than usual, although
this in itself may simply be ‘expressive’, and symbolic of the request moreso than reflective of
any additional phonological element. As can be seen in the pitch tracks of maun-a “Eat!” in
Figure 9.18 on the next page, the final fall often did not end as low as the prenuclear L, the
opposite of the pattern in other words produced in isolation. However, this too may be an extra
layer of emphasis moreso than a phonological element, and the raised pitch range may also affect
the height of the L targets.
When verbs with imperative suffixes were part of a larger imperative utterance with other
material, there was no identifiable difference between these utterances and the declaratives in
terms of their intonational phonology. An example can be seen in Figure 9.19 on page 508, a
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Figure 9.18: Pitch tracks of four tokens of maun-a ‘eat.af-imp’ in Bunun, produced by Ciang.
pitch track of the phrase in (161). The surfacing F0 has the same oscillating rise-fall pattern as in











“Use the knife to cut the meat!”
While it is possible to analyze the imperative verbs produced in isolation as having an ‘up-
stepped’ final L, the fact that utterance-internal imperative verbs show a regular L target suggests
that such an analysis is premature. While it may be the case that imperative verbs produced in iso-
lation vs. within larger imperative utterances may show differences in intonational phonology,
this is best confirmed through elicitation of additional forms, and work with additional speakers
(especially with those with higher pitch ranges than Ciang).
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Figure 9.19: Pitch track of ka-uni-av sinhaili ma-kulut a cici “Use the knife to cut the meat!” in
Bunun, produced by Ciang.
9.6.6 Summary of intonational phonology
Words in Bunun have a pitch accent aligned to the penultimate syllable (which may not be the
penultimate mora). This pitch accent has a {LH}* melody, where the peak surfaces with a delay.
If the full {LH}* pitch accent is aligned to the initial syllable of the word, then the L and H targets
fuse to a !H tonal target that is level with the end of a preceding word’s final fall (L). The L of
(non-fused) {LH}* spreads leftward to the word edge.
Clitics have a separate H* pitch accent melody aligned to them, which forms a plateau with
the H of the host word’s {LH}* (and possibly the H* of intervening clitics).
Following the H peak or H…H plateau is a L tonal target at the end of the word. This is the
L% boundary tone, assigned at some level of the prosodic hierarchy to be determined in future
study.
Declarative, polar interrogative, and imperative utterances all show the same phrase-level
intonation, which is composed of the word-level intonation in sequence. Each successive !H




Seediq is one of two branches of the Atayalic languages, the other being Atayal. It is spoken by
both the Seediq people and the Truku people, who have a distinct ethnic identity and have gained
government recognition. For example, the Council of Indigenous Peoples (CIP) hosts a separate
dictionary for Truku (C.-F. Tong & Langaw, 2013) versus ‘Seediq’ (L.-M. Sung & Pawan, 2013,
based on the Tgdaya dialect). The CIP’s 2016 grammar series also had separate entries for Truku
(Lee & Nowbucyang, 2016) and Seediq (L.-M. Sung, 2016b, also based on Tgdaya).1 The Truku
also give their name to Taroko National Park in northern Hualien and the surrounding counties,
which is one of the most-visited tourist sites in the country.
Seediq is generally split into three dialects: Tgdaya, Toda, and Truku. Lee (2015, 93) notes
that the dialects have roughly 5,000, 4,000, and 25,000 speakers respectively. Their geographic
distribution can be seen in Figure 10.1 on the following page, where the dark-shaded areas show
the Tgdaya (or ‘Paran’) dialect, and the light-shaded areas show the Toda- and Truku-speaking
areas combined. The Toda and Truku areas are both bifurcated by part of the Central Mountain
1This split is similar to that of Sakizaya from Amis, discussed in Section 8.1.
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Figure 10.1: Detail map of the Seediq-speaking area, from Holmer (1996, 10).
Range, across which at least Toda has some “sub-dialect” differences, described by Lee (2015).2
10.2 Data collected
Theanalysis in this chapter is based on data thatwas collected before the prosody-focused ‘survey’-
style elicitation sessions on which many of the other chapters’ analyses are based. This means
two things for the analysis in this chapter. First, that it is preliminary, and more of a ‘first step’
into the study of prosodic structure and intonation in Seediq. Second, the available data is not
equally suited to investigating all of the topics within the study of prosody. Namely, the bulk of
the data available to me is in the form of full sentences, as no wordlist was elicited. This leaves
some gaps in the study of Seediq prosody at the word level.
The data presented here are also more fragmented than that presented in other chapters, by
the number of speakers consulted, their diverse linguistic backgrounds, and the conditions under
2Lee (2015) uses a specific definition of “sub-dialect”. While the term seems to imply that structural differences
between sub-dialects may be lesser in magnitude than those between full dialects, instead this terminology is em-
ployed at least partly to allow for differences between subgroups that share a cultural identity at the “dialect” level.
The differences between Central and Eastern Toda that Lee describes include differences in lexicon, segmental sound
correspondences, stress assignment patterns, and some aspects of the morphosyntax.
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which the data were elicited. The data elicited by me are from two recording sessions. The first
is of a male Truku speaker named Banay Molo, and his wife Apay Awi, who speaks Toda. Both
are around 50 years of age (approx. birth year 1968), and an hour of recordings were taken in
their home in Puli. The second recording session was with a male Tgdaya speaker named Sapu
in Tongan Village (南豐村眉溪部落), east of Puli in Ren’ai Township (仁愛鄉). I estimate that
Sapu is around 70 years of age (approx. birth year 1947).
There is also data presented here that was elicited by Arthur Holmer. This includes excerpts
from recordings with the Tgdaya speaker and language teacher Dakis Pawan, the Toda speaker
Watan Diro, and the Truku speakers Peto Ukan and Jiro Urus.3 All of these speakers are male,
and were roughly ‘middle-aged’ at the time of recording (2008–2009).
Due to the paucity of the data presented here, I elect not to separate the analyses into discrete
sections on the separate dialects (as was done for the chapters on Rukai and Paiwan), but will
instead present a unified account with dialect differences noted when relevant.
10.3 Segmental inventory
The varieties of Seediq vary in some features of their segmental inventory. Instead of presenting
the inventories of each dialect separately, I will discuss the inventory of Tgdaya Seediq, followed
by the differences between Tgdaya and the other varieties. To start, the consonant inventory of
Tgdaya Seediq can be seen in Table 10.1 on the next page.
One feature of the Tgdaya Seediq consonant inventory that differs between authors is whether
the glottal stop is considered a phoneme or simply an epenthetic segment that is not part of the
inventory. Works such as Yang (1976, 618), H. Y. Chang (2000b, 42), and L.-M. Sung (2016b, 12)
3Holmer (p.c.) notes that the two Truku speakers are from villages on geographic extremes of the Seediq language
area. Peto Ukan is from Nantou County in the west and Jiro Urus from Hualien County in the east, on the other
side of the mountains. While he does not mention any specific structural differences between their speech, there
is work on “sub-dialects” of another Seediq branch which spans both sides of the same mountain range: Lee (2015)
describes a number of differences between the Central Toda of Sakura and Teuda Villages in Nantou County, versus
the Eastern Toda of Tawsay Village in Hualien County.






























Voiceless stop p t k q ʔ <’>
Voiced stop b d ɡ
Voiceless affricate ts <c>
Voiceless fricative s x ħ <h>
Nasal m n ŋ <ng>
Lateral approximant l
Flap ɾ <r>
Glide w j <y>
Table 10.1: Consonant inventory of Tgdaya Seediq.
exclude the glottal stop from the inventory of consonant phonemes, but P. J.-K. Li (1981, 237)
and Holmer (1996, 23) includes the glottal stop as a phoneme. Dictionaries of Tgdaya such as
Madivaiian (2011) and L.-M. Sung and Pawan (2013) omit the glottal stop in their orthographic
transcriptions as well, with its presence implied by orthographic vowel sequences (e.g. seediq
for /seʔediq/ ‘person’). While I will stick to current orthographic conventions in this chapter,
phonetic glottal stops will always be labelled in pitch tracks and other annotated figures.
There are also some differences between works in how the fricatives are described in Tgdaya.
L.-M. Sung (2016b, 12) transcribes the dorsal fricative as /χ/, the IPA symbol for a uvular fricative.
The other aforementioned works describe a velar /x/.4 Yang (1976, 618), P. J.-K. Li (1981, 237),
Holmer (1996, 23), and Tsukida (2005, 292) also describe a glottal fricative /h/ where the other
works have a pharyngeal fricative /ħ/.
The vowel inventory of Tgdaya can be seen in Table 10.2 on the following page. Note the
absence of schwa: while other varieties of Seediq have the “predictable vowel” [ə] which all pre-
penultimate vowels are reduced to, the predictable vowel in Tgdaya is [u] (Holmer, 1996, 27).5
4In fact, the /χ/ may be a typo, given that it is listed in the consonant chart in the same column as the velar
consonants, and not the uvular column with /q/.
5For consistency’s sake, in pitch tracks and other annotated graphs I have labelled all epenthetic or predictable





Table 10.2: Vowel inventory of Tgdaya Seediq.
A number of works have described the differences between Seediq varieties, including P. J.-
K. Li’s (1981) comparative study of Atayal and Seediq dialects, and Lee’s (2015) which compared
original fieldwork on Central and Eastern Toda to Truku as described by Tsukida (2009) and
Tgdaya as described by Holmer (1996).
Tgdaya Toda Truku EnvironmentCentral Eastern
ɡ w w ɣ
d d ɟ ɟ preceding /i/
ts ts s s
l l ɮ ɮ
e e aj e word-medialo o aw o
Table 10.3: Segmental correspondences between Seediq varieties, based on Lee (2015).
10.4 Non-frequency boundary phenomena
Most languages see a decrease in magnitude of certain acoustic maxima over the course of the
utterance. For example, Hombert (1974) describes a ‘downdrift’ in Igbo over the course of the
utterance both in F0 (as the term ‘downdrift’ is generally used), and in intensity. In much of the
Formosan data presented in this dissertation, the end of the utterance has been home to laryn-
gealization, devoicing, and other such ‘weakening’ of the acoustic signal in addition to downdrift.
The end of smaller domains such as the word are also host to certain ‘weakening’ processes, such
vocoids with <V>, as was done also with the annotated Kavalan data in Chapter 7.
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as vowel deletion in Hla’alua and Kanakanavu (cf. Sections 5.4.1 and 4.5.3), and the low-intensity
environment in Mantauran Rukai (cf. Section 2.4.3).
In the Seediq data presented here, there are also similar utterance-final acoustic patterns.
For example, many of the pitch tracks stop abruptly relatively early on during utterance-final
sonorants, sometimes with evidence of laryngealization and sometimes without.6
More interesting, however, is that some of the Seediq data presented here is acoustically
‘weak’ in certain ways at the beginning of the utterance as well. This can be seen in Figure 10.2
on the next page, containing visualizations of some acoustic parameters from a token of the
sentence in (162), and in Figure 10.3 on page 516, which does the same for the beginning of a
















“I killed a chicken and a pig.”
In both cases, there is a sequence of sonorants ([mi] in Figure 10.2 and [umi] in Figure 10.3
with the predictable vowel [u]/<V>) that is much lower in intensity than the following /a/. This
can be seen both in the intensity contours, and the shading in the spectrograms. Note, however,
that the sequence is not devoiced, which can be seen in the pitch tracks, which show that there
is phonation during the sequence.
The initial domain edge being a “weak” position fits with the synchronic and diachronic
phonology of Seediq (and Atayalic generally), in which all pre-penultimate vowels are reduced to
a predictable vowel, if not deleted outright. If the pretonic vowel reduction in Atayalic languages
6This is possibly due to the pitch range of the speakers, which are some of the lowest of the speakers presented
in this dissertation. Generally the utterance-final fall will reach a minimum at around 60–70 Hz before Praat’s pitch
tracker ceases to follow. A full acoustic investigation of the Seediq utterance edge will best include speakers with
higher pitch ranges, such as more female speakers.














































Figure 10.2: Spectrogram (a), intensity contour (b), and pitch track (c) of s<m>ipaq babuy da “He
killed a pig.” in Truku Seediq, produced by Banay.
















































Figure 10.3: Spectrogram (a), intensity contour (b), and pitch track (c) of a clip from s<m>ipaq=ku
rudux ni babuy “I killed a chicken and a pig.” in Truku Seediq, produced by Banay.
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was at one point motivated by some initial “weakness” in the acoustics, then perhaps the pattern
shown in Figures 10.2–10.3 may be found upon investigation of speakers of Atayal as well.7
More interesting still is that this initial low-intensity environment encompasses the expected
site of prominence within the word s<m>ipaq ‘<af>kill’. Tgdaya Seediq has penultimate stress
across the board (Holmer, 1996, 23), so the syllable containing /mi/ is the expected site of stress.
However, the syllable containing /mi/ is not more prominent than /paq/ in terms of its F0 or in-
tensity maxima. By those measures, it is less prominent than the ultima. In Figure 10.3, s<m>ipaq
is followed by an enclitic =ku, which may cause prominence to arise on /paq/ instead of /mi/ (to
be discussed in Section 10.6.3). However, in Figure 10.2, s<m>ipaq has no enclitic and is directly
followed by another content word babuy ‘pig’, and thus there is no reason to think that the site
of prominence has shifted from the syllable /(s)mi/.
One possible explanation for the persistence of the low-intensity environment through the
predicted site of prominence is that non-final pitch accents, including in these examples, can be
affected by certain processes in the intonational phonology that occludes their typical F0 contour.
This will be discussed in depth in Section 10.7.2.
One question that must remain open until more data is elicited is whether the low-intensity
environment spans a predictable amount of phonological material. Perhaps it always spans two
syllables, or all but the final syllable of the first word, or perhaps it more reliably spans a fixed
amount of time. Another open question is whether there are predictors for whether the low-
intensity environment will occur at all. Many of the examples of the low-intensity environment
that I have found in the data available tome are in utterances beginningwith /s/ (asmany included
the verb sipaq ‘kill’). Sibilants like [s] are often accompanied by a spread-glottis gesture much like
7Of course, causality could also be the reverse: the “weakness” could have originally been phonological, and
the low-intensity environment could have come later. However, given that new patterns in a language’s phonology
are often the phonologization of existing acoustic patterns (Blevins, 2004), I maintain that it is more likely for some
phonetic initial weakening to have preceded vowel reduction than the reverse. Whether the original motivation for
Atayalic vowel reduction has survived transmission into modern speakers uninterrupted, or whether the “weakness”
in this position has taken different forms in the synchronic grammars of different generations of speakers, is a topic
that I lack the data to speculate on here.
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that of aspirated stops, which helps yield their characteristic turbulent noise (Kingston, 1990, 426).
While the spectral tilt of breathy voice is not as apparent in the Seediq low-intensity environment
in Figures 10.2–10.3 as it is in the word-initial breathiness in Kanakanavu (cf. Section 4.4.1),
perhaps the low-intensity environment could be related in some way to the laryngeal gestures of
onset consonants.
10.5 Syllable structure
The discussion of Seediq syllable structure will proceed in two parts: first, the structure of sylla-
bles in the surface form (Section 10.5.1); and then the proposed structures of underlying repre-
sentations, and the processes by which surface forms are derived (Section 10.5.2).
10.5.1 Syllable structure in the surface form
Themaximal Seediq syllable, at least in the surface form, is CVC. As H. Y. Chang (2000b, 44) notes,
CVC may represent a full word, like buc ‘bone’. CVC syllables may also be found word-finally as
in ahuc [a.ħuts] ‘pickaxe’ L.-M. Sung (2016b, 18). Non-final CVC syllables are less common: they
occur in loanwords like dengki [deŋ.ki] ‘electricity’ (from Japanese denki電気 ‘electricity’; ibid.),
and in Eastern Toda, they occur in the form of vowel-glide sequences as in [maj.taq] ‘stab.af’
(Lee, 2015, 95).8
Identical vowel sequences are generally treated in the literature as heterosyllabic, as opposed
to tautosyllabic long vowels. One clear indicator of heterosyllabicity in identical vowel sequences
is the insertion of a glottal stop. Holmer (1996, 23) notes variation between a glottal stop and zero
in this position (cf. [seːdiq]∼[seʔediq] ‘person’), although his analysis of the language posits an
8These sequences have monophthongized in the other varieties of Seediq. Lee reports [me.taq] for Central Toda
and Truku, and L.-M. Sung and Pawan (2013) list the same for Tgdaya. The same is true for [aw] rimes in Eastern
Toda, which have monophthongized to [o] in the other varieties. It should be noted that the vowel-glide sequences
are preserved in loans into Pazeh, such as dawrik ‘eye’, described as [dawrik]∼[dɔrik] by (Blust, 1999a, 331), vs.
Tgdaya [doriq] L.-M. Sung (2016b, 28).
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underlying glottal stop /ʔ/ here. Other sources on Tgdaya often lack transcription of glottal stops
altogether, such as L.-M. Sung (2016b, 18), who provides narrow transcriptions like [lu.mu.un]
for lmuun ‘gather’, with no glottal stop between the two adjacent [u]’s (and similarly with non-
identical vowel sequences like the [u.i] in [lu.mu.i] lmui, also glossed as ‘gather’).
I was able to replicate Holmer’s finding that the glottal stop insertion occurs at vowel junc-
tures, variably and depending on speech rate and emphasis. For example, Figure 10.4 on the next
page shows two spectrograms of the word nii ‘this’, taken from tokens of the question in (164),









“Whose car is this?”
Seediq does have a vowel-glide distinction: glides are amoraic and are skipped over when
penultimate stress is calculated. For example, theword babuy /babuj/ ‘pig’ contains three vocoids.
If the final [j] weremoraic (perhaps as an underlying vowel /i/ having undergone glide formation),
the expected output would be [baμ.búμjμ]. Such a systemwould mirror other Formosan languages
like Kanakanavu, Hla’alua, and Rukai, in which all vocoids are moraic.10 However, what surfaces
is [bá.buj], as can be seen in Figure 10.5 on page 521, which shows a pitch track of the sentence
in (165) where a pitch accent is aligned with the penult /ba/.
9This word is transcribed as nii by Holmer (1996) and L.-M. Sung (2016b) in their grammars of Tgdaya, and niyi
by Tsukida (2009) and Lee and Nowbucyang (2016) in their grammars of Truku (where Tsukida provides the narrow
transcription [ɲii]; p.59). Since Jiro Urus is a Truku speaker, niyi is the expected form, which should not trigger
glottal stop epenethesis as the glide [j] fills the ultima’s onset position. However, since the glottal stop is clearly
available for this form, I conclude that nii (representing /nii/) more accurately describes the word’s structure.
Note also that densha does not conform to the Seediq orthography used here and in the sources I have consulted.
This word is a loan from Japanese densha 電車 ‘train’ (lit. ‘electric car’), and sh is used here for a palatalized /s/
without a following palatalizing high vocoid [i]/[j].
10Of course, given that much of the evidence in the literature for glides in these languages is impressionistic
and not phonological, it may simply be the case that none of these languages have glides at all. For more detailed
discussion of glides in these languages, see Section 4.5.1 for Kanakanavu, Section 5.5 for Hla’alua, and Section 2.4.6.5
for Mantauran Rukai.































Figure 10.4: Spectrograms of clips from two tokens of n-ima ka densha nii “Whose car is this?”
in Truku Seediq, produced by Jiro Urus.





“He kills a pig.”















Figure 10.5: Pitch track of a production of s<m>ipaq babuy “He kills a pig.” in Toda Seediq,
produced by Apay.
As a final note, Tsukida (2009, 79) notes a few possible CVCC syllables in Truku Seediq, in-
cluding saws ‘shout while throwing food to the spirits of one’s ancestors’, sawk ‘the sound of
something being launched in the wind’, and turk ‘the sound when a tied-up chicken is freed’.11
Given the sound-symbolic nature of these words, it is likely that they are exceptional within
Seediq phonotactics, which does not seem to permit CVCC syllables elsewhere. I thus maintain
CVC as the maximal syllable in the language for the purpose of this chapter’s analysis.
10.5.2 The underlying structure of Seediq words, and phonological pro-
cesses that affect syllable structure
In syllables preceding the penult, vowels cannot be specified for features like height and backness.
For this reason, the vowels that do surface have been referred to as ‘predictable vowels’ in the
literature. The default predictable vowel in Tgdaya is [u] (Holmer, 1996, 27), while it is schwa in
11Translations mine. Original: “saws (先祖の霊に食べ物を投げる時の掛け声) / sawk (風に何かが飛ばされ
る音) / turk (縛っておいた鶏が逃げる時の音)”.
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Truku (Tsukida, 2005, 292), and in both varieties of Toda (Lee, 2015). Predictable vowels may also
copy the quality of the following syllable’s vowel when the intervening consonant is /ħ/ or [ʔ]
in Tgdaya (Holmer, 1996, 23), and may be [i] if immediately preceding a [j] in Eastern Toda (Lee,
2015, 98).
This is not to say, however, that predictable vowels surface after all pre-penultimate conso-
nants. Tsukida (2005, 292–3) notes that the predictable vowels are deleted “under several con-
ditions[,] some of which can be stated using natural classes”. Some examples include between
a nasal and homorganic stop, and between certain combinations of obstruents. In a later work,
the author adds the vowel following a glottal stop as one likely to be deleted (Tsukida, 2009, 95).
Her conclusion is that schwa (at least in Truku) is phonemic as vowel deletion is not entirely
predictable, and thus, schwa contrasts with zero (Tsukida, 2005, 293).
While a proper investigation of this topic will require much more word-level elicitated data
than I have available to me, I can say that in addition to certain environments being more or less
prone to vowel deletion, vowel deletion is also subject to effects of speech rate and general varia-
tion between tokens. The duration of predictable vowels varies between speaker and token (and
perhaps as a function of dialect) anywhere between the extremely short∼20ms vocoids common
in Piuma Paiwan (cf. Section 6.6.1) and a duration comparable to non-reduced vowels. For an
example of variation between the presence and absence of a predictable vowel, Figure 10.2(a) on
page 515 contains a spectrogram showing a [sm] sequence with no intervening vocoid, as op-
posed to the same sequence (both in s<m>ipaq ‘<af>kill’) in Figure 10.3(a) on page 516, which
shows a vocoid present in the same environment.12
It should also be noted that much of the literature on Seediq vowels is based on impression-
istic, rather than phonetic, evidence, and as was the case in this dissertation’s phonetic analysis
12Unfortunately, the transition between segments in these examples is partially obscured by the utterance-initial
low-intensity environment discussed in Section 10.4. However, it is mostly the ability to sight-read changes in
formant structure from the spectrogram that is affected, as the segments sound distinct aurally. Additionally, the
predictable vowel in Figure 10.3(a) is roughly the same duration as the following two non-reduced vowels [i] and
[a], which means it is less likely to be an auditory illusion or an otherwise ambiguous signal.
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of Piuma Paiwan (cf. Section 6.4.2.4), there is not always a one-to-one correspondence between
where a vocoid is perceptible to the field linguist and where a vocoid is evident in the acous-
tics. For this reason, I hesitate to adopt wholesale any existing analysis of the distribution of
predictable vowels within consonant sequences in Seediq.
I will note, however, that in many cases, there is full deletion of the vowel with no observable
vocoid between consonants. One example can be seen in Figure 10.6, showing a spectrogram of













s t r u ng k u
Time (s)
0 1.09
Figure 10.6: Spectrogram of strung=ku ‘I meet’ in Truku Seediq, produced by Banay.
10.6 Prominence
The discussion of prominence in Seediq will proceed in three parts: first, the location of promi-
nence within the word and its acoustic features (Section 10.6.1); then a stress alternation in Cen-
tral Toda (Section 10.6.2); and finally a discussion of the interaction between morphology and
stress assignment (Section 10.6.3).
13While the consonant transcribed <r> is generally a flap, there is also an approximant variant in Truku (Tsukida,
2005, 292), which is what is shown in Figure 10.6.
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10.6.1 Location and cues of prominence
The prominent syllable in the Seediq word is nearly always the penultimate syllable. Holmer
(1996, 23) notes that there exist some exceptions in the form of compound words such as ásinaq
‘not unless’ (< asi ‘if’ + naq ‘only’) where the stress is on the penult of one component word. As
was discussed in Section 10.5, each syllable has only one moraic vowel, and thus there are no
‘heavy’ ultimas to attract stress.
Like in most other Formosan languages, the prominent syllable within the word is aligned
with a pitch accent melody, containing a rise-fall F0 contour. Two examples can be seen in
Figure 10.5 on page 521, in which smípaq ‘kill.af’ and bábuy ‘pig’ both have a F0 peak on the
penultimate syllable, /mi/ and /ba/ respectively.
10.6.2 A stress alternation in Toda
There is one major exception to penultimate stress in Seediq. This comes in the form of words
in Central Toda with ultimate stress. As first described by Lee (2015, 96–7), Central Toda words
with penultimate schwa surface with final stress. For example, [sənáw] ‘man’ in Central Toda
corresponds to Eastern Toda and Truku [sə́naw] (ibid.).
This rule is reminiscent of the stress alternation in Piuma Paiwan (cf. Section 6.4.4), which
has penultimate stress by default, but ultimate stress when the penult is schwa. As was proposed
in Section 6.6.3, the extremely short duration of schwa in Piuma Paiwan may have caused pitch
accents to be realized far enough into the ultima for speakers to reanalyze stress on the ultima
for those forms. This analysis was bolstered by the fact that stress shift is triggered even when
the ultima is also schwa, as peak delay is unidirectional. Seediq does not permit schwa in the
ultima,14 and thus the behavior of əCəC#words cannot be examined the way it was in the analysis
14PAn *e, the historical source of schwa, is reflected as [u] in the ultima in Seediq. For example, *beNbeN > blbul
‘banana’ (Blust & Trussel, 2011).
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of Paiwan. However, as in Piuma Paiwan, speakers of Central Toda (and possibly other varieties)
do have the especially-short schwas that may motivate the stress shift.
In fact, the schwa that is expected to bear stress in penultimate position is not necessarily
present at all in some tokens. An example of this can be seen in Figure 10.7 on the next page,










This sentence contains the word for ‘walk’, listed by C.-F. Tong and Langaw (2013) as mksa,
which is expected to be pronounced as [mə.kə.sa] (as schwa is not transcribed). However, there
is no vocalic release between the [k] and [s], and the pitch accent is aligned to the ultima /sa/
instead.
This is in sharp contrast to Truku Seediq (and presumably Eastern Toda, as described by
Lee [2015]), in which the penult is prominent and bears the pitch accent even when its vowel is
schwa. This can be seen in Figure 10.8 on page 527, showing a pitch track of the same wordm-ksa
with a pitch accent aligned to the penultimate schwa, taken from the audio published alongside
C.-F. Tong and Langaw’s (2013) Truku dictionary.
10.6.3 The interaction between morphology and prominence
As with all the languages under study in this dissertation, suffixes are included within the do-
main of stress. Interestingly, however, the domain of stress also includes some material that has
previously been analyzed as enclitics or even particles.
For example, Seediq has a distinction between free and bound pronouns, where the bound
pronouns are generally analyzed as enclitics (Holmer & Billings, 2014, 114). These pronominal
enclitics are generally excluded from the domain of stress assignment in Formosan languages.15
15Some examples include Mantauran Rukai (cf. Section 2.4.6.6), Kanakanavu (cf. Section 4.6.2), Bunun (cf. Section































Figure 10.7: Spectrogram (a) and pitch track (b) of ini biyaw m-ksa heya “He’s walking quickly.”
in Toda Seediq, produced by Watan Diro.
However, forms like biq-án=mu ‘give-lf=1sg.gen’, where stress is on the syllable /qan/, can only
be analyzed within Seediq’s penultimate stress system if both suffixes like the locative focus -an
and enclitics like the first person genitive =mu are within the domain of stress. This can be seen
in the pitch track of this word in Figure 10.9 on the next page, in which a pitch accent is aligned
to the syllable /qan/.
9.5.2), and optionally in Kavalan (cf. Section 7.6.3. Note that in Kanakanavu and Bunun, enclitics trigger unique
intonational phonology, to be discussed in Section 13.5.1.3. A notable exception to enclitics being excluded from the
domain of stress assignment is Paiwan; see Section 6.4.4 for discussion on Piuma Paiwan.
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Figure 10.8: Pitch track of a production of m-ksa ‘af-walk’ in Truku Seediq, from C.-F. Tong and
Langaw (2013), female speaker.














Figure 10.9: Pitch track of biq-an=mu ‘give-lf=1sg.gen’ in Truku Seediq, produced by Banay.
It is possible, however, that forms like biq-án=mu may not actually be showing penultimate
stress. The location of stress on /qan/ may also be the result of clitics being pre-accenting, i.e.
enclitics co-occur with stress on the final syllable of the word they attach to. This pattern is found
in Hla’alua (cf. Section 5.6.4), and is reported by H.-J. Chen (2016, 91–2) for monosyllabic clitics in
Kanakanavu (a finding I failed to replicate; see Section 4.6.3). Unlike in Hla’alua, disyllabic clitics
in Seediq can bear stress on their own penult, suggesting that enclitics are not pre-accenting
generally.
Some examples of words with the disyllabic clitic =mian ‘1pl.excl.gen’ can be seen in Figures
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“We (excl.) are going to eat food together.”
In these examples it can be seen that there are rise-fall oscillations on both the clitic and the
word it is attached to (albeit at a lesser magnitude than the final pitch accent of the utterance).
This suggests that unlike in Paiwan, where a word+clitic sequence forms a single domain with
one pitch accent (cf. Section 6.4.4), Seediq clitics form their own prosodic domain so long as they
are more than one syllable.
Perhaps the separate domain for the clitic in Seediq is only available if it can build a metrical
foot. If this is the case, then perhaps future research will find divergent behavior in Central Toda,
which permits degenerate feet.16
Some morphemes that have been analyzed as particles also affect the placement of stress in
the same way that suffixes and monosyllabic enclitics do. One notable example is da, analyzed by
Holmer (1996, 46) as a final particle marking the perfective. As can be seen in 10.2(c) on page 515,
when the word babuy ‘pig’ is followed by da, the pitch accent is not aligned to /ba/ (as it is when
babuy is produced in isolation), the penult of babuy, but to /buj/, the penult of babuy da as a
whole.
Seediq also permits clitic clusters with some syntactic restrictions, and portmanteau clitics
that encode both a nominative and genitive argument (with material that is not a predictable
combination of nominative and genitive promonimal clitics; Holmer and Billings [2014, 116]).
16Recall discussion in Section 10.6.2. One may argue that words like m-ksa ‘af-walk’ may build an iamb at the
right edge, even if the penultimate predictable vowel is not observable in the acoustics. However, in this case Central
Toda is still unique in permitting ultimate stress on polysyllabic words.
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Figure 10.10: Pitch track of mk-su-upu=mian m-ekan ido “We (excl.) want to eat food together.”
in Tgdaya Seediq, produced by Dakis Pawan.















Figure 10.11: Pitch track of m-aha=mian su-upu m-ekan ido “We (excl.) are going to eat food
together.” in Tgdaya Seediq, produced by Dakis Pawan.
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While I do not have sufficient data to explore the intersection between the language’s rich enclitic
morphology and its prosodic system, I can draw attention to one case of interest involving a chain
of clitics.
Figures 10.12–10.13 on the following page show pitch tracks of two utterances including the






“He suddenly hit me.”
This word is composed of four morphemes: i) asi which serves as an auxiliary which hosts
the second-position clitics; ii) the pronominal enclitic =ku for the first person singular agent; iii)
the pronominal enclitic =na for the third person singular patient; and iv) =lux, an enclitic used in
certain expressions of surprise, which gives the meaning ‘suddenly’ when combined with asi (A.
Holmer, p.c.).
Interestingly, in both productions, there is a F0 peak aligned with the final clitic =lux, espe-
cially so in the (possibly emphatic) production in isolation in Figure 10.12. There may also be
peaks on /a/ and /ku/, two and four syllables prior, which may indicate either that =lux is in
a separate domain as the pronominal clitic cluster =ku=na, or that there is rhythmic stress on
alternating syllables within the clitic cluster. However, the pitch range in these environments
is rather compressed, and it may be the case that /a/ and /ku/ are no more prominent than the
surrounding syllables.17
If /a/ and /ku/ in these examples do in fact have pitch accents aligned with them, then this
indicates that clitic clusters like =ku=na pattern with disyllabic clitics like =mian ‘1pl.excl.gen’,
in that their pitch accent co-occurs with the pitch accent on the word.
17There are, in fact, more productions of asi=…=lux in the session with A. Holmer and Dakis Pawan. However,
the others have a prominent syllable in a position within the utterance where certain patterns in the intonational
phonology may occlude the expected rise-fall F0 contour. This will be discussed in-depth in Section 10.7.2.
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Figure 10.12: Pitch track of asi=ku=na=lux ‘aux=1sg.nom=3sg.gen=sudden’ in Tgdaya Seediq,
produced by Dakis Pawan.


















Figure 10.13: Pitch track of asi=ku=na=lux bbe-un “He suddenly hit me.” in Tgdaya Seediq, pro-
duced by Dakis Pawan.
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Additionally, it would indicate either: i) that rhythmic stress is available within larger clitic
clusters like =ku=na=lux; or ii) that lux specifically receives a pitch accent, either by being a full
word instead of an enclitic, by triggering some sort of special intonational contour, or by being
marked for prominence in a way that other clitics are not (e.g. accented in the phonological repre-
sentation /lúx/, as opposed to unaccented /ku/ or /na/). Which of these analyses most accurately
reflects the prosodic phonology of Seediq will be evidenced by future investigation on the behav-
ior of (=)lux in conjunction with singular pronominal enclitics, and possibly in positions within
the utterance where its pitch accents are not obscured by pitch accent suppression or boundary
tones.
In addition to material adjoined to the end of the word, prefixal material may also enter into
the domain of stress assignment. Evidence for this comes in the form of monosyllabic roots which
can take (stress-bearing) prefixes. While monosyllabic roots are uncommon in the language, they
do exist: C.-F. Tong and Langaw (2013) list pix ‘sound made by a goat or white flying squirrel’ in
Truku, as well as the derived from t-m-pix ‘to make the sound pix’ composed of the root plus the
actor focus prefix m- and the prefix t- meaning ‘construct’ or ‘produce’ (L.-M. Sung, 2016b, 35).
As can be seen in the pitch track in Figure 10.14 on the next page, the pitch accent in this word
is aligned to the penult [mə], which represents the actor focus prefix m-. This is in opposition to
languages like Paiwan, where stress cannot fall on prefixal or infixal material (cf. Section 6.5.4).18
As a final note, while (monosyllabic) enclitics do pattern with suffixes in forming part of
the domain of stress assignment, there is one major difference in the phonological structure of
suffixes and enclitics. Namely, suffixes are included in the domain of vowel reduction while
enclitics are not. For example, in biq-án=mu ‘give-lf=1sg.gen’ (recall Figure 10.9 on page 527),
18Seediq does have infixes like the actor focus <m>, as was seen in words like s<m>ipaq ‘<af>kill’ in Figures 10.2–
10.3. In this word, stress falls on the syllable containing /mi/, which is material from both the infix and root. I have
not found any cases with a stress-bearing syllable containing only infixal material in Seediq, so I cannot definitively
rule out a constraint like in Paiwan against stress falling on an infix. However, unlike in Paiwan, a stressed syllable
may contain at least some infixal material. In addition, the constraint in Paiwan affects all material aligned to the
left edge, including prefixes and infixes. Until contradictory evidence is brought to light, I assume that Seediq also
makes no distinction in terms of stress assignment between prefixal and left-edge-aligned infixal material.
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Figure 10.14: Pitch track of a production of t-m-pix ‘to make a sound like a goat or white flying
squirrel’ in Truku Seediq, from C.-F. Tong and Langaw (2013), female speaker.
stress is assigned to the full domain /biqanmu/, resulting in the pitch accent aligned to the penult
/qan/. However, were the enclitic =mu to be part of the domain of vowel reduction, then the /i/ of
biq should reduce to the predictable vowel (which is schwa, since this word was provided by the
Truku speaker Banay). However, phonetically this word was produced as [bi.qán.mu] and not
*[bə.qán.mu] or *[b(.)qán.mu]. The morphology included in the domains of these two processes
is summarized in Table 10.4.
Prefix Infix Suffix Enclitic Process1σ 2+σ
✓ ✓ ✓ X X Vowel reduction
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X Stress assignment
Table 10.4: Morphology included in the domains of vowel reduction and stress assignment in
Seediq.
10.7 Intonation
The discussion of Seediq intonation will proceed in four parts: first, intonational phonology
within the word (Section 10.7.1); followed by intonational patterns found in declarative utter-
ances (Section 10.7.2); concluding with a presentation of other attested intonational contours
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(Section 10.7.3). Section 10.7.4 will summarize the analysis of intonational phonology.
10.7.1 Intonation at the word level
As was first preseented in Section 10.6, a pitch accent is aligned to the penultimate syllable of the
word. This pitch accent has a rising-falling F0 contour, corresponding to a sequence of LHL tonal
targets.
Unlike many of the other languages surveyed in this dissertation, there is little if any evidence
of the prenuclear L attaching to the immediately pretonic syllable and spreading leftward. Instead,
it seems to shift to the first syllable of the word, and the F0 contour interpolates between the L
and H targets in a steady climb. A good example of this was seen in Figure 10.10 on page 529,
a pitch track containing the word mksuupu [mu.ku.su.ú.pu] ‘want-if-together’ which has three
pretonic syllables. Instead of a low flat F0 contour between the first syllable [mu] and the pretonic
[u] as is found in many other Formosan languages,19 instead there is a steady climb between the
two syllables, starting at around 130Hz and ending at the peak around 160Hz.
While having a prenuclear L that shifts instead of spreads is uncommon in the intonational
phonologies of Formosan languages, it perhaps makes sense for Seediq to have this pattern given
the phonological and phonetic ‘weakness’ of the predictable vowels. Since these vowels are often
short or even absent in many environments where they are expected, the listener may not receive
any acoustic cue that there is a L target on the immediately pretonic syllable. Perhaps the listener
receives enough information from the acoustic signal to reconstruct a rise in F0 between the
beginning of the word and the F0 peak on the penult, but not enough to evidence a spreading
from the antepenult leftwards. If this is the case, then the listener will phonologize a L target on
the first syllable of the word, a H target on the penult, and no tonal targets in-between, just as is
found in the utterances like Figure 10.10 where the predictable vowels have enough duration for
the F0 contour to be (more) apparent in the acoustic signal.
19Some examples include Paiwan (cf. Section 6.4.5) and Kanakanavu (cf. Section 4.7.1).
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One situation where the fate of the prenuclear L is unclear is when the pitch accent is aligned
to the first syllable of the word. Figure 10.11 on page 529 shows a 20Hz rise preceding the F0 peak
inm-áha ‘af-go’. However, it is possible that this rise is due to a microprosodic effect of the initial
/m/. As (otherwise) vowel-initial words in Seediq are often produced with a glottal stop, they
cannot tell us whether there is a rise preceding the peak of a word-initial pitch accent. Thus, the
best evidence comes from disyllables with a word-initial glide, i.e. the highest-sonority onset and
the onset least likely to have a microprosodic effect obscuring the F0 contour of the pitch accent.
However, even limiting study to words such as yaku ‘I’ that fulfill these phonological criteria
gives inconclusive results. Compare the initial rise in Figure 10.15, showing a production of yaku
from L.-M. Sung and Pawan’s (2013) dictionary, with the utterance-initial yaku in Figure 10.16 on
the next page, which has no initial rise. Both show the peak+fall part of the pitch accent contour,
and both tokens are from Tgdaya speakers. Perhaps there is inter-speaker variation in how these
words are produced, or the difference in these two productions may be due to other factors such
as utterance type and speech rate. Either way, a conclusion about how the prenuclear L behaves
in a word-initial pitch accent would be hasty given the lack of dedicated phonetic data.
















Figure 10.15: Pitch track of a production of yaku ‘I’ in Tgdaya Seediq, from L.-M. Sung and Pawan
(2013), male speaker.
Finally, as was discussed in Section 10.6.3, when at least two syllables worth of enclitic ma-
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Figure 10.16: Pitch track of yaku biq-an=su=mu kingan snadu “I give you a gift.” in Tgdaya Seediq,
produced by Sapu.
terial follow the word, a pitch accent is available on both the word (on its penult, excluding
enclitics), and on the first syllable of the clitic cluster. In the case of =lux (or perhaps any clitic
cluster of 3+ syllables), a third pitch accent is possible. All pitch accents contain the same rise-fall
pattern, and thus can be analyzed as receiving the same pitch accent melody, LHL.
10.7.2 Intonation of declarative utterances
Many declarative utterances are composed entirely of the oscillating rise-fall contours associated
with the LHL pitch accent melody. Some examples include the utterances shown in the pitch
tracks in Figures 10.10–10.11 on page 529, where each peak is preceded and followed by the
expected drop in F0.
While all pitch accents do show the rise-fall of the LHL melody, not all pitch accents are of
the same magnitude. Take for example the pitch track in Figure 10.16, showing a production of









“I give you a gift.”
Here, pitch accents are evident on yáku, bíq-an, =sú=mu, kíngan, and snádu. However, the F0
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peak on bíq-an and snádu is much higher than the others. In this example, the choice of which F0
peaks are higher may be related to the syntactic structure of the sentence: the verb biq-an ‘give-
lf’ and the noun snadu ‘reward’ are the content words, while yaku ‘1sg.nom’ is a free pronoun,
=su=mu is a clitic cluster, and kingan ‘one’ is a quantifier.
Themagnitude of pitch accents’ F0 peaks does not always correlate with the syntactic proper-
ties of the material they are aligned to, however. In utterances like the one shown in Figure 10.13
on page 531, a F0 peak on the enclitic =lux is at the top of the pitch range, at about the same level
as the matrix verb bbe-un ‘hit-pf’.
Another example where syntactic prominence does not predict prosodic prominence can be









“I killed a chicken and a pig.”
















Figure 10.17: Pitch track of s<m>ipaq=ku rudux ni babuy “I killed a chicken and a pig.” in Truku
Seediq, produced by Banay.
In this example, there is no evidence for a pitch accent on the verb s<m>ipaq=ku, with no
rise-fall on the penult (/paq/ including the enclitic =ku, or /mi/ excluding it).
F0 contours like that shown in Figure 10.17 look more like a case where some expected pitch
accents do not surface at all. The suppression of pitch accents is found in some other Formosan
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languages such as Hla’alua (cf. Section 5.7.2), and generally applies to non-final pitch accents
within the IP.
It is difficult to tease apart instances of deleted pitch accents like those in Figure 10.17, and
those that have simply been reduced in magnitude, like those in Figure 10.16 which still show
some H-L oscillation. However, there are also examples where no such oscillation is evident.
Two noteworthy examples can be seen in Figures 10.18–10.19 on the following page, which show



























These utterances have a very different intonational contour from theH-L oscillations in Figure
10.16. They contain an initial rise from the first syllable to the expected site of the first pitch
accent, then a plateau around from there to the syllable preceding the final word’s pitch accent,
and finally the rise-fall of the final pitch accent. The plateau between the first prominent syllable
and the final pretonic syllable can be in the middle of the pitch range or higher, but in all cases
there is some rise preceding the final pitch accent’s F0 peak.
One way to analyze this contour is to shift some of the burden of assigning the tonal targets to
prosodic domains, in the form of boundary tones. For example, assuming a smaller pitch accent
of L+H*, we can separate the utterance in Figure 10.17/Ex. (163) into three prosodic domains as
shown in (173). As the first two domains show no fall in F0, they can receive a final H boundary
tone while the final domain receives L for the final fall.
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(173)
[ sə mi paq ku ][ ru dux ni ][ ba buy ] Segmental tier
[ H ][ H ][ L ] Boundary tones
[ L H* ][ L H* ][ L H* ] Pitch accents
[ L H H ][ L H H ][ L H L ] Combined tonal tier
In order to achieve the plateau in the middle of the pitch range, there must be some fusion rule
that outputs a target like M.20 This rule can easily target the H L sequence that results when the
prenuclear L of the pitch accent shifts leftwards towards the boundary tone H.The rule must also
somehow reach the H of the first domain’s pitch accent as well, however. This can be achieved via
an Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) rule which deletes the second of two identical adjacent
targets. However, doing so would remove all non-final H boundary tones.21 Instead, a rewrite
rule that changes H M sequences to M M will allow the iterative tonal fusion rule to reach the
initial phrase’s pitch accent H.22
20Another possibility is !H, a downstepped high tone. The difference between labelling this tonal target M vs. !H
is that !H implies a downstep process, which is traditionally rightward (due to its relationship to certain acoustic
parameters that decrease over the course of the utterance), and affects all subsequent H targets within some prosodic
domain. An example of downstepwithin Formosan can be seen in Kanakanavu, inwhich the !H of a clitic pitch accent
both falls in the middle of the pitch range, and compresses the pitch range for following H tones within the IP. Given
that the plateau in Seediq is followed by a non-downstepped H, the tonal target(s) that comprise this plateau are
unlikely to be part of a downstep process, and I will thus label the output of HL tonal fusion as M, a mid tone.
21Given the example presented here, an analysis where the H boundary tone is not present at all may suffice.
However, in the data analyzed for this chapter, there were a number of cases of non-utterance-final prosodic phrases
ending with a M plateau, separated from the following phrase with a short pause. While the better examples of
this had to be excluded based on speech errors and pitch tracking issues elsewhere in the utterance, an example
of acoustic juncture in this environment can be seen in Figure 10.17 on page 537, in which the syllable /ku/ shows
phrase-final lengthening within the M plateau. For this reason, I err on the side of there being a tonal target on the
final syllable of the prosodic phrase, in order to govern such a plateau.
22Interestingly, phonological rules that spread downstep generally occur in the other direction, i.e. towards the
end of the word as opposed to the beginning. The presence of a leftward downstep rule may go hand-in-hand with
the ‘weak’ left edge described in Section 10.4.
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(174)
[ sə mi paq ku ][ ru dux ni ][ ba buy ] Segmental tier
[ H ][ H ][ L ] Boundary tones
[ L+H* ][ L+H* ][ L+H* ] Pitch accents
[ L H H ][ L H H ][ L H L ] Combined
[ L H M ][ H M ][ H L ] L-spread+fusion
[ L M M ][ M M ][ H L ] H M→M M
The derivation so far correctly generates the initial rise, the mid-pitch-range plateau and the
non-downstepped final pitch accent’s H.There remains one major issue, however, in that the final
prosodic grouping contains a H L sequence that is not subject to the spreading/fusion rule. This
requires some stipulation that only the L of the L+H* pitch accent can shift leftward, and not the
L boundary tone.23
Thismodel is also easily adapted to fit the utteranceswithH-L oscillations in all of the prosodic
domains within the utterance, such as that in Figure 10.16 on page 536. In cases like these, the
same L+H* pitch accent and intonational phonologywill generate the patternwhere every promi-
nent syllable receives a rise-fall if the H boundary tones are replaced with L. This L will not only
create the fall after each peak, but block the leftward shift of the following pitch accent’s prenu-
clear L.
Take for example the first two pitch accent domains in Figure 10.10 on page 529/Ex. (167).
By assigning L boundary tones in place of H, the intonational phonology proposed above for the
plateau intonation would apply as shown in (175):
23This is not to say that shifting is a common behavior of boundary tones, as this would cause them to no longer
mark a boundary. However, while intuitive, the shifting vs. non-shifting behavior of prenuclear L and boundary L
must receive some encoding in the phonology lest all H L sequences feed the fusion rule.
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(175)
[ mu ku su u pu ][ mi an ] … Segmental tier
[ L ][ L ] Boundary tones
[ L+H* ][ L+H* ] Pitch accents
[ L H L ][ L H L ] Combined
[ L H L ][ L H L ] L-spread (+fusion, vacuous)
[ L H L ][ L H L ] H M→M M (vacuous)
This derivation is made possible by the assumption that H L sequences do not fuse to M if the
L is a boundary tone, which was also necessary for the derivation of the plateau intonation. With
that said, the derivation in (175) results in each domain having the desired LHL sequence. It can
also be assumed, pending counterevidence, that pre-final boundary tones are either uniformly H
or L.
With a functioning model of pitch accents and boundary tones in Seediq, we must now ask
at what level in the prosodic hierarchy these boundary tones are assigned. The most economical
model is to have the non-final H and L boundary tones and the final L assigned at the same level
in the hierarchy. But what level would that be? The intonational phrase (IP) is generally used
to label very large domains, however the domain of the boundary tones in Seediq can contain as
little as a clitic cluster, and there is often no other cue for such a large juncture at this domain’s
boundary (e.g. pitch reset, lengthening, pauses, etc.).
In this dissertation’s analysis of Hla’alua declarative intonation (cf. Section 5.7.2), a non-
final plateau similar to the one in Seediq was analyzed through a split between the intonational
phrase (IP), which governed the final fall, and smaller intermediate phrases (ip) which often only
contained one word, and bore the intonational phonology responsible for the plateau and for
focus intonation. Using such an analysis for Seediq would fit the general size of the domains in
question, but would lead to an analysis where the IP level has no intonational phonology. Or, if it
does bear the utterance-final L boundary tone, then an explanation would still be lacking for why
IP-level and ip-level boundary tones cannot combine in sequence, as was the main motivation
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for the IP/ip split in Hla’alua, as well as in other analyses like Pierrehumbert’s (1980) analysis of
English.
Perhapsmore evidencewill come to light of phonology active at different levels of the prosodic
hierarchy. Until then, I will agnostically label the prosodic domain containing the Seediq pitch
accent simply as the ‘prosodic phrase’. The prosodic phrase can house either a H% or L% bound-
ary tone in non-final position. The utterance-final prosodic phrase has a L% boundary tone in
declaratives.
Another question that arises from this analysis is whether the distribution (or availability) of
pre-final H% vs. L% boundary tones is predictable. While I have not found evidence of either
of these boundary tones being associated with a semantic class, there were differences in which
speakers used which boundary tones.
Of the data analyzed for this chapter, the plateau intonation that reflects pre-final H% was
only used by Truku speakers like Banay and Peto Ukan. While the Tgdaya and Toda speakers
had some tokens with a large difference in magnitude between the rise-fall F0 contours of some
pitch accents compared to others, all the sentence-level Tgdaya/Toda data I analyzed had the
oscillating rise-fall contour that reflects pre-final L% boundary tones.
This is not to say that only pre-final H% was noted for the Truku speakers. They produced a
mix of pre-final H% and pre-final L%.24 The available boundary tones by dialect are summarized
in Table 10.5. I did not find any semantic predictor of which boundary tone would surface, but
there may exist such a predictor yet to be uncovered by future research.
Tgdaya Toda Truku Dialect
X X ✓ Pre-final H%
✓ ✓ ✓ Pre-final L%
Table 10.5: Attested Seediq boundary tones by dialect.
24Tsukida (2009, 102) describes two intonational contours in Truku that differ in whether or not a pre-final pitch
accent is available, which may roughly equate to non-final L% vs. H% in this chapter’s analysis. She notes that the
two intonational contours are often available on the same material (ibid.).
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This leaves one final open question in the phonological analysis of Seediq declarative intona-
tion. In the utterances with non-final L%, what governs the differences in magnitude of the pitch
accents?
In this dissertation’s analysis of Kanakanavu (cf. Section 4.7.4), extra-high pitch accents alter-
nated with a high boundary tone, and thus both patterns could be governed by a single boundary
tone H%, which would raise the peak of an existing boundary tone within range. There are two
obstacles to governing the extra-high peaks in Seediq with a H% boundary tone: i) as discussed
at the beginning of this section, extra-high peaks are often in positions of syntactic prominence,
and not near prosodic boundaries; and ii) there are competing boundary tones at the prosodic
phrase level, and assigning H% at a higher level like the IP would falsely predict a maximum of
one extra-high peak.
Instead, an easier way to allow for twomagnitudes of pitch accent is to add an additional level









“I give you a gift.”
As can be seen in the pitch track in Figure 10.16 on page 536, biq-an and snadu have pitch
accent peaks of a greater magnitude than the other words and clitic cluster. Assuming it is some
syntactic feature (such as either edge of the VP) that assigns them greater prominence than the
other pitch accents, this assignment results in the metrical structure shown in (176) below.
(176)
x x Syntactic prominence
x x x x x Prosodic phrase
x x x x x x x x x x x Syllable tier
ya ku bi qan su mu ki ngan s(u) na du Segmental tier
If extra-high F0 peaks are the result of a H tonal target, as they are in Kanakanavu, then this
H can be assigned to the syllables that are prominent at this additional level. Future research may
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refine exactly what syntactic structures evoke this additional level of prominence.
This metrical analysis allows for two distinct magnitudes of the rise-fall contour of pitch
accents in prosodic phrases with L%. However, these extra-high peaks do not co-occur with H%.
This could have one of two possible explanations: i) H% is evoked by a specific syntactic structure
that would not bear non-final extra-high peaks to begin with; or ii) the additional magnitude that
would otherwise result in an extra-high peak is nullified by the downstepping process that occurs
in prosodic phrases with H%. Additional investigation into the distribution of non-final H% vs.
L% in Truku may shine light on which explanation is more likely.
10.7.3 Intonation of other utterance types
Like many other languages, Seediq has a dichotomy of final falls and rises associated with declar-
atives and polar interrogatives, respectively. Tsukida (2009, 103–9) describes the intonation of
polar interrogatives as having a final rise, but notes that a final fall is also available on interrog-
atives in the case of “demanding an explanation, suspicion, or explanation”.25
In the Seediq data I have elicited, polar interrogatives do have a final high tone. They diverge
from Tsukida’s description, however, in that the final high tone begins at the peak of the final
prominent syllable and is maintained through the word edge. In Tsukida’s examples, there is a fall
in F0 following the peak of the final pitch accent, followed by a rise to the end of the utterance.26
This could be due to the use of the final question particle hug in Tsukida’s examples, versus the
interrogatives in the data available to me, in which the utterance type is marked only by the
intonation.
An example of an interrogative with a final rise can be seen in Figure 10.20 on the following
page, which shows a pitch track of the question in (177).
25Translation mine. Original: “詰問、訝り、詠嘆” (p.104).
26Note that the data presented in Tsukida (2009) is not in the form of pitch tracks, but points arranged as a musical
score, accompanied by a number from 0–4 describing the pitch of each syllable (with 4 the highest). Thus, I cannot
analyze the same data Tsukida presents, and can only comment indirectly.
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“Did you kill a pig?”
Since da patterns with the pronominal enclitics in being part of the domain of stress assign-
ment, the final pitch accent peak is on the syllable /buj/ of babúy=da. This peak becomes a plateau,
with its high tone maintained until the end of the utterance.
In the previous section, it was argued that the pitch accent contains only L+H*, and that the
fall in F0 that follows many pitch accent peaks is a boundary tone L% rather than part of the
pitch accent melody. The F0 contour shown in Figure 10.20 is the expected output of the model
of Seediq intonational phonology proposed in this chapter, if the H% boundary tone is found in
the final prosodic phrase of the utterance. Since there is no following prosodic phrase, there is no
prenuclear L to trigger downstep of the peak’s H. Instead, the H of the L+H* pitch accent aligned
to /buj/ and the phrase-final H% form a plateau at the top of the pitch range without interference.
I have found no evidence yet of additional intonational contours for other utterance types.
Wh-interrogatives pattern with the declaratives, as can be seen in Figure 10.21 on the next page,
a pitch track of the question in (164), repeated below.
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“Whose car is this?”
The pitch track in Figure 10.21 shows a repeatedH-L oscillation characteristic of Seediq declar-
atives with pre-final L%. The pitch accent on the wh-word n-ima ‘whose’ is higher than the
other pitch accents, and so perhaps wh-words are a class of words that receive the higher level
of prominence discussed in the previous section. However, there is no evidence (yet) that wh-
interrogatives have distinct intonational phonology.
10.7.4 Summary of intonational phonology
The prosodic phrase contains one phonological word, or a clitic cluster of at least two syllables.
Each prosodic phrase receives a pitch accent on the prominent syllable, which is the penult of a
domain containing suffixes and single monosyllabic enclitics. Words that are prominent within
the syntactic structure are granted an extra level of prominence.
The pitch accent melody is L+H*, where the prenuclear L shifts leftward to the word edge
(as opposed to attaching to the pretonic syllable and spreading leftward, as in many of the other
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langauges studied in this dissertation). Another H tone is assigned to syntactically-prominent
syllables, resulting in a pitch accent with an extra-high peak.
Each prosodic phrase has a final boundary tone, either L% or H%. The utterance-final prosodic
phrase receives a H% if the utterance is a polar interrogative, and a L% if the utterance is of another
type, like declarative or wh-interrogative. Non-final prosodic phrases within the utterance all
receive either L% or H% (a mix of the two is yet unattested). While non-final L% and H% are both
used by Truku speakers, non-final H% has not appeared in the data I have analyzed from Toda
and Tgdaya speakers.
The shift of the pitch accent’s prenuclear L triggers a fusion rule with the preceding phrase’s
H%, yielding a plateau of M targets that spans between the first phrase’s prominent syllable to the
final phrase’s initial boundary. M targets cause preceding H targets to also become downstepped,
allowing the plateau to persist through to the first phrase’s pitch accent H. Utterances with this
contour do not show extra-high peaks on syntactically-prominent words, so either the fusion
rule nullifies the H that triggers the extra-high peaks, or perhaps non-final H% is only available
when no non-final word is syntactically prominent. Future research on the relationship between
syntactic/semantic structure and the distribution of intonational contours in Truku will shine




Pazeh-Kaxabu is a language with two dialects, Pazeh and Kaxabu, spoken by tribes of the same
name. The Pazeh and Kaxabu people originate in the western plains of Taiwan, but, like theThao,
migrated inland under pressure from the settlers from the Asian mainland.
The Pazeh-Kaxabu people resettled in the area of Nantou County (南投縣) that is now the
city of Puli (埔里). Those who settled on the Ailan Plateau are now the Pazeh tribe, and those
who settled on the other side of the Meixi Stream are now the Kaxabu. The seven villages are
listed in Table 11.1, and shown in the map of Puli in Figure 11.1 on the next page.
Tribe Village Chinese name
Pazeh
a. Aoraŋ Wuniulan (烏牛蘭); now Ailan (愛蘭)
b. Patakan Damalin (大馬璘)
c. Lalusai Alishi (阿里史)
Kaxabu
d. Pauvuŋuŋ Shoucheng (守城)
e. Paiisia Niumianshan (牛眠山)
f. Karehut Danan (大湳)
g. Tauviŋ Wugonglun (蜈蚣崙)
Table 11.1: The seven Pazeh and Kaxabu villages, as listed by Wei (1981, 7).
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Figure 11.1: Map of Puli, showing Pazeh and Kaxabu villages based on Wei (1981, 7), labeled
according to Table 11.1.
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11.1.1 Current status of Pazeh
The Pazeh-Kaxabu language is critically endangered, so much so in Pazeh’s case that there has
been some controversy as to whether there are speakers of the language remaining. Pazeh is
considered by some scholars to be a dormant language (one which has lost all native speakers),
following the death of Pan Jin-yu in 2010 (P. J.-K. Li, 2010), a Pazeh speaker consulted for a number
of linguistic studies including Blust’s (1999a) phonology sketch and P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida’s
(2001) dictionary and grammar sketch. This claim has seen some formal recognition: while Pazeh
was included in the CIP’s 2000 grammar series as a living language (Y.-C. Lin, 2000), it did not
receive an entry in the 2016 grammar series.
However, Pan Jin-yu has a distant niece Adunu, who still speaks Pazeh. Adunu has authored
a reference work on Pazeh (Adunuˀ, 2017),1 continues to study Pazeh academically, and is active
in the language’s revitalization movement. There are a couple mentions of Adunu in the litera-
ture, with some claims that she is not a native speaker of the language (nevertheless with some
inclusion of data elicited from her). I feel it a wasted effort to argue here about the classification
of people into ‘speakers’ and other categories. Instead, I will outline what I know about Adunu’s
language experience, and let the reader come to their own conclusion about how data elicited
from Adunu fits into the existing documentation of the language.
Adunu learned Pazeh during her childhood from her parents and paternal grandparents (Pan
Jin-yu’s parents), and from other nearby relatives, as described by Z.-G. Tong (2017). Z.-G. Tong
mentions the Japanese occupation of Taiwan in conjunction with this description of her child-
hood, which roughly places this time period as the first twelve years of her life.2 In 2004, she
1Adunu’s name on the cover of her book includes a final superscript glottal stop <ˀ>. Adunu herself does not
represent glottal stops orthographically in her own writing in Pazeh, and thus I do not include the glottal stop in
writing her name here.
2Whether Z.-G. Tong means that Adunu’s primary exposure to Pazeh was during the occupation is ambiguous,
so I will translate his statement here: “…growing up under the Japanese occupation, the impression of the Pazeh
language [onto Adunu] was as the mother tongue and language of daily life among the tribal elders. From childhood
she was immersed through listening to her paternal grandparents, her parents and local relatives speaking the tribal
language…” Original: “…生長在日治時期，印象中巴宰語就是族中長輩的家常母語，從小耳濡目染，聽著祖父
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took a more active role in the Pazeh language revival movement, teaching Pazeh with the help
of resources such as P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2001) and Cheng (2006) (Adunuˀ, 2017, 5). In 2009,
Adunu began compiling study materials for her own book, which was published in 2017 (ibid.).
Regarding Adunu as a research subject, it is difficult for her to give long narrations the same way
that Pan Jin-yu was able to (P. J.-K. Li, 2013). However, she can easily produce shorter narra-
tions of a few sentences, as well as translate sentences from Chinese/Japanese into Pazeh. She is
also able to give syntactic judgments, although she has mentioned having difficulty with judging
more complex syntactic structures.3 Her judgments have been consistent across sessions.
One area where Adunu’s Pazeh differs from Pazeh as previously described in the literature
is some patterns in the phonetics and phonology of consonants. Some of these differences are
shared by at least some of the remaining speakers of Kaxabu. Except for a short discussion in
Section 11.3, I will not include an in-depth investigation of segmental phonology in this chapter,
as it has little effect on prosodic structure.
11.1.2 Current status of Kaxabu
Kaxabu, while also endangered, has some remaining speakers, including Tun Kunay, who com-
piled a dictionary of the language (Kunay, 2015). H.-S. Lim (2016, 3) lists fifteen consultants for
his phonological study of the language.
Unlike the Pazeh, the Kaxabu have never had government recognition, which they are still
petitioning for on the basis of their language’s remaining speakers (Y.-C. Lin, 2017).
母、父母及周遭親戚講族語…”
3This is not to say that difficulty with complex syntax judgments is necessarily indicative of a lack of language
competence. Uncontroversially competent speakers can also struggle with judgment tasks; see for example the
‘satiation effects’ reported by Snyder (2000).
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11.1.3 Existing study
I have presented an analysis of Pazeh’s prosodic structure and intonation at the 26th meeting of
the Austronesian Formal Linguistics Association (AFLA), which is available as a paper in AFLA’s
proceedings journal (Macaulay, 2020). This chapter’s analysis is based on the same data presented
in that paper.
That said, I am presenting the data in a slightly different way, so that the analysis better
conforms to those presented in Chapters 2–10. In turn, this will allow the data to better feed into
this dissertation’s comparative study in Chapter 13.
11.2 Data collected
Thedata presented in this chapter comes from twelve one-hour recording sessions with Adunu, in
her garden in Ailan. These materials were elicited preceding the focus on prosody in my research,
and thus despite representing the largest amount of recordings any analysis in this dissertation
is based on, there remain gaps in this analysis.
I have also had a few recording sessions with Tun Kunay and other Kaxabu speakers in Puli.
These recordings were taken before purchasing the equipment with which all other original data
presented in this dissertation were recorded. Because of this, they suffer in quality. The content
of those interviews is also not sufficient to extend the analysis of Kaxabu prosody provided by
H.-S. Lim (2016). For this reason, I omit a discussion on Kaxabu based on original data for a
discussion of the literature in Section 11.6.
11.3 Segmental inventory
The consonant inventory of Pazeh differs between accounts, perhaps in part as the result of sound
changes occuring in the transmission of Pazeh between generations. I present this section in two
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parts: first, the inventory of Pazeh as described in existing works (Section 11.3.1, and then an
analysis of Pazeh as spoken by the modern speaker Adunu (Section 11.3.2).
11.3.1 Previous descriptions of Pazeh’s segmental inventory































Voiceless stop p t k ʔF
Voiced stop b d ɡ <g>
Voiceless fricative s x ħ <h>
Voiced affricate dz <z>
Nasal m n ŋ <ng>
Trill r
Lateral approximant l <ɫ>F;<l>B
Flap ɭ <l>F
Glide w j <y>
Table 11.2: Consonant inventory of Pazeh according to Ferrell (1970) and Blust (1999a). Phones
only present in Ferrell (1970) marked with ‘F’, and those only present in Blust (1999a) marked
with ‘B’.
There are two major differences between Ferrell’s and Blust’s accounts of the Pazeh conso-
nant inventory. The first is the presence of two lateral categories: Ferrell (1970, 74) describes a
“retroflex lateral flap” which he labels /l/, and a “voiced lateral” category which he labels /ɫ/ and
lists in the consonant chart in the same column as the alveolar consonants. Blust (1999a, 328) finds
that these categories do not contrast in word-final position in the data Ferrell presents, and that
both phones descend from *N in his reconstruction of Proto-Austronesian.4 He concludes that
4This is not to say that it is impossible for PAn to have had two categories, say *N₁ and *N₂, surviving only in
Pazeh. I am simply reporting that Blust (1999a) does not take this route in analyzing Pazeh’s diachronic phonology,
and I leave further discussion to future works.
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they are likely in some sort of allophonic relationship, rather than one of contrast. Furthermore,
he finds only a single lateral, the alveolar [l], in the speech of Pan Jin-yu.
The other major difference between Ferrell’s and Blust’s consonant inventories is that the
former includes a phonemic glottal stop, while the latter claims that the latter is an epenthetic
segment with a predictable distribution.
The vowel inventory of Pazeh as described by Ferrell (1970) and Blust (1999a) is shown in
Table 11.3.
Front Central Back
High i ɨF u
Mid eF əB <e> oF
Low a
Table 11.3: Vowel inventory of Pazeh according to Ferrell (1970) and Blust (1999a). Phones only
present in Ferrell (1970) marked with ‘F’, and those only present in Blust (1999a) marked with ‘B’.
The main difference between the two accounts is the status of mid vowels [e] [o]. Ferrell
presents these as phonemes, while Blust analyzes them as the output of a synchronic vowel-
lowering process that occurs when adjacent to the pharyngeal /ħ/ /r/ /ŋ/.
Another difference between the two accounts is that Ferrell describes a high vowel [ɨ] (con-
fusingly given the label schwa <ə>) where Blust describes a mid vowel [ə].
11.3.2 Segmental inventory based on Adunu’s speech
In addition to the merger of Ferrell’s (1970) two lateral consonants in Pan Jin-yu’s speech, there
are other mergers in the consonant inventory of Adunu’s Pazeh, as well as in the Kaxabu of
many modern speakers. Mergers are an expected change in speech communities in the late stage
of language shift: they are a ‘reduction in complexity’, one of the two types of language change
attributed to language shift by Dorian (1978).
In this section and those that follow, I will use the orthography of Blust (1999a) and P. J.-K. Li
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and Tsuchida (2001) for representations in italics, so that the words in the data presented here can
easily be cross-referenced with those works. Transcriptions of the speech sounds themselves, i.e.
the IPA in square [ ] and slash brackets / / will refer to those in Pazeh as spoken by Adunu, unless
marked with a ‘B’ to refer to the analysis in Blust (1999a) based on Pan Jin-yu, or a ‘F’ to refer to
the analysis in Ferrell (1970).
Themain restructuring that has happened between Pan Jin-yu’s generation and Adunu’s syn-
chronic grammar is a reduction in the number of coronal consonant categories. The voiced coro-
nals /d/B, /l/B (including /ɫ/F), and /r/B, have merged into a single category in word-initial and
medial position. This category, /d/, is a stop word-initially and varies between a stop and flap
intervocalically.
In word-initial position, Adunu’s /d/ (and /b/) are often produced with a preceding glottal
element. Spectrograms of two /d/-initial productions with initial laryngealization are shown in
Figures 11.2 and 11.3 on the following page. Figure 11.2 shows a production of lasu ‘husked rice’,
produced by Adunu as /dasu/ [ˀdasuʔ]. The laryngealization of the initial /d/ can be seen on the
spectrogram as low-frequency pulses throughout the duration of the segment.5
Figure 11.3 shows a production of dalum ‘water’, produced by Adunu as /dadum/ [ˀdadum].
During the word-initial /d/, there is a short higher-energy period followed by a lower-energy
period preceding the vowel onset. This may reflect a transitional vocoid between an initial glottal
stop and the /d/’s stop closure, much like P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida’s (2006) analysis of Kavalan in
which forms like /ʔsi/ ‘meat’ are realized as [ʔɨsːi] with a transitional vocoid between the initial
glottal stop and following consonant.6
In both initial /d/’s in Figures 11.2–11.3, there is a band of energy around 3000Hz. This energy
is not present in the word-medial [d] in dalum.
5For other examples of spectrograms in which laryngealization surfaces as low-frequency pulsing, see Section
2.4.2.2 on Mantauran Rukai and Section 8.6 on Amis.
6This is not to say that the analysis in P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2006) is the only or best approach to these vocoids.
For a longer discussion, see Section 7.4.1.
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Figure 11.3: Spectrogram of dalum [ˀdadum] ‘water’ in Pazeh, produced by Adunu.
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Figure 11.5: Spectrogram of babaw [babːaw] ‘above’ in Kavalan, produced by Pipis.
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The glottal element accompanying Adunu’s initial /b/ and /d/ in Pazeh are similar to the pre-
glottalized stops of Tsou, Bunun, and Thao (P. J.-K. Li, 2015). An example of preglottalized [ˀd] in
Tsou can be seen in Figure 11.4 on the previous page, which shows a spectrogram of lema’cohio
‘master’. The initial <l> in the annotation is the Tsou orthography for /ˀd/, and in Figure 11.4, this
segment has both the high-low intensity contour seen in Figure 11.3’s dalum, and the energy band
around 3000Hz. These examples can all be contrasted with the acoustics of non-preglottalized
stops: Figure 11.5 on the preceding page shows a spectrogram of babaw ‘above’ in Kavalan where
the initial [b] has a steady intensity and no high-frequency energy.
The presence of preglottalized stops in Adunu’s speech may well be a result of contact with
nearby languages. Thao, as well as a dialect of Tsou and another of Bunun, are spoken in Nantou
County alongside Pazeh. Additionally, it is incredibly unlikely forThao, Tsou, and Bunun to have
developed preglottalized stops independently, as they do not form a subgroup to the exclusion of
other Formosan languages. Blevins (2017, 89–90) calculates the probability of three Austronesian
languages at random developing preglottalized stops as 0.00008. Adding Pazeh as a fourth, this
chance is reduced further to 0.000084/3 = 0.000003.7
In addition to the coronal merger, Adunu’s Pazeh also shows a merger of /x/B and /ħ/B > /ħ/.
Unlike in other positions, word-final /r/ contrasts with the other coronals, and is an approx-
imant. However, due to a prohibition on final voiced obstruents and final fricatives (similar to
contact languages Chinese and Japanese), final /d/ and /s/ have merged with /t/.8 Similarly, final
/ħ/ has merged with glottal stop. A summary of the restructuring of the consonant inventory in
Adunu’s Pazeh can be seen in Table 11.4 on the next page.
With this restructuring in mind, the consonant phoneme inventory of Adunu’s Pazeh is as
7Of course, a confounding factor of these developments happening by random chance is that at least some of the
preglottalized stops in these languages were gained through borrowing (P. J.-K. Li, 2015). But this also is proof of
language contact between them.
8Note that Blust’s (1999a) analysis also includes final stopping of /z/ and final devoicing. One difference is that in
his analysis, the /t/-/d/ contrast is maintained word-finally despite devoicing, as the former is dental and the latter
is alveolar.
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/x/F /x/B /ħ/ /ʔ//ħ/F /ħ/B
/ʔ/F ∅ /ʔ/
Table 11.4: Restructuring in coronal and gutteral consonants in Adunu’s Pazeh.
shown in Table 11.5. Note also that glides [j] [w] have been omitted from the consonant inventory,































Voiceless stop p t k ʔ <’>
Voiced stop ɡ <g>
Preglottalized voiced stop ˀb <b> ˀd <d>
Voiceless fricative s ħ <h>
Voiced affricate dz <z>
Nasal m n ŋ <ng>
Approximant ɻ <r>
Table 11.5: Consonant inventory of Pazeh as spoken by Adunu.
The vowel system in Adunu’s speech is mostly like that described by Ferrell (1970). As vowel
lowering was triggered by /ħ/B and /x/B, their merger to /ħ/ makes the distribution of mid vowels
[e] and [o] unpredictable, thus their inclusion in the phoneme inventory. I also find a high central
vowel, as Ferrell does, although as produced by Adunu it does have some lip-pursing (narrowly
transcribed [ɨβ], similar to the Japanese [ɯβ]). I thus analyze it as /ʉ/. The full vowel chart can
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be seen in Table 11.6.9
Front Central Back
High i ʉ <e> u
Mid e <é> o
Low a
Table 11.6: Vowel inventory of Pazeh as spoken by Adunu.
11.4 Syllable structure
The syllable structure of Pazeh will be presented in three parts: first, the basics of syllable struc-
ture (Section 11.4.1), and then arguments for the distribution of glides and vowels in the language
(Section 11.4.2). Section 11.4.3 will comment on constraints on metrical structure in the language.
11.4.1 Basic syllable structure and the Pazeh word
The maximal syllable in Pazeh as analyzed by Blust (1999a) is CVVC,10 examples from his notes
including the final syllables of ahuan [a.hwan] ‘evening’ and ha-hium [ha.hyum] ‘bamboo tube’.
Notably, Blust excludes long vowels from his analysis of the language, even when they are
included by P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2001) based on work with the same speaker. I also find
evidence of long vowels in Adunu’s speech, both in the duration of such vowels and their differ-
ential interaction with the intonation: non-final syllables with long vowels attract pitch accents,
whereas syllables with singleton vowels in the same environment do not.
With the long vowels, the maximal syllable must be widened to CVVX, where X can be a
coda consonant or vowel timing unit. This allows for syllables like the initial syllable in kiaren
‘beautiful’, which is /kiaadʉn/ [kjaː.dʉn]∼[kjaː.ɾʉn] in Adunu’s speech.
9The use of <é> as an orthographic representation of /e/ follows Kunay (2015).
10‘V’ here refers to a vocoid which may be a vowel or glide. The distribution of vowels vs. glides will be discussed
in Section 11.4.2.
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11.4.2 The phonemic status of glides
Blust (1999a) describes glides both pre- and postvocalically. Pre-vocalic glides are the result of a
glide formation rule targeting underlying vowels /i/ /u/ (p.329), while postvocalic glides represent
the categories /j/ /w/.
In his orthography, Blust transcribes vowel-vowel sequences in closed syllables and vowel-
glide sequences in (otherwise) open syllables. For example, tibaun ‘mosquito’ has the /au/ se-
quence whereasmu-siraw ‘to smear on’ has a /aw/ sequence instead. The vowel-vowel sequences
under his analysis may undergo monophthongization to the close-mid vowel [ɔ] (p.331). The
parallel holds for /ai/ and /aj/ sequences, as well as the availability of a monophthongization rule
targeting the former with the close-mid [ɛ] as the output (ibid.).
In Adunu’s speech, I also find evidence for a vowel-glide distinction in divergent phonological
behavior. However, the nature of the behavior and the distribution of glides in the language differs
from Blust’s (1999a) account.
Firstly, I find no evidence that glides must be part of the phoneme inventory, and that a more
economical analysis of all surface glides as the result of glide formation rules is possible.
Like the long vowels, certain sequences of vocoids in non-word-final syllables attract a pitch
accent while others don’t. Specifically, /ai/ and /au/ sequences attract pitch accents, while /ia/
and /ua/ do not.
For example, the /au/ sequence in ma-usay [mau.sai] ‘af-go.irr’ and the /ai/ sequence in
aidini [ai.ɾi.ni] receive pitch accents while the /ua/ in suadi ‘younger brother’ and /ia/ in siatu
‘clothing’ do not.
For this reason, I analyze the /ua/ and /ia/ sequences (which do not receive pitch accents) as
having undergone glide formation to [wa] and [ja].11 This allows for an analysis of non-final
11Of course, these are not the only possible permutations of vowel sequences in Pazeh’s four-vowel system. Se-
quences of two vowels where one is a schwa are rare, if in fact they occur. They do not occur in the data provided
to me by Adunu. Similarly, sequences of two adjacent high vowels /iu/ /ui/ occur in the recordings I have of Adunu,
but only in word-final syllables, and thus I have little to say about their behavior in other positions.
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pitch accent assignment in which all syllables with more than one vowel in the surface form
receive pitch accents. The [wa] and [ja] sequences that have undergone glide formation do not
fulfill this criterion.
11.4.3 Metrical structure
While the acoustics and internal structure of the pitch accents in Pazeh will be saved for the
following section, I will use their distribution here to comment on metrical structure in the lan-
guage. The metrical grids here are reproduced from Macaulay (2020), edited to conform to the
segmental phonology presented here and renumbered.
In Pazeh as spoken by Adunu, words may receive one pitch accent, or they may receive two.
All words receive a final pitch accent. Vowel-vowel sequences that have not undergone glide
formation, that is, long vowels, [ai] and [au] sequences, receive a pitch accent. When this occurs
in a non-final syllable, both this and the final syllable receive pitch accents, even if they are
adjacent syllables.
Using these pitch accents as an indicator of prominence, this means that words with tau-
tosyllabic vowel sequences have two prominent syllables. For example, aidini ‘here’ has two




ai di ni ‘here’
[ai]
As this non-final pitch accent is always present when available, I analyze the structure in




ai di ni ‘here’
[ai]
This non-final prominence is also assigned to syllables in which the vowel sequences straddle
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a morpheme boundary as in (180). CVV-reduplication, used as a progressive marker (P. J.-K. Li,
2000), also triggers non-final prominence as shown in (181).









(181) a. x x
x x x





laa- la ngui ‘prog-swim’
[laː]
On the other hand, [ja] and [wa] sequences that have undergone glide formation do not
attract non-final prominence, nor do other potential ‘heavy’ syllables such as those with codas.


















Finally, there is a single word in the recordings I have of Adunu that would potentially have
three prominent syllables in the word, aisiiyay ‘resemble’, which has a [ai] sequence in the first
syllable and a long [iː] in the second. Interestingly, it is the first syllable that does not receive a
pitch accent, as shown in (183).
(183) a. x x
x x x





ai sii ai ‘resemble’
[ai] [siː]
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11.5 Intonation
The discussion of intonation in Pazeh will start with a description of prosodic phrases in Pazeh
(Section 11.5.1), followed by an analysis of the intonational phonology (Section 11.5.2).
11.5.1 Prosodic phrasing
Prosodic phrases in Pazeh contain at least one content word, or more depending on speech rate.
For example, Adunu produced the sentence in (184) chunked into two prosodic phrases,12 the
first containing a determiner, a noun, and two particles,13 and the second containing one word.
Another example, shown in (185) has the verb and object within one prosodic phrase. Prosodic
phrases are evidenced by the distribution of final pitch accents, marked here with an acute accent.
(184) [IP imini a rumuk ká ] [IP dumangaxúx ]
this lig meat top fragrant
“This meat is fragrant.”
(185) [IP mu-xe’et nuáng ] [IP ki yakú ]
af-bind cow CM 1sg.nom
“I bind a cow.”
Specific particles tend to group with either preceding or following material. For example, the
topic marker ka groups with preceding material, as it did in (184). Another particle that behaves
similarly is the ligature a: as can be seen in (186), a forms a prosodic phrase with the following
noun, not the preceding quantifier.
(186) [IP adáng ] [IP a takayáh ]
one lig frog
‘one frog’
12I will tentatively label this phrase as the IP in the data presented in this chapter, as it is the largest phrase
evidenced by the phonology described in this chapter. Future work on the language may find better evidence to
disambiguate multiple higher levels in the prosodic hierarchy. Note that in the absence of edge markings common
to IP’s in other languages such as pitch resets and pauses, this ‘IP’ label is simply a shortcut for what may be better
described as an ip, PhonP, etc.
13The ‘ligature’ a connects a noun with another constituent, such as another noun (in a possessive construction),
a relative clause, or a quantifier. The term ‘ligature’ is taken from P. J.-K. Li (2000).
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Interestingly, the locative particle di forms a prosodic phrase with preceding material. This
causes a mismatch in syntactic and prosodic structure, as shown in (187).
(187) [AP kuang [PP di [DP dalum ]]] Syntactic structure
[IP kuang dí ] [IP dalúm ] Prosodic structure
outside loc water
‘out of the water’
There are two particles that are optionally extrametrical. When extrametrical, they do not
bear a pitch accent, which instead falls on the preceding syllable. These particles are the per-
fect aspect marker lia and the question marker sai. For example, (188–189) show the prosodic
structure of two sentences produced by Adunu that end in these extrametrical morphemes. As a
result, the final pitch accents of these utterances are aligned with the final syllables of the words
purehat ‘die’ and tabarák ‘yellow’ respectively.
(188) [IP purehát ] <lia>
die perf
“It died.”
(189) [IP ayam ká ] [IP tabarák ] <sai>
bird top yellow Q
“Is the bird yellow?”
The prosodic phrases discussed in this section were labeled as intonational phrases (IP) in
Macaulay (2020). However, they lack some of the properties of IP’s in other languages where
they have been described, like the model of English phonology in Pierrehumbert (1980). The
phrases in Pazeh do not require a pitch reset, final lengthening, silence, or any of the other cues
for a major juncture. Instead, they are merely the domain of the final pitch accent, and IP was
simply the label given to this domain as there is yet no evidence of intonational phonology at a
higher level.
This is an issue with a few of the other languages studied in this dissertation. For exam-
ple, Mantauran Rukai has phrase-level intonation consisting of a series of intonational contours
identical to those produced on words in isolation (cf. Section 2.4.7.2). This repeated domain does
not require a major juncture that would signal an IP in Pierrehumbert’s (1980) model of English.
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However, building a smaller level such as the intermediate or accentual phrase below the IPwould
leave the IP itself devoid of any observable tonal phonology.
11.5.2 Intonational phonology
The model of Pazeh intonation in Macaulay (2020) divided the tones active in Pazeh phonology
into initial %L boundary tones and H*L pitch accent melodies.
However, a more economical model is possible, that would stand in parallel to the other anal-
yses in this dissertation. This is to account for all tones as part of a L+H*L pitch accent melody,
replacing the boundary tone %L with a prenuclear L in the pitch accent. This pitch accent is
aligned to both final and non-final prominent syllables.
Unlike in many of the other languages studied in this dissertation, syllables containing more
than one vowel do not seem to have more than one possible attachment site for pitch accents in
Adunu’s speech. Thus, pitch accents are aligned to the syllable, and not the mora.14
Like in many of the other languages in this dissertation, this prenuclear L attaches to the
immediately pretonic syllable, and spreads leftward to the beginning of the word. It is deleted if
it has no possible attachment site, either because i) it is part of a pitch accent assigned to the first
syllable of the word; or ii) it is part of a pitch accent immediately following another prominent
syllable that also receives a pitch accent.
The postnuclear L of a pitch accent shifts rightward. It can also delete, in final pitch accents
aligned to syllables with a voiceless coda, or in non-final pitch accents preceding another pitch
accent. An example of the former can be seen in Figure 11.8 on page 569, in which the final glottal
stop of takayah (the reflex of final /ħ/B in Adunu’s speech) surfaces with the F0 contour ending
at the top of the pitch range, without the final fall that reflects postnuclear L.
14In many of these languages, the mora-alignment of pitch accents actually leaves little evidence for a syllable
greater than the mora in the phonology, and perhaps the mora is also the syllable in these languages. An in-depth
discussion on this topic can be found in the analysis of Budai Rukai (cf. Section 2.5.3), however see also the ‘Syl-
lable structure’ sections in other analyses such as Mantauran Rukai and Kanakanavu for more examples of this
phenomenon.
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Figure 11.6: Pitch track of mu-languy ‘af-swim’ in Pazeh, produced by Adunu.















Figure 11.7: Pitch track of laa-languy ‘prog-swim’ in Pazeh, produced by Adunu.
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Figure 11.8: Pitch track of takayah ‘frog’ in Pazeh, produced by Adunu.















Figure 11.9: Pitch track of kiaaren ‘beautiful’ in Pazeh, produced by Adunu.
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An example of pitch accents on adjacent syllables can be seen in Figure 11.9 on the previous
page, which shows a pitch track of kiaaren ‘beautiful’. Here, the first syllable is heavy as it
contains a long vowel [aː]. As a result, there not the expected low tone followed by a rise, but
most of the F0 contour is at the height of the pitch range.15 Much of the variation in the first half
of the F0 contour can be accounted for as the microprosodic effects of consonants, and it is hard
to argue for a full rise-fall-rise-fall contour as was seen in Figure 11.7.
Intonation at the phrasal level can be accounted for by the tonal targets of the L+H*L melody.
An example can be seen in Figure 11.10 on the following page, showing a pitch track of a pro-
duction of the sentence in (190), with an oscillating rise-fall pattern showing peaks on the final
syllable of all four words. Another example can be seen in Figure 11.11, where a pitch track of
the sentence in (191) shows a similar pattern, with the final postnuclear L having spread onto the


















“I ate a sweet potato.”
Interrogatives show the same intonation as declaratives in Adunu’s speech. An example of a
polar interrogative can be seen in Figure 11.12 on page 572, showing a pitch track of the question
in (192). The pitch track shows the same rise-fall oscillation in F0 as on the declaratives, with
the final postnuclear L borne on the extrametrical question marker sai (as it was on the aspect
marker lia in Figure 11.11).
15Technically, one could argue that the pitch range encompasses only the F0 values that occur during the utterance.
However, please note that while most of Adunu’s productions have ranges around 150–320Hz, seen in the other pitch
tracks in this chapter, the production of kiaaren in Figure 11.9 has a range of around 220–250Hz, which would be
incredibly narrow for an utterance containing both L and H targets.
16Note that the F0-lowering effect of the voiced [d] in dia’s (/dia/) onset gives the illusion of a rise-fall pattern. If
it were the case that there were the rise-fall contour of a pitch accent on both dadas ‘sweet potato’ and lia ‘perf’,
one would expect a fall within the /a/ of dadas’ ultima.
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Figure 11.10: Pitch track of yaku hapes me-ken dadas “I like to eat sweet potatoes.” in Pazeh,
produced by Adunu.

















Figure 11.11: Pitch track of yaku kan-en dadas lia “I ate a sweet potato.” in Pazeh, produced by
Adunu.
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“Is the bird yellow?”
As a final note, many analyses in the prosody literature posit a distinction between primary
and secondary stress, whose acoustic outputs differ in magnitude. While it may be argued that
final stress in Pazeh is ‘primary’ in that it is always present, while non-final stress would be
‘secondary’, there is no evidence of a ‘primary’ vs. ‘secondary’ distinction in the magnitude of
pitch accents.
11.6 Comparison with Kaxabu literature
H.-S. Lim’s (2016) thesis on Kaxabu phonology includes an analysis of intonation at the word-
level in the language. This is based partially on work with Tun Kunay, a speaker who compiled
notes on the word-prosody of the language through tonal diacritics in Pe̍h-ōe-jī, an orthographic
system used to transcribe Southern Min. It was these notes that served as the basis of Kunay
(2015), of which H.-S. Lim is also an editor.
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Figure 11.13: Pitch track and spectrogram of minaakuakux ‘extremely hot’ in Kaxabu, produced
by Tun Kunay. From H.-S. Lim (2016, 106).
There is onemajor difference between the phonological systems of Pazeh and Kaxabu, extend-
ing at least as far back in the literature as Ferrell (1970). This is the lack of /r/ in Kaxabu, which
was deleted in all positions, resulting in new syllable structures that interact with the pitch accent
system.
Comparing Kaxabu’s word-intonational system to that of Adunu’s Pazeh, there are two main
differences. The first is that the syllable in Kaxabu is smaller: identical-vowel sequences like
/aa/ are parsed heterosyllabically by Kaxabu speakers such as Tun Kunay, while they form single
heavy syllables in Adunu’s Pazeh.
The second difference is the distribution of pitch accents. Both Pazeh and Kaxabu allow more
than one pitch accent within the word. However, while Pazeh (at least as spoken by Adunu)
aligns one pitch accent to the final syllable and the rest to preceding heavy syllables, the Kax-
abu word has rhythmic stress on alternating syllables. An example can be seen in Figure 11.13,
which is a spectrogram and pitch track reproduced here from H.-S. Lim (2016, 106), showing a
production of minaakuakux [mi.na.a.ku.a.kux] by Tun Kunay, with what H.-S. Lim transcribes
as a [L.H.L.H.L.H] tonal contour.
Chapter 12
Prosodic structure and phonology in
Formosan languages for which no
original data is presented here
Unfortunately, I have not been able to study all Formosan languages first-hand as of the writing
of this dissertation. In this chapter, I will discuss the languages for which I cannot provide data
from original fieldwork. This discussion will be based on existing works from other scholars, as
well as some original analysis based on archival data in the section on Puyuma.
12.1 Atayal
Atayal is a language which is spoken in a large area of the north-central mountains. It forms the
Atayalic branch of Austronesian, alongwith Seediq. Atayal is unique within Formosan for having
(at least in older generations) a male and female register, where forms used by male speakers are
derived from female-registered forms via affixation and phonological rules (P. J.-K. Li, 1981, 241).
Generally, Atayal is split into the dialect clusters of Squliq Atayal andC’uli’ Atayal. L.M.Huang
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and Wu (2016, 3) list the Atayal-speaking villages by dialect, and in addition to dividing them by
Squliq vs. C’uli’, they present three dialects outside of this classification: Mayrinax Atayal (汶
水泰雅語), spoken in Jinshui Village (錦水村) and Qing’an Village (清安村) in Taian Township,
Miaoli County (苗栗縣泰安鄉); Plngawan Atayal (萬大泰雅語), spoken in Qin’ai Village (親
愛村) in Ren’ai Township, Nantou County (南投縣仁愛鄉); and Skikun Atayal (四季泰雅語),
spoken in nine villages in Datong Township, Yilan County (宜蘭縣大同鄉). The authors also
separate ‘Yilan C’uli” from the other C’uli’ category. P. J.-K. Li (1981) classifies these as part of
the C’uli’ group, however P. J.-K. Li (1985) argues that some varieties resist classification within
Atayalic: Plngawan, for instance, has Seediq-like phonology but is closer to Atayal in lexicon.
12.1.1 Segmental inventory
There are differences in the segmental inventory across Atayal dialects. Table 12.1 on the next
page shows a maximal consonant inventory for the Atayal varieties, and likewise for vowels in
Table 12.2 on the following page.1
The two rhotics labeled r₁ and r₂ vary in manner of articulation across dialects. Most varieties
have one rhotic, which is either a flap or trill (or both in free variation), while Plngawan has
contrastive flap and trill categories P. J.-K. Li (1981, 238). P. J.-K. Li (1985, 700) notes that the trill
category in Plngawan varies between a trill [r] and a voiced retroflex stop [ɖ].
The phonetic qualities of these categories also differs between descriptions: where P. J.-K. Li
(1981) describes s, c, and z as alveopalatals, other authors such as L. M. Huang and Wu (2016)
describe this series as alveolar. Egerod (1966) describes c and z as alveopalatal, but s as alveolar.
The guttural fricative h is described as pharyngeal by Egerod (1966), P. J.-K. Li (1981), and Rau
1Rau (1992, 24) describes an additional vowel category, the front round vowel /y/. This vowel is only present in
two personal names and yuyüt [juːjyt] ‘bottle’, and always follows the palatal glide. As /u/ can also follow the palatal
glide, Rau assigns /y/ its own phoneme. It is unclear whether /y/ is found in all dialects, or just the one(s) described
in Rau (1992). The speakers consulted in this work lived in Wulai District, New Taipei City (烏來區新北市), which
is a Squiliq-speaking area, but some originated from other Atayal-speaking areas (p.17). An additional note about
the vowel inventory described by Rau (1992) is that the mid vowels are open-mid [ɛ] [ɔ], as opposed to close-mid [e]
[o].





































Voiceless stop p t k q ʔˤ <’>
Voiceless affricate ʧ <c>
Voiceless fricative ʃ <s> x ħ <h>
Voiced fricative β <b> ʒ <z> ɣ <g>
Nasal m n ŋ <ng>
Rhotic r₁, r₂
Lateral fricative ɬ <l>
Glide w j <y>





Table 12.2: Maximal vowel inventory of Atayal, based on P. J.-K. Li (1981).
(1992), but glottal by L. M. Huang and Wu (2016). An additional note on a secondary articulation
accompanying the glottal stop is given by P. J.-K. Li (1981, 238): “The voiceless pharyngealized
stop /ʔ/ occurs in Truwan, Bʔalaʔ and Pakali八卦村, the dialect most closely related to Mayri-
nax, as based on some speakers.” I have not found mention of pharyngealization on the glottal
stop elsewhere in the literature, however such a secondary articulation exists in other Formosan
languages as well (including Amis; see Section 8.3).
Another note is the lack of schwa in the vowel inventory, which is uncommon within For-
mosan (and certain subgroups of Malayo-Polynesian as well). Schwa, or schwa-like transitional
vocoids are attested in all descriptions of Atayal phonology, however many scholars from Egerod
(1966) on do not consider schwa as a contrastive vowel category, and do not list it alongside the
other vowel phonemes. Approaches to schwa in Atayal will be described in Section 12.1.2.2.
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The cross-dialect differences in segmental inventory based on P. J.-K. Li (1981) are summarized
in Table 12.3. Note that the presence of a category in one variety does not imply its presence in the
same lexical items as other varieties. Correspondence sets of consonant categories across Atayal
(and Seediq) varieties are found in P. J.-K. Li (1981, 244–72), and also a table of correspondence sets
across Atayal varieties is found in L. M. Huang andWu (2016, 20) using their dialect classification.
Consonants Vowels
q c z r₁ r₂ e o
Squliq Pyasan ✓ all. of /t/ ✓ ✓ – ✓ ✓
C’uli’
Maspaziʔ – – ✓ ✓ – – –
Skikun ✓ ✓ – ✓ – ✓ ✓
Mnawyan ✓ ✓ – ✓ – ✓ ✓
Mayrinax ✓ ✓ – ✓ – – –
Matabalay – – ✓ ✓ – – –
Plngawan – ✓ – ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Table 12.3: Differences in the segmental inventories of Atayal dialects, based on P. J.-K. Li (1981).
12.1.2 Syllable structure
Syllable structure in Atayal has been discussed in the literature with regards to three main topics:
the behavior of underlying vocalic sequences (Section 12.1.2.1), the status of schwa and possible
consonant sequences (Section 12.1.2.2), and the distribution of long vs. short segments in the
language (Section 12.1.2.3).
12.1.2.1 Glide formation and vowel hiatus
Descriptions of Atayal varieties differ in how they syllabify vocalic sequences. L. M. Huang
and Wu’s (2016, 15) description of Jianshi Squliq Atayal permits only one (non-glide) vowel per
syllable. Even sequences of identical vowels are heterosyllabic, such as meree [me.re.e] ‘decision’
(a borrowing from Japanese 命令 meirei ‘command’). On the other hand, Lambert (1999, 16)
describes CVVC syllables for Mabalay C’uli’ Atayal, in words like [ʔam.ɮiap] ‘hunt.intr’, [ʔuas]
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‘song’, and [βak.ħaun] ‘break.pf’.
H.-C. J. Huang (2006a, 12) describes two processes in Squliq Atayal that are used to ‘resolve’
vocalic sequences. The first is glide formation of high vowels /i/ /u/ to [j] [w], and the second
is vowel coalescence of identical vowel sequences /a-a/ /i-i/ /u-u/ to singleton [a] [i] [u] and
the sequence /a-u/ to [o]. As /a-u/ coalescence only occurs preceding a coda consonant (as it is
triggered by the patient focus suffix /-un/), H.-C. J. Huang’s (2006a) analysis hinges on *CVGC
being an illicit syllable type in the language. An additional analysis by de Carvalho (2015) likens
this to a general dispreference for codas in the language.2
Maximally, glides can appear both pre- and postvocalically in Squliq, as in [sjaj] ‘to like’ H.-
C. J. Huang (2006a, 12). In (Mabalay) C’uli’, similar sequences occur but are transcribed with a
different structure by Lambert (1999, 14), with post-nuclear glides /j/ /w/ but rising diphthongs
/ia/ /ua/ instead of pre-nuclear glides: [ʒuaw] ‘thing, situation’. The high vowel [i] [u] of a ris-
ing diphthong also alternates with a secondary articulation [ʲ] [ʷ] on the preceding consonant,
which is found in pre-ultimate syllables (p.80). For example, [m-ataʒuaw] ‘work’ has the rising
diphthong [ua], but its suffixed form [patʒʷaɣ-ʊn] has this [u] element realized as labialization
on [ʒ].
12.1.2.2 Underlying consonant sequences and schwa
While schwa (or schwa-like transitional vocoids) have been described in pre-stressed syllables
in all works on Atayal phonology, Egerod (1966, 121) argues that these vowels are predictable,
and are not present in the underlying form. For exapmle, where Scheerer (1932) had previously
transcribed ləmangəlúng ‘to think’, Egerod analyzes /lmŋluŋ/ as the underlying form. Egerod
(1966, 119) notes that the quality of the predictable vowel is sensitive to surrounding consonant
2Both H.-C. J. Huang (2006a) and de Carvalho (2015) are optimality-theoretic analyses, and I exclude from dis-
cussion here much of their theory-focused analysis as it provides little insight to comparative Austronesian studies.
However, it should be noted that H.-C. J. Huang’s (2006a) OT analysis seeks to compare Squliq Atayal with Isbukun
Bunun via factorial typology.
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features, for example surfacing as [ⁱ] and [ᵘ] when preceding /j/ and /w/ respectively. In the
literature, these predictable vowels are often collectively referred to as ‘weak vowels’.
Like Seediq, Atayal has a rule reducing all pretonic vowels to schwa.3 This rule excludes
the /i/ of the perfective infix <in>, which may appear in the antepenult (Rau, 1992, 27). The
reduction rule is part of the synchronic phonology: suffixes are part of the domain of stress, and
thus an underlying vowel may surface as a peripheral vowel in an unsuffixed form, but as schwa
in a suffixed form. For example, spung [səpúŋ] ‘to measure’ becomes spng-an [səpəŋán] when
suffixed with the locative focus suffix -an (ibid.). In this case, the full vowel /u/ of the root /spuŋ/
is pushed farther from the right edge of the domain of stress by -an, and is thus reduced to schwa.
H.-C. J. Huang (2006b) notes two environments where weak vowels are expected, but not
found in her acoustic study of Squliq Atayal. The first is between certain consonant sequences,
whose consonant features make the weak vowel difficult to perceive (her examples include se-
quences like /bl/ and /sh/). The second environment that lacked expected weak vowels were fol-
lowing the perfective prefix <in>. H.-C. J. Huang argues that despite surface forms like C₁əC₂C₃VC₄,
any analysis of these forms where /C₂C₃/ are adjacent (be it as a tautosyllabic onset cluster or
a heterosyllabic medial cluster) suffers from a lack of straightforward way to describe the co-
occurence restrictions between these clusters and adjacent vowels. Her solution is to put each
pretonic consonant in a separate syllable, and explain the lack of expected weak vowels either
as simply a quirk of the surface phonetics (e.g. due to vowel devoicing) or by allowing these
consonants to be syllable nuclei (pp.497–500).4
3In some dialects, such as Maspaziʔ C’uli’ P. J.-K. Li (1981, 239) and Mabalay C’uli’ Lambert (1999, 19), the ‘re-
duced’ vowel is transcribed as [a].
4The analysis in H.-C. J. Huang (2006b) seems to be motivated primarily by the desire to describe word struc-
ture through phonotactics. The resulting analysis makes predictions about syllable structure that remain seemingly
untested. It should be noted, however, that voiceless vowels have been described elsewhere in the literature on
Atayal phonology: Rau (1992, 24–5) describes devoiced echo vowels surfacing between gutturals /x/ /ħ/ and the
word edge.
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12.1.2.3 Vowel and consonant quantity
Differences in segment duration have been described in various environments in the surface
phonetics of Atayal, both in consonants and vowels. However, length is not necessarily a feature
used to contrast phonological categories in the language.
Vowels preceding the penult (and in some descriptions, vowels in unstressed penults) are ‘re-
duced’. This affects both their duration and vowel quality: they surface as schwa unless they
are adjacent to a glide /j/ /w/, in which case they surface as [i] [u]. According to Egerod (1966,
121), this ‘reduced’ vowel is shorter than a full peripheral vowel, regardless of its quality. This
duration may simply be a feature inherent to schwa, for example Piuma Paiwan /ə/ is shorter
than peripheral vowels in all positions, and remains short when raised to [i]̯ following the alve-
olopalatal series (see discussion in Section 6.6). Interestingly, L. M. Huang and Wu (2016) do not
transcribe the reduced vowels, even in surface forms.
A long vs. short vowel distinction has been described among the non-reduced vowels as well.
The distribution of long vowels differs between descriptions. Egerod (1966, 126) describes long
vowels surfacing predictably in open non-final syllables, but also contrastively with short vowels
in the ultima. For this reason, he lists /iː/ and /uː/ in the inventory (ibid.). Later analyses exclude
these contrastive long vowels, starting with P. J.-K. Li’s (1980, 354) analysis of long vowels [iː]
[uː] in the surface form as underlyingly vowel+glide sequences /ij/ and /uw/. In addition to the
economy of a smaller vowel inventory, this analysis benefits from a more concise description of
Atayal phonotactics, as all words can be described with a final consonant (save for particles and
pronouns).5 Later works such as Rau (1992) and L. M. Huang and Wu (2016) adopt P. J.-K. Li’s
5While this analysis does push forms with final long vowels [iː] [uː] into a root shape more ‘canonical’ to Aus-
tronesian languages and to much of the rest of Atayal’s lexicon, it is unclear whether the generalization that all
roots in Atayal have a final consonant is true. L. M. Huang and Wu (2016) transcribe numerous words such as mga
‘hear.tell.af’, mha ‘say.af’, lga ‘road’, mutu ‘normal’, kya ‘exist.af’, m-aki ‘af-be.at’, and laxi ‘abandon’ that appear
to be vowel-final content words. These words are also transcribed in contrast to words with the final glottal stop like
’laqi’ ‘child’, m-sramu’ ‘af-bleed’ and gaga’ ‘standard’, as well as the glide-final words listed above. (The original
glosses were in Chinese; any errors in translation are mine.)
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addition of /j/ /w/ to the inventory, although L. M. Huang and Wu (2016, 18) do note that some
surface glides [j] [w] are underlyingly high vowels /i/ /u/.
Another difference in vowel length has been described by Rau (1992, 26) in one of the two
stress patterns (to be discussed further in Section 12.1.3). Some words like [paːqut] ‘ask’ have
a long penult, and the long penult is maintained even when suffixation shifts different material
onto the penult: [pəquːt-un] ‘ask-pf’. Thus, this length is not necessarily a feature of the segment
on which it surfaces (that is, no /aː/ in [paːqut] or /uː/ in [pəquːt-un]), but may be a suprasegment
which anchors to the penult of a certain class of lexical items. A suprasegmental analysis of length
is not unheard of: the independent behavior of length as a phonological feature has been noted
since the ‘chroneme’ was proposed by Jones (1944). An alternative analysis whereby vowel length
is the output of stress generally would mirror descriptions of numerous Austronesian languages
of the Philippines, however in Atayal it would fail to explain why length is not an output of stress
on the ultima.
Long vowels may be expected in environments where affixation results in sequences of iden-
tical vowels. While not necessarily longer than single vowels, such sequences are bimoraic in
Paiwan (see discussion of Sandimen Paiwan in Section 6.5.4). Egerod (1966, 129) notes that such
sequences in Atayal are identical to singleton vowels, as /kitaʔ/ becomes /ktan/ when suffixed
with patient focus suffix /-an/. He also notes that similar sequences are transcribed with long
vowels by Ogawa (1931), so perhaps long vowels were originally present in this environment, but
lost by the time of Egerod’s study. More recent descriptions such as Rau (1992) and L. M. Huang
and Wu (2016) also transcribe words like /ktan/ with a singleton vowel.
Long consonants have also been described by Egerod (1966, 122) when preceding a vowel in
a closed syllable: /utux/ ‘spirit’ surfaces as [ʔuːtːux], in which the /t/ is lengthened in the onset
of the closed syllable /tux/. It is unclear whether this is meant to hold generally in the language:
Egerod says that consonants are ‘often’ long in this position, and outside of the examples used
specifically to illustrate this, consonant length is not transcribed elsewhere in the paper (while
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vowel length is).
While later descriptions do not mention consonant lengthening, they do describe a restriction
on identical consonant sequences. Rau (1992, 28) frames the restriction as haplology, applying to
like identical syllables under suffixation: k-ŋuːŋuˈ ‘fear’ but kŋu-i ‘fear-pf’ with only one surfacing
[ŋ]. L. M. Huang andWu (2016, 17) note that sequences of identical consonants in the underlying
representation can also undergo simplification (e.g. when future /p-/ and reciprocal /p-/ are both
affixed, only one [p] surfaces), as well as some specific sequences of non-identical consonants
such as /m-p-k/ surfacing as if it were /mk/.6
12.1.3 Prominence
While all three describe varieties of Squliq Atayal, Rau (1992) presents a remarkably different
stress pattern from that described in P. J.-K. Li (1980), L. M. Huang (2000b), and L. M. Huang and
Wu (2016). This may be due to dialect differences: P. J.-K. Li (1980) presents the Squliq data based
on the Pyasan dialect of Fuxing District, Taoyuan City (桃園市復興區), and L. M. Huang and
Wu present data based on speakers in Jianshi Township, Hsinchu County (新竹縣尖石鄉), while
Rau studied speakers in Wulai District, New Taipei City, the northernmost region of the Atayal
area.
Rau (1992, 26) describes two main stress patterns in Atayal: i) a long penult and short ultima,
in which case the penult is stressed; and ii) a short penult and ultima, in which case the ultima
is stressed. Interestingly, both the length of the penult and the position of stress is maintained
when affixes are added to the stem. Some examples given by Rau (1992, 27) are shown below in
(193–194), with schwa left untranscribed:
6L.M. Huang andWu (2016) name this process ‘consonant deletion’ (輔音刪除), framed as a phonological process.
As identical consonant sequences are allowed underlyingly within roots, as in /bbuʔ/ [βəβúʔ] ‘jungle’ (P. J.-K. Li,
1980, 355), perhaps a morphological analysis better suits this ‘consonant deletion’ data. Of note also is that the
example L. M. Huang and Wu provide of ‘consonant deletion’ in non-identical sequences, /m-p-k/, includes two
adjacent labials, one of which deletes. Avoidance of labial sequences in this environment is common in Austronesian,
including within Atayal (Zuraw & Lu, 2009, 201).
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(193) Long vowel stems, unaffixed and affixed
a. paːqut ‘ask’ → pquːt-un
b. biːhiy ‘beat’ → bhiːy-un
(194) Short vowel stems, unaffixed and affixed
a. tehuk ‘arrive’ → thk-an
b. laqux ‘win’ → lqx-an
There is no identifiable predictor for which lexical items will have the lengthened penult
based on the data Rau presents: both patterns are available on (otherwise) CVCVC verbal roots,
and there is no interaction between stress assignment and vowel quality (as there is in Piuma
Paiwan and Central Toda Seediq; see Sections 6.4.4 and 10.6.2).7 Thus, the difference between the
lexical items belonging to the group exemplified in (193) and that shown in (194) must be some
contrastive phonological feature. Rau analyzes this feature as contrastive length on the penult.
It is unclear whether the short vs. long penults in Atayal are cognate to any phonologi-
cal structure in other Austronesian languages. The items with long penults do not seem to be
cognate to vowel length or other phonological features in other Formosan languages; in Blust
and Trussel’s (2011) Austronesian Comparative Dictionary, long penults correspond to singleton
vowels in Proto-Austronesian roots, as shown in Table 12.4 on the following page. Likewise,
it is perhaps possible that short penults in Atayal are cognate to some structure elsewhere in
Austronesian, however none of the short-penult disyllables listed in Rau (1992) correspond to
available reconstructed roots in PAn.8
In the data presented by Rau, vowel reduction occurs in any syllable preceding the stress. If
the ultima is stressed, then the penult is reduced to schwa (p.27).
Other authors such as P. J.-K. Li (1980), L. M. Huang (2000b), and L. M. Huang and Wu (2016)
do not divide the lexicon into two classes based on penult vowel length or any similar supraseg-
7Recall that the <e> in tehuk ‘arrive’ is a front mid vowel [e], not the schwa as in the orthographies of many
Austronesian languages. Thus, it is not a schwa causing stress to surface on the ultima, as is the case in Piuma
Paiwan tjevús ‘sugarcane’.
8Note that penult vowel length is only transcribed in some sections of Rau (1992). For example, what is transcribed
‘ciːriq’ (‘fight’) on p.27 is later transcribed ‘ciriq’ on p.83 in the morphology sketch. Thus, the data on penult vowel
length is very limited.
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Atayal PAn Gloss





Table 12.4: Reconstructed Proto-Austronesian roots of Atayal words with unpredictable penult
long vowels described by Rau (1992), from the Austronesian Comparative Dictionary (Blust &
Trussel, 2011).
mental feature. Instead, according to the data they present, all words in Atayal have ultimate
stress. Despite stress being on the ultima, the penult is not reduced to schwa, only the antepenult
and earlier. P. J.-K. Li (1980, 356) describes all penults as long, even though the stress falls on the
ultima, similarly to Blust’s (1999a) description of Pazeh.
One followup study has been done investigating the differences in penult length described by
Rau (1992). H.-C. J. Huang (2018) notes that PAn *ə is reflected as /u/ in Atayal ultimae, and that
some of the unexpected reduced vowels in the penult (i.e. words described with short penults in
Rau [1992]) can be explained as strengthening of schwa to peripheral /u/ in the ultima instead of
the converse. Another proposed source is the historical coalescence of *ai/*aj > /e/ and *au/*aw >
/o/: if these sequences were bimoraic, then reduction of vowels preceding them is not unexpected
(p.279).9
12.1.4 Intonation
Egerod (1966, 130) describes two facts about intonation in Atayal. First, the ultima receives stress
along with a high pitch. And second, two intonational contours are contrasted by a final rise vs.
fall. The final rise, in his words, “expresses question ‘?’ or emotion ‘!”’.
9H.-C. J. Huang (2018, 270) claims that her study has failed to replicate the penult length contrast described by
Rau (1992). It is unclear why she would expect to find the penult length contrast, given that the novel data she
presents is from the Squliq Atayal of Jianshi Township, a dialect already described by L. M. Huang and Wu (2016) to
not have the contrast. Rau (1992), on the other hand, describes the Squliq Atayal of Wulai District, New Taipei City.
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L. M. Huang and Wu (2016, 153–6) describe three intonational contours in Jianshi Squliq
Atayal. These include the final rise of a question and final fall of a declarative, but also an intona-
tional contour for forced-choice questions. These questions have three intonational phrases: one
for each of the two disjuncts, and a third containing the disjunct coordinator ini’ ga ‘or’, which
goes between them. The first disjunct receives a final rise, while ini’ ga and the second disjunct
each get a final fall.
L. M. Huang (1996) describes a different intonational phonology for Mayrinax Atayal. Declar-
atives and polar (‘yes-no’) interrogatives have identical intonational contours, “leveling-falling
with the pitch-accent falling on the vowel of the last syllable of the last word” (p.265). It is un-
clear whether this refers to a plateau preceding the ultima with a fall on the ultima,10 or whether
the ‘plateau’ is something that occurs on the ultima itself. L. M. Huang also describes an intona-
tional contour for forced-choice questions similar to that described by L.M. Huang andWu (2016),
with one intonational phrase having a final rise, and the utterance-final intonational phrase hav-
ing a final fall. One key difference between the two descriptions is that Mayrinax, as described
by L. M. Huang (1996), groups the disjunct coordinator quw ɣaʔ in the same intonational phrase
as the preceding disjunct, not in its own phrase as was described by L. M. Huang and Wu (2016)
for Squliq.
10The description of intonation in L. M. Huang andWu (2016) was accompanied by symbols that may imply a pre-
ultima plateau: flat horizontal lines throughout the intonational phase, with a small ‘flick’ upwards or downwards
at the end. For example, the following is a forced-choice question with the intonational contour shown in this
way, Example (11–6d) from L. M. Huang and Wu (2016, 156). The phrase translates to “Is Sayun drinking water, or
alcohol?”.
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12.2 Saisiyat
Saisiyat is a language spoken in the north-west of Taiwan. The language is divided into two
dialects, the Taai dialect (大隘方言) of Hsinchu County’s Wufeng and Beipu Townships (新竹縣
五峰鄉，北埔鄉) and the Tungho dialect (東河方言) of Miaoli County’s Nanzhuang and Shitan
Townships (苗栗縣南庄鄉，獅潭鄉).
12.2.1 Segmental inventory
Descriptions of Saisiyat’s consonant inventory vary from author to author, and even between
works within individual authors. Some authors also describe variation across speakers within di-
alects, for example P. J.-K. Li (1978, 139) notes that some Tungho speakers use dental fricatives [s]̪
[z]̪ where others use interdental fricatives [θ] [ð]. The consonant written <r> in the orthography
also shows a fair bit of variation: Tsuchida (1964, 45) notes that the approximant [ɹ] vs. affricate
[dɹ] variants are affected by speech rate, while P. J.-K. Li (1978, 139) notes additional variation
between the approximant/affricate (the latter transcribed as retroflex [ɖɹ]), and a fricative variant
[ʐ]. M. M.-L. Yeh (2000, 48) notes a trill in careful pronunciation. The full inventory is shown in
Table 12.5 on the next page.11
One other consonant that has received different descriptions is the one written <L> in the
orthography. This consonant is described by P. J.-K. Li (1978, 135) as a “voiced flap L (or retroflexed
lateral ḷ…)”, and notes that this consonant corresponds to a “voiced uvular fricative ʁ or ɹ” in
Ogawa and Asai (1935, 109). P. J.-K. Li (1978, 138) lists L under the ‘alveopalatal’ series alongside
S, r, and y. M. M.-L. Yeh (2000, 45) uses the symbol [ɭ] for L in phonetic transcriptions, and groups
it with S, r (in her analysis, a trill), and y in a place of articulation series labeled ‘alveolopalatal’.12
11Zeitoun, Chu, and Lalo a tahesh kaybaybaw (2015, 36) also note a large inventory of loan phonemes: /d/ /f/ /s/
/ʒ/ /ɣ/ /pʰ/ /tʰ/ /kʰ/ /ts/ /tsʰ/ /ʧ/ /ʧʰ/ /ɨ/ /u/ /e/.
12Alveolopalatal is a place of articulation used most often to describe fricatives [ɕ] [ʑ], which have a large area of
contact across the palate, utilizing both the coronum and dorsum. This is in contrast to the alveopalatal consonants
like [ʃ], which have a smaller area of contact at the front of the hard palate. The term used in M. M.-L. Yeh (2000) is























Voiceless stop p t k ʔ <’>
Voiceless fricative s∼̪θ <s> ʃ <S> h
Voiced fricative β <b> z∼̪ð <d> ʐ∼dɹ∼ɹ <r>
Nasal m n ŋ <ng>
Flap ɺ ̙ <L>
Lateral approximant l
Glide w j <y>
Table 12.5: Maximal consonant inventory of Saisiyat, based on Tsuchida (1964) and P. J.-K. Li
(1978).
M. M.-L. Yeh describes this segment as “a flap, produced by quickly striking the alveolopalatal
position”.13 It is unclear whether the term ‘alveolopalatal’ here is (contrary to other phonetic
literature in Chinese) being used as a general term for the palatal or post-alveolar area, or whether
L is really a lateral flap made at the same position as alveolopalatal consonants like [ɕ] [ʑ]. If so,
this would be an incredibly rare consonant cross-linguistically. Alas, L was lost in all positions
in Tungho Saisiyat some time before Tsuchida’s (1964) study (P. J.-K. Li, 1978, 136–7), and M. M.-
L. Yeh (2000, 47) notes that only a few Taai speakers at the time of her study still used L. The
consonant is excluded entirely from more recent grammars like M. M.-L. Yeh (2016).
Saisiyat’s vowel inventory is also not without its controversies. The full inventory is shown
in Table 12.6 on the following page.
While L was lost in all positions in Tungho Saisiyat (and now in Taai), it has affected the
structure of Saisiyat words through compensatory lengthening, namely partial lengthening of
vowels following word-initial L, or full lengthening preceding L elsewhere P. J.-K. Li (1978, 136–
7). This is the case with all vowel categories, including schwa. F.-Y. F. Hsieh (2008, 14) is able
齦顎 ‘alveolopalatal’, which is distinct from齦後 ‘alveopalatal’,硬腭 ‘palatal’, and卷舌 ‘retroflex’.
13Translation mine. The original quote is: “/l/ (L)為閃音，發音時以舌頭快速拍一下齦顎部位…” (M. M.-L. Yeh,
2000, 47).




Mid (e) œ ə o
Low æ a
Table 12.6: Vowel inventory of Saisiyat (excluding long vowels), based on Tsuchida (1964).
to replicate only the word-final vowel length contrast. Examples of the effect of L-loss on vowel
length in Saisiyat can be seen in Table 12.7, adapted from F.-Y. F. Hsieh (2008, 14, examples [8–9])
with minor edits.
Gloss Taai (P. J.-K. Li, 1978) Tungho (P. J.-K. Li, 1978) Taai (F.-Y. F. Hsieh, 2008)
‘typhoon’ baLyoS baːyoS bayoS
‘hungry’ kitoLya’-ən kitoːya’-ən kitoya’-ən
‘turn (intr.)’ LinSaylo’ inSaylo’ inSaylo’
‘razor’ ka-koLkoL ka-koːkoː ka-kokoː
Table 12.7: Differential effects on vowel length of L-loss in Saisiyat, selected data from F.-
Y. F. Hsieh (2008, 14).
These lengthened vowels can be incorporated into an analysis of Saisiyat phonology in a num-
ber of ways. Tsuchida (1964, 47) posits an abstract phoneme to take the place of the historically-
lost L. F.-Y. F. Hsieh (2008, 20) notes that the final long vowels resulting from loss of L are the
only word-final vowels (at one point, all words were consonant-final), and provides a synchronic
analysis of modern Taai Saisiyat in which all word-final vowels are lengthened to satisfy a re-
quirement that the ultima is a bimoraic CVX syllable. Of course, this analysis only holds for
speakers who do not have non-final long vowels. These speakers presumably would simply have
a length distinction within each vowel quality in the inventory.
Another point of contention in the Saisiyat vowel inventory involves the number of con-
trastive vowel qualities. Guekguezian and Zhou (2019) note three issues with the Saisiyat vowel
inventory as currently described: i) the six-vowel system /a/ /æ/ /œ/ /i/ /o/ /ə/ is extremely un-
usual typologically, and does not maximize perceptual distance in the acoustic space; ii) the pairs
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/a/ /æ/ and /œ/ /ə/ are difficult to distinguish perceptually; and iii) alternations between /a/ /o/
and guttural-adjacent /æ/ /œ/ point towards an allophonic relationship between /a/ /æ/ and /o/
/œ/, instead of one of contrast. Some minimal pairs do exist, such as tata’ ‘millet’ vs. tætæ’
‘chew thoroughly’, and thus /a/ /æ/ /o/ /œ/ have been described in most works as four con-
trastive vowel categories instead of two. However, Guekguezian and Zhou (2019) argue that the
contrast is marginal, and that [æ] [œ] can be analyzed as fronted allophones of /a/ /o/. This anal-
ysis results in a four-vowel system /a/ /i/ /o/ /ə/ that is much more similar to other Austronesian
vowel systems, and possibly more stable as it better maximizes distance between categories in
the perceptual space.14
12.2.2 Syllable structure
Tsuchida (1964, 50) lists two syllable types, CV and CVC, with only CVC available word-finally.
Word-internal CVC are permitted, as in [kas.bol] ‘smoke’. This analysis relies on an abstract
phoneme representing the lost L. Later works instead make use of CVV syllables, where the VV
is a long vowel derived by compensatory lengthening following the loss of L. According to P. J.-
K. Li’s (1978) study, CVV syllables can happen in any part of the word. The speakers F.-Y. F. Hsieh
(2008) consults only produce CVVword-finally, and under her analysis, the ultima is always CVX
(where X is either a consonant or a second timing unit for the vowel).
Another change in syllable structure resulting from the loss of L is V(C) syllables, where
the onset has been lost. If the vowel preceding the historical *L is /i/ or a round vowel /o/ /œ/,
then a glide [j] [w] (respectively) is inserted to fill the onset position (F.-Y. F. Hsieh, 2008, 18–
9). However, if the preceding vowel was /a/, then no glide is inserted, resulting in an onsetless
syllable. For example, while ziLas ‘bat (animal)’ > [zi.jas] and papoLih ‘firefly’ > [pa.po.wih]
14It must be noted that a four-vowel system /a/ /i/ /o/ /ə/ is not optimal in terms of maximizing distance in the per-
ceptual space, as it lacks /u/. (See Becker-Kristal [2010] for discussion on cross-linguistic trends in vowel inventories
and maximization of the perceptual space.) However, this four-vowel system is also attested elsewhere in Formosan:
Zeitoun (2007) analyzes Mantauran Rukai with the contrastive vowel qualities /a/ /i/ /o/ /ə/.
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show glide insertion, baLi’ ‘wind’ > [ba.iʔ] does not, and instead has a VC syllable (ibid.). F.-
Y. F. Hsieh (2008, 20) also gives examples of V syllables, in words like [o.mo.baz] ‘lose’. Some
modern speakers may lack these onsetless syllables; M. M.-L. Yeh (2016, 21) notes *L > /h/ in
some speakers of Tungho.
M. M.-L. Yeh (2016, 20) note another process that affects syllable structure, namely a deletion
rule affecting /ə/ and /o/. Pre-ultimate /ə/ /o/ are deleted when certain affixes are added to the
word, namely those that are anchored to the left edge (prefixes and infixes). For example, Səpat
‘four’ loses its /ə/ when prefixed: mona-Sepat [monaʃpat] ‘forty’. Similarly, tonon ‘weave’ loses its
initial /o/ when infixed: t<in>onon [tinnon] ‘<perf>weave’. As seen with t<in>onon, this vowel
deletion process may result in geminate consonants.
12.2.3 Prominence
In all descriptions of Saisiyat, stress falls on the final syllable Tsuchida (1964, 43). The domain
of stress assignment includes suffixes and enclitics Zeitoun, Chu, and Lalo a tahesh kaybaybaw
(2015, 39–40). A second primary stress is assigned to proclitics (p.40). Secondary stress is de-
scribed in three environments: i) word-initially in words of at least three syllables; ii) on redupli-
cated material; and iii) stem-finally preceding the negative suffix /-ani/.
An exception to ultimate stress in Saisiyat is that imperatives receive penultimate stress
Zeitoun, Chu, and Lalo a tahesh kaybaybaw (2015, 39). This is the case both when using the
imperative suffix /-i/ (in which case the stress falls on the last syllable of the stem), and when
using /-ani/, a longer imperative suffix. Zeitoun, Chu, and Lalo a tahesh kaybaybaw (2015) gloss
/-i/ as the ‘UVP’ (undergoer voice—patient) imperative suffix, and /-ani/ as the ‘UVC’ (undergoer
voice—circumstantial) imperative suffix. Perhaps it is possible to split /-ani/ into /-an-i/ where
/-an/ contains the ‘circumstantial’ feature and /-i/ is a general imperative suffix for the under-
goer voice. This would allow for an analysis of Saisiyat stress wherein it always falls on the last
syllable, and /-i/ ‘UV.imp’ is simply excluded from the domain of stress assignment.
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12.2.4 Intonation
Chiang and Tung (2004) studied the realization of pitch accents on accented syllables in Saisiyat,
finding that 47% had a falling contour, 41% had a high level tone, and the remaining 12% had a
low level tone. The authors analyzed these as H*+L, H*, and L* respectively in an Autosegmental-
Metrical model. The authors note an asymmetry betweenH*+L andH*, that the former tends to be
utterance-final while the latter tends to be utterance-internal. If this generalization holds across
the language, this could be analyzed as H* being the full pitch accent melody, with ‘H*+L’ being a
combination of the pitch accent H* with a boundary tone L%, as has been proposed as an analysis
for final /HL/ sequences in English (Pierrehumbert, 1980). Chiang and Chiang (2008, 344) found
that pitch accents were found most often on nouns, followed in frequency by adverbs, and were
infrequent on all other word classes.
An experiment by Chiang and Chiang (2005) followed up on Chiang and Tung’s results by
investigating the phonetics of pitch accent realization in Saisiyat words produced in isolation.
They found that an F0 peak was the primary acoustic cue for stress in the language (p.421).15
The authors also found that the lowest F0 minima of the word were also found in the accented
syllable, following the peak (p.411).
The F0 minimum following the peak was found to be absent in some productions. The min-
imum was likely to be absent when the stressed syllable had a stop coda, and the minimum was
also absent more often for one of the two participants Chiang and Chiang (2005, 411).16 The au-
thors note that this same speaker also had a larger delay between the syllable onset and F0 peak,
which they conclude may affect the presence vs. absence of the F0 minimum (p.419).
15They also mention the stressed syllable having a higher pitch range than pre-accented syllables, as one of the
two parameters contrasting accented and pre-accented syllables (p.422). Given that only the stressed syllable is
associated with tonal targets, movement in the pitch contour leading to an increased pitch range is expected on the
stressed syllable. Thus, the heightened pitch range is probably a secondary result of the tonal movement, and not a
primary acoustic cue used by speakers to differentiate accented vs. pre-accented syllables.
16Chiang and Chiang (2005) studied the speech of two participants, one Taai speaker and one Tungho speaker.
The Taai speaker was more likely to not have a F0 minimum on syllables with stop codas.
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An experiment by Chiang et al. (2006) compared prosodic features of affirmative vs. negative
sentences in Saisiyat and British English. The authors found no significant differences in the
intonational contour (and intensity contour) of affirmative vs. negative sentences in Saisiyat:
both sentence types were produced with the highest F0 and intensity peak on the sentential
subject (p.125).17 Theauthors found no difference between the Taai and Tungho speakers’ prosody
(ibid.). Unlike with the English speaker, the two Saisiyat participants did not produce an extra-
high F0 maximum on the negator (p.126).18
Zeitoun, Chu, and Lalo a tahesh kaybaybaw (2015, 40) note that wh-question intonation pat-
terns with the declaratives, but that polar (‘yes-no’) interrogatives have a distinct intonational
contour with a final rise. Specifically, they claim that the final rise is within the final syllable
containing the question marker āy.
12.3 Thao
Thao is a language with few remaining speakers, spoken in the area surrounding Sun Moon Lake
(日月潭), in Nantou County (南投縣), a region in central Taiwan.
12.3.1 Segmental inventory
Thao has a consonant inventory with a large number of contrastive coronal categories, including
consonants at four coronal places of articulation. The full inventory is shown in Table 12.8 on
the following page.
In contrast to the consonant inventory, Thao’s vowel inventory is minimal, as shown in Ta-
ble 12.9 on the next page. In addition to these vowels, Blust (2003, 19) notes mid vowels /e/ and
17In the data Chiang et al. (2006) present, the sentential subject is always utterance-initial. Later, Chiang and
Chiang (2008, 344) find that this subject can have the highest peak even when non-initial.
18As mentioned in the discussion section, the heightened peak on negators in languages like English may be an
artifact of the laboratory conditions, and not reflective of patterns in organic speech (p.110-111).





































Voiceless stop p t ̪ <t> k q ʔ <’>
Preglottalized voiced stop ʔb <b> ʔd <d>
Voiceless fricative ɸ <f> θ <c> s̪ <s> ʃ <sh> h
Voiced fricative ð <z>
Nasal m n̪ <n> ŋ <g>
Rhotic ɾ∼̪r̪ <r>
Voiceless lateral fricative ɬ ̪ <lh>
Lateral approximant l ̪ <l>
Glide w j <y>
Table 12.8: Consonant inventory of Thao, based on P. J.-K. Li (1976) and Blust (2003).




Table 12.9: Vowel inventory of Thao, based on P. J.-K. Li (1976).
12.3.2 Syllable structure
Thao syllables allow for two consonants in the onset, and one in the coda.19 In addition to two-
consonant clusters, Blust (2003, 20) lists numerous sequences of three consonants that are found
stem-initially, but only surface word-medially. The clusters arose from the deletion of unstressed
vowels in some earlier form of the language. Not all consonant sequences are licit clusters: Blust
notes that some unstressed vowels in his reconstruction of Proto-Austronesian correspond to full
19Oddly, L. M. Huang (2000c, 47) describes a maximal syllable of CCVCC, but it is unclear what forms would
require a complex coda, as the author presents no data with a sequence of two consonants word-finally or of more
than two consonants word-medially.
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vowels inThao, and hypothesizes that the failure to undergo vowel deletion precluded illicit onset
clusters like /ɬr/ (ibid.).
Where Blust (2003) parses sequences of three or more consonants as ‘medial clusters’, Jean
(2016, 20–1) analyzes all such sequences as onset clusters, which allow up to four consonants.
The examples he gives for three- and four-consonant clusters are mu.lhckiz ‘all at once’, kbza.win
‘finished eating’, and ka.shkbza.wan ‘all finished eating’. It is unclear whether the reanalysis of all
medial clusters into the onset is based on native speaker intuitions, or perhaps some phonetic rea-
son. However, it is clear from words like kbzawin that onsets must allow three consonants. The
four-consonant sequences can be syllabified in a few ways; Jean chooses a tautosyllabic .CCCC
parse, although conceivably one or more consonants could be to the left of the syllable boundary.
Given Blust’s proposed limit of two consonants in the onset, this would parse a four-consonant
sequence as CC.CC, which would create a coda cluster (unseen elsewhere in the grammar, bar-
ring glide-consonant sequences). Instead, a C.CCC parse would match the 1-consonant and 3-
consonant limit of clusters word-finally and word-initially respectively. Whether such a parse
matches speaker intuitions remains to be studied.
Jean (2016, 21) does mention glide formation, both preceding and following the nuclear vowel.
This results in CGVC and CVGC syllables. It’s difficult to tell from the data he presents what items
would be parsed as CGVC or CVGC syllables as it is unclear how some forms would be parsed
(not all of his syllabified data maximize the onset). He describes a glide formation rule affecting
/i/ /u/ before and after a nuclear vowel (p.23), as well as insertion of [j] after the alvopalatal
fricative /ʃ/ (p.25). The example given for this is shyuang.law ‘vegetable’. If the inserted [j] is
truly a segment in Thao, then this form would have a CGVVC (or CGGVC?) syllable, the heaviest
described barring onset clusters.
Another approach to glides in Thao is taken by Blust (2003, 24), who claims that initial [j] is
underlyingly unstressed /i/, but initial [w] and non-initial [j] [w] represent phonemic glides /j/
/w/. An alternation between vowel [i] and [j] can be seen with the stem /iup/ ‘blow’: unsuffixed,
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/iup/ is realized as [íyup], where the initial /i/ is stressed and does not undergo glide formation.20
When suffixed, the /i/ is no longer the penult and does not receive stress, allowing it to undergo
glide formation, as in /iup-i/ [yúpi] ‘blow on it’ (p.36). Blust also argues that a contrast between
[v] and [w] in intervocalic position reflects a contrast between the /w/ and /u/ categories respec-
tively, with [kivar] ‘to bend, curve’ and [tuwali] ‘money’ analyzed as /kiwar/ and /tuali/ in the
underlying form (p.32).
No description ofThao phonology includes a contrast between long and short vowels (or con-
sonants). P. J.-K. Li (1976, 227–8) notes that increased duration is found on stressed syllables and
monosyllables (which are inherently stressed). Blust (2003, 28) claims that the increase in length
is greater on monosyllables than on the stressed syllable of a polysyllabic form. He concludes
that there is a minimality constraint at play: monosyllables are lengthened in order to become
bimoraic, as a word must have two morae.
12.3.3 Prominence
The default position of stress in Thao is the penult P. J.-K. Li (1976, 277). The domain of stress
assignment includes suffixes and enclitics, but not prefixes (p.278). For example, /furaz/ [fórað]
‘moon’ has stress on the penult, while /furaz-in/ [foráðin] ‘to rise, of the moon’ has stress one
syllable later, as one syllable has been added to the phonological word with the patient focus
suffix /-in/ (Blust, 2003, 36). Prefixes can be excluded from the domain of stress assigment as they
do not bear stress when attached to a monosyllable. An example from Blust (2003, 37) is /kan/
‘eat’, which alone surfaces as [káːn] with a lengthened monosyllable, but [pa-kán] ‘feed’ does not
show penultimate stress as the penult is the causative prefix /pa-/. Interestingly, Blust does not
transcribe long vowels on prefixed monosyllables with ultimate stress. If prefixed monosyllables
indeed lack the extra mora of non-prefixed monosyllables, then the lengthening process may
20Of course, glide insertion does occur in this word, where a glide is inserted following stressed /i/ and preceding
another vowel.
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be motivated by a constraint on word length, and not, as the prosodically-minded linguist may
expect, the desire to build a trochee at the right edge.
A number of lexical items have ultimate stress as well; Blust (2003, 35) counts 50–60 bases
with final stress out of a total of 2000. Ultimate stress is not predictable based on the segmental
string, for example hulus ‘clothes’ has penultimate stress while tufúsh ‘sugarcane’ has ultimate
stress.21 Interestingly, lexical items with final stress in isolation retain stress on the final syllable
of the stem when suffixed. For example piasún ‘collect’, when suffixed with /-in/ is realized as
[pijasúnin], not *[pijasunín] ‘be collected’ (p.41). Thus, ultimate stress is not applied to the entire
phonological word, but is anchored to a specific syllable in the segmental string.
Some instances of ultimate stress in Thao do have a clear structural or historical source. In
Blust’s analysis, stress is assigned before sequences of adjacent identical segments are reduced
to singletons. When this process fuses the penult and ultima, as in /in-ara-an/ ‘was taken’, stress
arises in the ultima: [inarán], not *[ináran] (Blust, 2003, 40). This process also occurred diachron-
ically, for example the word PAn *kaen > Thao /kan/ ‘eat’ was historically a disyllable but is a
monosyllable in modern Thao, which takes ultimate stress unless suffixed (pp.36–7).
One final source of ultimate stress is the negative imperative construction /ata tu VERB-i/, in
which stress is realized on the imperative suffix /-i/ (Blust, 2003, 38–9). This same suffix does not
bear stress in positive imperatives.
12.3.4 Intonation
Blust (2003, 41) does include a section titled “Intonation”, however it gives few clues as to the
intonational phonology of the language. His discussion does mention a contrast between the
21The word tufúsh ‘sugarcane’ is cognate with words in other Formosan languages with a schwa penult, for ex-
ample Paiwan tjevus. As this structure has triggered a rightwards stress shift in languages like Piuma Paiwan (see
Section 6.6.3), such a development is an appealing explanation for the exceptional forms in Thao. However, Blust
(2003, 75–6) notes that other words he reconstructs with a penultimate schwa in Proto-Austronesian have not de-
veloped stress, such as *telu > turu ‘three’ and *qaSelu > qashuru ‘rice pestle’, which both have penultimate stress in
modern Thao. Perhaps the heavy ultima (without a final vowel) in the word for ‘sugarcane’ has played a role in the
development of its stress pattern.
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phrases caycuy k<m>an afu “They are eating rice.” and caycuy k<m>an iza “They are eating
(already).” In his words, “In the first sentence the initial vowel of /afu/ ‘rice’ carries the pitch
of greatest intensity, while in the second sentence this pitch is found on the vowel of /k-m-an/
‘eat’.”
There are a few things to unpack in this statement. The most straightforward conclusion to
draw from Blust’s statement is that a F0 peak is assigned to prominent syllables. Of course, this
is not unexpected, and really only means that the default pitch accent melody contains an H (as
it does in all the languages discussed in this dissertation). Whether Thao’s pitch accent melody
is *H, *LHL, L+*H, or some other melody with a peak, remains to be seen in future study.
Another interesting part of this statement is the treatment of iza ‘already’. Iza is described
as a clitic earlier in the grammar sketch, specifically as an example of an enclitic that is included
in the domain of stress (or, in Blust’s analysis, that triggers ‘stress shift’; p.36). The example he
gives is ma-kazaka iza ‘comfortable’ being realized as [makazakájða], where stress is not found
on the penult of the stem, but the penult of the domain including the stem and enclitic /=iza/.
This means one of three things for the caycuy k<m>án iza example: i) /iza/ is functioning as
an enclitic in ma-kazaká=yza but as a full word in caycuy k<m>án iza where it cedes phrasal
stress to k<m>an for whatever reason; ii) the phrases ma-kazaka=yza and caycuy k<m>an iza are
structurally similar but the utterances Blust (2003) transcribed had distinct intonational contours;
or iii) both surfacing intonational contours are available on both phrases, but the inclusion of
enclitics in the domain of stress assigment is optional and leads to surface variation.
As a final note, the only mention of specific properties of the intonational contour(s) de-
scribed by Blust refer to the relative magnitude of pitch maxima. This may not be an observation
of intonational contours per se, insofar as intonational contours are a combination of pitch ac-
cent melodies and boundary tones. Instead, his comment may be referring specifically to the
assignment of phrasal stress, or perhaps to some process or alternation to which phrasal stress is
epiphenomenal. One possible example is the optionality of an additional prominence on clitics,
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noted in the Philippine languages Balangao (Shetler & Fetzer, 1964, 102) and Ilocano (Yamamoto,
2017, 34).
12.4 Puyuma
Puyuma is a language spoken in eight villages in the southeast of Taiwan. The number of dialects
varies by author but the Nanwang dialect in particular has been described as the most conser-
vative. This is the case in Ting’s (1978) reconstruction, which places the Puyuma dialects in the








The main difference between Nanwang and the other dialects is that Nanwang retains the
voiced stops /b/ /d/ /ɖ/ /g/, while the rest of the dialects have developed frictives.
12.4.1 Segmental inventory
The consonant inventory of Puyuma varies by dialect, with the largest differences being between
Nanwang and the other dialects. The non-Nanwang dialects have mostly the same inventory,
although there are some differences such as Pinaski/Uvilevek having /β/ where the other three
have /v/ (Teng, 2008, 5). The consonant inventories for Nanwang and non-Nanwang Puyuma
are shown in Table 12.10 on the following page. One difference between Ting’s (1978) analysis
22Ting (1978) does not list the Alipay or Tamlrakaw villages in her classification. ‘Nanwang’ is the Chinese name
of the village where Nanwang Puyuma is spoken; the name of this community in Puyuma is ‘Puyuma’ (Teng, 2016,
1). As the English-language literature on Puyuma generally calls this dialect ‘Nanwang Puyuma’, I adopt that name
here.
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and what is presented in Table 12.10 is that the alveolar lateral in the non-Nanwang dialects is a
fricative [ɮ] instead of an approximant [l] (as Nanwang has). This is described by Teng (2008, 13),
who credits the initial description of lateral fricatives in Puyuma to P. J.-K. Li (1991). An additional
note concerns the voiced fricative cognate to Nanwang /g/ in other dialects: where Ting (1978)
describes a laryngeal [ɦ], Teng (2008) has a uvular [ʁ], again citing P. J.-K. Li (1991). Teng (2016,
11) later describes a voiced glottal fricative [ɦ] for Katripurl Puyuma. Finally, Cauquelin (1991,

































Voiceless stop p t ʈ <tr> k ʔ <’>
Voiced stop b d ɖ <dr> ɡ <g>
Voiceless fricative s
Nasal m n ŋ <ng>
Trill r
Lateral approximant l ɭ <lr>




Voiceless stop p t ʈ k
Voiceless fricative s h
Voiced fricative β or v ð ʐ ʁ∼ɦ
Nasal m n ŋ
Trill r
Voiced lateral fricative ɮ
Lateral approximant ɭ
Glide w j
Table 12.10: Consonant inventory of Puyuma, based on Ting (1978), with Nanwang orthography
from Teng (2008).
Puyuma has a simple four-vowel system, as shown in Table 12.11 on the next page. Teng (2016,
5, footnote 1) additionally notes mid vowels /e/ /o/ in loanwords. Cauquelin (1991) describes the
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category /u/ as [o] in some dialects. Additionally, Teng (2008, 22) describes an ‘apical vowel’ [ɿ],
that is the realization of schwa when following /s/ (and some instances of /r/) in an open syllable
(e.g. senay ‘sing’ > [sɿnaj]). This is likely a contact effect fromMandarin, which has apical vowels





Table 12.11: Vowel inventory of Puyuma, based on Ting (1978).
12.4.2 Syllable structure
Teng (2016, 12) lists V, VC, CV, and CVC as the possible syllable types in Puyuma. Codas are
permitted both word-finally and word-internally. Word-internal codas are both found in the
underlying form, as in puarvu [pu.ar.vu] ‘catch fire’ (ibid.), and due to an optional schwa-deletion
rule in the penult of 3+-syllable words, as in drikedran [ɖik(ə)ɖan] ‘sticky stuff’ (Teng, 2008, 22).
Teng notes that schwa deletion happensmost commonlywhen the preceding consonant is a labial
/p/ /b/ /m/ or a velar stop /k/ /g/ (ibid., footnote 8).
Vowel sequences are not tautosyllabic in most analyses of Puyuma, including sequences of
identical vowels. For example, Teng (2016, 12) syllabifies /puur/ (a type of rice) as [pu.ur]. Glides
may be inserted between a sequence of two vowels, if the first is a high vowel, as in /ki-umal/
[kijumal] ‘between’ (p.14). Cauquelin (1991, 27) notes that the sequences /ai/ /au/ /ui/ are option-
ally realized as diphthongs, which implies an alternation in syllable structure. An example she
gives is /maidaŋ/ ‘aged people’, where the /ai/ may be realized tauto- or heterosyllabically.23
23Theway the tauto-/heterosyllabic realizations are transcribed in Cauquelin (1991) is “[ma’idang≈maidang]”. It is
unclear what the apostrophe <’> is transcribing here given the obtuse orthographic system used in the paper. Glottal
stop is transcribed sometimes as <q> and other times <ʔ>, so perhaps the apostrophe represents a zero consonant at
a syllable boundary. It does not appear in any of the transcriptions outside the section on diphthongization.
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12.4.3 Prominence
Puyuma is stress-final. The domain of stress includes suffixes but not enclitics, for example
tu=beray-ay ‘3sg.gen=give-lf’ is realized as [tuberajáj] with stress falling on the suffix, which
is the last syllable of the domain of stress assignment (Teng, 2008, 24). On the other hand, in-
aba=ku ‘good=1sg.nom’ is realized as [inabáku] with the stress on the last syllable of the stem,
as the clitic is not part of the domain of stress assignment.
There is a glide-vowel distinction in Puyuma, and glides are amoraic and non-stress-bearing.
This will be seen in the pitch tracks in Section 12.4.4, many of which include ngiyáw ‘cat’, in
which the stress assignment algorithm skips /w/ and assigns ultimate stress instead to /a/.
Teng (2008, 24) describes penultimate stress in Puyuma on interrogatives, as well as on each
intonational phrase in a forced-choice question (p.223).
12.4.4 Intonation
The discussion on Puyuma intonation will proceed in three parts. First, an overview of the ex-
isting literature that mentions properties of Puyuma intonational contours (Section 12.4.4.1); fol-
lowed by notes on Puyuma intonation based on archival data (Section 12.4.4.2). Section 12.4.4.3
will summarize the preliminary analysis of Puyuma intonation.
12.4.4.1 Existing literature
Teng (2008) does not provide a model of Puyuma intonation in Autosegmental-Metrical phonol-
ogy or any other framework, but does provide descriptive facts about the intonational phonology.
As in most Formosan languages, the acoustic correlates generally include increases in intensity
and duration, and a F0 peak. However, Teng (2008, 22) notes that not all productions have a
F0 peak on the stressed syllable. To contrast them, she provides pitch tracks of a production of
drikedran ‘sticky stuff’ with the traditional F0 peak on the final syllable /ɖan/ (repeated here in
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Figure 12.1(a)), as well as of a production of inaba=ku ‘good=1sg.nom’ where the accented syl-
lable /ba/ has a lower F0 than the preaccented syllables (repeated here in Figure 12.1(b)). Teng
concludes that intensity is a better predictor of accent than F0.24
(a) (b)
Figure 12.1: Waveform and pitch track of drikedran ‘sticky stuff’ (a) and inaba=ku ‘good=1sg.nom
(b) in Puyuma, from Teng (2008, 23).
It is interesting that inaba=ku is chosen as the exemplar: while Teng (2008, 24) excludes =ku
from the domain of stress assignment, the /ku/ in Figure 12.1(b) has a pitch minimum whereas
the expected site of stress, /ba/, does not. If the divergent pitch contour in Figure 12.1(b) is
the result of an intonational contour, should a pitch extremum not be aligned to the (supposed)
prominent syllable /ba/? The data presented do not preclude an analysis whereby the enclitic
/ku/ is prominent and aligned with a L* pitch accent; perhaps inclusion of enclitics in the stress
domain is optional. If the contour in Figure 12.1(b) is an example of a recurring intonational
contour in Puyuma, then additional research will be necessary to determine what phonological
elements it is composed of, and to what syllable the pitch accent (if any) is aligned.
Teng (2008, 221–3) also models some contrastive intonational contours, albeit as abstracted
pitch movements drawn above glossed examples.25 She contrasts declarative with polar (‘yes-
24A third figure is presented in Teng (2008, 23) that is referred to in the text as an intensity plot of the production
of drikedran ‘sticky stuff’. I now only have a scanned copy of that figure that I made from a physical copy of the
book, and the box supposedly containing the intensity plot is blank (be it due to it being printed in a color missed by
the scanner, or an error in the printing of the book itself). Thus, I cannot comment directly on the intensity contour
that Teng presents.
25Similar diagrams are found in L. M. Huang (2000a, 151–3). I focus instead on the data presented by Teng here,
as she includes diagrams of the declarative intonation whereas L. M. Huang does not.
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no’) interrogative intonation in two ways: i) the peak is on the penult in polar interrogatives, but
on the ultima in declaratives; and ii) the peak in polar interrogatives is preceded by more of a
rise than the peak in declaratives. An example of each can be seen in Figure 12.2(a). The polar
interrogative intonation is also used on each intonational phrase of a forced-choice question,
where the first IP contains the first disjunct, and the second IP contains the second disjunct and
the coordinator andri ‘if not’ (Figure 12.2(b)). Finally, an utterance type that Teng calls ‘biased
yes/no questions’, where a statement is followed by the copula amau used as a tag question, has
its own intonational contour with a final rise (Figure 12.2(c)).
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 12.2: Glossed examples of declaratives and polar interrogatives (a), forced-choice questions
(b), and tag questions (c) with notated intonational contours in Puyuma, from Teng (2008, 23).
12.4.4.2 Properties of Puyuma intonational contours based on archival data
While I have not done any fieldwork of my own on Puyuma, I do have access to archival record-
ings of the language elicited by Arthur Holmer. The data to be presented here is from a recording
session with Takamulri, a male speaker of Nanwang Puyuma. The recording session included
a number of declaratives, polar interrogatives, and wh-interrogatives. I have not been able to
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analyze enough of the data to provide as full an analysis as found in the full chapters of this dis-
sertation,26 but I am able to comment on some pitch tracks of various utterance types, and point
the future researcher in the direction of a fuller analysis of the language’s intonational phonology.
Two examples of declarative intonation in Puyuma can be seen in Figure 12.3 on the following











“The dog was bitten by the cat.”
These pitch tracks show the typical repeated rise-fall pattern of pitch accents on each content
word: the verb tu=karatr-áw, and the arguments súwan and ngiyaw.
The rise-fall contours of the pitch accent suggest a LHL pitch accent melody. It is diffi-
cult to say whether the prenuclear L spreads leftward from the pretonic syllable (as it does in
Kanakanavu; cf. Section 4.7), or instead shifts leftward (as it does in Seediq; cf. 10.7.1). The
steady climb in F0 between the proclitic tu= and the pitch accent on karatr-áw suggests a shifting
rule like the one in Seediq, however the steep rise preceding the peak on ngiyáw in both tokens
may indicate that the prenuclear L falls on the pretonic syllable.
Perhaps this instead indicates the domain in which the prenuclear L can shift. If it can shift
leftward onto particles like a (and proclitics like tu=), but no farther, then the rise preceding
ngiyáw’s peak can be explained as a combination of a steady rise between the particle a and the
pitch accent’s peak, and a F0-lowering effect of the intervening /ŋ/ which obscures the landing
site of the prenuclear L. Pending further investigation, I conclude that a ‘shifting’ analysis of the
prenuclear L, like that in Seediq, is a better fit for the data.
The placement of the pitch accent on suwan ‘dog’ also merits further investigation. In both
pitch tracks in Figure 12.3, the F0 contour on this word begins at a maximum and descends
26This is partially due to an issue with pitch tracking, which was affected by the recording quality and acoustics
of the interview location. The main issue caused by this is that some items elicited as part of (near-)minimal pairs
needed to be excluded for pitch tracking failure in a critical location of the utterance. However, utterances of various
types were able to be analyzed, and will be included here.
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Figure 12.3: Pitch tracks of two tokens of tu=karatr-aw kana suwan a ngiaw? “The dog was bitten
by the cat.” in Puyuma, produced by Takamulri.
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steadily. This is unexpected in an ultimate-stress language, which predicts a pitch accent aligned
to the ultima /wan/. The lack of a pitch accent in this position could indicate one of two struc-
tures: i) the suppression of a non-final pitch accent within a larger prosodic domain, as is found
in other languages like Hla’alua (Section 5.7.2); or ii) that súwan has penultimate stress, and is
exceptional among Puyuma lexical items.
An additional possibility, which would be corroborated by additional work with speakers like
Takamulri, is that the word for ‘dog’ is actually a monosyllable [suan] in his speech, and that
the pitch accent is simply aligned to the first TBU of the final syllable, in this case /u/. A similar
analysis was proposed in this dissertation’s chapter on Kavalan (cf. Section 7.6.1).
Perhaps some light can be shed on the structure of suwan by the example shown in Figure 12.4













“Dogs bite, [and] cats bite.”
The utterance shown in Figure 12.4 consists of two full intonational phrases (IP’s), separated
by a pause.27 Each IP has the same syntactic structure, and each exhibits two F0 maxima: one
on the verb, and one on the subject. As suwan is IP-final, and its F0 maximum is the highest of
the full utterance, it is unlikely that it has undergone non-final pitch accent suppression. Instead,
as in Figure 12.3, its F0 maximum is on the penult /su/. I conclude that the word súwan is an
exceptional form with penultimate stress, at least for Takamulri, the speaker who provided these
recordings.28
It is clear that the L and H of the LHL melody can be attributed to a pitch accent L+H*(L).
However, the status of the postnuclear L as part of the pitch accent melody (vs. being a boundary
27As each IP can stand alone as a full syntactic sentence, perhaps this could also be considered two separate
utterances in sequence.
28Interestingly, suwan has final stress in the audio published alongside Teng and Cheng’s (2013) dictionary. Per-
haps this discrepancy is due to differences at the dialect or individual level. As Teng and Cheng (2013) do not attribute
the data in their dictionary to any specific dialect, I cannot be certain.
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tone L%) is less clear from the declarative intonation alone.
There were two distinct intonational patterns I have found in looking at the available data on
polar interrogatives in Takamulri’s speech. One is shown in Figure 12.5 on the preceding page, a











“Did the dog bite the cat?”
In this question, the agent na suwan has been raised, and surfaces before the verb k<em>aratr,
which would appear first in the default ordering. The fronted element and the rest of the clause
each show a F0 contour that differs from the declarative intonation previously discussed. Instead
of a rise-fall pattern, each of these prosodic domains has a rise-plateau contour that ends in a
high tone. The rise begins at the beginning of the domain and ends in the expected site of a pitch
accent, and thus are not unlike the LH sequence of the pitch accent.
The difference between the intonational contours shown in Figure 12.5 versus that of the
declarative utterances can thus be captured as a difference between a H and L target at the end of
the prosodic domain, following the H of the pitch accent. This would reanalyze the postnuclear
tone as a boundary tone, leaving only L+H* in the pitch accent melody.
The use of H% in Figure 12.5 in contrast to L% in the declarative utterances may seem at
first to be a H% associated with interrogatives, as it is in some other Formosan languages like
Kavalan (cf. Section 7.7) and Tsou (cf. Section 3.8.2.2). Karlsson and Holmer (2012, 2011) find an
interaction between syntactic structure and H%-vs.-L% boundary tones in Puyuma, including in
noun-adjective vs. adjective-noun order, and the focus structure of the sentence. Thus, the use
of H% in Figure 12.5 is likely related to the topicalization of na suwan.
Another intonational contour that surfaced on interrogative utterances in Takamulri’s Puyuma
can be seen in Figures 12.6–12.7 on page 610, which show pitch tracks of the questions in (199–
200).






















“Did you drink the water I bought?”
The F0 contour shown in the pitch tracks in Figure 12.6 differs from the intonation of declara-
tives in Puyuma in a couple of ways. Firstly, the final pitch accent is aligned to the penult instead
of the ultima. Both eraw ‘wine’ and enay ‘water’ surface with final stress in declaratives in Taka-
mulri’s speech, so the location of the pitch accent is a function of the interrogative intonational
contour and not of the prosodic structure of eraw or enay in the lexicon.
A movement in pitch accent location associated with an intonational contour has been de-
scribed for Thao, in which a pitch accent is aligned to the imperative suffix in positive impera-
tives, but to the syllable preceding that same suffix in negative imperatives (Blust, 2003, 38–9).
If Blust is correct in this analysis, then a shift of pitch accent alignment can be motivated purely
by the choice of intonational contour, as opposed to having any particular motivation within the
phonology. The alternative would be something like what is seen in Kavalan (cf. Section 7.7.4),
where tonal targets are pushed away from the domain edge by the association of additional tonal
targets. In Puyuma, however, both the declarative and intonational contours end with the same
two-element HL sequence, so the difference in alignment serves only to contrast the contours,
and not to repair any particular phonological environment.
If the F0 peak on the penult in interrogatives does not necessarily have to reflect prominence
on that syllable, then the difference between the declarative […HL] vs. interrogative […H.L]
sequence could be encoded as a difference in pitch accent melodies. Declarative utterances would
employ L+H* and interrogatives LH+L*, both aligned to the ultima. These would combine with
the L% IP boundary tone, with the nuclear L of LH+L* and L% collapsing into one target via an
OCP rule. But the H of LH+L* would remain on the penult, vs. the H of L+H* which can directly
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Figure 12.6: Pitch tracks of three tokens of tr<em>ekel=yu kana-nku tr<in>ima dra eraw? “Did
you drink the wine I bought?” in Puyuma, produced by Takamulri.












Figure 12.7: Pitch tracks of three tokens of tr<em>ekel=yu kana-nku tr<in>ima dra enay? “Did
you drink the water I bought?” in Puyuma, produced by Takamulri.
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attach to the ultima. The LH+L* pitch accent would only be available IP-finally.
This analysis would diverge from many of the others in this dissertation in a few ways: i)
most Formosan languages distinguish declarative from interrogative intonation via boundary
tones, not pitch accent melodies; and ii) no other pitch accent melody in the Formosan languages
described here requires a non-nuclear H in the pitch accent melody.29 But the use of pitch ac-
cents to contrast utterance types is active in at least one Formosan language, Budai Rukai (cf.
Section 2.5.5.2). Budai, which is geographically close to the Puyuma-speaking area, also shares
the interesting split of L% for declaratives and interrogatives vs. H% for continuative rises.
As for the unique LH+L* pitch accent melody, while the nuclear tone being an L instead of
the H has not been required for the other Formosan languages analyzed in this dissertation,such
a pitch accent melody is common in descriptions of other languages’ phonologies. For exam-
ple, H+L* boundary tones are reported for English (Pierrehumbert, 1980, 20), German (Grice,
Baumann, & Benzmüller, 2005), and Brazilian and European Portuguese (Frota & Vigário, 2007;
Libman, 2008).30
Of course, how appropriate this analysis is for Puyuma depends on whether it can be argued
that the ultima is the prominent syllable in both declaratives and interrogatives. This will depend
on future study on other acoustic properties of the right edge of the Puyumaword, the interaction
between utterance type and emphasis or hyperarticulation, and perhaps speaker intuitions. If it
can be shown that the penult is truly the site of prominence in Puyuma interrogatives, then
the movement analysis becomes more appropriate than the LH+L* interrogative pitch accent.
But until such evidence becomes available, the pitch accent analysis has the added benefit of its
similarity to neighboring Budai Rukai.
29Perhaps Thao imperatives could similarly be analyzed with a pitch accent melody in place of the ‘stress shift’
analysis. Without acoustic data, however, I cannot comment directly on the structure of Thao intonation.
30Numerous other pitch accent melodies are described in the literature for which the F0 maximum does not cor-
respond to the nuclear tone. L*+H is described in numerous languages such as Greek (Arvaniti & Baltazani, 2005),
Bengali (Khan, 2014), and Georgian (Vicenik & Jun, 2014); H+*!H is described for Lebanese Arabic (Chahal & Hell-
muth, 2014) among others; and lone L* pitch accents are described for languages including Tamil (Keane, 2014).
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Another notable feature of the interrogative intonation in Figures 12.6–12.7 is the large amount
of material preceding the peak with a relatively flat F0, indicative of non-final pitch accent sup-
pression within the IP.
Puyuma’s interrogative contour sharesmany featureswith the declarative intonation in Seediq
(cf. Section 10.7.2). Both have an IP-initial rise between the first syllable and the expected site of
the first pitch accent, then a plateau with no evidence of intermediate pitch accents, and finally
a small rise to the final peak before falling to the bottom of the pitch range. This dissertation’s
analysis of Seediq declarative intonation noted that there were multiple possible approaches to
the pre-final plateau, such as M tonal targets resulting from fusion of L and H targets, in an in-
teraction between tonal targets in the pitch accent melody and boundary tones assigned at the
level of a prosodic domain that may be either the ip or IP. This analysis was bolstered by the fact
that prenuclear L targets shift in Seediq instead of spreading, which is also a feature of Puyuma
intonation.
One interesting feature of the pitch tracks in Figures 12.6(b) and 12.7 is that they contain
(non-F0) acoustic cues for juncture partway through the utterance; in Figure 12.6(b) there is a
pause with silence, while in Figure 12.7 there is final lengthening of the syllable /ju/ (from the
enclitic =yu).31 There is also either a pitch reset or some difference between the tone ending the
preceding material (H) and the level of the following material (possibly M, rather than !H, as
the final peak is not downstepped). This evidence points towards the grouping of material into
intermediate phrases (ip) in additional to the larger intonational phrases (IP), especially if the
tonal target ending the first ip and the target beginning the second ip are truly different (H vs.
M, etc.). Of course, the pitch tracks on page 610 do not uncontroversially point to these targets
being the same or different, and this is an area where more dedicated study may better illuminate
the components of interrogative intonation in Puyuma.
31There is also silence, however it is for a period short enough that it could plausibly be the closure of the following
/k/.
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Another open question in the analysis of Puyuma interrogative intonation is whether the
non-final ip’s that end in a H tone are part of the same interaction between boundary tone selec-
tion and syntactic structure discussed earlier with regards to Figure 12.5, and first discovered by
Karlsson and Holmer (2012, 2011). Perhaps certain boundary tones in final position are available
in conjunction with certain boundary tones in non-final positions, or certain boundary tones are
only available with certain utterance types.
Interrogative intonation like that found in the pitch tracks on page 610 is also used for wh-












“Who went home today?”















Figure 12.8: Pitch track of i manay na m-u-ruma uninan? “Who went home today?” in Puyuma,
produced by Takamulri.
Like the polar interrogatives in Figures 12.6–12.7, the wh-interrogative in Figure 12.8 shows
a (somewhat smaller) initial rise, and little activity in the form of the rise-fall contours expected
from pitch accents preceding the final fall.
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12.4.4.3 Summary of preliminary analysis of Puyuma intonation
Puyuma utterances receive a boundary tone at the IP level, either L% for declaratives and inter-
rogatives or H% for continuation rises.
The pitch accent melody is L+H*, except for the IP-final pitch accent of an interrogative (in-
cluding polar and wh-questions), which receives LH+L* instead. This causes the F0 maximum to
appear on the penult instead of the ultima. (Note that this analysis may fail if additional acoustic
data determines that the penult is the true site of prominence in interrogatives, in which case in-
terrogatives take the same L+H* pitch accent as declaratives, and trigger an additional movement
rule that aligns the pitch accent to the penult instead of the ultima.)
The prenuclear L of the interrogative LH+L* spreads leftward, combining with preceding H
targets to form a plateau in the middle of the pitch range. The plateau begins on the site of the
IP-initial pitch accent, whose prenuclear L creates an initial rise.
12.5 Siraya
Siraya is a language indigenous to the southernmost part of the western plains, west of the moun-
tainous area where Paiwan is spoken. Like many of the languages on the plains, Siraya lost its
last fluent speaker at some point before the Japanese occupation (beginning in 1895), and has
only recently begun a language revival movement.
While a number of dormant Formosan languages have some surviving wordlists and field
notes, Siraya in particular has seen the most analysis of surviving materials, mainly by Adelaar
(1997, 2011).32 Adelaar’s analysis is based on translations of religious texts by Gravius (1661,
1662) (the former of which further edited by Campbell [1888]), and an anonymous manuscript
containing a wordlist, edited by van der Vlis (1842).
While these sources have not left a wealth of information on prosodic structure in Siraya,
32For an overview of pre-Japanese occupation linguistic materials in Formosan generally, see Klöter (2008).
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I will present what inferences can be made in this section, starting with the segmental inven-
tory (Section 12.5.1), then a discussion of vowel and consonant quantity (Section 12.5.2), syllable
structure (Section 12.5.3), the glide-vowel distinction (Section 12.5.4), and finally the location of
stress (Section 12.5.5).
12.5.1 Segmental inventory
Based on the phoneme charts in Adelaar (1997, 371) and Adelaar (2011, 50), as well as the ac-

































Voiceless stop p t k (ʔ)
Voiced stop b d D nɡ̄
Voiceless affricate c
Voiceless fricative s x h
Voiced fricative v z




Table 12.12: Consonant inventory of Siraya, based on Adelaar (1997, 2011).
Adelaar (2011, 50) notes that c, z, and nɡ̄ specifically are difficult to ascribe phonetic properties
to, and leaves them out of the consonant chart proper. However, in the following discussion, they
are given hypothetical phonetic values, as shown in Table 12.12.
33This chart is presented in Adelaar’s (2011) orthography, which in turn stems in part from the orthography in
Gravius (1661, 1662). While other consonant charts in this dissertation presented IPA alongside native orthography,
the nature of this analysis requires an abstract approach: only the contrastive nature of these categories can be
reasonably assumed; their phonetic values can only be hypothesized.
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While he listsD under amore general ‘coronal’ place of articulation alongside d, I have labeled
it a retroflex consonant here. This category represents a group of words in Siraya that are variably
transcribed with d and r, and follow distinct patterns in reduplicated forms. While Adelaar (1997,
2000) propose that part of the variance in reduplicated forms is from fortition from [r] to [d],
Adelaar (2011) reanalyzes the variance as a third category D, contrasting with both d and r. My
inclination to label this phoneme as retroflex stems from the following: i) its affinity with the
rhotic category suggests a low F3, as is also present near retroflexes; ii) a voiced retroflex /ɖ/ that
is not part of a wider retroflex series is attested in Formosan languages such as nearby Paiwan
and Rukai (except Mantauran); and iii) Siraya D reflects PAn *d, and thus is cognate with voiced
retroflex stops in Rukai, Puyuma, and Paiwan (which happen to be the three southernmost living
Formosan languages, closest to Siraya geographically).34
Adelaar (2011) analyzes the vowel inventory of Siraya as shown in Table 12.13.
Front Central Back
High ĭ [i], i [iː] ŭ [u], u [uː]
Mid e [eː] ə [ə] o [oː]
Low ă [a], a [aː]
Table 12.13: Vowel inventory of Siraya, based on Adelaar (2011, 50–1).
An additional vowel quality, represented in Gravius (1661, 1662) by æ, is analyzed by Adelaar
(2011, 18–9) as a predictable ‘palatalized’ allophone of long /aː/, which he relabels ä.
12.5.2 Consonant and vowel quantity
Theorthography in Gravius (1661, 1662) includes orthographic single and double consonants such
as <t> vs. <tt>. Given that double consonants were used in Dutch to signify a short preceding
34Examples from the Austronesian Comparative Dictionary (Blust & Trussel, 2011) include PAn *dakeS > Budai
Rukai Dakese, Paiwan ḍakes; PAn *daqu₂ > Maga Rukai a-Doo, Tona Rukai Daw, Pinan Puyuma Daʔu. Orthography
in these forms is kept from the ACD, and not adapted for consistency like the data presented in the Rukai and Paiwan
chapters of this dissertation.
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vowel, Adelaar (2011) analyzes the distinction between single and double orthographic conso-
nants in the Siraya texts as signaling long vs. short preceding vowels respectively. This underlies
the analysis of contrastive length in the peripheral vowels /a(ː)/ /i(ː)/ /u(ː)/.
He specifically rules out contrastive consonant length as the feature signaled by the single
vs. double orthographic consonants, as double consonants following a long vowel are in free
variation with singleton orthographic consonants (ibid., p.43). For example, ma-voutta ‘blind’
varies with ma-vouta (where ou represents /uː/).
12.5.3 Syllable structure
Word-final consonants are attested in Siraya, for example tallagh ‘house’ is analyzed by Adelaar
(2011) as tălax /talaːx/ with a final /x/. Medial clusters are also possible, such as the /wlk/ sequence
in saw-lkŭt ‘to swear’.35 Thus, codas are possible on both final and non-final syllables.
A number of words are described with what appear to be onset clusters, both within the stem
(for example the /pt/ onset cluster in pta ‘crossroads or entry to a highway’), and as a result of
the actor focus infix <m>, as in the /km/ sequence in k<m>an ‘<af>eat’.
As short vowels and schwa are present in the available transcriptions, it is likely that these
sequences are true clusters and not separated by an un-transcribed schwa. However, this cannot
be known for sure. Ferrell’s (1982) dictionary of Paiwan transcribes all schwas except for the
one in the actor focus infix, which he transcribes as /m/ (where the slashes indicate infixation).
For example, he writes k/m/an for ‘<af>eat’ where C.-M. Chen (2006) has k-əm-an. While it is
possible that Kuljaljau Paiwan (the variety described in Ferrell [1982]) uniquely lacks schwa in
this position, numerous descriptions of Paiwan dialects since have not described onset clusters.36
35While the syllabification of this word cannot be known, it is likely that at least the /w/ is parsed with the previous
syllable, and thus there is a coda. While some onset clusters appear in the transcriptions, none to my knowledge are
of the shape /wC/, which is rare cross-linguistically.
36It could be the case that Ferrell elected not to transcribe the schwa in the <em> infix as infixal material cannot
bear stress, including in the non-Piuma dialects in which schwa does not repel stress from the penult. However,
<em> is not the only infix described by Ferrell, and if his analysis is that <em> fails to bear stress as the schwa is not
part of the underlying structure, this fails to account for infixes with full vowels like the perfective <in>.
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Thus, the ability for early transcriptions to accurately distinguish between schwa, transitional
vocoids in an onset cluster, and zero, is not a given.
There is also some evidence that certain sequences of vowels were heterosyllabic, as they
were originally transcribed with a diaresis, which continues to mark syllable breaks in Dutch
today. Adelaar (1997, 370) notes saat ‘one’ (/saː.aːt/) and irua ‘to come’ (/i.ru.a/) as examples that
originally appear transcribed with the diaresis (as saät and irouä respectively).
12.5.4 Glide vs. vowel distinction
Interestingly, the Siraya transcriptions suggest a distinction between postvocalic [u(ː)] and [w]
with a similar distribution to what has been described for some living Formosan languages.
Adelaar (2011, 31–2) notes the sequences æu and æuu in the Siraya transcriptions, which he
analyzes as (tautosyllabic) äw and äu respectively. The sequence äu is always followed by a coda
consonant, while äw is always in an open syllable, for example, häux (hæuugh) ‘mug’ and läung
(læuung) ‘receive, accept’ have the vowel [uː] preceding a coda consonant, while vavaw (vavau)
‘above, on top of’ and lĭtäw (lyttæu) ‘perfume, scent’ have the glide [w] in an open syllable.
This pattern is similar to one described elsewhere in Formosan, in which glide formation is
blocked if it would form a complex coda. Blust (1999a, 331) describes a similar alternation between
[u] and [w] following /a/ in Pazeh: tibaun ‘mosquito’ and mu-daux ‘af-drink’ are analyzed as
having a vowel [u] preceding a coda consonant, while mu-siraw ‘af-smear’ and saw ‘person’
have [w] in an open syllable.37 Blust’s analysis of a glide-vowel distinction is evidenced by an
optional monophthongization rule that levels [au] to [ɔ], but is unavailable on [aw] sequences.
This pattern can also be seen in Paiwan, in which [u] and [w] are additionally distinguished
by the former being moraic. As the default position of stress in Paiwan is the penultimate mora,
stress assignment ignores [w] but counts [u]. This can be seen in pairs of words like palaláut
37Blust (1999a) analyzes glides /j/ /w/ as part of the phonemic inventory of Pazeh. For an alternative analysis of
vocoids in Pazeh, see Section 11.4.2.
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‘often’ and vúraw ‘yellow’ in Sandimen Paiwan, pitch tracks of which are shown in Figures 12.9–
12.10 on the following page. In palaláut, the /au/ sequence precedes a coda /t/, blocking glide
formation. Since both vocoids are moraic, stress is assigned to the /a/ of the /au/ sequence. In
vúraw, however, no coda consonant is present to block glide formation, and so /u/ becomes non-
moraic [w]. This makes the /a/ of the /au/ sequence the ultimate mora, and stress is realized on
the preceding syllable instead.
One can only speculate what phonetic or phonological difference (if any) was being signalled
by the æu vs. æuu transcriptions in Siraya. Given that the distribution of these transcriptions
resembles the distribution of vowels vs. glides in other Formosan languages, it is likely that these
transcriptions represent a vowel-glide distinction.
12.5.5 Prominence
Stress was not explicitly marked in any of the surviving Siraya materials, and thus only indirect
evidence can comment on the location of the prominent syllable.
The lack of transcription of the location of stress in Siraya may at first glance seem like ev-
idence for predictable stress in the language. This cannot be taken for granted, however: as
Welmers (1973, 77) notes, many early descriptions of African languages lacked the description of
contrastive suprasegmental features, even when the authors were aware of the contrast. Instead,
the best case for Siraya having predictable stress is that it is Formosan. Cases where Formosan
languages do not have predictable stress (at least in the synchronic grammar), like Budai Rukai,
have historical explanations that involve stress in some lexical items being pushed leftward by
the addition of a final ‘echo vowel’. As Siraya has word-final vowels (and thus, no ‘echo vowels’
in the Rukai sense), unpredictable stress in Siraya would have to be the result of some historical
development unique to Siraya within Formosan. Without evidence for such a development, it
can be assumed that stress in Siraya was predictable.
It is also likely that Siraya stress was anchored to the right edge of the word. The only For-
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Figure 12.9: Pitch track of palalaut ‘often’ in Sandimen Paiwan, produced by Malangan.
















Figure 12.10: Pitch track of vuraw ‘yellow’ in Sandimen Paiwan, produced by Malangan.
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mosan language with stress anchored to the left edge is Mantauran Rukai, and this left-edge
anchoring is an innovation specific to Mantauran (see Section 2.4.10 for discussion).
Additionally, Adelaar (2011, 26) describes 18 cases where an expected /iː/ in Siraya is tran-
scribed as if it were the shortened /i/. 17 of the 18 cases were preceding the antepenult (and the 1
remaining case was in the antepenult). As these possible vowel reductions are attested near the
left edge but not the right edge, the left edge likely does not contain the prominent syllable.
Prominence anchored to the right edge generally occurs in one of three positions: the ante-
penult, the penult, or the ultima. Antepenultimate stress is unlikely in Siraya for two reasons:
i) elsewhere in Formosan, antepenultimate stress is limited to languages that have developed
‘echo vowels’, which Siraya lacks; and ii) unexpected reduction of /iː/ was attested in at least one
antepenult. Thus, the penult and ultima are the most likely prominent positions in Siraya.
Penultimate and ultimate stress are both attested in multiple Formosan languages, and unlike
cases of antepenultimate stress, whether a Formosan language has stress on the penult or ultima
cannot be predicted by developments on the segmental tier. For example, PAn *bajiw ‘edible
mushroom (sp.)’ has descendents with penultimate stress (Paiwan vádiw), and descendents with
ultimate stress (Amis faníw; Blust and Trussel [2011]). Geographically, Siraya is closer to some of
the penultimate-stress languages like Paiwan and Rukai than to the final-stress languages further
east and north (like Puyuma and Amis). This may mean that penultimate stress is more likely in
Siraya, however the shift from penultimate to ultimate stress has been described as an internal
development in Tanan and Labuan Rukai, as well as in certain words in Piuma Paiwan due to
peak delay (see Section 6.6.3.3). Thus, Siraya having developed ultimate stress at some point is
also not unlikely.
This may be the limit of how much prosodic structure can be analyzed in Siraya. Without
a larger sample of vowel reduction data, it is impossible to say whether affixes are part of the
domain of stress. The intonational phonology has been lost.
As a final note, Siraya does currently have a revival movement, with a group of young speak-
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ers. While there are videos on the internet of tribal members and new speakers singing songs
in Siraya, I have been unable to find enough spoken word to determine how these new speakers
have analyzed stress in Siraya. This is a fruitful topic for future research: how does a commu-
nity whose dominant language is tonal create de novo prosodic structure and intonation under
language revival?
Chapter 13
Prosodic structure and phonology across
Formosan languages
The preceding chapters of this dissertation have presented models of prosodic structure and into-
national phonology in various Formosan languages as they are spoken today. A major weakness
of this study is that with few speakers of each language consulted, there is little evidence of how
representative these speakers are of their speech community as a whole. This applies to some
languages more than others: the two speakers of Hla’alua consulted represent a large percentage
of the speech community given its status as a critically-endangered language, while on the other
hand, only one speaker was consulted representing Amis, the language with the most speakers,
and which has notable dialect differences.
The most conservative position to take while reading this dissertation is that it presents pat-
terns in the speech of the sixteen speakers consulted. In the future, these patterns may sit along-
side slightly different patterns found in the speech of other members of these communities. And
they will certainly sit alongside future models of the Formosan languages and dialects for which
I am unable to provide data here. With that said, I hope for the data and analyses presented in
this dissertation to stand as a first step in understanding the prosodic and intonational systems
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of this group of languages.
There is also reason to believe that many of the patterns presented here are found through-
out the speech communities. Firstly, regarding the languages discussed in this dissertation for
which more than one speaker was consulted, there is consistency across speakers. This includes
a number of the more complex patterns presented here: the stress assignment system in Man-
tauran Rukai, and the accent-vs.-zero contrast and -L H- tonal element in Hla’alua were all used
by more than one speaker. There is also consistency between the data presented here and that
found in other sources. For example, while I have taken a different approach to analyzing Budai
Rukai intonation than C.-M. Chen (2006), the surface F0 contours she presents are very similar
to those produced by Sulhiape.
Another reason to think that the patterns presented here are used bymore than the few speak-
ers consulted is that some seem to feed into pathways of sound change that are evident in some
of the Formosan languages today. For example, peak delay is a pattern that was imperceptible to
me in situ, and only uncovered later while analyzing the recordings. The presence vs. absence
of peak delay is an acoustic detail minute enough that one may expect it to vary from speaker
to speaker. However, the fact that it occurs in the speakers of languages which have recently
developed rightward stress shift rules (including Piuma Paiwan and Central Toda Seediq), makes
it less likely for the presence of peak delay in the speakers consulted to be a coincidence. After all,
peak delay is asymmetrical in that it only occurs in one direction (the peak is late, as opposed to
early), which aligns with the patterns in stress shift in a way not predicted by purely phonological
approaches like S.-C. S. Yeh’s (2011) optimality-theoretic analysis.
One final argument for at least some patterns presented in this dissertation being representa-
tive of the speech communities generally is that some cluster within certain geographical regions
of Taiwan. For example, a number of features ranging from syllable structure to patterns in in-
tonational phonology are shared by languages in southwestern Taiwan, crossing the boundaries
of proposed subgroups. Such features are expected in phonology (and other domains), namely
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‘areal’ features that spread through contact rather than resulting from direct inheritance. Areal
features have been proposed within Taiwan previously, most notably the preglottalized voiced
stops of the central mountainous region (Blevins, 2017; P. J.-K. Li, 2015).
This chapter serves to discuss the patterns described over the course of the language-specific
analyses, from a comparative perspective. For example, what kinds of patterns are attested within
these languages? Which seem to be unique to a specific language, and which seem to belong to
a particular area or subgroup? How do they fit in with what we know about typological norms
outside of Taiwan?
Readers should be aware that by ‘comparative’, I don’t mean to say that this chapter is an
exercise in the ‘comparative method’ of historical reconstruction. Firstly, there is conflicting
evidence on which Formosan languages may share common ancestors more recent than Proto-
Austronesian, as was described in Section 1.1.3. In this way, it is difficult to see how specific
features ‘climb the tree’ so to speak, as there is no uncontroversial tree to climb. Proposing a new
phylogeny based on shared phonological features would also be inappropriate as these features
can find themselves in specific languages through contact rather than direct inheritance.1 While
I do provide some commentary on prosodic features of Formosan languages through a historical
lens, this is mainly in cases like Rukai, which is an uncontroversial grouping of varieties, and
whose internal phylogenetic structure can be discussed with more certainty.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: first, a discussion of structures in
segmental phonology that are relevant to prosody (Section 13.1); then an overview of syllable
structure across Formosan languages (Section 13.2); followed by the distribution and acoustic
cues of prominence in these languages (Section 13.3); the features found in their intonational
phonologies (Section 13.4); types of interactions between prosody andmorphology (Section 13.5);
1In fact, some scholars use the ‘wave model’ of phylogeny that centers the distribution of features without a
sharp divide between directly inherited vs. spread features. This model was conceived by Schmidt (1872); for a more
modern discussion see François (2014). Since I do not intend on historical reconstruction being the focus of this
chapter, I will not go further in depth here.
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and finally a discussion of linguistic areas evidenced by prosodic features (Section 13.6).
13.1 Segmental phonetics and phonology
While the focus of this dissertation is on prosody and intonation, which occur mainly at levels
above the segmental tier, there are phonological alternations on the segmental tier that affect
suprasegmental structure. Trends in these alternations across Formosan languages will be dis-
cussed in this section, with reference to four sub-topics: the microprosodic effects of consonants
on the F0 contour (Section 13.1.1); vowel epenthesis (Section 13.1.2); consonant epenthesis (Sec-
tion 13.1.3); and the unique properties of schwa (Section 13.1.4).
13.1.1 Consonant microprosody
While much of the variation in the F0 contours produced by Formosan language speakers can
be attributed to tonal targets in the intonational phonology (and interpolation between them),
there are also effects on the F0 contour that result from the articulatory and acoustic properties
of consonants. These effects are known collectively as ‘microprosody’.
Section 2.5 discussed the microprosodic effects of consonants in Mantauran Rukai, with dis-
cussion of the direction and magnitude of F0 perturbations attributed to various consonants.
Consonants acted similarly in groups based mainly on voicing and manner of articulation. These
findings have held across the other Formosan languages under study, and I will repeat them here.
Voiceless consonants generally had little effect on precedingmaterial, but the following vowel
onset started at a higher F0 than expected. Voiced consonants have a lowering effect on F0 during
the closure. This includes voiced allophones of underlying voiceless consonants such as /h/ and
/ħ/, which were often produced with voicing maintained during the closure intervocalically (i.e.
as [ɦ] and [ʕ]). This also includes realizations of the glottal stop as ‘creaky voice’ (or ‘laryngeal-
ization’), which is generally produced with a lower F0 than modal voice (Laver, 1980, 122).
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Voiced obstruents like [v] and [ð] generally had a greater lowering effect than voiced sono-
rants like nasals and liquids. This is likely due to the laryngeal gesture required for maintaining
voicing during obstruents, that is not necessary for sonorants. This split between voiced obstru-
ents and sonorants is even active in some languages’ phonologies, one well-known example being
Japanese (Itô & Mester, 1986).
One oddity in the microprosodic effects of consonants in Formosan languages is that some
/m/-initial utterances showed a raising effect on F0 instead of the usual lowering effect. Some
examples can be seen in Figure 2.41 on page 96, showing a production of ma-tolongo’o ‘sleep’ in
Mantauran Rukai, and in Figure 5.28 on page 304, showing a production of macuisa=i “Really?”
in Hla’alua, and Figure 8.15 on page 459, showing a production of ma-kero-ay ‘af-dance-fac’
in Amis. While I don’t have a definitive answer for why /m/ would raise F0 in some tokens,
perhaps one possibility is that these tokens were initiated with a release of glottal stricture much
like the glottal stops inserted at the beginning of (phonologically) vowel-initial words. As having
closed lips (like the labial closure of /m/) is often part of the mouth’s ‘resting state’, perhaps this
glottal gesture is inserted word-initially to initiate speech whenever the first segment requires no
new contact between articulators. Of course, without proof, the role of the larynx at all in these
/m/-initial tokens is speculative.
While the differential effects of consonant microprosody have been phonologized into the in-
tonational phonology of languages like Korean (Jun, 1993, 1996), even those Formosan languages
which show similar alternations between H and L targets (to be discussed in Section 13.6.2), seem
to do so in free variation rather than as an interaction with features of the onset consonant.
13.1.2 Vowel epenthesis
Within the vowel epenthesis rules of Formosan languages, there is one recurring process referred
to in the literature as ‘echo vowels’. This section will provide an overview of vowel epenthe-
sis rules in Formosan languages, starting with the ‘echo vowels’ themselves (Section 13.1.2.1);
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and finishing with a description of other types of vowel epenthesis in these languages (Section
13.1.2.2).
13.1.2.1 ‘Echo vowels’
‘Echo vowels’ are epenthetic vowels that are inserted at the end of the word, when the word
would otherwise end with a consonant. The inserted vowel generally matches the quality of the
preceding (now penultimate) vowel.
There are two areas in Taiwan where echo vowels are described, shown in Figure 13.1 on the
following page.2 One is the Atayalic languages in the north, including Atayal and Seediq. Atayal
inserts a vowel copy at the end of the word prepausally, if the stem-final consonant is /x/ or /h/
Rau (1992, 24–5). Yang (1976) describes a wider array of final consonants in Seediq that trigger
echo vowel insertion, including /s/, /ts/, /k/, /x/, /q/, and /h/.
The Atayalic echo vowels are restricted to certain places and manners of articulation, and are
likely the result of some articulatory or acoustic property of these consonants. For example, in
both languages, guttural fricatives [x] and [h] trigger echo vowel insertion. This pattern is similar
to the ‘laryngeally-complex nuclei’ found in many languages of Central America and abroad, in
which certain consonant articulations are timed in such a way that they interrupt a vowel rather
than being realized fully at its margin, resulting in one vowel gesture surfacing as two vocoids in
the acoustics (Macaulay, 2016). The consonants that take part in this pattern are often guttural, for
example Yuhup (Nadahup, Brazil) shows this pattern with glottal stop and [h] (Lopes & Parker,
2The arrangement of labels in this map and similar ones further into this chapter is an approximation of their
relative position geographically. This is not to say that it is a perfect representation of which languages are adja-
cent, or which languages have been in contact with each other. However, I do not expect all readers to have an
intuitive grasp of which languages are near which others, and am providing a rough sketch to aid comprehension.
Additionally, this abstract representation can be easily edited to omit languages not under discussion. A more pre-
cise language map can be found in Figure 1.1 on page 3, and the relative geographic position of dialects within the
languages can be found in many of the introductions to those languages’ data chapters. The labels are as follows: Sy
(Saisiyat); At (Atayal); Pz (Pazeh); Th (Thao); TgS (Tgdaya Seediq); TrS (Truku Seediq); Ts (Tsou); Kvl (Kavalan); Kkv
(Kanakanavu); Bn (Bunun); Hla (Hla’alua); Am (Amis); MRu (Mantauran Rukai); BRu (Budai Rukai); Py (Puyuma);
SPw (Sandimen Paiwan); PPw (Piuma Paiwan).











Sy At Echo vowels
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Figure 13.1: Distribution of echo vowels in Formosan languages.
1999).
Another possible motivation is cue preservation: Wright (1996) finds that the distribution
of vocoids that surface in underlying consonant clusters in Tsou is such that the consonants’
acoustic cues are maximized. In the same way, the word-final vocoid may serve to bear formant
transitions that strengthen the contrast between consonant categories.
The other account of echo vowels in Formosan languages is in the southwest of the island,
in the languages Tsou, Kanakanavu, Hla’alua, and Rukai (Hsin, 2000, 98). Most recent proposals
for higher Austronesian phylogeny do not see these languages as a subgroup.3 The echo vowels
in these languages appear after all (otherwise) word-final consonants, rather than a subset of
them.4 Like the echo vowels in Atayalic languages, the echo vowels of southwestern Formosan
languages are most often a copy of the preceding vowel’s quality, with one exception: if the
preceding vowel is /a/, then the echo vowel is a non-low central vowel: [ə] in Rukai, [ɨ] in Tsou
3A notable exception is the Rukai-Tsouic subgroup proposed by Ho (1998).
4One exception described in the literature is word-final glides in Budai Rukai, in analyses such as K.-C. Lin (2014).
I argue in my analysis of Budai Rukai that these are actually full vowels; see Section 2.5.3.2.
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and Kanakanavu, and [ʉ] in Hla’alua P. J.-K. Li (1972, 327).
P. J.-K. Li (1977, 24–5) notes that it is likely that the echo vowels were directly inherited from
Proto-Rukai (PR), as they are necessary for intermediate stages in the development of forms like
PR *baləbalə > Maga Rukai blə́blə ‘bamboo’ and PR *bələbələ > Maga Rukai blíbli ‘banana’. He
notes also that echo vowels are generally absent from the underlying phonological representa-
tions of Rukai words, as they do not appear when a vowel-initial suffix is added (as opposed to
underlying final vowels, which remain even when a vowel-initial suffix is added). Another piece
of evidence that may affect the treatment of southwestern Formosan echo vowels in historical
works is that all four of the languages show the same asymmetry in /a/ copying to a non-low
vowel. For this reason, P. J.-K. Li (1972, 327) proposes that the echo vowel system must have
been inherited from Proto-Tsouic, although this provides no explanation for the same pattern
being in Rukai, and Tsouic is not accepted as a subgroup by many modern scholars (recall dis-
cussion in Section 1.1.3). Instead, perhaps it is more likely that the echo vowels and final -aCə
pattern spread two these four languages through contact.
Themotivation for the development of echo vowels in Rukai and the other languages of south-
west Taiwanmay have partially included some of the same factors as the development of Atayalic
echo vowels: the phonologization of vocoids resulting from quirks of gestural timing, and/or the
preservation of acoustic cues for consonants in languages with rich inventories of consonant
phonemes. However, there are two clues that point to a different source for the echo vowels in
southwestern Taiwan: i) echo vowels are inserted after all (otherwise) word-final consonants;
and ii) most of these languages lack word-medial codas.5 These two pieces of evidence suggest
a general prohibition on codas in these languages, and that the echo vowels are one possible
‘repair’ for word-final consonants that cannot otherwise be syllabified as an onset.6
5Thepossible exception here is Tsou, which hasword-medial CC sequences. While analyses of Tsou that considers
all CC sequences as complex onsets exist in the literature, and provide an economical account of Tsou phonotactics,
there are other reasons to consider at least some of these sequences to be heterosyllabic C.C sequences in which the
first consonant is parsed as a coda. These reasons are explored in Section 3.6.2.
6Interestingly, other historical phonological processes in certain subgroups of Austronesian have also been at-
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13.1.2.2 Non-“echo vowel” vowel epenthesis
In addition to the echo vowels of the Atayalic languages and the southwestern Formosan area,
there are also various other vowel epenthesis rules.
Transitional vocoids are common in languages with onset clusters. One example is Tsou, in
which it has been argued that schwa is inserted in environments that would best allow the acous-
tic cues of consonants to surface (Wright, 1996). While the data presented in this dissertation does
not match Wright’s exactly in the distribution of these schwas,7 the fact remains that vowel on-
sets (in the form of transitional vocoids or otherwise) provide cues for place of articulation, and
thus help maintain contrast between consonant categories.
Schwas surfacing between consonants are also found in the Atayalic languages (Atayal and
Seediq). In these languages, only the last two syllables preserve vowel quality, and all preceding
underlying vowels are reduced, surfacing as either zero or a ‘predictable vowel’ ([u] in Tgdaya
Seediq, and schwa in the other varieties). There are differing accounts in the literature of the
exact distribution of these predictable vowels, and whether they are the direct result of vowel
reduction vs. the result of full vowel deletion followed by schwa epenthesis. One motivation
for epenthesis as the source of the predictable vowels, rather than reduction directly, is that
their distribution in the surface form is constrained: predictable vowels only surface in certain
phonological environments, as described by Tsukida (2005, 292–3) for Truku Seediq.
Similar vowel insertion between consonants was described also in Piuma Paiwan, in which
words like gememgem ‘grasp’ were realized with an additional schwa surfacing between what is
described in the literature as a /gm/ sequence (cf. Section 6.4.5).
Another environment where vowels (or transitional vocoids) are epenthesized is between a
flap and the word edge. This was described in this dissertation for Piuma Paiwan (cf. Section
tributed to constraints on closed syllables, including final consonant loss and resistance to syncope, even in languages
like Fijian which show vowel reduction in the surface phonetics (Blevins, 2009).
7For the distribution of schwas in Tsou as spoken by Paicx, the speaker consulted for this dissertation, see Section
3.5.1.
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6.4.2.4), in which a copy of the preceding vowel is inserted in word-final position, or a schwa is
inserted in the word-initial position adjacent to a flap. Interestingly, these vocoids were slightly
longer in duration than schwas that were present in the underlying form. Not all languages
surveyed inserted vocoids between flaps and the word edge; for example the Sandimen Paiwan
speaker consulted instead realized the consonant as an approximant when at the word edge,
instead of inserting a vocoid (cf. Section 6.5.2).
13.1.3 Consonant epenthesis
The discussion of consonant epenthesis in this section will be split into two parts: first, epenthe-
sis of the glottal stop (Section 13.1.3.1); and second, epenthesis of other consonantal segments
(Section 13.1.3.2);
13.1.3.1 Glottal stop epenthesis
Glottal stop epenthesis is attested in numerous Formosan languages. Glottal stops are epenthe-
sized generally in two phonological environments: i) between a vowel and word edge; and ii) at
the juncture of two vowels.
Some Formosan languages have a contrast between the glottal stop and zero in these envi-
ronments. One example is Kanakanavu, and this contrast is maintained even in utterance-initial
position, in which the acoustic difference between glottal stop and zero is maximized by produc-
ing the zero onset with breathiness (cf. Section 4.4.1).
Not all Formosan languages necessarily show glottal stop epenthesis in both environments.
Pazeh has been described as having glottal stop epenthesis both at the word edge and at vowel
junctures by Blust (1999a). This dissertation’s analysis, however, finds that both glide-vowel and
vowel-vowel sequences are available in the language (based on the latter attracting pitch accents),
without the vowel juncture being a site for glottal stop epenthesis.
Few Formosan languages have been described with no phonemic glottal stop. One is Budai
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Rukai, which has seen multiple phonetic/phonological studies which make no mention of the
glottal stop either in the phoneme inventory or in the surface phonetics. This does not mean
that there are no glottal stops produced by Budai Rukai speakers, however. They are inserted at
the word edge and vowel junctures when no consonant is present, but only in some productions,
and more often at certain speech rates (cf. Section 2.5.2.1). As only Tona and Mantauran of the
other Rukai varieties have been described as having a glottal stop (Zeitoun, 2015, 443, footnote
12), perhaps Maga, Tanan, and Labuan Rukai have a similar pattern to Budai. Some dialects of
Puyuma (other than Nanwang Puyuma) have also been described as lacking a phonemic glottal
stop (Ting, 1978).
One language that is particularly interesting with regard to glottal stop epenthesis is Amis.
Amis has glottal stop insertion at both word edges and vowel juncture, however this inserted
glottal stop (reflecting a zero consonant in most analyses of the language) contrasts with a con-
sonant /ʡ/ that is similar in some ways: it is described by Edmondson et al. (2005) as an epiglottal
stop [ʡ] in word-initial and medial position, and an aspirated epiglotto-pharyngeal stop [ʕ͡ʡʰ]
word-finally based on a laryngoscopic study. Amis might not be the only Formosan language
with such a guttural stop: P. J.-K. Li (1985) also describes a pharyngealized glottal stop in Atayal.
Finally, Kavalan has an interesting distribution of its glottal stops. Analyses of the language
differ on whether they consider the glottal stop part of the phoneme inventory. Moriguchi (1983,
210) excludes the glottal stop from the inventory, and describes it as purely an epenthetic segment,
found at the word edge. P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2006) also consider the glottal stop an epenthetic
segment, but keep it in the inventory as they claim it contrasts with zero in two environments:
i) intervocalically in a few marginal forms; and ii) as the first member of an initial consonant
cluster (which subsequently is broken up by vowel epenthesis). In Section 7.4.1, I argued against
P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida’s analysis of the language for one that is less abstract and better fits other
patterns in the language’s phonology. However, I also argued for the glottal stop as a phoneme
in the language on the basis of its interaction with a reduplication process.
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However, it is not only the segmental phonology that affects the distribution of the glottal stop
in Kavalan. Additionally, the presence of word-final glottal stops is sensitive to the intonational
contour of the utterance (cf. Section 7.7.6). The final glottal stop is only available when the
boundary tone H% is not present. One possible analysis of this alternation is that the glottal stop
is part of the pitch accent melody, with a structure like L+H*Lʔ in which the glottal stop attaches
to a final open syllable, and the postnuclear L attaches when a voiced coda is present.
Amis is another language inwhich glottal stop epenthesis seems to be available in conjunction
with certain intonational contours but not others. In Amis, declarative utterances may end in a
final fall or an epenthetic glottal stop, but not both (cf. Section 8.8.2). Interrogatives have no final
fall, and seemingly the glottal stop is not available. This lends itself to an analysis in which the
glottal stop is also part of a phonological element in the intonational phonology. While Kavalan’s
glottal stop epenthesis has a locality constraint (there can be no intervening tonal target between
the pitch accent melody and utterance edge), Amis’ glottal stop epenthesis fails in an intonational
contour with fewer tonal targets, rather than more. Instead of attaching the glottal stop to the
pitch accent melody as in the analysis of Kavalan, Amis’s glottal stop may be part of a boundary
tone Lʔ% that is realized as either a final fall or final glottal stop (but not both). As the interrogative
is zero-marked, the glottal stop is not available.
13.1.3.2 Other consonant epenthesis
One case of non-glottal stop consonant epenthesis in Formosan is foundword-initially in Kanakanavu.
In this environment, if there is no underlying consonant (including glottal stop, which is a phoneme),
then a voiced glottal fricative [ɦ] is inserted. This was first described by Ogawa and Asai (1935,
723), but M. M. Y. Sung (1966, 786) claims instead that [ɦ] is a word-initial allophone of under-
lying glottal stops. The study presented in this dissertation finds that Ogawa and Asai’s analysis
best fits the speaker consulted (cf. Section 4.4.1).
Aside from the glottal stop and Kanakanavu’s [ɦ], most descriptions of consonant epenthesis
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in Formosan focus on glide epenthesis. For example, C.-H. Wu (2002, 104) finds that glides [j]
[w] are inserted following high vowels /i/ /u/ and preceding /a/ in Bunun.
I have hesitated to describe glide epenthesis processes in the analyses of Formosan languages
in this dissertation. Glides and high vowels are extremely similar acoustically, and the best evi-
dence for glide-vowel distinctions in these languages is indirect evidence such as the presence or
absence of vocoids which are skipped over during stress assignment (to be discussed further in
Section 13.2.1). One language, Tsou, even has an underlying glide that is realized as a mid vowel
[e] (cf. Section 3.5.2). Given the number of patterns presented in this dissertation that are difficult
to hear, and have evaded precise description (including my own) before acoustic analysis, I am
wary of accounts of phonology that differentiate sequences like [ai] vs. [aji].
One type of alternation that may evidence glide insertion is if glide insertion is available at
some types of vowel juncture, while glottal stop insertion occurs in all other cases. Even this
type of alternation is flawed, as glottal stop insertion shows a lot of variation by speech rate and
the position of the vowel juncture with regard to the prominent syllable of the word. Perhaps
a future study with a large enough pool of data that can show negative evidence of glottal stop
epenthesis following high vowels can give a more definitive answer as to whether glide insertion
is happening in these languages. Alternatively, a production study showing different degrees of
stricture for inserted glides vs. high vowels may prove the same.
13.1.4 The phonetics and phonology of /ə/
Many Formosan languages have a four-vowel system: three peripheral vowels /a/ /i/ /u/ and a
fourth vowel which is either schwa /ə/ (or a high vowel in languages like Hla’alua). Some, like
Tsou and Kanakanavu, also have mid vowel categories /e/ /o/.
In many Formosan languages, schwa has different acoustic properties and phonological be-
haviors from peripheral vowels.8
8I use ‘peripheral vowels’ here as a shortcut for both the true peripheral vowels /a/ /i/ /u/ and also the mid vowels
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In the acoustics, schwa in most Formosan languages (as well as many outside of Formosan)
is much shorter in duration than peripheral vowels. For example, Section 6.6.1 included a quan-
titative analysis of vowel duration in Sandimen and Piuma Paiwan. In the speech of both the
Sandimen and Piuma speakers, schwa was produced with a shorter duration on average than
/a/ /i/ /u/. In the speech of the Sandimen Paiwan speaker Malangan, peripheral vowels were on
average 79% longer than schwa (138ms vs. 77ms.). The difference was even greater for the Piuma
Paiwan speaker Bailis, whose peripheral vowels were on average 128% longer than schwa (91ms
vs. 40ms.). In Bailis’ Piuma Paiwan, most productions of schwa were in the 20–40ms range in
duration, which is an incredibly short period.
Schwa also differed in its phonological behavior from peripheral vowels /a/ /i/ /u/ in Bailis’
Piuma Paiwan in two ways. First, schwa is the only vowel in her speech that undergoes place
assimilation to alveolopalatals /ʨ/ /ʑ/ (cf. Section 6.4.2.3). When schwa raises to [i]̯ following an
alveolopalatal, it retains its short duration. Perhaps this rule developed as Piuma Paiwan speak-
ers like Bailis (or a previous generation) phonologized the formant transition of the preceding
consonant as the quality of the vowel. Given the short duration of schwa in Piuma, this formant
transition would take up a larger amount of the duration of the vowel, and thus more likely to be
reanalyzed as the quality of the whole vowel.
The second difference in behavior between schwa and /a/ /i/ /u/ in Piuma Paiwan is that stress
is not realized on the penult as expected, if that penult is schwa. Instead, stress is realized on the
ultima (even if it, itself, is schwa). This alternation has received some attention in the literature,
as well as two Optimality-Theoretic analyses (Shih, 2018; S.-C. S. Yeh, 2011). However, as I argue
in Section 6.6.3.3, the most likely explanation for why the stress shift developed in Piuma is that
in addition to the extra-short duration of schwa, the language generally has F0 peaks that occur
later in (or after) the accented syllable than in other languages, and the combination of the two
/e/ /o/ in the languages that have them. Given that /e/ /o/ in many of these languages derive historically from
sequences like /ai/ /au/ (for example, Kanakanavu), it is unsurprising that they pattern with /a/ /i/ /u/ rather than
schwa.
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patterns motivated the stress shift.
Rightward stress shift from a penultimate schwa has been documented at least one time in
a Formosan language other than Piuma Paiwan, namely Central Toda Seediq (Lee, 2015). These
two languages are not close geographically or phylogenetically, and it is likely that Central Toda
Seediq also developed the stress shift from a confluence of peak delay and the shorter duration
of schwa.
Aside from triggering stress shift, schwa has other unique phonological behaviors in some
Formosan languages. As mentioned in Section 13.1.2.1, schwa is the quality of echo vowels in
the southwestern Formosan languages, when the preceding vowel is /a/. C.-M. Chen (2006, 236)
analyzes this as resulting from schwa being a low-sonority vowel.
Interestingly, many of the unique phonological behaviors of schwa are also present in For-
mosan languages in which the cognate vowel is actually a high vowel. For example, Tsou and
Kanakanavu have /ɨ/ and Hla’alua has /ʉ/. In all three languages, this high central vowel is the
output of the echo vowel insertion process when the preceding vowel is /a/.
Pazeh also has a high vowel cognate to schwa in other Formosan languages. This vowel
has been described as a mid central vowel [ə] by Blust (1999a), however an earlier study of the
language found a high central vowel [ɨ] (Ferrell, 1970), and this vowel as produced by Adunu is
also a high vowel with a comparable F1 to her /i/ and /u/ categories, but also with some vowel
rounding [ʉ] (or more narrowly [ɨβ]. This vowel does not have the same distribution as the
peripheral vowels in Pazeh: while vocalic sequences like /ai/ /au/ /ia/ /iu/ /ua/ /ui/ are common
in the language, such sequences cannot contain schwa.9
On the opposite end of the spectrum, Rukai is unique in allowing for geminate schwas, or
at least /əə/ sequences. For example, the two Mantauran Rukai speakers consulted for this dis-
sertation are named Dheedhese and Leeve, both of whose names contain a /əə/ sequence. In
9Blust (1999a, 329) list one word that does contain a vowel-schwa sequence, sapakues [sa.pa.kwəs] ‘hard to dis-
cipline, incorrigible’. This word is not listed in P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida’s (2001) dictionary of the language, nor have
any such sequences been found while working with Adunu.
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Dheedhese’s case, this is due to the deletion of an intervening consonant, as this name is the
casual version of Dhesedhese, with a /əsə/ sequence instead. Nevertheless, geminate schwa is
present in the language, in both underlying and surface forms.
13.2 Syllable and word structure
The discussion of syllable structure in Formosan languages will proceed in five parts: first, an
overview of glide-vowel contrasts in Formosan (Section 13.2.1); followed by a discussion of vowel
and consonant quantity (Section 13.2.2); then the structure of vowel sequences (Section 13.2.3);
and consonant sequences (Section 13.2.4); and lastly, a discussion of minimality constraints in
various Formosan languages (Section 13.2.5);
13.2.1 Glides and vowels
There are two sub-topics to be explored in this section’s overview of glide-vowel distinctions.
First is the type of evidence available in Formosan languages for a glide-vowel contrasts (Section
13.2.1.1), and then a note on an interesting distinction between vocoid sequences in open vs.
closed syllables (Section 13.2.1.2). Note that throughout this dissertation, I use the term ‘vocoid’
as a neutral term encompassing vowels and glides, as well as other similar acoustic events such
as the ‘transitional vocoids’ that appear due to interactions of gestural timing.
13.2.1.1 Evidence for glide-vowel distinctions
The distribution of glides in the Formosan languages analyzed in this dissertation differ from
many of the existing analyses in the literature.
In this dissertation, I have attempted to exclude glides from the phoneme inventory when-
ever possible, in pursuit of more economical models of phonology. As glides are very similar to
high vowels phonetically, in absence of acoustic evidence for a glide-vowel distinction in these
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languages (say, in the form of a production study showing a difference in stricture between the ar-
ticulators), I assume that all vocoids are underlyingly vowels until contradictory evidence comes
to light. This has resulted in analyses with no underlying glides in two languages which have
been described with glide phonemes /j/ and /w/ in the literature: Pazeh, and Budai Rukai.
Pazeh is a unique case, as the speaker consulted is a late-stage speaker whose speech in Pazeh
has some patterns in the segmental phonology that are unique to late-stage speakers like herself
and some speakers of Kaxabu (cf. Section 11.1.1). In Pazeh as spoken by Adunu, some sequences
of vocoids attract non-final pitch accents, while others don’t. Those that do attract pitch accents
include /ai/, /au/, and long vowels, while /ia/ and /ua/ fail to attract pitch accents. Because of this,
I have analyzed /ia/ and /ua/ sequences as [ja] and [wa] in the surface form, which allows for an
analysis in which non-final pitch accents are attracted to all vowel-vowel sequences.
With that said, there is no evidence in Pazeh for an underlying contrast between vowels
and glides, and all surface glides can be accounted for as the output of a glide formation rule.
Additionally, while Blust (1999a) describes a different distribution of glides in the language, he
consistently transcribes vowel-vowel sequences in closed syllables and vowel-glide sequences in
(otherwise) open syllables. Thus, while he includes glides /j/ /w/ in the phoneme inventory, the
data he presents can also be analyzed entirely through underlying high vowels /i/ /u/.
Budai Rukai is an interesting case, as there have been attempts in the literature to find pat-
terns (and unpredictability) in the distribution of stressed syllables in the language (C.-M. Chen,
2006; Ross, 1992). These existing analyses of Budai assume the existence of glides /j/ /w/. This
means that the word for ‘rice’, transcribed by C.-M. Chen (2006, 251) as págaj, is categorized as a
penultimate-stressed word as only /a/ and /a/ are vowels. However, it could be the case that the
structure of this word is /pagai/, making it an antepenultimate-stressed word. As both penulti-
mate and antepenultimate-stressed words exist in the language, the status of these segments as
vowels vs. glides matters to any analysis of the language’s stress patterns.
As was discussed in Section 2.5.3.2, many of the vocoids transcribed in the literature can host
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pitch accents, which is an expected behavior of full vowels, and not glides. Thus, there is little
compelling evidence for glides in the language, at least synchronically in Budai Rukai as produced
by speakers like Sulhiape.
Most Formosan languages do have evidence for at least one glide in the phoneme inventory.
The best evidence for glides in Formosan languages is they are amoraic for the purpose of stress
assignment. For example, Kavalan is an ultimate-stress language. In a word like telaquq ‘chicken’,
the stress is on the final syllable: telaqúq. The word for ‘above’ is pronounced [ibabáw], where
the F0 peak of the pitch accent is aligned with [a]. If the final segment were a full vowel [u], it
would bear the pitch accent: *[ibabaú]. Kavalan also has a glottal stop epenthesis process that is
available at the end of the word following [u], but not [w], which further serves to distinguish
the two.
In most Formosan languages with glides, both a palatal glide /j/ and a labiovelar glide /w/ are
in the inventory. There is only one exception: Tsou has a front glide /j/ but no /w/. Tsou is also
a special case within Formosan, as the formant structure of the glide matches the mid vowel [e]
(identical to the full vowel /e/ in the language), rather than the high vowel [i].10 Nevertheless,
Tsou /j/ is invisible to the language’s penultimate stress assignment. Words likemooteo ‘wait’ are
produced as moóteo, not *mootéo, as the <e> here represents /j/. In addition to its behavior in the
segmental phonology of Tsou, /j/ also interacts in a unique way with the language’s intonational
phonology, discussed in Section 3.8.1.2.
The results of this dissertation’s investigation into glide-vowel contrasts in the Formosan
languages can be seen in the map in Figure 13.2 on the following page.11
10A full discussion of the phonetics and phonology of Tsou /j/ is in Section 3.5.2.
11I have omitted from Figure 13.2 any language for which I have not elicited original data. Because of the discrep-
ancy between my own analysis and existing analyses in the literature, especially in cases like Budai Rukai, adding
additional data on Saisiyat, Atayal, Thao, and Puyuma based on the literature betrays the fact that perhaps the ex-
isting models of their phonologies in the literature may similarly be based on different criteria for diagnosing glides
vs. vowels than my own.














Figure 13.2: Distribution of glide phonemes in Formosan languages.
13.2.1.2 Vocalic sequences in open vs. closed syllables
Two descriptions of Formosan languages in the literature have employed a differential analysis
of vocoid sequences in open vs. closed (by a non-glide consonant) syllables.
One is Blust’s (1999a) model of Pazeh phonology. In his analysis, glides /j/ /w/ are separate
phonemes from high vowels /i/ /u/. However, in his transcriptions, sequences of two vocoids
(where the first is a vowel) are always vowel-vowel in closed syllables, but vowel-glide in other-
wise open syllables. For example, tibaun ‘mosquito’ has an /au/ sequence in the closed syllable
preceding /n/, and mu-daux ‘af-drink’ also has an /au/ sequence preceding the coda /x/. In con-
trast, words likemu-siraw ‘af-smear’ and saw ‘person’ have an /aw/ sequence preceding theword
edge.
Perhaps during the course of Blust’s work with Pazeh speaker Pan Jin-yu, there was an acous-
tic difference between [au] and [aw] sequences that was audible to him. He also notes an optional
monophthongization rule where /au/ sequences can be realized as a mid vowel [ɔ], but not /aw/
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(p.331). The same holds for a contrast between /ai/ and /aj/, with the former having a monoph-
thongized surface form [ɛ] available. This monophthongization rule could easily be specified to
apply to vowel sequences preceding a consonant (and not a word edge), allowing for an analysis
of Pazeh with no glides in the underlying forms. Nevertheless, Blust chooses to posit a categorical
difference between glides /j/ /w/ and high vowels /i/ /u/.
The other Formosan language with a similar description is Siraya, a dormant language of
the island’s southwest in what is now Kaohsiung City. The glide-vowel distinction in Siraya is
not evidenced by a phonetic/phonological study of the language, but by the orthography used in
surviving religious texts in the language (Campbell, 1888; Gravius, 1661, 1662). The material in
these texts have seen modern analysis by Adelaar (1997).
Like Blust’s differential transcription of au vs. aw in Pazeh, these Siraya works consistently
show orthographic sequencesæuu vs. æu in closed vs. open syllables, analyzed by Adelaar as /äu/
vs. /äw/ respectively (Adelaar, 1997, 31–2). Some examples include hæuugh ‘mug’ and læuung
‘receive, accept’ (Adelaar: /häux/ and /läuŋ/), which have /äu/ in closed syllables preceding coda
/x/ and /ŋ/ respectively, vs. vavau ‘above, on top of’ and lyttæu ‘perfume, scent’ (Adelaar: /vavaw/
and /lĭtäw/), which have /aw/ /äw/ preceding the word edge.
One can only speculate as to whether the differences being transcribed by Blust in Pazeh and
Gravius in Siraya reflect acoustic differences in glides vs. vowels such as degree of stricture of
the articulators, or whether, like many of the sound patterns in the Formosanist literature that
have seen updates based on acoustic evidence in this dissertation, the glide-vowel distinction in
open vs. closed syllables is simply something perceived by researchers with certain linguistic
experience. As the speakers these authors consulted are no longer with us, there can be no new
evidence brought to light on how they produce and perceive these forms.
There is one language studied for this dissertation that did show a pattern similar to the one in
Blust’s and Gravius’ transcriptions. That language is Kavalan, an ultimate-stress language with
/j/ /w/ in the phoneme inventory. Words like i-babaw ‘tall’ that endwith glides like /w/ have pitch
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accents aligned to the last full vowel, in this case /a/: i-babáw, not *i-babaú. In the word qayzuan,
the expected site of prominence is the final /a/, i.e. qayzuán. However, out of four productions
of this word, only one had the F0 peak reached during the /a/. The other three had the F0 peak
occur during the preceding /u/.12 While ‘peak delay’ is noted for a number of the languages in
this dissertation, the type of anticipatory F0 peak shift that would be required to explain forms
like Kavalan qayzúan have not been found elsewhere in these languages.13
This leaves the most likely explanation that [zuan] in Kavalan qayzuan is one syllable. As
the F0 peak is available during [u], it is unlikely that this segment is really a [w], and [a] is
unlikely generally to be a glide. The result is an analysis of the language where sequences like
/ua/ preceding a coda nasal are vowel-vowel sequences, while other sequences like the word-final
/aw/ in i-babaw are vowel-glide sequences in open syllables.
With so little data on this alternation, its source can only be speculated on. Pazeh, Siraya, and
Kavalan are not closely related, and are not geographically close enough to each other for direct
contact to be likely. Both a direct inheritance account and a contact account of this recurring
pattern would require the pattern to have been lost in numerous languages that lie between them
(be it geographically or phylogenetically).
Without a reasonable historical or language contact account available for this pattern, perhaps
there are other factors in these languages’ phonologies that wouldmotivate this pattern to arise in
parallel. One possibility is that vowel-glide sequences in closed syllables would cause a complex
coda to be parsed. As no Formosan languages have complex codas in surface forms, it is not
unexpected for glide formation to be blocked in situations where it would give rise to a structure
not found elsewhere in the language.
Another possibility is to turn to asymmetries in how words have been formed in Formosan
languages. While not accounting for Pazeh monomorphemic forms such as tibaun ‘mosquito’,
12Pitch tracks of these productions are in Figure 7.4 on page 403.
13Furthermore, they are not predicted under Mücke et al.’s (2012) Articulatory Phonology account of peak delay.
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many vowel-vowel sequences are the result of vowel contact overmorpheme boundaries. Kavalan
qayzuan ‘inhabit’ is one example: the locative focus /-an/ comprises the last two segments of this
word.14 For vowel-glide-consonant sequences to arise through morphological interactions, there
would have to be suffixes like */-wn/ that are simply not part of the morphological paradigms
of these languages. Vowel contact may also occur when an intermediate consonant is deleted,
e.g. PAn *uSa ‘go’ > Puyuma ua (Blust & Trussel, 2011). In this view, the asymmetry of vowel-
vowel sequences in closed syllables and vowel-glide sequences in open syllables may simply be
the result of how these words have been formed in the languages’ morphology and historical
phonology.
13.2.2 Quantity
Segment quantity in Formosan will be discussed in this section, divided into three parts: first a
discussion on vowel quantity (Section 13.2.2.1); and consonant quantity (Section 13.2.2.2); and
finally, an overview of alternations between consonant and vowel quantity (Section 13.2.2.3);
13.2.2.1 Vowel quantity
Various descriptions of Formosan languages have included long vs. short vowel pairs in the
phoneme inventory. For example, Zeitoun (2007, 21) lists /aa/ /ii/ /oo/ /əə/ in Mantauran Rukai
alongside singleton /a/ /i/ /o/ /ə/. Pan’s (2012, 30–1) grammar of Hla’alua not only lists geminate
and singleton vowels for all four vowel qualities (/a/ /aː/ /i/ /iː/ /u/ /uː/ /ʉ/ /ʉː/), but also claims
that long vowels [Vː] are distinct in the language’s phonology from identical-vowel sequences
[V₁V₁], which are heterosyllabic.15
Upon further investigation, many of these languages described in the literature with ‘long
14This suffix is in fact able to bear stress, as in sammayán ‘kitchen’. For a longer discussion on the Kavalan data,
see Section 7.5.1.
15The evidence for this claim is related to Pan’s (2012) analysis of secondary stress in the language. Given how
different his analysis of stress in Hla’alua is from the one presented in this dissertation (cf. Section 5.6), I will not
pursue his proposed secondary stress system as a criterion for syllabic affiliation here.
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vowels’ are better analyzed as having identical-vowel sequences. The evidence for this comes
in the form of each timing unit of the supposed long vowel being a tone-bearing unit. In many
Formosan languages, a CV₁V₂C sequence may have a pitch accent aligned either to V₁ or V₂, both
when V₁=₂ (an identical vowel sequence) and when V₁≠V₂. Often, if the peak of the pitch accent
is aligned to one V, the other can host the pre- or postnuclear L of the pitch accent melody.
This aligns with some phonological analyses of languages like Japanese, where V₁V₁ se-
quences would be described as containing two morae, but one syllable Vance (2008, 117). The
mora in Japanese is the unit to which pitch accents are aligned, so CVVC sequences in the lan-
guage, like in Formosan languages, have two distinct tone-bearing units (Pierrehumbert & Beck-
man, 1988). The problem with this type of analysis is that it assumes that the larger ‘syllable’
level exists separately from the mora, as a unit that is active in the phonology. In Japanese, some
scholars argue that there is evidence for the larger syllable as an active unit in the language, in
domains such as language games and truncation processes (Kubozono, 1999, 2003) Other scholars
see this evidence as marginal to the language, and not indicative of the syllable as a meaningful
unit in the language larger than the mora (Labrune, 2012).
A more economical approach to vowel quantity in Formosan languages is to assume that in
languages where V₁V₁ sequences represent two tone-bearing units, they also represent the nuclei
of two separate vowels.
With this in mind, only one Formosan language analyzed in this dissertation requires long
vowels as opposed to V₁V₁ sequences. This is Pazeh, in which (at least in Adunu’s speech), tau-
tosyllabic long vowels but not short vowels attract non-final pitch accents (cf. Section 11.4.3).
Interestingly, Pazeh has been described as having no length distinction by Blust (1999a), how-
ever P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2001) find a length distinction based on work with the same speaker,
and older works like Ferrell (1970) find long vowels in the same lexical items.
Another consideration in the analysis of long vowels in Formosan languages is that some
languages like Bunun have processes in which /CV₁C/ roots surface in isolation as [CV₁V₁C]
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to satisfy a minimal word constraint. For example, [huud] from /hud/ ‘drink’. Even in cases
like these, each [u] in [huud] is a separate tone-bearing unit, and the intonation of these items
matches the CV₁V₁C identical vowel sequences in Bunun and other Formosan languages.
13.2.2.2 Consonant quantity
Descriptions of Formosan languages generally do not include long consonants in the phoneme
inventory. In some languages, C₁C₁ sequences are permitted, sitting alongside C₁C₂ clusters.
An example of a Formosan language with a lot of geminate consonants (or identical vowel
sequences) is Kavalan. These consonants come from multiple sources. One is a historical process
whereby *C₁C₂ sequences assimilate to modern Kavalan [C₂C₂]. Examples from Blust and Trussel
(2011) include PAn *balbal > Kavalan babbal ‘hit with the fist’ and PAn *baqeSiŋ > Kavlan bassing
‘sneeze’. Some consonant sequences did not undergo this assimilation, for example PAn *baŋeliS
> Kavalan bangris ‘tusk, fang’. This leaves modern Kavalan with word-medial C₁C₂ sequences,
both where 1=2 (a possible geminate) and where 1≠2.
Another source of geminate consonants in Kavalan is through synchronic lengthening rules.
P. J.-K. Li and Tsuchida (2006) give an abstract analysis of Kavalan in which underlying /C₁C₂V/
roots with initial clusters surface as [C₁ɨC̯₂C₂V], where both vowel epenthesis and lengthening
of C₂ have occurred. While I argue that this analysis does not best fit the phonology of Kavalan
(cf. Section 7.5.2), I find a separate consonant lengthening rule that applies to satisfy a minimal
word constraint of three morae (cf. Section 124).
In addition to minimal word constraints, consonant lengthening is also used emphatically in
some languages, including Kavalan (cf. Section 7.6.2) and Piuma Paiwan (cf. Section 6.4.5).
13.2.2.3 Alternations between vowel and consonant quantity
An interesting alternation in Kanakanavu phonology involving segment weight is compensatory
lengthening. The alternation affects sequences of the type V₁C₂V[+high], in any part of the word.
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What’s interesting is that the output of the process differs across descriptions of the language,
but the process is always one of compensatory lengthening. The output genereally is of the type
[V₁XC₂], where the final vowel has been deleted, and an extra timing unit X has been added.
This timing unit has been described previously both as a lengthening of the preceding vowel
(H.-J. Chen, 2016; L.-M. Sung, 2016a), and as a lengthening of the following consonant (Tsuchida,
1976). Thus, the word /ʔalámɨ/ ‘meat’ has been described both as [ʔaláːm] by the former authors
and [ʔalámː] by the latter authors, in the surface form.16
The data elicited for this dissertation did not conclusively point to one or the other analysis
as a best fit for the words produced with post-nasal vowel deletion, based on acoustic analysis
(cf. Section 4.5.3). This was partially due to a paucity of word-level data elicited, but also may
reflect an auditory ‘illusion’ of lengthening transcribed in some previous works. If the process
is occurring, scholars in the Kanakanavu literature such as H.-J. Chen (2016) have noted that the
moraic structure of words is being preserved even when the segments themselves are deleted.
This is similar the case of Mantauran Rukai o- dynamic prefixes, which I argue have maintained
their foot structure despite a reduction from two to one mora in the language’s development after
Proto-Rukai (cf. Section 2.4.10).
13.2.3 Vocalic sequences
Vocalic sequences of the form V₁V₂ in many ways pattern with the identical vowel sequences (or
‘long vowels’) of the form V₁V₁ in most Formosan languages. That is to say, both V₁ and V₂ are
morae and tone-bearing units, and in many cases, there is no evidence that they are tautosyllabic.
Even speaker judgments for the syllabic affiliation of V₁V₂ sequences may not be reliable, as I
argue that bilingualism with Sinitic languages affects the results of the syllable judgment task
(recall discussion on Budai Rukai in Section 2.5.3.4).
16Note that the process is optional, and that scholars agree on [ʔalámɨ] as another possible surface form for this
word.
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There are a few Formosan languages that do show evidence of V₁V₂ sequences as tautosyllabic,
on the basis of their interaction with the intonational phonology. One is Kavalan, discussed in
Section 13.2.1.2, which allows syllables of the type CVVC (like [zuan] in qayzuan ‘inhabit’), where
both vocoids are full vowels.
Another language that seems to allow CVVC syllables is Bunun, in which sequences like [ia]
vs. [i.a] both seem to appear in the language (cf. Section 9.5.1), evidenced by the former counting
as a single mora for the purpose of penultimate stress assignment (e.g. saicia [sa.í.ʨia] ‘3sg.obl’
vs. kauniav [ka.u.ní.av] “Use it!”).
Finally, I argue that Pazeh, at least as spoken by Adunu, allows tautosyllabic vowel-vowel
sequences (identical or otherwise), which attract non-final pitch accents. These differ from glide-
vowel sequences which remain unaccented in non-final position (cf. Section 11.4.3).
The Formosan languages that allow CVVC syllables are not a subgroup phylogenetically, and
have not been proposed as a linguistic area based on shared areal phonology, loanwords, etc.
However, all are in north-central Taiwan. I show their distribution in Figure 13.3 on the following
page for the interested reader.
13.2.4 Consonant sequences
Consonant sequences of the type C₁C₂ are found in many Formosan languages. Their sources are
numerous. Some medial consonant sequences are proposed to be directly inherited from Proto-
Austronesian, for example PAn *beRŋaw > Tamalakaw Puyuma veRŋaw ‘bluebottle fly’ (Blust &
Trussel, 2011). This includes a number of forms with syllable contact that may be the result of
reduplication. For example, PAn *beNbeN ‘banana’ retains its medial consonant sequence inThao
fizfiz, Bunun bunbun, Puyuma belbel, Paiwan veljvelj, Siraya bulbil, and Hoanya bulbul (ibid.).
Others are the result of syncope in some proto-form of the language. As an example, the
/ss/ sequence in Kavalan bassing ‘sneeze’ is possibly the result of schwa-deletion at some point
following PAn *baqeSiŋ (ibid.). This historical schwa is evidenced by its retention in other lan-










Vowels allowed per syllable
One: (C)V(C)
Two: (C)V(V)(C)
Figure 13.3: Number of full vowels allowed per syllable in Formosan languages.
guages like Paiwan vaqesing (ibid.). Historical syncope rules have also led to the formation of
word-initial onset clusters in Thao, Tsou, and Maga Rukai. An example in Thao is lhmir ‘grass’,
with an initial /ɬm/ cluster. This word is reconstructed to Proto-Austronesian by Blust and Trussel
(2011) as *Cemel, whose initial schwa is retained in Pazeh semer and Paiwan cemel.
Some consonant sequences, such as in the Atayalic languages (Atayal and Seediq), consonants
that surface adjacently may have an intervening vowel in the underlying form, which is subject to
the pretonic vowel reduction/deletion process in these languages. For example, in Truku Seediq
/tabuɣ/ ‘feed’, the /t/ and /b/ are separated by an underlying vowel /a/ (Lee, 2010). This vowel
surfaces when it is in the penult, for example in the referential focus form [sə-tabuɣ] (p.152).
However, when it is shifted to a position preceding the penult it may be deleted, as in the patient
focus form [tbəɣ-un], leaving a [tb] sequence (ibid.).
Another source of consonant sequences in Formosan languages is consonant contact at mor-
pheme boundaries. This is commonly due to infixes like the actor focus <um> or perfective <in>
found in many Formosan languages. For example, the root for ‘chop wood’ in Kavalan is ketun,
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but with the actor focus infix, it becomes kemtun with a /mt/ sequence (Blust & Trussel, 2011).
Various historical processes, such as the aforementioned assimilation rule in Kavalan, have
left asymmetries in the consonant sequences found in modern Formosan languages. For exam-
ple, while initial clusters in Tsou include many typologically-uncommon sequences and sonority
reversals like /mt/, Wright (1996, 57–9) find that not all permutations of consonants are possible
in sequence, and that the C₁C₂ sequences in initial (and word-medial) position do follow various
phonotactic constraints.
13.2.5 Minimality constraints
Many Formosan languages have lexicons that tend towards a certain number of syllables in roots.
Few have monosyllabic roots, for instance.
Some Formosan languages do allow for roots that are a certain length in the underlying form,
but undergo a lengthening rule of some sort to satisfy a ‘minimal word constraint’. This generally
takes one of two forms: consonant lengthening, and vowel lengthening.
Vowel lengthening is found in Bunun (cf. Section 9.4.2). For example, theword for ‘to drink’ in
isolation is pronounced [huud], with two timing units (and tone-bearing units) with the quality
[u]. When this word is suffixed, as in [huda] ‘drink-imp’ with the imperative suffix /-a/, only
one timing unit of [u] appears. This alternation has been analyzed in numerous works on Bunun
phonology as a ‘minimal word’ of twomorae (De Busser, 2009; H.-C. Huang& Shih, 2016; Zeitoun,
2000b). If the minimum of two morae is not met, then one is added as a timing unit on the vowel.
H.-J. Chen (2016) provides a similar analysis for Kanakanavu, in which vowel lengthening applies
to satisfy a minimal word of three morae.
I have found something similar in the speech of the Kavalan speaker consulted for this dis-
sertation, with two differences: i) the minimum is three morae (not counting word-final con-
sonants), not two, and ii) the lengthening rule that resolves the sub-minimal word applies to a
consonant rather than a vowel (cf. Section 7.5.3). For example, /q<əm>an/ ‘<af>eat’ surfaces as
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[qəmːan] with a lengthened [mː], while this same segment in /q<əm>χas/ ‘<af>shout’ surfaces as
[qəmχas] with a singleton [m]. In both cases, a form with three morae surfaces: [qəμmμ.maμ<n>]
and [qəμmμ.χaμ<s>], but not *[qəμ.maμ<n>]
Another alternation in Kavalan that points to a trimoraic minimal word is that consonant
lengthening applies to unaffixed forms that show no lengthening when affixed. For example,
/babaw/ ‘above’ surfaces as [babːaw], where the [b] is lengthened to fill the trimoraic minimal
word: [baμbμ.baμ<w>], not *[baμ.baμ<w>]. The form /i-babaw/ ‘tall’ contains a prefix that fulfils
the trimoraicminimalword, and thus it can surfacewithout consonant lengthening: [iμ.baμ.baμ<w>],
not *[iμ.baμbμ.baμ<w>].
13.3 Prominence
There are seven sub-topics that will be discussed in this chapter’s overview of prominence in
Formosan languages. The first is a note on the use of ‘mora’ and ‘syllable’ in the analysis of For-
mosan language prosody (Section 13.3.1); then the types of prominence found in these languages
(Section 13.3.2); followed by the location of primary stress (Section 13.3.3); and the acoustic cues
which signal prominent syllables (Section 13.3.4); a note on types of prominence in Formosan
languages other than primary stress (Section 13.3.5); variations in the domain of stress found in
these languages (Section 13.3.6); and finally, accounts of optionality and variation in prominence
(Section 13.3.7);
13.3.1 Evidence for the mora and the syllable
Prominence in phonology is relative: a ‘prominent’ prosodic unit is one that exhibits some special
behavior than surrounding units at the same level of the hierarchy, or is marked by a greater
magnitude of some property than surrounding units.
Most analyses of the world’s phonologies focus on the syllable as the smallest unit of promi-
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nence. If a grammar states that the language described has ‘final stress’, for example, the promi-
nent unit is generally assumed to be the syllable.
In Formosan linguistics, there have been a number of descriptions of the syllable as the do-
main of prominence in these languages. However, as was explored in this chapter’s discussion
of syllable structure in Formosan languages (Section 13.2), many accounts of the syllable in these
languages are actually larger than any unit that can be evidenced as active in the phonology.
For example, phonological studies of Budai Rukai have generally posited glides /j/ /w/ in the
phoneme inventory (C.-M. Chen, 2006), but upon further inspection, many of these supposed
glides show phonological behavior expected of full vowels, such as being the site of pitch accent
alignment (cf. Section 2.5.3.4).
Some accounts, such as H.-J. Chen’s (2016) study of Kanakanavu phonology, parse the word
into both the mora and syllable levels. The mora is the level at which a minimal word constraint
holds, as well as being active in a compensatory lengthening process. But what evidence is there
for a larger syllable?
One type of evidence that may shed light in the absence of phonology active at the (larger
than mora) syllable level is syllable parsing judgments directly elicited from native speakers. The
syllable, compared to certain other prosodic domains, is intuitive to speakers of many languages.
Speakers may converge on how many ‘claps’ or ‘beats’ a word in their native language should be
parsed into.
However, this type of evidence is not infallible either. During my recording session with Sul-
hiape, the Budai Rukai speaker consulted for this dissertation, I asked her for syllable parsing
judgments on a number of forms that have been described with vowel-vowel and vowel-glide
sequences. Her responses mainly took forms like “tai [‘sweet potato’] is two syllables when
pronounced [ta.i] and one syllable when pronounced [tai]∼[taj]”. Between these speech rate-
dependent responses and a general sense that the syllable was being approached as a prescrip-
tive, rather than intuitive concept, it became apparent to me that this type of evidence may be
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influenced by factors such as bilingualism with (and education in) Chinese.
For this reason, in this dissertation I defer to the prosodic domains that can be evidenced
through their being active in the language’s phonology. For example, in Budai Rukai, a domain
that is maximally (C)V is the tone-bearing unit in the language and the mora. If there comes to
light evidence of a larger domain like (C)V(V), which is the target of some phonological interac-
tion, then the (C)V level will remain the mora and the larger (C)V(V) level can take the title of
‘syllable’.
Within Formosan, this type of analysis is best suited to the languages which allow more than
one full vowel per syllable, shown earlier in Figure 13.3 on page 649. For example, in Pazeh (as
spoken byAdunu), syllables with one vs. two full vowels interact differently with the intonational
phonology. This makes the single full vowel the mora, and the syllable is a larger unit that can
contain a second vowel (as well as onset and coda consonants).
For the sake of convenience, I will use terms in this and other sections such as ‘ultima’ and
‘penult’ referring to the last or second-to-last domain on whichever tier in the prosodic hierarchy
is that at which prominence is assigned. This may be the mora, a sub-unit of the syllable, or it
may be a small syllable which has in existing analyses in the literature been deemed a mora (and
not a full syllable). I maintain that this is an area that will greatly benefit frommore experimental
work, especially that which attempts to find ways to elicit syllable judgments without the task
being affected by notions of the syllable in contact languages.
13.3.2 Types of prominence
Nearly all Formosan languages have a system of prominence where every content word has one
prominent syllable. This is similar to English, in which all words of more than one syllable have
one primary stress: banána but not stressless *banana.
Exceptions to this come in two forms. The largest exception is Hla’alua, in which a large num-
ber of forms surface without evidence of a prominent syllable. These stand alongside words that
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have prominent penultimate or antepenultimate syllables, which are marked with a pitch accent
(cf. Section 5.6). In this way, Hla’alua is similar to Japanese, which has a pitch accent melody
aligned to accented syllables, but not all words contain an accented syllable (Pierrehumbert &
Beckman, 1988).
In the other direction, there are some Formosan languages in which more than one prominent
syllable is evident. Pazeh (as spoken by Adunu) is one example: the final syllable of the word
receives a pitch accent, as does any non-final syllable containing two full vowels or a long vowel.
In a few languages, clitics or clitic clusters may also receive pitch accents, and thus be ‘prominent’
by the same criteria as the stress on the host word. This topic will be discussed further in Section
13.5.1.
13.3.3 Location of primary stress
The location of primary stress varies greatly across Formosan languages.
The most common pattern is penultimate stress, which is the sole stress pattern of Thao,
Seediq, Tsou, Bunun, and Paiwan. Kanakanavu and Budai Rukai have some words with penul-
timate stress and others with antepenultimate stress.17 Hla’alua has lexical items showing both
patterns, as well as lexical items with no prominent syllable.
The second most common location of prominence in Formosan languages is the ultima. This
is found in two areas of Taiwan: the northern mountains, including Saisiyat, Atayal, and Pazeh;
and the languages of the east coast, including Kavalan, Amis, and Puyuma. The distribution of
the default location of prominence in these languages is shown in Figure 13.4 on the following
page.
There is only one Formosan language whose location of stress is aligned to the left edge of the
word. This is Mantauran Rukai, which has been described as having stress on the first syllable
17In Rukai, this generalization holds in surface forms. There are theories of some Rukai varieties in which stress is
predictable on a certain syllable of the word (ultima or penult, depending on the variety), at a level of representation
preceding the epenthesis of echo vowels. For more discussion, see Section 13.1.2.1.
















Figure 13.4: Default position of stress in Formosan languages.
of the word in the literature (Zeitoun, 2007). However, as was discussed in Section 2.4.6, stress
assignment is complex in Mantauran Rukai, and under my analysis, it is the third syllable from
the left that is the ‘default’ position of stress, with first syllable stress also appearing on words
with 2–3 syllables (not counting echo vowels).
Mantauran Rukai is not the only Formosan language with a stress alternation. Piuma Paiwan
and Central Toda Seediq both have stress on the penult by default, but if the penult is schwa,
then stress surfaces on the ultima (even if the ultima, itself, is a schwa). Stress can also surface
on the ultima in other varieties of Paiwan if the penult consists of prefixal or infixal material (cf.
Section 6.5.4).
Stress can also shift to a different syllable as part of an intonational contour. Two examples
are the shift from penultimate to ultimate stress in Thao negative imperatives (Blust, 2003), and
the shift of the F0 peak from the ultima to penult in Puyuma interrogatives (cf. Section 12.4.4.2).
In addition to the predictable locations of stress in Formosan languages, there have been
reports of unpredictable stress in Kanakanavu and Budai Rukai. While stress in these languages
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generally falls on either the penult or antepenult of the word, and the distribution of echo vowels
does somework in predicting which words will take which stress pattern, each of these languages
has been described as having at least some of the lexicon showing unpredictable stress. Ross
(1992), for example, presents a model of Budai Rukai in which roots of shape CVCV, or roots with
3+ syllables, have predictable stress, but roots of shape CVCVC show both stress patterns.
13.3.4 Acoustic cues of prominence
Most studies of phonology in Formosan languages refer to ‘stress’ in the languages. Acoustic
cues that mark the stressed syllable are generally reported to be greater intensity and duration,
as well as F0 contours attributed to aligned pitch accents. For example, Blust (2003, 28) describes
increased intensity and duration on stressed syllables in Thao, and Teng (2008) describes stressed
syllables in Nanwang Puyuma as having increased F0, intensity, and duration.
Over the course of the acoustic analysis that this dissertation is based on, intensity maxima
within the word have not always aligned with the syllable that is prominent by other criteria
(e.g. pitch accent alignment). The difference in intensity maxima between prominent and non-
prominent syllables is not great enough to be a reliable diagnostic for the location of stress. As an
example, Figure 2.11 on page 63 shows both an intensity contour and pitch track of a full sentence
in Mantauran Rukai. While the pitch track clearly shows the pivots of tonal movements over the
course of the utterance, the intensity contour does little to distinguish anything but consonants
from vowels, and the maxima of all syllables are around the same 80–85dB range.
Similarly, while there are reports in the literature of stressed syllables being longer in duration,
this correlation is not universal, and the prominent syllable cannot be unambiguously determined
by which syllable is longest.
A quantitative analysis of prominence and its acoustic cues was undertaken by Chiang and
Chiang (2005) in Saisiyat. They found that changes in F0 were a more robust cue of the language’s
final prominence than intensity or duration.
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13.3.5 Prominence other than primary stress
There are a number of reports of secondary stress in various Formosan languages. Zeitoun (2007,
26) describes secondary stress on the third syllable in “multisyllabic” words in Mantauran Rukai.
Pan (2012, 35) finds secondary stress on the first syllable of words in Hla’alua with 4+ syllables.
In the course of analyzing the acoustics of these and other Formosan languages, I have not
found any evidence of rhythmic stress, or of a non-primary stress in a fixed position. Furthermore,
both the third syllable of Mantauran Rukai and the first syllable of Hla’alua are sites where I find
tonal activity that is not best analyzed as ‘secondary stress’. The third syllable of Mantauran
Rukai in my analysis is the site of primary stress, and when stress is in that position, it does not
co-occur with a stress on the first syllable. In Hla’alua, the first syllable of the word is the site of
a H boundary tone.
One language that seems to have true secondary stress is Kaxabu. According to the data pre-
sented by H.-S. Lim (2016), stress in the language is rhythmic and occurs on every second syllable
(with some differences in words with odd-numbered syllables or a historical deleted *r). These
stressed syllables bear F0 maxima, while the intervening syllables bear F0 minima (cf. Section
11.6).
13.3.6 The domain of prominence
Prominence in Formosan languages is generally assigned at the level of the word. The ‘word’ as a
domain of stress may consist of a root and a number of affixes (or even clitics in some language),
which will be discussed in more detail in Section 13.5. However, there are some factors other
than morphology that affect the domain of stress in Formosan languages.
One is the fact that stress assignment occurs before vowel epenthesis in many cases. The
best example of this is Rukai: all varieties have echo vowels (cf. Section 13.1.2.1), and these
echo vowels do not count towards stress assignment. In varieties other than Mantauran, stress
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is anchored to the end of the word, and words with echo vowels have one more syllable between
the stressed syllable and the word edge than words without echo vowels (P. J.-K. Li, 1977). In
Mantauran, stress is assigned from the left edge, however the difference between words with vs.
without echo vowels is also apparent in that there is a boundary between initial stress on 2–3
syllable words vs. third-syllable stress on words of 4+ syllables, and echo vowels do not count
towards this limit (cf. Section 2.4.6).
Some other vowel epenthesis processes also do not affect the mora count of the word for the
purpose of stress assignment, including the vowel epenthesis that occurs between the flap and
the word edge in Piuma Paiwan (cf. Section 6.4.2.4).
There is also an interesting fact about the domain of stress assignment in the historical phonol-
ogy of Mantauran Rukai. Mantauran has a paradigm of dynamic/stative marking on verbs, with
o- marking dynamic finite verbs and ma- marking stative finite verbs. However, while ma- is
part of the domain of stress assignment, o- is not. Section 2.4.10 provides a possible historical
analysis of this discrepancy, noting that o- in Mantauran corresponds to o-a- in other varieties of
Rukai (and in reconstructions of Proto-Rukai), which is a full metrical foot, rather than the single
syllable of ma-. Thus, one possibility is that when the a- morpheme was lost, the o- remained in
a degenerate foot.
In addition to these processes that affect the internal phonological structure of words, there
are also forces at higher levels of the prosodic hierarchy that affect the realization of prominence
in Formosan languages. Some Formosan languages only allow pitch accents to be realized on the
final content word of an intonational phrase (IP), while the preceding expected sites of promi-
nence show no evidence of a pitch accent. An in-depth discussion of this phenomenon will be
saved for Section 13.4.4.1, including a map of the languages that show suppression of non-final
pitch accents in Figure 13.5 on page 675.
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13.3.7 Optionality and variation
There is one Formosan language for which variation in the location of primary stress has been
described in the literature. This language is Hla’alua, which has been described by Tsuchida
(1976, 59) and Pan (2012, 35–8) as having penultimate and antepenultimate stress in free vari-
ation, including within speakers. These accounts stand in contrast to an earlier description of
the language’s phonology by Ogawa and Asai (1935, 695), who find initial stress by default, and
stresses later in the word based on morphological structure.
In this dissertation’s analysis of Hla’alua (cf. Section 5.6), variation between antepenultimate
and penultimate stress was found only on one word, and the variation was not within but across
speakers. Instead, many words were produced with an initial H boundary tone, and some lexical
items also had a pitch accent later on the penult or antepenult. The variation within speakers
was mostly in the presence vs. absence of these later pitch accents, i.e. ante/penultimate accent
vs. zero accent, rather than antepenultimate versus penultimate accent. Many of the examples of
variable stress provided by Pan (2012) were of trisyllables, in which the initial syllable (which can
house the H boundary tone) is also the antepenult, which is consistent with a pattern of variation
between penultimate and zero accent.
Of course, this is not to say that this dissertation’s analysis of Hla’alua accent has no loose
ends. It is very difficult to prove the absence of variation in a language, especially based on work
with two speakers. In this way, the analysis in this dissertation serves as a first step to which
future data can be added.
On the other hand, phonological analysis involves a search for sound patterns, and an analy-
sis with more explanatory power for the distribution of some phonological element is by nature
a better analysis than one with elements occurring at random. Perhaps there is too little data
presented in this dissertation for the science-literate reader to be convinced that there is more to
Hla’alua stress than random chance, however the fact remains that free variation is an inherently
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undesirable result. Hopefully future work on the language will be oriented towards finding pat-
terns in the accent (or lack thereof) in Hla’alua surface forms, rather than seeking to confirm the
opposite.
13.4 Intonational phonology
This section will present an overview of intonational phonology in the Formosan languages, with
special reference to four topics: intonation at the word level (Section 13.4.1); the higher domains
of the prosodic hierarchy (Section 13.4.2); intonational contours (Section 13.4.3); and the phono-
logical rules used by intonational phonology (Section 13.4.4);
13.4.1 Intonational phonology at the word-level
This section’s examination of intonation at theword-level will proceed in two parts: first, a discus-
sion on pitch accents (Section 13.4.1.1); and then an overview of the intonation of words produced
in isolation (Section 13.4.1.2);
13.4.1.1 Pitch accents
Pitch accents are a tonal melody that are aligned to prominent or accented syllables. They have
internal phonological structure: for example, a L+H*L pitch accent melody is one in which the
nuclear element (H, marked by an asterisk * to its right) is aligned to the accented syllable. The
L on either side of the nuclear element are the prenuclear and postnuclear L, and the + between
the prenuclear L and nuclear H* shows that a syllable boundary intervenes, i.e. the prenuclear L
is assigned to the pretonic syllable. The postnuclear L is assigned to the tone-bearing unit (TBU)
following that which the H is aligned to, be it in the same syllable or the next.
Given that most Formosan languages show a rise-fall pattern in F0 surrounding the prominent
syllable, this leads to LHL being a common pitch accent melody, as LH is a rise in AM phonology
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and HL is a fall. It so happens that L+H*L is also the most common structure of the pitch accent
in these languages. There are a number of deviations from the canonical L+H*L pitch accent in
Formosan languages, however.
Firstly, the rise-fall pattern in F0 can only be attributed in its entirety to the pitch accent if
none of the targets in the LHL sequence show phonological behavior that is better analyzed as
a boundary tone, the other source of tonal targets in AM phonology. There are two situations
where this is the case in the Formosan languages described in this dissertation: evidence of the
prenuclear L being a boundary tone, and evidence of the postnuclear L being a boundary tone.
In Budai Rukai and Tsou, the prenuclear L of the pitch accent is optional, and when it is
absent, the nuclear H* spreads leftward, causing a high plateau on the material preceding the
prominent syllable (cf. Sections 2.5.5.1 and 3.8.1). A similar pattern happens in Mantauran Rukai
as well (cf. Section 2.4.6.2), where some words are produced with a rise-fall, and others with a
plateau-fall. However, in longer utterances, there seems to be concordance of prosodic phrases
having either all rise-fall or all plateau-fall patterns, and there may also be semantic information
correlated with one pattern or the other (cf. Section 2.4.7.2). For this reason, I have analyzed
the plateau-fall pattern in Mantauran Rukai not as a lack of an optional prenuclear L, but as a
%H boundary tone (and a corresponding %L for the rise-fall pattern), which may contain its own
semantic information. Without the prenuclear L, this leaves the Mantauran Rukai pitch accent
as H*L.
On the other hand, Amis is a language in which the postnuclear L behaves more like a bound-
ary tone than a pitch accent. Amis has final stress, surfacing as a final rise-fall if the ultima has
a voiced coda, and a final rise without a fall if the ultima has a voiceless coda, including the
epenthetic glottal stop after final vowels (cf. Section 8.8.1). Interrogatives show the same final
rise as the voiceless-coda declaratives, but the final glottal stop is unavailable. This leads to the
most economical analysis of Amis intonation being that the final L is a boundary tone that sur-
faces as a low tone when possible, or as a glottal stop on vowel-final utterances, which I have
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tentatively given the structure Lʔ% in this dissertation’s analysis. (Interestingly, this leaves the
declarative with a boundary tone whereas the interrogative is zero-marked.) Without the post-
nuclear L, Amis’ pitch accent melody is left with L+H*.
Another reason for excluding a postnuclear L from the pitch accent melody is found in Bunun
(cf. Section 9.6.4). In Bunun words with an adjoined enclitic, the fall of the usual rise-fall F0
contour is delayed until after the clitic, which has its own pitch accent H*. If the default pitch
accent in Bunun contained a postnuclear L, then words with adjoined clitics would be expected to
surface with two rise-fall patterns, rather than the rise-plateau-fall contour that surfaces. Thus,
the fall is assigned as a boundary tone that occurs at the end of a domain including both the word
and enclitic.
One final case within Formosanwhere tonal targets were removed from a pitch accent melody
is Hla’alua. This language is unique among the Formosan languages, in that many words (even
up to 6-syllable words) surface without a pitch accent. This allows for contours with and without
pitch accents to be compared. Words produced without a pitch accent show a steady decline from
a H to L target over the course of the utterance, compared to [H…LH…L] in productions with a
pitch accent. As the final L is there even with no pitch accent present, it cannot be part of the
pitch accent melody.
In addition to variations in the presence vs. absence of pre- and postnuclear L, the structure of
pitch accents also differs between the speakers consulted for this dissertation in which elements
were nuclear. While most Formosan languages have a prenuclear L that associates with the
syllable preceding the prominent syllable (the pretonic syllable), some languages may have this
L be part of the nuclear element, which I have been transcribing as {LH}*(L).
This analysis applies to languages with ‘peak delay’, in which the F0 peaks associated with
pitch accents surface later than expected. Peak delay was discussed in the most depth with regard
to Paiwan, and I argue that peak delay is a motivator for a stress shift alternation in the Piuma
dialect (cf. Section 6.6.2.3). However, peak delay was also found in some of the speakers of other
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Formosan languages consulted for this study. The Bunun speaker Ciang had the strongest peak
delay outside of the two Paiwan speakers, and I have thus analysed his pitch accent melody in
the same way.
A similar peak delay pattern is described byMücke et al. (2012) for the intonational phonology
of Viennese German (which they compare to Catalan, a language without peak delay). Mücke et
al. provide an Articulatory Phonology analysis of peak delay in which both the H of the peak and
the preceding L target have their articulatory gestures ‘coupled’ with that of the vowel, as opposed
to only the H in non-peak delay languages. While Articulatory Phonology uses a different set
of phonological elements than the Autosegmental-Metrical models that this dissertation focuses
on, I have chosen to interpret the coupling of gestures to the vowel gesture as a diagnostic for
the nuclear element of the pitch accent. Thus, instead of L(+)H*L where only the H is nuclear and
whose gesture is coupled to the vowel’s tongue body gesture, peak delay languages have both
the L and H as nuclear elements: {LH}*L.
In addition to these difference, there are also some languages that seem to deploy more than
one pitch accent melody, depending on the environment and utterance type. Budai Rukai shows a
rise-fall in both declaratives and interrogatives, however with different types of falls: the declara-
tives have a steady fall from the F0 peak to the end of the utterance, while the interrogatives have
a sharp fall directly after the peak, followed by a low flat tone (cf. Section 2.5.5.2). In my analysis,
this difference can be captured as the sharp fall being a combination of a postnuclear L and a
boundary L%, while the steady fall of declaratives can be described as the boundary L% alone.
This creates an inventory of two pitch accent melodies in Budai Rukai: (L)+H* for declaratives
(recall the optionality of the prenuclear L), and (L)+H*L for interrogatives, both co-occuring with
L%.
Puyuma also has an interesting split between declarative and interrogative intonation. While
this dissertation’s investigation is limited, and based on archival data (cf. Section 12.4.4.2), one
possible analysis that may capture the difference between declarative and interrogative intona-
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tion in Puyuma is through a difference in pitch accents. Interrogatives in Puyuma surface with
the F0 peak one syllable earlier than in declaratives (among other differences in the contour). This
can be captured as a stress shift process, however given the differences in intonational phonol-
ogy in the preceding material between the two contours, it is not unreasonable to posit separate
phonological elements to govern the two. If the two contours in Puyuma are governed not by a
stress shift rule but a difference in pitch accent melodies, then these melodies would be L+H* for
declaratives and LH+L* for interrogatives. This would be the only Formosan language studied
here with a pitch accent whose nuclear element does not contain an H.
At least one Formosan language has a separate pitch accent melody for words vs. clitics.
Bunun has the {LH}* melody for words, however as stated earlier, the fall of the pitch accent’s
rise-fall F0 contour is better analyzed as a boundary tone, as it can be realized after a clitic’s pitch
accent. Clitics get a separate H* pitch accent which forms a plateauwith the H of theword’s {LH}*.
An analysis of Bunun words and clitics as having the same pitch accent melody would require
excluding the L of {LH}* and reassigning it as a boundary tone, which would leave no way to
encode the language’s peak delay. This is one area where perhaps the limits of the frameworks
involved have shown themselves, and continued investigation into the patterns of the world’s
intonational phonologies will lead to new ways of encoding these patterns.
Kanakanavu also has a unique intonational contour that surfaces on enclitics, which surfaces
as !H*+L. The fall of the preceding word’s pitch accent stops in the middle of the pitch range,
which becomes the top of the pitch range for the rest of the IP (‘downstep’). There is a short
plateau at this height, before a fall in F0 on the next syllable (cf. Section 4.7). While the word
and enclitic’s pitch accents have different tonal sequences in the surface form, I argue in this
dissertation’s analysis of the language that they can be derived from the same underlying element,
L+H*L. In that way, Kanakanavu can be described with only one pitch accent melody.
One final interesting pattern in the realization of pitch accents in Formosan language is that
there is an interaction between final glottal stop epenthesis and intonation in Kavalan (cf. Sections
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Default Other
Mantauran Rukai H*L
Budai Rukai (L)+H* (L)+H*L (interrogative)
Tsou (L)+H*L










Puyuma L+H* LH+L* (interrogative)
Table 13.1: Pitch accent melodies in Formosan languages.
7.4.1 and 13.1.3.1). The glottal stop is only available when no tonal element intervenes between
the pitch accent melody and the utterance edge. For this reason, I have analyzed the glottal stop
as part of the pitch accent melody in Kavalan: L+H*Lʔ.
The inventory of pitch accent melodies described in this dissertation can be seen in Table 13.1.
13.4.1.2 Intonation of words produced in isolation
Words produced in isolation are an utterance type, and they are one very commonly elicited in
linguistic studies. However, some studies of the intonation of words produced in isolation do not
account for the possibility that some of the tonal (and other) activity occurring in productions of
words in isolation may be associated with prosodic domains larger than the word. As an example,
Chiang and Chiang (2005) provide an acoustic analysis of words produced in isolation in Saisiyat,
but attribute all tonal activity to the word, rather than phrase-level intonation. As I have not done
fieldwork on Saisiyat, I cannot comment on whether there is evidence for phrase-level intonation
on Saisiyat words produced in isolation. However, the approach in this dissertation’s analyses
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has been to differentiate between the possible sources of tonal targets.
To give an example of the relevance of phrase-level intonation to words produced in isola-
tion, each edge of the utterance in Hla’alua words produced in isolation are three overlapping
domain boundaries: the word, the ip (intermediate phrase), and the IP (intonational phrase). All
three levels in Hla’alua are the domain of certain tonal elements (cf. Section 5.7), and thus an
investigation of the tonal activity surfacing on words in isolation has no way to assign surfacing
tonal elements to specific levels of the prosodic hierarchy.
On the other hand, there are Formosan languages whose declarative intonation is simply a
series of the word-intonational contour repeated once per content word. Pazeh (as spoken by
Adunu) is one such language (cf. Section 11.5), as are declaratives in Tsou, Paiwan, and Kavalan,
and interrogatives in Amis.18
Some languages show variation in rise-fall vs. plateau-fall F0 contours (‘peak’ vs. ‘plateau’
intonation) on words in isolation, specifically the languages of southwestern Taiwan. This vari-
ation can be attributed to activity at different levels of the prosodic hierarchy. For example, in
Budai Rukai and Tsou, an analysis is available in which the prenuclear L of the pitch accent is
optional, and in its absence, a plateau forms from leftward spreading of the nuclear H*. In Man-
tauran Rukai, the same surface pattern shows signs of the variation being at a higher level of the
prosodic hierarchy. Since there is some evidence of concordance between phonological phases
within a larger utterance, and possible semantic information correlated with the variants, the
analysis in this dissertation accounts for the variance as boundary tones %L vs. %H rather than
features of the pitch accent. Hla’alua also has variation between initial H and L targets on words
in isolation. But when looking at larger phrases, initial H is present whenever the ip level is built.
Thus, the variation in Hla’alua words in isolation can likely be attributed to the ip- (and IP-) level
being built in some utterances but not others.
Thus, words produced in isolation can show variation based on how many levels of the
18Such contours are listed in Table 13.2 on page 670 as the null set ‘∅’.
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prosodic hierarchy are built, in addition to the possible optionality of some phonological ele-
ments. In this way, words in isolation are a unique utterance type, and studies of their prosodic
and intonational properties should take care to untangle the activity associated with different
levels of the prosodic hierarchy.
13.4.2 Prosodic domains referenced by intonational phonology
The pitch accent in Formosan languages is generally associated with the (prosodic) word. This
domain may include some clitics and/or particles that do not receive their own pitch accents,
depending on the language.
Above the word, there is usually 1–2 levels of the prosodic hierarchy that are evidenced by
tonal phonology. Hla’alua has tonal elements that are assigned at two such levels: %H and L% on
the higher level, and -L H- for focused elements or -H otherwise on the lower level. Following
Pierrehumbert’s (1980) model of English intonation, I have used the terms intonational phrase
(IP) for the higher domain and intermediate phrase (ip) for the lower.
Each IP contains at least one ip, and is exhaustively parsed into ip’s, i.e. the Strict Layer
Hypothesis (Nespor & Vogel, 1986). When an ip boundary is also an IP boundary and both levels
assign a tone, the IP boundary tone is ‘outermost’ when they are arranged in the final linear order.
For example, Hla’alua focused items receive -L H- at the ip level. If this occurs in the first ip of
the IP, the IP-initial boundary tone %H is also present. As IP is higher in the prosodic hierarchy,
%H will be the ‘outermost tone’ when they combine: [%H-L…H-], not *[-L%H…H-].
In the case of Hla’alua, the tonal combinations occurring at these overlapping ip-IP boundaries
is definitive evidence for the existence of both levels, as it is in Pierrehumbert’s (1980) model of
English intonation which posits similar ip-IP combinatory boundary tones like the H-H% of polar
interrogatives.
In other Formosan languages, it is more difficult to evidence a clear split between the ip and
IP levels, if in fact they are distinct. One recurring issue in the analysis of Formosan language
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intonation is that the largest domain active in the tonal phonology is closer to the size of an ip in
a language like Hla’lua than the IP. For example, Mantauran Rukai has boundary tones %L and
%H at a level of the prosodic hierarchy that may recur three or four times during the utterance (cf.
Section 2.4.7.2). Domains at this level are not necessarily marked with final lengthening, pitch
resets, or pauses, which often signal the IP level in languages like English. However, to label this
the ip level leaves the IP level without any identifiable phonology. Throughout this dissertation,
I have used the IP and its corresponding %T T% symbols for its boundary tones in order to mark
the highest level evidenceable through tonal phonology. In doing so, I acknowledge that some of
these ‘IP’ levels may become ip levels with the incorporation of evidence from future study.
Another language where there is some ambiguity in whether an ip/IP split is warranted is
Puyuma. One intonational contour in Puyuma involves a plateau for most of the IP. However,
in the archival data analyzed in this dissertation (cf. Section 12.4.4.2), there are productions in
which this plateau is interrupted by pauses, with the same F0 level resumed after a silence. There
is an ambiguity in how such productions can be analyzed: are the pauses evidence of the utterance
being split into smaller units (i.e. the ip), or are they a hesitation/interruption that is not signalling
intonational structure? While I have tentatively assigned a H- to an ip level in Puyuma, perhaps
the pauses are indeed disfluencies, and an analysis of Puyuma without the ip level (or with a
differently-defined ip level) will be possible upon further investigation.
13.4.3 Intonational contours
Intonational contours are combinations of pitch accents and boundary tones that are often asso-
ciated with specific semantic information such as utterance type. An overview of intonational
contours in Formosan will be provided in this section, starting with declarative and/or ‘default’
intonation (Section 13.4.3.1); followed by a discussion of other attested intonation contours in
Formosan languages (Section 13.4.3.2). Section 13.4.3.3 will summarize.
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13.4.3.1 The intonation of declarative utterances
An overview of boundary tones by utterance type in Formosan languages as analyzed in this
dissertation can be seen in Table 13.2 on the next page.19 Intonational contours labelled with the
null set symbol ‘∅’ are those in which all tonal targets in the contour can be attributed to the
pitch accent melody.
The most common declarative intonational contour in Formosan languages is a combination
of the pitch accent melody, and either L%, or a zero boundary tone (for languages in which the
final fall can be analyzed as the postnuclear L of a pitch accentmelody). Thosewith zero boundary
tones in the declarative often have boundary tones in use for other utterance types.
One notable exception to this generalization is Amis, in which the declarative is marked with
a Lʔ% boundary tone (which attaches as a final glottal stop when possible, or a final fall otherwise;
cf. Sections 8.8.2 and 13.1.3.1), but is zero-marked in interrogatives.
In addition to the IP-level tones, Hla’alua has a ‘default’ -H tone assigned at the ip-level. On
the surface this causes a high plateau in non-IP-final ip’s, inwhich the pitch accent is not available.
ip’s containing certain types of ‘focused’ elements such as wh-questions and the disjuncts of
forced-choice questions receive -L H-, but all other ip’s receive -H by default (albeit vacuously in
some circumstances).
Declarative/‘default’ intonation in some languages also involves the suppression of non-IP-
final pitch accents, including Tsou, Hla’alua, and Budai Rukai (to be discussed in Section 13.4.4.1).
13.4.3.2 The intonation of non-declarative utterances
In addition to declarative intonation, many Formosan languages have boundary tones to mark
interrogatives, including polar (‘yes/no’) interrogatives and wh-interrogatives.
19Abbreviations in this table include: decl. ‘declarative’; int. ‘interrogative’; p.int. ‘polar (yes/no) interrogative’;
wh.int. ‘wh-interrogative’; tag.q. ‘tag question’; f.ch. ‘forced choice’; foc. ‘focus’; neg. ‘negation’; cont. rise
‘continuation rise’.
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IP/highest ip
Mantauran Rukai %H∼%L (all)
Budai Rukai L% (decl./int.)H% (list)
Tsou ∅ (decl./wh.int.)H% (p.int./list)
Kanakanavu H% L% (foc./neg.)%H (tag.q.)









Kavalan ∅ (decl.)H% (p.int.)
Amis Lʔ% (decl.)∅ (p.int.)
Bunun L% (decl./int.)
Tgdaya Seediq L% (decl./wh.int.)H% (p.int.) (non-final L%?)
Truku Seediq L% (decl./wh.int.)H% (p.int.) (non-final L%/H%?)
Pazeh ∅ (all)
Puyuma L% (decl./int.)H% (cont. rise) H- (foc.?)
Table 13.2: Boundary tones in Formosan languages.
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For example, Tsou, Kavalan, and Seediq all have H% boundary tones in polar interrogatives,
and Paiwan has a LH% rising boundary tone. Amis is unique in having zero-marked interrogatives
(but declaratives marked with Lʔ%). Some languages, including Pazeh, Kanakanavu, and Bunun,
do not use boundary tones to distinguish between declaratives and interrogatives.
Hla’alua is unique in using ip-level boundary tones (-L H-) to mark interrogatives rather than
IP-level boundary tones. These boundary tones are also generally found in non-IP-final ip’s,
rather than the right edge where interrogative boundary tones are more commonly found.
In some languages, wh-interrogatives pattern with polar interrogatives. These include Bu-
dai Rukai, Hla’alua, and Puyuma. However other languages such as Tsou and Seediq have wh-
interrogatives that pattern with declaratives to the exclusion of polar interrogatives.
Blust (2003) describes a unique intonational contour on negative imperatives, in which the F0
peak surfaces on the ultima rather than the usual penult. With this in mind, I had assumed that
imperatives would show unique intonational contours in the Formosan languages under study
here. By and large, they did not. Many Formosan languages mark imperatives with suffixes, and
these suffixes did affect the intonation of the word in that they are generally part of the domain
of stress assignment. For example, the imperative suffix -a in Mantauran Rukai can trigger third
syllable stress by extending the domain of stress by one mora (cf. Section 2.4.6.3). However,
unique boundary tones or pitch accentmelodies, or even stress shifts other than those found on all
affixes were not found in imperatives or negative imperatives in any of the languages analyzed in
this dissertation. Admittedly, some of the analysis did not include data on imperatives, and so this
is one area where future research may reveal more complexity in the intonational phonologies
of these languages.
Some languages used H boundary tones to mark items in a list, such as Budai Rukai and
Tsou (cf. Sections 2.5.5.2 and 3.8.2.2). Similar intonation was found for forced-choice questions
in Budai Rukai and Paiwan (for the latter, see Sections 6.4.5 and 6.5.5).
There were other intonational contours that I found evidence of only in one language under
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study. This can easily be due to gaps in the materials elicited, and this is an area where future
investigations of these languages’ intonational systems could benefit from additional focus. Some
of these ‘one-off’ intonational contours include the focus/negation and tag question intonational
contours in Kanakanavu (cf. Section 4.7.4), and the incredulous intonation in Amis (cf. Section
8.8.3).
Additionally, some intonational contours had unexpected usages that require further investi-
gation. For example, the Kavalan interrogative intonation (pitch accent + H%) was also produced
by the speaker Pipis on certain lexical items like yauzuma ‘sometimes’, which contrasted inmean-
ing with the same segmental material produced with the default contour (cf. Section 7.7.3).
13.4.3.3 Summary of elements in the intonational phonology of Formosan languages
Intonational contours used to signal information such as utterance type in Formosan languages
generally consists of three componants: pitch accent melodies, boundary tones, and in some cases
the suppression of non-IP-final pitch accents (to be discussed later in Section 13.4.4.1).
These elements are all discussed in this chapter separately, but for the sake of the reader I
have compiled the information from these separate discussions into Table 13.3 on the following
page.20
13.4.4 Phonological rules in intonation
The intonational phonologies of the Formosan languages are complex, and involve numerous
types of phonological interactions. This section will focus on two types of interactions: those that
affect the magnitude of F0 peaks associated with pitch accents (Section 13.4.4.1); and interactions
that appear to prevent tonal crowding (Section 13.4.4.2).
20In addition to the abbreviations from Table 13.2, those used in Table 13.3 are as follows: n-fin. ‘non-final’; cl.
‘clitic’; opt. ‘optional’.
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Boundary tones Pitch accent melodies PASIP/highest ip Default Other
Mantauran Rukai %H∼%L (all) H*L
Budai Rukai L% (decl./int.)H% (list) (L)+H*L (L)+H*L (int.) ✓
Tsou ∅ (decl./wh.int.)H% (p.int./list) (L)+H*L ✓
Kanakanavu H% L% (foc./neg.)%H (tag.q.) L+H*L !H*+L (cl.; < L+H*L)











Kavalan ∅ (decl.)H% (p.int.) L+H*Lʔ int.
Amis Lʔ% (decl.)∅ (p.int.) L+H*
Bunun L% (decl./int.) {LH}* H* (cl.)
Tgdaya Seediq L% (decl./wh.int.)H% (p.int.) (n-fin. L%?) L+H*
Truku Seediq L% (decl./wh.int.)H% (p.int.) (n-fin. L%/H%?) L+H* opt.
Pazeh ∅ (all) L+H*L
Puyuma L% (decl./int.)H% (cont. rise) H- (foc.?) L+H* LH+L* (int.) int.
Table 13.3: Inventory of phonological elements and use of non-IP-final pitch accent suppression
(PAS) in the intonational phonologies of Formosan languages.
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13.4.4.1 Processes affecting the magnitude of pitch accents
The rise-fall F0 contour associated with pitch accents does not always occur at the same magni-
tude. Some peaks are higher than others within the pitch range, and sometimes the pitch range
itself is the target of a phonological operation.
Generally, each successive pitch accent within an utterance reaches a slightly lower maxi-
mum, due to a general declination of F0 over the course of the utterance. In large utterances,
a ‘pitch reset’ may occur in which the size and height of the pitch range is reset, and following
the pitch reset, the pitch accent’s peak reaches the same height as the first in the utterance as
a whole. These pitch resets are a cue for juncture, and are sometimes used as a diagnostic for
IP boundaries, for example in ToBI models like that of English, in which they cue break index 4
(K. Silverman et al., 1992).
In addition to following pitch reset, there are cases of pitch accents in the Formosan languages
under study that have unexpectedly high. One example is found in Kanakanavu, in which the
H% boundary tone may increase the magnitude of a pitch accent on a phrase-final word like the
negator ka’án(ʉ), if the toneless topic marker ya is not at the boundary edge (in which case it
would surface as a final rise; cf. Section 4.7.4).
Another operation on the relative magnitude of pitch accents is downstep, which is found in
Kanakanavu in two environments: i) the remainder of the IP following the !H of a clitic pitch
accent; or ii) in an IP following an IP containing H%. This dissertation’s analysis of downstep
in Kanakanavu follows that of numerous African languages, in which downstep is the result of
an underlying L tonal target which is applied to the pitch range in a certain domain rather than
entering the tonal tier directly. As the domain the downstep applies to is an IP, the L target is ana-
lyzed as a L% boundary tone. In this way, the negation/focus intonational contour in Kanakanavu
can be described as H% L%, although each of these tonal targets may affect the pitch range rather
than entering the tonal tier. In some models of phonology, this type of tonal behavior is encoded














Figure 13.5: Distribution of pre-IP-final pitch accent suppression in Formosan languages.
by projecting multiple interacting tonal tiers (Snider, 1988).
The most common type of phonological process that affects the magnitude of pitch accents is
one that deletes/suppresses pitch accents from being realized in expected environments. Themost
common pattern of pitch accent suppression is that of all pitch accents preceding the final pitch
accent within an IP.This pattern is found in Tsou, Hla’alua, and Budai Rukai, as well as optionally
in Truku Seediq. Kavalan and Puyuma show a similar pattern, but only in interrogatives. The
distribution of these pitch accent suppressin patterns is shown in Figure 13.5.
13.4.4.2 Diverse repairs for tonal crowding
‘Tonal crowding’was firstmentionedwith regard to the alignment of pitch accent peaks. K. E. A. Sil-
verman and Pierrehumbert (1990) find that pitch accent maxima surface earlier when in antici-
pation of an upcoming prosodic boundary. By realizing the F0 maximum earlier, this allows for
more material between the maximum and the word edge for all tonal targets to be realized in the
acoustics.
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There are a few alternations in the intonational phonologies of Formosan languages in which
an alternation is triggered by a certain number of tonal targets aligned to one prosodic bound-
ary. These are tone deletion (Section 13.4.4.2.1), tone levelling (Section 13.4.4.2.2), and changes in
spreading/shifting behavior or reassignment fromone domain edge to the other (Section 13.4.4.2.3).
13.4.4.2.1 Tone deletion
The simplest of these alternations is tone deletion: in a sequence of tones aligned to a prosodic
boundary, one is deleted. This can occur at either edge of a prosodic domain. Generally, the
‘outermost’ tone is the one that is deleted: if a language has tones A, B, and C aligned with
the beginning of an IP and tones X, Y, and Z aligned with the end of the IP in a [ABC…XYZ]
intonational contour, the tonal targets A and Z are the most likely to undergo a deletion rule.
This is probably the case as the ‘outermost’ tonal targets are the closest to the domain boundaries
themselves, which may house voiceless segments or the laryngeal gestures commonly inserted
at boundaries that may occlude the tone from the signal. The ‘inner’ tonal targets, on the other
hand, will show coarticulation both preceding and following their maxima, and are thus more
likely to be perceived by the listener, and retained in the language.
Tone deletion is commonwhen a pitch accent is aligned to the initial or final syllable of aword.
If the pitch accent is aligned to the initial syllable, it is the prenuclear L that deletes: L+H*L > H*L.
Conversely, if the pitch accent is aligned to the final syllable, it is the postnuclear L that deletes:
L+H*L > L+H*. Kavalan and Pazeh are both stress-final languages in which the postnuclear L is
deleted, specifically when the syllable’s coda is voiceless. This can be seen in tokens of words
that end in phonologically voiceless consonants, but in which voicing is maintained during this
segment. For example, a pitch track of the word suani [suaniʔ] ‘relative’ can be seen in Figure 7.12
on page 412. In this token, subglottal pressure was sufficient to maintain voicing during the final
glottal stop, and the F0 contour stays within the top of the pitch range. This shows that the lack of
a F0 fall in words with voiceless codas is not simply a postnuclear L being produced and occluded
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by the voiceless segment dominating the acoustics, but that the postnuclear Lwas deleted entirely.
Tone deletion is also found in some Formosan languages on initial syllables as well. For
example, prenuclear L is unavailable in Tsou on word-initial syllables. An example can be seen
in Figure 3.16 on page 197, showing a pitch track of c’oeha [ˈtsʔoe.̯ha] ‘river’, in which the initial
rise in F0 during the [o] is only around 10Hz. This can be compared to the pitch track of fex’x
[fe.ˈɨ.ɨ] ‘pig’ in Figure 3.18 on page 200 produced by the same speaker, in which the F0 rises by
about 50Hz during the first vowel [e]. Not all Formosan languages delete prenuclear L in initial
position, however. For example, Figure 4.14 on page 249 shows a pitch track of a Kanakanavu
utterance in which the first syllable [ʔe] bears a pitch accent, and shows a sharp rise of around
80Hz from the bottom to the top of the pitch range.
13.4.4.2.2 Tonal levelling
The second type of tonal alternation triggered by tonal crowding is tonal levelling. This process
takes a sequence of tones as its input and produces a single tonal target as its output. Such a
process was seen at word-clitic junctures in Kanakanavu (cf. Section 4.7.2). The expected L-H
sequences of the pitch accents aligned to the word and clitic were levelled to a tonal target whose
realization is a tone height in the middle of the pitch range. As the height of this target becomes
the top of the pitch range through the end of the IP, I analyze this target as !H, a downstepped
H, used in analyses of many tonal phonologies in African languages to similarly denote a mid
tone that lowers the pitch range as a whole. Some examples of this contour in Kanakanavu can
be seen in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 on page 243, showing pitch tracks of cucuru=kara ‘true=Q’ and
cucuru=kasu ‘true=2sg.nom’ respectively.
Outside of Kanakanavu, tonal levelling is also found in Bunun. Bunun’s pitch accent contains
a LH tonal series which fuses to !H when aligned with the initial syllable of the word. This tonal
target lowers the height of the pitch range to the level of the previous word’s postnuclear L,
around the middle of the pitch range (cf. Section 9.6.4).
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13.4.4.2.3 Spread-to-Shift and reassignment to the opposite domain edge
The third phonological process triggered in response to tonal crowding in the Formosan lan-
guages is the reassignment of a tonal target from one edge of the prosodic domain to the other.
Instead of tone deletion, which generally targets the ‘outermost’ tonal target of a sequence (tones
A and Z in [ABC…XYZ]), the reassignment of a tone to the opposite edge generally affects the
‘innermost’ tonal target (tones C and X in [ABC…XYZ]).
The best example of a tone being shifted from one prosodic edge to the other is in Kavalan
interrogatives (cf. Section 7.7.3). Kavalan has a L+H*L pitch accent melody which is aligned
to the final syllable of the word. When the interrogative H% is added to the IP edge, the pitch
accent’s LHL melody and the boundary tone’s H target together form a LHLH sequence aligned
to the end of the prosodic domain. However, instead of this LHLH sequence being realized on the
last four tone-bearing units of the domain, with the initial L of the sequence spreading leftward
to the beginning of the word (as it does when H% is not present), instead this L shifts to the
initial syllable of the word, and the F0 contour is interpolated as a steady rise between the initial
L and the HLH of the last three TBU’s of the domain: [L…HLH], not *[L…LHLH]. Because of the
change in behavior of the initial L from spreading to shifting, I will refer to this phenomenon as
‘Spread-to-Shift’.
Spread-to-Shift in Kavalan can best be seen by contrasting Figure 7.9 on page 408 with Fig-
ure 7.21 on page 424. Figure 7.9 shows the behavior of the L+H*L pitch accent in isolation: the low
flat tone throughout most of the word, up until just before the peak, is indicative of the spreading
behavior of the prenuclear L. On the other hand, Figure 7.21 shows an example of an utterance
with both the L+H*L pitch accent and the boundary tone H%. Instead of showing the low flat F0
contour preceding the peak indicative of spreading, there is a steady rise from the beginning of
the utterance to the peak, suggesting that the prenuclear L has shifted instead of spreading.
While Spread-to-Shift is not a phonological rule that is common in descriptions of tonal
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phonology, I have noted similar behavior in the phonology of Shupamem (Bamun), a Grassfields
language of Cameroon.21 Nouns in Shupamem employ a number of pluralization strategies, in-
cluding affixation, reduplication and the addition of tonal melodies, and nouns often employ
multiple strategies simultaneously (Macaulay & Schurr, 2019).
The tonal melodies signaling pluralization in Shupamem take one of two forms. One is an
HL melody that attaches to the first two TBU’s at the left edge of the word, with the L spreading
rightward. For example, ⁿsím ‘farm’ with an [H] tone in the singular becomes ⁿsímⁿsìm ‘farms’
with a [H.L] melody in the plural.22 Similarly, víːt ‘hole’ with a bimoraic vowel and a [HH]melody
in the singular becomes vîːtvìːt ‘holes’ with a [HL.LL] melody.
This HL melody can also combine with lexical /L/ tones to form a [LHL] melody that also
attaches to the left edge of the word. However, while the final L of the HL melody spreads to
the right, the final L of LHL shifts to the end of the word (with H spreading to fill the material
in-between). For example, kə̀fə̀kə̀ ‘curse’ [L.L.L] becomes kə̌fə́kə̀ ‘curses’ [LH.H.L] in the plural,
not *[LH.L.L]. One potential motivation for this change in behavior of the final L target is that
too many tonal targets are aligned to one edge of the prosodic domain (in this case, the word).
This would trigger a phonological rule like the one shown in (202).
(202) Three’s a Crowd
T T T
=
X X X … X ]ω
σ σ σ
There are two differences between the change from spreading to shifting L in Kavalan into-
nation and Shupamem nominal tonology. The first is that they apply at opposite edges of the
21Data on Shupamem presented here was elicited alongside Hagay Schurr, during a 14-week Field Methods course
in Spring 2019. The speaker consulted was Abdoulaye Laziz Nchare, author of Nchare (2012).
22Monosyllabic nouns that take tonal melodies in the plural are also reduplicated in the plural. The only exception
is the word ŋgàː ‘someone’ [LL], which is the first conjunct in many compound words relating to professions. The
plural, ɣǎːˋ [LH.(L)] has a floating tone.
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prosodic domain (as well as at different levels of the prosodic hierarchy). The second is the be-
havior of the adjacent H target, which spreads to fill the toneless targets in Shupamem but not
in Kavalan (in which the F0 contour is nearly a straight line between the L and H targets, even
spanning long utterances, as was seen in Figure 7.20 on page 423).
The change from spreading to shifting tones in Shupamem and Kavalan could be the result of
speakers failing to associate a third or fourth tonal target with a domain edge, instead reanalyzing
it as associated with the opposite edge. The longer a sequence is that is aligned with a domain
edge, the closer it is to the opposite edge, and more likely it is to be reanalyzed on that opposite
edge by speakers.
Within Formosan, I have only found evidence of Spread-to-Shift as a synchronic alternation in
Kavalan. However, there are two Formosan languages in which I have noted that a reassignment
of tones from one edge to the other was likely to have occurred historically.
One is Mantauran Rukai, which has left-edge-aligned stress where as all other Rukai varieties
(and Formosan languages) have right-edge-aligned stress. As was discussed in Section 2.4.10,
as complex as Mantauran’s first/third stress alternation is as a synchronic pattern, there is an
overlap in the surfacing positions of stress in Mantauran and Budai Rukai for 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-
syllable words. This suggests that the change from the Budai-style stress system to Mantauran’s
was not a major change in the surface patterns of stress, but more like a reanalysis of the Budai
stress system’s surface right-edge-aligned patterns as left-edge alignment. As both stress patterns
in Mantauran are left-edge-aligned, this shift from the right to left edge is a historical, rather than
synchronic process.
The other language that shows a Spread-to-Shift-like process in its historical phonology is
Hla’alua. Wh-questions and some types of focused elements surface with a tonal element as-
signed at the intermediate phrase (ip) level, which I analyze as -L H- (cf. Section 5.7.3). This
element has the same sequence of tones, LH, as the language’s pitch accent melody L+H*. How-
ever, while the LH sequence of the pitch accent melody is generally aligned with the ante/penult
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near the end of the word, the L of -L H- is aligned with the left edge of the ip, and the H the
right. An example can be seen in Figure 5.34 on page 310, which shows a forced-choice question
with two instances of -L H-. There is a steady rise between the L and H of -L H-, just as there is
between the shifted prenuclear L and following H in Kavalan Spread-to-Shift.
One possible explanation for how -L H- developed is that the prenuclear L of the pitch accent
was reanalyzed to the left edge of the word, and this sequence became associated with the ip level
(which in many cases is identical to the word). Another piece of evidence for -L H- as originating
in the pitch accent melody is that -L H- is generally found in ip’s in which the pitch accent is
unavailable (due to pre-final suppression of pitch accents within the IP).
The H target of -L H- is often not present in combination with another right-edge-aligned
tone, and thus the leftward shift of the L target is not always associated with tonal crowding at
the right edge, as it is in Kavalan. However, -L H- can appear in the final ip of the IP, in which
case it surfaces with both the H of -L H- and the IP-final L% aligned to the right edge. In the
data collected for this dissertation, this was in questions with the interrogative morpheme =i.
When the H of -L H- and L% are aligned to the same boundary, the H is pushed leftward one
TBU. This mirrors the process that triggers Spread-to-Shift in Kavalan, i.e. the presence of an
extra tonal target (from the interrogative H%) pushes the pitch accent melody leftward, and the
innermost tone shifts to the other domain edge. A major difference between Kavalan Spread-to-
Shift and Hla’alua’s -L H- element is that the shifting behavior in the latter is fossilized, and does
not alternate with spreading behavior in the synchronic grammar.23
Finally, one Formosan language with an ongoing development that mirrors Spread-to-Shift
in some ways is Amis, spoken nearby Kavalan, and spoken by most of the Kavalan themselves
(F. Hsieh & Huang, 2007, 99). Amis has an intonational contour that signals incredulity, which is
often produced in conjunction with the phrase i saw (cf. Section 8.8.4). i saw receives no stress,
23If Hla’alua -L H- and the pitch accent L+H* could be analyzed as the same phonological element, then they could
be described as the output and input respectively of a Spread-to-Shift process as found in Kavalan. However, there
is reason to believe that they are two separate phonological elements. For discussion, see Section 5.8.
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and so the final pitch accent of the IP is found on the syllable preceding i saw.
The F0 contour that surfaces on utterances containing i saw can also be realized on utterances
that do not contain i saw. When this occurs, the delay between the pitch accent peak and the
end of the IP that is usually caused by stressless i saw is maintained, even when this delay now
contains other material. In the utterances produced by Samay that contained the incredulous
intonation but not i saw, the F0 peak was generally close to the left edge of the IP. While I lack
the evidence to say that the peak would also be found near the left edge in larger IP’s, if that is the
case, then the result is that the LH sequence of the L+H* pitch accent has been reanalyzed in these
productions from the right to left edge. This differs from the other accounts of Spread-to-Shift in
two ways: i) two tonal targets were shifted instead of the usual one; and ii) the shift is not caused
by a buildup of tonal targets at one domain boundary, but by analogy to a phrase with a different
structure.
13.5 The interface of prosody with morphology and syntax
Prosody and intonation intersect not only with phonology, but also morphology and syntax. This
section provides an overview of this intersection, with special reference to two subtopics: clitics
(Section 13.5.1); and juncture (Section 13.5.2);
13.5.1 Clitics
Clitics are a unique type ofmorphemewhich show some properties of ‘bound’ morphemes like af-
fixes, but other properties of ‘free’ morphemes (Zwicky, 1977). There is evidence for clitics inmost
Formosan languages. This sectionwill present some of their properties, covering three sub-topics:
evidence for affix-clitic distinctions in Formosan languages (Section 13.5.1.1); pre-accenting ciltics
(Section 13.5.1.2); and unique interactions between clitics and intonational phonology (Section
13.5.1.3);
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13.5.1.1 Evidence for affix-clitic distinction
Affix-clitic distinctions have been proposed for nearly all Formosan languages.24 As the Formosan
languages are well-documented in their syntax, much of the evidence for the presence of clitics is
in the domain of their syntactic distribution, which I will not argue for here. The most common
inventory of clitics in Formosan languages is a series of bound pronominal enclitics, which exist
alongside free pronouns.
In the prosodic systems of the Formosan languages under study in this dissertation, nearly
all of the languages excluded enclitics from the domain of stress assignment while including
suffixes. One possible exception to this is Paiwan, in which stress falls on the penult of a domain
that includes pronominal enclitics: ma-lev(a)=áken ‘af-be.grateful=1sg’ and tjanú=sun ‘gen=2sg’,
not *ma-lév(a)=aken or *tjánu=sun (cf. Section 6.4.4). Kavalan also optionally allows clitics into
the domain of stress assignment (cf. Section 7.6.3).
Suffixes, on the other hand, are always part of the domain of stress assignment: for example,
in Amis, final stress falls on the undergoer voice suffix in sa-maan-én ‘InA-what-uv’ rather than
on the stem, as *sa-maán-en (cf. Section 8.7.2).
There are also segmental alternations that are sensitive to the difference between morpheme
boundaries between a word and suffix vs. a word and enclitic. For example, Lee (2012) describes
an alternation between [v] and [w] in Paiwan, which happens at word-affix boundaries but not
at a word-clitic juncture.
13.5.1.2 Pre-accenting clitics
There is a particular behavior of clitics reported in the literature for Kanakanavu, in which the
presence of an enclitic causes stress to surface on the last syllable of the word (H.-J. Chen, 2016).
These are termed ‘pre-accenting clitics’, as the stress always surfaces on the syllable preceding
24One exception may be Tsou, in which Zeitoun (2005) argues that there is a lack of evidence for the presence of
clitics.
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the clitic (cluster).
While I did not elicit enough materials including Kanakanavu enclitics to comment on their
behavior, I do note such behavior in the language’s southern neighbor, Hla’alua (cf. Section
5.6.4). For example, pihlalupu ‘fish (v.)’ is an accentless word in Hla’alua. However, the form hli-
pihlalupú=isa ‘perf-fish=3sg.nom’ surfaces with an accent on the syllable preceding the enclitic.
Similarly, vutukuhlu ‘fish (n.)’ is also accentless, but the form vutukuhlú=na with the definite
enclitic =na surfaces with an accent on the syllable preceding the enclitic. As =isa is disyllabic and
=na is monosyllabic, the only commonality between the accents appearing on hli-pihlalupú=isa
and vutukuhlú=na is that they immediately precede the enclitic.
13.5.1.3 Unique intonational phonology of clitics
In addition to their interactionwith the domain of stress assignment in some Formosan languages,
others show unique interactions between clitics and the intonational phonology itself.
Bunun words with enclitics surface with a high plateau spanning from the word’s penult to
the final clitic. Examples can be seen in Figures 9.14 and 9.15 on page 501, which show pitch
tracks of utterances beginning with sa<i>du-an=in ‘<past>see-lf=perf’ and sa<i>du-an=in=ik
‘<past>see-lf=perf=1sg.nom’ respectively. In both cases, there is a high plateau starting from
the stressed syllable of the word, /du/ (or slightly later, due to peak delay found in the language
generally), until the final clitic, during which there is a fall in F0. This dissertation’s analysis
of the Bunun word-clitic environment is that the plateau is the result of the combination of a
{LH}* word pitch accent and a H* clitic pitch accent, with the H’s spreading to fill the intervening
material (cf. Section 9.6.2).
Kanakanavu also has a unique intonational contour found inword-clitic environments. When
aword is followed by an enclitic, the enclitic shows a short plateau in themiddle of the pitch range
(where the fall of the word’s pitch accent ends), before falling. Examples of this can be seen in
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 on page 243, showing pitch tracks of cucuru=kara ‘true=Q’ and cucuru=kasu
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‘true=2sg.nom’ respectively. In both cases, the rise-fall of the word’s pitch accent is evident, but
the fall ends in the middle of the pitch range, then holds steady at that level during /ka/, the
first syllable of each of the enclitics, before falling on the final syllable. This was analyzed in this
dissertation as a !H*+L surface contour on the clitic (cf. Section 4.7.2). The !H tone may be the
output of a tonal levelling process, in which the prenuclear L and nuclear H fuse into a down-
stepped !H (cf. Section 13.4.4.2.2). This would allow for both the word and clitic to receive L+H*L
pitch accent melodies, with the difference in their surface contours derived by phonological rules.
The fusion of LH sequences to !H is not found in other environments where LH sequences are
assigned to the same syllable, however, so either this rule is specific to word-clitic junctures or
it is not a synchronic rule but has been fossilized as a !H*+L pitch accent melody, separate from
the L+H*L assigned to words.
13.5.2 Juncture
Two sub-topics will be presented in relation to prosodic junctures: their distribution (Section
13.5.2.1); and the phonology that markes their boundaries (Section 13.5.2.2);
13.5.2.1 The location of juncture
The chunking of utterances into smaller prosodic constituents is sensitive to speech rate, as well
as phonological and syntactic structure. For example, faster and more casual speech will result
in fewer constituents than slower and less casual speech given the same segmental string.
Major syntactic boundaries often align with prosodic boundaries. While a full investigation
into the syntax-prosody interface in the Formosan languages is outside of the scope of this disser-
tation, there are frameworks out there such as the Match Theory of Prosodic Structure (Selkirk,
2011), which make predictions as to how syntactic and prosodic structure are related.
Interestingly there were two cases in the data collected for this dissertation in which there
was a mismatch between syntactic and prosodic structure. Both were locative particles: na in
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Kanakanavu and di in Pazeh. These particles form a syntactic constituent with the following
noun, but in both cases, they form a prosodic phrase with preceding material, not following
material. Examples of their syntactic and prosodic structure are repeated here in (70) and (187):25
(70)
L-H* L L+H*L (Kanakanavu)
[ … [ … ’ési na ]ω [ tapo’ocípa ]ω]IP Prosodic structure
[ ’ési [ na tapo’ocípa ]PP]VP Syntactic structure
prog loc kitchen
(187) (Pazeh)
[IP kuang dí ] [IP dalúm ] Prosodic structure
[AP kuang [PP di [DP dalum ]]] Syntactic structure
outside loc water
‘out of the water’
Perhaps other prosody-syntax mismatches remain to be found in the Formosan languages
with locative or other particles. This remains a fruitful area for future research.
13.5.2.2 Acoustic cues of juncture
Prosodic junctures may be marked acoustically in a number of ways, depending on the level of
the prosodic domain being marked, and the language-specific patterns in intonational phonology.
As was discussed in Section 13.4.2, it is often difficult to diagnose prosodic domains as inter-
mediate phrases (ip) vs. intonational phrases (IP), as the highest level of the prosodic hierarchy
evidenceable by tonal phonology is often smaller than what is expected to be the IP.
There are a number of acoustic markers of major prosodic junctures that are often associated
with the end of an IP. These include pitch reset, final lengthening, pauses/silences, as well as
laryngeal activity such as creaky or breathy voice.
There are also prosodic boundaries in some languages like Mantauran Rukai which seem
to show patterns in the intensity contour in the absence of other cues such as changes in F0,
phonation type, or final lengthening. Examples of this are discussed in Section 2.4.3.
25Original discussions in Sections 4.7.3 for Kanakanavu na and 11.5.1 for Pazeh.
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In addition to these phonetic cues, nearly all Formosan languages mark the ends of prosodic
domains in at least some utterance types with tonal targets that are best explained as boundary
tones (rather than part of a pitch accent melody). These boundary tones are listed in Table 13.2
on page 670, where the % (for IP) and - (for ip) symbols show the position of the prosodic domain
relative to the tonal target. Kavalan and Amis show an interaction between intonational phonol-
ogy and final glottal-stop insertion, and in this way, the glottal stop may be marking a prosodic
domain boundary.26
The only language analyzed in this dissertation for which all surfacing tonal targets could be
analyzed as part of a pitch accent melody was Pazeh (at least as spoken by Adunu; cf. Section
11.5).
In addition to marking the ends of prosodic domains, there are also acoustic features of the
beginning of prosodic domains. These include boundary tones, also listed in Table 13.2. An
example of a non-tonal acoustic marking of an initial boundary is found in Kanakanavu, which
marks the beginning of utterances (when no consonant is present) with breathy voice, analyzed
in the literature and in this dissertation as the insertion of a [ɦ] segment.
13.6 The origin of prosodic patterns in Formosan
In addition to internal developments, there are two main sources of language patterns: direct
inheritance from a proto-stage of the language, and through contact with other languages. This
section will examine some of the trends discussed elsewhere in this chapter through this lens,
focusing on two sub-topics: first, discussion on direct inheritance of prosodic features in Aus-
tronesian and some of the existing literature (Section 13.6.1); followed by an examination of
prosodic/intonational features that recur within geographic areas in Taiwan (Section 13.6.2).
26Of course, glottal stop insertion often marks the boundary of the phonological word in Formosan languages
(cf. Section 13.1.3.1. The difference between these languages and Amis/Kavalan is that in the latter, glottal stops are
sensitive to phonology at higher levels of the prosodic hierarchy.
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13.6.1 Prosodic features as direct inheritance
While there has been relative success in reconstructing properties of the segmental inventory
and phonology in Proto-Austronesian (PAn), properties of PAn’s prosodic structure and into-
national phonology are more difficult to explore through the comparative method. As prosodic
typology is relatively new as a topic of inquiry in linguistics, there is less of a sense in the field
of what is ‘normal’, ‘expected’, and ‘natural’ in many areas. For example, what kind of structural
changes happen to pitch accent melodies over time, and how do splits between intermediate and
intonational phrases develop? Perhaps we will have answers to these questions in the future, as
intonational phonologists are able to document the changes to these structures as they occur in
real time. But as it stands, there is little to go off of in exploring historical states of intonational
phonology.
There have been some approaches to certain prosodic features inworks on Proto-Austronesian
reconstruction. One example is Ross (1992), who notes that PAn likely had no word-internal co-
das.
There have also been attempts to find the location of stress in the PAn word. J. U. Wolff (1991,
1993) uses the distribution of *t and *C to argue for a split between final and penultimate-stressed
words in the language. Ross (1992) argues that the distribution of stress in Budai Rukai words is
partially cognate with final and penultimate-stressed words in Philippine languages (although,
Blust [1997] finds this approach inconclusive).
While a full discussion on the origin of stress patterns in the Philippine languages (and Budai
Rukai and Kanakanavu) is not one I can undertake in this dissertation, I do have some notes
on stress in Formosan languages that may shed light on patterns in previous stages of these
languages.
Firstly, there are at least two synchronic stress shift rules in Formosan languages today (in
Piuma Paiwan and Central Toda Seediq), both of which shift stress from the penult to ultima if
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the penult is schwa, regardless of the ultima’s vowel quality. None of the languages with final
stress show a corresponding leftward shift when the ultima is a schwa. This asymmetry may be
related to peak delay, in which the timing of tonal articulatory gestures is such that the F0 peak
occurs very late in the syllable or even after the end of the syllable it is aligned to phonologically.
Also relevant is the short duration of schwa, which makes realization of the F0 maximum during
the following syllable, where it can be phonologized by the listener, even more likely.
Also relevant is the distribution of stress in the Rukai dialects. Except forMantauran’s first/third-
syllable stress anchored to the left edge, and the final stress (minus echo vowels) in Tanan and
Labuan, all other varieties have penultimate stress. The simplest account of Rukai stress is that
Proto-Rukai had penultimate stress (whether or not there were echo vowels to abstract away
from), and the two areas with first/third and final stress, which are marginal geographically, are
the innovations. The motivation for the shift to the left edge in Mantauran was explored in Sec-
tion 2.4.10, with the conclusion that Mantauran’s system has enough overlap on the surface with
the penultimate-stressed Rukai languages for it to have developed directly from the penultimate
stress system shared by Budai, Maga, and Tona. This leaves the Tanan/Labuan final stress as the
other innovation within Rukai, again a rightward shift.
The other final-stress languages within Formosan are found in two general geographic areas,
as can be seen in Figure 13.4 on page 655. These are the north of the island, including Saisiyat,
Atayal, and Pazeh, and the east coast, including Kavalan, Amis, and Puyuma. Both clusters in-
clude members of multiple subgroups.27
In the synchronic alternations in the phonologies of Formosan languages today, and in the
reconstructions within languages like Rukai, Paiwan, and Seediq, changes in stress are generally
rightward. This is in line with asymmetries like peak delay, which can motivate rightward stress
shift, but not leftward. So it may be the case that as J. U. Wolff (1993) and Ross (1992) argue,
27Note also that Kavalan’s current geographical location is the result of forced migrations, and that the Kavalan
people used to live in the northeast of the island.
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there were multiple stress patterns in the PAn lexicon. But given the asymmetries in synchronic
and diachronic stress shift, perhaps the ultimate stress found in Formosan languages today is the
innovation, and that proto-stages of these languages (or even a late stage of PAn) had penultimate
stress throughout the lexicon.
Aside from stress, it is difficult to proposemany of the features of Formosan prosodic structure
and intonation as the result of direct inheritance from PAn or other proto-forms of higher sub-
groupings. Many of the more striking features of prosody and intonation shared across Formosan
languages seem to cluster in geographic areas, rather than being spread evenly throughout the
island. And given the uncertainty of how valid any of the subgrouping proposals are, these fea-
tures are best left for an analysis as areal features (to be discussed in the following section). That
said, any of the linguistic areas presented in this chapter could represent a genetic subgrouping,
and perhaps will be validated as such in future proposals for Austronesian higher phylogeny.
13.6.2 Prosodic patterns as areal features
In addition to the location of stress, numerous prosodic and intonational features appear in groups
of Formosan languages that are geographically (but not necessarily genetically) proximate.
In this section, I will focus on two groups of languages which share features in their prosodic
and intonational structures.
The first is the southwest of Taiwan, including Tsou, Kanakanavu, Hla’alua, and Rukai. These
languages have been proposed as a Rukai-Tsouic subgroup in one account of Austronesian phy-
logeny (Aldridge, 2016), but represent multiple first-order subgroups in most other proposals.
These four languages have been described as sharing the feature of ‘echo vowels’, the epenthetic
vowels found word-finally after a consonant. In all four languages, the epenthesized vowel is ei-
ther a copy of the preceding vowel, or a non-low central vowel if the preceding vowel is /a/.
Aside from Tsou, the other three languages have a maximal syllable of CV at some level of
representation. Tsou also has few if any codas, but does have complex onsets, and the dialects
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with the glide /j/ [e]̯ also have more complexity in their syllable structure than CV. However,
Kanakanavu, Hla’alua, and Rukai only have codas in their surface forms as the result of vowel
deletion. I have noted deletion rules in all languages except Tsou; mostly applying to vowels that
follow nasals.
The languages other than Tsou also have no glides /j/ /w/ in the inventory. This is a departure
from the existing analysis of Budai Rukai such as C.-M. Chen (2006), however this dissertation
provides evidence of segments reported as glides in the literature to actually be vowels (cf. Section
2.5.3.2). Tsou has one glide in the inventory, /j/ [e]̯, which is unique in having the quality of a mid
vowel rather than a high vowel. This glide is actually an innovation within Tsou in all dialects
other than Luhtu, which has /r/ in place of the glide. So like Kanakanavu, Hla’alua, and Rukai,
Luhtu Tsou may also be described as having no glides in the inventory.28
Kanakanavu, Hla’alua, and Budai Rukai also show variation between antepenultimate and
penultimate stress in surface forms. (Tsou only has penultimate stress.) Mantauran Rukai words
of 2–5 syllables can also be described as having stress either on the ‘penult’ or ‘antepenult’, al-
though these stresses are actually being assigned from the left edge rather than the right.
Another commonality is variation in ‘peak’ vs. ‘plateau’ intonation, or variation between
initial H and L targets. This is found in words produced in isolation in all languages except
Kanakanavu, and also in larger utterances in Tsou and Rukai.
Finally, Tsou, Hla’alua, and Budai Rukai all show suppression of pre-IP-final pitch accents.
Outside of southwest Taiwan, this pattern is only seen optionally in Truku Seediq, and in Kavalan
and Puyuma, in which the pattern is limited to interrogatives. The common features of south-
western Formosan languages can be seen in Table 13.4 on the next page.
In addition to the southwest Formosan languages, there is one other area that shares some
features of prosody and intonation that I will discuss in this section. This is the east coast of
28Of course, as I have not worked with Luhtu speakers, I cannot rule out the possibility of evidence for glides
elsewhere in the language.


























No glide phonemes % ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
CV maximal syllable ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Final vowel deletion ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Echo vowels ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Penultimate and antepenultimate stress in surface forms ✓ ✓ ✓
Initial H-L variation (words in isolation) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Initial H-L variation (larger utterances) ✓ ✓ ✓
Pre-IP-final pitch accent suppression ✓ ✓ ✓

















F0 peak on ultima in declarative intonation ✓ ✓ ✓
Pre-ultimate F0 peak in another intonational contour ✓ ✓ ✓ (similar)
Non-IP-final pitch accent suppression ✓ ✓ ✓
Interaction between final ʔ-epenthesis and intonation ✓ ✓ ?
Optionality of pitch accents on clitics ✓ ✓ ?
Table 13.5: Patterns common to languages of eastern Taiwan, and nearby Budai Rukai.
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Taiwan, specifically including Kavalan, Amis, and Puyuma.
These three languages all have final stress in declarative utterances. All three also have an
alternation between the F0 peak being on the ultima in declaratives vs. earlier in another into-
national contour. Interrogatives in Kavalan add H% to the sequence of tones aligned to the right
edge, pushing the pitch accent melody’s H to the penult (cf. Section 7.7.2). Amis has developed an
incredulity intonation contour with a F0 peak preceding the ultima, which I analyze as a remnant
of the particles i saw which do not receive pitch accents (cf. Section 8.8.4). Puyuma contrasts
declaratives with interrogatives in part by aligning the final pitch accent’s F0 peak with the ul-
tima and penult respectively (cf. Section 12.4.4.2). In addition to these commonalities, Kavalan
and Puyuma show suppression of non-IP-final pitch accents.
While I do not have enough data to prove the presence or absence of these features in Puyuma,
Kavalan and Amis also share an interaction between final glottal stop epenthesis and intonational
contour, and both show optionality in realizing pitch accents on clitics.
It should also be noted that Budai Rukai, which is spoken towards the eastern part of the
Rukai area (which borders Puyuma),29 also has a couple of features that resemble those found in
the eastern Formosan languages. While the location of the F0 peak does not alternate in loca-
tion in declarative vs. interrogative intonation in Budai the way it does in Kavalan, Amis, and
Puyuma, interrogatives do have an additional tonal target added to the melody following the
peak, changing the shape of the F0 contour (cf. Section 2.5.5.2). One structural difference be-
tween Budai Rukai and the languages on the east coast is that Budai does not have final stress,
and thus there is more material on which to realize additional tonal targets without the entire
melody being ‘pushed’ away from the domain edge. Budai Rukai also shares with these languages
the suppression of non-IP-final pitch accents. The features found in eastern Formosan languages,
as well as Budai Rukai, are listed in Table 13.5 on the preceding page.
29Tanan and Labuan Rukai are spoken farther east than Budai itself. As neither I nor other scholars have yet
modeled intonation in these varieties, I cannot say whether the features common between Budai Rukai and the
eastern Formosan languages are found in a contiguous area.
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The evidence for the eastern Formosan languages as a linguistic area is less than that of the
southwestern languages. However, further work on Puyuma may find these features (or others),
as well as work on other Formosan varieties on the east coast of the island such as Truku Seediq,
Sakizaya, and some of the Paiwan communities. Tanan/Labuan Rukai, which have ultimate stress
(unlike the other Rukai varieties) and are closest geographically to Puyuma, may also reveal
commonalities with these languages upon further study.
Chapter 14
Conclusion
To conclude, I offer a brief summary of the results from this dissertation (Section 14.1), and a
discussion of directions for future research (Section 14.2). Section 14.3 will provide some final
remarks.
14.1 Summary
This dissertation provided analyses of prosody and intonation in Formosan languages, as well as
a comparative study of these languages from the perspective of their prosodic structures.
The analyses of Mantauran Rukai, Budai Rukai, Tsou, Kanakanavu, Hla’alua, Sandimen Pai-
wan, Piuma Paiwan, Kavalan, Amis, Bunun, Tgdaya Seediq, Truku Seediq, and Pazeh were based
on original fieldwork. The analyses also incorporated archival data, specifically in Tsou, Tgdaya
Seediq, Truku Seediq, and Puyuma. While some of these languages have seen some work in
the literature on aspects of their prosody, many have seen no investigation of their intonational
systems. Some of these languages are critically endangered, and hopefully this dissertation can
serve a documentary purpose in part.
Autosegmental-Metrical Phonology was the main framework used to build the models of
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Formosan languages’ prosodic and intonational systems, with the addition of some concepts from
Articulatory Phonology in order to explore topics relating to gestural timing.
Through this analysis, numerous complex patterns were uncovered in the prosodic structure
and intonational phonologies of Formosan languages. Some examples include the alternation
between first and third syllable stress, which may be unique among stress assignment systems
in the world’s languages. Also of interest are the Spread-to-Shift rule in Kavalan and related
shifts of tonal targets from the right to left edge in Hla’alua historical phonology and a similar
ongoing process in Amis incredulous intonation. Finally, clitics, a class of morphemes with in-
teresting syntactic and phonological properties, shows unique interactions with the intonational
phonologies of a number of Formosan languages including Bunun and Kanakanavu.
In addition to the unique patterns in individual Formosan languages, this dissertation’s com-
parative study noted two areas of Taiwan that share features of prosody and intonation that may
not be the result of direct inheritance. These two linguistic areas are southwest Taiwan, includ-
ing Tsou, Kanakanavu, Hla’alua, and Rukai, and eastern Taiwan, including Kavalan, Amis, and
Puyuma.
14.2 Future research
The greatest omission in this dissertation’s typological study of Formosan languages is its failure
to provide novel data for a number of languages. Saisiyat, Atayal, Thao, and Yilan Creole are
all in need of their own models of prosody and intonation based on elicitation oriented towards
to topics covered in the data chapters here. Puyuma, despite appearing with some archival data
here, should also be followed up with a prosody-oriented acoustic study.
In addition to these languages, some of the languages that are provided analysis in this disser-
tation have dialect diversity that is not fully explored in this dissertation. Specifically, there are
dialects of Rukai, Bunun, Amis, and Tsou with documented differences in segmental phonology
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from the varieties investigated here, that are likely to also show differences also in their intona-
tional phonologies. Kaxabu, the second variety of Pazeh-Kaxabu not covered in this dissertation,
has seen acoustic work on its intonational phonology at the word level elsewhere in the literature,
but phrase-level prosody and an Autosegmental-Metrical analysis remain to be seen.
Of course, the languages covered in this dissertation would all benefit from additional study
themselves. I havemade an effort to note specific areas where additional data would disambiguate
or solidify the analysis. All would benefit from replication with additional speakers. There are
also some topics within prosody that the data presented here are not suited to address. For ex-
ample, a thorough study of prosodic phrasing and the syntax-prosody interface would require
a much larger amount of sentence-level data than I elicited for most of the languages discussed
here. I also did not elicit any data in forms larger than the sentence level (or rather, larger than
the translation of single Chinese sentences, whatever the output). Longer running speech may
show interesting patterns, especially with regard to phenomena such as pitch accent suppres-
sion, or the extra-high peaks in Kanakanavu. Another data type I did not elicit was dialogues
between multiple native speakers. While some speakers such as Sulhiape were easily able to
act out both sides of a hypothetical dialogue, and assign specific intonational contours to the
speech acts therein, this is a difficult task. Having multiple speakers work together on tasks or
games can yield situations like disagreement, as shown for example by de León’s (1991) study
of spatial terms in Tzotzil. These situations may in turn be associated with specific intonational
contours that are not easily elicited in a translation task. Finally, I did not elicit full morphological
paradigms in any of the languages discussed here. Given the variety of ways that intonational
phonology has been shown to intersect with clitics and clitic clusters in the Formosan languages,
this is one direction that elicited materials will further the study of prosody in Formosan (and
other languages) by great lengths.
In addition to elicitation, another type of methodology that may be useful in future studies
of Formosan prosody is perceptual tasks. There are a few areas in the data presented in this
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dissertation where there appeared to be variation. For example, the languages of southwestern
Taiwan show variation between ‘peak’ and ‘plateau’ intonation. In the Mantauran Rukai data
that I elicited, there is reason to believe that these two surface patterns may be correlated with
utterance type; in the other languages there is little if any such evidence. A perception experiment
would be a good way to figure out whether these surface patterns are correlated with semantic
information. Other areas where perceptual tasks may find the source of variation include the
(perhaps) optional pre-IP-final pitch accent suppression in some dialects of Seediq, and the lexical
items that surface with and without accent in Hla’alua.
In addition to furthering the study of prosody in Formosan languages specifically, there are
also directions for future research where this dissertation’s analyses intersect with prosodic ty-
pology and Austronesian studies generally.
While prosodic typology has a long-standing literature with regard to primary stress assign-
ment and metrical structure, many other subdomains of prosody have only recently seen typo-
logical work. Of the patterns found by this dissertation to recur across the Formosan languages,
including non-IP-final pitch accent suppression, peak delay, Spread-to-Shift, the interaction be-
tween intonational phonology and glottal stop epenthesis, it is difficult to say how common or
uncommon any of these is cross-linguistically, or how ‘natural’ they are as a sound change. Hope-
fully by documenting these phenomena within Formosan, they can be patterns to watch out for
for the linguist documenting prosody in languages elsewhere in the world.
It is also the case that prosodic analysis must run on various assumptions that have not been
standardized across the field. For example, if no evidence is found within a language to disam-
biguate whether a [LHL] sequence is better analyzed as /%L H*L/ vs. /L+H*L/, which is the more
‘efficient’ analysis? The former makes use of simpler phonological elements, while the latter
makes use of fewer phonological elements. While I (and some other scholars) have decided to
take the ‘fewer elements’ approach in this dissertation, the results of ‘fewer elements’ analysis
are fundamentally incompatible as objects of comparative study with the results of studies that
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take a ‘simpler elements’ approach.
As the Formosan languages include all but one first-order branch of Austronesian, descriptive
data from Formosan holds a special position in general Austronesian studies. The most natural
starting point for the incorporation of this dissertation’s results into a study of Austronesian as a
whole is to conduct a similar study of prosody and intonation in the closest relatives of Formosan:
the Batanic and Philippine languages. Much of what we know about prosody in the Philippine
languages comes from older sources that rely on field notes rather than the methods of acoustic
analysis available to us today. This was also the case for a number of the Formosan languages
discussed here, and the use of acoustic data in the reanalysis of these languages’ prosodic systems
saw some radical departures from previous descriptions. I am confident that a study of the Batanic
and Philippine languages in the style of this dissertation’s study of Formosan languages would
yield a wealth of yet-undescribed diversity in prosodic structure and intonational phonology.
It will also be interesting to see whether some of the recurring patterns found in this disser-
tation’s study of Formosan languages occur in other subgroups of Austronesian. For example,
could the non-IP-final pitch accent suppression be related to the phrasal prominence described
by Kaufman and Himmelmann (accepted) for their ‘Eastern prototype’ within western Austrone-
sian?
14.3 Final remarks
This dissertation can hopefully serve as a first step into the study of prosody and intonation
in Formosan languages, which will require extensive future study in the many languages and
dialects not presented here, as well with other speakers of the same speech communities. There
are numerous areas in which the data elicited for this dissertation had gaps that could have given
key insight into the nature of certain phonological patterns. These areas are ones in which the
torch can be passed to the future researcher, to shine a light on some of the open questions this
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dissertation presents.
Finally, this study highlights the importance of work on lesser-studied and endangered lan-
guages. The Formosan languages have rich intonational phonologies, and other complex struc-
tures that can add to our body of knowledge on prosodic typology. They are also important
cultural elements that deserve to be documented in all subdomains of their linguistic structure.
Prosody is a blind spot in many descriptive works, and hopefully the availability of better current
technology will reverse that trend.
Appendix A
Attested combinations of F0 maxima by
lexical item in Hla’alua
This table shows attested combinations of F0 maxima on the initial mora (‘1st’), antepenult (‘anp’)
and penult (‘pen’) on Hla’alua words produced by Amalanamahlʉ (‘AS’) andMai (‘MH’). In words
of 3 morae, the first and antepenultimate mora are identical, and the categories are thus collapsed.
The rows in this table represent types, not tokens, andmany represent multiple tokens in the data.
Items are arranged alphabetically within mora-count brackets.
The data is categorized by mora (μ) count. While some authors like Pan (2012, 2016) allow for
bimoraic syllables, all morae can bear a pitch accent, including the first vs. second mora in an
identical vowel sequence like /aa/. Additionally, counting by morae is a better predictor of the
location of the pitch accent than any proposal of a syllable larger than the mora in Hla’alua.
Both words produced in isolation, and words produced within larger utterances are consid-
ered here. Excluded are words that are non-final within the intonational phrase and have been
‘reduced’, i.e., produced with a high plateau instead of at least one identifiable H and L target. An
asterisk * marks items that only appear within a larger utterance, while those without the asterisk
represent items attested in isolation (whether or not they also appear within larger utterances).
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Analyses of morphological structure vary between sources, and I do not show all potential
morpheme boundaries here. Some that are shown include the definite clitic =na, the personal
nominal and possessive clitics, the past tense prefix hli- and reciprocal prefix arupa-. Words were
not excluded for being morphologically complex, except for those with the question clitic =i,
which co-occurs with a distinct intonational contour at the phrase level (see Section 5.7).
Where it is necessary to exclude some morphology from the domain of stress assignment for
an analysis here to be possible, the excluded morphology is put in parentheses, in non-italicized
text. For example, in the word arupa-púaliuhlu ‘trade’, if the full word is the domain of stress
assignment, then the stress must be analyzed as either falling on the pre-pre-antepenultimate
mora, or the fourth from the left edge. As neither of these possible categories has predictive
power elsewhere in the data, a simpler solution is to exclude the reciprocal prefix arupa-, and
categorizing the surfacing maximum as being on the first syllable of the domain (which includes
only pualiuhlu). And there is evidence that this prefix is rightfully excluded from the domain: i)
off the other words with arupa-, none require that the prefix be part of the domain of stress for
their analysis; and ii) the stress on púaliuhlu in isolation matches that of arupa-púaliuhlu.
Items where the position of an F0 maximum is ambiguous or cannot be analyzed in the cat-
egories of first vs. antepenultimate vs. penultimate given available morphological analyses, are
markedwith a questionmark ‘?’. This includes theword umarucárucakʉ ‘scold’, with stress on the
pre-antepenult (or fourth mora from the left edge). Of the related words in S.-T. Lim and Szakos
(2013), I have not found subparts of this word smaller than the stem rucarucakʉ, which similarly
resists analysis here pending further morphological analysis. Another ambiguity is in words like
arupa-ka-kita=mana ‘goodbye’, in which arupa- and =mana can be excluded from the domain of
stress, but can be analyzed as either a three-mora domain ka-kita with penultimate stress, or a
bimoraic domain kita with initial/penultimate stress. Thus, without further investigation of the
sequence ka- here, the status of this F0 maximum as penultimate vs. initial is ambiguous.
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Table A.1: Attested combinations of F0 maxima on lexical items in Hla’alua, based on recordings
of Amalanamahlʉ (AS) and Mai (MH).
F0 maxima Speaker not in
μ Word 1st anp pen AS MH isolation?
3 ahlamʉ ‘bird’ ✓ 0 ✓ ✓
cucuta ‘relative’ ✓ 0 ✓
hlisarʉ ‘yellow’ ✓ 0 ✓ *
langica ‘tall’ ✓ 0 ✓ *
maini ‘small’ ✓ 0 ✓ *
mʉʉmʉ ‘all’ ✓ 0 ✓ *
papa’a ‘meat’ ✓ 0 ✓ *
Rʉhlʉcʉ (village name) ✓ 0 ✓
rianʉ ‘each’ ✓ 0 ✓
sa’au ‘delicious’ ✓ 0 ✓ *
sahli=u ‘your song’ ✓ 0 ✓ *
sala’a ‘road’ ✓ 0 ✓
saviki ‘betel nut’ 0 ✓ ✓
✓ 0 ✓
tahlaku ‘pig’ ✓ 0 ✓
taisa ‘big’ ✓ 0 ✓
tasau ‘dog’ ✓ 0 ✓
tavava ‘kitchen’ ✓ 0 ✓
tukucu ‘friend’ ✓ 0 ✓ *
uma=u ‘you eat’ 0 ✓ ✓
uvura ‘give’ ✓ 0 ✓
4 ahlamʉ=na ‘the bird’ ✓ 0 0 ✓ ✓ *
ahlisarʉ ‘yellow.pf’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
alʉmʉhlʉ ‘mountain boar’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
hli-avavu ‘cooked’ ✓ 0 0 ✓ *
hluuhlungu ‘stream’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
kana’a=na ‘him/her/that one’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
kani’i=na ‘this one’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
karaaru ‘scratch an itch’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
maaʉngʉ ‘sneeze’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
macacaa ‘smile’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
mahlisarʉ ‘yellow.af’ ✓ 0 0 ✓ ✓
mairangʉ ‘sweet potato’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
makulai ‘fast’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
malusapʉ ‘sleep’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
mangʉtʉhlʉ ‘chop off’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
mʉlʉngʉsʉ ‘long’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
0 ✓ 0 ✓ *
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
μ Word 1st anp pen AS MH non-iso.?
4 mipihlihli ‘fly (v.)’ ✓ 0 0 ✓ *
muricucu ‘relative’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
ngahla=isa ‘who’; ‘his name’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
paapaci ‘kill’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
pakatukutuku ‘knock (on door)’ 0 0 ✓ ✓
pa-timahlu ‘cause to listen’ ? ✓ 0 ✓
pihlalupu ‘fish (v.)’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
sʉʉsʉngʉ ‘grass’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
sihlianʉ (a time of day) ✓ 0 0 ✓
taʉvura ‘rice basket’ ✓ 0 ✓ ✓
0 0 ✓ ✓
tahluuru ‘hole’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
tasau=na ‘the dog’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
tavuhliu ‘red’ 0 ✓ 0 ✓ *
tihla’ahlʉ ‘body’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
tukucu=ku ‘my friend’ ✓ 0 0 ✓ *
ʉvʉcʉngʉ ‘millet’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
vutukuhlu ‘fish (n.)’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
vuuvula ‘smoke’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
5 arakicacʉ ‘scare’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
(arupa-)pualiuhlu ‘trade’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
avavu=aku ‘I cook’ 0 ✓ 0 ✓ *
cuhlaumangʉ ‘when’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
hlikʉlʉcʉhla ‘heart’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
kumakulici ‘peel (v.)’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
maataata ‘tomorrow’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
mairangʉ=na ‘the sweet potato’ ✓ 0 0 ✓ *
maliʉsʉpʉ ‘close eyes’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
malisʉʉhlʉ ‘heavy’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
matasa’ai ‘lie down’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
matavuhliu ‘red.af’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
mitahlaahlʉ ‘run’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
mupaapahlʉ ‘boil’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
pualiuhlu ‘exchange’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
rʉrʉmaanʉ ‘inside’ ✓ ✓ 0 ✓
sipangʉhlʉva ‘door’ ✓ ✓ 0 ✓
✓ 0 ✓ ✓
0 0 ✓ ✓ *
taapu’ai ‘butterfly’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
tahliaria ‘sun’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
μ Word 1st anp pen AS MH non-iso.?
5 takaukau ‘eagle’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
tamuciakʉ ‘frog’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
tavava-ana ‘kitchen-lf’ 0 ✓ 0 ✓ *
tiaraisa ‘why’ ✓ ✓ 0 ✓
tihla’ahlʉ=ku ‘my body’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
tukucu=ku=na ‘my friend’ ✓ 0 ✓ ✓ *
tumamʉhlʉngʉ ‘manufacture’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
tumuruturu ‘teach’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
turukuuka ‘chicken’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
0 ✓ 0 ✓ *
umahlʉahlʉ ‘carry’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
umaniani ‘call (of an animal)’ 0 ✓ 0 ✓
vutukuhlu=na ‘the fish’ 0 0 ✓ ✓ *
vuuvulunga ‘forest’ ✓ 0 ✓ ✓ ✓
’acangʉrahlʉ ‘star’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
’alaliamʉ ‘housefly’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
’ʉ’ʉraisa ‘thank you’ ✓ ✓ 0 ✓
6 Amalanamalhʉ (name) 0 0 ✓ ✓
arasingasinga ‘celebrate’ 0 ✓ 0 ✓
arupa-ka-kita(=mana) ‘goodbye’ ? 0 ✓ ✓
maivuvurunga ‘late morning’ ✓ ✓ 0 ✓
maraaiahlʉ ‘same’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
masalangʉsangʉ ‘beautiful’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
0 ✓ 0 ✓
matahlʉkʉtʉkʉ ‘cold’ 0 ✓ 0 ✓
miapipihlihli ‘flying’; ‘duck’ 0 ✓ 0 ✓
piracaucau ‘send’ ✓ 0 0 ✓
saasaruana ‘earth’ 0 ✓ 0 ✓
taku’i’iarʉ ‘work’ 0 ✓ 0 ✓
tumatinʉʉnʉ ‘embroidery’ ✓ ✓ 0 ✓
7 arupa-kaa-kita(=ita) ? 0 ✓ ✓
‘we saw each other’
hli-pihlalupu=isa ‘he fished’ ✓ ✓ 0 ✓ *
hli-taiaraisa ‘because’ ✓ ✓ 0 ✓
muamuamuarʉ ‘slow’ 0 ✓ 0 ✓
umarucárucakʉ ‘scold’ ? ? ? ✓
9 maisasavusavuanʉ ‘doctor’ ✓ ✓ 0 ✓
takua’i’iarʉ=aku ‘I work’ 0 ✓ 0 ✓
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In Section 5.6, the combinations of maxima shown in Table A.1 were analyzed as three cate-
gories of accent: antepenultimate, penultimate and zero accent. Table A.2 below shows the items
from Table A.1 arranged by these accent categories. Trimoraic words are treated separately as it
cannot be determined based on an initial F0 peak whether these words belong in the antepenul-
timate or zero-stress category. Items that appear in two categories are marked with a single
asterisk *, or a double asterisk ** if it shares a stem with an item in another category.
Table A.2: Hla’alua words arranged by surfacing accent category.
μ Category Attested words


















pen accent saviki* ‘betel nut’
uma=u ‘you eat’
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Table A.2 – continued from previous page
μ Category Attested words
4+ zero accent kana’a=na ‘him/her/that one’
kani’i=na ‘this one’
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Table A.2 – continued from previous page
μ Category Attested words
































umaniani ‘call (of an animal)’
’ʉ’ʉraisa ‘thank you’
pen accent Amalanamahlʉ (name)
arupa-kaa-kita=ita ‘we saw each other’
arupa-ka-kita=mana ‘goodbye’
pakatukutuku ‘knock (on door)’
sipangʉhlʉva* ‘door’
taʉvura ‘rice basket’
APPENDIX A. ATTESTED COMBINATIONS OF F0 MAXIMA BY LEXICAL ITEM IN HLA’ALUA709
Table A.2 – continued from previous page
μ Category Attested words
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